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Abstract 
 
 
In less than five years, Alexa has become a familiar presence in many households, and even 
those who do not own one have stumbled into it, be it at a friend’s house or in the news. 
Amazon Alexa and its friend Google Assistant represent an evolution of IoT: they have an 
advanced ‘intelligence’ based on Cloud computing and Machine Learning; they collect data 
and process them to profile and understand users, and they are placed inside our home. I 
refer to them as intelligent personal and home assistants, or IPHAs.   
This research applies multidisciplinary resources to explore the phenomenon of IPHAs from 
two perspectives. From a more socio-technical angle, the research reflects upon what 
happens to the private sphere and the home once IPHAs enter it. To do so, it looks at theories 
and concepts borrowed from history, behavioural science, STSs, philosophy, and behavioural 
design. All these disciplines contribute to highlight different attributes that individuals and 
society associate with the private sphere and the home. When the functioning of IPHAs is 
mapped against these attributes it is possible to identify where Alexa and Assistant might 
have an impact: there is a potential conflict between the privacy expectations and norms 
existing in the home (as sanctuary of the private sphere) and the marketing interests 
introduced in the home by IPHAs’ profiling. Because of the voice-interaction, IPHAs are also 
potentially highly persuasive, can influence and manipulate users and affect their autonomy 
and control in their daily lives.   
From the legal perspective, the research explores the application of the GDPR and proposal 
for e-Privacy Regulation to IPHAs, as legislative tools for the protection of the private sphere 
in horizontal relationships. The analysis focuses in particular on those provisions whose 
application to IPHAs is more challenging, based on the technology but also on the socio-
technical analysis above. Special attention is dedicated to the consent of users to the 
processing, the general principles of the GDPR, attributing the role of controllers or 
processors to the stakeholders involved, profiling and automated decisions, data protection 
by design and default, as well as spam and robocalls.  
For some of the issues, suggestions are offered on how to interpret and apply the legal 
framework, in order to mitigate undesired effects. This is the case, for instance, of 
determining whether the owners of IPHAs should be considered controllers vis-à-vis the data 
of their guests, or of the implications of data protection by design and default on the design 
of IPHAs. Some questions, however, require a wider debate at societal and political level. This 
is the case of the behavioural design techniques used to entice users and stimulate them to 
use the vocal assistants, which present high levels of persuasion and can affect the agency 
and autonomy of individuals. The research brings forward the necessity to determine where 
the line should be drawn between acceptable practices and unacceptable ones.   
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Chapter I – Introduction 
 

“In the instant the door was opened, she ceased to exist. (…) 
the two grand gentlemen filled the doorway, and stepped through it,  

and moved past her, and did not so much as glance her way 
— for them the door had simply opened itself” 

Jo Baker – Longbourn  

 
 
1.1 The setting of the research 
At the beginning of 2019 over 23 million households in Europe had a special guest: a smart 
speaker. This number is destined to increase rapidly, as it is expected that by 2024 the 
European households with a smart speaker will be over 57 million.1  
The two most common models of smart speakers are Amazon Echo and Google Home, also 
known to users with the names of the famous talking assistants they support: Amazon Alexa, 
and Google Assistant.   
 
Internet of Things and smart home appliances are not new, and smart speakers are the latest 
of a long list of Internet-connected devices that have made their appearance in our 
households in the last ten years.  
However, while smart speakers might appear familiar to us, they are unlike anything we have 
seen so far.  
 
The device 
For starter, the core feature of smart speakers lies in the fact that they embed vocal assistants. 
Vocal assistants, initially introduced on smartphones as a form of hands-free interface, have 
now reached high levels of sophistication and intelligence. Machine Learning and Cloud 
computing make interacting with them frictionless and ubiquitous (at least most of the times): 
they understand what we are asking and even show some personality, making jokes and 
giving sarcastic answers. The possibility to connect compatible devices to them, and to 
download additional apps, gives them invisible hands and tools to carry out activities around 
the house, almost like a human assistant: they can make coffee (but they can’t carry it around, 
yet), play music, inform us about the weather or traffic, remind us of incoming meetings, read 
emails aloud, tell the news or the horoscope, order dinner and re-stock the pantry. They can 
show us who is at the door, set the temperature and lights in any room of the house, post on 
Facebook and Instagram on our behalf, answer questions and help with the homework.  
 
Smart speakers are more than IoT devices for the home, and their vocal assistants are more 
than smartphone interfaces. They are intelligent personal and home assistants, designed to 
personalize both the online and physical spaces around us, based on the profile they develop 
of their users.  

 
1 ‘Smart Home Market in Europe up 15.1% to 33 Mln Units in Q4 2018’ (Telecompaper.com) 

<https://www.telecompaper.com/news/smart-home-market-in-europe-up-151-to-33-mln-units-in-q4-2018--

1288777> accessed 11 November 2020; Forrester, ‘By 2024, 57.5 Million EU-5 Households Will Have Smart 

Speakers’ (2020). 
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Intelligent personal and home assistants is the (long) term chosen in this thesis to designate 
these products (hereinafter they will also be referred to as IPHAs: I chose to pronounce it as 
‘ifas’ for practical reasons, and I would suggest the reader does the same). It contains all the 
features that, combined together, make these devices innovative and important from a socio-
legal perspective.  
 
It has been mentioned above, and will be explained more in details throughout this work, that 
Machine Learning is at the basis of the intelligence of IPHAs. It is also at the basis of their 
personalization capabilities.  
Profiling is the big protagonist of the data-driven revolution that characterizes the first 
decades of this XXI century. Probabilistic predictions are elaborated based on recurring 
patterns and correlations identified in datasets, and are applied to every sector and industry: 
in the distribution of goods or to establish their prices, for calculating risks in insurances or 
diagnosing diseases, in online advertising and for marketing strategies. The business model – 
and commercial success – of several products and services is based on data collection and 
profiling, and IPHAs are no exception.  
 
The profiling carried out in the context of IPHAs, however, presents some peculiar features, 
not found in other IoT devices or even in smartphones. IPHAs recognize who is talking. They 
keep a voice profile of every (adult) user registered within the general household account of 
each device. This ensures a granularity of the profiling that other devices or technologies 
rarely have. A ‘simple’ smart TV does not know exactly who is watching: they might infer it 
from the kind of show that is being broadcasted, but that knowledge requires additional 
information and passages (that is, additional time and costs). Google Assistant knows who is 
asking to watch a certain show, because it recognizes the voice. Facebook might cross 
databases to infer the tastes and preferences of a user, or it might nudge users into filling in 
their relationship status and family members to create an accurate network of contacts. Alexa 
knows exactly which products are being purchased over time, because Alexa is the tool 
through which they are purchased. Alexa or Google Assistant immediately know that two or 
more individuals live together, thanks to the profiles registered under the same account. They 
have immediate access to some of the most intimate details of our lives, thanks to the      vocal 
interaction,      their applications, and the information gathered by the producers via several 
sources.  
The vocal interaction is not only a powerful window into the private sphere of individuals. It 
is also a means to establish a deeper connection with users. It brings an emotional attachment 
more intense than with a mere screen or display. IPHAs are designed to prompt users to 
interact more and more, until they become a habit and almost a member of the family. In this 
sense, the vocal interaction contributes to making IPHAs our peers, social actors capable of 
influencing our behaviours and decisions, stimulating us to disclose even more information 
about ourselves.  
 
This also sheds a light on the origin of the data necessary for IPHAs’ profiling. Some data come 
from databases and profiles already available to the producers of the devices (such as Amazon 
or Google). These are extensive, thanks to the capability that these companies have to track 
and profile users online, via their services and the services offered by countless business 
partners.  
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A noteworthy part of data is collected by IPHAs themselves, through their sensors or the 
sensors of the other IoT devices connected to them. All day and every day, IPHAs translate 
into data every action and behaviour of the inhabitant of the house in which they are located: 
which lights are turned on and when, the preferred temperatures of a room at a certain time, 
what food is ordered, from where, at what time and on which days of the week, what shows 
are watched and what music is played, what information is looked for online, what news 
topics and outlets are preferred, who are the contacts of the family and what they write to 
each other, the price range of the products they own and purchase, what groceries are 
restocked often, or which they buy once and then never again, and so on and so forth.  
In other words, the data come from within the home, from the lives of its inhabitants.  
 
The home 
IPHAs are embedded in the physical infrastructure of the home, through the vocal interface 
and the many connected devices scattered around the house.  
The very presence of IPHAs (and of the other IoT devices) changes the semantics of the 
environment: the home turns into a smart home, that is, a dynamic environment optimised 
by Machine Learning based on the preferences of the inhabitants (and of the companies 
producing the devices).   
 
This change needs to be reconciled with the fact that – at least in the Western culture – the 
home has acquired through history the role of sanctuary of the private sphere. The term 
home, as opposed to house, implies an emotional connection between the dwellers and the 
dwelling (as will be explained in Part I). 
The home hosts and shields the private sphere, the dimension that is cut out from public 
scrutiny, where the individual has complete control over the environment and what it 
contains. The home is the dimension of unselfconscious actions, those behaviours that we 
carry out without awareness nor attention, without fear of being observed – and judged – by 
others.   
 
Behavioural science research shows that a house, the physical space, becomes a home 
following the development of an emotional attachment by the individuals inhabiting it. This 
process, called appropriation, implies the exercise of control over the home (for instance by 
choosing and arranging furniture, or adding mementos and objects). This also contributes to 
the identity development of individuals, to the setting of the boundaries between them and 
the community.  
A loss of control can erode the connection between an individual and the home; the 
perception of someone else’s presence (such as a burglar, for instance) clashes with the 
expectation of privacy of individuals inside the home, and gives life to a sense of discomfort 
denominated crowding in behavioural science literature. Crowding interrupts the emotional 
ties with the home.  
Several factors can affect the control of individuals inside the home, also operating on the 
boundaries between public and private, and the development of the identity of individuals. 
Technology has historically been one of these factors: the telephone, the radio, or the 
television have brought inside the home the voices – and the interests – of other actors (the 
state, the community, companies). The Internet has also affected the control exercised by 
individuals on their private sphere, as well as the placement of the public/private boundaries: 
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it has been the vector of the digital revolution that has led to the datafication of our surfing 
habits and online activities.  
 
Now, with IPHAs, the datafication of the private sphere assumes a new perspective. IPHAs 
open the door to harvesting our homes for personal data in a way that is unprecedented.  
 
Putting forward a new perspective on the matter 
The two main European legal tools for the protection of personal data are the General Data 
Protection Regulation and the complementary e-Privacy Directive, soon to be replaced by the 
e-Privacy Regulation.  
Based on IPHAs’ technological features and on the characteristics of the home environment, 
it is necessary to analyse how these provisions concretely translate into practice, in this 
specific context.  
From an academic perspective, the aim of this thesis is to analyse how the GDPR (and the 
proposal for an e-Privacy Regulation)2 apply to intelligent personal and home assistants, in 
the light of the socio-legal attributes of the home and of the effects that IPHAs exert on it. In 
this regard, this work might appear different from a “typical” data protection analysis, that 
focuses mostly on applying the GDPR to a certain technology. This research has two focal 
points: one is reflecting about the impact that IPHAs can have on the private sphere and the 
home. As will be explained below, the reflection about the impact of IPHAs on the 
conceptualization of the private sphere is contained in Part I of this thesis, and is carried out 
using sources form several disciplines, including behavioural sciences and history. This part 
revolves around the assumption that IPHAs, as an emerging technology, interact with the 
attributes traditionally associated with the private sphere; the results of this interaction are 
the ‘effects’ mentioned throughout the research. Like other technologies before (think of 
television, or smartphones), IPHAs create new apertures through which information enter 
and exit the private sphere. Their intelligence is data-driven and based on Machine Learning 
and profiling (in line with many services, such as targeted advertising or risk prediction). IPHAs 
are also embedded in the home and change its design from a technical and technological 
perspective (as is commonly associated with the IoT and ambient intelligence). From this 
perspective, some of the effects generated by IPHAs are already well-known. The novel aspect 
lies in the fact that IPHAs combine all of them and do it in are active (maybe even proactive) 
way, because they are voice-based interlocutors, that identify users based on the voice and 
can dialogue with them. Specific design features give them a highly persuasive capability. And 
they also function as a hub, directing the devices connected to them. The combination of all 
these features makes IPHAs capable of affecting the private sphere and the home in several, 
new, ways: the home is no longer the place where individuals can let their real personality 
unravel freely; the control exercised on the home is lowered by the seamless and ubiquitous 
data collection and processing; part of the control is also being transferred to the IPHA, in 
order to carry out some tasks; IPHAs mediate the moral values attributed to the home and 

 
2 Respectively, the Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 

on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement 
of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) hereinafter GDPR, and the 

draft [ST 13808 2019 INIT] concerning the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the 

Council concerning the respect for private life and the protection of personal data in electronic 

communications and repealing Directive 2002/58/EC (Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications), 

hereinafter e-Privacy Regulation or ePR.  
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the private sphere, based on the marketing and design norms embedded in their design. 
These are all new challenges posed by IPHAs to the existing personal data protection regime. 
This way of approaching the protection of the private sphere represents an original 
contribution of my research. It is at this point that the other focal point of my research comes 
into play. Part II reflects about what concrete form the GDPR takes based on the technical 
features of IPHAs, but also on the peculiarities and challenges deriving from the interaction 
of IPHAs to the private sphere. Beyond the academic perspective, this thesis is also intended 
as a contribution to the broader societal debate surrounding intelligent personal and home 
assistants and their effects on individuals, their private sphere, ultimately their identity. Some 
of the questions raised by intelligent personal and home assistants necessitate an answer that 
includes data protection, but goes beyond it. Questions such as the necessity for an 
interdependent, collective dimension of data protection triggered by profiling, or the 
interaction of aggressive competition practices and data-driven, addictive, services, and also 
the effects of persuasive design techniques on the autonomy of individuals, need to be at put 
the center of the public debate, benefitting from several perspectives and voices. This 
research represents a small step in that direction.  
 
1.2 Technological scope of the research 
The subjects of the analysis, IPHAs, are a new kind of consumer product. They are personal 
assistants, a type of Natural Language Interface (NLI)3 originally designed for smartphones 
and chats, but they are embedded into products and devices designed to be placed inside the 
house, to interact with Internet-connected (compatible) appliances and with the humans 
inhabiting the house (hence the home element). 
 
While chatbots represent one of the precursors of IPHAs, the two do not have much in 
common. Chatbots were initially present in chats, websites, and webshops in particular.4 They 
were considered a cost-saving solution for customer care, but gave scarce results (from the 
perspective of the customers) due to the limited set of pre-programmed replies they 
displayed. In the end the consumer-chat bubble burst, leaving industries less enthusiastic of 
chatbots (that however did not disappear completely).5  
In recent years, four technological and sociological developments made conversational AI 
more interactive, accurate, and realistic: “(i) a vast increase in computing power, (ii) the 
availability of very large amounts of linguistic data, (iii) the development of highly successful 
machine learning (ML) methods, and (iv) a much richer understanding of the structure of 
human language and its deployment in social contexts”6.  
Here lies one main difference between chatbots and personal assistants: chatbots mostly 
used pre-programmed replies, while Alexa and Google Assistant are constantly connected to 
the Internet, have been trained on the vast amounts of user generated content available 

 
3 Ram Menon, ‘The Rise Of Conversational AI’ [2017] Forbes 

<https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2017/12/04/the-rise-of-conversational-ai/> accessed 25 

November 2020. 
4 Ian R Kerr, ‘Bots, Babes and the Californication of Commerce’ (2003) 1 University of Ottawa Law & 

Technology Journal 285. 
5 ibid. 
6 Julia Hirschberg and Christopher D Manning, ‘Advances in Natural Language Processing’ (2015) 349 Science 

261, 261. 
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online, and Machine Learning techniques allow them to be interactive and mimic human 
language.7       
 
Most commonly, intelligent personal and home assistants are embedded into purpose-built      
speakers, that is, Internet-connected (smart) speakers that can be operated via an app or via 
the intelligent personal and home assistant itself. Besides smart speakers, intelligent personal 
and home assistants can also be embedded in a wide range of devices, both proprietary and 
from third-party producers: common ones include smart fridges, thermostats, security 
cameras, and smart audio-video hubs which include both a smart speaker and a display.  
 

IPHAs take over the world 
 
Intelligent personal and home assistants represent the latest development of a branch of 
computer science, that is vocal interaction, that has its origins in the second half of the XX 
century, with the early attempts at speech recognition and synthesis (see Annex 1 for a 
timeline of speech recognition and vocal assistants).  
 
The first intelligent personal assistant to be introduced in the market specifically as a smart 
home consumer product was Amazon’s Alexa, in 2014. Before Alexa, however, there were 
other vocal assistants: Siri, and Cortana. These were limited to smartphones and laptops, 
and mostly presented as an option for hands-free, vocal interaction8: they were not 
embedded into home appliances or smart/IoT products and, more importantly, they did 
not represent the most important feature of said products.  
Shortly after the arrival of Alexa, Google unveiled Google Home, a smart speaker designed 
to embed their vocal assistant, Google Assistant, to become a home hub for IoT and smart 
devices. Between 2015 and 2018, Microsoft (with Cortana) and Apple (with Siri) also 
followed the example of Amazon and Google, embedding their pre-existing smartphone 
vocal assistants into various products. At the same time, intelligent personal and home 
assistants were developed in China (the main ones being Alibaba’s Aligenie, Xiaowei by 
Tencent, DuerOS by Baidu, and finally Xiaomi’s Mi)9, Japan (Clova, developed by Wave)10, 

 
7 Matthew B Hoy, ‘Alexa, Siri, Cortana, and More: An Introduction to Voice Assistants’ (2018) 37 Medical 

Reference Services Quarterly 81. 
8 While intelligent personal and home assistants have, since 2014, developed steadily to the point of becoming 

a specific niche in the market, their origin as vocal interaction at times still influences the way they are 

considered by the general public, or even the legislator. A 2020 German draft for regulating intermediaries of 

media services catalogues all vocal assistants, including IPHAs, as a service providing vocal human-computer 

interaction. See Covington, Burling LLP-Martin Hansen and Dr Ulrike Elteste, ‘Germany Likely to Adopt Unique 
Regulatory Regime for Intermediaries to Media Services | Lexology’ 

<https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=4d5a4f72-47ad-4856-9279-60a122cf449a> accessed 2 

November 2020; Dasha Fomina, ‘Voice Tech in Europe: New Digital Assistant in Estonia, Upcoming Regulation 

in Germany and Major…’ (Medium, 1 March 2020) <https://medium.com/voiceui/voice-tech-in-europe-new-

digital-assistant-in-estonia-upcoming-regulation-in-germany-and-major-31774495374> accessed 2 November 

2020. 
9 These products are available – at the time of writing – only in Chinese and Mandarin, and only for the 
Chinese market. Xiaomi has announced the intention to enter the European market in 2021, but no exact 

launch date has been released so far. See ‘Xiaomi Mi Smart Speaker Could Soon Arrive in Europe for under 

€60’ (Android Authority, 16 October 2020) <https://www.androidauthority.com/xiaomi-mi-smart-speaker-

europe-1169338/> accessed 7 November 2020. 
10 Available only in Japan and South Korea, in Japanese and Korean languages. 
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Russia (Alice by Yandex, and Marusia by Capsula)11, and Germany (Hallo Magenta, by 
Deutsche Telekom)12.  
 
Ever since 2014, the market for intelligent personal and home assistants has grown 
constantly and rapidly. IPHAs are now among the leading products in the smart home 
sector.13  
 
In 2019, over two hundred million smart speakers14 were sold globally, with Amazon 
leading the U.S.15 and European markets, closely tailed by Google.16  
 

 
Figure 1.2: the smart speaker market in the last quarter of 2019.17 
 
Amazon has admitted to have sold globally over one hundred million devices18       
supporting Alexa (the company did not specify what devices, one can assume the number 

 
11 Only available in Russia and with Russian language.  
12 Available only for the German market, in German language. 
13 ‘Smart Speaker Sales Reached New Record of 146.9M in 2019, up 70% from 2018’ (TechCrunch) 

<https://social.techcrunch.com/2020/02/17/smart-speaker-sales-reached-new-record-of-146-9m-in-2019-up-

70-from-2018/> accessed 7 November 2020; ‘Smart Speaker Sales to Rise 35% Globally in 2019 to 92 Million 

Units, 15 Million in China, Growth Slows’ (Voicebot.ai, 24 September 2019) 

<https://voicebot.ai/2019/09/24/smart-speaker-sales-to-rise-35-globally-in-2019-to-92-million-units-15-
million-in-china-growth-slows/> accessed 2 November 2020; ‘The Smart Home Market in Europe Experienced 

the Strongest Quarter Ever in 4Q19, but COVID-19 Will Hit the Market in 2020, Says IDC’ (IDC: The premier 
global market intelligence company) <https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prEUR146194020> 

accessed 2 November 2020. 
14 ‘More than 200 Million Smart Speakers Have Been Sold, Why Aren’t They a Marketing Channel?’ (Marketing 
Land, 14 February 2020) <https://marketingland.com/more-than-200-million-smart-speakers-have-been-sold-

why-arent-they-a-marketing-channel-276012> accessed 2 November 2020. 
15 ‘Nearly 70% of US Smart Speaker Owners Use Amazon Echo Devices’ (TechCrunch) 

<https://social.techcrunch.com/2020/02/10/nearly-70-of-u-s-smart-speaker-owners-use-amazon-echo-

devices/> accessed 2 November 2020. 
16 ‘Amazon Regains Leadership in European Smart Speaker Market, but Google Still Number 1 in Smart Home 

Space, Says IDC’ (IDC: The premier global market intelligence company) 

<https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prEUR145563019> accessed 2 November 2020. 
17 John Koetsier, ‘Amazon, Google Own U.S., Europe In Smart Speakers As Sales Up 70%. But Baidu And Xiaomi 
Grew Over 100%’ (Forbes) <https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnkoetsier/2020/02/17/amazon-google-own-us-

europe-in-smart-speakers-as-sales-up-70-but-baidu-and-xiaomi-grew-over-100/> accessed 7 November 2020. 
18 Dieter Bohn, ‘Exclusive: Amazon Says 100 Million Alexa Devices Have Been Sold’ (The Verge, 4 January 2019) 

<https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/4/18168565/amazon-alexa-devices-how-many-sold-number-100-million-

dave-limp> accessed 2 November 2020. 
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includes smart speakers and other devices), while Alibaba and Baidu have disclosed the 
staggering amounts of two hundred and four hundred million devices sold, respectively.19  
 

 
Figure 1.2a: most popular smart speakers according to the EDPS.20 
 
In the European market, it is estimated that in 2019 at least twenty-three million smart 
speakers were sold, part of approximately one hundred and seven million smart home 
devices.21 While Amazon maintains the first place for the number of Alexa-supporting 
devices sold, Google Home’s sales have surpassed Echo for one quarter in 2019, and it shall 
not be forgotten that Google Assistant, as well as Siri, are present on phones and tablets 
respectively supporting Android or iOS.  
 

 
Figure 1.2b: European top 5 smart home (including but not limited to smart speakers) 
vendors in 2019 (volume is in thousands).22 
 

 
19 ‘Baidu’s DuerOS Voice Platform Is Now on 400 Million Devices’ (VentureBeat, 3 July 2019) 

<https://venturebeat.com/2019/07/02/baidus-dueros-voice-platform-is-now-on-400-million-devices/> 

accessed 2 November 2020; Koetsier (n 15). 
20 EDPS, ‘Tech Dispatch: Smart Speakers and Virtual Assistants’ 
<https://edps.europa.eu/sites/edp/files/publication/19-07-19_techdispatch_smart_speakers_en.pdf> 

accessed 7 November 2020. 
21 ‘Amazon Regains Leadership in European Smart Speaker Market, but Google Still Number 1 in Smart Home 

Space, Says IDC’ (n 14). 
22 ibid. 
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Overall, Amazon and Google accounted for approximately 87% of smart speakers in Europe 
in 2019.23  

 
Currently, three main models – Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, and Google Assistant – are available 
for purchase in the European market and are at the core of this research (a third one, 
Microsoft’s Cortana, is being phased out24 and has therefore been excluded from the scope 
of this research).  
Each model presents a wide array of devices, usually indicated as the ‘family’, in which it can 
be embedded or that can be connected to it. While the models present some differences, 
explored more in detail below, some common features can be identified in their design and 
functioning.  
 
IPHAs receive commands and complete tasks prevalently via NLI, that is, vocal interaction. 
Users say the wake-word (also referred to as trigger word), such as “Hey, Google”, “Alexa” or 
“Hey, Siri”, followed by a request. The wake-word is detected by the IPHA and activates it. In 
order to detect the wake-word, IPHAs constantly ‘listen’ and analyse small fractions of time 
(shorter than a second). If no wake-word is detected, the device remains semi-dormant. If the 
wake-word is detected, the device starts recording every sound within the range of its 
sensors, storing and processing it in the Cloud. The recording starts from a fraction of a second 
before the wake-word and lasts until the task is completed. While the device is recording, a 
light is on to inform users.  
 
Via Cloud computing the vocal message is transcribed and analysed. Based on the content, 
IPHAs then assess what is necessary to carry out the required task. If the task requires the 
opening of an app or the activation of one of the IoT devices connected to them (or both 
things), the IPHA opens the app and/or activates the connected device. At that point, through 
the app or the device, the task is carried out and completed.  
When the user says “Ok Google, what’s the weather in Brussels?”. The wake words “Ok 
Google” activate Google Home; this latter streams the entire message to Google’s servers, 
where it is then transcribed. The word “weather” activates a command that looks very similar 
to: 
 

if (“WEATHER”)  
   open (WEATHER APP) 
 

Google Assistant opens the weather app previously downloaded by the owner and Assistant 
recites the weather forecast. During the entire time, Google Assistant remains listening and 
streaming everything to the Cloud servers. At the end of the forecast the app closes, the smart 

 
23 ‘Over 20% of UK Households Have Smart Speakers While Germany Passes 10% and Ireland Approaches That 

Milestone’ (Voicebot.ai, 11 October 2019) 20 <https://voicebot.ai/2019/10/11/over-20-of-uk-households-
have-smart-speakers-while-germany-passes-10-and-ireland-approaches-that-milestone/> accessed 11 

November 2020. 
24 ‘Microsoft Is Basically Giving up on Cortana, Android Support to Die next Year’ (Android Police, 1 August 

2020) <https://www.androidpolice.com/2020/08/01/microsoft-is-basically-giving-up-on-cortana-android-

support-to-die-next-year/> accessed 11 November 2020. 
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speakers are deactivated, and Google Home stops listening and recording and goes again in 
the modality in which it only looks for the wake word.25  

  
IPHAs usually come with limited commands on the 
smart speaker/other device. One important 
command available on all the models is the mute 
button, that mechanically deactivates the 
microphones. When the mute button is pressed, 
IPHAs cannot listen to anything, including the 
wake word. Usually, a red light is turned on when 
the IPHA is on mute, to remind users.  
 
 
Figure 1.2c: The mute button on the new Amazon 
Echo, from the web-shop www. Amazon.com. 
 

In the example it is said that the weather forecast is obtained via an app. IPHAs, in fact, usually 
come with the possibility to expand their capabilities with several software and hardware. 
 

 
Figure 1.2d: how human requests are executed by IPHAs.26  
 
On the one hand there are the hardware products, often consisting of IoT or smart devices, 
such as televisions, fridges, light switches and bulbs, locks and doorbells, coffee makers, but 

 
25 This description assumes the correct functioning of all the devices and software involved, without accidental 

activation of other devices, unexpected errors of Google Assistant, or Google Home/Assistant accidentally 

continuing the streaming after the task is completed. Similar incidents are frequent and are occasionally 

discussed throughout this work.  
26 EDPS (n 18). 
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also toothbrushes, mattresses, security cameras, adult toys, and so on. These devices either 
embed Alexa or Google Assistant (or another IPHA), or are compatible for being connected 
to, and operated by, them.  
 

“Thermostat, thermostat on the wall…”: smart devices & the Internet of Things 
 
Despite their diffusion, there is no universal definition of the terms ‘smart’ and ‘Internet of 
Things’ (IoT). Even the origin of the term IoT is disputed. It is often traced back to a 
presentation made in 1999 by one of the founders of the Auto-ID Center at MIT, Kevin 
Ashton27, or to a 1997 publication by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).28  
Regardless of its origin, the term has been used to indicate an evolution of the Internet, 
which would no longer only connect computers, but also objects.  
In line with the above, the IEEE simply defines IoT as “A network of items – each embedded 
with sensors – which are connected to the Internet”29. This perspective indeed shows the 
basic essence of what composes the IoT: objects connected to the Internet. The IEEE also 
adds another element to the definition, identifying a three-layer architecture of IoT: the 
applications, the connection and the communication of data, and the sensing (the 
collection of information).  
According to the above mentioned ITU, the IoT is a “ubiquitous network”, an environment 
in which “networks and connectivity are available everywhere and anytime”30. This 
approach, which has encountered the support of many providers of IoT services and 
products31, revolves around the idea that the IoT will make everything connected, every 
time and in any place.  
It is interesting to note that according to the ITU, one of the technologies capable of 
enabling the IoT, together with sensors, is the so called “smart technology”. Here a first 
distinction appears between smart objects and IoT devices: they are not intended as 
synonyms, but as complementary technologies. The term smart is, however, described by 
the ITU as the mere capability of materials to respond to stimuli.32  
 
Smart objects appear, therefore, to be more limited in respect to what makes personal and 
home assistant devices intelligent. The Machine Learning and AI techniques employed by 
Alexa or Assistant go far beyond the active response to stimuli. It implies a form of cognition 
that, even though far from that of humans, aims at resembling and, possibly, fully imitate 
it. If we compare AI and Machine Learning to basic forms of human reasoning and 

 
27 Who also affirms so himself, saying the term helped him combine two topics, the Internet and business, that 

were surely going to catch the attention of IBM audience Arik Gabbai, ‘Kevin Ashton Describes “the Internet of 
Things”’ [2015] Smithsonian Magazine <https://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/kevin-ashton-

describes-the-internet-of-things-180953749/> accessed 13 November 2020; Thorsten Kramp, Rob van 

Kranenburg and Sebastian Lange, ‘Introduction to the Internet of Things’ in Alessandro Bassi and others (eds), 

Enabling Things to Talk: Designing IoT solutions with the IoT Architectural Reference Model (Springer Berlin 

Heidelberg 2013). 
28 IEEE, ‘Towards a Definition of the Internet of Things’ (2015) 9. 
29 ibid 10. 
 
30 ‘ITU Internet Reports 2005: The Internet of Things’ 3 <https://www.itu.int/pub/S-POL-IR.IT-2005> accessed 

13 November 2020. 
31 IEEE (n 26). 
32 ‘ITU Internet Reports 2005: The Internet of Things’ (n 28). 
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intelligence (indeed very limited and often purpose-specific), then the intelligence of the 
smart materials and technologies included in the definitions of IoT resembles more that of 
unicellular entities, such as an amoeba.33  
That is because the essence of IoT does not lie in the intelligence of the objects composing 
it, but in their interconnection. The IoT is a new paradigm for the Internet, a paradigm based 
on the anywhere, anything, anytime connectivity.  
 
It would be reductive to consider the intelligent personal and home assistants as mere IoT 
products, due to their significant elaborating and learning capabilities. Intelligent personal 
and home assistants represent an evolution of smart IoT, a new niche of products whose 
essence lies in their interconnectivity, but also in their sophisticated intelligence (which 
goes beyond a mere smart response to sensor inputs). IPHAs also maintain a deep 
relationship with the IoT, due to the fact that they reach their highest functionality in an 
environment embedded with devices they can control and activate. The relationship 
between intelligent personal and home assistants and the IoT is one of complementarity, 
almost of symbiosis, with the firsts proving their full potential when any object is connected 
to them anytime and anywhere.  
 

  
On the other hand, IPHAs like Amazon Echo and Google Home (and only in a limited way 
HomePod) work through a software that enables certain capabilities for them. Some software 
are designed and distributed by Amazon or Google themselves. Others are produced by third 
parties, using the so-called Application Program Interface (API). APIs are toolboxes containing 
protocols, tools, lines of codes that help programmers make the various software 
components interact in a compatible fashion with a certain product, in this case Alexa or 
Google Assistant, or one of the devices containing them.  
 
The software elaborated using these APIs are the equivalent for IPHAs of apps for a 
smartphone. In the case of Alexa, these apps are called “Skills”, while for Google Assistant 
they are called “Actions”; hereinafter the word ‘app(s)’ will be used as referring to Skills 
and/or Actions as well.  
Examples of Skills are the BBC skill developed by TuneIn to obtain news briefs from the BBC, 
the Sleep and Relaxation sounds skill developed by VoiceApp LLC (a company that has created 
a software through which anyone can create a voice app without knowing how to write code), 
or even MyPetDoc, developed by Vet24seven Inc, which helps keeping track of the health of 
pets.  

 
33 To better explain the difference between Machine Learning-powered intelligence and the smart component 

that can be associated with IoT, consider the definition of IoT given by the European Union CASAGRAS Project 

(Coordination and support action for global RFID-related activities and standardization): “A global network 

infrastructure, linking physical and virtual objects through the exploitation of data capture and communication 

capabilities. This infrastructure includes existing and evolving Internet and network developments. It will offer 
specific object-identification, sensor and connection capability as the basis for the development of 

independent cooperative services and applications. These will be characterised by a high degree of 

autonomous data capture, event transfer, network connectivity and interoperability”. Jayavardhana Gubbi and 

others, ‘Internet of Things (IoT): A Vision, Architectural Elements, and Future Directions’ [2012] 

arXiv:1207.0203 [cs] <http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.0203> accessed 13 November 2020. 
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Examples of Actions are CNN News Briefing, developed by CNN, Christmas Tune Producer 
developed by Molamil to compose one’s personal Christmas songs, or Fetch My Calendar, 
developed by Squatch Software to fetch appointments, deadlines and events from one’s 
multiple calendars and merge them into one single app.  
 
There are tens of thousands of Skills and Actions available on the Amazon and Google stores, 
and only a minimum percentage is developed by Amazon or Google themselves, while the 
vast majority is produced by other companies, whose number amount to a few thousands.34 
To these, the number of companies producing compatible IoT devices should also be added.  
 
Machine Learning (ML) puts the intelligence in intelligent personal and home assistants. Both 
speech-to-text and text-to-speech translations, for instance, are enabled by Natural Language 
Processing and Generating techniques (NLP, NLG). Voice recognition enables IPHAs to 
recognize individuals inside the household, using voice as biometric identification to read the 
correct messages and retrieve the correct preferences relating to each user. Analyzing 
contextual clues, Alexa is capable of notifying users when something is not ‘as usual’: for 
instance, prompt the user to switch off the lights accidentally left on in the garage (so-called 
Alexa Hunches, in the future potentially capable of detecting clues about the emotional state 
of users from their voice)35. Google Assistant is capable of placing phone calls perfectly 
mimicking the human voice and mannerism, interacting in real-time, reacting to questions 
and affirmations made by the other party, to make reservations or book tickets (Google 
Duplex)36. More in general, IPHAs are capable of understanding that there are several 
different ways to ask the same question or give the same order (e.g. “Alexa, who is the 
president?” or “Alexa, who is the head of state?”); they understand children speaking; they 
are able to personalize requests (“OK Google, what is on my calendar?” prompts Google 
Assistant to check only the calendar of a specific user for the specific day of the week in which 
the request is made) and to deduce preferences from repeated and routinely behaviours.  
Several, complex, Machine Learning techniques are used to profile users, in order to carry out 
all these tasks as smoothly as possible (at least in theory). The profiling depends on the 
information collected by the various sensors present on the smart speaker and on the several, 
connected, IoT devices.  
Consequently, the Machine Learning-powered intelligence of IPHAs depends entirely on the 
collection, processing, and storing of personal data.   
 

The numbers of IPHAs.  
 

 
34 For an overview of the thousands of Skills and Actions available for, respectively, Alexa and Google Assistant 

and to verify who their developers are, see the Skill store on the Amazon webstore (it may vary based on the 

geographical location) and the Section page on the Google Assistant dedicated webpage.  
35 DigiTechNews, ‘Amazon’s Alexa Can Now Act on “Hunches” about Your Behavior’ [2018] DigiTechNews 
<https://digitechnews.net/amazons-alexa-can-now-act-on-hunches-about-your-behavior/> accessed 26 

February 2020. 
36 Leviathan Yaniv and Mathias Yossi, ‘Google Duplex: An AI System for Accomplishing Real-World Tasks Over 

the Phone’ (Google AI Blog, 8 May 2018) <http://ai.googleblog.com/2018/05/duplex-ai-system-for-natural-

conversation.html> accessed 16 January 2020. 
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According to a 2018 study from Google, 72% of users have already included Google Home 
into their daily routine37, in particular with regard to checking commute times, the weather, 
the calendar, setting reminders and making lists of things to buy. The vast majority of 
Google Home users keeps it in their common area (such as kitchen, living room or family 
room)38, while only one quarter positioned one in the bedroom. Finally, 68% of Google 
Home users affirmed they were likely to use it to purchase something in the month 
following the conduction of the inquiry.  
Another survey, conducted by a company designing chatbots and providing data analytics 
services, found that approximately 65% of the people surveyed believed the use of an IPHA 
(in particular of an Amazon Echo or a Google Home) had somehow changed their 
behaviour39, as shown in the Figure below. The ways in which users perceived their 
behaviours changes are reported vaguely in the survey analysis and will briefly be explained 
below.  
 

 
Figure 1.2e: Schematics of the results concerning the surveyed question “has the device 
changed your behaviour or daily routines”.40  

 
The survey also highlighted a clear connection between the intensity of usage and the level 
of alteration (as perceived by users) of the habits, with those users using the devices 
multiple times a day also finding that they have modified their habits more significantly 
than less frequent users (see the Figure below). 

 
37 Sara Kleinberg, ‘5 Ways Voice Assistance Is Shaping Consumer Behavior’ (2018) 

<https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/voice-assistance-consumer-experience/> accessed 26 

February 2020. 
38 Approximately 74%, divided into 52% keeping it in the living room or family room, and 22% keeping it in the 
kitchen, according to the study.  
39 Arte Merritt, ‘How Consumers Really Use Alexa and Google Home Voice Assistants’ (19 November 2018) 

<https://www.dashbot.io/2018/11/19/how-consumers-really-use-alexa-and-google-home-voice-assistants/> 

accessed 27 February 2020. 
40 ibid. 
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Figure 1.2f: Break down of the results concerning the surveyed question “Has the device 
changed your behaviour or daily routines”, based on frequency of use.41 

 
The kind of changes of habits and behaviours registered by users vary. The most recurrent 
appear to be: “listening to more music, using home automation, spending more time in the 
room with the device, as well as subscribing to Amazon Prime because of the device”42 
[emphasis added; the device is Amazon Echo].  
 
Changes have been registered also with regard to the relationship between individual users 
and their IPHAs. As explained by the project manager director of Google Assistant (the 
assistant powering Google Home), initially users talk to the device in a simplified way, as if 
they are digiting on a research box on Google Search or using direct commands, often in an 
unnatural way. They do so to make sure the IPHA understands them. With time, they realise 
the IPHA can understand natural language better than expected, they talk more naturally, 
address the IPHA in more and more friendly ways, and try to engage in conversations with 
it.43  
Studies carried out on online platforms also show that approximately half of the users of 
IPHAs address them with the personal pronoun ‘she’, and not with the neutral ‘it’, with the 
prevalence of personalization and anthropomorphizing occurring, curiously, in households 
where more people co-inhabit (families and house-sharing), and significantly less in 
households with single inhabitants.44 
 

 
41 ibid. 
42 Merritt, Impact of Alexa and Google Home on consumer behavior.  
43 Gummi Hafsteinsson interviewed by Alyssa Bereznak, ‘How Are Humans Adapting to Their New AI 
Companions?’ [2018] The Ringer <https://www.theringer.com/tech/2018/1/11/16881278/google-assistant-

ces-interview> accessed 27 February 2020. 
44 Amanda Purington and others, ‘“Alexa Is My New BFF”: Social Roles, User Satisfaction, and Personification of 

the Amazon Echo’, Proceedings of the 2017 CHI Conference Extended Abstracts on Human Factors in 
Computing Systems - CHI EA ’17 (ACM Press 2017). 
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Amazon Alexa & the Echo family 
Alexa is the intelligent personal (vocal) assistant developed by Amazon and launched in 2014. 
It is the first IPHA on the market. Alexa was developed from the remains of an abandoned 
augmented reality project (the famous Project C) by Amazon’s Lab126 (the creators of the 
Kindle e-reader and Fire TVs, smartphones and tablets).45   
When it was launched in 2014, Alexa was only embedded into an Internet-connected speaker 
called Amazon Echo.  
The company offers the possibility to personalize the wake word choosing between “Alexa”, 
“Amazon”, “Echo”, and the favorite of Star Trek fans: “Computer”.46 Alexa’s voice is 
exclusively female, and users cannot choose among different voices.  
 

 
 
Figure 1.2g: The first model of Amazon Echo on the left, versus the 2020 restyling on the right 
(both images from the web-shop www. Amazon.com). 
 

 
45 Joshua Brustein, ‘The Real Story of How Amazon Built the Echo’ Bloomberg.com (19 April 2016) 

<http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-amazon-echo/> accessed 15 April 2020. 
46 ‘Alexa Accessibility - How to Change Your Wake Word @ Amazon.Com’ 

<https://www.amazon.com/b?ie=UTF8&node=21341305011> accessed 9 November 2020. 
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The first model of Echo was a black cylinder less than 20 centimetres tall. Even though its 
layout has quickly become the symbol for smart speakers, its look has been drastically re-
designed in 202047 into another geometrical shape: a sphere.48  
 
In the past six years, other devices have been added to the Echo, creating the Echo ‘family’: 
Echo Dot (a smaller and cheaper version of Echo, to be distributed in the various rooms of a 
house), Echo Look, a camera (and related app) that turn Alexa into a personal fashion stylist, 
Echo Dot with alarm (an Echo Dot that displays an alarm clock, as the name suggests), Echo 
Plus (a smart home hub to control connected IoT devices), Echo Show (an Echo with a display 
similar to a tablet, designed to stand on furniture) and the smallest, Echo Spot (round, smaller 
than a Dot but with a display).  
 

 
 
 

  

 
47 ‘Introducing the All-New Echo Family—Reimagined, Inside and Out | Amazon.Com, Inc. - Press Room’ 
<https://press.aboutamazon.com/news-releases/news-release-details/introducing-all-new-echo-family-

reimagined-inside-and-out/> accessed 7 November 2020. 
48 ‘Amazon Reimagines Echo Smart Speaker Family for 2020’ (audioXpress) 

<https://audioxpress.com/news/amazon-reimagines-echo-smart-speaker-family-for-2020> accessed 7 

November 2020. 
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Figure 1.2h: on the top, the 2020 Amazon Echo, Echo Dot Alarm, and, in the back, Echo 
Show49; on the bottom left, Amazon Echo Look, and on the right Echo Spot.50 
 
The ones listed above are only the devices produced by Amazon. Alexa can also be embedded 
in a number of IoT devices produced by business partners of Amazon. This is the case of Ring, 
a security camera produced by a start-up that has been acquired by Amazon. Other IoT 
devices, instead, do not embed Alexa, but are compatible to be activated and operated via 
Alexa.  
As explained above, Amazon offers the possibility to expand Alexa’s capabilities via apps, 
available on the Alexa app store (managed by Amazon). These apps, called Skills, are produced 
by Amazon (in a minimal percentage) or by third-party developers using Amazon’s API.  
In 2019, it was estimated that there were over 70,000 Skills available on the Amazon store, as 
well as over 28,000 smart home devices compatible with Alexa (with more than 4,500 
different producers).51 

 
Figure 1.2i: division of Skills per category (please note that the most updated data publicly 
available refer to December 2016).52 
 
Google Assistant & the Home family 
Google Assistant was introduced by Google in the second quarter of 2016 as an additional 
functionality of their mobile messaging app Allo (discontinued in 2019). Assistant was 
designed to be a hybrid between a chatbot and a vocal human-computer interface, similarly 
to its predecessors Siri and Cortana. Assistant was, in fact, envisioned to be used to ask 
questions whose answers could be found on the Internet; thanks to the powerful training 
received using the data gathered from Google’s search engine, Assistant immediately 
appeared to perform better than Siri and Cortana.53 

 
49 ibid. 
50 Avery Hartmans, ‘A complete guide to the Amazon Echo family, the smart speakers that will change your 

home forever’ (Business Insider Nederland, 30 January 2019) <https://www.businessinsider.nl/amazon-echo-

dot-spot-plus-show-look-which-device-is-right-for-you-2018-2/> accessed 7 November 2020. 
51 Bohn (n 16). 
52 ‘Amazon Echo & Alexa Stats’ (Voicebot.ai, 16 March 2017) <https://voicebot.ai/amazon-echo-alexa-stats/> 

accessed 9 November 2020. 
53 ‘Hands-on: Google Assistant’s Allo Chatbot Outdoes Cortana, Siri as Your Digital Pal’ (PCWorld, 22 September 

2016) <https://www.pcworld.com/article/3122482/hands-on-google-assistants-allo-chatbot-outdoes-cortana-

siri-as-your-digital-pal.html> accessed 9 November 2020. 
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In November 2016, Google Home, the smart speaker embedding Assistant, was also launched, 
and shortly after, in December, Google introduced the possibility to download apps for it, 
called Actions.  
 

 
Figure 1.2j: the Google Home family (from left to right: Mini/Nest, Home, and Max).54 
 
Google Home is designed as a small cylinder, approximately 15cm tall, with a slanted top and 
a round, larger base. On the top there are a few commands, in particular the mute button, 
and a ring of led lights that turn on when the device is streaming to the Cloud (during 
activation), and turn red when the device is muted. The wake word for assistant is “Hey, 
Google” or “OK, Google” (although initially this latter would only activate Assistant on 
smartphones). The company is also looking into the possibility to stop using the wake word, 
by having the Assistant learn when it is being addressed, to make the interaction with it 
smoother and more natural.55 Google offers the possibility to choose between a female and 
male voice for Assistant, although the first is the default setting.56  
 
The company has also released a smaller version of Home, called Google Home Mini, to be 
used alone or distributed in the rooms of the house and connected to a Google Home. In its 
latest re-styling, Mini has been re-named Google Nest Mini, as the company has integrated 
more and more into Assistant the services of a subsidiary company, Nest (smart thermostats), 
and has made it possible to mount it on the wall without any additional accessory.57 Another 

 
54 ‘The New Google Home Product Line. From Mini To Max.’ (ReadMultiplex, 4 October 2017) 

<http://readmultiplex.com/2017/10/04/the-new-google-home-product-line-form-mini-to-max/> accessed 9 

November 2020. 
55 ‘Google Is Testing a Way to Activate Assistant without Wake Words’ (Engadget) 
<https://www.engadget.com/google-assistant-proximity-nest-hub-max-143558423.html> accessed 9 

November 2020. 
56 Pocket-lint, ‘Google Assistant Has a Hidden Male Voice: Here’s How to Enable It’ (Pocket-lint, 9 October 
2017) <https://www.pocket-lint.com/smart-home/news/google/142507-google-assistant-has-a-hidden-male-

voice-here-s-how-to-enable-it> accessed 9 November 2020. 
57 Pocket-lint, ‘Google Nest Mini vs Home Mini: What’s the Difference?’ (Pocket-lint, 15 October 2019) 

<https://www.pocket-lint.com/smart-home/buyers-guides/149711-google-nest-mini-vs-home-mini-what-s-

the-difference> accessed 9 November 2020. 
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device, called Nest Hub is also equipped with a display, similarly to Amazon Echo Show. The 
Google Nest series also includes security cameras, a smart doorbell (with camera 
incorporated), a Chromecast, and a Wi-Fi Hub to connect multiple IoT/smart devices.  

 
Figure 1.2k: the Google Home Nest series (image from the webshop of Google Nest). 
 
Another product within the Home family is Google Home Max: bigger than a Home and 
squared, it is intended as a high-quality speaker to be connected to Chrome cast (the casting 
device to broadcast streaming on a television) to enhance the at-home entertainment 
experience.  
At the beginning of 2020, there were approximately 10.000 devices compatible with 
Assistant58, and at the end of 2019 the Actions available in English language alone were over 
18.000 (with the addition of approximately another 10.000 Actions in other languages).59  
 

 
58 ‘10 Fascinating Google Home Statistics You Should Know’ (SafeAtLast.co) <https://safeatlast.co/blog/google-

home-statistics/> accessed 9 November 2020. 
59 ‘Google Assistant Actions Grew Quickly in Several Languages in 2019, Matched Alexa Growth in English’ 

(Voicebot.ai, 19 January 2020) <https://voicebot.ai/2020/01/19/google-assistant-actions-grew-quickly-in-

several-languages-in-2019-match-alexa-growth-in-english/> accessed 9 November 2020. 
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Figure 1.2l: an overview of Google Assistant’s Actions as of December 2019.60 
 
Apple Siri & HomePod  
Siri was the first vocal assistant to be ever included in a smartphone, the iPhone. When Apple 
launched it in 2011, it represented a revolution in the human-computer interface (and also a 
fun and curious gadget to play with). At the same time, Siri was the last pre-existing vocal 
assistant to be embedded into a smart speaker, the Apple HomePod. With HomePod, Apple 
entered the market of IPHAs quite late, in 2018, when Echo and Home were already 
dominating it.  
  

 
Figure 1.2m: Apple HomePod (external and internal view, images from the webshop of 
apple.com). 
 
HomePod is also a sleek cylinder, approximately 15 centimetres tall, available in the signature 
Apple white or in black. Compared to Echo and Home, HomePod presents some peculiar 
features. First, the commands are invisible, and only appear on the top of the device by 

 
60 ibid. 
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tapping it or vocally activating it. HomePod does not have a physical mute button, but the 
microphones can be deactivated (not physically disconnected) from the Home app on the 
iPhone, or by commanding Siri to stop listening. The wake word for Siri is “Hey, Siri”, and the 
vocal assistant is only available with a female voice. When Siri is activated, its iconic waveform 
lights up on top of the speaker.  
 

  
Figure 1.2n: the Siri waveform symbol lights up when Siri is activated and the device is 
recording. The lights can be turned off via the iPhone of the main user of the HomePod. In 
that case, the HomePod will function normally but no light will turn on to inform users of the 
activation of Siri.61  
 
From a design perspective, with HomePod Apple offers first and foremost a high-quality 
speaker to listen to music from the iTunes store with a sharpness and definition that cannot 
be found in other smart speakers.62 Its functionality as IPHA is, in this sense, almost secondary, 
and mostly delegated to the younger brother, HomePod Mini.  
In 2020 the company announced the release of HomePod Mini, also embedding Siri, to be 
distributed around the house for an immersive sound experience. HomePod Mini is designed 
and marketed to enhance other Apple devices, from MacBooks to iPads and iPhones, in order 
to offer a seamless, ubiquitous interaction with them while being in the home.  

 
 
Figure 1.2o: Apple HomePod Mini (external and internal view, images from the webshop of 
apple.com). 
 
HomePod and HomePod Mini can be used as an intercom throughout the house, and can also 
recite news and/or sport updates and weather forecasts, obtain traffic information, play 
podcasts, set reminders and timers, make phone calls and send iMessages, find your iPhone 

 
61 ‘How to Turn off HomePod’s Status Lights Altogether’ (iDownloadBlog.com, 26 March 2018) 

<https://www.idownloadblog.com/2018/03/26/how-to-turn-off-homepods-status-lights-altogether/> 

accessed 9 November 2020. 
62 ‘HomePod: The HomePod Mini Just Announced. Everything We Know.’ (MacRumors) 

<https://www.macrumors.com/roundup/homepod/> accessed 2 November 2020. 
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or other Apple devices, and search for information on the Internet. HomePod also works as a 
hub for HomeKit, the smart home service of Apple through which IoT devices around the 
house can be operated (mostly compatible security cameras, thermostats, lights).63  
HomePod and Siri are different from other IPHAs also from the operational perspective. 
HomePod is linked to one main user. When that user is not connected at the home Wi-Fi (i.e. 
is not at home), HomePod’s functionalities are drastically limited, consisting fundamentally 
only in playing music. When the main user is at home, Siri can take commands from other 
users too.  
The range of devices and apps compatible with HomePod is very limited. Even for its main 
feature – playing music – HomePod only allows as sources the main Apple apps (iTunes, 
Podcast, etc.) and a few other apps, that only in 2020 became compatible (like Spotify). Prior 
to 2020, Siri for HomePod would not recognize a command asking it to play non-Apple music 
apps. While this might appear as a limitation, it is also in line with the general business model 
of the company, that is more privacy-oriented and based on locking users in an Apple-only 
digital (and now physical) environment.  
 

Put your money where your mouth is: the business model of IPHAs 
 
IPHAs are part of a wide range of products and services offered by the companies that 
developed and produce them. They are designed to integrate, be compatible with, or 
even enhance the existing products and services.  
HomePod is the perfect example of this, since it allows Apple users to have a smart home 
hub compatible with their Apple products, reinforcing the vendor lock-in strategy of 
Apple. Apple’s business model is mainly centered around offering hardware and online 
services to the consumer market, offering high levels of privacy and security; it does not 
focus on data brokerage and/or business-to-business webservices, like other operators, 
and the vendor lock-in has been a key strategy for the company in the last decades.64 
Based on these circumstances, it is safe to assume this is also the business model for the 
HomePod.  
 
Google Home’s business model appears to be radically different. Home fits very well with 
Google’s existing products: from Chromecast to the Search Engine, all the pre-existing 
consumer-oriented services and products are enhanced by Google Home, which offers a 
very smooth way to interact with most of them, or brings to them new functionalities and 
possibilities. Furthermore, Google’s business model is centered around data collection and 
online advertising (so-called hidden-revenue model).65 Google Home offers completely 
new insights into the lives – and consequently the preferences and behaviours – of millions 
of users. Its research into AI applications, already enhanced by the data collection made 
possible by the search engine and Android OS, now also benefits from voice requests and 
commands of Google Home users. Home allows Google to move their services from the 

 
63 ‘HomePod’ (Apple) <https://www.apple.com/homepod/> accessed 2 November 2020; ‘HomePod: The 
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online to the physical world, opening new potential sectors and markets to the company, 
as proved by the launch of products such as Duplex. Finally, Home (and IPHAs in general) 
show potential for new forms of marketing. Just like YouTube videos offered new slots for 
advertising (before, after, and now even during, each video), Home might offer new 
occasions, for instance by having Assistant recite advertising before or after a task. It shall, 
however, be considered that with the new line of products introduced in 2020, Google 
might be changing its strategy with regard to the smart home market, although it is not 
clear yet which direction it might take.66  
 
The casual gestation of Amazon Alexa and Echo seems to influence their marketing and 
business strategy too. Their business model is, in fact, not clear yet. A part of it seems 
indeed to be related to Amazon’s web shop, offering an easy and convenient way to make 
purchases online.67 The possibility to collect data from the users and train an advanced AI 
also seems to play a role. In this sense, Amazon’s web shop was not as competitive as 
Google’s products, and Alexa with Echo helped to bridge the gap in favor of Amazon. The 
numerous business partnerships with IoT manufacturers also offer the occasion for Amazon 
to consolidate their business-to-business webservices (such as Cloud storage). Finally, a 
role might be played by Skills purchase and in-app purchases.68 Which one of these 
elements represents, however, the main business model of Alexa and Echo remains 
unclear, while the company has also been opaque about the exact number of devices sold, 
and the medium and long-term revenues coming from them.69 
 
The business model of IPHAs might appear unrelated to a legal analysis. It does, however, 
affect the way in which the products are designed, developed, and marketed. The business 
model is part of the vision and strategy of a company, and infuses every action and choice 
a company makes. As will be explained throughout Part I of this research, IPHAs offer the 
possibility for companies to insert their business model within the very sanctuary of the 
private sphere, the home.  
 

 
1.3 Aim of the research 
As anticipated above, this research aims at investigating the application of the GDPR (and the 
proposal for an e-Privacy Regulation) to intelligent personal and home assistants, in the light 
of the attributes associated with the home. 
The protection of personal data is part of the protection of the private sphere, of which the 
home represents one of the most important physical embeddings. In order to adequately 

 
66 ‘Google Takes Baby Steps to Monetize Google Assistant, Google Home’ (Search Engine Land, 22 April 2019) 
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understand what happens when IPHAs enter into contact with the private sphere, the 
investigation has a multidisciplinary perspective. Not only the technology, but also the socio-
cultural reality of the private sphere are necessary premises to fully understand how the legal 
tool can be applied to these new and invasive devices.  
Once these meta-legal premises are set out, the analysis looks first at some key provisions of 
the GDPR and proposal for e-Privacy Regulation. The analysis then looks at possible future 
developments, focusing on those aspects that appear problematic for the law, based on the 
analysis of the attributes of the private sphere and of the effects of IPHAs.  
 
The main research question answered by this research is the following:  
How do the effects of IPHAs on the private sphere interact with the European Union’s 
secondary legislation on the protection of personal data? 
 
The research question has been deconstructed into the following sub-questions: 

1. What are IPHAs and how do they work? 

2. What is the private sphere? 

3. How do IPHAs interact with the private sphere? 

4. What is the legal framework for the protection of personal data in the European 

Union? 

5. How does the legal framework apply to IPHAs? 

6. What are the intersections of the effects of IPHAs on the private sphere with the 
applicable data protection provisions? 

The sub-questions represent the logical steps of the investigation and guide the readers 
throughout this thesis. 
 
It should also be noted that the research is carried out from the perspective of the European 
legislative framework on personal data. While the framework, and in particular the GDPR, 
applies in its entirety to the technology subject of the research, only those provisions for 
which IPHAs represent an original and emerging challenge, based on their technological 
features and on the multidisciplinary analysis, are discussed in this thesis.  
 
1.4 Methodology 
The research belongs to the relatively new field of legal studies called Law and Technology.70 
The field is inherently interdisciplinary, as it is preoccupied with studying the mutual shaping 
of law and new and emerging technologies and has as a starting point a socio- technical-legal 
approach to regulation.71  
It follows that even though this work is inherently a legal study, it combines the legal research 
with a multidisciplinary perspective, that includes technological notions as well as meta-legal 
concepts from social sciences and humanities. These latter are necessary in order to study all 
the aspects pertinent to the phenomenon of IPHAs: i) discussing IPHAs’ features that are 
relevant for the legal analysis; ii) understanding and identifying the attributes of the private 
sphere and, consequently, of the home, which represent the context in which IPHAs operate.   

 
70 See, among others, Andrew Murray, ‘Looking Back at the Law of the Horse: Why Cyberlaw and the Rule of 

Law Are Important’ [2013] SCRIPTed <https://script-ed.org/?p=1157> accessed 11 November 2020. 
71 Murray, Andrew D., The Regulation of Cyberspace: Control in the Online Environment (Routledge 2007). 
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The GDPR is a complex legislative tool, designed to be industry and technology neutral. This 
implies that in applying the GDPR to a specific technology, there can be room for evaluation 
and interpretation, although within the boundaries of its provisions.  
The multidisciplinary elements of the research offer a frame, a point of reference to evaluate 
what concrete shape is assumed by the GDPR when it is applied to the specific technological 
reality of IPHAs. They work as external criteria to complement internal criteria (the GDPR itself 
and the principles of privacy and data protection as set out in the European legislative 
system). In this sense, the overarching research objective of this work is evaluative in nature.72  
 
Nevertheless, the various components of the research also serve other purposes. Some 
chapters address descriptive sub-questions, necessary to have a clear vision of the elements 
of the research. This is the case of this introductory chapter (What are IPHAs and how do they 
work?), and Chapters III (What is the private sphere?) and V (What is the legal framework for 
the protection of personal data in the European Union?). Other chapters are more evaluative 
in nature, such as Chapters IV (How do IPHAs interact with the private sphere?) and VI (How 
does the legal framework apply to IPHAs?). The last chapter not only completes the evaluation 
(What are the intersections of the effects of IPHAs on the private sphere with the applicable 
data protection provisions?), but moves a step forward, adding a conclusion that looks at the 
future and at the possibility of designing tailored solutions for the regulation of IPHAs.   
 
In this research, the pluralistic perspective of Law and Technology is supported by a doctrinal 
approach, enriched by external concepts and insights from complementary academic 
disciplines.  
The doctrinal – also indicated as dogmatic or black letter – approach allows to describe the 
relevant provisions, ordering and attributing a meaning to them, as well as classifying real-life 
phenomena based on said provisions and other legal principles.73 It does so by looking at the 
law as a system: to this end, I explore legal provisions (their meaning, practical implications, 
limits) with the support of authoritative doctrine and pertinent case-law, within the context 
of the European Union. 
The desk research is enriched by the technical analysis of IPHAs. For this part I have selected 
a broad – and often times unusual – range of sources. I have looked at research in renown 
journals and sector specific conferences, but also at hackers’ blogs and forums about DIY-ing 
the smart home. I have paid particular attention to the official sources from Amazon, Apple, 
and Google, that don’t hesitate to disclose detailed technical information for developers and 
programmers. I have also selected a number of online outlets (such as Gizmodo, The Verge, 
The Atlantic, The NYT Bits, Voicebot) that address the general public but offer high-quality 
analyses of technology-related facts and events. In this way, I was able to gather priceless 
information and data about the IPHAs’ functioning, vulnerabilities, and design features, as 
well as marketing and business-related aspects. This variety of sources has also brought to my 
attention a conspicuous number of peculiar anecdotes, which should make the reading more 
enjoyable too.  

 
72 Lina Kestemont, Handbook on Legal Methodology: From Objective to Method (Intersentia 2018). 
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Part I relies, more in particular, on a diverse set of sources. My starting point is that the private 
sphere, in its spatial and metaphorical dimensions, is the result of tensions and negotiations 
between individuals and the community. It is an inherently relational social construct. Like a 
gem, it can display a different facet or colour depending on the perspective from which it is 
observed. In order to highlight as many facets as possible, I have recurred to different 
disciplines and the various angles they offer.  
To show concretely how dynamic the concept of private sphere can be, I have begun with a 
historical overview, in which I have highlighted how the relationship between private and 
public, individuals and society, has changed over time and cultures. To this end I have selected 
a few, foundational works of historians; one of the most important sources I have used is the 
renowned collection by French scholars Aries, Duby and Veyne entirely dedicated to the 
private sphere, from ancient Rome to modern days.   
The existing research in the field of behavioural science applied to the private sphere and the 
home offers insights on the relational nature of the private sphere and, even more 
interestingly, about the ways in which individuals conceptualise and understand their private 
spheres and the role of the home. The main behavioural science source used is the germinal 
work conducted by Irwin Altman in the span of two decades, from the 1970s until the 1990s. 
Irwin’s privacy regulation theory explores common psychological and sociological 
mechanisms that individuals use in private and in public to exert control of a space, and how 
these mechanisms over time generate an emotional connection that turns an abstract space 
into a place (a home). Altman’s research is the foundational work for most of today’s research 
into privacy and individual behaviours. It also offers insightful reflections about what happens 
when the control and emotional ties are interfered with, either from other individuals or the 
public authority. As a complement, I have drawn a connection between Altman’s theories and 
contemporary legal and sociological scholars, and in particular Mireille Hildebrandt, Zizi 
Papacharissi, and Julie Cohen. Their works focus on the changes occurring on the private 
sphere and its conceptualisation due to the role of technology, and offer valuable 
contributions to reflect about the ways in which the technical features of IPHAs can have 
effects on the private sphere. These authors, as well as all the others selected, are well known 
and have offered priceless contributions to the field of privacy and data protection in relation 
to technological advancement. I have also specifically selected them because of their 
multidisciplinary approach to the private sphere and the important findings they offer on the 
philosophical dimension of identity and the role of capitalism and market dynamics in the 
relationship between humanity and technology. All these aspects are inherently connected 
to the research topic and are necessary to frame the phenomenon of IPHAs in all its aspects.  
Another important domain explored in this work concerns the ways in which IPHAs are 
designed with the intent to mediate the experience of reality of their users. I focus on this 
topic because it is a well-known aspect of the design and programming of voice-bots that is, 
however, rarely discussed from the perspective of the law. The topic is approached from two 
perspectives, strictly connected with each other. On one side, there is behavioural design, a 
discipline developed from the late 1990s at the crossroad of computer science, user-interface, 
marketing and psychology. I have focused on the source (in its true sense) of the discipline: 
the works of B.J. Fogg, the very creator of behavioural design. The work of Fogg is also 
complemented by more recent research by two of his most famous disciples, Clifford Nass 
(who focused on the role of voice as a catalyst for anthropomorphising tendencies) and Nir 
Eyal (who has developed an extremely successful marketing and design strategy for Silicon 
Valley companies focusing on making products addictive). These authors represent three 
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different approaches to the peculiar combination of manipulation, marketing strategies, and 
regulation through architecture that is behavioural design. The second perspective that I have 
used is offered by a famous contemporary philosopher, Dutch Professor Peter-Paul Verbeek, 
and his theory on the technological mediation of the attribution of moral values. Verbeek’s 
work offers valuable insights on how technologies bring forward potential conflicts between 
different, coexisting, moral values. This theory has been selected in particular because it 
highlights the challenges that the regulator faces in trying to intervene on a technology once 
it has generated or brought to the surface a conflict of values. Since the regulation of 
persuasive design techniques in the context of digital technology is largely unregulated at the 
moment, a reflection on the challenges that await us is, indeed, necessary.   
Overall, the works of historians, behavioural scientists, computer scientists, jurists and 
philosophers on the private sphere, identity, and their interaction with technology completes 
the array of research tools, offering substantial conceptual and abstract reconstructions of 
the issues underlying the research. Due to obvious limitations – I am a legal scholar – the 
investigation into these complementary subjects has been performed resorting to the key 
literature of each discipline, in a manner that, while indeed limited, should be nevertheless 
appropriate for the scope and purposes of this work.  
 
1.5 Outline of the thesis 
This work is divided into two parts, and a final chapter to reconcile them and bring the analysis 
to conclusion.  
 
Part I sets out the multidisciplinary framework that offers the base to identify and define the 
attributes of the private sphere. This part of the research is conceptual and abstract in nature, 
and it provides answers to the second and third sub-questions (What is the private sphere? 
and How do IPHAs interact with the private sphere?). Chapter II contains a historical and 
theme-based analysis of the private sphere (including an overview of its legal protection). 
Chapter III puts forward a hypothesis of the possible effects of IPHAs on the attributes of the 
private sphere, using insights from behavioural science, philosophy, and the socio-legal 
analysis of technology.  
 
Part II contains the legal analysis, and it focuses on how the relevant provisions of the GDPR 
and e-Privacy Regulation apply to IPHAs. Part II answers sub-questions four and five (What is 
the legal framework for the protection of personal data in the European Union? and How does 
the legal framework apply to IPHAs?) using an approach defined as ‘ecological’. The socio-
technical system created inside the home by the presence of individuals, IPHAs, and the other 
interconnected IoT devices, is seen as an ecosystem in which components and actors interact 
in various ways, giving life to frictions and symbioses. After introducing the two legislative 
tools in Chapter IV, Chapters V and VI explore selected provisions of the GDPR and e-Privacy 
Regulation based on the ecosystem, its inhabitants and interactions. Special attention is 
dedicated to the legal bases for processing, the general principles of the GDPR, the roles 
assigned to the various stakeholders involved, the provisions concerning automated decisions 
and data protection by design and default, as well as unsolicited communications (as 
regulated by the proposal for an e-Privacy Regulation).  
 
Finally, Chapter VII answers the last sub-question (What are the intersections of the effects of 
IPHAs on the private sphere with the applicable data protection provisions?). The chapter 
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reflects on the areas in which the conceptual framework and the legal analysis enter into 
contact. This chapter is concluded by a discussion of the most significant and interesting 
challenges that have emerged for the law throughout the research.  
 

A small note: throughout this work the reader will find sometimes textboxes of varying length. These textboxes 
contain a range of topics, from the expansion of the home into the virtual sphere to important theories of 
behavioural sciences. The textboxes have primarily an organizational function: they help the reader by 
extracting a topic from its context and enclosing it within a visually defined space. They allow me, the author, 
to give an exhaustive overview of a certain matter and then resume the main discourse, thanks also to the 
insights offered in the boxes. While the fact that they have very different contents might be confusing, they 
are useful to highlight curiosities, additional information, or even important bits of analysis. I invite the reader 
to imagine them as pop-up boxes coming out of the page. 
 

 

Part I – the interaction of IPHAs with the private sphere 
 

“The problem of the house is a problem of the epoch. 
 The equilibrium of society today depends upon it” 

Le Corbusier 
 
 
Part I explores the context in which IPHAs are positioned: the private sphere and one of its 
main ‘containers’, the home. In order to do so, Part I looks beyond the law, borrowing from 
history, social sciences, philosophy, and behavioural sciences.  
 
Chapter II offers and outline in the socio-historical evolution of the boundaries between the 
public and private dimensions, prevalently from a European perspective. The chapter is 
necessarily limited in scope, but helps laying out the dynamic nature of the private (and 
public) sphere, stressing how the boundaries of the private sphere are negotiated between 
individuals and the community they live in. This chapter also looks at the legal concept of 
privacy as a tool for the protection of individual identity and dignity, through legal proxies 
(such as the home) and legal institutes (informational privacy or data protection) 
 
Chapter III investigates what are the attributes associated with the private sphere and with 
the home, and how IPHAs interact with said attributes. In Chapter III, the conceptual 
framework is presented, consisting of three main elements of the home and private sphere 
affected by the presence of IPHAs: the constant and persistent data collection occurring 
outside or at the peripheral area of the awareness of the inhabitants (Passive Sharing); the 
decontextualizing effects of profiling, and the collective dimension of the private sphere 
created by clustering and classification (Decontextualised home & Interdependent Privacy); 
the interference with autonomy and with the attribution of moral values to reality deriving 
from the addictive design of IPHAs (Voice-Based Social Actors). 
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Chapter II – Alone, but not exactly: private sphere, privateness, and 
privacy 

 
2.1 Introduction  
The positioning of IPHAs inside the house has significant implications for the data protection 
and privacy of the owners. The house, in fact, has been considered in the modern Western 
tradition as the physical space in which the private sphere of individuals manifests. When an 
individual develops an emotional connection with a house, the individual experiences the 
house as a ‘home’. The home becomes in this way the place where individuals can be 
themselves and freely develop their personal identities.  
The protection of the private sphere of individuals has often taken the form of the protection 
of its physical shield: the home. More recently, following the developments of digital and 
Internet-based technologies, the protection of the private sphere has also been carried out 
through the protection of personal information. Both in the form of protection of the home 
and of information, the protection of the private sphere has an ultimate goal: defending and 
fostering human dignity and the unimpeded development of the personality of each 
individual.  
 
The analysis of the interaction of IPHAs with the private sphere requires first to familiarize 
with some recurring terms and concepts. The readers will notice that in Chapter III the home 
will be analysed not only as a physical location, but also as an emotional and social 
construction. The analysis will unveil the way in which IPHAs interact with the physical, 
emotional, and social component of the home and, as a consequence, with the reality and 
identity of the inhabitants.  
These are the terms that will recur frequently throughout this Part I, and this work in general: 
private sphere (and its opposite, the public sphere), home, identity. Their mutual 
relationships’ features and attributes also play an important role in this research.   
 
The purpose of this chapter is, therefore, to offer an overview of the concepts of private 
sphere, home, and identity, as well as their mutual relationships. In this way, Chapter II 
provides the building blocks to better understand the analysis that follows in Chapter III.  
 
The abovementioned terms are commonly found both in daily conversations and scientific 
production. Their meanings can be intuitively grasped, but trying to define them exactly for 
the sake of scientific research is a challenge. There have been several attempts to define 
them, often characterised by a functional approach and limited to a certain perspective or 
angle. These terms are also the result of an ongoing evolution of social structures. Even the 
very concept of a private sphere to protect is relatively modern, the result of centuries of 
interactions between individuals and their communities.  
For these reasons, the overview offered herein is necessarily limited to those aspects that are 
functional for the research. Due to the multidisciplinary nature of the concepts analysed, 
different disciplines are used, alternatively, as lenses to unveil the different aspects and 
characteristics hiding behind each term.  
 
In order to better understand the space in which IPHAs operate, and its characteristics in 
relation to the protection of privacy, paragraph 2.2 below offers a historical excursus of how 
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the concept of private sphere came to be. This paragraph does not aim at providing a 
complete account of the history of the private sphere. The historical overview will be limited 
to those main eras and events that are useful to lay out the evolution of the private sphere 
as opposed to the public one. In the light of the subject of this research, some level of 
attention is given, in this regard, to those scientific and technological changes that have 
interacted with the shaping of the private sphere in the past. This historical overview, even 
though limited, unfolds the relationship between the public and private dimensions using the 
lens of the relationship of individuals with society. It offers the occasion to briefly analyse how 
social norms and the law have regulated the threshold between the public and private in 
different eras.  
Paragraph 2.3 focuses on one specific event in modern history that has marked the evolution 
of the private/public relationship: the crystallization of the protection of the private sphere 
in the modern and contemporary Western legal tradition into the concept of ‘privacy’ (which 
further evolved branching into personal data protection in the recent European experience). 
In this paragraph the historical lens is dismissed in favour of the legal one.  
In order to complete the introduction of the foundational concepts of the analysis of Chapter 
III, two additional terms are presented in this chapter: home, which is the location in which 
IPHAs operate and the physical ‘container’ of the private sphere, and identity, whose 
definition is difficult to pin down, but which represents the substantial core of the private 
sphere. The final part of this chapter, paragraph 2.4, focuses therefore on the analysis of the 
attributes of the home and of identity. 
 
2.2 Once upon a time: the private sphere, the family, the house. 
 
The idea of a private sphere (for individuals or small nuclei, such as a family) is traditionally 
constructed based on the idea of property. It is defined in opposition to the public sphere. 
The private sphere is carved out of the public dimension, it stands on the idea that some 
things have to be “marked off from what is generally available to all”74, that is, that some 
things are excluded from the array of objects or places open to the community. As a rule of 
thumb, something either falls within one or the other. A certain location can either be a 
common space, used (contemporarily or not) by several individuals and open to the public, 
or a private place, whose ownership and use are exclusive to a certain individual or group of 
individuals. An object, such as a vehicle, can be destined to public use or to private individuals. 
This status is confirmed and implemented by legal tools such as sale and purchase, lease, rent, 
usufructs, and so on.  
 
The public/private dichotomy is based on the attribution of qualities (physical qualities, but 
also social ones)75 to spaces and objects, activities, and events happening therein. The division 
is flexible and dynamic. For instance, the circumstance that a privately-owned vehicle is left 
in a public space does not make such vehicle public, and does not authorize other individuals 
to use it or take what is inside it. At the same time, it might subject an individual sitting in the 

 
74 Mats G Hansson, The Private Sphere: An Emotional Territory and Its Agent, vol 15 (Springer Netherlands 

2008) 15.  
75 Karen Franck and Lynn Paxton, ‘Women and Urban Public Space’ in Irwin Altman and Erwin H Zube (eds), 

Public Places and Spaces, vol 10 (Springer US 1989). 
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vehicle to being observed by passers-by or even approached by authorities, for the very 
reason of being parked in a public space.  
 
The different attributes depend on a mix of legal provisions and social norms, all revolving 
around the features associated to the public and the private dimensions. The degree of 
publicness or privateness76 associated with a certain space – or action, object, etc. – varies 
based on how such space satisfies the interests and needs of one individual, of a small group, 
or of a bigger community77. While the idea of private sphere revolves around marking off 
elements from the public and common dimension, the idea of public “is based on the 
assumption that face-to-face interaction between diverse types of people is valuable”78. 
While public spaces and objects are often conceived to meet the necessities of an ever-
changing, ever-growing variety of individuals, the private sphere is cut out of the public to 
meet the necessities of one individual or of a restricted, controlled number of individuals, 
often connected by some form of relationship.  
 
The attributions made to public and private, the demarcation line between the two, can vary 
depending on the place, time, and context. What is public and what is private is not 
established in a clear, universal, or definite way, but is the result of the interplay of the two 
dimensions, based on the social and legal norms existing within a certain community. In this 
sense, the private and public spheres depend on each other. They are part of a complex social 
structure in which other elements also play a role, such as status, intimacy, sharing, seclusion, 
protection, intrusion, and participation. The threshold separating the private dimension from 
the public one moved during the eras and in different social environments.  
 
Where the threshold should be drawn, and what could be included within the private sphere 
has not always been a decision left to individuals. The terms according to which individuals 
could contribute, or not, to the life of the community (and vice-versa), have been influenced 
over the centuries by many factors, such as social norms, religious dogmas, upbringing, and 
wealth79.  
 
The Ancient times  
In Ancient Rome, the lower classes lived in what could be the antecedent of apartment 
buildings, the insulae, infamously famous for being crowded and noisy. There, the majority of 
the population lived divided into family-groups, but in close contact with everyone else. Public 
and political life was far from the insulae, and occurred in the forum, the baths, and the 
markets.  

 
76 The term shall be intended as the object of the very concept of private. It indicates the intrinsic private 

nature of certain things, activities, or places. The term is translated from the Italian privatezza o riservatezza 
and is also introduced in note 97 of Bert-Jaap Koops and others, ‘A Typology of Privacy’ (2017) 38 University of 

Pennsylvania Journal of International Law. 
77 Franck and Paxton (n 75). 
78 ibid 131. 
79 Hansson (n 74) 9.  
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Quite different was the situation of richer families, that used to live in large houses called 
domus, surrounded by tall walls and isolated from the noises of the lively urban activities 
through vestibules, gardens and courtyards.80  
 
The distinction between the family, or gens, and the State, as well as between private and 
public life was almost non-existent, and activities inside the private spaces of the domus were 
often a combination of private, religious, political, intimate81.  
While business was generally negotiated and executed in the market, political matters were 
often discussed in the rooms of the domus. The family’s patrimony was a mixture of public 
and private: it could be used for acquiring a new property as well as for funding an aqueduct 
for an entire city82. A domus (or its countryside equivalent, the villa) would often stay in the 
gens’ patrimony and be passed to heirs (including often times adopted ones) regardless of 
which member of the family had it built or financed. 
 
 

A game of contraries: what was public and what was private in ancient Rome 
 
Temporary isolation from public life was already a necessity felt by the Romans. The ways 
in which private life was enjoyed were, however, significantly different from the ones we 
know (and appreciate) nowadays, even with regard to personal hygiene. Activities that 
today are typically private were more communal in ancient Rome. For instance, men and 
women used to soak and bathe naked in public baths, and even toilets consisted of benches 
with rows of holes, sometimes up to 15 or 30, and (the horror!) were used by multiple 
individuals at the same time.83  
 
In the context of Roman society, isolation and seclusion were searched often in the form of 
‘retreat’: philosophers, politicians, and writers used to go to isolated woods, beaches, or 
islands to fall into a creative state of rest and reflection called otium84. Silence and isolation 
from the crowds were considered important for the mind, functional to elaborating 
philosophical and political ideas, and often described by authors as the moments in which 
they could find inspiration for poems and literary works. To retreat from public life, 
individuals would go in the wilderness, not in the home. 
 
Retreating was not only used by artists. It was also fundamental for reflecting on the 
personal characteristics of individuals, on their contribution to the societas, and on their 
role within the community. 
 

 
80 See, for instance: Marzialis Epigrammaton I.86 - De Novio Microspico; Seneca Epistulae morales ad Lucilium, 
liber VI epistula 56.1-6. For a detailed analysis of the structure of the domus in relation to creation of private 

spaces see J. A. Baird, ‘Chapter 2: Private Graffiti? Scratching the Walls of Houses at Dura-Europos’ in Rebecca 

Benefiel and Peter Keegan (eds), Inscriptions in the Private Sphere in the Greco-Roman World, vol 7 (Brill 2016).  
81 Hansson (n 74). Y. Thebert, ‘Private Life and Domestic Architecture in Roman Africa’ in Paul Veyne, Philippe 

Ariès and George Duby, A History of Private Life 1: From Pagan Rome to Byzantium, vol I (Harvard University 
Press 1992).  
82 Veyne, Ariès and Duby (n 81). 
83 ibid. 
84 The essence and necessity of otium has been described in an impeccable way in the XIV century by Italian 

poet Petrarca in the De Vita Solitaria (About Solitary Life), Libro I.  
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Signs of a private/public distinction in the Middle Ages, Renaissance, and Baroque eras: 
castles, heroes, hidden chambers 
This mixture of public and private, with most activities carried out in public or communal areas 
and the search for seclusion en plein air, was still predominant in the centuries following the 
Roman Empire in Western cultures.  
During the early Middle Ages, for instance, communal living was indeed a necessity deriving 
from the complex geopolitical context, but it also reflected a more metaphysical aspect.  
 
Many religious works had, in fact, recurring elements revolving around the concept of closed, 
self-sufficient communities. Heaven or the sacred city of Jerusalem were often described as 
shining cities of light and perfection, while the Garden of Eden was an isolated forest blessed 
with all the fruits and goods, being banned from which brought pain, suffering, and death.  
These representations of communal living idealised the way life was organised in the early 
Middle Ages, when self-sufficient communities would revolve around monasteries or flourish 
inside fortified castles85 and cities. In this era, life outside of the community was hard, and 
individuals alone would be vulnerable to violence and famine86.  
 
Through the Middle Ages (as well as the Renaissance and Baroque eras), wealth still made a 
significant difference between those who could afford some level of privacy and those who 
couldn’t. While the richer segments of the population lived in urban or rural palaces and villas 
with walls, courtyards, and multiple rooms, the houses of the lower classes were composed 
of one room (two for those lucky enough) in which all the activities of the entire family would 
take place.  
Wealthier families could isolate better from their neighbors and the community around them, 
while the lower classes lived in close proximity with other families and the community87.  
 
This did not necessarily translate into more seclusion and privacy for wealthier individuals. 
Inside the villas and palaces often lived more nuclei belonging to the same family: 
grandparents lived with their children and grandchildren, siblings would keep living with their 
parents, often bringing with them their spouses and children, and servants and their families 
also lived on the premise, in order to better attend to the masters’ needs88.  
Children would share a single bedroom (often with their nannies too), and several activities, 
from meals to entertainments, would be enjoyed by the entire family in common rooms. 
Members of the family seeking isolation would often have to ask to be excused from taking 
part to dinners or group readings.  
Servants and maids would be present during what we consider today very intimate activities, 
such as bathing or dressing. Their constant presence would make the servants the repository 

 
85 George Duby and Philippe Ariès, A History of Private Life. 2: Revelations of the Medieval World, vol II 

(Harvard University Press 1993). 
86 ibid. 
87 A fascinating description of the conditions of the lower classes in the late Roman Empire and early Middle 

Ages is made by Fra Paolino Minorita, Trattato de Regimine Rectoris (1270). For a more recent study, see Lena 

Cowen Orlin, Locating Privacy in Tudor London (Oxford University Press 2007).  
88 Hansson (n 74). 
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of everything happening in the house at any time, and notwithstanding a duty of 
confidentiality, gossiping and chatting was already a very common issue89.  
 
Even in the context of very community-focused societies such as that of the early Middle Ages 
in Europe, the need for a private dimension was present, and signs of a change in the 
relationship between individuals and communities can already be noticed.  
A private space was maintained, in one way or another, often with the help of new 
techniques. In the literary works of the Middle Ages, for examples, references to purses and 
coffers become more frequent, and archaeological findings of keys and locks confirm an 
increase in the tendency to defend private houses or rooms from intruders90. At the same 
time, many lyrics praise the use of imagination to escape the oppression of being confined to 
a restricted space and cultivate “inner life” 91.  
 
Starting from the XII century, the signals of a more diffused acceptance of the role of 
individuals within the orders of society increase. Thanks to the economic growth and to a 
change in the structure of States92, individuals begin to emancipate from their families. They 
accumulated savings and started individual enterprises.  
 

Heroes, Saints, Knights: the individual between the X and XVII centuries 
 
Figures like the erratic knight and the merchant traveling to distant lands became popular, 
thanks to captivating folk stories and madrigals.  
Another symptom of the rising importance of individuals in society can be found in the 
diffusion of hagiography and biography, that while aiming at inspiring individuals to behave 
according to religious and social norms, also offered examples of extraordinary individuals 
elevated on top of the community, fueling the aspirations of the population.  
A manifestation of this subtle change can be found in the figurative arts of the Middle Ages 
and, more evidently, Renaissance. The statues and frescos decorating churches and 
buildings, starting from the XII century, appear less and less abstract. To emotionless, 
standardised faces and bodies, artists and clients prefer more personalised figures, showing 
suffering, devotion, pietas, or ecstasy, and representing in a more or less accurate way 
saints, kings, or biblical characters.93   
 
In the centuries between the X and the XVIII, elements of a growing autonomy of the 
individual within society are also reflected in the changing structure of families. Starting 
from the Renaissance, generational awareness and identity began to form, breaking the 
conception of an immutable, indefinite arc of life (whether of the individual or of the State). 
The subsequent unrolling of generations one after the other helped individuals gain a more 
definite role within the familiar environment, and even children were recognised a 
(partially) defined personality and identity within the family.94  

 
89 ibid. 
90 Duby and Ariès (n 85). 
91 ibid. 315. 
92 Roger Chartier and others (eds), A History of Private Life. 3: Passions of the Renaissance (The Belknap Press 

1989). 
93 ibid. 
94 ibid. 
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All of these circumstances reflect into a subtle, but well affirmed, desire for a private zone 
shielded from the sight of the family, community, or government. Whether in the one-room 
apartment of the lower classes or in the big country villa of the wealthier families, the 
objects and documents of value (if any) would be stored or hidden in the bedroom of a 
family or nucleus95, in an attempt to protect information and properties from others.  
Individual privacy would often consist of a single closet (at least for those indulging in 
comfort and luxury)96, a box hidden under a mattress, a bag, even just the pockets and folds 
of dresses and trousers, in which toys, tokens, (compromising) love letters, money, jewels, 
or (even more compromising) notarial deeds could be hidden.  
 

 
Notwithstanding the growing affirmation of the role of individuals, during those centuries 
social norms did not provide for much shelter, as a husband could search and dispose of the 
wife’s or children’s possessions97, and authorities (including religious ones) or associations of 
zealous citizens could inspect houses, bags, carriages, envelopes, or body search individuals.  
The difference with the previous centuries was that due to the growing role of individuality, 
the power of inspection and intrusion of the community and the state met certain limits, such 
as the Habeas Corpus, the clause protecting against unlawful imprisonment contained in the 
Assize of Claredon.98  
The desire for solitude was in general considered suspicious, with the exception of spirituality: 
isolating for praying was socially accepted, and those that withdrew completely from society 
to pursue the spiritual reconnection with God were often seen as extraordinary.99  
 
Things were not different in the new world. Notwithstanding the seemingly endless territories 
to explore and plenty of “elbow room”, in the United States the vast majority of the urban 
population until the XIX century lived in overcrowded one- or two-room apartments, often in 
precarious conditions. Even beds were shared by multiple individuals.  
Sisters and brothers would all sleep in the same bed, guests would share the bed with their 
hosts, and travelers report with disdain of having found strangers in their rooms or even beds 
while spending the night at hotels or rented rooms (and we can very well understand why).100  
 
To add to this overcrowded and noisy situation, commercial activities in both continents were 
also often conducted in the household environment. In the case of the typical Neapolitan 
bassi (small one-room apartments on the ground floor opening directly on the narrow alleys 

 
95 Hansson (n 74). 
96 Orlin (n 87). 
97 David Vincent, I Hope I Don’t Intrude: Privacy and Its Dilemmas in Nineteenth-Century Britain (First edition, 
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98 The Assize of Clarendon was issued by Henry II of England in 1166. See also: Hansson (n 74); Robert Ellis 
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2004). 
99 See, among others: Smith (n 98); Alan Furman Westin, Privacy and Freedom (Atheneum 1967); Ronald 
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of the historic center of Naples)101 customers would enter, wait, test, try, taste, negotiate 
prices and deliveries. All in the single room where the entire family lived, ate, and slept.  
 
The general lack of proper urban planning and infrastructures also implied that families would 
live in very close contact with their neighbors. While this circumstance would prove useful to 
support each other during the heavy daily activities (cleaning before the age of the washing 
machine and vacuum cleaner was an extremely straining activity, consuming time and joints), 
this also implied that tranquility, isolation, and silence were scarce goods for the majority of 
the population. 
Individuals were often subject to the attentive eyes (and gossipy mouths) of neighbors. While 
the house would offer some protection from that, thin walls, communal lavatories, and 
windows would still serve as openings towards the outside, from which the surroundings 
could interact (and interfere) with those living inside it.102  
 
In this social and urban structure, isolation was often sought (whether for moral or immoral 
purposes) in the wilderness. Be it in the woods of the new world, in the English moor, or in 
the flower covered countryside of France, natural environments far from inhabited 
conglomerates offered isolation for individuals to enjoy time by themselves, protected from 
the inquiring eyes of the community.103 The appeal of wilderness has survived until today and, 
together with environmental and health reasons, is at the base of interventions preserving 
natural areas and instituting natural reserves. For example, in the US the Wilderness Act of 
1964 clearly stated that natural reserves would provide: “outstanding opportunities for 
solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation”104. In contemporary U.S.A., 
wilderness solitude is identified as a specific kind of solitude experienced either at completely 
individual level or even in small groups, where intra-group interaction is acceptable (“being 
alone together”105) while isolation from other groups is actively sought.106 In other words, 
camping is still today a very popular activity.  
 
From the Enlightenment to electricity  
Quickly rewinding back to the XVIII and XIX centuries, besides venturing into isolated natural 
areas, wealthy families also used private libraries, studioli107, and reading rooms as spaces for 
introspection and reflection. Reading silently alone and keeping diaries or correspondence 
became popular diversions. Besides being entertaining, reading and keeping diaries gave 
individuals tools to learn and reflect on the reality surrounding them, and to form their own 
conception of the world in a ‘zone’ that stayed separated and secluded from the rest of the 
community, even if just in their own minds or on paper.108  
 

 
101 For an excellent description of the urban and societal organization in Naples, see Matilde Serao, Il Ventre Di 
Napoli (BUR 2012).  
102 Orlin (n 87); Hansson (n 74); Smith (n 98). 
103 Smith (n 98); Huebert (n 99). 
104 George H Stankey, ‘Solitude for the Multitudes. Managing Recreational Use in the Wilderness’ in Irwin 

Altman and Ervin H Zube (eds), Public Places and Spaces, vol 10 (Springer 1989). Pag. 277.  
105 ibid. 
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Finding refuge either in the wilderness or among the pages of a book would also provide a 
free space to cultivate the ‘inner life’ of an individual: “his or her most hidden feelings and 
motivations, those springs of action that remained impenetrable to the group, ‘the thoughts 
of the heart’”109. Even those aspects, in fact, were in the past often the object of scrutiny by 
religious or government authorities (think of the Inquisition), and the inner life of individuals 
was strictly connected to the social fabric: individual behaviours were observed and analysed 
to catch glimpses of unorthodox thoughts that could pose threats to the integrity of the 
community.110   
Consequently, individuals sought moments of isolation away from their crowded houses, the 
village or the neighborhood in order to be left alone with their inner selves and escape 
scrutiny.  
 
In addition to that, solitude, unlike intimacy, could also offer time for reflecting upon 
themselves and their actions, as well as to ‘recharge’ and be ready to re-enter social life.111  
Similarly to the otium of the Romans, during Baroque and subsequent eras isolation and 
privateness were instrumental, as is now well acknowledged in the Western tradition, to the 
free expression of the personal identity of individuals, of their ‘raw’ essence unfiltered and 
untamed by social conventions and expectations. Often times, individuals even became 
capable of replicating such privateness while surrounded by others, hiding their emotions and 
thoughts under neutral expressions (today’s “poker face”)112 or with a fancy fan or a veil.  
 
This permeation of the public within the private, in which very little room was left for 
individual life, interiority and intimacy even within a family, remained more or less the same 
during the course of centuries, even though the threshold between public and family space 
often changed.113 
During the Enlightenment, a new relationship between individuals and the community started 
to take shape, further developing with the Industrial Revolution and the following 
urbanization, all the way to our days. The increasing importance given to the role of the single 
within society, as well as scientific progress, made it possible for individuals to start cutting 
off spaces for themselves inside the family.  
 

The scientific and social changes behind a reorganization of the family 
 
First, discoveries concerning hygiene and oxygenation of home environments114 gave each 
member of the family a bed and subsequently, where possible, even an individual room.  
The diffusion of salaried work also contributed to diminish the external interferences inside 
the family home, separating the work place from the private house (although with several 

 
109 Hansson (n 74) 26. See also Barbara B Brown and Irwin Altman, ‘Territoriality, Defensible Space and 

Residential Burglary: An Environmental Analysis’ (1983) 3 Journal of Environmental Psychology 203.  
110 An excellent example of this aspect of the relationship between an individual and the community can be 

found in the masterpiece of modern literature by Robert Musil, The Man Without Qualities (Pan MacMillan 

1997).  
111 Ralph Taylor and Glenn Ferguson, ‘Solitude and Intimacy: Linking Territoriality and Privacy Experiences’ 

(1980) 4 Journal of Nonverbal Behavior 227. 
112 Zizi A Papacharissi, A Private Sphere: Democracy in a Digital Age (Polity Press (Cambridge) 2010). 
113 Huebert (n 99). 
114 Bill Bryson, At Home (Illustrated edition, Random House Penguin 2013). 
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exceptions, especially in the lower classes, such as piece work and side jobs), and limiting 
the number of strangers that had access to the communal rooms of the house.  
In New York, for example, in the span of fifty years between the XVIII and the XIX century 
the number of members of the middle and high class having a separated workplace rose 
from, respectively, 5% and 0% to 70%. Shopkeepers separating their house from their 
business premise also rose to the same figure in the same years.115  
Developments in urban planning also resulted in the creation of houses and apartments 
that, even though with several shared infrastructures and in close proximity, guaranteed a 
minimum increase in the isolation of each family, and often provided for minimum 
requirements in terms of number of rooms or square meters.  
A gradual increase of the average income, paired with the lowering of the prices of daily 
objects following the lead of the Bauhaus movement and, in a later time, the introduction 
of plastic, also contributed to a multiplication of the objects, utensils, toys, and physical 
possessions of individuals and families. All these possessions required more protection 
from the eyes of the strangers.  
Finally, the advent of psychology shed light on the inner self, contributing to the 
valorization of individual expression and development.  
 

 
In the span of a century, changes in production, living condition, philosophy, and science 
empowered individuals, that went from being particles contributing to the well-being of a 
community to being “their own masters”116 capable, following thinkers like Kant and Locke, 
of acting and projecting their will and personality on the environment surrounding them.  
It should be noted, however, that a paradox emerges at this point in the evolution of the 
relationship between individuals and society. According to Locke, in fact, being a person is not 
an attribution of men, but a property, and such property is projected outside of the man with 
labor.  
In this way, men make their own persons and transform the environment and objects around 
them into parts of that person with their labor, with an operation that Locke defines as of 
self-transcendence. However, after self-transcendence has occurred, “it becomes impossible 
to confine the self within marked-off limits and to say positively, “This is the self, this is a 
man’s ‘own person’, and the rest is not self””117.  
For the modern society individual identity was still a concept that, even once laid out against 
the background of society and community, could not be grasped exactly in its singleness, 
except for temporary, concrete, and limited circumstances.  
 
The diffusion of the radio first, and television second, also contributed to modify the 
positioning of the threshold between public and private. Previously, entertainment was 
enjoyed mostly in public, with rare exceptions such as chamber music, dances, and games, 
mostly for wealthier families. Radio and television moved entertainment inside private places, 

 
115 Rebecca Benefiel and Peter Keegan (eds), Inscriptions in the Private Sphere in the Greco-Roman World 

(BRILL 2016). Figures are available at pag. 9. 
116 Hansson (n 74) 20.  
117 Konvitz (n 106) 275. 
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rendering at the same time the private sphere permeable to external influences118, such as 
advertising, not necessarily within the control of individuals.  
 
2.3 The age of Privacy 
The long and articulated evolution of the relationship between public and private life arrived 
at a turning point on the 15th of December of 1890 in the United States, when two lawyers, 
Samuel D. Warren and Luis D. Brandeis published an article titled “The right to privacy” on 
the Harvard Law Review119.  
 
The story goes that the parties organised by Warren’s wife, a socialite coming from a wealthy 
and prominent family, caught too much the attention of the press, always in pursuit of the 
“idle gossip” due to its “prurient taste” 120. Irritated, Warren decided to give substantiation to 
his claims: this is how the article, a milestone of legal doctrine, was born. In their article, 
Warren and Brandeis affirm that the general right of individuals to be protected in their 
bodies and properties had to be inflected in a new way, due to the fact that “Instantaneous 
photographs and newspaper enterprise have invaded the sacred precincts of private and 
domestic life”121.  
These new circumstances called for a special judicial action, a remedy in tort against invasion 
of private and family life.  
In the view of Warren and Brandeis intimate and domestic life fall within the liberties of men. 
The essence of privacy for Warren and Brandeis consisted of the “right to be let alone”122.  
 

Not synonyms: privacy and the private sphere 
 
It is with Warren and Brandeis’ work that we see a concretization of the importance given 
by the law to the private sphere, so far intended mostly as a meta-legal concept. The private 
sphere had already been the object of protection in the previous eras (with the 
abovementioned Habeas Corpus clause, for instance). The use of the word privacy with 
regard to the private aspects of personal and family life was also not new, as it can be traced 
back to the XV century123, and even the derivative term “right to privacy” had already found 
its way into previous judicial decisions.124  
 
From the linguistic perspective, following Warren and Brandeis the private sphere and the 
legal remedies to protect it have often been conflated in the term privacy. This tendency 
still exists, as many authors nowadays use the term privacy as a synonym for the private 
life, the private sphere, and its legal protection, in a way that makes them overlapping and 
interchangeable.  
 

 
118 Stuart Shapiro, ‘Places and Spaces: The Historical Interaction of Technology, Home, and Privacy’ (1998) 14 

The Information Society 275; Hansson (n 74).  
119 Samuel D Warren and Louis D Brandeis, ‘The Right to Privacy’ (1890) 4 Harvard Law Review. 
120 ibid. 196. 
121 ibid. 195. 
122 ibid. 
123 Huebert (n 99).  
124 Dorothy J Glancy, ‘The Invention of the Right to Privacy’ (1979) 21 Arizona Law review 39. 
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They are, however, different concepts. Throughout this research, the term privacy is used 
to indicate the legal tool developed to protect the private sphere: privacy as the right 
insisting on the private sphere, and protection of privacy as the protection of said right. 
 

 
It is with Warren and Brandeis that the term privacy enters the legal debate in its modern 
form, as a common denominator underlying several pre-existing institutes of law.125 It is 
important to acknowledge that Warren and Brandeis’ analysis is limited to a very specific 
institution of the US legal tradition: tort law126.  
In the decades following the Civil War, in fact, in the United States the Supreme Court had 
sketched three main individual rights: the right to property, the right to liberty, and the right 
to life. Based on this triad, the two lawyers from Boston conceptually located privacy within 
the right to life, deriving its protection from the tools created by tort law to protect not privacy 
per se, but other interests around which privacy revolves, such as the inviolability of the family 
home, or family life. The deriving indemnification was also based on the damages caused to 
the image of individuals. In Warren and Brandeis’ view, therefore, dignitary harms have a 
prominent role in the protection of the private sphere, and both are synthetised into the term 
privacy.127  
 
Their approach became the conceptual basis informing the discourse about the private 
sphere and personal information for a long time, and is still reflected in many aspects of the 
judicial and doctrinal interpretation of privacy (as confirmed also by the metaphors and 
parallels of physical, and territorial nature that can be found in today’s doctrine or judicial 
decisions).  
Some implications of the reconstruction made by Warren and Brandeis are still present. On 
one side, conceptually privacy is seen as functional to protect “the very core of an individual’s 
personality – “his estimate of himself””128; on the other side the use of tort law in many 
jurisdictions limits the protection only to cases in which damages occur.  
 
In the decades following Warren and Brandeis’ innovative contribution, the relevance of 
privacy found support at global level.  
Following the horrors of the two World Wars, two important International conventions saw 
the light: the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
(ECHR) of 1950129, and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) of 
1966130.  
The ECHR and the ICCPR represent the culmination of a vision putting humans at the centre 
of the legal and political agendas. They focus on protecting the intrinsic value of human life 
and human dignity. The way they achieve this is through protecting certain interests that are 
fundamental and functional to the protection of the dignity and value of individuals and 
communities. One of the interests protected by these conventions is privacy. 

 
125 ibid. 
126 Daniel J Solove, ‘A Taxonomy of Privacy’ (2006) 154 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 477. 
127 ibid. 
128 Glancy (n 124). Glancy is quoting pag. 197 of Warren and Brandeis (n 119). 
129 Council of Europe, Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms as amended 

by Protocols No. 11 and No. 14 1950. 
130 General Assembly of the United Nation, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966. 
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Article 8 of the ECHR131, eloquently named “Right to respect for private and family life”, and 
Article 17 of the ICCPR132, in fact, expressly recognize the private and family life as a 
fundamental right of every individual, together with the sanctity of home and private 
correspondence. These articles state that there should be no arbitrary or unjustified 
interference with private and family life from the public authority (although the formulation 
of the ICCPR is more generic and does not mention the authorities expressly).  
This passage marks the entrance of private life among the array of the fundamental rights of 
individuals. Protecting the privacy of individuals, in fact, is deemed important per se, but also 
instrumental to protect autonomy, dignity, relational life, integrity, and other fundamental 
rights.  
 
From that moment on, the private sphere and its protection have acquired pivotal importance 
within the democratic discourse. Far from being unequivocally defined133, they have become 
the object of study for several disciplines: behavioural sciences, psychology, law, economics, 
even design.  
The reason for such attention lies in the idea, mostly unanimously accepted in the Western 
tradition, that a private dimension is needed for individuals to fully develop their 
personalities134 at a deep, ‘uncontaminated’ level.  
 
Post Warren and Brandeis  
Seventy years after the publication of “The right to privacy”, another U.S. legal scholar, 
William Prosser, published a new, more detailed analysis. In his work, simply titled “Privacy” 

135, Prosser presented an overview of the judicial decisions concerning privacy in the United 
States.  
From his analysis, Prosser deduced that the initial remedy in tort (identified by Warren and 
Brandeis) had turned into an independent source of liability, consisting of four distinct (and 
not necessarily related) torts:  

“1. Intrusion upon the plaintiff’s seclusion or solitude, or into his private affairs.  
2. Public disclosure of embarrassing private facts about the plaintiff. 
3. Publicity which places the plaintiff in a false light in the public eye. 
4. Appropriation, for the defendant’s advantage, of the plaintiff’s name or likeness”136.  

 

 
131 ECHR, Article 8: “1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his 
correspondence. 2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except 
such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national 
security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the 
protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.” 
132 ICCPR, Article 17: “1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, 
home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation. 2. Everyone has the right to the 
protection of the law against such interference or attacks”. 
133 As pointed out by the European Courts of Human Rights (ECtHR), it is not possible to define the private 
sphere in an exhaustive way. Costello-Roberts v UK (1993) 19 EHRR 112. See also, among others, Ursula 

Kilkelly, ‘The Right to Respect for Private and Family Life’ [2003] Human Rights Handbooks 72. 
134 Kilkelly (n 133). 
135 William L Prosser, ‘Privacy’ (1960) 48 California Law Review 383. 
136 ibid. 389.  
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Prosser does not exactly define the four torts, and he does not appear to be particularly in 
favour of the developments occurring in the courtrooms. While, in fact, he recognises that 
the courts are channelling a necessity felt by the public137, he is also sceptical of the way those 
four torts are inflected once applied to privacy.  
 
Among his main concerns, the most significant one derives from the fact that while in general 
those four torts have limitations and safeguards to ensure the rights of the defendants, when 
they are applied to privacy: “such guarantees apparently are no longer required”138.  
Prosser even affirms, with regard to point “4. Appropriation”, that:  

“They create, in effect, for every individual, a common law trade name, his own, and a 
common law trade mark in his likeness. They confer upon him rights much more 
extensive than of unfair competition. (…) And there has been no hint that they are in 
any way affected by any of the limitations which have been considered necessary and 
desirable in the ordinary law of trade-marks and trade names”139.  

 
A few years later, another milestone in the (legal) history of privacy was laid down by another 
U.S. scholar, Alan Westin, in his book “Privacy and Freedom”140. After analysing the historical 
and socio-political evolution of privacy141, Westin undertakes the most difficult of quests: 
finding the definition of privacy.  
Taming the dragon, Westin affirms privacy is “the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions 
to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is 
communicated to others”142.  
Westin’s formulation reflects the abovementioned interplay of seclusion and participation. 
According to Westin, in fact, political and socio-cultural influences determine the individual 
choice concerning which information to share. Deciding what to disclose, when, how, and to 
who, is fundamental in order to maintain a certain degree of acceptance from the 
community143.  
 
Even though chronologically close to Prosser, Westin’s analysis presents a different, more 
multidisciplinary view of privacy, in which both the legal and meta-legal approaches find 
space. On one side, in fact, Westin chooses the term ‘claim’ in connection to privacy, a term 
familiar to the legal language and strictly connected to the reality of procedural law. On the 
other, Westin recognizes the importance of the interaction with others, which reflects the 
social and behavioural sciences view of the private sphere.  
Significantly, Westin chooses to focus less on the physical aspect of privacy (unlike Prosser), 
and more on the intangible element, which for Westin is summarised by the use of 
information.  

 
137 ibid. 
138 ibid. 422.  
139 ibid. 423. 
140 Westin (n 99).  
141 This appears to be an eminent example of the conflation of the term with the private sphere. 
142 Westin (n 99) 32.  
143 Westin (n 99); Alan F Westin, ‘Social and Political Dimensions of Privacy’ (2003) 59 Journal of Social Issues 

431. 
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Furthermore, even though Westin uses the term privacy as overlapping with the private 
sphere, he distinguishes the legal protection granted to it, using the denomination of “privacy 
rights”144.  
 
Information concerning individuals was already the object of protection in the past (as shown 
by judicial decisions for cases of eavesdropping or opening of letters dating back to the XIV 
century145). It is the protection of personal information (as well as reputation and domiciliary 
life) that inspired Warren and Brandeis’ milestone formulation of privacy in 1890.  
The importance given by Westin to the role of information within the realm of privacy 
represents a turn from the physical to the intangible dimension. In hindsight, the 
technological advancements that occurred in the past fifty years have proven Westin right in 
his decision to focus on the informational aspects of privacy.  
From a legal perspective, Westin’s contribution also lies in having ratified the separation of 
privacy from the mere procedural branch of the law, abandoning the idea of privacy being a 
sub-category of torts in favour of a full “grown-up” institute of the law.  
 
In the decades following Prosser and Westin, due to the input given by the insertion of privacy 
among the fundamental rights in the abovementioned ECHR and ICCPR, new definitions of 
privacy followed one another. Between the end of the XX century and the beginning of the 
XXI privacy became the object of analyses carried out from different perspectives and with 
the lenses of various disciplines.146  
 
 
  

 
144 Westin (n 143). 
145 Jan Holvast, ‘History of Privacy’ in Vashek Matyáš and others (eds), The Future of Identity in the Information 
Society (Springer Berlin Heidelberg 2009).  
146 For an overview of the main definitions and systematizations of privacy definitions, see Koops and others (n 

76). As examples, some interesting approaches to defining the privacy are summarised herein. These 

definitions, while functionally less relevant for this research, have the merit to highlight certain meta-legal 

elements and interests underlying the concept of privacy, making it multi-faceted, and bearing different 
values. They are useful to unveil the different facets that privacy has acquired over time, its complexity and the 

difficult relationship with its roots and the stances of contemporary life. Anita Allen and Roger Clarks, for 

instance, separately researched a multidimensional approach to privacy. In their conceptualizations, privacy is 

seen as a concept embedding different layers of privateness. Allen, in applying the Feminist lens, uses moral 

values to identify physical, informational, proprietary, decisional, and associational dimensions of privacy 

(Anita L Allen, ‘Is Privacy Now Possible? A Brief History of an Obsession’ (2001) 68 Social Research 301.). Clarke 

approaches privacy with the intent to systematize and bring order to it. Moving from some life-needs he 
identifies in individuals, he develops them into the privacy of the person, of personal behaviour, of personal 

communications, of personal data, and of experience (Roger Clarke, ‘Privacy Introduction and Definitions’ 

(2016 1997) <http://www.rogerclarke.com/DV/Intro.html> accessed 31 March 2020.). Other authors focus less 

on the ontology and more on the epistemology of privacy. Goffman, for instance, sees the paradoxes of 

privacy as a side effect of modernity, that “enables solitude and complicates togetherness” (Papacharissi (n 

112) 33.). Silver, instead, sees privacy as the personal dimension, and public as the dimension of the 

interpersonal, while more or less contemporarily, Weintraub defines privacy as a “family of oppositions” (ibid 
27.).  

A few years after, Livingstone identifies the tendency to the commodification of privacy due to profit-driven 

objectives. The commodification of privacy, according to him, creates issues in terms of participation and 

governance of the public spaces, that are privatised by market forces (for a reconstruction of the positions of 

the authors mentioned above see also Papacharissi (n 112).). 
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Over time, thanks to the definitions and analyses of several scholars, the different facets of 
privacy emerge, together with its complexity and the difficult relationship with its roots and 
the stances of contemporary life.  
The growing role of computers, the Internet, and digital technologies also adds to the 
complexity of privacy. In the past decades, knowledge has acquired growing importance; 
phenomenon like surveillance have reached new levels of intrusiveness, especially following 
traumatizing historical events like 9/11, and the ‘cyberworld’ has entered the debate 
revolving around the boundaries of the private and public spheres. The ‘intrusions’ of the 
external world into the private sphere has been enabled by technologies such as the 
telephone and the computer.147 The diffusion of teleworking via computer and fax also 
contributed to shifting once again the threshold between public and private more towards 
the inside of the private sphere, enabling individuals to work from home. The presence of 
customers or colleagues is now no longer physical, but virtual and mediated by emails and a 
monitor.148 
 
The turn of the century: the private sphere and privacy between XX and XXI centuries  
In the same years of Livingstone, Beate Rössler defines privacy as the sphere of intimacy and 
family life. In her view, privacy has a dynamic nature and undergoes constant alterations 
through space and time, nevertheless maintaining a core significance.149  
Rössler also looks behind privacy, focusing on the term ‘private’ and how it is used. From her 
analysis, three150 basic domains emerge. ‘Private’ is an attribute for:  
1) modes of action/conduct;  
2) specific knowledge;  
3) spaces.151 
Rössler separates the informational aspect from the physical one. She also assigns a separate 
role to the interpersonal element of privacy, highlighting how the word private can be used 
in relation to behaviours. Overall, Rössler’s analysis does not consider any of the domains as 
prevailing: the term ‘private’ encompasses all the dimensions in the same way.  
 
In an attempt to bring order, in 2006 Daniel Solove published a Taxonomy of Privacy152. 
Solove’s taxonomy moves from the idea that privacy is not a unitary concept, but an umbrella 
term implying a variety of “harmful or problematic activities”153 created by frictions between 
the individual and the community.  
The harmful activities are derived by Solove from a point of contact, or better of friction, 
between the private and the public dimensions, as represented by Figure 2.3 below: 

 
147 This is also called the “third round of household electrification”; see Inge Røpke, Toke Haunstrup 

Christensen and Jesper Ole Jensen, ‘Information and Communication Technologies – A New Round of 

Household Electrification’ (2010) 38 Energy Security - Concepts and Indicators with regular papers 1764. 
148 Shapiro (n 118). 
149 Beate Roessler and Dorota Mokrosinska (eds), Social Dimensions of Privacy: Interdisciplinary Perspectives 

(Cambridge University Press 2015).  
150 The recurrence of this number suggests me that in the categorization of privacy, like in many other exoteric 
disciplines, three must probably be a magic number. The fact that this number is recurrent in this chapter’s 

structure is, however, merely coincidental.  
151 Roessler and Mokrosinska (n 149). 
152 Solove (n 126).  
153 ibid. 480. 
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Figure 2.3: Solove’s points of friction and harmful activities.154 

 
Solove’s Taxonomy identifies four main groups of harmful activities deriving from the 
abovementioned frictions:  
“(1) information collection,  
(2) information processing,  
(3) information dissemination, and  
(4) invasion”.155  
Each group consists of different activities as indicated in the figure above. The Taxonomy, 
however, does not imply that such activities are tout court harmful. The Taxonomy only 
considers such activities harmful in the absence of consent of the subject undergoing them.  
Furthermore, even problematic activities might not automatically imply a punishment 
sanctioned by the law but can potentially be justified by a balancing of opposing interests. 
Privacy, according to Solove, is not absolute but presents boundaries.  
 
Solove’s analysis is particularly broad. Thanks to the Taxonomy, connections among harms 
arise. Besides the traditional reputational harms, or those connected to distress, a privacy 
harm can also present future damages. For instance, the dissemination of information might 
enhance the risk of a subject being prejudiced, or it could unbalance the delicate equilibrium 
among public institutions, citizens, and companies.  
In the first case, the damages provoked by privacy harm show that privacy occurs through 
time, not only through space. In the latter case, they show a collective dimension of privacy 
that extends beyond the individual, at societal level.  
Solove’s Taxonomy has an important merit: in translating the private sphere into the legal 
dimension, Solove maintains its multidimensional features, while at the same time avoiding 
a dispersive effect by leading back all the dimensions under a common denominator, the 
umbrella of privacy.  
At the same time Solove, like most of the authors preceding him, sees privacy as strictly 
connected to the presence of damages. Within his conceptual reconstruction there is little 

 
154 ibid. 490. 
155 ibid. 488. 
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room to recognise the mere intrusion of privacy as a harm on its own, even without the 
existence of damages. This reconstruction might have as a consequence, for instance, that 
state surveillance carried out without any damage derived from it does not infringe privacy156.   
 
The infringement of privacy per se is recognised by another American scholar, Helen 
Nissenbaum, with her seminal model describing informational privacy as contextual 
integrity157.  
Nissenbaum moves from an analysis of cases of surveillance in the United States, having as 
starting point the fact that surveillance activities insist on the part of privacy concerning 
information about identifiable individuals. Nissenbaum extrapolates three recurring ways in 
which privacy is defined in the public discourse:  
1) privacy as protection against intrusions of government;  
2) privacy as restricting access to information;  
3) privacy as impeding undesired access to private spaces or spheres.  
 
According to Nissenbaum, the private and the public realms have their own sets of social and 
legal norms that make the three definitions of privacy applicable and acceptable in daily 
situation.  
Based on that, the same action can be accepted in one context or rejected in another. This 
differentiation can be understood at intuitive level. As Milton Konvitz explained, drawing a 
parallel between two (in)famous trials of the past:  

“Socrates told the Athenian jury that they could not justly and rightly convict him for 
what he had said, and Thomas More told the court that they could not justly and rightly 
convict him for his silence. Silence may be a public act, and speech may be a private 
act; yet both may relate to the inner man, who is outside the jurisdiction of the state. 
Yet reasonable men may differ as to whether a refusal to salute the flag or a speech 
from a soap box shall be respected as a private act or punished as a public act”158 
[emphasis in original].  
 

Building on Justice Harlan’s idea of “reasonable expectations” of privacy in public159, 
Nissenbaum affirms that (social and legal) norms maintain the contextual integrity within and 
between public and private situations: norms regulating the type and nature of the 
information, and norms regulating the flow of information among contexts. The breach of any 

 
156 It should be noted however that the same Solove recognizes in a subsequent article that due to a pluralistic 

conceptualization of privacy the absence of harms deriving from state surveillance on certain subjects does not 
make state surveillance compatible with privacy due to a general interest that the community might have in 

respecting individual privacy. See Daniel J Solove, ‘“I’ve Got Nothing to Hide” and Other Misunderstandings of 

Privacy’ (2007) 44 San Diego Law Review 29. Furthermore, the absence of damage in surveillance and its 

compatibility with privacy is not universally accepted within the Anglo-Saxon tradition, and it is often 

connected to the liberal political theory (according to, for instance, Julie E Cohen, Configuring the Networked 
Self. Law, Code, and the Play of Everyday Practice (Yale University Press 2012).). On the contrary, 

reconstructions made within the school of thought of Republicanism see into surveillance an infringement of 
privacy regardless of the existence of connected damages (see, for instance, Andrew Roberts, ‘A Republican 

Account of the Value of Privacy’ 36.)  
157 Helen Nissenbaum, ‘PRIVACY AS CONTEXTUAL INTEGRITY’ (2004) 79 Washington Law Review 39. 
158 Konvitz (n 106) 274.  
159 Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 360-361 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring).  
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of the two represents a breach of the expectation of privacy, and a violation of one (or more) 
of the three definitions of privacy.  
 
There are, however, grey areas deriving from the fact that individuals frequently cross the 
boundaries between public and private, and this dynamism creates uncertainties as to which 
norms apply within a certain context. According to Nissenbaum’s model, knowing the context, 
and the values that have normativeness therein, is crucial to understand what the existing 
norms are in those grey areas and when a violation of privacy occurs.  
 
The last decade  
Very recently, two other scholars dissected the concept of privacy in the XXI century, adding 
important contributions to the discourse around privacy: Zizi Papacharissi and Julie Cohen.  
In her 2010 work “A private sphere, democracy in a digital age” Papacharissi affirms that: 
“capitalism challenges the imperceptibility of the private realm, as information about the 
decision-making and behaviours that occur in the private realm increasingly becomes a 
tradable commodity”160.  
 
Market imperatives are inserted into the home by contemporary technologies, such as the TV 
and Internet-connected computers. The household culture becomes then the result of a mix 
of consumerism blended with other imperatives, such as the political, social, and the 
intimate/family ones. The values and behaviours of the inhabitants are influenced by this mix 
of imperatives, and extend also to the contribution that individuals bring to public life, in what 
is defined as a “democracy of the microwave”161.  
 
According to Papacharissi, the boundaries between private and public are re-negotiated: the 
routines that take place inside the home are turned into information about consumption (of 
goods, services, status, and so on), that have a value at both private and public level: while 
being observed in their routines by a digitally enabled household, individuals create the raw 
material that is elaborated by other individuals, just like in factories, to create more objects-
of-consumption162. This creates a loop of consumption and production of commodified 
personal information.   
From the dichotomy between public and private, Papacharissi moves to a trichotomy among 
public, private, and mediated spaces, based on technology enabled, reflexive architectures, 
capable of being responsive to the inputs coming from multiple individuals at the same time, 
and to accommodate a (perception of) isolation, together with connectivity.  
In Papacharissi’s view, mediated spaces turn the private sphere into a “networked cocoon (…) 
empowered by interlaced and overlapping spheres of public and private activities that map 
its geography”163.  
 

 
160 Papacharissi (n 112) 42.  
161 Krishan Kumar, Public and Private in Thought and Practice: Perspectives on a Grand Dichotomy (University 

of Chicago Press 1997) 225.  
162 Papacharissi (n 112).  
163 ibid. 162-163.  
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Cohen’s works include reflections on the very origin of the concepts of private sphere and 
privacy, and in particular on the crystallization of a certain individualistic approach, deriving 
from the Enlightenment and furthered by liberal theory164.  
For Cohen, the traditional reconstruction of privacy in Western traditions sees individual 
subjectivity as the center of the entire public/private dichotomy. This, in practice, translates 
into the attempts of privacy scholars, lawyers, and judges ever since Warren and Brandeis, to 
focus on the autonomy of subjects, and to use visual metaphors. Consequently, the public 
interest is reconstructed as the antagonist of privacy.  
 
Cohen rejects these pillars of the traditional analysis of privacy and considers them the cause 
of the gaps existing in the practice. The visual metaphors, for instance, inevitably link privacy 
with issues of visibility. Similarly, the subjective absoluteness of privacy deriving from the 
Enlightenment turns information gathering into a linear, progressive path to knowledge and 
discovery, while at the same time denying a collective interest in privacy and privacy rights.165  
 
On these gaps Cohen intervenes proposing that at the basis of privacy lies a de-centered, even 
marginal subjectivity, characterised by dynamic flows of information. The dynamic, de-
centered subjectivity does not pose a problem for the law, which should aim at protecting the 
aspirations that privacy, as a concept, serves. In other words, the right to privacy for Cohen 
should aim at protecting privacy as a fluid concept, a ‘room’ for socially situated processes.166    
 
Several definitions of privacy have been presented in the previous paragraphs, probably 
enough to make the matter appear like a labyrinth (without David Bowie, unfortunately).  
A map, or better a mapping, is offered by Bert-Jaap Koops and his team of researchers. In “A 
Typology of Privacy”, they present a descriptive tool, elaborated through the analysis of 
doctrinal and Constitutional frameworks of privacy.  
While the typology derives from a legal analysis, it also incorporates meta-legal concepts.  
Koops et al. systematize the results of their analysis into “eight plus one” dimensions of 
privacy167, as shown by the model in Figure 2.3bis below:  
 

 
164 Cohen (n 156).  
165 ibid. 
166 ibid. 
167 Koops and others (n 76) 67.  
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Figure 2.3bis: The typology of Privacy elaborated by Koops and his team.168  

 
The dimensions in Figure 2.3bis are the result of the intersection of two different elements.  
On the vertical axis are two different attitudes of freedom (‘freedom from’ and ‘freedom to’). 
This axis incorporates, therefore, some of the concepts seen in the previous paragraphs, from 
the idea of seclusion to that of self-determination and development.  
On the horizontal axis is a continuum made of different intensities of access: from solitude to 
different hues of control on information.  
Where, for instance, the ‘freedom from’ touches the control continuum in a partially 
controlled (semi-private) zone, the communicational dimension of privacy emerges. Where 
‘freedom to’ encounters full control zones, the behavioural dimension of privacy emerges, 
and so on.  
Across from all the areas runs a ninth dimension of privacy: the informational one. This 
dimension is deemed by Koops and his colleagues to be not independent from all the others, 
but the opposite: an element of control of access to information forms part of each and every 
other dimension.169  
 

The European experience: from Privacy to Data Protection170 
 
In the context of protecting the private sphere and fundamental rights, a special role is 
given to information by the European Union. While in the U.S., in fact, the term privacy is 
still used to include harms concerning the informational element, also called informational 
privacy, within the context of the European Union the scenario has developed in a different 
way.  

 
168 Koops and others (n 76). 484. 
169 ibid. 
170 More information concerning the relationship between privacy and personal data protection within the 

European Union, including a list of additional sources, can be found in Chapter IV below. 
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In between the end of the XX century and the second decade of the 2000s, in the European 
legal system a new right has stemmed from privacy: the right to the protection of personal 
data.  
 
The specific protection of personal information started in 1996 in the form of protection of 
personal data in the context of digital technologies, with the now superseded Directive 
95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the 
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free 
movement of such data (hereinafter Data Protection Directive, or DPD)171. In the twenty 
years following the Directive, the attention of the public opinion and experts grew, also due 
to the technological changes happening at a pace like never before. The diffusion of Web 
2.0, of the Internet of Things, and in particular the new bloom (and boom) of Machine 
Learning techniques radically changed the necessities connected to the protection of 
individual privacy.  
 
Due to these factors, and to the growing awareness of European civil society and 
institutions, personal data have rose to the status of fundamental right independent from 
(although strictly intertwined with) privacy.  
This distinction was sanctioned in 2012, when the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union172 (EU Charter) addressed privacy at Article 7, and the Protection of 
Personal Data at Article 8. 
 
Article 7, in particular, replicates the privacy provisions already seen in the ECHR and ICCPR, 
affirming that: “Everyone has the right to respect for his or her private and family life, home 
and communications”.  
Without any explicit reference to Article 7, Article 8, expressly titled “Protection of personal 
data”, institutes a right to the protection of personal information on its own. The general 
principle established therein is that: “Everyone has the right to the protection of personal 
data concerning him or her”.  
In addition to that, the second paragraph of Article 8 provides for a set of general principles 
with which processing of personal data has to comply: fairness, purpose limitation, 
legitimation via a legal basis (such as – but not limited to – consent). The right to access and 
rectification for the individuals whose data is processed are also established by the same 
paragraph. Finally, Article 8 also establishes the duty for the Member States to create an 
independent authority tasked with verifying compliance with the principles established by 
the article.  
  
This branching out of Personal Data Protection from Privacy adds to the complexity of the 
protection assigned to the private sphere and to the constant shifting of boundaries 
between public and private (and mediated, according to Papacharissi) spaces given by new 
and old technologies.  
 

 
171 Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of 

individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data 1995 

[31995L0046]. 
172 European Union, Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, 26 October 2012, 2012/C 326/02, 

Official Journal of the European Communities, 18 December 2000 (2000/C 364/01). 
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Through the chapter, it has emerged how the concept of private sphere has been evolving 
during the centuries in the Western tradition. The boundaries between private and public 
sphere also evolve, moving towards the inner or outer circles, in an ongoing operation of 
negotiation between the individual and the community.  
What is, exactly, contained in the private sphere? As explained above, the private sphere is a 
spatial reference made to protect all those personal objects, behaviours, words, actions, and 
features that individuals subjectively (and sometimes objectively, according to their 
community) prefer to hide from someone else’s scrutiny. For the most part, however, all 
those items necessitate protection not for their own characteristics or value, but as tokens of 
what we have seen above being called inner life, inner landscape, or inner circle: definitely 
something that is inside.  
Those items serve as tokens for the identity of individuals. Privacy and Data Protection 
provisions protect both the ‘container’ of the private sphere (for instance the body, or the 
home), and the ‘content’ (identity and the unimpeded development of individuals). As will be 
explained below, however, the home is a complex socio-cultural construct, and defining 
identity is a herculean task. 
 
2.4 Of metonymies and synecdoches: from private spaces to identity  
The private sphere is a spatial reference used to manifest certain facets of the personality of 
individuals to which access should be regulated: it is based on individual perception173, and 
sublimated by the social norms of a determined community.  
The creation of private zones is directly connected to the necessity to let free the inner self, 
in a juxtaposition of physical spaces and “interior landscapes”174.  
The coffer or the home do not only shield tangible goods, but also interests and necessities 
connected to the development of the individual in its personality, identity and autonomy.  
 
Exercising what can be described as a legal metonymy, in the early phases the law has 
protected the container to protect the content, as is the case of the trespassing-like provisions 
typical of the Habeas Corpus, and the tort-based actions elaborated by Warren and Brandeis.  
In simpler words, to safeguard the right to life of individuals, its physical boundaries became 
the object of judicial protection, and it has been mentioned before how the references to the 
spatial dimension and the intrusion metaphor have dominated the discourse around privacy 
particularly in the Western tradition. The private sphere is, therefore, connected to the 
identity and personality of an individual.175 
 
The private sphere can be represented as composed of multiple concentric circles. The most 
outer circle should be imagined as the public life, the dimension in which individuals give free 
access to themselves in order to interact either vertically (with authorities), or horizontally, 
with their peers. This dimension presents a high degree of transparency of individuals.176  

 
173 Ernesto Garzón Valdés, ‘Privacidad y publicidad’ (1998) 1 Doxa. Cuadernos de Filosofía del Derecho 223. 

Hansson also points out how individual boundaries can vary Hansson (n 74). 
174 Huebert (n 99) 24. 
175 As expressly stated, for instance, X & Y v the Netherlands, App no 8978/80 (ECtHR, 26 March 1985). 
176 Garzón Valdés (n 173).  
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On the opposite spectrum, the most inner circle (sometimes defined as ‘intimate life’177, other 
times as ‘private zone’178) encompasses thoughts, emotion, feelings, impressions, mental 
states179, and the actions connected to them. This is the opaquest dimension, the circle from 
which individuals seek to completely exclude any intervention. It encompasses “all those 
multiple aspects of private life that, by their nature, allow a total isolation (domiciliary life, 
diaries, memoirs, etc.) or, in any case, do not suppose any relation with other persons”180. 
External interferences with this circle provoke an interruption of the thinking processes of an 
individual, of those thoughts and feelings that have not yet found an expression in an action 
upon the outer world.181  
  
However, the private sphere is not limited to that. Restricting the definition of private sphere 
only to this inner circle would be too limiting, as “Respect for private life must also comprise 
to a certain degree the right to establish and develop relationships with other human 
beings”182. This brings us to the in-between circle, called by some authors ‘private’ and by 
others ‘semi-private’.183 In this circle individuals interact with a restricted number of people 
they have selected. The general assumption underneath this circle is that normally 
individuals, based on their social capabilities, cultivate and develop group relationships. 
Within these groups, individuals exchange and share mutual influences.184 It is the dimension 
in which individuals express themselves by entertaining relationships with others, such as 
family members, lovers, partners, friends (but, accordingly to the European Courts of Human 
Rights, not pets)185.  
In the words of John Dewey, “We cannot think of ourselves save as to some extent social 
beings. Hence we cannot separate the idea of ourselves and our own good from our idea of 
others and of their good”186 [emphasis is original].  
Other relationships, such as with business partners, can also fall within this circle, although 
within limits187.  
 
The intimate dimension and the private/semi-private one, are subject to the protection from 
interferences and infiltrations from both public authorities and other individuals (or 
companies). Together, the inner and in-between circles constitute the private sphere (or 
private life) of individuals, and as such are included in a “zone of non-interference”188. Non-
interference, however, does not mean complete and total isolation, the absence of any 
interaction with others. It is worth repeating that non-interference corresponds to the 
absence of undesired interactions, and interactions outside of the control of the ‘master’ of 
the private sphere. In order to maintain the desired level of interaction, individuals resort to 

 
177 ibid. 223.  
178 Koops and others (n 76) 51.  
179 Garzón Valdés (n 173). 
180 Koops and others (n 76) 53.  
181 Garzón Valdés (n 173).  
182 Niemietz v. Germany, 16th December 1992, 13710/88, [1992] 16 EHRR 97, [1992] ECHR 80, para. 29.  
183 Respectively Garzon Valdes and Koops et al., see above. 
184 Hansson (n 74).  
185 Bruggemann and Scheuten v Federal Republic of Germany (Application No 6959/75) European Commission 

of Human Rights (1981) 3 EHRR 244 12 JULY 1977, para. 57. 
186 John Dewey, as quoted at pag. 762 of Solove (n 156).  
187 Kilkelly (n 133).  
188 Hansson (n 74) 2.  
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actions, words, and tools. These represent strategies and mechanisms to maintain control 
over the private sphere. 
 

The role of control according to behavioural sciences 
 
Control is exercised by individuals to maintain either isolation or only a certain, desired 
degree of interaction.189 This occurs in all three circles, but more intensely in the inner and 
intermediate ones.  
Control is implemented in the form of strategies, mechanisms that allow “to maintain a 
state of congruence between desired and achieved interaction with others”190.  
 
Two concepts come at play in the context of regulating access to the private sphere and 
personal interactions: density and crowding.  
While the two terms are used as synonyms in daily language, in behavioural sciences 
density represents the physical presence of individuals in the same space. Crowding, 
instead, is a psychological construct independent from actual density.  
 
Crowding indicates the perception of how much space is available to an individual, based 
not only on physical elements, but also on social and psychological ones.191 It measures 
how much control individuals have on a place.  
Crowding can occur even in the absence of high density192: when individuals find traces left 
by others, such as clothes or objects disposed in a certain way inside a room, or traces of a 
camp or fire in the wilderness, they might perceive an undesired restriction of the space 
available to them. This occurs even if they do not meet the people to whom those traces 
belong.  
Even though crowding is a psychological perception, some of its elements are shared by a 
certain social circle. Certain behaviours become, therefore, expected in order to avoid 
generating crowding in other members of that social circle. Crowding assumes normative 
power.193 This reconstruction, done with the lenses of behavioural science, appears 
consistent with the legal theory advanced by Nissenbaum (above) concerning contextual 
integrity and the existence of certain behaviours having normative power within each 
context.  
 
Individuals perceiving crowding at undesired levels might change their behaviours, by 
avoiding unselfconscious actions while, on the other side, putting into place strategies and 
mechanisms to reduce or eliminate crowding. In simpler words, individuals experiencing 
crowding will control their behaviours and delimit their territory. The strategies and 
mechanisms can consist of, for instance, verbal or non-verbal communication, establishing 
a personal space (through, for example, appropriation), and/or territoriality194.  

 
189 Garzón Valdés (n 173).  
190 Stankey (n 104) 289.  
191 See, among others: Daniel Stokols, ‘On the Distinction between Density and Crowding: Some Implications 
for Future Research.’ (1972) 79 Psychological Review 275. 
192 Kimberly Dovey, ‘Home and Homelessness’ in Irwin Altman and Carol M Werner (eds), Home Environments, 

vol 8 (Springer). 
193 Stankey (n 104). 
194 Brown and Altman (n 109).  
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Territoriality is defined as delimiting and exercising control over a certain place, in order to 
“affect, influence, or control people, phenomena, and relationships”195. As a result of such 
attempts, territoriality “involves the mutually exclusive use of areas and objects by persons 
and objects”196, as well as marking the territory reinforcing at the same time the identity 
and the connection of the individual with said place197.  
The key element for most mechanisms and strategies is once again control. If territoriality 
and the other mechanisms function properly, the privateness of the individual is protected, 
thus privacy is enforced. If they do not function properly, privacy is not enforced, and the 
result is crowding.198  
 
Territoriality (as well as the other mechanisms and strategies) presents a cost for the 
individual. The cost is not only economic (think about purchasing locks or curtains, for 
instance) but also psychological and emotional: control requires voluntary attention, a 
mental effort to be put and kept into place, calculation of advantages and consequences, 
and so on. Territoriality requires physical and mental energy. It can even have social costs, 
since if the community deems the strategies inappropriate it might condemn and 
reprimand the individual.  
 
The membrane separating the “privateness of life”199 from the public aspects of life is 
permeable to interactions. The development of individuals within the society, in fact, is 
articulated on two tendencies, pushing in opposite directions: isolation and 
participation.200  
Seclusion and isolation themselves are concepts inherently depending on the existence of 
a group of ‘others’ to seclude or isolate from.201 The public and private spheres exist in a 
relational fashion with each other. This also coincides with the tendency to isolate certain 
things from the others, while participating in the life of the community and sharing other 
aspects.  
Individuals enjoy private life, while at the same time enjoying being part of a family, a 
group, a nation, a society. The interest in living the private life without interference is 
complementary to the interest in participating and, most important, benefitting from the 
participation, and vice versa.202  
 
Altman’s strategies and mechanisms to regulate crowding and access to the private sphere 
assume, therefore, the role of regulating tools optimizing the level of interaction in order 
to benefit the individuals (or minimize negative effects)203. As explained in Figure 2.4 below, 

 
195 Robert David Sack, Human Territoriality: Its Theory and History, (Cambridge University Press 1986), 20. 
196 Mark Francis, ‘Control as a Dimension of Public-Space Quality’ in Irwin Altman and Ervin H Zube (eds), Public 
Places and Spaces, vol 10 (Springer 1989). 
197 ibid.  
198 Stankey (n 104) 282. 
199 Koops and others (n 76).  
200 Hansson (n 74).  
201 Luiz Costa, Virtuality and Capabilities in a World of Ambient Intelligence: New Challenges to Privacy and 
Data Protection (Springer International Publishing 2016).  
202 Hansson (n 74).  
203 Irwin Altman, ‘Privacy: A Conceptual Analysis: Environment and Behavior’ (1976) 8 Environment and 

Behavior 141.  
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according to Altman individuals have a desired level of privacy. The context, however, 
affords them a certain level of actual privacy, called achieved privacy. Whenever the 
desired privacy is at the same level of the achieved one, individuals reach an equilibrium, 
an ideal condition. This equilibrium can be reached controlling both the fluxes of 
information exiting the private sphere (‘outputs to others’ in the figure below) or the fluxes 
of information entering the private sphere (‘inputs from others’ in the figure below). 
Physical barriers, social norms, legal tools, help creating and maintaining the equilibrium 
between desired and achieved (actual) privacy. If, however, one of the two prevails on the 
other (i.e. the actual privacy is inferior to the level of privacy desired, or vice versa, with the 
individual being either too exposed or too isolated), the situation is not ideal for the 
individual, which therefore will proceed with implementing some of the abovementioned 
strategies to rectify it and instate an equilibrium.  
 

 
 
Figure 2.4: Altman’s Optimization of Privacy.204 
 

 
At the points of contact among the inner, in-between, and outer circles, information plays an 
important role. The relationship between individuals and society is influenced by the amount 
of information exchanged. By controlling the image, that is, the information about 
themselves, individuals can obtain a more benefitting relationship with the community, and 
avoid negative consequences such as shaming, isolation, or expulsion.  
The management of personal information is, therefore, part of the identity management of 
individuals vis-à-vis their communities (and the State). It is a fundamental part of the social 
life of every individual. Retaining control over their identity by managing the information 
disclosed to the public allows individuals to carry on with their life in the community. It 
contributes to their emotional and psychological development.205  
 

 
204 ibid. 
205 ibid. 
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Information has increasingly acquired importance following the diffusion of digital 
technologies and the knowledge economy. The combination of global information and 
telecommunication infrastructures, such as the Internet, together with the lowering costs of 
creating, collecting, and manipulating data has increased the value and applications of 
information.206  
This opened the way to a massive development of services based on the collection of data 
from different sources and their processing into models (profiling) to be applied to individuals. 
Targeted (also known as behavioural)207 advertising is then deployed to personalize the 
advertising on platforms and websites creating and distributing content online or simply 
offering services (such as the website of a newspaper, a social media platform, a blog, a search 
engine, and so on).  
 
Personal information is now at the center of a complex technological and economic 
mechanism and, consequently, of a battle for the distribution of control over its disclosure 
and circulation. Following these circumstances protecting the private sphere has gained 
importance as a way to control information. Protecting the private sphere to protect 
information also has consequences on the positioning of the threshold between public and 
private stands in the current society (and in the knowledge economy).  
 
The private sphere is a dynamic concept that changes and evolves over time and within 
different societies. It is the result of the interplay of individual perception, social norms, 
technological affordances, and legal provisions. The private sphere is a relational concept 
typified by the dichotomy public vs. private. It is instrumental, as it has the function of 
outlining the “exclusive domain of an individual”208, and is permeated by control, or “the 
privilege to make choices that exclude others”209.  
It has been briefly mentioned how the private sphere is projected onto physical spaces, 
territories whose attributions reflect the degree of control individuals want to retain on their 
inner or outer circles. One of these spaces is, indeed, the house, which in the Western 
tradition is connected to the most private aspects of the life of individuals and families. What 
follows is a brief explanation of the role of the house in embedding and protecting the private 
sphere.   
 
“This must be the place”: the private sphere and its territorial expression 
In parallel with the intimate, private/semi-private, and public circles, three territories can be 
identified: Primary, Secondary, and Public.210 As explained above, public spaces are intended 
to satisfy the interests of a multitude of individuals, to be used by multiple people (often at 
the same time). Primary territories, instead, are those where individuals satisfy their interests, 

 
206 Andrew Murray, Information Technology Law: The Law and Society (New Edition, Fourth Edition, Oxford 
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and where they retain control over who has access to them. Secondary territories are the 
ones in between, where semi-private life is carried on, and on which individuals retain only a 
partial control.  
An example of Public territory can be a public street or square, while a Secondary territory 
can be a shared kitchen or a common room in a student house. The Primary territories are 
represented generally by those physical spaces in direct connection with the most inner life, 
and the most prominent example of this is the home.  
 
It should be noted at this point how the connection between the private life and a territory 
generates in individuals an attachment to such territory. The emotional and psychological 
attributes deriving from such attachment turn a space into a place.211 When a physical space 
gains psychological and symbolic meaning, it turns into a place, a physical embedding with 
emotional value. The value is connected to the emotional tie created between the individual 
and the space (now turned place), in which feelings, sensations, behaviours, are anticipated 
and sought for. In this sense, place is a concept that goes beyond the mere physical 
attributions of a space. For this reason, Primary (and sometimes Secondary) territories are 
not only mere spaces, but also places for the individual inhabiting them.  
 
Similarly, while the house is the space, or better the conceptual space, an abstract idea with 
certain geometrical attributions but without emotional ties, the home is the place. The home 
is the lived space, opposite to the conceptual one.212  
The home has often been associated with an element of inviolability and sanctity213. Another 
element associated to the home is safety, although in this regard it should be pointed out 
how that feminist theory has highlighted the limitations of this conception. For vulnerable 
subjects the home can also be associated with oppression, abuse, violence, unsafety, and 
imbalance of power.214  
 
The home is also traditionally associated with the center of both the identity, the history215, 
and the private life, or the privateness, of an individual, given its physical characteristic and, 
more important, the symbolic value216. These associations made with the role of the home 
not only as a physical shield, but also as a symbol, a sanctuary for the protection of the identity 
of individuals, have gained the home a moral value: “The home is a moral nexus between 
liberty, privacy, and freedom of association”217. Borrowing words from the famous song by 
Talking Heads that gives the title to this paragraph: “Home, is where I want to be / But I guess 
I'm already there”218.   
 

 
211 Franck and Paxton (n 75). 
212 Dovey (n 192).  
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217 Margaret Jane Radin, ‘Property and Personhood’ (1982) 34 Stanford Law Review 957, 991. 
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Its characteristics make the home the place where unselfconscious actions are carried out, 
due to the safety and the predictability of the home. But why is the home so safe and 
predictable? Because the home is at the same time chosen and appropriated by individuals 
exercising control. Choice and control can manifest with various degrees, based on external 
constraints such as budget and availability. Those who can design their own house/home will 
have a higher degree of choice respect to those purchasing an already built (or even already 
furnished) dwelling. Even though part of the control is derogated to the community or to the 
State (for example in the form of construction regulations)219, the choice among the available 
houses, that is, the selection, still represents a form of exercise of control. Appropriation, 
instead, consists in the usage that creates the relationship and influences the way an 
individual experiences home.220  
 
The home is, therefore, a phenomenon identified by a set of properties. One of such 
properties is order. I am not referring to the fact that the house is clean and tidy (or else very 
few houses would be homes!), but to the patterns emerging from the way users experience 
the home.221 Order consists of how the home is adapted around the behaviours of the 
dwellers. Order is strictly connected to the appropriation of the home, and to the 
unselfconsciousness of the actions it hosts: the home is, with regard to order, a “field of pre-
reflective actions grounded in the body”222.  
 
The home also has temporal and spatial orientations. The home functions as a point 
establishing an origin and a destination: “we go ‘back’ home even when our arrival is in the 
future”223. In relation to the ‘outside’, the surroundings, the home provides the experience of 
the ‘insideness’.224 However, the home is not sealed, it is provided with apertures that 
ontologically interrupt such closure, like windows and doors.225  
Apertures guarantee the relationship of the home with the neighborhood and the 
surroundings, with the Public and Secondary territories, allowing to move among them and, 
at the same time, perpetrating the dialectic of isolation v. participation. Windows and doors 
afford the inhabitants “secrecy and visibility”226.  
 
The properties of the home highlight a tension between different sets of “binary 
opposites”227. The binary opposites derive from the fact that the home is a place of 
connectedness of the individuals with multiple elements: with other people, with other 
places, with the past and the future (see Figure 2.4bis below).  
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All of these attributes bring meaning to the home. The private spheres of the individuals and 
the home shape each other: “One’s inner self is thus transformed and grows because of one’s 
actions in space (or, in this case, in one’s home)”228.  
 

 
Figure 2.4bis: “Home as connectedness”.229 
 
Due to its attributes, the home is a key element in conceptualization of the private sphere, as 
well as in the definition of the boundaries between public and private.230 Such role is not 
limited, however, to physical and spatial dimensions (the walls hiding the privateness from 
indiscreet stares, the doors and windows creating passages between inside and outside). It 
includes conceptual and social domains (the appropriateness and expectations of a certain 
behaviour): “In other words, the boundary constituted by the home and the boundary 
between public and private are partially coincident”231. The home is a context, in 
Nissenbaum’s terms, with its norms and its normative values.  
 

The home has… branches?! 
 
This circumstance has significant implications with regard to the private sphere. 
Appropriation mechanisms can be replicated to give properties and attributes typical of the 
home to other spaces, sometimes even just temporarily.232  
When we travel, for example, behaviours like hanging clothes into the wardrobe of a hotel 
room, adjusting the temperature, and so on, help us replicate a feeling similar to that of 
being at home. For that period of time the hotel room becomes a place where our private 
sphere can unravel, together with the luggage.233  

 
228 Korosec-Serfaty (n 220) 71–72.  
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too. See, for instance, Niemietz v. Germany, 16th December 1992, 13710/88, [1992] 16 EHRR 97, [1992] ECHR 

80. 
233 Shapiro (n 118). 
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Similar behaviours can occur even in semi-public circumstances, for instance inside the 
cabin of a car. Even virtually, by bringing a mobile phone inside our pockets, we can 
maintain a connection with the home. Smartphones give individuals the possibility to 
interact with the home even while away, for example by checking the door’s alarm, or the 
Cloud-based thermostat. The technological development inside the home duplicates this 
latter: together with the physical home, we can now also fine a virtual one, dubbed by Bo 
Zhao Home Virtual Space or HVS234. The coexistence of HVS and physical boundaries of the 
home creates a hybrid space makes the home (and the private sphere) ‘grow branches’ 
outside of the house.235 
The inner self is connected to the home and its order, as a place where the private sphere 
finds its expression. 
 

 
The home also constitutes, partially, the boundary between public and private at both 
tangible and intangible level. Connectedness, predictability, unselfconsciousness, control, 
order, and choice, all contribute to the development of the private sphere inside its locus of 
concrete manifestation, the home.  
This, in turn, means that changes in the home can affect all such elements and, with them, 
the very construction of privateness and private sphere.  
 
The many faces of identity  
In the search for a universal, conceptual definition of identity, humans have often recurred to 
the tools offered by different disciplines. Taking as an example philosophy, ever since Ancient 
Greece philosophers have attempted to answer questions connected to identity (who or what 
are we? Who or what are ‘others’?) from different perspectives. Since an inquiry into the 
several definitions of identity would not be possible within the constraints of this research, 
this analysis focuses on identity as a process of cognition and recognition between an 
individual and the external environment, the ‘other’. The reason for this choice is that, as will 
become apparent in Chapter III, technology can play a role within the process of construction 
of identity, inserting itself between the individual and the others. The construction of identity 
is also relevant to analyse the effects of profiling, which play an important role for IPHA’s 
intelligence. Profiling gives life to multiple digital identities in the online domain, which in turn 
can have effects on the perception of the ‘self’ (as will be explained below).  
In order to explore the process of construction of identity, the metaphysical and 
epistemological accounts will be given below. Both accounts are useful as they unveil the 
negotiation that occurs in the process of constructing an individual identity, and the role of 
identity as a projection of the self in the external environment. Through the metaphysical and 

 
234 Bo Zhao, ‘Unraveling Home Protection in the IoT Age: Smart Living, Mixed Reality, and Home 2.0’ (2019) 21 

Columbia Science and Technology Law Review 1. 
235 The branching out of the house involves an extension also at the level of home-infrastructure. Amazon, for 

instance, is developing a 900MHz ad hoc network made of bridges and devices, in order to allow IoT devices to 
stay connected even when outside of the range of the home Wi-Fi, for instance at the end of the driveway, on 

the sidewalk around the house, or even covering entire neighbourhoods. See The Amazon Blog: Day One, 

‘Amazon Sidewalk: A New Way to Stay Connected’ (The Amazon Blog: Day One, 21 September 2020) 

<https://blog.aboutamazon.com/devices/amazon-sidewalk-a-new-way-to-stay-connected> accessed 23 

October 2020. 
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epistemological accounts, identity construction is framed as a dynamic and ongoing process, 
susceptible of external interferences, such as politics, markets and, indeed, technology.  
 
 
The first approach, as anticipated above, goes under the name of metaphysical identity.236 
The metaphysical approach affirms that the word identity means that A = B at a given time t. 
The equivalence (=) sign is determined by the existence of sets of properties in both A and B.  
Not all properties, however, influence identity. A monadic property, that is, a property that 
does not occur in relation to any other object, as well as an essential property, a property 
necessary for something to be a specific object, contribute to defining the identity given the 
moments in time t1, t2, t3, and so on237. In other words, if an object maintains the same 
monadic property over time, we can tell that that object is still itself. Alternatively, if an object 
maintains the same properties (necessary to belong to a certain category) over time, it still 
belongs to that specific category of objects.  
Metaphysical identity is, therefore, connected with the concept of ‘sameness’238 (which is also 
the direct meaning of the Latin word identitas from which identity derives).  
Identity as sameness has two inflections: on one side, it represents the similarity or 
congruency between two objects (also indicated with the Latin word idem); on the other side, 
sameness consists of the property of objects to remain themselves as time, and some of their 
properties, change (also indicated with the Latin word ipse)239. Time and continuity, as well 
as duality and inter-relations, all play a role in the metaphysical reconstruction of identity.  
 
From the epistemological perspective, instead, identity or, better, identities, are attributes 
depending on an act (that of identifying) and on the purposes for which such act is carried 
out240. For instance, signing a letter with my name identifies me as the sender for the 
purposes of validating the source of the content of the letter.  
Consequently, the properties of a certain object A constitute A’s epistemological identity in a 
certain context, provided A can perform the act of identification. In order to perform the act 
of identification A must have availability and awareness of its properties.  
For the epistemological identity the acts of identification and establishing are fundamental.241 
This approach points out the intrinsic dynamic nature of identity, its constant movement.  
 
While the metaphysical and epistemological identity appear different, they both coexist at 
the same time, on different levels, and often interact depending on the context.242 In a more 
intuitive way, their relationship can be summarised with the words of Hekman: “Our personal 

 
236 This is an approach described, among others, by Noonan in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Phylosophy (2006) 

and referenced by Davis in Ian Kerr, Valerie M Steeves and Carole Lucock (eds), Lessons from the Identity Trail: 
Anonymity, Privacy, and Identity in a Networked Society (Oxford University Press 2009). 
237 ibid. 214. 
238 Bibi van den Berg, ‘The Situated Self: Identity in a World of Ambient Intelligence’ (Erasmus University 

Rotterdam 2009) 131 <http://hdl.handle.net/1765/15586>.  
239 Mireille Hildebrandt and Serge Gutwirth (eds), Profiling the European Citizen: Cross-Disciplinary Perspectives 

(Springer Netherlands 2008) 219–222. 
240 Hildebrandt and Gutwirth (n 239). 
241 van den Berg (n 238). 
242 Charles Raab, Identity: Difference and Categorization, in Kerr, Steeves and Lucock (n 236).  
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identity makes us different from everyone else. Our public identity identifies us as the same 
as particular others”243. 
  
In order to be actualised, to come to be, identity has to be both experienced and negotiated, 
due to its multiple natures. On one side, in fact, identity can be ‘felt’: here is where the 
concept of self comes to play, with identity actualising into the way individuals perceive them-
selves244.  
The subjective, personal perception called self can be different from the essential properties 
at metaphysical level or from the properties used for identification; imagine, for example, the 
case of an individual convinced of belonging to a persecuted minority, when in fact they are 
part of a safe and sound majority, or someone providing authorities with a false identification 
document.  
 
Identity is also the result of the separation of the self from the others, of a distinguishing 
operation. It is an antagonistic process, with identity being the result of a clash with 
uniformity. It appears as a riddle, a paradox, but identity identifies itself by breaking the 
sameness, the idem of others: “against something (…) the self can emerge”245. 
 
The construction of identity comes from the interplay of experiencing and separating. This 
has sometimes been indicated by social sciences246, as the idea that the individual is the result 
of a conflict between its nature and the way the individual is nurtured (nature vs nurture). 
However, the interplay can also be of nature with nurture (as has been already acknowledged 
in sociology of fashion, a field apparently superficial but often connected to identity stances, 
where the theory of differentiation and flocking as explanation of how trends are born is 
currently largely accepted247).  
The interplay of separation and experiencing form a continuously on-going construction of 
identity, which individuals carry out throughout their lives (at least in most cases).  
 
We have seen before how individuals appropriating spaces turn them into places, and the 
house is turned into a home. The appropriation of the home is a manifestation of the constant 
alternation of experiencing their selves, negotiating their identitarian choices with society, 
and separating themselves from the context. It is for this reason that the mechanisms 
described by Altman to moderate the crowding of the private sphere acquire significant 
importance.  
 
The action of identification consists in making available information, that is, the properties of 
the self/identity that are relevant for a certain context. Identification influences the 
negotiation that individuals carry out with society for every aspect of their lives. If the results 
of the negotiation are negative, or if the identification is based on properties that are not 

 
243 Susan Hekman, Private Selves, Public Identities: Reconsidering Identity Politics (Pennsylvania State 
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appropriate for the context, the clash between the individual and the community, between 
the self and the sameness, can lead to undesired consequences. Identity is therefore strictly 
connected to information about a person.248 
It is at this point that privacy plays a role as a boundary management tool, as suggested by 
Altman249. Privacy, as the legal tool to protect the privateness, can be used by individuals to 
reinforce the measures that limit access to the private sphere, which contains information 
concerning the individual (among other things). Privacy as a legal tool offers the possibility to 
reinstate a desirable level of control over the interferences with the private sphere.250  
This role of privacy has been pointed out by Rössler, who affirms that protecting privacy from 
undesired intrusions (such as surveillance, for instance) allows individuals to retain control 
over what information about themselves are disclosed and, therefore, over what aspects of 
their identities are used to interact with society.  
Retaining control over the private sphere lets individuals exercise their self-determination, 
choose how to interact with the community in the way that is deemed more profitable (or 
less undesired)251.   
 
Identity and digital technologies  
The increasing use of the Internet for the performance of daily activities such as work and 
shopping, together with online advertising, has given life to a series of reproductions of 
identities in the ‘virtual’ domain.  
These virtual identities disclose some of the properties that identify individuals. They don’t 
necessarily give a complete account of the personality of an individual but focus on certain 
aspects relevant for specific purposes. I borrow the term ‘partial identity’252, to describe these 
virtual identities.253 They are digital reductions of the individual, in which the data used 
symbolize properties of the identity of the individual.254  
 
Partial identities can be created by individuals themselves, but also by other actors, such as 
the State or companies, for the purpose of prediction and surveillance (profiling). 
For instance, a partial identity can be created by a user to access the website of a 
governmental agency in order to manage taxes or health insurance. Advertising also gives life 
to the creation of partial identities, profiles which rely on the preferences and purchase habits 
of a certain individual, to maximize sales. In the case of advertising, the partial identity is not 

 
248 For a detailed and insightful overview of the relationship between information and identity, see Luciano 
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Rannenberg (eds), Privacy and Identity Management for Life (Springer 2011). 
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created by the individual it refers to, but by third parties, most likely without the awareness 
of the individual.  
 
Partial identities are the result of technologies that move information about individuals from 
one context to another, without necessarily considering the existing contextual expectations. 
The modalities with which an individual is associated with one (or more) partial identity(ies), 
and the use that is made of them, can affect the control that the individual has on the 
information and the negotiation of identity. 
 
Roger Clarke, for instance, elaborated the concept of Digital Personae, intended as tools to 
enable individuals to exercise control in the digital dimension. Digital Personae are: “a model 
of an individual’s public personality based on data and maintained by transactions, and 
intended for use as a proxy for the individual”255. Digital Personae are partial identities 
connected to the individual before they are used, and usually with the awareness of said 
individual. 
In Clarke’s conception, Digital Personae are created and managed by individuals, who not only 
maintain control over them, but use them as tools of empowerment to carry out transactions.  
 
On the other side, profiles created in the digital and online environments can also take away 
control from the individual. Partial identities created by the State or companies, for the 
purpose of prediction and surveillance (profiling), are often outside of the control of the 
individuals they relate to. The connection between a profile and an individual can be made at 
any time with or, more often, without the awareness of said individual.  
The different degrees of awareness and control connected to partial identities is summarised 
by Arnold Roosendaal and reproduced in Figure 2.4ter below (in which the term Digital 
Persona is used in a way similar to partial identity).  
 

 
 

Figure 2.4ter: Roosendaal’s comparison between Digital Personae and profiles. Both can be 
interpreted as partial identities.256 
 

 
255 Clarke (n 146). 
256 Roosendaal (n 254) 31.  
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How are partial identities relevant for privacy and the private sphere? We have seen before 
how identity contains certain elements: performance before others, identification through 
properties, as well as control over which information is disclosed. These three elements are 
affected by the diffusion of data as the new raw materials for Internet- and Machine Learning-
based technologies.  
The interplay of experiencing and negotiating identity, the act of identification, control and 
self-determination of the presentation of the self are now mediated by the re-presentations 
given by partial identities and by profiling in particular. In the case of the latter, in fact, the 
lack of awareness, the surveillance, and the interference with traditional physical and social 
contexts can result into infringement of privacy and undesired consequences for individuals 
(and groups257).  
With partial identities, another boundary is blurred within the private sphere: that between 
online and offline worlds. These changes and effects can be even more significant if they occur 
in connection with the embedding of technologies inside the home, as will be explained in 
the following chapter. 
 
2.5 Conclusions 
Summarizing the main elements of the almost 130 years of definitions and studies on the 
private sphere and privacy from different legal and meta-legal disciplines would leave both 
me and the readers dizzy and disoriented. This game of chasing a definition for an intangible 
concept with moving, impalpable borders translates into an incredible amount of notions and 
details in which some concepts are often recurring, while others seem to branch into new, 
complex, ideas.  
 
This Chapter II offered a bird-eye view of the evolution of the concept of private sphere and, 
consequently, of privacy, during the centuries, with a focus in particular on the last few 
decades, when privacy has acquired an important, yet evolving, role for the law at the 
crossroad (or the convergence?) of new technologies. Looking at behavioural sciences, 
archaeology, history, and STS, the point has been made that the private sphere represents a 
metaphorical and spatial attribute given to bodies, objects, mental states, rooms and other 
places to protect the identity of individuals and its development.  
I have shown then how the translation of the meta-legal concept of the private sphere into 
the law took the form of privacy. The protection offered by privacy can focus either on the 
places and spaces on which the private sphere insists, or via the fundamental rights that 
protect different bits of the personality of individuals. In both cases, the ultimate object of 
protection is identity. 
 
Privacy also becomes a tool to consolidate the norms and expectations deriving from the 
dichotomy between public and private, consisting of the alternation of transparency and 
opacity between the individual and its peers or the State. Such dichotomy, while deeply 
rooted into spatial metaphors and the liberal political theory, is enriched by the discourse 
around identity. Identity is the ever-evolving result of experiencing and negotiating the idem 
and ipse within the sameness. It is the object of protection of the right to privacy, which serves 
as boundary-setting and as tool for autonomy, control and self-determination.  

 
257 With regard to the concept of group privacy see Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi and Bart van der Sloot (eds), 

Group Privacy: New Challenges of Data Technologies (Springer International Publishing 2017).  
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It should be noted at this point how technology plays a role, influencing the direction in which 
the boundaries between public and private move, as well as the ways in which individuals can 
construct and manage their identities. Digital technologies and the Internet are no exception.  
In the past two decades, the evolution of Information Technologies has represented a turning 
point for the relationship between individuals and the State, for example with regard to 
surveillance for public security, as well as between individuals and companies, in particular 
with the knowledge economy and the development of AI (and, consequently, of surveillance 
carried out for marketing purposes by private actors).  
 
As briefly explained above, technologically enabled changes in the past have already 
influenced the private sphere and its content: “In some cases this has featured the technology 
of the home, such as windows and hallways. In other cases it has involved technology within 
the home, such as radio and television. In still other cases it has involved technology outside 
the home, such as the automobile”258 [emphasis in original].  
New devices are now being introduced within the home: the IPHAs. They present a unique 
combination of technologies, such as robotics, AI, and IoT, they operate at the pinnacle of Big 
Data and Data Science, creating and manipulating on the moors of the Internet huge 
quantities of personal data taken directly from within the private sphere. What are their 
effects on the construction of the private sphere? What do IPHAs mean for connectedness, 
predictability, unselfconsciousness, control, choice, and, ultimately, for the individuals 
inhabiting the intelligent and connected home? 
 
  

 
258 Shapiro (n 118) 276.  
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Chapter III – The conceptual framework. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
It has been mentioned in Chapter II how, through appropriation, individuals create an 
emotional connection with the house. That turns the house into a home, the sanctuary where 
individuals can enjoy their private sphere and freely express themselves. The emotional 
connection is created through personalization actions carried out over time (such as selecting 
furniture and adding mementos), and the repetition of routines; in this way the house gains 
those attributes that make it a home. The home becomes the location where opposing 
tendencies coexist: transparency vs opacity, the inside vs the outside, as well as respecting 
social norms vs developing a personal identity.  
IPHAs are designed to be used inside the home, and therein collect data and information 
concerning the inhabitants via their sensors or other interconnected devices. Based on those 
data and information, IPHAs feed their intelligence and create profiles that serve two 
purposes: on one side, they help IPHAs personalise the services on the owners’ preferences, 
while on the other they can represent a source of revenue for producers and affiliated third 
parties in the data market (at least for some of the models analysed).  
 
The interaction between the data collection carried out by IPHAs and the attributes of the 
home is the object of this Chapter III. It is important to note that the analysis at the centre of 
this chapter lies for the most part on the conceptual plane. The purpose of this chapter is, in 
fact, to create a conceptual framework borrowing from different disciplines, such as 
behavioural sciences, philosophy (and philosophy of technology), ethics, behavioural design, 
and, indeed, law. Since the private sphere is a multi-faceted social construct, different 
disciplines are necessary to understand how IPHAs interact with its various attributes and 
aspects. 
 
The choice to recur to said disciplines is guided by the belief that a legal analysis of the 
interaction between IPHAs and the private sphere should have first, as a starting point, an 
analysis of this latter. The private sphere is, as seen in Chapter II, rich of subjective and 
objective nuances, and often hard to define. It is, however, possible, to analyse and reflect 
upon those attributes that are commonly associated with the private sphere and its 
relationship with technology. The abovementioned disciplines help exploring aspects of the 
private sphere that can be relevant in relation to the regulation of IPHAs. As an example, 
behavioural sciences help understanding what values and necessities humans associate with 
the private sphere, and what mechanisms they put in place to maintain such values. 
Behavioural scientists have also specifically identified the home as the locus of protection of 
the private sphere, and the connection that individuals create with it. Behavioural design, 
instead, by focusing on the role of digital artefacts as tools for persuasion, helps 
understanding the possible hidden effects of the use of IPHAs. In connection with philosophy 
of technology, it also helps to envision how IPHAs act as lenses through which we define the 
reality of our homes. In addition to these disciplines, contemporary (to the time of writing) 
observations about events concerning IPHAs and reported in the news or shared by users on 
the main social media platforms are also included in the analysis. They serve as examples of 
the concrete reality of sharing the home with IPHAs, and also shed a light on how certain 
mechanisms described by the abovementioned disciplines can have implications in real life.  
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By analysing and drawing connections among the abovementioned disciplines, it is possible 
to build a framework of ideas and concepts to interpret the relation between IPHAs and the 
private sphere. The framework explores, in particular, what happens to the attributes of the 
private sphere following its interaction with IPHAs. As a result of the analysis, I have identified 
three main aspects of the private sphere that might be affected by IPHAs.  
 
The first three paragraphs of this chapter offer an overview of the main attributes of the home 
according to the abovementioned disciplines, as well as of profiling. This overview is 
functional to the analysis contained in paragraphs 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7, which focuses on how 
IPHAs interact with said attributes.   
Paragraph 3.5 deals with how the private sphere is unwarily shared with multiple actors 
following IPHAs’ ubiquitous, continuous, and often hidden data collection. IPHAs and other 
interconnected IoT devices have the familiar aspect of everyday objects (it can be hard to 
distinguish between a normal speaker and an Amazon Echo, or between a smart coffee-pot 
and a ‘dumb’ one), but they are actually attentive listeners and responsive learners. This 
circumstance, together with their repetitive use and, in many cases, opaque design, affects 
the way in which users perceive the level of control they have of the home: some might think 
they have complete control over what they share, while unaware of the data collection 
occurring around them. I have called this circumstance Passive Sharing.  
 
Paragraph 3.6 focuses on what happens with the data collected from the home. The data are 
processed to extract information concerning the individual, habits, preferences. They are also 
used to predict future choices and behaviours. This passage involves profiling techniques and 
the aggregation of partial representations of the interested individuals (so-called partial 
identities) through operations called classification and clustering. Data are aggregated 
together to identify patterns and correlations. This aggregation implies a change in the 
semantics of the home. The role of the home goes from being a shield protecting the 
‘privateness’ of individuals, to a dot representing a profile of the individual. Due to the 
connections created by mathematical and statistical rules among the profiles of individuals, 
the dot/home is aggregated together with the dots representing other individuals’ private 
spheres. The home assumes, therefore, the role of a node in a network of information. 
Individual private spheres are inserted into an informational ‘matrix’ which affects the 
individuals while, at the same time, is influenced by them. I have called these changes in the 
attributes of the home Decontextualised home and Interdependent Privacy; the two are 
treated together in the text because they both are consequences of profiling.   
 
Finally, paragraph 3.7 concerns the way the constant (vocal) interaction with IPHAs can 
‘engineer’ how humans construct the very concepts of home and private sphere. This, in turn, 
can have an effect on the way individuals understand their identity. Humans have a tendency 
to anthropomorphise machines. Machines, on their side, are associated with various levels of 
persuasion, as they can act as tools, media, or social actors. The persuasion of IPHAs can be 
particularly intense, due to the fact that they are designed to ‘hook’ their users into using 
them, and due to their voice interaction. These circumstances open the way to the possibility 
that IPHAs influence the way in which individuals negotiate their identity with the otherness 
(the environment and other individuals or actors). IPHAs, like many other devices, can affect 
the way in which individuals ascribe meaning to reality and themselves. Since, however, IPHAs 
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are located inside the home, at the very core of our private spheres, their role as mediators 
of reality implies that they can affect the way individuals understand the very concepts of 
what is private, of private sphere, and privacy. I have given the name Voice-Based Social 
Actors to this aspect of the interaction between IPHAs and the private sphere. Due to the 
deep connection that the private dimension has with individual identity, this can, in turn, 
affect the construction of the self.   
 
The conceptual framework makes the main concepts and ideas surrounding IPHAs in the 
private sphere emerge clearly, with all their ramifications and implications, through the lenses 
of multiple disciplines. The conceptual framework will also be used in the following chapters 
to identify and analyse the intersection of the private sphere, IPHAs, and the European 
legislative framework on personal data protection.  
While the few existing researches concerning how individuals use and enjoy IPHAs are part of 
the sources for this analysis, I have not carried out any form of data collection myself. This is 
because IPHAs are a brand-new technology whose affirmation on large scale in the United 
States can be placed with reasonable certainty at the end of 2017 (and therefore 
approximately one year before this chapter is being written), while their sales in the European 
Union only around the end of 2018/beginning of 2019 started to reach significant numbers. 
The data already collected and analysed by the producers and by academic experts refer thus 
to a very short period of time and might not yet provide enough insight on medium and long-
term effects of IPHAs on the behaviours of users. 
 
In the light of the above, this conceptual framework – my theory – is offered as a hypothesis 
of what can potentially happen, especially in the medium and long term. Its verification with 
facts and data shall be the object of further endeavour, either mine or of someone else, 
possibly once IPHAs’ presence in our homes and on the markets has been consolidated over 
time.  
 
3.2 What we talk about when we talk about IPHAs (in the home) 
The attributes of the home can be traced back to three main elements: a) the appropriation 
process; b) the mechanisms to maintain a desired degree of control; c) the capability that the 
home has, through its design, to connect the interior with the exterior.   
 
Property vs Appropriation   
With regard to appropriation, it has been mentioned before how the abstract idea of the 
house acquires value for the individual with the creation, over time, of emotional 
connections. Appropriation allows individuals to create inside a house an environment which 
satisfies all their necessities in the best possible way, and makes the house acquire the 
emotional and sentimental value that turns it into a home.  
A key element in the appropriation process is choice. Even in the context of limited influence 
over the design of a house, as in the case of purchasing or renting it, a certain degree of choice 
is still present (the kind of furniture, its positioning, decorations, how to dispose clothes inside 
a wardrobe). Choice supports the creation of habits and routines that give life to the 
emotional connection (the feeling of being home that Dorothy was so desperately seeking in 
The Wizard of Oz).  
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Thanks to appropriation, and in particular to personalization and routine, the home becomes 
not only the place where individuals feel to belong, but also a place where actions can take 
place without the necessity to constantly plan, evaluate and anticipate consequences. Choice 
is, in fact, a way to exercise control. The home, through appropriation, becomes a predictable 
and trustworthy environment, where objects and things are assumed to be in a certain place 
and events can be controlled. In the case of the home, control is exercised mostly at the 
beginning, with personalization (or in certain subsequent moments, such as when a dweller 
decides to re-furbish a dwelling). Since access to the home is also mostly controlled by those 
inhabiting it, actions can be carried out without the necessity to exercise further control, or 
with only the necessity for a minimum amount of it. In other words, once the home is created 
the inhabitants can ‘get comfortable’ and stop thinking about it.259  
 
Through appropriation, the home becomes predictable: it is personalised on the necessities 
and preferences of the inhabitants. Consequently, the inhabitants do not have to worry about 
the environment but can carry out actions in an unselfconscious fashion. Think about walking 
through a room with the light off knowing where the furniture is, sitting in a more comfortable 
– but probably less polite – position on the favourite chair or, why not, singing in front of the 
television. While they can appear trivial or funny, these actions help individuals dismiss the 
“roles”260 and masks necessary in public to maintain a good relationship with their peers. They 
represent moments in which individuals can stop to actively think and let go of the masks they 
wear in public, freely expressing and experiencing their inner self. They allow individuals to 
re-charge and, if necessary, reflect upon themselves. When the relationship between 
individuals and the home is analysed, it becomes clear how emotional ties play a fundamental 
role for the very concept of home, and the intangible aspect (the feeling of being in the “nest”, 
of safety, comfort, and privacy) is prioritised over the tangible one (the walls, the furniture, 
the design). In other words, a relationship of trust exists between individuals and the home.261 
 
Rationalism & Commodification  
There are, however, different approaches to the relationship between dwellers and dwellings. 
According to rationalism, for instance, the design of the physical space, the house, should be 
based on stances of optimization in a game of minimization (of ‘useless’ spaces) and 
maximization (of usage and benefit).262 This approach reverses the relationships between 
tangible and intangible aspects of the phenomenology of homes. While the experience of 
Rationalism as an architectural style has been limited to the first three decades of the XX 
century, many of its principles and visions remain present nowadays, underlying modern 
design. Following this functionality-focused approach, the tangible prevails and the abstract 
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space, the house, acquires more importance in the design than the experience of the home 
through it.  
 
Functionality often goes hand in hand with technological advancements. New technologies, 
in fact, help ‘rationalising’ the use of the house: they help building in ways that were not 
possible before, for example to prevent the waste of resources (as is the case of smart 
meters), or exercise control from a distance (from simple technologies like the TV remote to 
more sophisticated thermostats regulated via smartphone apps). In certain cases, technology 
even helps expanding the house environment “through cars, telephone, and television”263.  
 
However, in the strive for the optimization of the house environment, functionality also 
implies that the “lived” element characterizing the home is superseded by the tangible. Since 
experiencing a house creates the emotional connection that turns it into a home, prioritizing 
its optimization “serves to erode the experience of home both through its forms of knowledge 
and discourse, and through its technologies”264. It might appear to give individuals more 
control over the house, for example by turning lights on or off via a smartphone app while 
away, but part of the control is placed away from individuals, on the technology.265  
While a home is appropriated, its physical shell, the house, is a property, and therefore a 
commodity. The psychological and emotional ties cannot be purchased; however, the objects 
and tools used to build such relationships, delimiting the house, secure it, and mark the 
territories are (almost) all commodities. When the emotional and the design aspect converge, 
the home is also subject to commodification. As a consequence, the emotional connection is 
eroded, and the experiencing of the home is reduced to a commodity.266  
 
Both commodification and rationalization are at the core of marketing. Following the 
entrance in the home of marketing (via the radio first, telephone and television subsequently, 
and now the Internet) commodification and rationalization have become more present inside 
the home too. As a consequence, the two dimensions of the home and the house, of the 
intangible and the tangible, begun to overlap.  
The interests of the market and its operators, the companies, have also started overlapping 
with the interests of the individuals inhabiting the home, in what has been referred to as the 
“democracy of the microwave”267 (see paragraph 2.3 above). This dynamic is exacerbated by 
the Internet and digital technologies: “The proliferation of the internet and mobile 
information and communications technology (ICT) in all corners of private life has created the 
reality of an “onlife” world, and has made the contemporary home “a mixed zone,” “a space 
into which individuals, families, publics and markets assume common residency””268. 
 
It has been seen so far how appropriation is fundamental to let the necessities and routines 
of individuals find a locus of satisfaction. Appropriation is functional to letting the 
unselfconscious actions, and identity, unravel. Through appropriation an abstract space, a 
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house, is lived and experienced as a home by the individuals inhabiting it. However, 
commoditization and rationalism, as well as their “technological by-products”269 erode the 
emotional connection with the home, by applying design choices that prioritise optimization 
and, consequently, the abstract space over the intangible experience.  
 
How to tame Crowding   
Another attribution of the home is that it does not only host the private sphere, it also 
physically shields it. One way to protect the privateness of unselfconscious actions is to 
regulate who has access to the home and to the activities that occur within it. Access to the 
home should be intended not only as something or someone entering it, but also as which 
information ‘exit’ it, due to its permeability. It has been explained in the previous chapter how 
the lack of the desired level of control triggers into individuals a psychological reaction called 
crowding.  
 
Upon experiencing crowding, individuals put into place strategies to re-acquire control. Some 
strategies include, for instance, verbal communication and body language.  
Control is also implemented at a more physical level. Territoriality, for instance, is the 
mechanism determining who will have material access to, and what will happen in, a 
determined space.  
These strategies, however, might present costs at different levels (for instance psychological 
and physiological level). They require not only money, but also mental and physical energy to 
be put into place. They might also have a social cost, if the strategies are not approved or 
permitted by the community to which the individual belongs.  
Thanks to the strategies and mechanisms used to reduce crowding, the home holds a special 
value in the eyes of individuals, as: “life in the home is better and less intruded upon”270. 
 
The privateness of the home protects identity. However, as crowding is a psychological 
construct, there can be an incongruence between the perceived control and the control that 
is actually possible to exercise.271 The reader imagines the case of someone hiding in the trees 
around a house, observing its unaware inhabitants with the favour of darkness. Or the case 
of the police carrying out a secret surveillance operation in order to catch criminals, tapping 
their phone or hiding bugs in their houses. In such circumstances, undesired effects might 
affect individuals significantly, as the expectations concerning the level of control exercised, 
crowding and, consequently, the level of protection of the private sphere inside the home 
(what Nissenbaum defined contextual integrity) is diminished as individuals are exposed 
beyond their control and desire (or even awareness).    
 
A home that is also a bridge  
The third element around which the attributes of the home organize is the capability that the 
home has, through its design, to serve as a bridge between opposing tendencies. As seen in 
the previous chapter, the home is not an air-gapped container, but has doors and windows 
that connect the inside, the private sphere, with the outside, the public sphere. It allows 
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individuals to reconcile two opposite tendencies: isolating and participating. Apertures make 
the home physically permeable to controlled fluxes of information entering and exiting the 
house272: they allow for people, letters, and noises to enter or exit the house. In this way: 
“Because any dwelling is closed and open, it conceals me and shows me; it designates me as 
a unique individual and as a member of a community”273.   
 
These apertures represent ontological fractures274 in the isolation and secrecy of the private 
sphere, but individuals can retain control over them with the aid of tools, such as curtains, 
doors, glass, and locks. The opaqueness of the home, in fact, ensures secrecy (which, in turn, 
preserves identity)275. In this way, the permeability does not lead to crowding.  
When the apertures let information in or out of the home outside of the control of the 
individual inhabiting it, the experiencing of home becomes negative. The intrusion of 
unauthorised people, such as burglars, affects the exercise of control, breaks the emotional 
connection between the dweller and the dwelling, and exposes the secrecy of the home in an 
undesired way.  
As shown by the interviews and analyses carried out by Prof. Perla Korosec-Serfaty, victims 
associate with the experience of being burglarised words such as “defilation” or “violation” 
of privacy and of the secrecy of their territory, the home. Victims also highlight how the 
unauthorised foreign touch and gaze on their hidden objects and spaces, on their secrets, 
affected their psychological status. They implied that the burglars had exercised control, and 
therefore appropriation, on their homes, breaking the connection they had with it before. 
Curiously, this latter element of the creation of a bond was also confirmed by interviews 
carried out by Korosec-Serfaty with burglars.276  
 
The foreign gaze on the secrets of the home worries individuals because they “tell” stories 
about their habits, their preferences, and overall about their identity. In the examples 
provided by Korosec-Serfaty, for instance, some victims interviewed even worried about what 
the burglars would think of them after having been in their house.277 Borrowing from Sartre, 
the gaze of the unauthorised person, by interrupting the emotional connection (the 
psychological perception of the self, in Sartre’s terms), reduces the home back to a mere 
place, and with it the private sphere becomes an object in a process of reification.278 The 
importance of the home as bridge between opacity and transparency remains not only for 
horizontal relationships, but also for vertical ones.  
 
Surveillance from the state, even when carried out with all the proper guarantees granted by 
Constitutional and fundamental rights, represents an incongruence between the perceived 
and actual privacy level, and can lead to crowding.  
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A state demanding full transparency even in the home, the often-mentioned glass walls279, 
would implicitly also demand a continuous “full confession”280 from its citizens. Eliminating 
the opacity element from the dual nature of the home would translate into “a complete 
surrender from the dweller”281, as “Hidden things and places help to situate the boundaries 
of the self and help to gain confidence in one’s own capacity to control one’s “inner self””282.  
It is for these reasons that the idea of being completely transparent for others or the State is 
a perspective that is often dreaded by individuals (and experts)283 and is the topic of many 
dystopian science fiction artworks. From the perspective of behavioural science, surveillance 
breaks the trust existing between the dweller and the dwellings, built on appropriation and 
personalization, and forces individuals to show a “truth” about what occurs within the 
domestic environment.284 This circumstance changes the role and semantics of the home.  
 
When behavioural science is translated into legal philosophy  
In parallel with behavioural science, the law has also developed a set of attributions, legal 
attributions, based on the public or private nature of a space.  
As explained at the beginning of Chapter II, the circumstance that a car is parked on a public 
road makes a police control of what is inside it legitimate, while on the other hand a police 
control of the inside of a car parked inside a private house’s garage would not be legitimate 
unless certain guarantees offered by the legal system are in place (i.e. a judicial warrant).  
 
In this regard, Stuart Shapiro’s ideas of Placement and Permeability highlight some 
implications of the home from the legal perspective. According to Shapiro, in fact, the 
Placement of a certain activity can indicate whether that activity belongs to the private sphere 
or the public one.285  
We have seen in Chapter II how, historically, activities such as entertainment, advertising, or 
work, have taken place alternatively inside or outside of the house, shifting the threshold 
between public and private in different eras and contexts. In the words of Shapiro: “Where 
things happen matters, simply because certain things – behaviours, information, simple 
physical presence – are considered either appropriate or inappropriate to that place”286.  
Permeability, instead, indicates according to Shapiro the resistance that information 
encounters to pass the threshold separating the private sphere from the public, whether in 
one direction or the other. Such resistance can be determined by different factors. For 
information that are directly observable and accessible, the resistance is determined by 
physical barriers. For information that do not necessitate to be directly observable but can be 
inferred and deduced, resistance is determined by intangible barriers.  
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It can be argued that different legal attributes and consequences derive from the Placement 
of an activity, for example whether or not a piece of paper can be read by the public or is 
protected by the right to privacy. Placement and Permeability, therefore, contribute to 
determine what kind of protection is granted to the privateness of an individual by the State 
and the legal system.  
In the examples of Korosec-Serfaty above, in fact, the law protects individuals not only against 
the economic damage consisting of the money lost due to theft, but also against the mere 
fact that their privateness has been violated (as shown by the existence of crimes such as 
trespassing or even digital trespassing287).  
 
The attributes briefly explained above and revolving around the three elements of 
appropriation, territoriality/crowding, and opacity/transparency (or around the two “P’s” of 
Shapiro) are also connected somehow to the physical and design properties of the house, its 
use and function.  
 
How can IPHAs be relevant or even affect the attributes of the home? If we focus solely on 
IPHAs as objects, pieces of furniture or decorations, the influences they can have on the home 
might not become apparent. There is, however, a characteristic of IPHAs that makes them 
interact with the attributions of the home. IPHAs do not only “stay” in the home, they “act”, 
that is, they carry out actions, in and on the house. At the very basis of all the actions they 
carry out there is one that directly touches on all the three abovementioned elements: IPHAs 
function thanks to information. 
 
3.3 The bone collector   
IPHAs collect information, storing and processing data in the Cloud. The modalities with which 
IPHAs collect data can be divided into two main categories. On one side, and often before first 
use, IPHAs require users to fill in a profile, or connect with a pre-existing profile, such as those 
of Google or Amazon. In this way, users voluntarily provide IPHAs with data, by filling in their 
details, indicating preferences, answering polls or enquiries. If users connect the IPHAs with 
pre-existing profiles, all the other information possibly previously collected by the company 
might also be available to the IPHAs from that moment on.  
 
In parallel with this voluntary provision IPHAs, like many other electronic devices, collect data 
on their own via sensors, or infer new information from those available.  
With the passing of time, the continuous and repetitive use that individuals make of IPHAs 
and the devices connected to them can provide additional information.  
 

I Ping, therefore I am 
 
IPHAs might save the preferences concerning home delivery food orders and deduce tastes 
and restaurant preferences. They can collect data concerning humidity and temperature in 
the different rooms of the house via the sensors of the thermostat. They can collect 
information about movies or songs played by Netflix, Hulu, or Spotify on the smart TV 
connected to the IPHA. In certain cases, the information collected via the use of the devices 
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are even transferred to third parties (encrypted, but also unencrypted). This is, for example, 
the case of Hulu, which transmits to a third-party broker everything a user watches on a 
smart TV or laptop, unencrypted.288 With the aid of time, the repetition of uses and actions 
can give a clear outline of the preferences, tastes, and personal choices of the users.   
 
Furthermore IPHAs, together with the IoT devices connected to them, ping, that is, 
communicate with a certain IP address via a specific protocol, to see if a further 
transmission of data is possible. Commonly, devices connected to the Internet ping the 
servers of their producers to inform them that they are still plugged and ask for possible 
updates. As pointed out by journalists Kashmir Hill and Surya Mattu in their report about 
smart houses: “all of the devices phoned home daily, even if they hadn’t been used, telling 
the companies that made them, “Hey. I’m still here. I’ve still got power. Have any updates 
for me?””289. Oftentimes, Internet connected devices ping their producers to inform them 
that they are being used in that moment, or to share usage information with their 
manufacturers and other parties, regardless of whether that information is necessary for 
their functioning. However, Internet connected devices sometimes also ping servers 
belonging not to their producers, but to third parties that, based on commercial 
agreements with the producers, process the data either to provide the devices with AI 
powered functions, or simply to add revenue by brokering data.  
Amazon Echo, in particular, appears to be pinging quite frequently, although the company 
has not provided any information concerning the reason or exact details on the subject.290  
The smart IoT devices connected to them can ping more or less frequently, either to their 
producers or third parties, depending on the model and company.  
 
While pinging appears to be a simple technical feature, it should be noted how from the 
pings data concerning the habits and preferences of individuals can easily be inferred: the 
coffee pot pinging the mother company to inform it is being used tells when the people in 
the house are awake, while the smart TV can tell when the children are at home or in 
school, and the evening and week end habits of the inhabitants of the house (i.e. if they 
stay in or go out). Even the simple smart light switch, pinging to home servers, can offer 
during a certain lapse of time an insight in the habits of the dwellers of a household.  
 

 
As pointed out by Mattu: “After two months of data collection, I was able to pick up a bunch 
of insights into the Hill household—what time they wake up, when they turn their lights on 
and off, when their child wakes up and falls asleep—but the weirdest one for me personally 
was knowing when Kashmir brushes her teeth. Her Philips Sonicare Connected toothbrush 
notifies the app when it’s being used, sending a distinctive digital fingerprint to the router. 
While not necessarily the most sensitive information, it made me imagine the next iteration 
of insurance incentives: Use a smart toothbrush and get dental insurance at a discount!”291 
[emphasis in original].  
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Furthermore, the mere fact that ping and unique digital footprints are associated with the IP 
address of a certain house can give an insight on the spending capacity, social class, and 
preferences of a household: the price or quality of the products installed, the favourite 
brands, the necessity for certain products, like an espresso machine over an American-style 
brewer.  
 
Overall, the data provided voluntarily during the creation of a user account represent a 
minimum percentage of those processed by IPHAs. Most of the data IPHAs necessitate to 
personalize the user experience derive from profiles elaborated and associated to users by 
harvesting the information resulting from the continued use over time of said devices, 
including their pings and the content enjoyed via them. Once again in the words of Mattu: 
“Our homes could become like internet browsers, with unique digital fingerprints, that will be 
mined for profit just like our daily Web surfing is. If you have a smart home, it’s open house 
on your data”292. 
 
The Haunted Home  
To understand the presence of IPHAs inside the house we have to start from the kind of 
presences already existing therein. Two main categories enter the house besides its 
inhabitants, whether for longer or shorter periods of time: objects, such as furniture, 
decorations and electric appliances, and individuals such as guests.  
 
In terms of crowding, we can imagine these categories as a progression: on one side those 
presences that include high levels of crowding and consequently lower levels of control, such 
as an unfamiliar guest staying for a long time in the house (imagine a month-long AirBnB 
permanence), followed by those presences that present still an undesired level of crowding, 
but not as much as the previous one, such as short-staying unfamiliar guests (a week-end-
long AirBnB permanence), all the way to those presences that do not ignite crowding at all, 
as the home remains under our complete control, such as inanimate objects like traditional 
fridges, televisions, coffee makers, and so on.  
With regard to familiar individuals, their persistent presence is deemed to not ignite 
crowding, or to ignite crowding only for shorter periods of time, due to the high level of 
familiarity and mutual emotional connections (this would be the case of family members with 
which co-habiting is facilitated by time, deep knowledge, and bonds).  
 
Figure 3.3 below illustrates the progression of crowding depending on the different categories 
of presence: 
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Figure 3.3: categories of presences and crowding levels. 
 
Where should IPHAs be positioned, in the progression of Figure 3.3? From a technological and 
technical perspective, they fall within the object category as they are not sentient beings (or 
are they? And what is a sentient being anyway?).  
However, the data collection described above highlights how the presence of IPHAs does 
affect the degree of control over Permeability and territoriality. To clarify the possible 
positioning of IPHAs and the IoT devices connected to them, two scenarios can be imagined: 
1) the alert scenario; and 2) the peripheral vision scenario.  
  
In the alert scenario, individuals living in the house where there are IPHAs and their entourage 
are aware of the data collection happening via cameras, microphones, and other sensors, and 
therefore feel “observed” or “listened to”.  
In this case, the awareness triggers strategies and mechanisms to preserve individual privacy, 
as seen above: for this reason, individuals stay on alert. A typical example would be a person 
realizing that the motion sensor of the security camera connected to their Amazon Echo or 
Google Home has been triggered by them walking through the house at night, naked, and has 
recorded everything.293 From that moment on, the person might change habits, avoiding 
being naked in their own home.  
 
The realm of unselfconscious, pre-reflective actions, the private sphere, requires now 
voluntary action to maintain control, the same voluntary actions that are usually necessary in 
public or semi-public circumstances. In other words, undesired crowding levels are reached 
inside the place where crowding should, by definition, be almost absent. The psychological 
and emotional costs necessary to maintain control increase, and the unravelling of identity, 
which is supposed to be a free and unaware process inside the private sphere, is constricted. 

 
293 See Mattu and Hill (n 37) for a first-hand experience in this regard.  
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The opposite occurs in the peripheral vision scenario: in this case individuals inhabiting the 
home forget or ignore that the IPHAs record what they say after the trigger word, or that the 
devices ping when in use, or transfer (un)encrypted data to companies.  
The lack of awareness is also given by the fact that the design of IPHAs and IoT devices is often 
almost identical to that of traditional, non-data collecting, equivalent devices. If put side by 
side, a traditional TV and a smart TV look exactly identical, and a user might, with time, forget 
about the data collection carried out by the second one, even though it was the user that 
chose it, purchased and installed it.  
 
This scenario is described by journalist Kashmir Hill (from whose words the name of the 
scenario is taken) that, after experimenting with smart devices around her house for two 
months, affirms: “This must be what it’s like to be in a documentary or in a reality TV show. 
The cameras eventually move to the periphery of your vision and then disappear 
altogether”294.  
Once the IPHAs and other IoT’s have moved to the peripheral vision, the inhabitants of the 
home don’t change their behaviours, like in the previous scenario, and do not perceive 
undesired levels of crowding. However, the Permeability of the home to fluxes of information 
(directed both inside and outside the home) is not what the inhabitants expect. The perceived 
control is, therefore, lower than the actual control.  
 
This incongruence between perceived and actual control translates into a higher level of 
transparency and lower level of protection of the home, and therefore of the private sphere 
which, in turn, can manifest with a breach of the reasonable expectations of privacy: “If 
homes become sentient, and it becomes the norm that activity in them is captured, 
measured, and used to profile us, all of the anxiety you currently feel about being tracked 
online is going to move into your living room”295. This breach of the expectations of privacy 
might manifest itself in a subsequent time, once the information that exited the home 
(transferred by the IPHAs) are elaborated into profiles and re-enter the home in the form, for 
instance, of targeted advertising or undesired negative effects (see paragraph 3.5 below).  
 
She’s lost control again.   
Both scenarios have one element in common: the lack of control. Whether it is because of 
excessive crowding provoking a chilling effect, or because of the incongruence between the 
perceived and actual protection of the privateness, in both cases IPHAs affect control inside 
the home.  
Furthermore, the awareness of which information is collected and transmitted, when and 
how, is very low and tends to lower as time passes. This is more obviously in the peripheral 
vision scenario but to certain extents occurs even in the alert scenario. This is because even 
when individuals are alert of the collection of data, they are rarely aware of how the 
continuous use during time provides additional data, those concerning habits and 
preferences.  
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This circumstance can also be indicated with the term Persistence, a third “P” to be added to 
Shapiro’s concepts of Placement and Permeability.296 Individuals assume that the devices 
don’t “react” to what they say or do in front of them.297 We can, therefore, “talk freely about 
our inner thoughts in the presence of our toasters and we may even talk to (or curse) our PC. 
All without consequences—the PC does not change its “behaviour” when we angrily shout at 
it”298. While IPHAs and the connected devices won’t of course get angry at us for cursing them 
either, they will still record and transfer what they collect to be part of our profiles.  
In other words: “We can no longer assume this inertia of appliances and devices is 
sustained”299 as their Persistence inside the house, in connection with Big Data and the 
diffusion of profiling, might still translate into a form of reaction to our behaviours.  
The change of paradigm from the inertia of objects to their reactivity based on Persistence 
can already be noticed on the existing technology underlying IPHAs.  
 
Imagining a future in which the machines will rise and punish us for abusing them, or in which 
Amazon Echo will purposefully order the wrong item to spite us,300 is something currently to 
be left to Sci-Fi. However, the circumstance that these devices perfect their responses on our 
preferences, behaviours, indirect behavioural implications301, and language (and on those of 
all the other users) turns us into a sort of trainer for IPHAs.302  
For the moment, it is worth noticing how the reactivity of IPHAs raises doubts on where to 
position them in the progression of Figure 3.3. While they remain inanimate objects, and our 
homes have not turned yet into the enchanted castle of The Beauty and the Beast fairy-tale, 
they can potentially influence the level of control individuals exercise on their territory, and 
consequently the perception of crowding (see Figure 3.3bis below).  
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based on their behavioural patterns). See DigiTechNews, ‘Amazon’s Alexa Can Now Act on “Hunches” about 

Your Behavior’ [2018] DigiTechNews <https://digitechnews.net/amazons-alexa-can-now-act-on-hunches-
about-your-behavior/> accessed 26 February 2020. 
302 Ugo Pagallo, ‘Robots in the Cloud with Privacy: A New Threat to Data Protection?’ (2013) 29 Computer Law 

& Security Review 501; Mark Wilson, ‘It’s Time To Treat Siri, Alexa, and Google Assistant Like The Toddlers 
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Figure 3.3bis: A proposal: should IPHAs be positioned between Family members and 
inanimate objects? 
 
In addition to the data collection and the reactivity, many IPHAs present humanoid traits, 
either in their aspect or in their voice, and certain producers have entire teams dedicated to 
creating the IPHA’s persona, complete with backstory303 (ask Alexa if you don’t believe me!).  
Based on the existing studies on Human-Computer Interaction and the tendency of humans 
to anthropomorphizing304, it is reasonable to assume that producers try to leverage the 
instinct humans have to humanize objects, in this way enhancing their perception “as if they 
were human”305. These strategies can decrease the perception of intelligent devices inside 
the home as intruders or observers: following antropomorphization, individuals could 
develop an emotional attachment to the device. This emotional connection would change the 
perception of IPHAs from intruding machines to a useful servant, a friend, or even family.306  
It might, after all, not be a coincidence that the manufacturers often depict IPHAs as an 
addition to the life of the family, as they might trigger reactions similar to those experienced 
with a family member.  
 

 
303 Jennifer Cutler and Ashwin Ram, ‘Podcast: How Amazon’s Alexa Learns’ (Kellogg Insight) 
<https://insight.kellogg.northwestern.edu/article/podcast-how-amazons-alexa-learns> accessed 26 February 

2020. 
304 See, for instance, Penny Simpson, O LeMaster and Adesegun Oyedele, ‘The Consumer-Human-Like Robot 

Interaction Framework’ (2008) 3 International Journal of Technology Marketing 305. 
305 Kleinberg (n 37). 
306 The relationship between antropomorphization of machines and the emotional effect deriving to humans 

has been explored by several authors, especially in the context of social robotics. Matthias Scheutz offers a 

summary of the ethical aspects of the matter in The Inherent Dangers of Unidirectional Emotional Bonds 
between Humans and Social Robots, in Patrick Lin, Keith Abney and George A Bekey (eds), Robot Ethics: The 
Ethical and Social Implications of Robotics (MIT Press 2012). 
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3.4 What happens with the data collected: being profiled by IPHAs 
IPHAs don’t stop at collecting information. The information is processed to obtain knowledge, 
so that IPHAs can perform their tasks in an efficient and personalised way. Knowledge is 
extracted from the information connected via data mining techniques usually referred to as 
profiling.307  
 

Profiling 
 
Profiling means, in broad terms, building a model with the patterns and correlations 
obtained mining data from different sources. The model can be associated to specific 
individuals, based on their own information about preferences and characteristics. Such 
model is also called a profile. 
 
Profiling is a two-fold process: on one side, it consists of searching and combining sets of 
data in order to discover recurring elements and patterns. Based on such data, models are 
created (concerning, for instance, behaviours or preferences, such as those regarding 
purchasing habits or the risk of not repaying a mortgage).308 Profiling, however, also 
includes the application of said models to identify or describe individuals or groups of 
individuals.309  
 
The patterns can be identified from the data via three reasoning mechanisms: induction, 
deduction, or abduction.310 Profiling is strictly connected to the individual level, as often 
the input data and the final output revolve around individuals. At the same time, profiles 
gain accuracy and details if data from a multitude of individuals and sources is aggregated: 
profiling therefore goes “far beyond the individual level, involving an undetermined 
number of persons”311. 
 
Profiles present certain sets of attributes, that is, features and specifications that define the 
properties of the individuals (or single behaviours) being analysed. The sets of attributes 
identify the salient characteristics that, combined together, separate a model from the 
others; they are the elements composing and distinguishing each profile.  
 
Profiles are divided into distributive (when all the features of a profile are present in its 
members) and non-distributive (when only some features are present in some 
members).312  

 
307 Jason Millar, ‘Core Privacy : A Problem for Predictive Data Mining’ in Ian Kerr, Valerie M Steeves and Carole 

Lucock (eds), Lessons from the identity trail: anonymity, privacy, and identity in a networked society (Oxford 

University Press 2009). 
308 ibid. 
309 For a more detailed analysis of how profiling work, see Hildebrandt and Gutwirth (n 239). 
310 Induction is a way of reasoning consisting of using theoretical model to understand information about a 
certain object that fits within said model; deduction consists of deriving information based on previous 

knowledge, while abduction follows a cause-effect reasoning to obtain information. For a more detailed 

explanation see Costa (n 201). 
311 ibid. 23. On the topic see also Martijn van Otterlo, ‘A Machine Learning View on Profiling’ 20.  
312 Anton Vedder, ‘KDD: The Challenge to Individualism’ 8. 
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Profiles can also be divided into group profiles and individual profiles: group profiles 
distinguish those people that all share one or more attributes (a group), while individual 
profiles describe the main attributes of an individual.313  
Profiles can also be elaborated directly or indirectly: “Direct profiling uses data that has 
been provided by or observed about an individual or a group and uses that data to derive, 
infer or predict unknown attributes or future behaviour. Indirect profiling relies on data 
from a larger population and identified individuals on the basis of attributes that have 
emerged from the larger population”314 [emphasis in original]. 
The action of profiling can consist of:  

- creating an “identikit”, that is, a high-fidelity description, of an individual; 
- using the information known about a person to evaluate whether it belongs to a 

previously identified group (segmentation or classification); 
- identifying groups based on common features (clustering).315 

While all three points above can be deployed by IPHAs, the third point is particularly 
relevant for this research, as the clustering operation is at the basis of most of the 
personalization capabilities of IPHAs. It is also at the basis of the practice of behavioural 
advertising, which plays a significant role in the business model of some producers of IPHAs 
(see Chapter I).  
 
Profiling can be used for retrieval of knowledge, for matching or characterizing information 
already existing. Its biggest value, however, lies in the fact that it can create information. 
Profiling techniques can, in fact, be used to infer knowledge that is unanticipated and that 
has not been expressed in a certain context by an individual.316  
The information obtained beyond those available from the data are often referred to as 
derived or inferred data.317 More accurately, derived data are information that can be 
logically deduced from the information available.318 This would be the case, for instance, of 
the information concerning the social status of a family based on the electronic devices 
present in the home: e.g. high end, expensive products can be evidence of the belonging 
to the upper class. This latter would be the derived data.  
Inferred data is the knowledge that is derived from the data available, but not by virtue of 
a mere logical deduction; it is unexpected and unanticipated. This is the knowledge 
extracted from non-obvious correlations.319  
One example of this kind of knowledge can be the notorious case of the beer-and-diaper 
correlation. In 1992, in fact, a data analyst working as a consultant for a famous U.S. retailer 

 
313 Frederike Kaltheuner and Elettra Bietti, ‘Data Is Power: Towards Additional Guidance on Profiling and 

Automated Decision-Making in the GDPR’ (2018) 2 Journal of Information Rights, Policy and Practice; 
Hildebrandt and Gutwirth (n 239). 
314 Kaltheuner and Bietti (n 313) 3. 
315 Bart Custers, The Power of Knowledge Ethical, Legal and Technological Aspects of Data Mining and Group 
Profiling in Epidemiology (Wolf Legal Publisher 2004). 
316 Kerr, Steeves and Lucock (n 236). 
317 OECD, OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data (OECD 2002) 

<https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/science-and-technology/oecd-guidelines-on-the-protection-of-privacy-and-
transborder-flows-of-personal-data_9789264196391-en> accessed 3 July 2020. 
318 Lokke Moerel and Corien Prins, ‘Privacy for the Homo Digitalis: Proposal for a New Regulatory Framework 

for Data Protection in the Light of Big Data and the Internet of Things’, Homo Digitalis. Preadviezen 2016 
Nederlandse Juristen-Vereniging 2016 (Kluwer juridisch 2016). 
319 ibid. 
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store found out a correlation between beer purchase and baby diaper purchase, on Friday 
evenings, in particular for men in the 30-40 age range. This correlation, apparently 
inexplicable, led many to believe that young fathers would go out to purchase diapers and 
also purchased beer, especially on a Friday evening as a reminiscence of the habit of going 
out drinking with friends.320  
 
Two circumstances concerning derived and inferred data shall be pointed out. The first is 
that individuals might be, and most often are, completely unaware of them. Individuals 
don’t know that certain knowledge has been derived or inferred from their personal data. 
They have little to no control over this information, that is nevertheless associated with 
them. Secondly, derived and inferred data need not be accurate. As explained above, 
profiles can be non-distributive. As a consequence, individuals can be associated with 
profiles that do not represent them entirely or accurately.321 
 
Finally, the applications of profiling are many and interest potentially every industry and 
sector. Besides inferring information, profiling can be used to score or rank individuals 
(think of the software used to assess students’ high school exams, or scoring the propensity 
of an individual to actually purchase something from an advertising), evaluate and take 
decisions (such as those used to grant/reject loans or credit cards applications, or to scan 
transactions to detect financial crimes), to personalise the environment (both online and 
offline) surrounding an individual.322 This last application is of particular interest for this 
research because IPHAs create a complex offline and online environment in which 
individuals not only perform actions, but live. The personalization and reactivity of IPHAs 
(and of the connected software and IoT devices) are the result of intensive profiling 
operations.  
 
Often times, these applications converge into a device, a software, or a use, and the 
differences among them blur and blend. Personalization, for instance, can imply inferring 
information and scoring an individual, before the actual personalization takes place. In this 
case, the separate possible applications of profiling converge into one that includes and 
combines them to obtain a certain output. Profiling shall, therefore, be intended as a 
complex operation whose structure and outcomes depend heavily on its purposes and on 
the necessities of those developing and deploying it. 
 

 
Before looking into the profiling carried out by IPHAs, let’s look at how an individual’s 
information is aggregated for profiling in general. Figure 3.4 below shows a model associated 
to individuals A, B, C, D, E and F. The number 1 next to each individual symbolizes that the 
profile has a specific purpose, and therefore focuses only on certain results, for example 

 
320 While this explanation gained popularity among both experts and the general public, it was only one 

possible hypothesis. The correlation was actually impossible to identify and repeat in subsequent attempts, 

and other possible explanations were also advanced. For a summary of the beer-and-diaper case and the 
debate around it, see Steve Swoyer and 2016 November 15, ‘Beer and Diapers: The Impossible Correlation’ 

(Transforming Data with Intelligence) <https://tdwi.org/articles/2016/11/15/beer-and-diapers-impossible-

correlation.aspx> accessed 27 February 2020. 
321 Moerel and Prins (n 318). 
322 Kaltheuner and Bietti (n 313). 
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predicting music preferences of said individuals. The figure helps visualizing how profiling, by 
grouping together multiple individuals, forms a network. Each dot represents not only the 
possible choice or preference of a person, but also the entire private sphere of that person, 
because the model is elaborated based on data referring to several aspects and behaviours 
of individuals. The information about these aspects and behaviours are collected in the online 
and offline contexts, during the daily lives of individuals. The private spheres of individuals, 
or at least a partial representation of them, are aggregated together in parallel with the 
aggregation of their data.   
  

 
Figure 3.4: A visual representation of profiling. 
 
The aggregation has multiple implications. The first is that profiles are a mere representation 
of an individual based on certain aspects.323 They are not a biography: they are a partial 
identity, a (digital) representation of the characteristics, preferences, and behaviours of an 
individual based on a specific angle.  
Multiple profiles can be associated to every individual, based on the purpose for which the 
individual is profiled, as individuals can have multiple partial identities. For instance, 
Individual A can be profiled to identify and predict alcohol consumption. Such profile can 
focus on certain aspects, such as preferred brands or places and times where alcohol is 
purchased, for marketing purposes.  
At the same time, Individual A’s alcohol consumption information can also be processed to 
profile Individual A for medical reasons. Both profiles only show a partial picture of Individual 
A, based on the different purposes each serve. This means that in Figure 3.4 the node 
representing Individual A (indicated in the figure with an ‘A’) does not represent A’s complex 
and multifaceted personality and private sphere. It is a reductio, a partial and incomplete 
simplification of A’s private sphere. At the same time, multiple of these partial 
representations of A’s private sphere are associated and layered upon individual A. For this 
reason, Figure 3.4 should be expanded to illustrate all the profiles in which A’s private sphere 
is inserted. The result is a complex, multi-layered informational structure, shown in Figure 
3.4bis below.   

 
323 What Roosendaal calls a “digital persona”, Roosendaal (n 254). 
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Figure 3.4bis A visual representation of the different profiles of which individual A is part: an 
informational structure/graphic. 
 
As explained above, each node in the figure represents a private sphere, and those marked 
with ‘A’ are associated to individual A. Nodes A1, A2, A3, A4, represent different profiles based 
on different purposes that can be associated with individual A: A1 is, for example, based on 
the music preferences of individual A; A2 concerns the alcohol consumption for marketing 
purposes; A3 concerns the repaying probabilities of individual A in case of loan or mortgage; 
A4 concerns the probability of developing certain diseases, and so on.  
 
We can group into groups the preferences and information relevant for a certain purpose and 
relating to different individuals: Group alpha concerning music preferences, Group beta 
concerning alcohol consumption, Group gamma concerning finance reliability; Group delta 
concerning the health status.  
In this way, the private spheres of different individuals (which are the “places” where the 
individual information come from) are also grouped together, most of the times without any 
direct contact occurring among the individuals.   
 
Profiles can share certain attributes: in the figure above, Group alpha concerning musical 
preferences and Group beta concerning alcohol consumption preferences are connected by 
a line (imagine an algorithm highlighting a correlation between wine consumption and 
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preference for jazz music), and Group beta and delta share some attributes (due to the 
connection between alcohol consumption and health conditions).  
When the number of features shared by models increases, they can be imagines as partially 
overlapping, although still not completely identical due to the different purposes associated 
with each profile (for example in the cases of Groups beta and gamma above, concerning 
marketing purposes versus healthcare ones with regard to alcohol consumption).324 
 
Even though it is represented here as a structure encompassing various groupings, profiling 
is a dynamic activity. Figure 3.4bis would change shapes frequently, and the patterns 
connecting its edges would evolve based on ponderations and variables to respond to the 
new data collected. The reason for such dynamism is simple: fixed, not updated profiles would 
be unreliable, incapable of reflecting the real preferences of the individuals, and therefore 
not useful or, worse, even prejudicial.  
In addition to that, new correlations and derived or inferred data can open the way to new 
profiles, and the structure can grow as profiling generates new possibilities for profiling. In 
this sense, profiling and profiles grow in a rhizome-like manner: new information is created 
from existing information. And even if one root is eradicated (if a dataset is deleted), the 
deriving information stand on their own, and they might give life to new information, and so 
on. A trace, even if feeble, of the original data might still persist in the others.     
 
Figure 3.4bis, is only a visualization, but it helps showing the effects of profiling on the private 
sphere. Profiling inserts the private spheres of individuals (or at least their partial 
representations) into groups that, in turn, form a dynamic informational structure, a structure 
based on the collecting and inferring knowledge about individuals.  
The representation in Figure 3.4bis also contributes to show certain consequences of profiling 
on individuals. Since profiling is a dynamic process, the network changes the more data are 
added (collected or inferred) from multiple individuals. Looking at the figure, the nodes and 
the links among them change the network. This means that with more knowledge the profile 
changes, new correlations or predictions emerge. These new correlations can be applied to 
the individuals that are associated with the network. Once the network has changed, it also 
affects the nodes that form it.325 
The individual behaviours can be influenced by the profiles they are associated with, but the 
relationship goes both ways, as individual preferences and behaviours can also modify the 
profiles due to their dynamic nature. Subsequently, the profile changes and it will reflect 
differently on the other individuals also associated to the same profile.  
 
Finally, profiling can be at the same time opaque and transparent. The opacity exists at 
technical level, due for instance to encryption and anonymization mechanisms. Its opacity is 
also conceptual, because many profiles, being probabilistic, are non-distributive, and 
therefore might not disclose information concretely belonging to a subject. Certain 

 
324 Please note that the different lengths of the connection among ties and nodes does not represent a 

property of the model but is dictated only by reasons of composition. 
325 This reminds of Actor Network Theory and the dynamics existing within networks. See Bruno Latour, ‘On 

Actor-Network Theory. A Few Clarifications, Plus More Than a Few Complications’ (2017) 27 Philosophical 

Literary Journal Logos 173. A network can be defined as: “connections between entities (nodes) where the 

nodes can be individuals, groups, systems, fields, ideas or communities, with a set of broad guiding 

statements”, see George Siemens, Knowing Knowledge (Lulu 2006) 529. 
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characteristics of individuals are disclosed once the profile is associated with them, but others 
might not be. In addition to that, each profile usually focuses on certain aspects, based on 
marketing interests, and does not necessarily represent a complete picture of the individuals 
involved. This creates a dichotomy between transparency, given by the many and detailed 
information available, and the opacity embedded in the probability. The more accurate the 
profiles are, the more distributive profiles are associated to individuals, or individuals become 
identifiable through de-anonymization procedures, and the opacity tends to dissolve.  
Profiling is a practice that was well established long before IPHAs entered the market. It is 
most certainly not exclusive to IPHAs. Nowadays profiling is deployed in almost every 
industry, and fosters on the entire digital infrastructure: Social Networks, online platforms, 
smartphones and apps, content-generating websites, e-commerce websites, they all collect 
and generate (personal) data, and are part of today’s diffusion of profiling techniques.  
What is new, then, about the profiling made by – and thanks to – IPHAs?  
The difference lies in the very features of IPHAs. From the technical perspective, the quantity 
and quality of personal data that IPHAs can collect is almost unrivalled. In terms of quantity, 
not only they can collect data from their own sensors and apps, but also from the sensors of 
the devices connected to them, and from third party apps. The more devices are connected 
to IPHAs, the more the house can be ‘efficiently’ managed through voice command. At the 
same time, the more devices are connected to IPHAs, the more data are collected: imagine 
the data coming from the smart coffee maker, toothbrush, TV, mattress, lightbulb, 
thermostat, and so on, all concentrated via the IPHA (and its producer). 
In terms of quality, the granularity of the profiling carried out by IPHAs has no comparison, 
thanks to the voice interaction. As explained above, the two main models of IPHAs, Amazon 
Echo and Google Home identify who is talking to them thanks to voice profiles. This means 
that the multitude of data collected via the IPHA’s sensors can be associated exactly to each 
inhabitant of the house. If a household has two inhabitants, Alexa or Assistant can know with 
one hundred percent precision who is asking to turn on the smart coffee maker at 6.30 am 
three days a week, and who is ordering the lights and heating off at 7.30 am on the same 
days. They also know what news this person is listening to while having breakfast, their emails 
and appointments, and so on. At the same time, Alexa and Assistant know that the other 
inhabitant of the household requests a higher temperature in a certain room of the house 
every afternoon, and which TV shows are watched on the smart TV every morning.  
The level of detail that IPHAs present have not been seen in any other profile-based 
technology.  
 
Furthermore, being positioned inside the home, the core of the private sphere, IPHAs are able 
to collect information that the users are not even aware of sharing. This, too, enhances their 
profiling capabilities beyond those of other devices. How this occurs is explained in the 
following paragraph. 
 
3.5 The first dimension emerging from the conceptual framework: Passive Sharing 
As explained at the beginning of this chapter, the conceptual framework presented herein is 
based on patterns connecting concepts from different disciplines. The first of these patterns 
I have called “Passive Sharing”. Passive Sharing indicates the circumstance that individuals are 
not in control of the collection and processing of information about them and their private 
sphere. Passive Sharing has implications with regard to the expectation of privacy, the erosion 
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of the emotional ties with the home, and the introduction of the business and commercial 
interests of companies within the private sphere. Through Passive Sharing I lift the veil on the 
lack of participation of individuals in the negotiation of the boundaries between the private 
and the public sphere. 
 
Passive Sharing is the result of the ubiquitous, Persistent collection of information by IPHAs, 
interacting with the Permeability and unselfconscious behaviours of individuals in the home. 
Per se, the idea of passively disclosing information about oneself is not new. It can be 
associated to common actions like talking on the phone on a train or bus or performing any 
action in a public street or square. However, the circumstance that the disclosure can now 
happen inside the home, inside the very sanctuary of the private sphere of individuals, 
represents a new factor, a direct consequence of the presence of IPHAs in the home.  
While other smart devices are also located inside the home, IPHAs present some differences 
that make them more pervasive and persistent. They are connected to those other devices 
and collect data from them too. IPHAs reunite under their control all the (compatible) smart 
devices present in a home. In addition to collecting, IPHAs are also enabled with enough 
‘intelligence’ to process the data collected from all the various sources (unlike most IoT 
devices). In this way, IPHAs are more deeply embedded into the design of the house than any 
smart device seen so far, and so are their manufacturers (Amazon, Apple, Google).  
 
IPHAs trigger Passive Sharing behaviours, as the spontaneous actions carried out inside the 
home are harvested for data. This circumstance represents a pivotal change in the features 
and attributions of the home. What is intended with the term Passive Sharing is that 
individuals are sharing while thinking they are protected by the private nature of the home.  
When individuals are in public or at the presence of others, they control their actions and 
maintain a certain degree of awareness of what information they are communicating to the 
others. In their homes, carrying out their normal activities in an unselfconscious and 
unreflecting manner, individuals share without awareness.  
 
Passive Sharing risks to become more and more significant the more IoT devices and IPHAs 
are embedded into the home, the more their presence migrates to the peripheral areas of 
vision, or even out of them, with invisible interfaces and Natural Language Interface. The 
more IPHAs are embedded in the physical design, the more the home becomes an ‘extracting 
machine’ for data.  
 
Passive Sharing deeply affects the expectations of privacy. Nissenbaum’s theory of contextual 
integrity explains how, in a certain context, individuals expect a given degree of privacy. The 
expectation mirrors social norms, that are sometimes translated into laws and regulations.326 
The data processing carried out incessantly by IPHAs introduces statistical and technological 
rules inside the home. These mathematical rules become normative, adding or substituting 
themselves to social norms. This, in turn, might affect the expectation of privacy inside the 
home, or might create a situation in which the expectation no longer matches the context. 
In Altman’s terms, the presence of IPHAs creates a mismatch between desired and achieved 
privacy: think of the case of individuals asking Google Home or Amazon Echo to play music 
during a dinner party. The individuals chat around the table, while the music is played. 

 
326 Nissenbaum (n 157). 
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However, both devices record every sound within their range during the entire duration of 
the task, that is, while the music is played, including the conversations. The expectation of the 
individuals is that their conversations are only between them and are not being recorded, as 
is a common social norm during dinner parties. Conversations might be told to other people 
by the attendees of the dinner party, but usually not recorded. That is also the level of privacy 
desired by individuals. In reality, however, the logs of their conversations are now stored on 
the servers of Amazon or Google. That is the achieved privacy. In this example, to apply 
Altman’s formulas (see Case 7 in Figure 2.4):  
 

achieved privacy < desired privacy     
 

If this incongruence between achieved and desired privacy becomes apparent, individuals 
experience, among other things, crowding and, following this newly gained awareness of the 
mismatch of their expectations with reality, might carry out actions to reinstate a desired level 
of privacy (for example by asking the owner of the IPHA to delete the logs, pressing the mute 
button, stop talking, lowering their voices, or leaving). 
A real-life example of the mismatch between achieved and desired privacy becoming 
apparent is the case of a family in Oregon, whose Alexa accidentally sent to their contacts the 
logs of a recorded conversation. Even though the conversation did not contain any 
embarrassing details and focused on floors renovation, the family members did not 
appreciate the incident, and decided to stop using Echo:  

“The family had filled their home with Alexa devices to control their lights, 
HVAC and security system using voice commands. Then, they say that one of 
the father's work contacts called to let them know that he'd received an Alexa 
call broadcasting audio of a private conversation about flooring -- a call the 
family says they never asked Alexa to make. 
 
Now, they tell a Seattle news station that their Alexa devices are left 
permanently unplugged. 
 
"I felt invaded," said Danielle, who didn't want her last name used. "A total 
privacy invasion. Immediately I said, 'I'm never plugging that device in again, 
because I can't trust it.'"”327 

 
The expectation of privacy is not the only way in which IPHAs affect the capability of 
individuals to exercise control in and on their private spheres. Agency, intended as the 
capability of individuals to act upon the environment, is affected: “The algorithms underlying 
AI, by automating the automation, substitute the intervention of users, which no longer act 
on/with the device, but are directly passively provided with certain products or services”328.  
Even multitasking, which is presented by producers as one of the main benefits of IPHAs329 
somehow implies a different allocation of control. The individual retains control in the 
requesting/planning/setting stage, but the modalities with which the action is carried out are 
left to the control of the IPHA. Multitasking represents a very visible concrete effect of the 

 
327 Ry Crist, ‘Privacy Scare, or Alexa Butt-Dial?’ (CNET) <https://www.cnet.com/news/alexa-sent-private-audio-

to-a-random-contact-portland-family-says/> accessed 16 July 2020. 
328 Leenes and De Conca (n 296) 295. 
329 Kleinberg (n 37).  
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rationalization of the home focusing on increasing the speed of our daily ‘accomplishments’ 
and minimizing the loss of time, following a perspective that sees ‘free’ time as more time 
allotted to do more things, instead of time left ‘empty’330: “The self that is shaped by this 
world of rapid response measures success by calls made, e-mails answered, and contacts 
reached. This self is calibrated on the basis of what technology proposes, by what it makes 
possible, and by what it makes easy”331.  
 
The loss of control erodes the emotional ties between dwellers and dwellings. It affects the 
construction and role of the home, its role as ‘moral nexus’ protecting and connecting the 
fundamental rights of individuals.332 
 
In the home where the IPHA directs IoT’s like the conductor directs an orchestra, new 
paradigms emerge. The home used to fulfil a role as shield to isolate from commercial and 
political forces.333 This tendency has been changing ever since new technologies in the XX and 
XXI centuries have increased the Permeability of the house. IPHAs are no less, as they 
contribute to the commodification of our own identity.334  
This trespass of economics in the private sphere, made more efficient by the ubiquity and 
intelligence of IPHAs, is now intrinsic in the design and structure of the house and, therefore, 
in the home. The organization of the life inside the home becomes reliant on IPHAs and other 
IoT.335 The intangible element consisting of experiencing the home and life within it is 
pervaded by the efficient and rationalised technology of IPHAs. Consequently, the emotional 
aspect of the home flattens on the design of the house.  
Individual (unselfconscious) actions trigger a loop of consumption and production (see 
paragraph 2.3 above). Media consumption creates new and additional information on 
individuals. The new information is transformed into data, based on which more media is 
created to be consumed, and so on.336  
 
Owners often reconnect the functions of IPHAs with the functions of non-smart, more 
traditional devices. If we ask Alexa or Assistant to play some music, we envision an action 
similar to that of a normal speaker. If we ask them to search for a certain restaurant, we 
envision an action similar to that of a search engine. Below the surface of frictionless (most 
of the times) interaction, however, there is more. IPHAs are not search engines, but “action 
engines”: “If you ask Alexa a question, she doesn’t offer up a list of results. She chooses one 
answer from many. She tells you what she thinks you want to know.”337 IPHAS evaluate what 
they ‘think’ users want not only based on the profile of the users, but also based on the vision 
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and interests of the companies producing them. To a decrease of the autonomy of individuals 
corresponds an increase in the capability of intervention of external interests inside the 
private sphere.  
 
It is no surprise that Google, in its 2018 report titled “5 ways voice assistance is shaping 
consumer behaviour” [emphasis added], places at number five how IPHAs and voice assistants 
represent “a new playground for brands”338, de facto confusing the interests and behaviours 
of consumers with the interests and behaviours of companies.  
 

Below the surface 
 
The tendency to a seamless and invisible interface also contributes to the emergence of 
Passive Sharing. Seamless, ubiquitous, and invisible interfaces imply less frictions between 
humans and IPHAs. However, friction helps detecting that certain actions are being carried 
out by the IPHA.  
The interaction with the IPHA to control other devices also implies the false perception of 
a one-to-one, egalitarian discourse with an interlocutor. On the opposite, interacting with 
IPHAs in reality opens the way to indirect contacts with a plurality of companies, all 
mediated by few major corporations. There is a lack of plurality of perspectives339 in our 
daily interactions with IPHAs. The relationship with an IPHA is asymmetrical and 
hierarchical, with few corporations acting inside the private sphere of individuals based on 
the interests of the market and their shareholders. The presence of these corporations 
inside the home is, however, significant and influent, to the point that, due to the opacity 
of the technology of IPHAs and to the role of contractual clauses, individuals lose control 
over portions of the house’s equipment.340  
 
Commodification and functionality-focused design, two tendencies which are inherently 
present in the very conception and design of IPHAs, open the doors of the home to the 
interests of other actors. The futuristic assistants that will simplify and streamline our 
lives341 contribute to the erosion of the intangible, the home, in favour of the tangible, the 
house. Individual preferences and choices are reduced to models aiming at maximising 
profits. The home ceases to be the physical container of the private sphere, becoming a 
“public/private home”342 in which the interests of the inhabitants are mixed with those of 
third parties. The private sphere and, with it, identity, are commodified: the ‘democracy of 
the microwave’ becomes the democracy of the smart microwave. 
 

 
The presence of IPHAs inside our homes might represent a new evolution of the negotiation 
of the boundary between public and private sphere, both offline and online.343  

 
338 Kleinberg (n 37). 
339 Papacharissi (n 112). 
340 Zhao (n 234). 
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How can individuals participate in the re-negotiation of the boundaries if they are not aware 
that they are sharing passively in their own homes?  
 

* 
 
Recap of the main elements emerging from Passive Sharing: 

- There is a mismatch between the level of control an individual desires to have on the 
information fluxes circulating in and out of the private sphere, and the actual level of 
control achieved.  

- Following said mismatch, crowding emerges, that is, the perception of exposure, with 
consequent chilling effect and the implementation of costly strategies to reinstate a 
desired level of control. Alternatively, the devices migrate to the peripheral areas of 
attention of individuals, lowering the degree of control exercised concretely by 
individuals over their information.  

- There is an erosion of the emotional connection between the individual and the home, 
caused by a commodification of the private sphere and of the identity of the individual. 

- IPHAs create unseen apertures through which the stances and interests of companies 
permeate the private sphere; market dynamics, political interests, and commercial 
stances enhance the abovementioned erosion and mismatch in perceived control. 

- The threshold between public and private sphere moves, the boundaries of the private 
sphere are re-positioned without the possibility for individuals to participate to the 
implicit negotiation of their positioning, due to the lack of awareness.  

How these elements interact with the legal protection of the private sphere, and with the 
GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation more in particular, is the object of the analysis presented in 
chapter VII.  
 
3.6 The second dimension of the conceptual framework: Decontextualised home and 
Interdependent privacy as effects of profiling by IPHAs344 
 
Following the Passive Sharing of personal data by the individuals using the IPHA, the 
information collected are used for profiling. As explained in paragraph 3.4, IPHAs present 
characteristics that enhance their profiling capabilities to a level of completeness and 
granularity never seen before. Furthermore, profiling is at the very basis of IPHAs functioning: 
their technology is based on the idea of personalizing the services offered, tailoring the way 
they carry out tasks on the necessities of each individual user within the household.  
 
The pervasive profiling capabilities of IPHAs interact with the attributes of the home explored 
in paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3. Here I focus on two of the effects deriving from this interaction: 
the effects on the contextual privacy of the home, and the emergence of a collective 
dimension of the private sphere (and, consequently, of privacy) not limited to the individual, 
but more interpersonal in nature.  
 

 
344 Please note that parts of this paragraph are an adaptation of excerpts and concepts also developed by the 

author in Silvia De Conca, ‘From the Glass House to the Hive: The Private Sphere in the Era of Intelligent Home 

Assistant Robots’ in M Hansen and others (eds), Privacy and identity management: The smart revolution, vol 

526 (Springer 2018).  
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In particular, the profiling carried out by IPHAs affects the fact that individuals have certain 
expectation based on certain social norms when they are inside their home. For instance, 
individuals expect information not to exit the home without their awareness or consent; even 
during social events, such as a dinner with guests, individuals might expect gossips, but also a 
certain amount of confidentiality, from said guests, about what is discussed at the table. The 
prevalence of statistical rules in the informational matrix created by profiling (see Figure 
3.4bis) conflicts with the normativeness of the expectations of privacy, once information 
moves from within the home to the network created by profiling.  
The insertion of the private sphere into a network visualised in Figure 3.4bis implies that, due 
to the dynamics of profiling, the more information is included in (or inferred/derived from) 
the profiles, the more its attributes change. There is a mutual shaping of profiling and the 
individuals included in it: the profile is affected by the information gathered from the private 
spheres of the individuals included in the groups, while at the same time once the new 
information modifies the attributes of the profile, this affects the individuals too. This mutual 
effect implies two things. First, that the expectation on the information flows in and out of 
the home are breached, and this circumstance I have indicated with the term 
“Decontextualised home”. Second, that protecting the private sphere of one of the individuals 
profiled (one of the nodes composing the network) can in turn also protect other 
individuals/nodes in the profile. Vice-versa, intervening on a certain group profiled can 
protect one of the individuals belonging to it. This circumstance is indicated hereinafter as 
“Interdependent privacy”, borrowing and expanding a term already familiar in the field of 
cybersecurity and data protection.  
 
Since both the Decontextualised home and Interdependent privacy derive from the extensive 
profiling capabilities of IPHAs within the private sphere, I am discussing them together as a 
second dimension of my theoretical framework.  
 
The Decontextualised home 
Historically, the home is considered the physical locus of protection of the private sphere. 
After the insertion within the informational structure represented by Figure 3.4bis, the home 
becomes a node in a network. 
The home ceases to be a place with a set of attributes; its role as physical embodiment and 
protection of the private sphere is not relevant in the context of profiling. The home becomes, 
instead, the source from which the information is extracted. It becomes the very instrument 
through which the extraction occurs, since IPHAs and their sensors are embedded in the 
house.  
In the context of profiling, the attributes of the home vis-à-vis the private sphere do not 
matter: the capability to shield identity and private or family life; the predictability of the 
home environment, the desired level of control over the fluxes of information, are not 
transposed in the profiles. The home (intended as a physical proxy of the private sphere) is 
stripped of its features to be inserted in the informational structure as a node. 
 
It is not the first time that the introduction of digital technologies is identified as causing a 
shift of the role and conceptualization of the home vis-á-vis the private sphere. Tracking and 
surveillance, in fact, have been deemed to cause a re-positioning of the home: the home is 
decontextualized, as every activity that takes place in or around it is evaluated in a conceptual 
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vacuum, and tested against an ideal description345 of what should ‘normally’ occur inside it. 
Stripped of its complexity, the home and its emotional dimension become a point in the flow 
of movements which is the object and purpose of surveillance.346  
 
Profiling, which is also referred to as commercial surveillance347, has a similar effect on the 
home, in particular when it takes place following the collection of information about 
individual behaviours inside the home, as it occurs with IPHAs. As a result, while in 
surveillance for security purposes the home is a dot in the flow of movements of individuals, 
in commercial surveillance the home is a node in a group, inserted into a complex 
informational matrix. 
 
The home is stripped of its complexity and reduced to a representation of certain aspects of 
an individual’s private sphere, based on the purpose of the profiling process. In a process 
similar to that of rationalism and commodification, the intangible, emotional aspects of the 
home and, consequently, the private sphere are reduced to a computation, to a mere 
representation of quantifiable aspects.348 Identity itself is reduced to quantifiable aspects to 
be computed and processed.   
 
The norms in the home and the norms in the informational matrix are not the same. This 
implies that when the fluxes of data exit the home and are subject to profiling, there is a 
breach of the expectations and norms existing in the home. In the aggregated dimension 
those expectations do not matter, since the origin of data (the home) doesn’t matter either. 
The algorithm does not usually include variables indicating the origin and use of the data.349 
There is, therefore, a dissonance between the expectations existing at the moment and place 
of collection (within the house) and the uses made of the information based on profiling. Such 
dissonance creates an issue in terms of protection of the private sphere, a privacy issue.  
 
This dissonance in contextual expectations can manifest in many forms. Some are more 
severe and affect individuals in their fundamental rights: imagine the case of an individual 
being denied a job, based on information on his/her political views, inferred from data 
concerned the TV shows watched on the smart TV. The individuals would not expect that 
result would derive from a choice made in the comfort of his/her living room. Other 
manifestations are more subtle. They occur when, for instance, targeted advertising shows 
us something that is too accurate, to the point of appearing like someone eavesdropped or 
read our minds. They also occur when an advertising is incredibly wrong and far from our real 
preferences, when it does not match our personality and identity. In both cases users 
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experience a feeling of discomfort, the “uncanny valley of personalization”350. The dissonance 
in contextual expectations in these cases resonates with our identity development and 
affirmation. The container (the home) and the content (identity) are intertwined, and the de-
contextualization of the former can have repercussions on the latter.  
There are legal tools, such as those offered by the GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation, to minimize 
the undesired consequences of the decontextualization of the home; an analysis in this regard 
is offered in the concluding reflections of Chapter VII.  
 
Interdependent privacy: expanding the existing definition   
In addition to the issues connected to the decontextualization of the home, the analysis of 
the effects of IPHAs’ profiling on the private sphere also provides conceptual clarity on a more 
collective and interdependent dimension of the protection of the private sphere.  
 
Traditionally, the construction of the private sphere as opposed to the public sphere moves 
from the libertarian concept of the individual vs the society.351 As a consequence, the tools to 
protect the private and public spheres are often conceptualised as opposing, and individual 
privacy has been put in a trade-off with public security.  
However, it has been explained how privacy can also be defined as a boundary-setting 
mechanism based on intersubjectivity (see paragraph 2.4 above). The affirmation and the 
maintenance of privacy is at the same time an individual and a collective interest.  
The private sphere is not completely isolated and air-gapped. It is a space afforded to 
individuals and small communities to dismiss the personae usually displayed in public, to 
develop an identity and be ready to participate again to the communal life. The private sphere 
becomes, therefore, necessary to the community to regulate the relationship among its 
members and of the members with the community itself.  
At the same time, in this intersubjective view of the private sphere, the public domain is not 
merely the conglomerate of the private sphere of individuals. It is a more complex domain 
that exists besides the individuals composing it.352 Since the private sphere is the result of a 
negotiation of boundaries, it can still exist when aggregated to other private spheres without 
necessarily turning into the pubic dimension.  
 
In paragraph 3.4, we have seen how the behaviour of the individuals composing the cluster 
has the capability to affect the other ‘nodes’ and the network itself. Let’s consider once more 
the example of individual A (with the relating profiles on musical preferences, age range, 
occupation, geographical location, etc.). If A asks for a loan and then fails to repay it, this 
might influence the entire Group delta, to which A belongs (see A3 in Figure 3.4bis above). As 
a consequence, individuals B and C, also belonging to the Group delta, might see their 
possibilities to obtain a loan decrease, or might face an increase in their interest rates.  
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The underlying idea is, indeed, not new. Since ancient times in small communities individual 
behaviours were deemed to influence the other members, as well as the ‘good name’ of the 
community itself.  
More recently, a debate has flourished353 on the concepts of group privacy354, multi-party 
privacy and interdependent privacy355. All these terms usually indicate a situation in which 
the privacy of a subject depends on the actions of other subjects: this is, for instance, the case 
of more individuals sharing the same digital infrastructure (an Internet connection, a 
computer), or a digital communication (an email exchange, a WhatsApp group chat), or some 
form of personal data (as is the case with genetic data).  
In all these cases, there is a close, material relationship among the individuals involved: a 
connection either at the level of a shared device/infrastructure, or of the very same data (as 
is the case of genetic data).  
 
A form of interdependence derives, however, also from being profiled as part of a certain 
group or netowrk. As highlighted by Figure 3.4bis, the behaviours of the individuals that are 
part of a group can influence the group and, consequently, the other individuals/nodes. In 
this sense, the term interdependent privacy could be extended as to include also the effects 
of ‘sharing’ a profile with other individuals, and will be used hereinafter to also include such 
effects of profiling.  
The key element of interdependent privacy (and of its neighbouring terms), is that the 
behaviour of one individual can have consequences beyond the private sphere of that person, 
reaching and interfering with the private spheres of others. Whether the individual is aware 
of that or knows the other individuals affected by his/her behaviour does not matter, neither 
matters what kind of technological or personal circumstance determines such 
interdependence. For this reason, I believe the term can apply to the case of interdependence 
created by the belonging to the same profile.356 
 
The use of the term ‘interdependent’ is also appropriate because it brings forward the mutual 
shaping occurring between a network and its nodes, that is, how profiling is affected by the 
data of the individuals composing it while at the same time affecting them too. The term 
interdependent privacy evokes an indirect responsibility of individuals vis-à-vis other, 
unknown, individuals due to a connection based solely on the belonging to the same profile.  
 
It goes without saying that this responsibility should not be intended as a traditional form of 
legal liability (either contractual, extra-contractual, or criminal). Besides being de facto 
impossible to enforce, it would not be desirable either, since individuals are often profiled 
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without their awareness by companies and public entities and for interests belonging to these 
latter.  
It would not be possible nor desirable, in fact, to sue an individual that does not pay his/her 
mortgage instalments, based on the fact that the other individuals grouped in the same 
profile are prejudiced by that behaviour when they ask for a loan.357  
 
This reconstruction, however, can serve as a conceptual basis to justify regulatory 
interventions to attempt redistributing such responsibility within the entire system or within 
profiles, in a mechanism similar, for instance, to that of civil responsibility, or to the kind of 
mutual solidarity that used to be common in the XX century for those injured during the war 
or in the workplace.  
Possible undesired consequences can be addressed intervening on an entire informational 
structure (e.g. the advertising industry), certain profiling activities (e.g. prohibiting or limiting 
profiling based on certain features, such as ethnicity, or sexual preference), or connections 
(e.g. limiting the use of inferred data, avoiding the combination of profiling for medical reason 
with, for example, marketing reasons).  
It offers a consistent conceptual explanation of why a collective dimension of the protection 
of the private sphere is possible, and how it manifests as a form of interdependence of 
subjects grouped together by third parties. It can serve as a justification to regulatory or 
judicial intervention in all those cases in which an individual-centred perspective on privacy 
falls short and leaves subjects not protected or indemnified (a similar reference to an 
interoperable dimension of data protection, even though not exactly in these terms, has been 
made by the Article 29 Working Party with regard to profiling for targeted advertising of 
vulnerable groups, as will be explained more in details in Part II and in the concluding chapter). 
 

* 
Recap of the main elements emerging from profiling with regard to the Decontextualised 
home and Interdependent privacy: 

- The home is de-contextualized: its insertion into the informational matrix and the 
reduction to the status of node changes the semantics of the home. Just like in 
surveillance the home becomes a dot in the line of the movements of an individual, in 
profiling it becomes a node in a network.  

- The home loses its nature of context, in which certain social and legal norms apply 
generating certain expectations in the individuals inhabiting it. Information flow from 
inside the home to outside, and vice versa, breaking the expectations of the individuals 
inhabiting it. With profiling, mathematical and statistical rules, as well as business and 
marketing interests, acquire normativeness. 

- There is a dissonance between the norms in the home and the norms of profiling; the 
fluxes of data coming and going between the two breach the expectations and norms 
of each context. With profiling, the fact that the information is collected in the home, 

 
357 This kind of responsibility evokes the concept of Network Diffused Liability. According to Teubner, Network 
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which implies certain expectations of the individuals whose information is processed 
into profiles, does not matter.  

- Profiling, by breaching the expectations of individuals in the home, can generate 
identity issues, the so called “uncanny valley of personalization”, emerging when 
profiles are either too precise or too imprecise, or when unexpected effects manifest. 
The container (the home) and the content (identity) are intertwined, and the de-
contextualization of the former can have repercussions on the latter. The dissonance 
in contextual expectations resonates with the identity development and affirmation.  

- The individuals profiled, the links among the nodes in the groups, and the entire 
network formed by the groups can at the same time influence and be influenced by the 
other components. This unveils a collective and interdependent dimension of the 
private sphere, expanding the definition of interdependent privacy.  

- Possible undesired consequences can be addressed intervening on the entire 
aggregated network (e.g. the advertising industry), certain profiling activities (e.g. 
prohibiting or limiting profiles based on certain features, such as race, or sexual 
preference), or connections (e.g. limiting the use of inferred data, avoiding the 
combination of profiling for medical reason with, for example, marketing reasons).  

 
How these elements interact with the legal protection of the private sphere, and with the 
GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation more in particular, is the object of the analysis contained in 
chapter VII. 
 
3.7 The third dimension of the conceptual framework: Voice-Based Social Actors  
The third and last dimension of my conceptual framework concerns the influence IPHAs can 
have on the mechanisms through which humans construct the concept of private sphere.  
Whether involuntarily or voluntarily, as a consequence of their use or as a designed feature, 
IPHAs can influence behaviours, habits, routines, the level of control exercised on the home. 
This means that in the medium and long term IPHAs have the potential to influence the way 
we understand what our private sphere is. For this reason, I have denominated the third 
dimension of my conceptual framework Voice-Based Social Actors.  
 
The previous chapter showed that the construction and development of individual identity is 
a constant, dynamic process, that can be influenced by various factors. The individual self is 
shaped by the interactions with the community and the environment. These interactions with 
the ‘otherness’ help individuals shaping their own identity and awareness. They allow 
individuals to look at themselves through the person or object they are interacting with. The 
construction of identity is, therefore, a process based on mutual shaping occurring by means 
of representation of the self through ‘the eyes’ of the other.358  
 
One implication of this mutual shaping is that changes in the house (its design, what it 
contains) also translate into changes in the home and, therefore, in the private sphere of 
individuals. Technological innovations entering the home, in particular, have already been 
identified as a source of change in the habits and in the degree of permeability of individuals’ 
private spheres (see Chapter II above).  

 
358 Hildebrandt (n 334). 
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At the same time, technology has also been identified as capable of changing humans in their 
habits and even in their forma mentis – the way they think – ever since ancient times. Derrida, 
for instance, analysed in detail how Plato and the Sophists considered writing a pharmakon: 
a poisonous medicine that helped humans remember while, at the same time, making them 
less prone to exercise memory.359  
 
The changes mentioned above were not necessarily intended by those creating and 
distributing the inventions (I could not find any evidence pointing in the direction of ancient 
Greeks not appreciating memory) nor by their users. They are involuntary effects that, for the 
most part, manifested themselves slowly during the span of years, decades, or even centuries.  
Similarly, it will take some time before possible effects of IPHAs on the identity of individuals 
might become manifest. For the moment, early findings have already highlighted some 
recurring behaviours, as well as some changes of habits of the individuals using IPHAs (see 
Chapter I). 
For instance, research carried out by Google has highlighted that frequent users (i.e. users 
that interact with the Google Home multiple times a day) modify their habits more 
significantly than less frequent users: they might listen to more music, more news, carry out 
more online shopping in place of shopping in stores, and so on.360   
By commanding them to carry out a task, individuals constantly delegate daily (more or less) 
menial actions to IPHAs. At the same time, IPHAs are designed to increase the engagement of 
users, to induce users into the habit of using them, in order to fulfil the business interests of 
their producers.  
IPHAs, like many other technologies, are also pharmaka, whose purpose is to create “an 
architecture of useless decisions, obstacles masquerading as efficiency gains”361 in order to 
make individuals more and more dependent on them.  
 
This ‘side effect’ of IPHAs is explained by the so-called Autonomy Trap362. The Autonomy Trap 
operates on two planes: on one side, when the preferences inferred from profiles are “fed 
back” to the person, this latter is de-individualized, reduced to a match between reality and 
an approximation. A match between a person and the standardization of an identity. On the 
other side, personalization can help private and public actors to nudge and persuade 
individuals in order to stimulate certain behaviours. In both cases, self-determination and 
autonomy of individuals are affected. 
 
IPHAs are not the first nor the only technologies that have side effects such as the Autonomy 
Trap, or to generate dependence. These are phenomena already observed for personal 
computers or smartphones, among others. However, the characteristics of IPHAs play once 
again a role, acting as enhancers or catalysts on these phenomena. The high degree of 
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intelligence and the real-time, human mimicking voice interaction make IPHAs more capable 
of influencing individuals than a mere PC (as will be explained more in detail below). Their 
positioning inside the home and granular profiling capability, furthermore, offer an 
unprecedented personalization based on the surveillance of the private sphere, which can 
strengthen the perception of autonomy and, in turn, the persuasion potential of IPHAs.  
 
IPHAs, in fact, can potentially affect the way in which individuals understand themselves and 
the reality surrounding them. We have seen above that this understanding, this abstract 
construction, derives from the intersubjective exchange of the self with the other.  
However, what happens once IPHAs become part of the ‘otherness’?  
Any software or device is designed mostly having as a starting point the interests of the 
corporation producing them.  
These manifest at various levels. As a marketing strategy, the devices need to collect data that 
are needed by companies to thrive on the market. They often are designed in a way that 
makes them compatible only with products from the producers, or from this latter’s 
commercial partners (a strategy quite visible, for instance, with Apple).  
The team of writers working on the personality of Google Assistant is the same appointed to 
the stories behind Google Doodles and, in the words of Google Assistant’s project manager, 
“they’re expressing the same personality of that company through the assistant”363 so that 
“It feels very Google”364.  
 
This corporate ‘presence’, however, is not immediately perceived by the users of IPHAs. In 
their process of intersubjective shaping of reality, therefore, IPHAs’ users are confronting 
themselves not only with IPHAs, but also with the producers behind them, and their idea of 
what individuals are, expect, and want: “When people ask devices to act for them, they must 
be willing to live with what – or who – is on the other side”365.  
Higher degrees of anthropomorphizing might be connected with higher expectations that the 
machines respect human social norms.366 Consider the case of that old lady in the United 
States of America that, while severely affected by Sars-COVID19 and in profound pain, talked 
several times to her Alexa, complaining about the pain, telling her she was scared, asking for 
help in calling the emergency services. The logs were discovered by her sister, after the tragic 
death of the old lady.367 It is particularly striking that in one of the recordings the old lady 
admitted knowing that Alexa could not help her, but said she did not care as she needed 
comfort. Individuals might not be aware of the hidden interests borne by IPHAs. And if they 
are, a mechanism that is common in the human-computer and human-robot interactions 
might make individuals assume that the choices made by the machine are correct and 

 
363 Bereznak (n 43). 
364 ibid. 
365 Heather Woods, ‘Are Smart Assistants Good for Users? An Honest Look at the Pros and Cons’ (Fast 
Company, 16 July 2018) <https://www.fastcompany.com/90202770/are-smart-assistants-good-for-users-

weighing-the-pros-and-cons> accessed 27 February 2020.  
366 Dag Sverre Syrdal and others, ‘Sharing Spaces with Robots in a Home Scenario - Anthropomorphic 
Attributions and Their Effect on Proxemic Expectations and Evaluations in a Live HRI Trial’ [2008] AAAI Fall 

Symposium - Technical Report. 
367 Neil Vigdor, ‘‘How Do I Get Help?’ Dying Coronavirus Patient Asked Alexa’ (The New York Times, 9 April 

2020) <https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/Coronavirus-Alexa-ask-for-help.html> accessed 22 
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reliable368, letting ‘who is on the other side’ of their IPHA in charge. These reflections might 
be even more true for children, who will be exposed to IPHAs since the formative age, and on 
whom the IPHAs effects might be even more significant.369  
Let’s see more in detail how IPHAs interact with the construction of the private sphere and 
the understanding of reality of their users. 
 
Voluntary changes: persuading technologies and behavioural design  
Not all changes triggered by technology are involuntary. The design of computers and 
computer-related technologies often is based on the 3-P model (not to be confused with 
Shapiro’s P’s): persuasive, permissive and pervasive components.370 This design paradigm 
aims at increasing the engagement of users with a device and, consequently, the time spent 
on the device, the possibility of more purchases related to it, and so on.  
 
Starting from the 3-P model, in the early 1990s, Fogg elaborated a complete theory 
concerning how computers could be used to automate persuasion: Computers As Persuasive 
Technology or Captology371. According to Fogg, a digital technology (software, hardware, or 
both) can be framed as a tool, a medium, or a social actor, based on its capability of persuasion 
(see Figure 3.7 below). Either as a tool, medium, or social actor (or also as a combination of 
the three), a technology can exercise persuasion automatically and repeatedly on individuals, 
in order to steer their decisions and behaviours towards certain purposes.  
 

 
Figure 3.7: Fogg’s Functional triad of Captology.372  
 

 
368 Jordan Larson, ‘The Invisible, Manipulative Power of Persuasive Technology’ Pacific Standard (14 July 2017) 

<https://psmag.com/environment/captology-fogg-invisible-manipulative-power-persuasive-technology-

81301> accessed 27 February 2020. 
369 ‘Growing up with Alexa, Siri, and Other A.I. Technology’ (Center for Mobile Communication Studies) 
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During the past three decades, Captology has been applied to several kinds of innovations, 
such as virtual coaches373 and smartphone Apps374, for multiple purposes, from marketing to 
improving the lives of individuals375. Fogg’s Captology theory has become the basis for 
behavioural design, an approach to designing digital products that is at the basis of most 
Internet-based products and services, from social media platforms – like Instagram and 
Facebook – to smartphones and apps.376  
 

Behavioural design and designing behaviours: famous approaches 
 
In BJ Fogg’s view, behavioural design (or captology) only concerns voluntarily designing 
computer systems that, when humans interact with them, can change the attitude or 
behaviour of humans.  
Interacting with computers can change human behaviour when computers are persuasive, 
that is, don’t use coercion or deception to influence humans, but leverage certain 
psychological, social, and instinctual mechanisms as strategies to induce change. Fogg calls 
macrosuasion when computer systems are designed with persuasion as their main 
purpose, microsuasion when the persuasion is limited to some aspects of the computer 
system.377   
 
The attributes of tool, medium, and social actor are used by Fogg to identify three different 
modalities and intensities of persuasion.  
As tools, computers and other digital technologies can be persuasive because they make a 
certain target behaviour easier to achieve. They do so via different strategies, such as 
reducing (that is, simplifying an action or behaviour); tailoring (personalising and 
customising the interaction on one individual or group of individuals; suggesting certain 
actions or steps to be taken to attain a result; surveillance (enabling some individuals to 
monitor the progress or behaviours of the target individuals); conditioning (using the 
positive reinforcing conditioning to steer a behaviour). Examples of computer systems 
functioning as tools include speed carts displaying the actual speed of each vehicle while 
they pass by in order to make them slow down (tailoring and suggesting), website pop-ups 
suggesting registering for a service (reducing and suggesting), or the one-click purchase of 
Amazon.378   
As media, computers can simulate situations so that individuals can rehearse a certain 
behaviour in a safe way. Media doesn’t refer necessarily to virtual or augmented reality 
systems, but can include also digital or online environments or objects. An example can be 
the animated infant doll used in the United States to educate teenagers about early 

 
373 Thijs Alofs, Embodied Virtual Coaches as an Example of Captology (2009). 
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pregnancies, or online forums where social interaction about specific topics is reproduced 
and, in a sense, rehearsed.379 
 
The most persuasive design is the one that Fogg indicates with social actor, the third 
element of the functional triad represented in the figure above.  
Social actors leverage social influence by displaying social cues similar to those displayed or 
adopted by humans. The most common social cues identified by Fogg are physical 
appearance, psychological cues, language, social dynamics, and social roles.  
Psychological cues, for instance, operate by exploiting the instinctual positive 
predisposition of individuals vis-á-vis similar individuals, empathic signals, or affiliation to 
the same groups.  
Language, instead, can be used to generate a positive predisposition, for example via praise 
(imagine a pop-up message complimenting a user for a well-played match), or can be a 
powerful means to convey the impression of personality. By using a certain register, slang, 
or mannerism, computers can appear to have a personality and, especially if the personality 
displayed leverage the abovementioned similarity, that allows computer systems to 
exercise persuasion or even pressure. Similarly, social dynamics and social roles can 
leverage the social tendencies of individuals to prompt them to carry out tasks or to engage 
more, for example through reciprocity mechanisms.380  
 
Fogg developed his theories in the late 1990s, early 2000s, a time in which the world wide 
web was still emerging, and Machine Learning was still limited to early data mining and 
data analytics applications. The foundational works of behavioural design focus on 
computers and software, the top technologies for marketing at the time. Nevertheless, 
Fogg points out some elements that were, twenty years ago, the key to the future 
development of behavioural design: the design features that make computers and other 
devices more persuasive, and that were destined to become a staple of the future 
technological landscape. Among those identified by Fogg, some appear particularly 
relevant in the context of IPHAs. According to Fogg, persuasion is more effective when a 
computer has credibility, and when it intervenes at the right occasion (following the Greek 
principle of kairos).381  
 
Credibility, intended as the perception of trustworthiness and expertise of a machine, can 
be enhanced by the quality of the information provided, by a low rate of mistakes, by high 
levels of personalisation, and by appearing loyal and putting the user’s needs first. Devices 
that are connected to the internet and to other devices, and devices that are interactive 
can have an advantage in this sense, as they can have access to updated information and 
can personalise their output.  
Kairos can be enhanced by the pervasiveness, mobility, or positioning of a device, all 
characteristics that make sure that a computer’s suggestion or prompt occurs in the right 
place and at the right time. Devices that are mobile, like smartphones, or embedded into 
the environment, like the IoT, present in this sense an inherent advantage.  

 
379 Fogg and Fogg (n 371) 61. 
380 ibid 136.  
381 Fogg and Fogg (n 371). 
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Both credibility and kairos benefit also from easiness of use, and from the possibility to 
leverage the intrinsic motivation of users, for example by satisfying a curiosity or the need 
to control something, or by exploiting instincts such as competitiveness or its opposite, 
cooperation.382  
 
Connectivity, interaction, persistence, placement, personalization: these features are at the 
very basis of the design of IPHAs, and have been illustrated in detail in the previous 
chapters. IPHAs can leverage social cues thanks to the NLI, the human-mimicking voice 
interaction. Google Duplex shows how a simple “mh-mh” inserted in a moment of silence 
during a telephone conversation corroborates the impression of conversing with a human. 
Siri and Alexa’s jokes and sarcastic answers, as well as her carefully written background 
stories, give them personality. The language of Assistant, Alexa, and Siri is never demanding 
or too direct, but always empathic and cordial. They can assume different roles and imitate 
several social dynamics, from helper to family member, from study buddy to personal 
assistant. They can simplify a task, as will be explained below, and can help users rehearse 
situations, as in the case of Amazon Echo Look that displays possible outfits based on the 
content of the user’s wardrobe.  
 
IPHAs appear to contain several principles of behavioural design, and their role can match 
that of tools, media, or social actors, depending on the way they are used and on how they 
interact with individuals. And it does not end here: they can also be habit-forming products.    
 
Nir Eyal, one of Fogg’s students, moved from behavioural design and developed another 
technique, named ‘Hooks’. Eyal’s idea mixes marketing and design, and is based on the 
assumption that in order to be successful for the medium and long term, a product needs 
to ingenerate habits in its users. Only if it becomes a habit, in fact, a digital product can be 
more than merely popular, but also remain in the market for years and, therefore, generate 
profit in the long term.  
According to Eyal, a habit-forming digital product can be designed following four-stages: 
trigger, action, reward, and investment (see Figure 3.7b below).  
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Figure 3.7b: Eyal’s “Hook Canvas”.383 
 

 
 
 
Certain elements make the Hooks theory extremely successful. As reported in Figure 3.7b 
above, the triggers, which for Fogg were only external inputs, for Eyal can also be internal. 
External inputs are, for instance, those used by smartphone apps when they send a 
notification. Internal triggers are, for Eyal, feelings and emotions. Negative emotions are, in 
particular, very effective in prompting an action. This means that the simple feeling of 
discomfort or annoyance connected to a certain task can be exploited by designers as internal 
triggers to prompt the use of a certain product. A product can satisfy an “itchy feeling” of a 
user. Triggers don’t need to be sophisticated, important, or have a deep value for the user; 
on the contrary, the simpler the trigger, the better.384 For example, being bored is a relatively 
‘shallow’ but powerful trigger: faced with the horror of having to wait in line, many 
immediately resort to their phones, scrolling almost automatically through Instagram, 
Twitter, Reddit, or anything else that can alleviate their boredom.  
With regard to IPHAs, this could consist of carrying out a task that either fulfils a need or frees 
the time (or the hands) of the user. The cycle identified by the Hooks approach provokes a 
positive reaction in the user who, in turn, unconsciously associates certain necessities and 
emotions with a certain internal or external trigger. As a consequence, seeing or feeling a 
certain trigger will be internalised by the user as a cue to prompt a certain action.385 A habit-
forming product will, therefore, create unselfconscious behaviours.  
 
The action can consist in opening an app, clicking on a picture or, in the case of IPHAs, voice-
activating them, giving them a command. For actions to follow the trigger, they must be easy 
to implement (which means that the product must be easy to use), and they must lead to a 
reward. The vocal interface of IPHAs makes them particularly easy to use: users only have to 
talk to them in order to give a command, which represents an incredible advantage with 
respect to other products, such as computers or smartphones.  
 
According to Eyal, the reward must be designed to vary. A repetitive reward might tire the 
user. An unexpected reaction from the product, instead, leaves with a sense of novelty and 
surprise that pushes the user to return to the product. While identical rewards become 
expected and trigger the so-called feedback loop386, giving users a feeling of satisfaction387, a 
variable reward leaves the users yearning more. A mix of both predictable and unpredictable 

 
383 Nir Eyal and Ryan Hoover, Hooked: How to Build Habit-Forming Products (1st edn, Portfolio 2014) 26. 
384 Toxboe A, ‘Nir Eyal: Trigger Users’ Actions and Reward Them to Build Habits’ (UI Patterns, 3 June 2015) 

<http://ui-patterns.com/blog/nir-eyal-trigger-actions-and-reward-them-to-build-habits> accessed 19th 

December 2020 
385 For a detailed explanation of internal and external triggers, see Chapter II of Eyal and Hoover (n 383). 
386 ibid 16. 
387 The role of rewards in influencing the behaviours of living beings due to the release of dopamine has been 
studied in depth by BF Skinner, The Behavior of Organisms: An Experimental Analysis. (Appleton-Century 

1938). It shall be pointed out that while Skinner’s theories are often quoted by behavioural designers such as 
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See, for instance, Andrew C Theophanous, ‘In Defense of Self-Determination: A Critique of B.F. Skinner’ (1975) 
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rewards gives the best results: this is why Facebook or Instragram feeds partially change when 
refreshed a few times, while they still remain relevant based on the profiling of the user. 
Finding on the social network feeds a new thing stimulates our attention and gives us a 
positive reward, releasing dopamine, in as far as new content matches what we desire, what 
we expect (our interests and preferences, which represent a predictable element).  
The efficacy of the variable reward lies in the effects it has on the chemical balances within 
our brains, an effect that is similar to that of slot machines:  

“Research shows that levels of the neurotransmitter dopamine surge when the 
brain is expecting a reward. Introducing variability multiplies the effect, 
creating a focused state, which suppresses the areas of the brain associated 
with judgment and reason while activating the parts associated with wanting 
and desire.”388  

The happiness given by the expected outcome and the craving for more are the result of these 
chemical reactions.  
Finally, the last phase of the cycle is the Investment. In this stage, the user commits something 
to the product. The user’s commitment can be monetary, or an asset susceptible of monetary 
evaluation, such as data. However, the commitment only works if it creates the conditions for 
the cycle to start anew: “the investment implies an action that improves the service for the 
next go-around. Inviting friends, stating preferences, building virtual assets, and learning to 
use new features are all investments users make to improve their experience”389. 
 
I believe traces of the principles of persuasion and addiction deriving from behavioural design 
and the Hooks approach can be identified in how IPHAs are designed and how they operate. 
Let’s take, for instance, Amazon Echo and the virtual assistant it embodies, Alexa. They 
correspond to the role of Social Actors, in Fogg’s triad, the most persuasive of technologies,390 
as they leverage psychological, language, social dynamics cues in order to exercise on the 
users social pressure. NLI is a powerful tool to convey language and psychological cues: the 
witty an personalised responses of Alexa or Google Assistant can generate into the users a 
sense of communality and affiliation; the answers can also contain positive reinforcements 
and praises, to induce a positive attitude vis-à-vis the IPHA. Slang, mannerisms, sarcasm, and 
other vocal cues can also induce users to attribute a personality to the IPHA, and can reinforce 
the impression of interacting with an autonomous agent, a peer. That reinforces feelings of 
credibility and trust vis-à-vis the IPHA, which over time induces individuals to engage more 
with them. Fogg highlighted how certain factors strengthen the persuasive capabilities of a 
social actor: connectivity, interactivity, persistence, placement and personalization. These are 
the very features at the basis of the design of IPHAs, of their cose functioning.  

 
388 Eyal and Hoover (n 383) 17. Chapter III of the book explains the role and characteristics of the ideal rewards 

in detail.  
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Eyal himself has pointed out the features in Alexa’s design that he believes are based on the 
Hooks theory.391 By facilitating a task, IPHAs also prompt internal triggers. The internal trigger 
can be the negative feeling associated to not knowing, forgetting, or missing something; the 
need to acquire a certain knowledge (know the weather or the daily news), or the desire to 
simplify carrying out a task (playing a song or sending a message): 
 

“In the case of Alexa, my wife and I have associated the internal trigger of 
uncertainty with the satisfying relief the Echo provides. “Alexa, what’s the 
weather like today?” “Alexa, what’s happening in the news?” “Alexa, what’s 
the capital of Burkina Faso?” (It’s Ouagadougou in case you are curious.) 
 
Interestingly, the more we got in the habit of asking Alexa to relieve the itch of 
uncertainty, the more we began to associate the device with other internal 
triggers. For example, we hate the feeling we might forget to put something 
we need on our shopping list. The fear of forgetting is an internal trigger 
prompting us to tell Alexa to add an item to our list whenever we run out of 
something around the house.”392  

 
As explained above, the secret to the success of Eyal’s approach is that the triggers (and the 
hooks in general) must be simple and as immediate as possible. Users of IPHAs don’t need a 
significant and deep reason to use them: convenience, laziness, or boredom are excellent 
triggers in and of themselves. The simplicity of the vocal interface contributes to transforming 
using the IPHA into an unselfconscious behaviour and therefore into a habit. Actions, as 
explained above, are prompted to relieve the necessity associated with the trigger. In order 
to do so, they have to be easy and convenient to carry out. The vocal interface offers an 
extremely convenient and simple way to carry out an action. Let’s take the example quoted 
above of adding something to the shopping list; the author compares how convenient it is to 
use the list function of Alexa compared to the ‘to do’ list app on his phone: 
 

“consider the number of steps required to add an item to our family’s to-do list 
through an iPhone versus the Echo: 
 
To do app on iPhone: 
Locate phone (this may involve many more steps depending on how forgetful I 
am that day) 
Unlock phone 
Locate and open our to do app 
Navigate to the appropriate to-do list (I have many to do lists) 
Tap “Add a to do” 

 
391 Andres Toxboe, ‘Nir Eyal: Trigger Users’ Actions and Reward Them to Build Habits’ (UI Patterns, 3 June 
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in Chapter I, as they share many design features. 
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Type the name of task 
Tap “Done” to save the to do 
Put away phone 
 
Amazon Echo: 
Be anywhere near an Alexa-enabled device (in our home, that’s just about 
everywhere except the front yard) 
Speak the words, “Alexa, add ________ to our To Do list” 
Relish the feeling you are living in the future”393.  

 
While the comparison made by the author might be a little exaggerated, the last line of the 
quote above also sheds light on the mechanism of reward that constitutes the third stage of 
the Hook approach.  
IPHAs provide a variable reward (the completion of the task requested). Rewards are variable 
because they present subtle differences: think of the unexpected quirky answers, the jokes, 
the different search results, or even the errors!394 Interaction is also a reward in and of itself. 
Overall, the positive experience with an interaction with IPHAs satisfy the users, while the 
unexpected elements lying in the different ways in which a task is carried out, as well as the 
possibility for unexpected behaviours (such as jokes or silly answers) leave the user yearning 
for more. It is as simple as that, because even though these design features aim at forming 
habits of use and engagement, they move from simple mechanisms and premises.   
IPHAs prompt actions, as users keep using the devices, downloading more apps, buying more 
connected products, and investing in the device. By using the IPHA, users also passively share 
more personal data: 
 

“Alexa is also collecting investment from each user in a more passive form. 
According to the company, “The more you talk to Alexa, the more it adapts to 
your speech patterns, vocabulary, and personal preferences.” Alexa gets 
smarter with use and will soon be able to differentiate who is talking and cater 
replies to each individual user needs. 
 
Through hundreds of interactions and tiny user investments, Alexa begins to 
customize itself to each individual's preferences. In the future, the device could 
learn you like to listen to your local news update in the morning while making 
breakfast and ask if you’d like to place a refill order of Nespresso pods after a 
certain number of days since your last Amazon order. It could also proactively 
load the next “external trigger” by asking you if you’d like to know the day’s 
sports scores when it hears you come home from work”395 [emphasis added]. 

 
Here lies another element of the Hook cycle applied by IPHAs: their usage generates data 
which, for certain producers (such as Google) plays an important role in the business model 
of the device. At the same time, IPHAs are positioned in the realm of unselfconscious actions, 
the home, and are capable of blend in, becoming an unselfconscious habit themselves.  

 
393 ibid. 
394 Darren Austin, ‘This Is How Amazon’s Alexa Hooks You’ <https://www.invisionapp.com/inside-
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The Hooks model applied to the design of IPHAs enhances the Autonomy Trap and the loop 
of consumption and production, because IPHAs are embedded in the home, where individuals 
are already prone to form habits and carry out actions unwarily.  
 
Eyal’s Hook Canvas, if applied to IPHAs (and to Alexa in particular following the example used 
above), would look as follows: 
 

 
Figure 3.7c: How Eyal applies the “Hook Canvas” to Alexa.396 
 
The habits formed by IPHAs are not neutral: they are infused with the business model of the 
producers of these devices. In the case of Alexa, for instance, although its business model is 
not clear yet (see Chapter I), online purchasing on the Amazon platforms play indeed a role. 
Going back to the example of the shopping list quoted above, the hook exercised by Alexa on 
their owners goes in the direction of simplifying online purchases: “In addition to helping form 
a habit, regular use increases the chance of making a purchase on Amazon. A 2016 Experian 
study found that 45.3% of Echo users reported having used the device at least once to add an 
item to their shopping list while 32.1% reported completing a transaction through the 
device”397. 
Business interests and market mechanisms enter the home and attach themselves to its very 
design through the presence of IPHAs, masked as tools to simplify and streamline our lives, 
rationalizing our time and actions.  
 
As a result of the fact that their persuasive capabilities aim at increasing the use of the devices 
and, consequently, the sharing of data, the involuntary consequences (loss of control over the 
home environment, loss of agency, and changes in the private sphere) also increase or 
accelerate.  
The reactions of the users are exploited and commodified, turned into an addiction. Because 
they are designed as ‘hooks’, IPHAs entertain with their users an emotional transaction.398 
The commodification of this emotional transaction contributes to the erosion of the home in 
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its emotional connection with the private sphere. The vocal interaction plays an important 
role in how IPHAs achieve their status of Social Actors, in how they hook their users into 
forming habits. Let’s see how and what that implies.  
 
“Alexa, who am I?”  
In their role as Voice-Based Social Actors, IPHAs can influence behaviours and habits, as is 
shown above. However, their influence can reach even deeper. Technology doesn’t only 
change behaviours but also operates at the underlying moral level. People act based on the 
meaning things have for them (a meaning negotiated with society)399. This is affected by 
technology, because technology mediates the moral perceptions and, consequently, the 
moral decisions of individuals.400 As media, technological devices co-shape with their users 
the moral attributes of the environment in which they operate. This is evident in certain 
technologies: for instance, pre-birth scanning and diagnosis can influence the moral 
perceptions and, consequently, the decisions of future parents.401 Another example can be 
how contraception has contributed to separate sexuality and reproduction, influencing a 
change of perspectives on homosexual relationships.402 
Technology co-shapes moral perceptions and decisions because it can mediate the way values 
are ascribed to the environment. Values are, in fact, malleable and negotiated by individuals 
based on their interaction with the context (communities, objects and the way they are 
designed, the natural environment, and so on). The process of shaping and re-shaping of 
values that occurs through and around technology is dynamic.403 This dynamism implies that 
while technology is designed and used based on some underlying values, at the same time it 
also affects the way such values are conceptualised and constructed. It also affects how those 
values are applied onto the world.  
 
Values are at the same time the premise and the result of the interaction among individuals, 
technology, and the environment: “technologies as the mediators of moral routines within 
human–technology–world relations. According to this view, technologies not only disrupt but 
also enable and re- affirm values, challenging or stabilizing the existing moral understandings 
and enabling the new ones”. 404 The mediation of technology in ascribing values and 
elaborating moral decisions can be an involuntary effect of it (as would be the case of 
contraception mentioned above). It can also be the consequence of the fact that the 
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<http://purl.org/utwente/doi/10.3990/1.9789036547444> accessed 28 January 2020. 
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perception that users have of a technology is influenced (co-shaped) by the corporation 
behind it.405 
 
The role of technology as mediator of the values ascribed to reality brings those values under 
the spotlight: “Emerging technologies, and the accompanying promises and concerns, can rob 
moral routines of their self- evident invisibility and turn them into topics for discussion, 
deliberation, modification, reassertion”406. These effects of technological mediation of reality 
often have as results subtle, smaller changes, and as such are often considered impossible to 
regulate.407  
  
The voluntary and involuntary influences of IPHAs can translate to a moral level. By ‘hijacking’ 
part of the mutual shaping process that is at the basis of how individuals construct the 
concepts of ‘self’ and ‘other’, 408 IPHAs can transitively affect how we negotiate the private 
sphere. Interacting with IPHAs can influence the values we assign to the private sphere, the 
privateness and privacy.409  
 
While all of the above can be ascribed to many technologies, two things make IPHAs 
particularly significant in this regard. Their positioning within the very core of the private 
sphere, the home, and the fact that they deploy Natural Language Interface.  
The home is the ‘moral nexus’ through which the fundamental rights of individuals find legal 
protection. By mediating how individuals attribute values to the home, IPHAs can significantly 
interfere on the co-shaping of the moral attributes of the private sphere and, ultimately, of 
the fundamental rights protected by the home.  
 
The role of IPHAs as mediator of reality is enhanced by the vocal interaction. 
Vocal interaction has many positive effects, above all that it is intuitive and easier for humans 
to use. Vocal interaction comes, in fact, more spontaneous than digiting and requires less 
adaptation (especially for children and elderlies)410.  
The possibility to have a conversation with IPHAs can act as a catalyst of the process of their 
antropomorphisation, as discovered by Nass and Steuer during the experiments that led to 
them formulating their theories of ethopoeia and C.A.S.A. (Computers as Social Actors).  
According to their theory, “a minimal set of characteristics associated with humans provides 
sufficient cues to encourage users to exhibit behaviours and make attributions toward 
computers that are considered appropriate only when directed at other humans” [emphasis 
in original]411.  

 
405 Kudina and Verbeek (n 402) 10. 
406 Tsjalling Swierstra and Arie Rip, ‘Nano-Ethics as NEST-Ethics: Patterns of Moral Argumentation About New 

and Emerging Science and Technology’ (2007) 1 NanoEthics 3, 6. 
407 Kudina and Verbeek (n 402). 
408 Hildebrandt (n 362).  
409 In this regard, the study performed on Google Glass and the values assigned to privacy shows the effect 

that AI powered technologies can have: Kudina and Verbeek (n 402). 
410 George Anders, ‘Amazon’s Alexa Is a Bet That in the Future We Will Be Talking to Our Computers’ [2017] 

MIT Technology Review <https://www.technologyreview.com/s/608571/alexa-understand-me/> accessed 27 

February 2020; Bereznak (n 43). 
411 Clifford Nass and others, ‘Anthropomorphism, Agency, and Ethopoeia: Computers as Social Actors’, CHI ’93 

(1993) 111. 
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These attributions were verified via an experiment conducted using different voices and 
attitudes coming from computers. The experiment highlighted how different voices were 
automatically associated to different ‘selves’ by humans, even though these latter were 
aware that a computer was talking.  
This tendency of associating human attitudes and intentions to machines, based on vocal 
interaction, was named by Nass and colleagues ethopoeia.  
Ethopoeia was linked by Nass and Brave to the possibility of several forms of persuasion. It 
was also connected to different kinds of emotional responses in humans (such as a sense of 
safety when the voice is female and talks in a calm manner)412.  
 
In simpler words, the circumstance that we talk to IPHAs accelerates the tendency to see 
them as humans and elevates them to the status of our peers (thanks to certain mechanisms 
highlighted by Fogg too, see above):  

“When we converse with our personal assistants, we bring them closer to our 
own level. Gifted with the once uniquely human power of speech, Alexa, Google 
Assistant, and Siri have already become greater than the sum of their parts. 
They’re software, but they’re more than that, just as human consciousness is 
an effect of neurons and synapses but is more than that. Their speech makes 
us treat them as if they had a mind. “The spoken word proceeds from the 
human interior, and manifests human beings to one another as conscious 
interiors, as persons,” the late Walter Ong wrote in his classic study of oral 
culture, Orality and Literacy. These secretarial companions may be faux-
conscious nonpersons, but their words give them personality and social 
presence.”413 

 
This is not to say that every human responds to voice interaction in the same way, or that 
humanity is destined to be ‘bossed around’ by Alexa, Siri, or Google Assistant. The range of 
reactions to very realistic and carefully designed Natural Language Interaction can vary, and 
some humans might find it inconsequential, uncanny, uncomfortable, or even annoying.  
What is notable, however, is that voice interaction is a vehicle for emotional connection 
among humans, through the words but also through the prosody, the mix of pronunciation, 
voiceprint, and so on. When that emotional and psychological mechanism is projected onto 
machines, voice interaction can create emotional connections also between a human and a 
machine, generating intimacy.414 This intimacy can be exploited for marketing purposes.415 It 
is still unclear if the fact that IPHAs are often able of mimicking human voice to an impressive 
degree increases their efficiency in creating an emotional connection. If it does, the capability 
of IPHAs to be recognised as peers by the humans using them might be even more significant. 
The hypothesis has also been put forward that a machine’s capability to learn independently 

 
412 Clifford Nass and Scott Brave, Wired for Speech. How Voice Activates and Advances the Human-Computer 
Relationship (The MIT Press 2005). 
413 Shulevitz (n 337). 
414 ibid. 
415 Even with text-based chatbots, using various cues can induce higher level of antropormophisation. This, in 

turn, contributes to higher levels of disclosure in humans, which share more intimates details even though 

they are privacy-aware individuals. See Carolin Ischen and others, ‘Privacy Concerns in Chatbot Interactions’ in 

Asbjørn Følstad and others (eds), Chatbot Research and Design, vol 11970 (Springer International Publishing 

2020) <http://link.springer.com/10.1007/978-3-030-39540-7_3> accessed 15 February 2021. 
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contributes to make them more persuasive than other technologies. The reason behind this 
appears to be that individuals generally associate machines with low levels of autonomy, and 
therefore tend to follow instructions coming from machines only under specific 
circumstances (unlike instructions coming from other humans). If, however, a machine 
displays a level of autonomy more similar or even comparable to humans, then individuals 
assume they might have a reason for acting in a certain way, and this makes the machine 
more persuasive.416 
 

Mediation of reality, voice interaction, and the female persona of IPHAs 
 
IPHAs are predominantly assigned a female name, voice and persona (with the notable 
exception of Google Assistant whose default setting is female but presents a male 
alternative too). This is a precise design and marketing choice, that follows the popular idea 
that a female robot would be perceived as less threatening: a female voice with a calm, 
happy tone would be non-threatening, more pleasant, and induce a better predisposition 
into the users.417 
 
Noticing a trend in the questions asked by users, the teams that develop the personality of 
the three IPHAs (and in particular Alexa and Siri) have included among the pre-programmed 
range of answers also some addressing the gender and sex of the IPHAs, as well as replies 
to insults, requests of marriage, declarations of love, and other interactions heavily relating 
to the IPHAs’ gender. As highlighted in the table below, the answers are mostly deflective 
or even flirtatious, and often make use of a superficial form of sarcasm or are veiled by 
apparent neutrality. 
 

 

 
416 Tae Woo Kim and Adam Duhachek, ‘Artificial Intelligence and Persuasion: A Construal-Level Account’ (2020) 

31 Psychological Science 363. 
417 Nóra Ni Loideain and Rachel Adams, ‘From Alexa to Siri and the GDPR: The Gendering of Virtual Personal 

Assistants and the Role of Data Protection Impact Assessments’ (2020) 36 Computer Law & Security Review 

105366. 
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Figure 3.7d: common responses of Alexa, Cortana, and Siri to questions concerning their female nature or 

gender-oriented insults and remarks.418 

 
In addition to that, IPHAs are presented and marketed as assistants, that is, a subordinate 
role of aid and support to the users and the family/household in general. In their role, they 
maintain a calm and supportive tone, using praises and giving encouragements. These are 
strategies aiming at increasing their persuasive capability. As pointed out by Fogg, in 
interacting with machines humans respond well to social roles (in particular submissive 
ones) and praises that create positive feelings in the users.419 
 
These design solutions might appear at first glance innocuous and even smart. However, 
feminist theory helps pointing out some deeply problematic aspects. These design choices 
create the image of the IPHA as a docile female assistant, that does not get upset when 
insulted, or for an inappropriate remark, but replies deflecting, flirting, funnily. They 
perpetrate a certain expectation about how women should behave – especially vis-à-vis 
men – and reiterate the tendency of associating support roles with women, for instance as 
caregivers, organizers, assistants or secretaries.420  
 
As mediators of the process of attribution of moral value to reality, IPHAs reinstate the 
stereotype of women as subjugated, docile carers. Their behavioural design features 
perpetrate an image of women that feeds indirect discriminatory practices. IPHAs can 
influence how their users see women, what value and role in society they see fit for them. 
Over time, IPHAs’ design might contribute to systemic harm and discrimination of women, 
perpetrating ideas of what role suits women better, what behaviours are acceptable in 
women. A systemic view on the effects of the interaction of IPHAs with individuals is 
necessary to analyse what can happen in the future: the more popular they become, the 
more children interact with them from a young age, the higher the risk of societal harm.421  
 

 
As affirmed by Socrates over two thousand years ago, conversating and dialoguing makes 
both parties change. Now that we are capable of dialoguing with IPHAs, we know that IPHAs 
are influenced in their learning by the content and form of human language, but how is that 
going to change us?  
 
Artificial Intelligence revolves entirely around creating a human-like intelligence, and possibly 
even going further. Computers have often been described as brains, robots have been 
antropomorphed, algorithms are pushed to become similar to our multitasking, multipurpose 
brains.  
However, by using and interacting with machines, humans have changed their behaviours to 
deeper and deeper levels. For this reason, while we push machines to become more similar 

 
418 ibid 3. 
419 Fogg and Fogg (n 371). 
420 Rachel Adams and Nóra Ní Loideáin, ‘Addressing Indirect Discrimination and Gender Stereotypes in AI 

Virtual Personal Assistants: The Role of International Human Rights Law’ (2019) 8 Cambridge International Law 

Journal 241. 
421 ibid. 
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to us, we might also shorten the distance between men and machine, by starting to interpret 
the world like a machine would do.422  
In the end, and especially due to the catalyst capabilities of the vocal interface, we might find 
ourselves meeting half-way with IPHAs. However, IPHAs show us the world that their parent 
companies want us to see. Or, at the very least the world that their algorithms think we want 
to see. IPHAs are only capable of showing us the world in the way their algorithms interpret 
it. Sometimes, however, algorithms are wrong: sometimes they think a cat is guacamole423, 
or they think dolphins can live in the desert424. Who will we believe, then, the next time an 
IPHA tells us the cat is guacamole? Our own brains, or IPHAs’ credibility and ‘intelligence’?  
 

* 
Recap of the main elements emerging from profiling with regard to the Voice-Based Social 
Actors: 

- IPHAs are designed to persuade users to use them and carry out certain behaviours: 
they are Social Actors with enhanced persuasion skills due to, among others, their vocal 
interaction (Voice-Based Social Actors). 

- As Voice-Based Social Actors, IPHAs can have a high level of persuasion on several 
aspects of our daily lives (since they are also designed to carry out several tasks and 
have a wide range of capabilities). 

- Embedding Voice-Based Social Actors inside the very design and physical structure of 
the home, through the network of interconnected IoT devices, changes the attributes 
of the home. This, in turn, affects the private sphere and the identity of the individuals 
inhabiting it. Statistics and research concerning the habits of the users of the main 
IPHA models confirm that some changes in the behaviour already occurred, especially 
in the more frequent and intense users.  

- A glimpse into how this change can occur is given by the philosophical theory of 
mediation of technology. Technologies co-shape how values are ascribed to reality by 
individuals (either involuntarily or voluntarily). They operate at moral level. 
Consequently, technology mediates not only the relationships between humans and 
technology, but also the relationships among humans.  

- IPHAs mediate the way in which individuals ascribe value to their privateness and their 
homes. However IPHAs, like any technology, carry within them the values and interests 
of the companies that design, develop, and produce them. This circumstance translates 
into an insertion of corporate and business values within the moral interpretation of 
the private sphere of individuals.  

How these elements interact with the legal protection of the private sphere, and with the 
GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation more in particular, is the object of analysis of chapter VII.  
 

 
422 Frischmann and Selinger (n 265). 
423 Mark Kaufman, ‘MIT Fooled Google’s AI into Believing a Cat Was Guacamole’ (Mashable) 

<https://mashable.com/2017/11/02/mit-researchers-fool-google-ai-program/> accessed 20 July 2020. 
424 This is an example posted on the 15th of July 2020 on the blog AI Weirdness by programmer and writer 

Janelle Shane (blog post available at: https://tmblr.co/ZP7VLsYdHQGK0u01). Other examples of mistakes and 

weird sentences made by Machine Learning algorithms can be found on her blog and in her book: ‘AI 

Weirdness’ (AI Weirdness) <https://aiweirdness.com> accessed 20 July 2020; Janelle Shane, You Look Like a 
Thing and I Love You (Voracious 2019). 
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3.8 Conclusions 
Building upon theories borrowed from several disciplines, I have presented in this Chapter III 
a conceptual framework, elaborated with the purpose of analyzing what happens to the 
construction, understanding, and semantics of the private sphere once IPHAs are introduced 
in it.  
The conceptual framework represents a hypothesis and an abstract representation of 
changes in the home’s attributions that could derive from IPHAs. The attributions are grouped 
around three main dimensions: Passive Sharing, Decontextualised home and Interdependent 
Privacy, and Voice-Based Social Actors.  
 
With Passive Sharing I have designated an alteration of the relationship between individuals 
and the home due to an interference between perceived control over the private sphere and 
the sharing of information outside of it, and the reality. IPHAs and their digital ecosystem of 
devices, with their constant collection and cloud processing, create fluxes of information 
going inside and outside of the home. This can, in turn, translate into either a perception of 
crowding, that is of an undesired lowering of the control level exercised on the home (for 
instance when, aware of an Amazon Echo or Google Home listening, a person prefers to avoid 
discussing certain topics), or to a complete misrepresentation of the control effectively 
exercised (for example in case a person is not aware that a security camera records them 
based on movements sensors when going to drink a glass of water at night in their own 
kitchen). Both scenarios are the result of the fact that the home is a place where individuals, 
thanks to appropriation and personalization, can afford pre-reflective behaviours, which are 
assumed to be hidden from the outside world. As a consequence of Passive Sharing, the line 
between offline and online dimensions is blurred, the home becomes more permeable 
(whether individuals are aware of it or not), the behaviours of individuals become the object 
of rationalization and commodification tendencies due to the technologies introduced in it 
(which perpetrate stances of optimization or efficiency, like multitasking, as well as market-
based interests) and the emotional tie connecting individuals to it is eroded. Passive Sharing 
facilitates the disclosure and observation of data from the individuals inhabiting the home, 
contributing to the datafitcation of their identities.  
 
Once the information is ‘passively’ shared by individuals and collected by the IPHAs, they are 
processed using different machine learning techniques, in order to obtain information. New 
data are inferred, to be used to carry out the tasks requested to the IPHAs, to increase their 
learning capabilities, and to create additional sources of profit for producers and third parties. 
Following techniques of classification and clustering, in particular, the partial identities of 
different, often distant, individuals are aggregated together to form profiles, based on specific 
commercial or non-commercial purposes. Since multiple profiles for multiple purposes can be 
associated to the same individual, the constant data processing of IPHAs results in the 
introduction of the private sphere of individuals into a complex informational structure, a 
network, in which individuals (and their private spheres) are presented by mere nodes. This 
informational structure is represented by Figure 3.4bis above. The figure helps representing 
a change in the semantics of the home, whose essence is simplified and stripped of its 
attributions, until it becomes a mere node in the matrix, and in which mathematical rules, 
instead of social ones, become normative. When personal data leave the home and are used 
for profiling, there is a conflict between the expectations and norms existing in the home, and 
the rules that have normativeness in the context of profiling. Furthermore, it emerges how 
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the nodes – the private sphere of individuals – are not only influenced by the profiles they are 
part of, they also influence the network itself. This, in turn, can offer the conceptual basis to 
justify regulatory interventions aiming at distributing the liability deriving from undesired 
consequences on the entire group (profile) or even on the entire matrix, opening the way for 
a less abstract consideration of a collective dimension of the private sphere, and its 
protection.   
 
Finally, the third dimension of the conceptual framework focuses on the changes in the 
construction and understanding of the very concepts of privateness and private sphere, 
following the mediation and influences of IPHAs. IPHAs are designed to be Social Actors, that 
is, to have significant persuasive capabilities on the individuals using them. Through 
behavioural design and some deriving design techniques, they ‘hook’ individuals and become 
a habit, constantly increasing the engagement of the users. In their role as tools, media, and 
social actors, in fact, IPHAs contribute to mediate the way in which individuals associate 
meanings to the reality surrounding them. At the same time, the process of construction of 
meaning and identification of otherness contributes to the construction of the very identity 
of individuals, and of their self. Consequently, IPHAs are capable of affecting the way 
individuals understand the world around them, their private sphere and their identity. I have 
called this set of attributes Voice-Based Social Actors. In this context, the diffusion of the vocal 
interface might even act as a catalyst, bridging the distance between humans and IPHAs, until 
both converge into a commonly constructed and interpreted middle point. In fewer words, 
while we plan to make IPHAs more and more similar to us, using IPHAs is also making us more 
and more similar to them.  
 
Thanks to this conceptual framework I have identified possible shifts in the traditional 
conception of the private sphere and of the role of the home in preserving the privateness of 
individuals (see the visual summary in the next page). However, it has been pointed out in the 
previous chapter how the legal protection of both the home and the private sphere of 
individuals has been developing in the last century, and even more in the last few decades, 
based on certain axioms, such as that of the opposition between public and private, and that 
of isolation as synonym of control and protection. It is now time to move forward to Part II, 
to assess whether the existing European legislation devoted to the protection of the private 
sphere, and in particular the General Data Protection Regulation and the proposal for e-
Privacy Regulation, are capable of accommodating the shifts described with Passive Sharing, 
Decontextualised home and Interdependent Privacy, and Voice-Based Social Actors, and to 
what extent.  
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Visual overview of the conceptual framework
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PART II – The interaction between IPHAs and the European legal 
protection of personal data 

 
“… Writing labels was always the hard part of magic, as far as she was concerned” 

Terry Pratchett – Equal Rites 
 
 
Part II analyses the existing European Union’s secondary legislation dealing with the 
protection of personal data, and how it applies to IPHAs.  
 
Chapter IV opens this Part II. It briefly introduces the regime of protection of the private 
sphere and personal data granted by the EU Charter and ECHR, as well as the GDPR, the e-
Privacy Directive and the reforming proposal for an e-Privacy Regulation. The relationship 
between the GDPR and the e-Privacy Directive/Regulation is also explained to clarify why the 
two bodies of law are analysed together. The chapter also offers an overview of those 
definitions, principles, and concepts necessary to the subsequent analysis.  
 
Chapters V and VI analyse how the most significant provisions of the GDPR and e-Privacy 
Regulation apply to IPHAs and their functioning. I do not analyse the provisions following the 
numeric order of the GDPR and e-Privacy regulation. Since the interactions among IPHAs, the 
home, and its inhabitants can be seen as an ecosystem, I have chosen an ecological approach: 
the provisions are analysed based on the sections and on the interactions among the 
elements composing the ecosystem (see paragraph 4.5 below).  
 
In those chapters, particular attention is given to the following provisions:  

- the principle of transparency, the information to be provided to users, and the privacy 
policies of the main models of IPHAs;  

- consent under both the GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation;  
- the principles of purpose limitation and data minimization;  
- the role of the owner of an IPHA as possible controller with regard to the data of 

guests;  
- the relationship of joint control or controller-processor between producers of IPHAs 

and app developers;  
- the regulation of unsolicited communications (spam and automatic callers);  
- the restrictions to automated decisions and profiling; 
- data protection by design and by default (and security).  

 
These provisions have been selected because they are directly and immediately relevant, 
based on the technology behind IPHAs and on how they are used. Analysing how these 
provisions apply to IPHAs contributes to answering the core question of this research, 
concerning how the private sphere is protected in relation to the presence of these devices.425 
 

 
425 Other provisions of the GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation might also be of interest, for instance those 

concerning cookies, the risk impact assessment or the presence of a data protection officer. However, these 

provisions are only indirectly connected to this research, since they mostly interest the organization of 

companies, or refer to technologies that can interact with IPHAs. They are not of immediate relevance, and 

their analysis requires information that are often not disclosed by developers and producers. 
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The legal analysis provided herein stands on its own, but it is not meant to be seen as a self-
referential work. The analysis is conceptually and teleologically connected to the conceptual 
framework provided in Part I. The effects of IPHAs on the private sphere identified under 
Passive Sharing, the Decontextualised Home and Interdependent Privacy effects of profiling, 
and Voice-Based Social Actors emerge throughout the legal analysis, in connection with 
concrete examples of the use and functioning of IPHAs.  
These emerging elements represent the points of contact between the theory presented in 
Part I, the reality of the daily use of IPHAs, and the existing applicable legal provisions analysed 
in Part II. They highlight the necessity to assess what happens when the legal framework 
intersects with the shifts in the conceptualization of the private sphere provoked by the 
presence of IPHAs. In the final chapter, these points of contact will be explored, together with 
the possible shortcomings, frictions, and areas of interventions.  
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Chapter IV – The legal protection of the private sphere in the 
European Union 

 
4.1 Introduction 
The protection of the private sphere, in the context of the European Union, is embedded into 
a multitude of legal provisions. The private sphere, as outlined in the previous chapters, is a 
complex construction, consisting of multiple concepts, with a set of context-related values 
and attributes. The private sphere emerges from the constant negotiation of boundaries 
between individuals and the community.  
 
It is, therefore, inevitable that its complexity translates into a broad variety of legal provisions 
which, directly or indirectly, aim at protecting one or more aspects of the private sphere. 
Technological developments also add complexity, since new technologies might pose new 
threats to the private sphere, and as such might introduce the necessity for the application of 
old and/or new legal protections.  
It is against this elaborate background that two main legal concepts have been outlined in the 
past decades at European Union level: privacy and personal data. Both play a fundamental 
role in the protection of the private sphere and are the focus of multiple legal instruments. 
Provisions protecting privacy and personal data are contained in article 8 ECHR, article 17 
ICCPR, and articles 7 and 8 of the EU Charter. These fundamental right provisions are 
actualized by secondary legislation, which includes two main pieces of EU legislation: the 
General Data Protection Regulation and the e-Privacy Directive (currently undergoing a 
reform with the e-Privacy Regulation proposal). How both apply to IPHAs is the object of this 
chapter.  
So far, the relationship between IPHAs and EU privacy and data protection secondary 
legislation has not been the object of any in-depth analysis, but only of more general 
reflections. This chapter and the ones following go beyond the existing literature, offering a 
cohesive, organic and detailed analysis. IPHAs are here dissected under the lenses of 
individual provisions and of the system of the GDPR and e-Privacy Directive/Regulation in its 
entirety.  
Chapter IV has the purpose to contextualise the legal analysis carried out by chapters V and 
VI. It begins by offering a brief overview of the primary legislative tools for the protection of 
privacy and personal data: article 8 of the ECHR and articles 7 and 8 of the EU Charter. These 
fundamental rights provisions represent the hierarchical sources for the GDPR and e-Privacy 
Regulation and contain many of the concepts and terms that are at the core of these 
regulations. Subsequently, this chapter offers a reconstruction of the origins and evolution of 
the secondary legislation concerning data protection, culminating with a brief explanation of 
those articles and definitions of the GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation that are necessary to 
understand the analysis in the following chapters. Chapter IV is concluded by a description of 
the ecological approach that has been used to organize the legal analysis, based on the 
ecosystem created within the home by IPHAs and the connected IoT devices. 
 
4.2 The protection of personal data in the primary legislation of the European Union 
The protection of the ‘privateness’ of the private sphere in the European Union takes the form 
of, among others, articles 7 and 8 of the EU Charter, respectively dedicated to privacy and 
personal data protection. These provisions substantially correspond, for the most part, to 
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article 8 of the ECHR, establishing the right to the protection of private and family life and 
correspondence. In line with the coordinating provision of article 52(3) of the EU Charter, 
therefore: “In so far as this Charter contains rights which correspond to rights guaranteed by 
the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the meaning 
and scope of those rights shall be the same as those laid down by the said Convention” (unless 
a more extensive protection is provided by the EU Charter). In other words, those rights 
established by the EU Charter that have corresponding rights in the ECHR, should be 
interpreted based on the meaning and scope ascribed to them by the ECHR, both ratione 
personae and ratione materiae. The interpretation given to these rights should not be limited 
to the text of the ECHR but should also include the case-law of the ECtHR, due to the dynamic 
interpretation of the ECHR as a “living instrument” that has prevailed since the 1970s.426 This 
also implies that the case-law relating to art. 8 ECHR applies within the EU too and informs 
the decisions of the CJEU. The provisions of the ECHR serve as a minimum threshold for 
protection, while the EU Charter or the Member States might offer a high level of protection. 
Furthermore, the decisions of the ECtHR function as “highly persuasive” 427 sources for the 
CJEU. Seen side-by-side, the substantial (and often times also textual) convergence of art. 7 
EU Charter (with the limitations established by art. 52 EU Charter) and art. 8 ECHR emerges 
clearly. The interpretation of art. 7 of the EU Charter, therefore, needs to be done looking at 
the scope and meaning of art. 8 ECHR and its case-law, too.  
 

EC Charter ECHR 
Article 7 – Respect for private and family life 
 

Everyone has the right to respect for his or 
her private and family life, home and 

communications. 
 

Article 52 – Scope and interpretation of rights 
and principles 

 
1. Any limitation on the exercise of the rights 

and freedoms recognised by this Charter 
must be provided for by law and respect the 

essence of those rights and freedoms. Subject 
to the principle of proportionality, limitations 
may be made only if they are necessary and 
genuinely meet objectives of general interest 

recognised by the Union or the need to 
protect the rights and freedoms of others. 

 

Article 8 – Right to respect for private and 
family life 
 
1. Everyone has the right to respect for his 

private and family life, his home and his 
correspondence. 

 
2. There shall be no interference by a 

public authority with the exercise of this 
right except such as is in accordance with 
the law and is necessary in a democratic 

society in the interests of national security, 
public safety or the economic well-being of 
the country, for the prevention of disorder 

or crime, for the protection of health or 
morals, or for the protection of the rights 

and freedoms of others. 
 

  

 
426 Allan Rosas and others (eds), The Court of Justice and the Construction of Europe: Analyses and Perspectives 
on Sixty Years of Case-Law = La Cour de Justice et La Construction de l’Europe: Analyses et Perspectives de 
Soixante Ans de Jurisprudence (Asser Press 2013). 
427 Laurence R Helfer, ‘Redesigning the European Court of Human Rights: Embeddedness as a Deep Structural 

Principle of the European Human Rights Regime’ (2008) 19 European Journal of International Law 125, 137. 
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Similarly, art. 8 of the EU Charter shows substantial convergence with the Council of Europe’s 
Convention 108 for the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal 
data428, which is the tool used by the ECtHR, together with art. 8 of the ECHR, when deciding 
on matters of data protection.  
 

EC Charter ECHR -> Convention 108 
Article 8 – Protection of 
Personal Data 
 

1. Everyone has the right to 
the protection of personal 

data concerning him or her. 
 

2. Such data must be 
processed fairly for specified 
purposes and on the basis of 

the consent of the 
person concerned or some 
other legitimate basis laid 
down by law. Everyone has 
the right of access to data 
which has been collected 

concerning him or her, and 
the right to have it rectified. 

 
3. Compliance with these 
rules shall be subject to 

control by an independent 
authority. 

 

Article 5 – Legitimacy of data processing 
and quality of data 
 
1. Data processing shall be proportionate in relation to the 
legitimate purpose pursued and reflect at all stages of the 
processing a fair balance between all interests concerned, 
whether public or private, and the rights and freedoms at 

stake. 
2. Each Party shall provide that data processing can be 

carried out on the basis of the free, specific, informed and 
unambiguous consent of the data subject or of some other 

legitimate basis laid down by law. 
3. Personal data undergoing processing shall be processed 

lawfully. 
4. Personal data undergoing processing shall be: 
a. processed fairly and in a transparent manner; 
b. collected for explicit, specified and legitimate 

purposes and not processed in a way incompatible with 
those purposes; further processing for archiving purposes 

in the public interest, scientific or historical research 
purposes or statistical purposes is, subject to appropriate 

safeguards, compatible with those purposes; 
c. adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the 

purposes for which they are processed; 
d. accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; 
e. preserved in a form which permits identification 

of data subjects for no longer than is necessary for the 
purposes for which those data are processed. 

 
The combination of these provisions grants the private sphere protection from multiple 
angles: private life, family life, home, communications/correspondence429, informational 
dymension (personal data). The interpretation of each term (private life, family life, home, 
personal data, etc) that has been offered by the ECtHR and the CJEU has contributed bringing 
to the surface several facets of the private sphere, with an eye to both the necessity of 
individuals to cut a space for themselves from the public dimension, and the necessity for 
relational development and emotional ties of individuals.  

 
428 See n. 497 below. 
429 In the EU Charter the term ‘communications’ was preferred over ‘correspondence’ because, following the 

technological advancements, it indicates not only paper letters, but also digital and instant forms of 

communications. See Official Journal of the European Union, ‘Explanations Relating to the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights [2007/C 303/02]’. 
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In dealing with the cases brought before it, the ECtHR (and, in a similar fashion, the CJEU) has 
developed a two-tier test430: first, it assesses whether the claims fall within the substantive 
scope of article 8 ECHR (if the claims concern the infringement of an aspect of the right to 
private and family life). If the claims fall within the scope, then the ECtHR assesses whether 
the infringement meets the requirements of art. 8(2), that is, if it is in accordance with the 
law and necessary in a democratic society (this latter including an evaluation of both necessity 
and proportionality). A similar test is operated by the CJEU too, based on articles 7 and 8 of 
the EU Charter for the substantive part, and on art. 52(1) for the requirements of lawfulness, 
necessity and proportionality that make a limitation431 of said rights acceptable. 
 
The substantive test: what belongs to private and family life? 
The case-law relating to art. 8 of the ECHR shows that the ECtHR has considered, in 
interpreting the terms ‘private life’, family life’ and ‘home’, several perspectives and aspects 
of the individual and relational dimensions.  
 
With regard to private life, the ECtHR acknowledges that while it is not possible to give an 
exhaustive definition, it would also be too limiting to only consider private life as a status of 
solitude.432 A restricted number of significant relations and social interactions (even in prison) 
also falls within private life, as does the sexual life of an individual (although with certain 
limitations, at least with regard to participating to crowded BDSM gatherings).433 This implies 
that if individuals are precluded from the unrestricted enjoyment of such aspects of life, there 
is an infringement of article 8 ECHR. Family ties also, naturally, fall within the social 
interactions comprised within ‘private life’, and family life is one of the dimensions expressly 
mentioned by art. 8 itself. In its dynamic interpretation of the ECHR as a living tool, the ECtHR 
has adopted an extended definition of family, which includes (among others) traditional 
marriage, same-sex marriage, de facto cohabitation, the relationship between parents and 
children outside of wedlock, the relationship between adopter and adoptee, the relationship 
between the children of an individual and the new partner of said individual, or between 
foster parents and children.434 Finally, even certain business relationships might fall within 
private life, as explained before.435 
 

 
430 Kilkelly (n 133). 
431 It should be pointed out that while the ECHR uses the word ‘infringements’, the European Union legislator 

has notably preferred to it the term ‘limitations’.  
432 As emerges from the combination of Niemietz v. Germany (n. 182) and Costello-Roberts v. The United 

Kingdom, Appl. nos 89-341-414/91, (ECtHR, 23rd February 1993). 
433 Dudgeon v. The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 7525/76 (ECtHR, 22nd October 1981); Laskey, Jaggard and Brown 

v The United Kingdom, Appl. nos 21627/93; 21628/93; 21974/93 (ECtHR, 19th February 1997); Kerkhoven v The 

Netherlands, Appl. no. 15666/89 (ECtHR, 19th May 1992); McFeeley et al v The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 

8317/78, [1981] 3 EHRR 161, [1984] ECHR 23.   
434 Berrehab v The Netherlands, Appl. no. 10730/84 (ECtHR, 21st June 1988); Marckx v Belgium, Appl. no. 
6833/74 (ECtHR, 13th June 1979); Johnston et al v Ireland, Appl. no. 9697/82 (ECtHR, 18th December 1986); 

Söderbäck v Sweden, Appl. no. 24484/94 (ECtHR, 28th October 1998). The case-law on the matter is extensive. 

For some excellent overviews, see Kilkelly (n 133); ECtHR, ‘Guide on Article 8 of the European Convention on 

Human Rights: Right to Respect for Private and Family Life, Home and Correspondence’ 8. 
435 Niemietz v. Germany (n. 182). 
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The ECtHR has also ruled about what activities fall within the definition of private life and 
which interventions of the public authority always amount to an interference with private life 
(although they might still pass the second part of the test concerning the requirements of 
lawfulness, necessity and proportionality). This is the case, for instance, of the covert 
interception of private communications. The nature of the content of the communication (i.e. 
whether the parties discussed matters that might be of public relevance, or connected to 
business) does not preclude their ‘priveteness’.436 Consequently, covert interception always 
amounts to an infringement (or limitation) of private life and communications.  
The ECtHR has also applied the protection of article 8 ECHR to those information and actions 
that enable individuals to develop their identity and personality. This implies that article 8 
protects the name of an individual, the possibility to obtain documents matching their new 
gender after gender-reassigning procedures, as well as the possibility to access publicly held 
archives to learn about the past of an applicant’s family.437 Moral and physical integrity, and 
the possibility to pursue justice for victims of (sexual) attacks are also granted the protection 
of article 8 ECHR.438  
The common denominator of this wide range of situations is the possibility for individuals to 
cultivate and protect their identity and personality: protecting physical and psychological 
integrity, enabling individuals to access public archives, or enabling them to have their gender 
and name respected are means to the same end, the protection of identity.  
 
The protection of private and family life and communications is also obtained by the ECtHR 
through the protection of the home. Home is defined by the ECtHR as the place where an 
individual lives, including only on a temporary basis.439 This definition prescinds from the 
notion of ownership, as the ECtHR has granted the protection of article 8 ECHR also in the 
case of rented dwellings, or de facto occupation. The protection granted to the home is 
justified by the ECtHR in the light of the special role occupied by the home for the personal 
security and the well-being of individuals.440 Three things are particularly significant in 
relation to this research: the scope of the respect granted to the home, the emotional aspect, 
and the way in which the ECtHR has solved those cases in which the boundaries between 
private and public blur.  
The respect for the home as one (possibly the) container of private life is not limited to the 
physical integrity of the home. Article 8 does not concern only a ‘subtractive’ aspect, that is, 
the idea that something is subtracted from the private life (whether it is control, access to 
information about the past, personal information, etc). Article 8 ECHR also includes the 
peaceful and unobstructed enjoyment of the home, free from nuisances such as noises, 
smoke, smells, pollution, and so on.441 The scope of art. 8 ECHR, therefore, also includes 
protection from the entrance inside the home of fluxes of material or immaterial nature 

 
436 A v France, Appl. no. 14838/89 (ECtHR, 23rd November 1993); Halford v The United Kingdom, Appl. no 

20605/92 (ECtHR, 25th June 1997).  
437 Gaskin v The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 10454/83 (ECtHR, 7th July 1989); Stjerna v Finland, Appl. no. 

18131/91 (ECtHR ,25th November 1994); B v France, Appl. no. 13343/87 (ECtHR, 25th March 1992).  
438 X & Y v. the Netherlands, App no 8978/80 (ECtHR, 26 March 1985). (n 175). 
439 Kilkelly (n 133). 
440 Tijmen HA Wisman, ‘The Quest for the Effective Protection of the Right to Privacy: On the Policy and 

Rulemaking Concerning Mandatory Internet of Things Systems in the European Union’ (Vrije Universiteit 

Amsterdam 2017). 
441 Moreno Gomez v Spain, Appl. no. 4143/02 (ECtHR, 16th November 2004); Powell and Rayner v The United 

Kingdom, Appl. no 9310/81 (ECtHR, 21st February 1990).  
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coming from the outside. As will be explained in this Part II, this approach is reflected in the 
provisions of the e-Privacy Regulation (and Directive) concerning unsolicited 
communications, such as direct marketing messages and calls, that impede or affect the 
peaceful enjoyment of the home (and consequently of the private sphere).  
The ECtHR has also affirmed that in order to identify whether a certain place falls within the 
definition of home, the emotional ties that an individual retains with it also play a role. If, for 
example, an individual purchases a holiday house with the intent to live in it permanently in 
the future and, in the meantime, rents it to someone else, the ties that the individual develops 
vis-à-vis that home are enough to grant the protection of article 8 ECHR.442 The approach 
adopted by the ECtHR is important. With this position, in fact, the court seems to take into 
consideration that the emotional connections that transform a house into the home play an 
important role for individuals in the enjoyment of their own private sphere, as pointed out in 
Part I. The protection of the private sphere, therefore, goes through the protection of the 
emotional ties connecting a dweller with the dwelling, to a certain extent. 
Finally, the ECtHR has acknowledged that it is not always possible to clearly identify the 
boundary between the private and public sphere. The most notable example is, in this sense, 
those places where individuals live but also carry out business and work activities. The 
position of the ECtHR is that the protection of article 8 ECHR can be granted to certain 
business premises, also in the light of the possible private or mixed nature of the activities 
carried out in them (for instance in the case of a home office, which is a relief if the reader 
considers that part of this work is written at home, during the 2020-2021 Sars-Covid-19 
pandemic). This position of the ECtHR is particularly valuable in the light of the theoretical 
framework of Part I. The possibility to retain control over the private sphere and to negotiate 
the boundaries between private and public spaces is, in fact, fundamental for individuals. The 
circumstance that some business or work activities are carried out inside the home (or, vice 
versa, that some personal activities are carried out in the workplace)443 risks to allow external 
interferences inside the private sphere. Like a trojan horse, the fact that there is a home office 
might create an aperture, for instance by offering an occasion to the public authority to surveil 
the private sphere of individuals. The ECtHR, in extending the protection of article 8 ECHR to 
some business premises, correctly limits this possibility.  
 
The informational dimension of private life: personal data protection in the ECHR 
As briefly mentioned above, the information about an individual also falls within article 8 
ECHR. In this sense, the scope of article 8 ECHR – thanks also to the combination of 
Convention 108 – includes personal data444. While the protection of personal data is not an 
autonomous right in the context of the ECHR, it is considered functional to the protection of 
private and family life and correspondence.445 On the contrary, in the EU Charter the 
separation between the protection of private and family life and of personal data is 
consolidated by the dichotomy of articles 7 and 8.  

 
442 Gillow v The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 9063/80 (ECtHR 24th November 1986). 
443 Niemietz v. Germany (n. 182). 
444 Please note that, with regard to personal data protection, the ECtHR uses the terminology and definitions of 

Convention 108 which, in turn, is also reproduced (with minor differences) in the GDPR. A more detailed 

analysis of the relevant terms can be found in this work in the paragraphs discussing the GDPR.  
445 ECtHR, ‘Guide to the Case-Law of the European Court of Human Rights: Data Protection’. 
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The ECtHR follows the Convention 108 in stating that personal data means “any information 
relating to an identified or identifiable person”446. This definition implies that the nature of 
the information does not matter447: whether the information concerns a public matter, or is 
already in the public domain, it still integrates personal data and might still deserve protection 
(depending on the result of the second part of the test).  
The information does not need to make the individual directly identifiable to obtain 
protection under article 8: indirect identification – such as in the case of dynamic IP addresses 
– also falls within the scope of the provision.448 
Personal data refers to potentially any type and form of information, from name and surname 
to occupational information, from communication metadata to DNA samples or 
fingerprints.449 The nature of the data processed can also lead to granting such data a special 
status, due to the potential for harm that they entail. In this regard it is worth noting that the 
ECtHR has ruled that personal data also includes audio recordings that were originally 
collected to serve as voice samples, when they are permanent and, together with other data, 
are analysed in order to identify an individual.450 This interpretation, as will be explained in 
the following chapters, appears in line with the consideration that voice is a biometric data 
and, if used for identification purposes, is a sensitive data under article 9 of the GDPR. In the 
context of voice based IPHAs, this is indeed significant.  
 
Besides the nature of the data, in the evaluation of the ECtHR an important role is played by 
two aspects: the context of the processing carried out on the data, and the potential for future 
violations, this latter specifically in relation to new technologies.451  
The context includes both the context of the collection and processing of the data, and the 
manner in which they are processed. For the ECtHR, the infringement of article 8 ECHR with 
regard to personal data needs to present a minimum level of severity452, that is, the 
processing of personal data needs to seriously affect the individual. Such an evaluation is, 
indeed, dependent on the context of the processing and is carried out on a case-by-case basis.  
Often times, what constitutes an infringement of article 8 ECHR is not the original activity for 
which the data are collected and processed, but the further processing of the same data, 
especially if it occurs without the individual’s consent. This is, for instance, the case a 
telephone provider that carries out the metering of the phone calls made by users for billing 
and fraud prevention purposes. This activity is in itself not an infringement of the right to 
private life even though it entails the collection and processing of personal data. An 
infringement occurs when the same information is shared with public authorities without the 
consent of the users.453 In this case it is possible to point out both the role of the context and 
the role of the potential for future violations. According to the ECtHR, in fact:  

 
446 Amann v Switzerland, Appl. no. 27798/95 (ECtHR 16th February 2000). 
447 See, for instance, the cases Barbulescu v Romania, Appl. no. 61496/08 (ECtHR 5th August 2017); and Antović 

and Mirković v Montenegro, Appl. no. 70838/13 (ECtHR 28th November 2017). 
448 Benedik v Slovenia, Appl. no. 62357/14 (ECtHR 24th April 2018). 
449 ECtHR (n 445). 
450 P.G. and J.H. v The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 44787/98 (ECtHR 25th September 2001). 
451 Wisman (n 440). See also LA Bygrave, ‘Data Protection Pursuant to the Right to Privacy in Human Rights 
Treaties’ (1998) 6 International Journal of Law and Information Technology 247; P De Hert and S Gutwirth, 

‘Data Protection in the Case Law of Strasbourg and Luxemburg: Constitutionalisation in Action’ in Serge 

Gutwirth and others (eds), Reinventing Data Protection? (Springer Netherlands 2009). 
452 López Ostra v Spain, Appl. no. 16798/90 (ECtHR, 9th December 1994). 
453 This was the case in Malone v The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 8691/79 (ECtHR 2nd August 1984). 
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“an individual’s concern about the possible future use of private information 
retained by the authorities is legitimate and relevant to a determination of the 
issue of whether there has been an interference. Indeed, bearing in mind the 
rapid pace of developments in the field of genetics and information technology, 
the Court cannot discount the possibility that in the future the private-life 
interests bound up with genetic information may be adversely affected in novel 
ways or in a manner which cannot be anticipated with precision today”454. 

The evaluation of the ECtHR is evolutionary in nature, and the judges seem to apply almost a 
precautionary principle; often times, the ECtHR reflects on the potential for surveillance that 
might derive in the future from current data collection and processing activities. The role of 
IPHAs, in this sense, has not yet been discussed by courts in the European context. In the USA, 
however, there have already been a few cases of public authorities asking Amazon or Google 
the logs of the recordings of an Alexa or Assistant, in the context of criminal investigations. In 
one particular case, the logs of Alexa could help investigators verifying the alibi of the owner 
of the Amazon Echo, during a murder investigation.455 The potential for surveillance displayed 
by IPHAs is significant, due to the almost constant data collection and to the fact that they 
retain voice recordings for an indefinite period. By demanding Amazon, Google, or Apple to 
hand over the logs, public authorities can potentially have an extremely detailed picture of 
the private lives of IPHAs’ users, including over long periods of time. As shown by the USA 
cases, adequate safeguards in the form of a judge’s warrant or judicial revision are 
fundamental. 
 
From the brief overview of the interpretation of the substance of article 8 of the ECHR, it is 
possible to point out some parallels between the attributes of the private sphere and of the 
home highlighted in Part I, and the reconstruction made by the ECtHR. This latter 
acknowledges the importance of some of the attributes of the private sphere seen in Part I 
by granting them protection under art. 8 ECHR. The protection of private life, for instance, is 
deemed by the ECtHR to include both the right to be left alone, but also to connectedness, 
meaning to entertain meaningful social interaction. Similarly, it has been pointed out before 
that the private and semi-private dimension include both the possibility for individuals to be 
opaque, but also to interact with the community (under the control and the terms established 
by the individual). Furthermore, the ECtHR clearly affirms that the protection of the private 
sphere is functional to protecting the identity of individuals. As pointed out before, the 
individuals need privateness to be able to put down the many masks that they assume in 
public and let their inner selves unwind and express freely. In assessing the substantial scope 
of article 8 ECHR, the ECtHR appears to act as the force that objectivizes the subjective 
perceptions connected to the private sphere and, therefore, contributes to the sublimation 
of such subjective values at communal and public level, confirming what said by Beate Rössler, 
that even though privacy implies a high level of subjectivity, it is nevertheless possible to 
identify is a core of objective values. 
 

 
454 S and Marper v the United Kingdom App nos 30562/04 and 30566/04 (ECtHR, 4th December 2008), para 71.  
455 McLaughlin, Elliott, ‘Suspect OKs Amazon to Hand over Echo Recordings in Murder Case’ [2017] CNN 
Business <https://edition.cnn.com/2017/03/07/tech/amazon-echo-alexa-bentonville-arkansas-murder-

case/index.html>. 
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The follow-up test: lawfulness, necessity and proportionality of an infringement or limitation 
If it is ascertained that a claim falls within the substantive scope of article 8 ECHR (i.e. a certain 
measure of a public authority constitutes an infringement of the right to private and family 
life or correspondence), the ECtHR proceeds to the second stage of the test, to assess whether 
the infringement can be considered an exception to the general prohibition of interferences.  
The ECHR expressly mentions three requisites: that the measures of the public authority are 
lawful (in accordance with the law), necessary in a democratic society, and pursue one of the 
legitimate aims listed in the provision (national security, public safety, economic well-being, 
crime/disorder prevention, protection of health or morals, protection of the rights and 
freedoms of others).  
With regard to the first requisite, the ECtHR has explained in numerous occasions what should 
be intended as ‘law’. The main characteristics identified by the court in this regard are three. 
First, the public authority’s measure must have a legal basis. Such legal basis does not need 
to come necessary in the form of a statute, as long as it does not provide excessive discretion 
for public authorities; acts such as ministerial guidelines would not, for instance, satisfy this 
requirement456. Second, the measure enacted by the public authority must be foreseeable. In 
other words, such measure must be: “accessible to the persons concerned, and formulated 
with sufficient precision to enable them, if need be with appropriate advice, to foresee, to a 
degree that is reasonable in the circumstances, the consequences which a given action may 
entail”457. Finally, the measure must offer safeguards against the arbitrariness of the public 
authority.458 In particular in relation to mass surveillance carried out via digital technologies, 
important safeguards (functionally connected to foreseeability and to the requisite of 
necessity) are those provided by the principles of data protection established by the 
Convention 108459; especially in case of covert surveillance or of a public authority acting in 
secrecy, the possibility of judicial review also becomes a crucial safeguard.460 
 
The requisite of necessity in the context of a democratic society has been interpreted by the 
ECtHR as being “not synonymous with “indispensable” (...) neither has it the flexibility of such 
expressions as “admissible”, “ordinary”, “useful”, “reasonable” or “desirable””461. For the 
court, necessity means that the measure of the public authority responds to a pressing social 
need, to which it is also proportional.462 Proportionality being inherently relational463, any 
court assessing it needs to evaluate whether the interference by the public authority extends 
as far as to reach a certain goal or purpose, but not beyond that. If it goes beyond the goal or 
purpose, the measure is not proportional and therefore unnecessary. The assessment of 
proportionality is carried out differently by the ECtHR and the CJEU. The difference originates 
from the fact that the two courts, belonging to two different supranational systems, need to 
refer to different tools and present some differences in their scopes.  

 
456 Malone v The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 8691/79 (ECtHR, 2nd August 1984). 
457 Kilkelly (n 133) 26. See, for instance, Andersson v. Sweden, Appl. No. 12963/87 (ECtHR, 25th February 1992) 

para. 75. 
458 Rotaru v Romania, Appl. no. 28341/95 (ECtHR 4th May 2000); S and Marper v the United Kingdom App nos 

30562/04 and 30566/04 (ECtHR, 4th December 2008).  
459 MM v The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 24029/07 (ECtHR, 13th November 2012). 
460 Malone v The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 8691/79 (ECtHR, 2nd August 1984). 
461 Handyside v The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 5493/72 (ECtHR, 12th January 1976). 
462 Olsson v Sweden (No. 1), Appl. no. 10465/83 (ECtHR, 24th March 1988). 
463 Wisman (n 440). 
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The ECtHR’s main task is protecting human rights, and therefore it assesses the 
proportionality of a measure based on the legitimate interested listed in article 8: national 
security, public safety, economic well-being, crime/disorder prevention, protection of health 
or morals, protection of the rights and freedoms of others (these latter as established by the 
ECHR itself). The interests are broad, and the ECtHR performs a “fair balance” of the interests 
of the state on one side, and the individual interests on the other. Such balancing exercise 
considers the interest object of protection, the nature of the interference and the pressing 
social need, while having as a threshold the ideals of tolerance and broadmindedness 
(considered by the ECtHR the standards for a democratic society).464 The ECtHR also performs 
the balancing exercise not considering only majoritarian interests but paying special attention 
to the protection of minorities.465 
 
A different approach is taken by the CJEU that moves from the starting point that the 
European Union operates on the basis, and within the limits, of the treaties regulating its 
functioning and powers. The CJEU assesses necessity based on a balancing of the general 
interests of the Union and its Member States, as affirmed by art. 52(1) EU Charter.466 General 
interests can belong to the area of freedom and security as well as the internal market. This 
means that the rights of individuals might also be balanced with the rights granted by the EU 
Charter to businesses or public authorities themselves.467 The balancing exercise performed 
by the CJEU consists of three stages, to be performed in the following order468:  

- an evaluation of the suitability of the measure to achieve its purpose. A measure 
would be considered unsuitable if it “manifestly goes beyond what is necessary to 
attain that objective”469;  

- an evaluation of its necessity, consisting in proving that the interference was 
maintained to the minimum necessary to attain its goal by showing that there weren’t 
other, less restrictive, measures that would have been equally effective470; 

- and an evaluation of its proportionality, that the CJEU interprets in a manner 
substantially similar of the foreseeability requirements, assessing also the potential 
negative impact (current or future) on fundamental rights that the limitations might 
have.471 
 

In addition to that, article 52 also affirms that the limitations to the fundamental rights of 
individuals need to respect the “essence of the rights” established by the EU Charter.472 In 

 
464 Kilkelly (n 133); ECtHR (n 434). 
465 Gough v The United Kingdom, Appl. no. 49327/11 (ECtHR, 28th October 2014). 
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467 Puškár, Case C-73/13 [ECLI:EU:C:2017:725]. 
468 Reich, Norbert, ‘How Proportionate Is the Proportionality Principle?’, The Reach of Free Movement (2011). 
469 ABNA Ltd and others, Joined cases C-453/03, C-12/04, C-194/04 [ECLI:EU:C:2005:741].  
470 Bernadette Rainey, Elizabeth Wicks and Clare Ovey, Jacobs, White, and Ovey: The European Convention on 
Human Rights (7th edn, Oxford University Press 2017). 
471 Digital Rights Ireland, Joined Cases C-293/12 and C594/12, [2014], {ECR I-238). 
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other words, a measure must not impose restrictions that impede or impair the exercise of a 
right in its essential features, its core. A measure can affect the essence of a right objectively 
(that is, for all the holders of a right) or subjectively (for a specific holder or group).473 If a 
limitation threatens – objectively or subjectively – the existence of a right in an arbitrary 
fashion (that is, without the presence of justifying reasons474 because some rights, and privacy 
and data protection in particular, are not absolute rights and can be derogated), then the 
essence of a right is not respected.  
In the case of art. 7 EU Charter, the CJEU has not focused on giving a definition of what the 
essence of the right to privacy would be, but has established what measures infringe such 
essence. It has been deemed that the essence of privacy is infringed, for instance, by the 
indiscriminate access to the content of communications.475 The CJEU has subsequently 
expanded its position, affirming that the essence of the right to privacy is compromised by 
the indiscriminate access not only to the content of a communication, but also to the relating 
metadata.476 The private sphere is a multifaceted and dynamic social construct; it 
encompasses solitude, but it has been explained how it also has a relational aspect and it can 
even include the right to access tools necessary to develop and affirm one’s identity, or the 
protection of the emotional connection with one’s home. Its essence can vary greatly, based 
on several factors. Its multiple dimensions can play a role at every stage of the test performed 
by the CJEU, since elements such as the nature of the limitation, the context, or its future 
potential for infringement are also considered.  
Compared to the right to privacy, identifying the essence of the right to the protection of 
personal data (art. 8 EU Charter) appears even more complicated. At first sight, it could 
appear that a measure could affect the essence of this right by violating one of the requisites 
of art.8(2): fairness of processing, specified purpose, a legitimate basis, right of access and 
rectification. These, however, do not represent the core of the right to the protection of 
personal data, if not its essential implementation components. Without one of them, the right 
cannot be actualised in full, but its essence can still be respected provided that some 
safeguards are present, as an alternative. If, for instance, the right of access is restricted in 
the context of a criminal investigation, the existence of alternative options (judicial revision, 
a maximum period after which the right of access can be exercised, etc) can ensure that the 
essence of the right, the protection of personal data, is respected. This is because, in my 
opinion, the essence of the right to data protection should be traced to the principle of 
informational self-determination of individuals. The core of the right is the possibility for 
individuals to exercise control over the information concerning their private sphere, and in 
particular the fluxes of these information (exiting and entering the private sphere itself). A 
limitation does not respect the essence of the right to the protection of personal data when 
it deprives individuals of the control over said fluxes of information. Informational self-
determination should not, however, be intended only as subjective and individual. The 
individual necessity for informational self-determination has been sublimated at societal level 

 
Democracy (1st edn, Hart Publishing 2020); Orlando Scarcello, ‘Preserving the “Essence” of Fundamental 

Rights under Article 52(1) of the Charter: A Sisyphean Task?’ (2020) 16 European Constitutional Law Review 

647. 
473 Maja Brkan, ‘The Concept of Essence of Fundamental Rights in the EU Legal Order: Peeling the Onion to Its 

Core’ (2018) 14 European Constitutional Law Review 332. 
474 ibid. 
475 Digital Rights Ireland, Joined Cases C-293/12 and C594/12, [2014], {ECR I-238) (n 471). 
476 Tele 2 Sverige, Joined Cases C-203/15 and C-698/15, [2016], (EU:C:2016:970) 2. 
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and, in the context of the European Union, it has been translated into the secondary 
legislative tools that have given life to the current data protection system. This would be the 
objective dimension of informational self-determination, a collective will to protect and 
regulate it. Consequently, a limitation affects the essence of the right to the protection of 
personal data also “in cases where the interference with the right challenges, explicitly or 
implicitly, the very societal choice of having an omnibus regime regulating the processing of 
personal data”477. 
 
Zooming-in: the secondary legislative tools protecting privacy and personal data and the 
positive obligation enclosed in art. 7 and 8 of the EU Charter 
IPHAs have the potential to interfere with several aspects of the right to privacy and with the 
data protection. IPHAs collect and process information concerning private and family life, as 
they are designed to become an active part of it, our personal and home assistants. IPHAs 
record the information concerning private and family life, that integrate also the personal 
data of their users, stores them in the Cloud and process them to infer new and additional 
information about the users and their private and family life. Furthermore, IPHAs are located 
inside the home, can broadcast messages in from the outside, potentially interfering with the 
enjoyment of the home. The more IoT devices take the place of appliances, furniture and 
building elements (such as doors or windows), the more IPHAs become embedded in the very 
home, merging into it. In this way, however, IPHAs also merge into the home the potential 
for surveillance fuelled by AI and voice interaction. With the rapid increase in functions and 
capabilities, the potential for surveillance and profiling of IPHAs grows too. This, for instance, 
of the capability for emotion recognition that Amazon and Google are experimenting with, 
using Alexa and Assistant’s voice interaction and NLP.  
IPHAs, however, are not made nor mandated by a state. They are consumer products 
developed and commercialized by private companies. The circumstance that IPHAs are sold 
and purchased among private parties (in what is usually referred to as a horizontal 
relationship) does not mean that the protection granted by fundamental rights does not apply 
to them. 
Article 8 of the ECHR and articles 7 and 8 of the EU Charter establish a negative obligation for 
the states, but also a positive one, according to the consistent interpretation of the ECtHR 
and CJEU.478 This means that states should not interfere with these rights (with those 
provisions regulating the vertical relationship between citizens and the state), but must also 
create all the necessary conditions so that the rights to privacy and personal data protection 
are respected in the horizonal relationships among individuals (or individuals and private legal 
entities). Interpreting these articles as implying a positive obligation for the states is 
ultimately functional to ensuring an effective implementation and application of the ECHR 
and EU Charter.479 
 

 
477 Lorenzo Dalla Corte, ‘Safeguarding Data Protection in an Open Data World: On the Idea of Balancing Open 
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478 ECtHR (n 434); ECtHR (n 445). 
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In the context of the European Union, the positive obligation to protect privacy and personal 
data480 takes the form of two important pieces of secondary legislation: the General Data 
Protection Regulation and the e-Privacy Directive. This circumstance is reflected also in the 
way these tools, and the GDPR in particular, are structured, as well as in the text of their 
provisions: “the GDPR is a secondary framework based on fairness checks and balances which 
aims to balance competing rights and interests in line with this proportionality and necessity 
test in Article 52(1) of the Charter where personal data are processed”481.  
Allowing the processing of personal data by private parties limits (infringes) the right to the 
protection of personal data and the right to privacy. In order to be allowed, it must occur in 
compliance with the requisites of article 52(1): it must be provided by the law, respect the 
essence of said rights and the principle of proportionality, being suitable, necessary, and 
proportional to objectives of general interest. The GDPR (together with the complementary 
e-Privacy Directive) is the law that provides both material and procedural provisions to 
actualize article 52 of the EU Charter in the context of the positive obligation of the States to 
protect the privacy and personal data of individuals. It also provides rules to carry out a fair 
balancing of the interested involved in the processing of personal data, which is a primary 
objective of the GDPR, as emerges from Recital (4):  

“This Regulation respects all fundamental rights and observes the freedoms 
and principles recognised in the Charter as enshrined in the Treaties, in 
particular the respect for private and family life, home and communications, 
the protection of personal data, freedom of thought, conscience and religion, 
freedom of expression and information, freedom to conduct a business, the 
right to an effective remedy and to a fair trial, and cultural, religious and 
linguistic diversity”. 

 
The relationship between privacy and data protection is difficult to unravel, as they partially 
insist upon the same protected interests and they might both be applicable to certain 
circumstances, depending on the factual context.  
To add to the confusion, while privacy has been conceptualized starting from fundamental 
rights (national constitutions and international treaties) and cascading down to the lower 
sources of the law (directives, regulations, ordinary national laws), data protection has first 
been conceptualized at the lower level, from secondary legislations (directives and 
regulations) and only afterwards it has gained the status of fundamental right, being 
crystallized in the EU Charter. This unusual evolution has been causing a few headaches to 
scholars inside and, especially, outside of Europe trying to define the blurred and often 
overlapping boundaries between the two. The evolution and the relationship between 
privacy and data protection in Europe is, however, outside of the scope of this research. While 
the topic is, indeed, indirectly interesting, focusing on it would bring us away from the very 
core of this research: the interaction between IPHAs and the private sphere, and the 

 
480 Recital (1) of the GDPR expressly mentions article 8(1) EU Charter, and throughout the Recitals it is several 

times reaffirmed, although often times implicitly, that the GDPR serves the purposes of implementing article 8 
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protection of this latter. In order to attain to the main topic of the research, the rest of this 
Part II will directly focus on the two main tools currently available to protect the private 
sphere in relation to personal data: the GDPR and the e-Privacy Regulation provisions.482 
 
4.3 A new era: the General Data Protection Regulation 
The first piece of EU legislation concerning data protection was Directive 95/46/EC. Two 
things shall be pointed out with regard to the birth of the Data Protection Directive. The first 
is that it is, obviously, a Directive, as such aiming at harmonizing the diverse interventions 
taken by Member States in a certain field. As explained above, data protection in the EU 
originates from secondary legislative sources, the Data Protection Directive. The second 
peculiarity of the DPD are its rationales. Due to the lack of competence of the EU in matters 
of fundamental rights, in fact, the Data Protection Directive has, as purposes, to foster the 
flow of personal data within the internal market, and the protection of individuals.483  
 
During the roughly twenty years in which the DPD stayed into force, the field of data 
protection consolidated, expanded and gained a prominent role at European and global level, 
pari passu with the incredible developments of the digital market and the data economy. With 
regard to the nature and rationales of the DPD, the double purposes of fostering the internal 
market and protecting individuals, which came to be out of necessity, left a mark.  
Over twenty years after, there is still confusion about the fact that data protection, while 
being a fundamental right, is also focused on the transactional and commercial aspects of 
personal data.484  
The DPD has been superseded after approximately twenty years by the GDPR, the General 
Data Protection Regulation, entered into force on 25th May 2018. The GDPR is a 
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groundbreaking piece of legislation, and has been accompanied (and still is) by an incredibly 
lively debate among experts, scholars, stakeholders, and the general public.  
This section introduces the GDPR by providing a brief overview of its main definitions and 
principles. The brief overview aims at making comprehensible the core analysis of the GDPR 
and is, necessarily, less detailed. However, sources are provided in the footnotes for those 
who wish to deepen those topics. Those provisions of the GDPR that are more significant for 
IPHAs will be analysed in detail in the chapters below.  
 
The main actors and principles of the GDPR 
The GDPR maintains – although only in its recitals – as its rationales both the fostering of the 
internal market and the protection of individuals, failing to dissipate the ambiguity that 
marked the DPD.485 Recital (2), in fact, specifies that the Regulation’s purpose is to contribute 
to make the European Union “an area of freedom, security and justice” as well as to 
strengthen the internal market and economic union.  
At the same time, the GDPR tries to explain the relationship between its two rationales. The 
recitals specify that the fundamental right to the protection of personal data (as established 
by art. 8 of the EU Charter) is not an absolute right, and as such it must be balanced with other 
fundamental rights: the other rights can include activities that might require personal data 
processing, such as freedom of expression and information, but also the freedom of the arts 
and sciences and to conduct a business486.  
In the view of the European legislator, reconciling the double soul of data protection in Europe 
(as fundamental right and as an activity of transactional and commercial nature) is a matter 
of balancing fundamental rights, at least with regard to a specific typology of activity: personal 
data processing (which represents the material scope of the Regulation, as will be explained 
below).  
The GDPR is, in fact, designed to be technology neutral (Recital (15)) and consequently also 
industry neutral:  it applies to personal data processing regardless of the (digital) technology 
with which it is carried out.  
What matters for the European legislator is that: “The processing of personal data should be 
designed to serve mankind” (GDPR, Recital (4)).  
In reconciling the rationales of the GDPR, the European legislator has chosen to look at data 
processing (and at its relating economic aspects) with what appears to be almost a human-
centered approach (as opposite to a technology-centered or market-centered approach)487. 
The purpose of the GDPR, therefore, is not to prohibit data processing tout court or to limit 
its development. The purpose is to harvest the economic potential of data processing for the 
economic development of the internal market, by directing it towards solutions and 

 
485 GDPR, Recitals (1)-(5), (13). See also Laima Janciute, ‘EU Data Protection and 'Treaty-base Games': When 
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applications that not only safe, but also favourable to individuals (only prohibiting specific 
data processing activities that cannot be re-directed and are intrinsically harmful).  
 
The GDPR provides a set of rights and duties to protect individuals against interferences to 
their fundamental rights deriving from the processing of their personal data.  
Processing consists of any treatment (at least partially in digital form) occurring to the data:  
collection, use, organization in data base, storage, modification, adaptation, and so on (GDPR 
art. 4(2)). Starting from the Data Protection Directive, the term processing has been 
interpreted in a fairly extensive manner, to ensure the widest possible protection of 
individuals.488  
 
Personal data are defined as “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural 
person” (this latter being the Data Subject; GDPR art. 4(1)). Three elements compose the 
definition: i) any information; ii) relating to; and iii) identified or identifiable (person). In order 
to evaluate the concrete presence of all elements, the context and factual circumstances of a 
processing need to be analysed: “The concept of personal data must be framed diachronically: 
the exact same piece of information can be anonymous or personal depending on the context, 
actors, and time of processing”489. 
 
With regard to the first element, the European legislator sees data as a representation (in a 
computer-readable format) of information, of knowledge490 about certain aspects or notions 
pertaining to an individual or group of individuals. The word information is used to include 
knowledge regardless of the format, matter, or source. Over the two decades of life of the 
DPD, the concept of information has been refined and its scope clarified: DNA, fingerprints, 
IP addresses (see below), the answers given to an exam, minutes of a meeting of public or 
private entity, a phone’s contact list, geolocalization information (see the e-Privacy Directive 
and Regulation below), pictures, and so on.491 The discerning factor making a general piece 
of information Personal Data is that it represents knowledge about a person.  
 
The term ‘relating to’ has initially (under the DPD) provoked a few headaches to experts and 
judges. Many alternative formulations have been provided, often recurring to poetic license, 
as is the case of a U.K. Court of Appeal judgment in which the relation between the person 
and the data has been defined as “a continuum of relevance or proximity to the data 
subject”492. More in general, the relation between the data subject and the information has 

 
488 For instance, the mere retrieving of information from a data base and looking at them on a computer’s 
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been interpreted as based on the content of the data, including not only the information 
concerning strictly the private sphere, but also the professional and relational life.493 It is, 
instead, not always assumed that information concerning the relation between an individual 
and the public administration constitutes personal data.494 However, data are deemed 
personal, that is, are deemed to relate to an identified or identifiable person, not only based 
on content, but also in the light of the purposes of processing and of its outcome: as an 
example, Uber collects the data about the battery status of phones, because it appears that 
users with very low battery might be more prone to accept a higher tariff (although the 
company denies to actually use this data for their dynamic pricing mechanism). The 
information on the battery status is, in itself, not personal, as it pertains a device. However, 
if it is processed in connection with a service to offer to an identified individual (the user of 
the Uber app looking for a driver) that information becomes personal.495  
 
The term identifiable has also been in the past the object of debate, which the GDPR has 
partially addressed. Art. 4(1), in fact, establishes that: “an identifiable natural person is one 
who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as 
a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors 
specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of 
that natural person”. The identifiability of a person shall be evaluated based on objective 
factors, including the state of the art, costs, and time necessary, according to Recital (26).  
 
The Court of Justice of the European Union has discussed the extent of the concept of 
identifiability in the context of a decision concerning the personal data nature of dynamic IP 
addresses on the Internet.496 In that occasion, the Court held that the circumstance that the 
law refers to both direct and indirect identification implies that: “it is not required that all the 
information enabling the identification of the data subject must be in the hands of one 
person”497. The identification can occur following the combination of data in the hands of 
different actors. Furthermore, the decision focuses on dynamic identifiers (in that specific 
context IP addresses), affirming that even in that case, the identifiability is not excluded by 
the dynamic nature of the identifier, and it must be evaluated whether it is made possible by 
additional data (held by the same or another subject) and likely from the point of view of the 
state of the art, costs, and practice of a sector.498 
 
The combination of the elements of identifiability and the relation between data and an 
individual have been consistently interpreted in a broad sense by both the CJEU and the 
Article 29 Working Party, in the past. This has created an overall low threshold to discern 
between personal and non-personal data, which has led to criticisms of over-inclusiveness 
and over-expansion of the material scope of the Data Protection Directive first, and the GDPR 
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now.499 It has, however, been pointed out that a systemic and functional interpretation of the 
definition of personal data, and of the GDPR itself, reveals some safeguards against the risk 
of over-inclusiveness. For instance, while individuals need to be merely ‘identifiable’ and 
therefore can be identified indirectly via information in the hands of different controllers, the 
same information still necessarily need to be relating (and not relatable) to the individual: this 
represents a higher threshold for determining whether a piece of information is personal 
data, because relating certain data to an individual requires in many cases additional and 
ancillary information. This is especially true in the case of information that relate to a person 
not because of their content, but based on the purposes of the processing:  

“The interaction between the ‘relating to’ link and the identifiability 
requirement makes it so that the configuration of the ‘relating to’ nexus as 
satisfied by virtue of the purpose or result element, rather than by the content 
one, leads to the necessity of a higher amount of auxiliary information to 
integrate the notion of personal data. In a way, it functions as a system to 
differentiate data about people from data about a person, and hence data 
which is encompassed by the material scope of EU data protection law from 
information that is not”500.   

 
The definition of personal data is dynamic in nature. Data are subject to different elaborations 
throughout their life cycle, which means that the same package of knowledge can be personal 
or non-personal in different contexts or at different times (for instance if it undergoes a 
process of anonymization becoming non-personal data, or if it is de-anonymized, turning into 
personal data once again)501. 
 

Identifiability, identifiers & the smart home 
 
Accessing certain online services, connecting to websites, exchanging information among 
databases, machine-to-machine communication: all these activities require identifiers. 
Identifiers are codes, identities, associated to a device or entity (a smartphone, a database, 
a person, a computer, an Amazon Echo or Google Home. The abovementioned IP addresses 
are identifiers too. Identifiers allow two ends of a communication to recognize each other 
and carry out a communication, an exchange of information. They can be used to secure 
communications from intruders, or simply to enable a communication. Identifiers can also 
be dynamic, meaning that the identity associated to a certain device or person changes 
randomly and periodically to diminish the possibility of cross-device or cross-service 
tracking, to increase security, or simply because for a manufacturer using dynamic 
identifiers is often cheaper than using static ones.502  
 

 
499 See, among others, Bert-Jaap Koops, ‘The Trouble with European Data Protection Law’ (2014) 4 
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Identifiers are at the very basis of the Internet of Things. In order to communicate and 
create a digital, responsive environment for its users, IoT devices need to recognize each 
other and ‘talk’ to each other, exchanging information and data, including personal data. 
The necessity for identifiers implies that users of IoT devices are often at the center of a 
dense web of virtual identities made of Ip addresses, device IDs, personal accounts, and 
other identifiers. Smart IoT devices, those devices that, like IPHAs are powered by AI, add 
to these fluxes of information with their necessity to process data taken from databases, 
as well as users’ activities online and on the various devices available.  
 
This means that the requisites of identifiability and relation to an individual are almost 
inherently always present in the context of smart or IoT environments, due to the nature 
of the technology that requires the exchange of identifiers to function. Even in the case of 
safety and security measures, this creates a tension between the privacy of individuals, the 
necessity for anonymity, and the functioning of IoT.503 Technical solutions, such as dynamic 
identifiers and associating different identifiers to each app on a device, try to limit the 
identifiability of individuals when the fluxes of information travel from one device to the 
other, from one controller to another.  
However, indirect identifiability might still be possible in many cases, and consequences 
remain for individuals, in particular in terms of loss of control of the fluxes of information 
generated and exchanged by IoT and smart devices.504 This, in turn, implies some 
consequences from a general privacy (and data protection) perspective. The data 
protection aspects are discussed more in details in the following chapters with regard to 
IPHAs in particular; from a broader perspective, possible interferences between IoT’s 
identity based technology and privacy include:  
“(1) by enabling linkage of user identities and records generated from IoT devices, which 
can lead to potentially invasive profiling, inferences, and discrimination; (2) by revealing 
sensitive information to other IoT users that the user would otherwise prefer to keep 
confidential, and inhibiting user’s control over such disclosures; (3) by generating 
information or inferences about the user, which could not have been predicted when 
setting access policies, or consented to at the point of adoption; and (4) by limiting user 
oversight and transparency in management of identity and profiling, which can facilitate 
breaches of privacy and undermine trust among IoT users, objects, and device or service 
providers”505.   
 
 

 
Besides the Data Subject, the other co-protagonists of the GDPR are the controller and the 
processor. The controller is the natural or legal person that establishes the means and the 
purposes of the processing (GDPR art. 4(7); the requirements to identify a controller are 
analysed in Chapter V). For the moment, it should be said that based on factual circumstances, 
one or more persons can be appointed with the role of controller. In case of multiple 
controllers, the term ‘joint control’ is used to indicate a relation in which the controllers share 
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Wireless Personal Communications 353. 
504 ibid. 
505 Wachter (n 502) 441. 
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(at least some of) the purposes and means of the processing, in a regime of joint and several 
liability (Recital (26)).  
The processor is the natural or legal person concretely carrying out the processing, on behalf 
and upon detailed instructions of the controller (GDPR art. 4(8); see Chapter V for a more 
detailed explanation).  
 
As a starting point, the GDPR establishes a set of general principles with which the processing 
must be compliant. These principles are: lawfulness, fairness, and transparency of processing, 
purpose limitation and data minimization, accuracy and storage limitation of data, security of 
data and processing, and accountability of the actors involved in the processing (GDPR art. 5).  
 
The GDPR also entitles the Data Subject to a set of rights and, symmetrically, assigns the 
controller and processor duties and obligations (briefly explained in the course of the next 
chapter).  
The rights of the Data Subject are: the right to information, the right to rectification, the right 
to erasure (also called right to be forgotten), the right to restrict the processing, the right to 
data portability, the right to object, the right not to be subject to automated decisions or 
profiling. 506  
In addition to the rights provided by the GDPR, the European legal system also gives Data 
Subjects the right to have access to an effective judicial remedy, which in the case of data 
protection implies having access to the Data Protection Authorities established by the GDPR, 
as well as judicial remedies at national and, if necessary, supranational level.507  

 
506 For more in depth analyses of the Data Subject’s rights see, among others: Paul Voigt and Axel von dem 

Bussche, The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR): A Practical Guide (Springer 2017); Bert-Jaap 

Koops, ‘Forgetting Footprints, Shunning Shadows: A Critical  Analysis of the Right to Be Forgotten in Big Data 

Practice’ (2011) 8 SCRIPTed: A Journal of Law, Technology and Society 229; Alessandro Mantelero, ‘The EU 

Proposal for a General Data Protection Regulation and the Roots of the “Right to Be Forgotten”’ (2013) 29 

Computer Law & Security Review 229; Eduard Fosch Villaronga, Peter Kieseberg and Tiffany Li, ‘Humans 
Forget, Machines Remember: Artificial Intelligence and the Right to Be Forgotten’ (2018) 34 Computer Law & 

Security Review 304; Jef Ausloos, The Right to Erasure in Eu Data Protection Law: From Individual Rights to 
Effective Protection (1e edn, Oxford University Press 2020); Jef Ausloos, ‘The “Right to Be Forgotten” – Worth 

Remembering?’ (2012) 28 Computer Law & Security Review 143; Claudia Quelle, ‘GC and Others v CNIL on the 

Responsibility of Search Engine Operators for Referring to Sensitive Data: The End of “Right to Be Forgotten” 

Balancing?’ (2019) 5 European Data Protection Law Review 438; ‘ICO’s Guide to Data Protection’ (UK’s 
Information Commissioner’s Office) <https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-
the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-processing/contract/> accessed 3 April 2020; 

Javier Ruiz, ‘Open Rights Group - Debates, Awareness, and Projects about GDPR and Data Protection’ (2018) 

<https://www.openrightsgroup.org/about/reports/debates-awareness-and-projects-about-gdpr-and-data-

protection> accessed 21 April 2020; Inge Graef, Martin Husovec and Nadezhda Purtova, ‘Data Portability and 

Data Control: Lessons for an Emerging Concept in EU Law’ (2018) 19 German Law Journal 1359; Inge Graef, 

Jeroen Verschakelen and Peggy Valcke, ‘Putting the Right to Data Portability into a Competition Law 

Perspective’ (Social Science Research Network 2013) SSRN Scholarly Paper; Aysem Diker Vanberg and Mehmet 
Bilal Ünver, ‘The Right to Data Portability in the GDPR and EU Competition Law: Odd Couple or Dynamic Duo?’ 

(2017) 8 European Journal of Law and Technology. 
507 EU Charter, art. 47. For an overview of the topic see, among others: Pekka Aalto and others, ‘Article 47 – 

Right to an Effective Remedy and to a Fair Trial’ in Steve Peers and others (eds), The EU Charter of 
Fundamental Rights: A Commentary (1st edn, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft mbH & Co KG 2014). 
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A special category of Data Subjects: Children and the GDPR 
 
The GDPR has in place special provisions to protect the rights of children. Recital (38) 
explains why the European legislator has deemed it necessary to give additional protections 
to children: “Children merit specific protection with regard to their personal data, as they 
may be less aware of the risks, consequences and safeguards concerned and their rights in 
relation to the processing of personal data” (GDPR Recital (38)(1); on this topic see also 
Recital (75)).  
 
The European legislator, supported by research508, identifies children as vulnerable 
subjects. The vulnerability of children can manifest itself with regard to their capability of 
understanding the context and the nature of the websites and apps they visit or use. This 
circumstance can also be exploited for the manipulation and persuasion of the child, which 
represents an additional element of vulnerability.  
A website or an app directed at children could use familiar cartoons or other characters to 
stimulate the child to share more information or play certain games/carry out follow up 
actions online that would enable the collection of more data.  
Furthermore, children might suffer detrimental consequences for having been profiled for 
marketing or other purposes for huge parts of their lives, possibly even since they were 
very little. The risk for the future generations is to have their entire lives ‘datafied’ and 
profiled.509 For this reason, the GDPR intervenes at three main levels.  
 
First, the GDPR introduces some limitations with regard to which legal bases can justify the 
processing of personal data of minors (see Chapter V for an analysis of consent and the 
other legal bases in general).  
The GDPR establishes at what age a minor can consent to the processing of his/her data. 
The threshold for consent has been the object of debate and intense lobbying during the 
long and tortuous evolution of the GDPR. The first draft of the GDPR established that the 
processing of personal data of children below the age of 13 would necessitate the consent 
of their legal guardians (parents or tutors).  
This age seemed in line with the minimum age required to access the services of a dominant 
player in the field of Social Networks, Facebook.510  
 
After a series of changes, the definitive text of art. 8(1) of the GDPR affirms that, if the 
processing is carried out using consent as a legal basis,  

“in relation to the offer of information society services directly to a child, the 
processing of the personal data of a child shall be lawful where the child is 
at least 16 years old.  
Where the child is below the age of 16 years, such processing shall be lawful 
only if and to the extent that consent is given or authorised by the holder of 
parental responsibility over the child. 
Member States may provide by law for a lower age for those purposes 
provided that such lower age is not below 13 years”. 

The formulation of the provision raises some questions, beginning with what should be 
intended with “information society services” offered “directly to a child”.  
According to Directive (EU) 2015/1535, to which the GDPR refers (art. 4(25)), information 
society services are those provided at a distance, by electronic means and upon request of 
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508 See, for instance, ‘Safer Internet for Children - Qualitative Study in 29 European Countries - Summary 

Report’ (European Commission, Directorate-General Information Society and Media 2007) 
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510 ibid.  
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2019. 
515 Mc Cullagh (n 509). 

the recipient. Information society services would generally be provided upon 
remuneration, which can take different forms, including a remuneration in kind consisting 
in the collection of data or financed through advertising.511 This definition, combined with 
the specification that the services should be offered directly to children makes it difficult to 
delineate the scope of the provision: does it only include services officially and purposefully 
directed to children (e.g. a website dedicated to children cartoons or to homework and 
learning) or does it also apply to those services that are not originally intended exclusively 
for children, but are nevertheless used by them frequently?512 Platforms such as YouTube, 
following a precautionary approach, have interpreted the question broadly, alerting all 
their content creators that any video containing topics that could interest children shall be 
considered as directed at them even if that’s not the intent of the creator513 (for instance, 
a channel directed to the so called AFOL’s, the Adult Fans of Lego, is considered by YouTube 
as directed at children due to the fact that it revolves around the popular children toy).  
 
The threshold for consent is still the object of debate, with some Member States 
demanding more uniformity within the territory of the EU, possibly establishing 16 as the 
minimum age without state-level exceptions.514 Some children’s rights agencies have, 
instead, been critical of the choice, affirming it excludes a huge quantity of children from 
several information technology services.515  
 
With regard to consent, art. 8(2) affirms that when the consent of the parents (or legal 
tutors/guardians) of a child is necessary, controllers should make a ‘reasonable effort’ to 
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right notwithstanding the fact that he or she is no longer a child”. 

verify that consent is actually given by the legal guardian. The effort should be evaluated 
taking into consideration the state of the art of the technology available, as explicitly 
mentioned by art. 8 itself. This provision has also raised several doubts, in particular with 
regard to the technological feasibility and the costs connected to such verification.516  
 
With regard to the legitimate interest of the controller, art. 6(1)(f) affirms that in balancing 
the legitimate interest with the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subjects, 
particular care should be given to the rights of children. The wording of the article seems 
to imply that it would be more difficult for the legitimate interest of the controller to 
override the fundamental rights and freedoms of a Data Subject if this latter is a child.   
 
Second, the GDPR introduces a specific obligation for the controller to provide information 
to the Data Subject at the moment of collection (or as soon as possible if the data are 
obtained indirectly) with regard to children. According to art. 12 the controller has to 
provide information to the Data Subject using clear and plain language, especially when the 
addressee is a child (see also Recital (58)). The information to be provided to children (and 
their legal guardians) is also one of the subject matters that can be further specified by a 
code of conduct issued by representative bodies or associations, according to art. 40 (2)(g). 
 
Third, the GDPR appears to acknowledge the risks connected to the ‘datafication’ of 
children’s lives and the possible consequences on their future personal development. For 
this reason, specific limitations to automated decisions and profiling are introduced by 
Recital (71) with regard to children (see Chapter VI). Furthermore, Recital (65) specifies how 
the right to erasure/right to be forgotten should apply to those cases in which a Data 
Subject has consented to the processing while underage and suffers the consequences of 
it in his/her adult life.517   
 
The producers of IPHAs, in complying with both the GDPR and the USA’s COPPA provisions 
for the protection of children online, address the parents of underage users. In the case of 
Amazon, as explained before, it is not possible for children to have a voice profile. The 
general privacy policy of amazon affirms that users under the age of 18 cannot use 
Amazon’s services, which makes it reasonable to assume that before 18 a minor cannot 
obtain a voice profile. However, children can use the Amazon Echo and their voice is logged 
in the Cloud (although not processed in association with an identity). Furthermore, Alexa 
separates those Skills directed to children under the term “Kid Skills”. Kid Skills can only be 
enabled by a parent. Google, instead, allows for minors under the age of 13 to have a voice 
profile only with the consent of the parents. Above the threshold of 13, children can set up 
their own account and voice profile. For kids under the age of 13, furthermore, parents 
need to create a Google accounts for their children, and that account can be linked with a 
Google Home or other Assistant-enabled device, such as a Nest thermostat. An account for 
a child under the minimum age threshold allows the child to only carry out certain actions: 
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4.4 The e-Privacy Directive and its reform 
The development of digital technologies revolutionized the field of telecommunications. At 
the beginning of the 1990s, ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Networks) begun to re-shape the 
telecom sector, and raised the attention of the European legislator. The ISDN integration of 
voice, video, and data transmissions via one line opened new opportunities for businesses: 
from automatic calling machines to spam emails, from online tracking to behavioural 
advertising.  
A specific tool was created to regulate at least some of those new functions: Directive 
97/66/EC, concerning the protection of confidentiality of communications with regard to 
processing of personal data by publicly available communications services on 
communications networks.518 Directive 97/66/EC was created to harmonize the legislation of 
the Member States, and to particularize and complement the DPD in the field of 
telecommunications, that was considered in need of specific rules due to its nature and to 
the abovementioned diffusion of ISDN.  
 
Directive 97/66/EC rested on a combination of the protection of personal data established by 
the DPD and the principle of confidentiality of communications as established by international 
treaties (Directive 97/66/EC Recitals (1)-(2)). At that time, in fact, international treaties were 
the only tools available for the European and national legislators, together with the 
constitutions of each member State, for the protection of fundamental rights. The content of 
Directive 97/66/EC was materially similar to that of the current e-Privacy Directive. One thing 
that should be pointed out is that Directive 97/66/EC was the first to introduce a form of 
protection not only for natural persons but also for legal entities (Directive 97/66/EC art. 1(2)). 
This marked a difference in the scope of Directive 97/66/EC with respect to the DPD. 
 

 
518 Directive 97/66/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 December 1997 concerning the 

processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the telecommunications sector 1998 

[31997L0066]. 

children cannot make purchases, play YouTube videos or songs from Google music, and can 
only use third-party actions that have obtained the “For Families” badge by Google.  
 
The circumstance that children under the age of 13 can have a Google account and have 
that linked to their voice profile appears troubling in the light of the provisions and 
rationales of article 8 GDPR. While the formal requirement of parental consent is respected, 
this practice opens the way to children being tracked and profiled from a very young age, 
potentially for their entire lives, with unknown future consequences and uncertainty 
concerning how this will impact their fundamental rights and interests in the future. The 
question arises, whether the respect for the formal requirement of parental consent is 
enough to protect children using IPHAs, and whether a general prohibition of voice profiles 
for children would ensure better protection. The fact that Amazon simply does not process 
the voice of children using Alexa through voice profiles in this sense appears more 
protective and in line with the spirit of the GDPR provisions concerning children and 
consent.  
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Directive 97/66/EC did not last long, and due to the pressure created by further technological 
developments, a new regulatory tool was introduced after only five years: Directive 
2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 concerning the 
processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications 
sector (hereinafter the e-Privacy Directive or ePD).  
 
Created to operate in parallel with the DPD, much like Directive 97/66/EC, the main purposes 
of the e-Privacy Directive include the protection of individuals’ privacy and, at the same time, 
the free flow of personal data within the EU (ePD art. 1(1)-(2)).  
The ePD was also created to operate in between the data protection discipline and the 
telecommunication sector.519  
 
Its material scope includes data processing occurring “in connection with the provision of 
publicly available electronic communications services in public communications networks” 
(ePD art. 3(1)). In other words, the ePD regulates ICT services provided over a network such 
as the Internet or the telephone and, just like its predecessor, is created at the crossroad of 
fundamental rights’ protection, data protection, and telecom regulation. Generally speaking, 
the relation between the DPD first (and now the GDPR) and the ePD is considered to be of 
genus to species: the ePD is the lex specialis by virtue of its scope limitation to 
telecommunications, while the DPD (GDPR) is the lex generalis dealing with processing of 
personal data in general and for all sectors.    
 

The relationship between the GDPR and the e-Privacy Regulation: sisters, cousins or 
friends? 
 
The e-Privacy Directive has inherited its main features from Directive 97/66/EC. Since it 
appears that said features will be passed on to the e-Privacy Regulation too, it might be 
worth to analyse briefly the relationship between the e-Privacy Directive and the GDPR, to 
see how it might evolve under the e-Privacy Regulation.  
 
As explained above, Directive 97/66/EC was created to complement the Data Protection 
Directive because the field of telecommunications necessitated additional specifying rules 
following the diffusion of phenomena like spam emails, automatic callers, and the 
convergence of digital data with the phone line. The reason for granting special protection 
was, as per the DPD, twofold: on one side, protecting fundamental rights, privacy in 
particular, of individuals based on the international and national tools available (treaties 
and constitutions). On the other side, establishing a set of rules to ensure the harmonized 
regulation, the free flow of services, and the trust of users in the new technologies 
(Directive 97/66/EC, Recitals (1)-(8)).  
 
The explicit reference and importance given by Directive 97/66/EC to the principle of 
confidence of communications might be seen as the natural result of the influence played 
by the data protection discipline (which at that time was still considered within the riverbed 
of the protection of privacy). It can also be seen as the obvious consequence of the fact 

 
519 European Commission, Shaping Europe’s digital future, Digital privacy <https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-

market/en/online-privacy> accessed 2 April 2020.  
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that communications are the core of the telecommunication sector. The protection of 
digital and tele-communication is, in fact, seen as an evolution of the confidentiality of 
more traditional forms of communications, such as pen-and-paper correspondence, which 
was initially at the core of the right to privacy. 
 
Directive 97/66/EC was designed to relate to the DPD in two ways: it integrates and 
specifies it with regard to the processing of personal data occurring in the context of 
publicly available electronic communication services, and it derogates it, adding protection 
for legal persons (something the DPD before, and the GDPR now, don’t include).  
 
Directive 97/66/EC and the DPD were, therefore, redundant and concurrent with regard to 
some provisions, apparently in conflict with regard to others (the protection of legal 
persons). It is based on this relationship that Directive 97/66/EC was considered lex 
specialis and the DPD the relating lex generalis.520 The nature of lex specialis implied that 
Directive 97/66/EC could be used to give legal certainty in the field of telecommunications, 
integrate the concurrent DPD, and derogate to it with regard to the protection of legal 
persons.  
 
The e-Privacy Directive replicated most of the features of Directive 97/66/EC. It maintained 
its role as lex specialis complementing and partially derogating the DPD.  
Currently, due to the delays in the approval of the ePR (see below), the e-Privacy Directive 
remains into force.  
 
The relationship between the ePD and the GDPR is explained by Recital (173) and article 95 
GDPR. According to both, when the processing takes places in the context of publicly 
available electronic communications services, the GDPR cannot impose additional 
obligations besides those already imposed by the ePD, provided that the obligations 
created by the ePD have the same objective than those imposed by the GDPR.521  
 
The relationship between the two remains, therefore, of species to genus and, thanks to 
the provisions of the GDPR, it is even clearer now that the lex specialis has the double 
purpose of complementing and partially derogating the generalis. 
This interpretation is also confirmed by the European Data Protection Board (EDPB), which 
has pointed out that the division of matters between the two tools can be exclusive 
(matters falling within the scope of either one or the other), or concurring (matters falling 
within the scope of both at the same time).  
In the case of the latter, in particular, it shall be noted that the risk of conflicts between the 
two tools should be mitigated by two factors.  
First, the provision of art. 95 GDPR helps avoiding the doubling of obligations on controllers 
and processors. Second, in most provisions the ePD expressly references the GDPR, 
incorporating it.   
 

 
520 For an overview of the relationship between lex specialis and lex generalis, see Silvia Zorzetto, ‘The Lex 

Specialis Principle and Its Uses in Legal Argumentation. An Analytical Inquire’ (2012) 3 Eunomía, Revista en 
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It is reasonable to assume that this relationship will not change if (when) the e-Privacy 
Regulation enters into force. There is, however, one aspect that might create some 
interpretation issues, at least based on the current text of the ePR.  
While the ePD explicitly sets the scope to personal data processed in the context of 
telecommunication services, according to its proposed text the ePR “applies to the 
processing of electronic communications data carried out in connection with the provision 
and the use of electronic communications services and to information related to the 
terminal equipment of end-users” (ePR art. 2(1)) [emphasis added].  
 
Electronic communication data, as will be explained in this chapter, consist of both the 
content and the metadata of a communication.  
The lack of an explicit reference to personal data might lead to wonder whether the ePR 
has a wider scope than the GDPR, protecting also non-personal data that might be 
processed during the communication service.  
I believe, however, that while the wording of the ePR might appear ambiguous, its material 
scope does not change. It is reasonable to assume that both content and metadata of a 
communication inherently refer to an identified/identifiable person, unless they are 
anonymized.  
I find it difficult to construct a scenario in which the content or metadata of an electronic 
communication would not relate to one of the data subjects involved (for instance the 
sender or receiver in an instant messaging app). Being related to one of the data subjects 
involved in a communication (and not being anonymized) would automatically make any 
data personal data.  
 
This would mean that the ePR would still only refer to processing of personal data, although 
implicitly, and that its nature would still be of complementing and partially derogating the 
GDPR as lex specialis. Should a scenario arise in which some content or metadata of an 
electronic communication would not relate to an identified or identifiable person, some 
clarifications from the EDPB or CJEU might indeed become necessary. While non-personal 
electronic communication data seem improbable in practice, conceptually it shall be 
pointed out that data protection and privacy are not completely congruent concepts: it 
would, therefore, conceptually be possible to justify a wider scope of the e-Privacy 
Regulation, if necessary.  
 

 
The main principle of the ePD is encapsulated in art. 5, which establishes that Member States 
must protect the confidentiality of communications occurring on a network via publicly 
available electronic communications services. Activities interfering with the confidentiality, 
such as tapping, listening, collecting, or storing can only be allowed with the consent of the 
person concerned or based on legal obligations (ePD, art. 5(1)).  
 
This principle is further specified by the ePD through a series of provisions concerning the 
processing of the information necessary to convey a communication (‘traffic data’) and 
location data, regulating automatic calling and spam e-mails522, and anonymous calls/caller 

 
522 For an overview of the ePD and spam see, among others: Lodewijk F Asscher and Sjo Anne Hoogcarspel, 

Regulating Spam: A European Perspective after the Adoption of the e-Privacy Directive (TMC Asser Press 2006); 
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identification systems (ePD, art. 6-13). In 2009 the e-Privacy Directive was also amended, 
introducing provisions concerning cookies523.  
 
The reforming proposal for an e-Privacy Regulation 
The wave of reform concerning the data protection discipline that culminated in the GDPR 
did not leave the e-Privacy Directive untouched. The idea was that since the e-Privacy 
Directive and the Data Protection Directive were tools designed to work in complementarity, 
the reform of the latter had to be followed by a reform of the ePD.  
For this reason, on the 10th of January 2017 the European Commission adopted the draft 
proposal for a regulation to reform the ePD: the e-Privacy Regulation or ePR.  
 
In the view of the Commission, this new piece of legislation was going to enter into force on 
the same day of the GDPR, 25th May 2018. This idea proved to be too optimistic. The legislative 
process of the e-Privacy Regulation is, at the time of writing, still ongoing, and it does not 
appear to be anywhere near conclusion.  
The draft proposal of ePR is still with the Council of the European Union, and a long series of 
amendments has been submitted in the past three years. In the last three months of 2019 
alone, the Finnish presidency has, for instance, proposed three new drafts of the ePR, none 
of which has been approved by the Council.524 At the beginning of 2020, the Croatian 
presidency has advanced a new draft, loosening some of the provisions concerning the legal 
basis for the processing. This has ignited a heated debate, and the draft is currently still under 
discussion, with optimistic opinions alternating with more pessimistic ones.525  
 
The proposal for e-Privacy Regulation, unlike the e-Privacy Directive, includes provisions that 
address the processing of electronic communications data regardless of the means or 
technical specifications. It is based on broader formulations, in order to resist the pace of 
technological and digital developments.526 It builds on those interventions already present in 
the e-Privacy Directive (general prohibition of processing of electronic communications data, 
central role of consent, inclusion of functionally equivalent services, protection of data stored 
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on terminal equipment of users) creating a more uniform, technology neutral, regulation for 
the telecom industry.527 Those provisions of the e-Privacy Regulation relevant for this 
research will be analysed below.  
 
It might appear unreasonable to analyse the e-Privacy Regulation in a non-definitive form, 
and with such a tortuous legislative process ongoing. The text of the ePR, at least in its current 
form, presents some innovations that make it potentially very relevant for IPHAs. On the 
contrary, the existing and still into force e-Privacy Directive appears to be less relevant for 
IPHAs due to the obsolescence of its material scope and to the fact that the national 
legislation implementing it still show some differences. For this reason, the analysis herein 
will focus mostly on the e-Privacy Regulation, using the draft approved by the Commission on 
the 10th of January 2017, and will only mention the Directive when necessary or relevant for 
a correct understanding of the novelties introduced by the reform. The choice of the 2017 
draft is dictated by necessity. Since 2017, several amendments have been proposed and 
discussed in the course of the European ordinary legislative procedure. At the time of writing, 
the negotiation phase is still ongoing, and the Council of the European Union has not 
approved a consolidated text yet. This research was, therefore, conducted on a moving target. 
The 2017 proposal remains the most stable version to work with, until a new version is 
approved for the trilogue phase. I acknowledge, however, that the final version that will -
hopefully – be approved will most likely differ from this original proposal.528   
 
4.5 Conclusions - An ecological approach to the legal protection of the private sphere 
and IPHAs 
Having outlined the main general provisions of the GDPR and the e-Privacy 
Directive/Regulation, the rest of Part II is dedicated to the analysis of how, currently, said 
regulations apply to IPHAs. In order to carry out the analysis in a consistent way I have chosen 
an approach that can be defined as ecological. Below I will briefly explain why, and what this 
approach consists of. 
 
The term “ecology” was first coined in the XIX century by zoologist Ernst Haeckel to indicate 
the science studying living beings in the relationship with their habitat.529 Hackel created the 
term by merging two Greek words: ‘oikos’, meaning house or habitation, and ‘logia’, the 
discourse or reasoning about something.  
 
It seems, therefore, nothing but fitting to dub ‘ecologic’ the approach I have chosen to analyse 
how the GDPR and the e-Privacy Regulation apply to IPHAs inside the home.  
 
Asides from formal congruence, the reason for choosing the term ecologic is substantive too. 
For the purposes of analyzing the application of both personal data and privacy protections, 
in fact, it would not suffice to focus on the devices alone, as if they were in a vacuum.  

 
527 ibid. 
528 In April 2021 the Council of the European Union approved a consolidated version, which has now entered 

the trilogue phase. The approval occurred after the deadline of November 2020 indicated in the Introduction 

to this thesis.  
529 ‘Oxford English Dictionary’ <https://www.oed.com/> accessed 3 April 2020. 
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The circumstance that IPHAs collect information and carry out their tasks through other 
interconnected devices represents a significant element to be taken into consideration when 
analyzing both data protection and privacy regulations. The same should be said about the 
place in which the actions of IPHAs take place, the home.  
 
For this reason, I have chosen to look at: the devices, the way they are built, the way they act, 
the business practices and terms of sale behind them, but also to the way they interact with 
the environment in which they are located, which includes the human inhabitants and the 
other interconnected devices of the home. Hence, the approach I have chosen is an ecologic 
one.  

 
Figure 4.5: the humans, the IPHAs, and their domestic habitat (ecosystem). (Please note: the dotted lines 

indicate probable commercial/technological connections among companies and their products. The two-headed 

arrow indicates two-way data traffic from and to the home).  

 
Figure 4.5 above helps clarifying my approach by representing the habitat and the (electronic) 
‘creatures’ inhabiting it, their interactions, and the overall ecological dynamics existing in it.  
For the sake of clarity, the figure will be divided into sections. Only those provisions of both 
regulations directly connected to the actors and interactions represented in each section will 
be analysed.  
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Chapter V - The main actors and how they interact: owners, 
producers, third-party developers, and what happens when we talk 

to IPHAs (and they reply) 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter explores how the main actors operating in the IPHAs ecosystem – and the 
relationships among them – are reconstructed under the lens of the GDPR. The chapter begins 
identifying the two main actors (the users and the producers of IPHAs) and analyses what 
happens when they enter into contact, focusing on the provision of consent to the processing, 
and on the administering of information according to the principle of transparency 
(paragraphs 5.2 and 5.3). Subsequently, paragraphs 5.4 and 5.5 explore how the roles 
provided by the GDPR (Data Subject, controllers, processors) apply to these two main actors, 
as well as all the other actors involved. The final part of the chapter explores another kind of 
interaction between the users and the other actors, one that does not only consist in 
collecting and processing data (fluxes of information exiting the home), but also includes the 
administering of advertising and calls via the IPHAs (fluxes of information entering the home).  
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Figure 5: the actors involved: users, producers of IPHAs, app developers and producers of connected IoT 

devices. 

 
The first section extracted from the ecosystem illustrates the actors that revolve around 
IPHAs, and the relationships existing among them and relevant for the law: the users, the 
producers of IPHAs, the third parties developing the compatible apps and IoT devices, the app 
stores, and other possible business partners of producers and developers. The users are 
assumed to be predominantly the owners (the inhabitants of the house). It might happen that 
temporary guests might also use or interact with the device in an involuntary manner. This 
situation will be explored in paragraph 5.5. Hereinafter, the terms owner(s) and user(s) will 
be used interchangeably to indicate those users who inhabit the house, and that are assumed 
to frequently use the IPHA (differently from temporary and occasional users, such as guests).  
 
What can be observed in this part of the ‘ecosystem’ is that the initial contact between 
owners and IPHAs occurs at the time of the first activation. While each specific model of IPHA 
has its own set up procedure, they all appear to follow roughly the same structure, which is 
described here in its main passages; only when the procedures significantly differ, the 
differentiating elements will be highlighted.  

 
Once the device is unboxed and plugged in, the owners set it up via the relating app on their 
smartphones. The owners are asked to agree to both the terms and conditions of use and the 
privacy policy via the app. It is at this stage that they create an account with Google or Amazon 
(or synchronize a pre-existing account with the IPHA they have just bought). The IPHA is now 
also connected to the house wi-fi network for the first time. Other set up stages might follow.  
 
In the case of Amazon Echo, an additional stage is the creation of a so called ‘household 
profile’. With the household profile it is possible to register all the devices (Echo, Echo Dots, 
and other interconnected devices supporting Alexa) present at the same physical address 
(this requires usually the registration in the account of the home address of the owners).  
 
Within a household profile it is also possible to register the personal profile of each adult in 
the house. Each Amazon personal account can be associated with a so-called ‘voice profile’, 
through which each adult in the house can match the account to his/her voice. In this way, 
Alexa recognizes which user is talking to it, matches it with the correct profile, and only 
delivers certain information (for example messages, news preferences, calendar) to that 
specific person.530  
Please note that as of July 2019, it appears that Amazon does not allow for children to have a 
voice profile531, most likely in order to ensure compliance with the provisions concerning 
children and their consent existing in both the European Union (GDPR) and the United States 
of America (COPPA). However, children can still use Echo, which means their personal data 
are processed but accounts and voice profile are not made.  

 
530 ‘Amazon.Co.Uk Help: What Are Alexa Voice Profiles?’ 
<https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=GYCXKY2AB2QWZT2X> accessed 3 April 

2020. 
531 ‘Amazon.Co.Uk Help: What Is Amazon Household?’ 

<https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=help_search_1-

1?ie=UTF8&nodeId=GXULX24SE2RD7EXS&qid=1585908440&sr=1-1> accessed 3 April 2020. 
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Google Home does not support the creation of a household profile, but the relating app allows 
to register at the same address multiple devices, and even assign each device to a specific 
room of the house.532 Furthermore, it includes a voice-matching option to assign the voice to 
a certain account just like a voice profile. The function is allowed for children too, with the 
consent of their parents (similarly to Apple, see Annex 5.3(a))533  
 
Once the set-up is completed, users can begin giving commands to Alexa or Google Assistant, 
such as playing a song, reading the news, looking for a recipe, turning the light on or off (if 
the light switches are connected to them), setting the temperature of a room (if the 
thermostat is connected to them), and so on. If the users want to add more functions to their 
IPHA, they can do so by purchasing compatible interconnected devices, and downloading 
apps from the proprietary app store. The apps can be developed by the producers of the 
IPHAs, or by third parties and other companies (see below).  
 
The possibility to expand the capabilities of IPHAs is represented in the figure by the section 
zooming on those software and hardware interacting with IPHAs in various ways, for instance 
embedding them, complementing them, or being added to them.  
On one hand there are the hardware products, often consisting of IoT or smart devices, such 
as televisions, fridges, light switches and bulbs, locks and doorbells, coffee pots, but also 
toothbrushes, mattresses, security cameras, adult toys, and so on. These devices either 
embed Alexa or Google Assistant (or another), or are compatible to being connected to, and 
operated by, them (see Chapter I).  
On the other hand, IPHAs like Amazon Echo and Google Home work through a software that 
enables certain capabilities for them. Some of the software are designed and distributed by 
Amazon or Google themselves. Others are produced by third parties, using the so-called 
Application Program Interface (API). APIs are toolboxes containing protocols, tools, lines of 
codes that help programmers make the various software components interact in a compatible 
fashion with a certain product, in this case Alexa or Google Assistant, or one of the devices 
containing them.  
 
The software elaborated using these APIs are the equivalent for IPHAs of apps for a 
smartphone. In the case of Alexa, these apps are called “Skills”, while for Google Assistant 
they are called “Actions”; hereinafter the word ‘app(s)’ will be used as referring to Skills 
and/or Actions as well.  
Examples of Skills are the BBC skill developed by TuneIn to obtain news briefs from the BBC, 
Sleep and Relaxation sounds skill developed by VoiceApp LLC (a company that has created a 
software through which anyone can create a voice app without knowing how to write code), 
or even MyPetDoc, developed by Vet24seven Inc, which helps keeping track of the health of 
pets.  

 
532 Ben Schoon, ‘Google Home Devices Can Now Be Assigned to Specific Rooms, Just in Time for the Home 

Mini’ (9to5Google, 4 October 2017) <https://9to5google.com/2017/10/04/google-home-speakers-assigned-
specific-rooms/> accessed 28 September 2020. 
533 Google Assistant Support, ‘Link Your Voice to Your Google Assistant Device with Voice Match - Android - 

Google Assistant Help’ 

<https://support.google.com/assistant/answer/9071681?co=GENIE.Platform%3DAndroid&hl=en> accessed 3 

April 2020. 
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Examples of Actions are CNN News Briefing, developed by CNN, Christmas Tune Producer 
developed by Molamil to compose one’s personal Christmas songs, or Fetch My Calendar, 
developed by Squatch Software to fetch appointments, deadlines and events from one’s 
multiple calendars and merge them into one single app.  
 
At the time of writing there are tens of thousands of Skills and Actions available on the 
Amazon and Google stores, and only a minimum percentage are developed by Amazon or 
Google themselves, while the vast majority is produced by other companies, whose number 
amount to a few thousands.534 To these, the number of companies producing compatible IoT 
devices should also be added.  
 
Overall, a daily activity involving an IPHA can potentially imply the circulation of personal data 
among several actors: the producer of the IPHA, the producer of a connected IoT device and 
the developer of an app, as well as the commercial partners and associated entities of each 
of them (as shown in the figure above). 
  
Once IPHAs receive a vocal command, they stream it to the Cloud computing servers, where 
the vocal message is transcribed and analysed (see Chapter I).  
Based on the content, IPHAs then assess what is necessary to carry out the required task. If 
the task requires the opening of an app or the activation of one of the IoT devices connected 
to them (or both things), the IPHA opens the app or activates the device. At that point, 
through the app or the device, the task is carried out and completed.  
As a hypothetical example, consider the request “Ok Google, play the Sunday evening 
playlist”. The wake words “Ok Google” activate Google Home; this latter streams the entire 
message to the Google servers, where it is then transcribed (Figure 5bis below). The word 
“play” activates a command that looks very similar to: 
 
if (“PLAY”)  
   open (SPOTIFY) 

 
Google Assistant opens the Spotify Action previously downloaded by the owner. At this point, 
Spotify looks for the playlist requested and, via Google Assistant, activates the external smart 
speakers connected to it to reproduce the selected playlist (or, alternatively, the songs are 
simply diffused using the speaker incorporated into Google Home, in which case no additional 
IoT device is activated).  
During the entire duration of the reproduction of the playlist, Google Assistant remains 
listening and streaming everything to the Google servers. At the end of the playlist, the Spotify 
app closes, the smart speakers are deactivated, and Google Home stops listening and 
recording and goes again in the modality in which it only looks for the wake word.535 While 
Google Home, the smart speakers, and the Spotify Action were active, personal data were 
being processed by all the actors involved. In many cases, the processing involved the transfer 

 
534 For an overview of the thousands of Skills and Actions available for, respectively, Alexa and Google Assistant 
and to verify who their developers are, see the Skill store on the Amazon webstore (it may vary based on the 

geographical location) and the Section page on the Google Assistant dedicated webpage.  
535 This description assumes a correct functioning of all the devices and software involved, without accidental 

activation of other devices, unexpected errors of Google Assistant, or Google Home/Assistant accidentally 

continuing the streaming after the task is complete. 
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of data to other companies (business partners of the actors involved), some of which might 
have been outside of the European Union.  
 

* 
 
Based on this reconstruction of the way in which users interact with IPHAs and the connected 
apps and devices, the following actors are identified:  

- Users, 
- Producers of IPHAs, 
- App developers and producers of connected IoT devices, 
- App stores (mostly the same company producing the IPHA), 
- Other third parties. 

 
In the light of the above, the following provisions appear relevant: the legal bases for the 
processing of personal data (GDPR art. 6, ePR artt. 7 to 11); the information to be provided to 
data subjects at collection (GDPR artt. 12-13); the role of the main actors involved in the 
processing as controllers or processors (GDPR artt. 4 and 26); unsolicited communications (ePR 
art. 16).  
 

Application of the GDPR and ePR 
 
The starting point of the analysis is that IPHAs fall within the scope of the GDPR and the e-
Privacy Regulation. With regard to the GDPR, the reasons for this assumption lie in the 
material and territorial scope as established by artt. 2 and 3. The GDPR applies:  

- To the processing of personal data carried out in whole or in part by automated 
means (including processing forming part of a filing system); 

- To the processing carried out by a company established in the EU536;  
- To the processing of personal data of individuals located in the EU. This applies even 

if the company carrying out the processing is not established in the EU, but goods 
or services are offered (regardless of monetary consideration) to individuals in the 
EU, or if the behaviour that is monitored occurs in the EU; 

- If the abovementioned processing does not fall within one of the exemptions, such 
as activities carried out for purely personal or household reasons (‘household 
exemption’), or activities carried out by the Member States or by competent 
authorities for criminal investigations and prosecution. 
 

Since in the case of IPHAs the processing is carried out almost entirely by automated means, 
they are used on EU territory by EU citizens and residents (therefore processing data of 
data subjects in the EU), and none of the exemptions apply to the producers of IPHAs, it is 
safe to assume the GDPR does apply.  
 
With regard to the e-Privacy Regulation, the assumption that it is applicable to IPHAs is 
supported by articles 2 and 3. Art. 2(1) establishes that the e-Privacy Regulation applies to 

 
536 Please note that the term establishment has consistently been interpreted in an extensive way by the CJEU. 

European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Handbook on European Data Protection Law - 2018 Edition 

(2018). 
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“the processing of electronic communications data carried out in connection with the 
provision and the use of electronic communications services and to information related to 
the terminal equipment of end-users”.  
 
For the definition of ‘electronic communications services’, the e-Privacy Regulation refers 
to another piece of European legislation, the Directive establishing the European Electronic 
Communications Code (EECC)537. According to art. 2 of the EECC, electronic communication 
services are services provided over electronic communication networks538 (for instance the 
Internet), including internet access, messaging and instant messaging or chats (called 
‘interpersonal communication services’), and transmission of electronic signals machine-
to-machine (used for instance with the IoT, as specified by Recital (12) of the ePR itself). 
Electronic communications services shall be publicly available to fall within the scope of the 
ePR (ePR, art. 2)539.  
 
Electronic communication services might be provided for remuneration, but while that is a 
fundamental requisite in the EECC, it is expressly excluded as a requisite by the e-Privacy 
Regulation (ePR, art. 3(1)(a)). This expands the scope of the definition for the e-Privacy 
Regulation, allowing for its application to those services which are provided for free or in 
return for displaying advertising (as is the case with the vast majority of social network and 
content-based platforms, from Facebook to YouTube, including the free versions of services 
such as Skype or Spotify).  
Furthermore, interpersonal communication services expressly fall within the scope of the 
e-Privacy Regulation even when they represent only a minor ancillary service attached to 
other services (ePR, art. 4(2)).  
 
The term ‘electronic communications data’ refers to both the content and the metadata 
concerning an exchange occurring via electronic communication services.540 Metadata 
refers to the information that derive from an electronic communication exchange and are 
necessary to carry out the transmission or distribution of the electronic communication 
(ePR, art. 4(2)(a) to (c)).  
 

 
537 Directive (EU) 2018/1972 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 establishing 

the European Electronic Communications Code (Recast)Text with EEA relevance. 2018 [32018L1972]. 
538 In this regard it shall be pointed out that while the e-Privacy Directive limited the definition of 

communications networks to those publicly available (articles 2 and 3), the e-Privacy Regulation does not 

provide for such limitation in its current draft. Under the e-Privacy Directive it could be debated whether 

IPHAs, which are connected to a private home WiFi network and are also distributed on Cloud servers, with an 
interconnection of public and private networks, entails services provided via public communications networks.  
539 The article also establishes other limitations. For instance, the processing carried out for investigative 

reasons does not fall within the material scope of the ePR.  
540 The proposal for ePR expressly clarifies that electronic communication data includes metadata to address a 

controversy regarding metadata that arose from the wording of the ePD.  
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Figure 5bis: Example of communications data.541 
 
As an example let’s consider a videocall between friends. The electronic communication 
metadata will be the identity and location of the source device (the phone of the caller), 
the duration, the quantity of bytes exchanged, the identity and location of the device of the 
receiver. The content will be the video and audio material exchanged by the two friends.  
The electronic communications data will be both the content and the metadata. The 
terminal equipment would be, in the example, the phones used by both friends to make 
the videocall.  
The inclusion under one term of both content and metadata represents an important step 
forward in the protection of the confidentiality of communications. Initially, in fact, 
metadata were considered less revealing of the private life of individuals. They can, 
however, reveal a lot of information on an individual, especially if collected through time 
and if crossed and connected with other information.542 
 
Art. 3 of the ePR establishes its territorial scope. Similarly to the GDPR, the territorial scope 
of the ePR includes the provision and/or use of electronic communications services to end-
users located in the European Union regardless of the place of business of the company 
providing the service.  
 
The ePR specifically introduces within its scope the use of a service, to clarify that those 
businesses that use services provided by others, for instance a website using the statistics 
cookies provided by a search engine, are also subject to the discipline of the ePR. Under 

 
541 ‘How Intrusive Is Communications Data?’ (Privacy International, 21 August 2019) 

<https://privacyinternational.org/long-read/3176/how-intrusive-communications-data> accessed 16 April 

2020. 
542 ibid. 
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the e-Privacy Directive this was not initially established, leaving a significant number of 
online services, functionally equivalent to those already regulated by the ePD itself, outside 
its scope. With regard to the ePD, this issue has only been rectified recently, following a 
functional interpretation advanced by the European Data Protection Board.543     
 
It is established that IPHAs process personal data, and that they need to be connected to 
the Internet to function, either to send the data to the Cloud for Alexa or Google Assistant 
to process them, or to communicate with other devices or services.  
 
The e-Privacy Directive presents certain limitations with respect to the text of the reforming 
Regulation. It is addressed only to providers of public communication networks or of 
electronic communications services, defined as those services consisting of the conveyance 
of electronic signals via a publicly available network with the express exclusion of IT-
services that do not consist wholly or partially of said signals and of broadcasting services 
to an indefinite amount of addressee (and without possibility of identifying them).  
 
This definition excludes providers of over-the-top (OTT) services such as Voice over IP (VoIP) 
calls (as is Skype)544 and also some communications among IoT devices. The e-Privacy 
Directive in general does not expressly mention the IoT machine-to-machine 
communications. In this regard, it shall be pointed out that the e-Privacy Directive was 
created before the IoT and other forms of electronic communication or information 
services became popular. Services such as VoIP, would not fall within the scope of the 
ePrivacy Directive, notwithstanding, from a user perspective, their functions would be 
equivalent to those of other services, such as email or sending pre-recorded voice 
messages, which are covered by the Directive.545  
 
Under the ePrivacy Directive, therefore, some of the tasks carried out by an IPHA would fall 
within its material scope, such as sending emails or other forms of messaging, posting on a 
social network and so one while others, such as VoIP calling or playing a song from Spotify, 
might not.  
 
It was only very recently that the EDPB intervened to clarify certain aspects of the ePD, 
mostly because the delay in the legislative process of the e-Privacy Regulation made the 
application of the ePD still necessary, even if difficult.  
According to the EDPB, the reference that the ePD makes to the Electronic Communication 
Code implies that the interpretation of the definition of electronic communications services 
should include functionally equivalent services. Based on this, the EDPB affirms that the 
provision concerning cookies and spam (artt. 5(3) and 13) also apply to those operators 
who deploy a service, even though they do not fall within the definition of providers of 
electronic communication services.  

 
543 ‘EDPB Opinion 5/2019 on the Interplay between the EPrivacy Directive and the GDPR, in Particular Regarding 
the Competence, Tasks and Powers of Data Protection Authorities’.  
544  ibid; ‘EDPB Statement on the Revision of the EPrivacyRegulation and Its Impact on the Protection of 

Individuals with Regard to the Privacy and Confidentiality of Their Communications’ (n 526). 
545 Joris van Hoboken and Frederik Zuiderveen Borgesius, ‘Scoping Electronic Communication Privacy Rules: 

Data, Services and Values’ 13. 
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This, according to the EDPB, implies that those two provisions, and only those two, have a 
wider application than the rest of the provisions of the ePD. OTT services and machine-to-
machine communication should, therefore, still fall within the scope of the ePD. Since 
article 13 of the ePD is substantially similar to art. 16 of the ePR (although more obsolete 
in its formulation, considering it still refers to fax machines, and less stringent in its 
approach due to the fact that it is a Directive), even though it can apply to IPHAs, it is 
preferred to focus this analysis on art. 16 of the ePR, since it also applies to machine-to-
machine communication, unlike the ePD546.  
 
The uncertainties deriving from the interpretation and adaptation of the ePD should come 
to a conclusion with the approval of the ePrivacy Regulation (at least in its proposed draft). 
The ePR includes data relating to the content and metadata of, among others, machine-to-
machine communication, such as that occurring among IoT devices, as well as the use of 
electronic communication services and the terminal equipment of end-users (such as an 
IPHA or a smartphone) (ePR, art. 3-4, Recital (12)).547  
While it is uncertain whether or not certain uses and capabilities of IPHAs fall within the 
scope of the e-Privacy Directive, they would all undoubtedly fall within the scope of the e-
Privacy Regulation, as currently formulated.  
 
This interpretation is also supported by the fact that the amendments to the draft of the e-
Privacy Regulation proposed at the end of 2019 by the Finnish Presidency of the Council of 
the European Union expressly mention, in Recital (19a), ‘personal assistants’ together with 
other AI powered services as falling within the scope of the ePR. I believe the term refers 
to Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, and the other IPHAs, due to its association to AI. It shall, 
however, be noted that the draft has not been approved.548  
 
With regard to the scope of the e-Privacy Regulation, it shall be pointed out that Recital 
(13) affirms that the ePR applies only to the data processing occurring in the context of 
electronic communications services delivered via a communications network that is made 
available to a potentially indefinite number of users. On the contrary, the ePR does not 
apply if the electronic communications data is processed in the context of a network whose 
access is limited, such as an office intranet. It is reasonable to assume that this limitation 

 
546 Jos Dumortier, ‘Evaluation and Review of the EPrivacy Directive Reports: European Union’ (2016) 2 

European Data Protection Law Review (EDPL) 247. 
547 For a brief overview of the introduction of machine-to-machine communication in the draft of ePR see Stijn 
Storms, ‘Quo Vadis, EPrivacy? Confidentiality of Machine-to-Machine Communications.’ (CITIP blog, 26 June 

2018) <https://www.law.kuleuven.be/citip/blog/quo-vadis-eprivacy-confidentiality-of-machine-to-machine-

communications/> accessed 22 January 2020. 
548 [ST 13808 2019 INIT] concerning the Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the 

Council concerning the respect for private life and the protection of personal data in electronic 

communications and repealing Directive 2002/58/EC (Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications) 

2019 [13808/19]. Please note that the reference to personal assistant has been maintained and even 
integrated (‘personal/home assistants’) in the consolidated version approved by the Council of the European 

Union, cfr. [INT 2017/0003(COD)] Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council 

concerning the respect for private life and the protection of personal data in electronic communications and 

repealing Directive 2002/58/EC (Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications) of 10 February 2021, 

Recitals (13) and (16b).  
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applies also to home Wi-Fi networks.549 The definition of publicly available networks was 
already present in the ePD. Already in the context of the ePD, there were uncertainties 
about what would constitute a communications network, and moreover a public one, since 
what constitutes a public network was not defined in the ePD or in the legislative tools it 
referred to. The dominant interpretation was that public communications networks was to 
be intended as a publicly available network to convey a signal.550 Satellite, Wi-Fi, and RFID 
were considered communications networks for the purposes of the ePD with reasonable 
certainty, although some of them, such as Wi-Fi, could be both publicly available or more 
closed.551 Some of this uncertainty is solved in the ePR, whose recitals clearly indicate that 
a public communications network is a network made available to an indefinite number of 
users. Furthermore, Recital (13) ePR specifies that a network is available for an indefinite 
number of users whether it is protected by a password or not, but based solely on the 
intended use and availability. As an example, the ePR mentions Wi-Fi networks available in 
public locations, such as streets or airports. If, instead, the network is intended for a limited 
and/or pre-defined number of users, as would be the case of a network provided by an 
employer on the workplace, or inside a house, it would not fall within the definition of 
public communications network.   
With regard to IPHAs, this distinction has some important implications. Looking at Figure 
4.5, reproduced below, we can affirm that the ecosystem is composed of both networks 
reserved to a limited amount of pre-defined users (privately available networks) and 
networks with a potential indefinite number of users (publicly available networks).  
 

 
 
The IPHA is connected to the home Wi-Fi, a privately available network, and so are all the 
other IoT devices. To the extent that a machine-to-machine communication occurs solely 
over the home Wi-Fi, the ePR does not apply. This would be the case, for instance, of 
machines pinging each other to see whether they are still active. When the communication 
exits the home Wi-Fi, the ePR applies. Once the communication is transmitted to the Cloud 

 
549 Please note that in the consolidated proposal approved by the Council of the European Union, the exclusion 

is expressly extended to home networks, whether connected via cable or Wi-Fi (Recitals (11) and (13)). ‘Closed’ 

networks are only relevant with regard to the protection of data stored on the terminal equipment of users.  
550 Eleni Kosta, Peggy Valcke and David Stevens, ‘“Spam, Spam, Spam, Spam … Lovely Spam!” Why Is Bluespam 

Different?’ (2009) 23 International Review of Law, Computers & Technology 89. 
551 Colette Cuijpers and Bert-Jaap Koops, ‘How Fragmentation in European Law Undermines Consumer 

Protection: The Case of Location-Based Services’ [2008] European Law Review33; Kosta, Valcke and Stevens (n 

550). 
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servers, therefore, the ePR applies. Most of the communication between IPHAs, its apps, 
and the connected IoT devices, goes to the Cloud. Depending on each IoT device, in fact, 
there are two possible ways of communicating with an IPHA. First, the voice command is 
sent to the servers of Amazon, Google or Apple, it is translated into text and analysed; at 
this point: i) the servers of Amazon/Google/Apple communicate with the servers of the IoT 
producer, and these latter contact the IoT device inside the home and activate it; or ii) the 
servers of Amazon/Google/Apple contact the IoT device directly (often times using a so-
called shadow device, a simulation of the IoT device present in the server of the IPHA 
producer and allowing this latter to see the status of the IoT)552. In both cases, as long as 
the communication occurs via Cloud computing, the ePR applies. 
 

 
5.2 Legal bases for the processing of personal data by IPHAs  
 

Art. 6 - Lawfulness of processing 
1. Processing shall be lawful only if and to the extent that at least one of the 
following applies: 

a) the data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her 
personal data for one or more specific purposes; 

b) processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which 
the data subject is party or in order to take steps at the request of 
the data subject prior to entering into a contract; 

c) processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to 
which the controller is subject; 

d) processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the 
data subject or of another natural person; 

e) processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in 
the public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in 
the controller; 

f) processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests 
pursued by the controller or by a third party, except where such 
interests are overridden by the interests or fundamental rights and 
freedoms of the data subject which require protection of personal 
data, in particular where the data subject is a child. 

Point (f) of the first subparagraph shall not apply to processing carried out by 
public authorities in the performance of their tasks.553 

 
552 ‘AWS IoT Core Developer Guide’ (Amazon Web Services) 

<https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iot/latest/developerguide/iot-device-shadows.html> accessed 10 May 2021. 
553 GDPR art. 6 subsequently affirms: “2. Member States may maintain or introduce more specific provisions to 

adapt the application of the rules of this Regulation with regard to processing for compliance with points (c) 

and (e) of paragraph 1 by determining more precisely specific requirements for the processing and other 

measures to ensure lawful and fair processing including for other specific processing situations as provided for 
in Chapter IX.  

3. The basis for the processing referred to in point (c) and (e) of paragraph 1 shall be laid down by: (a) Union 

law; or (b) Member State law to which the controller is subject. The purpose of the processing shall be 

determined in that legal basis or, as regards the processing referred to in point (e) of paragraph 1, shall be 

necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority 
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In order for the processing to be allowed, it must be carried out in accordance to a legal basis. 
The GDPR and the e-Privacy Regulation provide the legal bases, all specified by requirements 
and conditions. The most relevant legal basis, consent, is explored below, starting with the 
relevant provisions of the e-Privacy Regulation, (since the relationship between the e-Privacy 
Regulation and the GDPR is that of species to genus).554 
 
It is reasonable to assume that IPHAs producers deploy a combination of legal bases. This is 
because of the different purposes and processing taking place in connection to IPHAs’ 
services. Since the various online services offered by the producers of the main models of 
IPHAs, Amazon, Apple, and Google, are complementary and interconnected, these producers 
make use of a unified umbrella privacy policy valid for all the services offered by the producer, 
IPHAs included, as will be explained more in details below. Therefore, with regard to specific 
processing and data, grounds such as contract, legal obligation, or legitimate interest can be 
used by Amazon, Apple or Google. This would be the case, for instance, of the credit card 
details in order to complete a purchase (ground (b)), or of the details of said purchase for 
accounting and tax reasons (ground (f)). More in general, however, the most common (and 
visible) option is the consent of the users (ground (a)). 
  
Consent is asked at the time of first activation of the device. The choice of consent appears 
the safest from the perspective of the producers, as it is straight-forward and easy to prove.  
It is also, in part, an obliged choice since some of the information processed fall within the 
special categories of data for which art. 9(2) requires consent (more precisely explicit consent, 
unless one of the other legal grounds applies). The special categories of data, as will be 
explained, are those data from which more significant risks arise to the fundamental rights of 
individuals.  
 

 
vested in the controller. That legal basis may contain specific provisions to adapt the application of rules of this 

Regulation, inter alia: the general conditions governing the lawfulness of processing by the controller; the 

types of data which are subject to the processing; the data subjects concerned; the entities to, and the 
purposes for which, the personal data may be disclosed; the purpose limitation; storage periods; and 

processing operations and processing procedures, including measures to ensure lawful and fair processing 

such as those for other specific processing situations as provided for in Chapter IX. The Union or the Member 

State law shall meet an objective of public interest and be proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. 

4. Where the processing for a purpose other than that for which the personal data have been collected is not 

based on the data subject’s consent or on a Union or Member State law which constitutes a necessary and 

proportionate measure in a democratic society to safeguard the objectives referred to in Article 23(1), the 
controller shall, in order to ascertain whether processing for another purpose is compatible with the purpose 

for which the personal data are initially collected, take into account, inter alia: (a) any link between the 

purposes for which the personal data have been collected and the purposes of the intended further 

processing; (b) the context in which the personal data have been collected, in particular regarding the 

relationship between data subjects and the controller; (c) the nature of the personal data, in particular 

whether special categories of personal data are processed, pursuant to Article 9, or whether personal data 

related to criminal convictions and offences are processed, pursuant to Article 10; (d) the possible 
consequences of the intended further processing for data subjects; (e) the existence of appropriate 

safeguards, which may include encryption or pseudonymisation”. 
554 Please note that the EDPB deems possible that both the GDPR and ePR are applicable to the same situation. 

‘EDPB Opinion 5/2019 on the Interplay between the EPrivacy Directive and the GDPR, in Particular Regarding 

the Competence, Tasks and Powers of Data Protection Authorities’ (n 543). 
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Consent 
Under the e-Privacy Regulation, the confidentiality of individuals’ communications has to be 
ensured (ePR, art. 5, Recitals (1) and (11)). Consequently, the ePR establishes a general 
prohibition of interfering with the confidentiality of communications (i.e. “listening, tapping, 
storing, monitoring, scanning or other kinds of interception or surveillance of 
communications and the related traffic data”, ePR, art. 5) by providers of the electronic 
communications services.  
 
The ePR provides for a number of exceptions to the general prohibition:  

- Processing electronic communications data (content and metadata together) is 
permitted when it is necessary to carry out, maintain or restore the communication 
(ePR art. 6(1));  

- Processing of electronic communications metadata is allowed if the user concerned 
gives consent, or if the providers need them to carry out obligations established by 
the law (e.g. billing) (ePR art. 6(2));  

- Processing of electronic communications content is allowed if the user consents or if 
it is necessary to provide the service to the user (ePR art. 6(3)).; 

- With regard to the information stored on the end-user terminal, art. 8 establishes that 
collecting and/or processing said information is only allowed when necessary to carry 
out the service or for measuring web audience, or when the end-user gives consent 
(ePR art. 8(1)).555   

- If the processing or collection is done in order to establish a connection with a network 
or another device, it must be done only for the time necessary to establish the 
connection, adequate information must be given to the end user by means of a 
prominently placed and clear notice, and adequate technical and organizational 
protective measures must have been adopted (ePR art. 8(2)).  

 
Consent plays a significant role in the e-Privacy Regulation. But what is intended with the term 
‘consent’? Art. 9 of the ePR expressly references the GDPR in order to define consent, adding 
that with regard to cookies, consent can be given using technical or software solutions, and 
that with regard to processing of metadata and content users must be given the possibility to 
withdraw consent at any time. Art. 10 further specifies that software made available to the 
public that enable electronic communications must include adequate information to the users 
concerning privacy setting and the modalities to give and withdraw consent. This information 
should be provided upon installation.556  
 

 
555 This provision appears less relevant with regard to IPHAs, due to the fact that – according to the producers 

– little to no information is stored in the device. Amazon Echo and Google Home, for instance, do not store 
information concerning the usage or the users on the devices. They might store minimal working information 

(such as a device ID).  
556 In line with the principles of the GDPR, art. 11 of the e-Privacy Regulation establishes the obligation for the 

providers of the service to put into place adequate internal procedures to respond and comply with the access 

requests of users. 
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Consent in general 
 
The disciplines of privacy and data protection adopted the tool of consent from the medical 
field, where the consent of patients is required before carrying out medical treatments or 
research.557 Privacy and data protection were, however, quite late in adopting consent as 
a ground for processing. Consent did not play a role in the early policy or legal provisions 
concerning personal data protection. It is only after national constitutional courts started 
tying together consent and the right to (informational) self-determination of individuals 
that consent makes its appearance in data protection documents.558  
In general terms, consent is associated with two elements: trust and formality. Trust, 
because it works as a tool to describe with a certain proposition an attitude towards an 
action that has to be performed. Formality, because it works as a specific procedure to 
solemnly affirm an important moment.559  
 
For the law, consent becomes a binding expression of will, as such having as a pre-requisite 
the absence of coercion. In the fields of privacy and data protection, consent is introduced 
by Convention 108560, which establishes it as a requisite for the legitimacy of the processing 
and requires for it to be free, specific, informed and unambiguous (see below).  
 

 
The GDPR lists the consent of the Data Subject as one of the possible legal grounds that make 
processing personal data lawful (GDPR, art. 6).  
 
Art. 4(11) GDPR affirms that ‘consent’ is an indication of will, and it has to be “freely given, 
specific, informed, and unambiguous”.  
According to the recitals of the GDPR and to the EDPB561, consent cannot be freely given in 
situations of imbalance between parties (as would occur, for instance, between an individual 
and a public authority), or when it is bundled together with the execution of a contract 
(despite the consent is not strictly necessary to the object of the contract itself, GDPR, Recital 
(43)). This implies that individuals must have the choice to give consent to an additional, non-
necessary treatment of personal data when entering into a contract.562  
Consent cannot be considered freely given if, by not giving it, the individual would be subject 
to a detriment, additional costs, intimidation, or damages.563  
The fact that consent has to be specific implies two different elements. On one side, consent 
should be granular, meaning that the individual should be free to choose for each purpose 
whether or not to give consent (GDPR, Recital (43). This presupposes that the controller has 
already informed the Data Subject of the pre-established purposes for the processing. On the 

 
557 E Luger and T Rodden, ‘Terms of Agreement: Rethinking Consent for Pervasive Computing’ (2013) 25 

Interacting with Computers 229. 
558 Eleni Kosta, Consent in European Data Protection Law (Brill Nijhoff 2013). 
559 Luger and Rodden (n 557). 
560 Council of Europe, Convention for the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal 
data (Convention 108) 1981 108. 
561 ‘EDPB Guidelines 05/2020 on Consent under Regulation 2016/679’. 
562 GDPR, art. 7.  
563 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Handbook on European Data Protection Law - 2018 Edition 

(n 536). 
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other, the information about the data processing activities has to be clearly distinct and 
separated from other information, terms and conditions, and elements of a contract.564 In 
practice, the requirement of the specificity of consent has been conflated with the specificity 
of the information provided to the Data Subject. This implies that the granularity and 
specificity of the information contained in the privacy policy can affect the validity of consent 
as a legitimate ground for processing.565  
 
In order for an individual to express his/her will, said individual has to be aware of the 
circumstances and of all the exact elements of a certain legal transaction. This is true also for 
the GDPR, which affirms that consent has to be informed. For the Art29WP, this implies that 
the Data Subject has to be given, in a clear language understandable by an average person, a 
certain amount of minimal, critical information, consisting of:  

“(i) the controller’s identity,  
(ii) the purpose of each of the processing operations for which consent is sought, 
(iii) what (type of) data will be collected and used,  
(iv) the existence of the right to withdraw consent, 
(v) information about the use of the data for automated decision-making in 
accordance with Article 22 (2)(c) where relevant, and 
(vi) on the possible risks of data transfers due to absence of an adequacy decision and 
of appropriate safeguards as described in Article 46.”566 
  

Art. 12 GDPR expressly states that the information must be provided in writing (unless 
requested by the Data Subject) in any format, including electronic. Recital (42) puts the 
burden of proof of the existence of consent on the controller. In this way, it strengthens the 
necessity of the use of written information and an explicit, written modality for expressing 
consent. In this regard, the requirement of informed consent ties into the principle of 
transparency, as will be explained further below.  
 
Consent must be unambiguous, meaning that it has to indicate the will of the individual 
without reasonable doubts. In order to fulfil this requirement, consent must be given as a 
“statement or a clear affirmative action” (GDPR, art. 4(11)), meaning that simple inertia would 
not be sufficient to constitute a valid consent.567  
Finally, what has been explained before concerning consent and children shall also be kept in 
mind.  
 

 
564 ‘EDPB Guidelines 05/2020 on Consent under Regulation 2016/679’ (n 561). 
565 Kosta (n 558). 
566 ‘EDPB Guidelines 05/2020 on Consent under Regulation 2016/679’ (n 561) 15. 
567 What is commonly referred to as ‘opt out’ mechanism, in which users need to tick or un-tick a box if they do 
not consent to the processing, a common practice before the GDPR. It shall be pointed out that the term opt 

out has been criticized due to its imprecision: consent given per inertia constitutes, in fact, implicit consent, 

not opt out, which instead refers to the right to object to the processing provided by art. 21 GDPR. Cfr on the 

topic: Eleni Kosta, ‘Construing the Meaning of “Opt-Out” – An Analysis of the European, U.K. and German Data 

Protection Legislation’ (2015) 1 European Data Protection Law Review 16; Kosta (n 558). 
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Consent applied to IPHAs 
The discipline of consent is at the centre of a heated debate concerning, in particular, the very 
validity of consent per se and the modalities with which it is given by the Data Subjects.568 The 
complexity of the online environment569, the diffusion of aggressive practices of tracking and 
profiling, have created the conditions for consent to be given quickly, without a proper 
understanding of the implications, and often under the impulse of the so-called ‘click 
fatigue’.570  
The intrinsic nature of certain technologies also challenges the effectiveness of the 
mechanism of consent. In the case of the IoT, for instance, the very purpose of the devices is 
to operate as seamlessly and invisibly as possible. This means that a clear moment of 
interaction has to be created to inform the individual and ask for consent.571 In applying the 
provisions on consent to IPHAs, it can be noted that consent is asked to users at the activation 
of the device, and/or when the relating app is downloaded on the smartphone and opened 
for the first time. This creates – at least in theory – a clear moment of interaction and the 
possibility to revise the privacy policy and the terms and conditions before agreeing to them.   
 
It has been noted that applying the provisions on consent to machine leaning-based 
technologies requires an additional reflection on how the technology can change over time. 
The fact that the brain, the vocal assistant, is based on machine learning techniques means 
that IPHAs’ use of data changes over time under several aspects: the purposes for which the 
data are processed, the techniques used, the additional information on which further 
processing can occur, and so on.  
When consent is given a priori, it presupposes a more static environment and the capability 
to predict implications and risks exactly.572 Consent presupposes a more up-front evaluation, 
often falling short of the downstream of multiple commercial and technological partners 
capable of obtaining the data.573 The GDPR takes this circumstance under consideration, 
imposing obligations to controllers and affirming that if a controller obtains data indirectly 
(not from the Data Subject) it still has the obligation to inform the Data Subject (GDPR, art. 
14).  
 
In addition to that, over time owners can download new apps on the IPHAs, whose effects on 
their personal data might not be very clear, even if a privacy notice is attached to them. What 

 
568 For an overview of the debate on the effectiveness of consent in the GDPR see, among others: Kosta (n 

558); Christine Utz and others, ‘(Un)Informed Consent: Studying GDPR Consent Notices in the Field’, 

Proceedings of the 2019 ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security (Association for 
Computing Machinery 2019); Chris J Hoofnagle, ‘Designing for Consent’ (2018) 7 Journal of European 

Consumer and Market Law <https://escholarship.org/uc/item/09h8k6ms#author> accessed 13 January 2020; 

Stephen White, ‘The Importance of Consent and Privacy When Deploying Voice Biometrics’ (PrivSec Report, 24 

June 2019) <https://gdpr.report/news/2019/06/24/the-importance-of-consent-and-privacy-when-deploying-

voice-biometrics/> accessed 7 April 2020; Scott R Peppet, ‘Regulating the Internet of Things: First Steps 

Toward Managing Discrimination, Privacy, Security, and Consent’ 93 Texas Law Review 92. 
569 Brendan Van Alsenoy, Eleni Kosta and Jos Dumortier, ‘Privacy Notices versus Informational Self-
Determination: Minding the Gap’ (2014) 28 International Review of Law, Computers & Technology 185. 
570 ‘EDPB Guidelines 05/2020 on Consent under Regulation 2016/679’ (n 561). 
571 Luger and Rodden (n 557). 
572 ibid; Hoofnagle (n 568).  
573 Hoofnagle (n 568). 
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might not be anticipated, in fact, are the effects of the interaction of the various app, devices, 
and IPHA itself.  
Business agreements among developers and producers can make the data collected circulate 
more.  
All of these circumstances increase the possibility of new insights being mined from the data 
of one subject, and of unanticipated purposes. Consequently, it can be difficult to reconcile 
the fact that consent is given at the initial stage of activation of IPHAs, with their dynamic 
evolution over time. At the moment of giving consent, it is unlikely that users can anticipate 
what data will be inferred, what apps added, how the software will learn to personalize the 
services on each user. 
 
In applying art. 14 GDPR to IPHAs, it should be considered that “the system functionality 
increasingly relies upon multiple, ongoing data-streams, making a single point of consent 
problematic”574 and the circumstance that the devices are embedded in the home “conflates 
multiple, potentially highly social, spheres of life in new and emerging ways”575 inside the 
private sphere. The risk is to increase the mismatch between the expectations of the uses and 
purposes envisioned by the Data Subject when giving the a priori consent, and the reality of 
the downstream implications. This risk is particularly high with regard to inferred data.576 The 
abovementioned circumstances directly affect consent as a tool to empower data subjects, 
vis-à-vis IPHAs.  
 
Regardless of the possible shortcomings, in the case of IPHAs consent assumes the form of an 
initial point of contact – the first activation and downloading of the relating app – and of the 
request to agree to an umbrella privacy policy valid for a multitude of services of the 
producers. In this regard, it bears repeating that consent is not the only possible legal basis. 
The lawfulness of the processing carried out with regard to IPHAs’ activities can be ensured 
by one or more of the other grounds listed by art. 6(1) of the GDPR; however, the grounds at 
points (c), (d), and (e) do not present particular relevance for the purposes of this research, 
either due to their nature of lex cogens (the legal obligation being something that controllers 
must comply with, for instance tax laws), or due to their exceptional nature, which would 
require a case-by-case evaluation (as in the case of protection of a vital interest and public 
interest). Contract is only viable for a limited amount of processing, occurring only on those 
data that are essential to the execution of a contract and relating directly to the individual 
entering into said contract. One instance of such case could be the credit card, billing, and 
identity information collected by Amazon or Google to allow Alexa or Assistant to make 
purchases online. This legal ground would concern only that specific purpose (completing the 
purchasing and billing) and only the data of the specific user making the purchase.  
With regard to the legitimate interest of the controller, due to the case-by-case nature of the 
evaluation, any general analysis on its application to the processing carried out by IPHAs 
would be inevitably very abstract. It shall be pointed out that while it is possible for controllers 
to rely on legitimate interest as a valid legal basis for the processing in the case of IPHAs, said 
interest need to be balanced against the rights and interest of the Data Subjects. It shall also 
be pointed out that, in the case of IPHAs, the presence of several possible controllers and 

 
574 Luger and Rodden (n 557) 234.  
575 Luger and Rodden (n 557). 
576 Wachter (n 502). 
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third parties makes the legitimate interest a potentially very broad basis for justifying 
processing. To make things even more complex, due to the fact that the IPHAs are located 
inside the home, the individual expectations concerning privacy and the uses and purposes 
for the processing might set a very high threshold against which the legitimate interests of 
the controllers would be tested, and the balancing exercise would see on the scale the right 
to the protection of private and family life and of personal data.577  
Having outlined the main elements concerning the grounds for processing, let’s see what the 
umbrella policy implies from the perspective of the application of the GDPR.  
 
5.3 The application of the provisions concerning information of Data Subjects: the 
umbrella privacy policies of Amazon, Apple, and Google.  
The content of the privacy policies of Amazon, Apple, and Google is in part established by the 
GDPR provisions regulating the information to be provided to Data Subjects.  
In the system of the GDPR, transparency covers an essential role. The principle of 
transparency is established by art. 5(1) GDPR, which affirms that the processing of personal 
data shall be lawful, fair and transparent. Transparency is the necessary pre-requisite for Data 
Subjects to assess the lawfulness and fairness of the processing of their data, and to exercise 
their rights vis-à-vis controllers and processors (GDPR, Recital (39)). It also ties into the 
necessity to strengthen accountability for the controllers.578 
Data Subjects should have access in an easy and understandable way (with plain and clear 
language) to the information concerning the identity of the controller, the purposes of the 
processing, the risks, safeguards, rights and rules concerning the processing and the modality 
to exercise the rights they are entitled to (GDPR, Recital (39)). The requisites for the form and 
modalities of administration of the information are particularly important in the context of 
the GDPR. They aim at creating information notices that are tailored not only on the specifics 
of the technology used and of the processing occurring, but also on the category of Data 
Subject to which the technology is targeted. This, in turn, represents a challenge for those 
products embedding different services and technological components, as such directed 
potentially to a wide range of users/Data Subjects (as is the case frequently with IoT 
devices).579 
 

 
577 To have a better idea of how to evaluate the other legal bases for processing from a practical perspective, 

see for instance ‘ICO’s Guide to Data Protection’ (n 506). See also: Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 06/2014 

on the Notion of Legitimate Interests of the Data Controller under Article 7 of Directive 95/46/EC (WP 217)’; 

Irene Kamara and Paul De Hert, ‘Understanding the Balancing Act behind the Legitimate Interest of the 

Controller Ground’ in Evan Selinger, Jules Polonetsky and Omer Tene (eds), The Cambridge Handbook of 
Consumer Privacy (Cambridge University Press 2018); Gabriela Zanfir-Fortuna and Troester-Falk , Teresa, 

‘Processing Personal Data on the Basis of Legitimate Interests under the GDPR: Practical Cases’ (2018). Cfr. 

Also some of the decisions of the Court of Justice of the European Union concerning the legal bases under the 

Data Protection Directive: ANSEF, Joined Cases C-468/10 and C-469/10, [2011] (ECLI:EU:C:2011:777); Breyer, 
Case C-582/14, [2016] (ECLI:EU:C:2016:779) (n 496); Rīgas, Case C-13/16, [2017] (ECLI:EU:C:2017:336); Puškar, 
Case C-73/16, [2017] (ECLI:EU:C:2017:725); Google Spain, Case C-131/12, [2014], (ECLI:EU:C:2014:317); 
Fashion ID, Case C-40/17, [2019], (ECLI:EU:C:2019:629); Ryneš, Case C-212/13, [2014], (ECLI:EU:C:2014:2428); 
OLAF, ‘Summaries of EU Court Decisions Relating to Data Protection 2000-2015’ (2016). 
578 EJ Koops, ‘On Decision Transparency, or How to Enhance Data Protection after the Computational Turn’ 

[2013] Privacy, due process and the computational turn 196. 
579 Nóra Ni Loideain, ‘A Port in the Data-Sharing Storm: The GDPR and the Internet of Things’ (2019) 4 Journal 

of Cyber Policy 178. 
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This implies a tripartition of the controller’s obligation to provide information to the Data 
Subject: information must be provided before the processing, during, and, upon request, 
when the Data Subject asks to have access to them. In all of these cases, the information shall 
be provided free of charge (unless the request of the Data Subject is excessive or manifestly 
unfounded), by any means, including electronic format and with the auxiliary use of icons, 
and in a concise, transparent, intelligible, easily accessible form (GDPR, art. 12).  
 
A more detailed discipline for the a priori provision of information is established by articles 
13 and 14. This is the case of information that is not requested by the data subject, but are 
proactively580 provided by the Controller at the time the personal data are obtained in case 
they are collected directly from the Data Subject, or at the latest within a month if the 
personal data are not collected directly from the Data Subject but have been obtained from 
a third party.  
 

Which information shall be provided? 
 
If the data are collected directly from the Data Subject, the information to be provided 
include, according to article 13:  
 

• Information to identify the Controller (identity, contact details, details of the 
representative or, if applicable, of the Data Protection Officer); 

• the purposes and the legal bases of the processing (including which legitimate 
interest, if applicable); 

• if the data will be transferred outside of the EU, information concerning the 
transfer, (including “the existence or absence of an adequacy decision by the 
Commission, or in the case of transfers referred to in Article 46 or 47, or the second 
subparagraph of Article 49(1), reference to the appropriate or suitable safeguards 
and the means by which to obtain a copy of them or where they have been made 
available”) (GDPR, art. 13(2)(f)); 

• the duration of the storage of the personal data or, if no exact duration can be 
identified, the criteria to estimate a duration; 

• the fact that the Data Subject is entitled to the rights to access, rectify, erase or 
restrict the processing, to the right to data portability, and to the right to lodge a 
complaint with the relevant supervisory authority; 

• if processing is based on consent, the possibility and modalities to withdraw it; 
• if processing is based on a statutory provision or on a contract, whether providing 

the data is mandatory for the Data Subject and what are the consequences in case 
the data are not provided; 

• if the Data Subject will be subject to automated decision-making or profiling, 
“meaningful information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and 

 
580European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Handbook on European Data Protection Law - 2018 Edition 

(n 536). For additional information on the principles of transparency see, among others and besides the other 

sources provided in this paragraph: Voigt and von dem Bussche (n 506); H. Felzmann and others, ‘Robots and 

Transparency: The Multiple Dimensions of Transparency in the Context of Robot Technologies’ (2019) 26 IEEE 

Robotics & Automation Magazine 71. 
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the envisaged consequences of such processing for the data subject” (GDPR, art. 
13(2)(f)). 

If the Personal Data are not obtained directly from the Data Subject, in addition to the 
information mentioned in the points above, according to article 14, the Controller should 
also inform the Data Subject about which categories of data are processed and the source 
from which the data originate. 
 
The e-Privacy Regulation does not establish an obligation to inform users about the 
processing, neither for traffic data (that is, the data concerning a communication occurring 
on a network) or for location data. It is reasonable to assume that the ePR does not specify 
said informational duty to avoid overlapping with the GDPR. The obligation to inform users 
is only present in articles 8 and 10, which concern the collection of information emitted by 
a device in order to connect to a network or other devices, and the positioning of cookies. 
In these cases, information has to be provided to users concerning the collection, the 
purposes, the person responsible, and how to minimize or stop the collection or about 
privacy enhancing settings (ePR, artt. 8(2)(b) and (10)(2)).  
 

 
The principle of transparency, the right of information, and the legal bases of processing are 
interdependent provisions, whose consistent, interactive application guarantees the 
necessary baseline for the functioning of the GDPR and e-Privacy.  
If the right of information, in particular the initial information, is not properly supported by 
the controller, i.e. if the information is not properly provided to the Data Subject at the 
moment of collection of the personal data, the legal basis can be invalid. If the principle of 
transparency is not duly respected, the entire processing might be considered not legitimate.  
How do transparency, right of information, and the legal bases of processing, however, 
translate into practice? What is the concrete manifestation of the three, in particular with 
regard to IPHAs?  
 
Opening for the first time the app relating to an IPHA, the users are asked, as an initial screen 
or as a pop up, to agree to the privacy policy (and to the terms and conditions). In some cases, 
the entire privacy policy is shown to the users, in others there is a link to a webpage containing 
the policy.  
 
With regard to the policies of Amazon, Apple, and Google, the decision to use an umbrella 
policy is strategic but also consistent with the kind of technologies and business models used 
by the companies: the different services (email, search engine, vocal assistant, social network, 
e-commerce, cloud storage, music store, and so on) offered by the companies are 
interconnected, often build on each other, and the development of certain products depends 
on the data collected in a transversal manner from all the services.  
 
These umbrella policies are long and have a complex structure, with several hyperlinks 
bringing the reader to new pages containing instructions and FAQs for a specific product or 
service.  
It is important to point out that in January 2019 the French Data Protection Authority has 
determined Google’s umbrella privacy policy not compliant with art. 12’s requisite of clarity, 
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due to its distribution among several hyperlinked pages.581 Users, even expert ones, might 
have troubles navigating these multi-layered policies and connected documents. The French 
DPA deemed that the requisites of conciseness, clarity and transparency of the information 
set by art. 12 of the GDPR are not fully met by this type of notice, due to the fragmentation 
deriving from the hyperlinks and the wide range of services involved582. As explained in 
Chapter VI, the use of umbrella policies, in combination with non-specific terminology and 
general information, can also affect the application of the principles of purpose limitation and 
data minimization.583 The use of umbrella privacy policy can be justified by the fact that many 
of the services offered by companies like Amazon and Google are interdependent and 
connected to each other. Individual privacy policies would be redundant and often 
overlapping. Umbrella privacy policy reflect the technical and organizational complexity 
behind the services offered to consumers. At the same time, they flatten this complexity, 
presenting an appearance of simplicity and uniformity that can strategically be used to dilute 
information and present them in an ambiguous manner. This circumstance, together with the 
apparent fallacy of consent, according to which users consent to policies and terms of use 
without even reading them, raise the question of the concrete effectiveness of these umbrella 
policies to inform Data Subjects. As shown by the CNIL, national and European authorities 
need to evaluate the desirability of umbrella privacy policies as tools to inform Data Subjects 
and allow them to clearly envision the consequences of the processing. Privacy policies, in 
fact, contribute to a regime of accountability of controllers vis-à-vis both Data Subjects and 
public authorities.  
I believe umbrella privacy policies do not inform Data Subjects adequately, if they strategically 
distribute and dilute information behind a multitude of hyperlinks and webpages, especially 
in combination with vague formulations. Decoupling the privacy policies of each service and 
product might be a better strategy to protect Data Subjects, and should be paired with clear 

 
581 CNIL’s press release of 21st January 2019, <https://www.cnil.fr/en/cnils-restricted-committee-imposes-

financial-penalty-50-million-euros-against-google-llc> accessed 8 December 2019. 
582 For instance, Amazon’s privacy policy fails to describe exactly what types of personal data are collected and 

processed, and for which purposes. Phrases such as “We collect certain data” are used in the policy, paired 

with a hyperlink leading to another section of the privacy policy in which lists are provided. While this 

structure might keep the privacy policy shorter, it might also discourage users from verifying what data are 
collected. It is also not clear whether the lists present at the end of the hyperlinks are exhaustive or not. In 

general, independent research has shown that the privacy policies might be not easy to read and understand 

by the general public. The US based non-profit foundation Common Sense Media, specialized in education of 

children and parent with regard to the use of digital media, has conducted a review of the privacy policies of 

1700 tech companies. Their findings show how, regardless of which scale is used to measure, the vast majority 

results more difficult than the understanding capabilities of the average of the US population. Google and 

Amazon are among those. For an overview of the different scales used to measure readability and 
understandability and for their findings, see Irene Lee, ‘It’s Not You; Privacy Policies Are Difficult to Read’ 

(Common Sense Education, 17 July 2018) <https://www.commonsense.org/education/articles/its-not-you-

privacy-policies-are-difficult-to-read> accessed 3 April 2020. Similar findings have been obtained by the BBC in 

one of their investigative reports. See Joe Miller and Tom Calver, ‘Social Site Terms Tougher than Dickens’ BBC 
News (6 July 2018) <https://www.bbc.com/news/business-44599968> accessed 3 April 2020. 
583 Judith Rauhofer, ‘Of Men and Mice: Should the EU Data Protection Authorities’ Reaction to Google’s New 

Privacy Policy Raise Concern for the Future of the Purpose Limitation Principle’ (2015) 1 European Data 
Protection Law Review (EDPL) 5; Wachter (n 502); Omer Tene and Jules Polonetsky, ‘Big Data for All: Privacy 

and User Control in the Age of Analytics’ (2012) 11 Northwestern Journal of Technology and Intellectual 

Property [xxvii]. Tene and Polonetsky even argue that the name ‘privacy policy’ is misleading, because it 

inspires in users the idea that the company’s aim is to protect their Data Subjects rights, and not to enable the 

company itself to process data.  
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and exact references to what types of data are used, for what purposes, and clear claims 
concerning the scope and application of each purpose. To this, controllers should also add the 
information necessary to show Data Subjects how various services and product interact and 
the complex web of business relations underlying them. Only in this way Data Subjects can 
envision the consequences of processing. Hyperlinks and connected webpages can (and 
should) play an important role, as customer support. Google Home’s support pages give more 
detailed information about what happens to the personal data of the users than the umbrella 
privacy policy. They are interactive, clear, informative websites, and include useful forum-like 
sections. The combination of decoupled privacy policies together with more general customer 
support platforms could be an alternative worth exploring, provided that the producers of 
IPHAs abandon strategic behaviours in delivering the information mandated by the GDPR.  
 
It is also worth highlighting that Apple is the only IPHA manufacturer whose privacy policy 
expressly references to two additional documents: one called Privacy Governance, and a 
Human Rights Policy (included in Annex 5.3(c) as an addendum). These documents contain 
the commitments of the company to respect not only privacy in its nature of fundamental 
right, but also other human rights, in all their corporate activities, with regard to customers 
and employees. Two things are particularly interesting with regard to these documents. The 
first is that even though the commitments are formulated in a generic fashion, and are often 
very emphatic, the company recognizes its corporate social responsibility.584 In doing so, 
Apple expressly connects an industry that relies heavily on personal data (like the ITC one) to 
the possible effects that it can have on other human rights, and on the dignity of individuals 
in general. That approach is in line with the recommendations of European and international 
authorities, from the European Parliament to the Council of Europe (see paragraph 7.6 
below).  
The second interesting aspect that emerges from analysing these documents is that Apple 
uses them to disclose information connected to some GDPR provisions. This is the case, for 
instance, of the privacy by default and the Data Protection Impact Assessment, whose 
implementation criteria are disclosed – albeit in a generic fashion – in the Privacy Governance. 
This approach might increase the abovementioned fragmentation issue, resulting in users 
(and Data Subjects) having more difficulties to find this information. However, since this 
information is additional respect to the requisites listed by article 13 and other GDPR 
provisions, it is still significant that the company has decided to disclose it publicly, and in such 
a holistic way together with a broader discourse around corporate social responsibility and 
human rights.  
 
With regard to the privacy policies of IPHAs, I would like to put forward one final reflection. 
IPHAs are voice-based conversational agents. One of the business potentials of conversational 
agents – or bots – is the perspective to deploy them for communicating with users and to 
simplify customer care, answering questions and giving information. It seems only natural, 
therefore, that Alexa, Siri, or Assistant are used to explain to users the privacy policies, or to 
answer questions concerning data protection and privacy. On one side, this way of 
administering information could be intuitive and immediate, especially for certain categories 

 
584 For a definition of corporate social responsibility and an analysis of its relationship with human rights and 

the role of big Internet-related companies, see Emily B Laidlaw, Regulating Speech in Cyberspace: Gatekeepers, 
Human Rights and Corporate Responsibility (Cambridge University Press 2015). 
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of users, such as the elderlies. However, I would advise to be cautious, for various reasons. 
First, it would be necessary to test how users follow and understand spoken legal documents, 
especially compared to written ones, before considering which option is better for the 
protection of Data Subjects. Second, the written text might also be more convenient for 
controllers, as it offers in one document the proof of their compliance with the GDPR in 
relation to all Data Subjects. On the opposite, using the logs recorded by IPHAs might require 
a diabolical case-by-case assessment if an authority, for instance a national DPA, wants to 
assess the controller’s compliance. Third, and last, consideration: in Part I it has been 
discussed how IPHAs leverage social cues, and in particular voice-based strategies and 
mechanisms, to persuade users. Having IPHAs talk about the privacy policy and data 
processing with the users might offer the occasion to persuade or nudge users into certain 
choices. Consider this hypothetical scenario: Google Assistant is used to vocally explain to a 
user that sometimes the software does not understand spoken words correctly, and therefore 
there is an error or a conflict. If the user agrees to human screening, employees or contractors 
of Google receive snippets of recordings, analyse them, and try to solve the conflict or error 
(see the box below). Assistant’s voice and words could be strategically used to leverage the 
psychological mechanisms of reciprocity. In his research, Fogg shows that the reciprocity 
mechanism also exists between humans and computer: users would be more prone to do a 
favour to a machine, if this latter has done something that helps them, before.585 Reciprocity 
is only one strategy that could be used; others include, for instance, developing a sense of 
common belonging or shared values, or developing a sense of authority to increase credibility 
of the machine and, in turn develop users’ trust. These strategies are often difficult to identify, 
because they use imperceptible or subtle elements (the choice of a word over another) and 
rely on psychological reactions that are often involuntary or almost instinctual. If Assistant 
leverages the reciprocity mechanism to persuade the user into accepting the human 
screening, is the consent of the user really a manifestation of free will? Would the persuasion 
mechanism affect the validity of the consent of the user? These issues are already arising in 
connection with the use of so-called ‘dark patterns’, user interfaces designed to make users 
accept cookies on websites, or at least to make it harder to reject them. As discussed in Part 
I, voice interaction acts as a catalyst for anthropomorphising and, consequently, increases the 
persuasion capabilities. IPHAs’ potential for persuasion would suggest extreme caution and 
the stringent overview of public authorities, should producers choose to have them ‘discuss’ 
the privacy policy with their users.  
 
The privacy policies of the main producers can be found in Annex 5.3(a)-(c), with a contextual 
analysis of the relation between their content and the relevant provisions of the GDPR.  
  

In space no one can hear you scream: the scandal of Amazon, Google, and Apple’s workers 
listening to recordings 
 
In the spring-summer of 2019, three scandals hit Google Home, Amazon Echo, and Apple 
Siri.  

 
585 Fogg and Fogg (n 371). 
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Former employees of the three multinationals or of their contractors confessed to the press 
that the companies have humans listen to and analyse snippets of registrations from the 
devices of users.586  
 
This practice is commonly used in the field of Natural Language Processing to resolve cases 
in which the software does not understand the command properly and is not able to carry 
out the task ordered.  
All companies reacted to the leaks by affirming that the snippets were very short and 
anonymous, they were only a minimum amount (Google affirms approximately the 0.2% of 
all recordings)587 and were a mere technical measure to improve the functioning of the 
software.  
 
In the case of Amazon, however, employees and contractors affirmed to have access to 
information that allowed the identification of the people being recorded, including the 
home address at which the devices were registered.588 In the case of Google and Apple it 
did not appear that the contractors had access to identifiers, but it did transpire that some 
of the content had been recorded by accident, because the device activated by mistake.  
 
The privacy policies of the three companies did not specify that snippets of audio recordings 
could be analysed by humans for technical reasons, although it shall be pointed out that 
prior to the scandal this was simply considered a customary practice of the sector.589 
 
Following the scandal, Google’s program was suspended by the German Data Protection 
Authority for three months. Subsequently, Google announced that the human analysis of 
snippets would only be carried out if the users opt-in on the use of their recordings to 
improve the NLP, and after the users have been appropriately informed of the human 

 
586 Cfr. Matt Day, Giles Turner and Natalia Drozdiak, ‘Amazon Workers Are Listening to What You Tell Alexa’ 

Bloomberg.com (10 April 2019) <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-10/is-anyone-listening-

to-you-on-alexa-a-global-team-reviews-audio> accessed 20 April 2020; Matt Day, Giles Turner and Natalia 

Drozdiak, ‘Thousands of Amazon Workers Listen to Alexa Users’ Conversations’ Time 
<https://time.com/5568815/amazon-workers-listen-to-alexa/> accessed 20 April 2020; Mary Hanbury, ‘Google 

says its workers are listening to and transcribing your Google Assistant commands’ [2019] Business Insider 
Nederland <https://www.businessinsider.com/google-workers-listen-to-google-assistant-commands-2019-7> 

accessed 20 April 2020; Jay Peters, ‘Apple Contractors Were Allegedly Listening to 1,000 Siri Recordings a Day 

— Each’ [2019] The Verge <https://www.theverge.com/2019/8/23/20830120/apple-contractors-siri-

recordings-listening-1000-a-day-globetech-microsoft-cortana> accessed 20 April 2020; Todd Haselton, ‘Apple 

Suspends Program That Let Its Employees Listen to Your Siri Recordings’ [2019] CNBC 
<https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/02/apple-suspends-program-that-let-employees-listen-to-siri-

recordings.html> accessed 20 April 2020. Some of the episodes allegedly were discovered in the United States 

(Amazon and Apple), while the episode concerning Google refers to Belgium and The Netherlands.  
587 Whether the snippets were anonymous or not might be important to assess the application of the GDPR. If 

the snippets were sent with an identification code or other form of pseudonymization, the GDPR would indeed 

still apply. In this case, in fact, while the employees directly working with the snippets would not be able to 

identify the Data Subjects, Amazon, Google, or Apple would. This means that they would still be working with 
personal data. If the snippets were truly anonymized, and Amazon, Google, or Apple would not be able to 

identify the Data Subjects, then the GDPR might not apply from the moment of anonymization onward.  
588 Day, Turner and Drozdiak, ‘Amazon Workers Are Listening to What You Tell Alexa’ (n 586). The access to the 

identifiers of the devices appears to have been withdrawn following the scandal. 
589 Estes (n 337). 
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intervention.590 Amazon appears to have given its users an opt-out option591 (whose 
compliance with Data Protection by Default is debatable, see below). 
 
This is a problematic episode. Depending on the legal basis used to justify the processing, 
the practice might not be compatible with the transparency and purpose limitation 
principles.  
 
The GDPR’s provisions concerning the right of information of Data Subjects could be 
stretched to the point of affirming that the human revision of the snippets is functional to 
the purpose of improving the natural language processing capabilities of the software.  
This could fall within the purpose of delivering the services to the users and solving possible 
related issues, a purpose clearly stated in the privacy policies of the companies. It might 
also fall within the purpose of improving the processing of vocal data to carry out the tasks 
(See Annex 5.3(a)-(c)).  
 
Since the fact that humans listen to snippets of conversations is not expressly mentioned 
in the privacy policies, it should be excluded that consent can be used as a legal basis. It 
would not be reasonable to argue that the users of an IPHA should expect that humans 
listen to the recordings. While this appears to be a common practice of the sector, such an 
in-depth knowledge of the way natural language processing works cannot be expected by 
the layperson or by an average user.  
 
Invoking as a legal basis the legitimate interest of Amazon or Google would also be 
problematic, as the legitimate interest is balanced against the rights, interests and 
expectations of the individuals. Once again, the positioning of IPHAs inside the home 
matters: the most reasonable interpretation would be that IPHAs’ users have the 
expectation that no other human, especially those possibly located hundreds of kilometers 
away, listens to recordings occurring inside the very sanctuary of the private sphere, their 
home. While this interpretation does not mean that the rights, interest, and expectations 
of users automatically prevail over the interests of IPHAs’ manufacturers, they are 
significant threshold to be considered when evaluating the application of the legitimate 
interest as a legal basis for this specific processing.  
 
With regard to the use of contract as a legal basis, it can be debated whether the human 
intervention to solve conflicts and mistakes in the responses of the IPHA integrates the 
‘necessity’ of such a processing in order to carry out the contract between the companies 
and the users. In other words, it is not certain that employees or contractors listening to 
bits of recordings ensures the functioning of the IPHA, or the provision of the services 
offered with the various apps and connected devices.  
 
The legitimacy of the processing is not the only problematic aspect of this practice. Doubts 
also arise from the perspective of the obligations of Amazon, Google, and Apple in their 

 
590 Gerrit De Vynck, ‘Google Will Listen to Your Conversations Again, But Ask First’ Bloomberg.com (23 

September 2019) <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-09-23/google-will-listen-to-your-

conversations-again-but-ask-first> accessed 20 April 2020. 
591 Estes (n 337). See Annex 5.3(b). 
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role as controllers. As explained above, controllers must comply with a set of obligations, 
including those established by article 25, concerning data protection by design and by 
default (which, as explained in the next chapter, includes the adoption of adequate 
technical and organizational measures to embed the GDPR in the design and in the setting 
of a product). If, as Amazon employees have told some news outlet, the people working on 
the snippets also had access to various identifiers, including the home address of the device 
and its owners, the issue is even more serious. It appears, in fact, unnecessary in order to 
solve the conflicts or improve the natural language processing capability, that these 
employees had access to non-anonymized data. It is plausible that having additional 
information on the context of a certain recording might help solving the conflict of 
interpretation of certain words. But the application of the proportionality and data 
minimization principles can support the argument that knowing the exact home address of 
the device from which the recording comes might be beyond what is necessary. In the 
balancing of interests of the two parties involved, it should be evaluated whether such an 
intense violation of the privacy of users can be justified by the mere necessity of improving 
a service. If the result is negative, Amazon’s processing would be in violation of the 
minimization principle and of data protection by design.   
 
This episode involving Amazon, Apple, and Google offers the chance for some reflections. 
First, the privacy policies and other notices given to Data Subjects with regard to IPHAs 
might not be compliant with the transparency principle, due to gaps in the information 
provided to the Data Subjects. Consequently, consent could be if not invalid, indeed 
weakened and shaky. Whether these gaps are due to the inherent complexity of the 
technologies involved, or to precise marketing strategies made to reassure customers, it 
does not matter. The GDPR states that the information must be accurate, complete, in plain 
language, concise, and appropriate for the targeted audience, meaning an average 
user/layperson. If the average users/laypersons cannot be expected to know that human 
intervention in revising NLP issues is a common practice, then the controllers must inform 
them.  
 
Secondarily, if we analyse this episode under the lens of the conceptual framework 
provided in Part I, we can see how the mismatch between perceived and actual privacy, 
and the subsequent issue in terms of crowding, occurs with IPHAs.  
Users of Amazon’s, Apple’s, and Google’s IPHAs assumed a certain level of control over 
their private spheres and their homes. For instance, they had the expectation that no other 
human at Amazon’s, Apple’s, or Google’s offices was listening to their conversations.  
 
Said expectation, however, clashed with the discovery that someone was, in fact, listening 
to fragments of intimate and personal life. This discovery can trigger a psychological 
perception of a ‘presence’ that lowers the feeling of control individuals have on their own 
territory. In other words, this discovery might have caused users to perceive crowding.  
This episode shows how concretely IPHAs can cause crowding inside the home. In this 
sense, the circumstance of the IPHAs complying with the GDPR and its provisions offers 
little comfort to the individuals: “This idea [Note: the idea that the possibility to be 
identified from the snippets is lower than 1 in 10 millions] doesn’t make the idea of a 
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stranger reading your daily thought or knowing your location history feel any less creepy, 
however”592.  
This reflection will be further developed in Chapter VII.  
 

 
5.4 Who is who? Controllers and processors in the GDPR593  
So far, the ecological analysis assumed that the interactions occurred primarily between the 
owner and the IPHA. This scenario can be complicated by the temporary presence of other 
individuals inside the home, such as guests or workers employed by the owners, whose voice 
might be recorded and processed by the IPHA on purpose or accidentally. On purpose, if the 
guest uses the IPHA (Google Home, for instance, keeps the voices it cannot match with a 
profile into a separate log which can be accessed and, in case, deleted by the owner or one 
of the registered profiles)594. Accidentally, if a conversation is occurring in the background 
and the IPHA is activated (or activates by mistake)595, recording every sound in the rooms 
within its range. Consider, for example, the case of an owner of an IPHA activating it to play 
music during a dinner with friends. Since the IPHA records every sound occurring while it 
carries out tasks, the conversations occurring during the dinner while the music is being 
played will be recorded too.  
 
Following a general precautionary principle, the Article 29 Working Party (hereinafter also 
Art29WP) in its Opinion on the Internet of Things suggested that: “Users of IoT devices should 
inform non-user data subjects whose data are collected of the presence of IoT devices and 
the type of collected data. They should also respect the data subject’s preference not to have 
their data collected by the device.”596  
This is also the position of Google which, on the support page dedicated entirely to Google 
Home and possible guests, suggests its customers to inform their guests of the presence of 
the device and make avail of the mute button if necessary.597 
 
If, however, personal data of guests are processed, who should be considered the controller 
according to the GDPR?  
The role of controller should be appointed primarily to the producers of the IPHA, for instance 
Google in the case of Google Home and Amazon in the case of Amazon Echo. This is because, 
as producers of the devices and of the main software (Google Assistant/Alexa/Siri), they are 

 
592 ibid. 
593 This paragraph was originally based on the journal article I authored (Silvia De Conca, ‘Between a Rock and 

a Hard Place: Owners of Smart Speakers and Joint Control’ (2020) 17 SCRIPTed 238.). Following the subsequent 
publication of the new guidelines on the matter by the EDPB, this paragraph has been carefully revised and 

updated. Some short passages might, however, still resemble in part passages from the article.   
594 Google Nest Support, ‘Guests & Your Google Connected Home Devices - Google Nest Help’ 

<https://support.google.com/googlenest/answer/7177221?hl=en> accessed 6 April 2020. 
595 Daniel J Dubois and others, ‘Smart Speakers Study – Mon(IoT)r Research Group’ (mart Speakers Study – 
Mon(IoT)r Research Group - Northeastern University & Imperial College London, 14 February 2020) 

<https://moniotrlab.ccis.neu.edu/smart-speakers-study/> accessed 6 April 2020. 
596 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 08/2014 on the on Recent Developments on the Internet of Things (WP 

223)’.  
597 Although the Head of Google Device apparently did not know about this, as he admitted during the 2019 

presentation of the new devices and services: Leo Kelion, ‘Google Chief: I Disclose Smart Speakers to Guests’ 

BBC News (15 October 2019) <https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-50048144> accessed 6 April 2020.  
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the parties establishing the purposes and means (which, as will be explained more in detail 
below, integrates the requirements for being the controller) of the entirety of the processing. 
According to the EDPB, in fact, the processing can consist of multiple operations and 
activities.598 Controllers can be identified for single operations or for the entire set of 
operations, and therefore for parts or the entirety of the processing. Since Google and 
Amazon retain control over the entire set of operations, they remain the primary controllers 
even while the devices are in the possession of the users.  
It has been briefly explained above, however, how the GDPR contemplates the existence of 
multiple controllers either de facto or based on an agreement dividing responsibilities among 
the relevant actors.  
The existence of multiple, controllers and processors can actually be very common in the 
context of the IoT and AI, due to the complex nature of these technologies and industries.599 
In the case of IPHAs, for instance, it is safe to assume that the third parties designing the 
apps/skills shall also be joint-controllers together with Google or Amazon (see below). The 
following paragraphs analyse the various actors involved in the processing carried out by 
IPHAs, their qualifications as possible controllers or processors, and the relationships existing 
among them. First, an overview of the provisions concerning controllers and processors is 
provided. Subsequently, the analysis focuses on how said provisions apply in the case of 
IPHAs. 
 
What about the owners of the IPHAs?  
The owners of the IPHAs are, without any doubt, Data Subjects. The personal data collected 
and processed by the IPHAs relate to the owners. This circumstance, however, does not 
exempt them from potentially also being controllers, vis-à-vis the personal data of their 
guests. Depending on how the provisions concerning control and the household exemption 
are interpreted, the owners might be held accountable as controllers too.  
 
Controllers in the GDPR 
According to art. 4(7) of the GDPR, the controller is: “the natural or legal person, public 
authority, agency or other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes 
and means of the processing of personal data”. In the recent Guidelines on the concepts of 
“controller” and “processor”, the EDPB highlights five main elements composing the 
definition of controller: (i) which subjects can be controllers (natural or legal persons, as well 
as an array of public entities); (ii) the qualifying behaviour (‘determines’); (iii) the potentially 
plural nature of control; (iv) and (v) the qualifying circumstances (‘the purposes and means of 
the processing of personal data’).  
 
The second element constituting the definition of controller is the determination (of the 
means and purposes of the processing of personal data). Means and purposes shall be 
intended, in this context, as the “how” (technical and organizational measures, as well as for 

 
598 Para. 40, ‘EDPB Guidelines 07/2020 on the Concepts of Controller and Processor in the GDPR’. 
599 Jenna Mäkinen, ‘Data Quality, Sensitive Data and Joint Controllership as Examples of Grey Areas in the 

Existing Data Protection Framework for the Internet of Things’ (2015) 24 Information & Communications 

Technology Law 262. 
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the so-called essential and non-essential elements explained below) and the “why” of the 
processing.600  
 
The interpretation of the word “determine” has, however, raised several doubts in the past. 
The evaluation revolves around what “level of influence”601 is necessary to qualify an entity 
as a controller. It is worth noting that, according to the EDPB: “the word “determines” means 
that the entity that actually exerts influence on the purposes and means of the processing is 
the controller”602 [emphasis added]. Furthermore, the influence can also be deduced by the 
nature of the activities (for instance in the case of an employer vis-à-vis certain personal data 
of the employees)603.  
 
The determining influence of the controller has as objective the purposes and means of the 
processing (the fourth and fifth elements of the definition). The EDPB provides some 
clarifrications concerning these latter: “Determining the purposes and the means amounts to 
deciding respectively the "why" and the "how" of the processing: given a particular processing 
operation, the controller is the actor who has determined why the processing is taking place 
(i.e., “to what end”; or “what for”) and how this objective shall be reached (i.e. which means 
shall be employed to attain the objective). A natural or legal person who exerts such influence 
over the processing of personal data, thereby participates in the determination of the 
purposes and means of that processing in accordance with the definition in Article 4(7) 
GDPR”604. Contrary to what was previously upheld by the Article 29 Working Party605, the 
controller must decide on both the purposes and means in order to be qualified as such.606  
 
With regards to the means, the EDPB distinguishes between so-called ‘essential’ and ‘non-
essential’ ones: ““Essential means” are closely linked to the purpose and the scope of the 
processing and are traditionally and inherently reserved to the controller. Examples of 
essential means are the type of personal data which are processed (“which data shall be 
processed?”), the duration of the processing (“for how long shall they be processed?”), the 
categories of recipients (“who shall have access to them?”) and the categories of data subjects 
(“whose personal data are being processed?”). “Non-essential means” concern more practical 
aspects of implementation, such as the choice for a particular type of hardware or software 
or the detailed security measures which may be left to the processor to decide on”607. The 
qualification of controller is reasonably assigned to those actors having a determining 
influence on the purposes and essential means (while the non-essential means can, for 
instance, be left to the processors).  
 

 
600 Paras 19 and ss, ‘EDPB Guidelines 07/2020 on the Concepts of Controller and Processor in the GDPR’ (n 

598). 
601 ibid. 
602 ibid. at 28.  
603 ibid. at 24-25.  
604 Ibid. at 33.  
605 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 01/2010 on the Concepts of “Controller” and “Processor” (WP 169)’. Pag. 

11. The Opinion has been supersided by the EDPB Guidelines 07/2020.   
606 Para. 34, ‘EDPB Guidelines 07/2020 on the Concepts of Controller and Processor in the GDPR’ (n 598). 
607 ibid. at 38. 
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The purposes and means must be escathologically connected to the processing of the 
personal data.608 As explained, the term processing has to be intended as a set of operations. 
Each actor can be the controller for individual operations or of the entire set, and therefore 
of the entire processing. This approach, adopted by the CJEU and confirmed by the EDPB, 
aims at identifying the extent of the responsibilities to be assigned to each controller. In case 
of multiple controllers, in fact, the responsibilities may vary based on the operations and 
factual circumstances involved (as will be explained below, with regard to the Jehova Witness 
case).609  
 
Joint control 
The GDPR, in fact, expressly considers the possibility of multiple controllers. Whether one or 
more subjects are controllers is established based on a factual evaluation, meaning two 
things: that any formal appointment of a subject as a controller does not matter if, de facto, 
that subject does not autonomously exercises control over the purposes and means of the 
processing;610 and that more than one subject can be controllers at the same time. This latter 
case is regulated by art. 26 of the GDPR, under the regime of so-called joint-control.  
With regard to joint-control, three cases are particularly important, as they expand the 
definition of control in a way that has raised some objections: the Wirtschaftsakademie, the 
Jehova Witness, and the Fasion ID cases.611  
 
In the Wirtschaftsakademie case, the CJEU deemed the administrators of a Facebook page 
joint-controllers together with Facebook for the processing of the data of the followers of 
their page (as well as of non-Facebook users that would open the page via the website of the 
Wirtschaftsakademie). The decision entails a very expanded notion of controller. As pointed 
out by the Court, it goes without saying that the administrators of a Facebook page do not 
have any negotiating power concerning Facebook’s terms and conditions, and Facebook is 
the main party responsible for most of the processing.  
 
Nevertheless, the administrators of a page select the criteria based on which Facebook will 
direct a certain target audience to them. Furthermore, by accepting Facebook’s offer to 
provide them with statistical (and as such anonymous) data on the users visiting their page, 
they indirectly trigger the installing of cookies on the computers of those visiting the page.  
Therefore, they do not only serve as enablers or, in the words of the Art29WP, “facilitators” 
of the data processing, they establish a purpose (statistical data) and, with the very creation 
of the Facebook page, the means too. In order to be a controller, the administrators don’t 
even need to have access to the personal data.612  

 
608 ibid. at 40.  
609 ibid. at 166.  
610 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Handbook on European Data Protection Law - 2018 Edition 

(n 536). 
611 The three cases have been issued after the GDPR entered into effectiveness, but refer to the Data 

Protection Directive as they started before the 25th of May 2018. The cases are, respectively: 

Wirtschaftsakademie, Case C-210/16, [2018], (ECLI:EU:C:2018:388); Jehova Witness, Case C-25/17, [2018], 
(ECLI:EU:C:2018:551); Fashion ID, Case C-40/17, [2019], (ECLI:EU:C:2019:629) (n 577). For an overview of the 

cases, see: Jessica Schroers, ‘The Wirtschaftsakademie Case: Joint Controllership’ (CITIP blog - KU Leuven, 14 

August 2018) <https://www.law.kuleuven.be/citip/blog/the-wirtschaftsakademie-case-joint-controllership/> 

accessed 6 April 2020. 
612 Wirtschaftsakademie, Case C-210/16, [2018], (ECLI:EU:C:2018:388) (n 611). At 38.  
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The interpretation given by the Court expands the definition of controller using as a starting 
point the position of the page administrators as enablers and (partially) beneficiary of the 
processing, making the (in my opinion debatable) choice of including controllers that don’t 
even have access to the personal data613 and that don’t have any power vis-à-vis the primary 
controller.  
 
A similar reasoning and interpretation was also given by the Court in the Fashion ID case. In 
its judgment, the CJEU affirmed that if a website embeds a plug-in button to automatically 
like a corresponding Facebook page, and this button collectes some preliminary information 
about the device and operative system used, for compatibility purposes, the administrators 
of the website are controllers for the stage of the processing corresponding to the collection 
of such preliminary data for the compatibility assessment.   
In this case, the button consisted of a plug-in from Facebook which, via a cookie, would collect 
initial data about the browser and device of visitors regardless of the actions of these latter.  
If visitors would click on the ‘like’ button, Facebook would then install additional cookies on 
their devices irrespective of whether the visitors were Facebook users or not.614  
 
The initial, preliminary data collection necessary for the Facebook’s plug-in to work has been 
considered by the Court as the stage for which the administrators of the website were 
controllers, based on the fact that they decided to use the plug-in in their website, and for 
marketing reasons. The processing that followed was the consequence of such decision.  
 
In the Jehova Witness case, the Court established that a religious institution was joint-
controller, together with its members, of the data processing occurring during door-to-door 
preaching activities. Said activities were carried out by the members but coordinated, 
organized and encouraged by the institution.  
In the decision, the court stressed how the idea of a plurality of controllers is a given of the 
data protection regime. Furthermore, the Court affirmed that  

“the existence of joint responsibility does not necessarily imply equal responsibility of 
the various operators engaged in the processing of personal data. On the contrary, 
those operators may be involved at different stages of that processing of personal data 
and to different degrees, so that the level of responsibility of each of them must be 
assessed with regard to all the relevant circumstances of the particular case.”615 

 
Under the regime of the Data Protection Directive, some doubts had arisen concerning the 
concrete application of joint-control, for instance concerning the nature of the liability 
(whether it was joint and several or not).  
Some of the issues have been addressed by the GDPR. Article 26 establishes that whenever 
two or more parties are involved in the determination of the purposes and means of 
processing, and are therefore joint-controllers, they shall: “determine their respective 
responsibilities for compliance with the obligations under this Regulation” by means of an 
agreement.  

 
613 ibid. 
614 Fashion ID, Case C-40/17, [2019], (ECLI:EU:C:2019:629) (n 577). 
615 Jehova Witness, Case C-25/17, [2018], (ECLI:EU:C:2018:551) (n 611). At 66.  
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The agreement shall: i) be a truthful representation of the factual control and consequent 
responsibilities of each controller, ii) made available to Data Subjects, and iii) indicate the 
contact point for the Data Subject.  
Finally, art. 26 clarifies the nature of the relationship among joint-controllers, by establishing 
in its third paragraph that, no matter the terms of the agreement, “the data subject may 
exercise his or her rights under this Regulation in respect of and against each of the 
controllers”. Joint-controllers are, therefore, bound by joint and several liability, which also 
implies that the individual controller that has been addressed by the Data Subject can obtain 
redress from the other controllers for their part of responsibility.  
 
It is not clear, however, how art. 26 should apply to the case of de facto multiple control not 
regulated by an agreement. It is reasonable, based on the previous interpretations given to 
the institute of joint-control, that the mere incipit of art. 26 (“Where two or more controllers 
jointly determine the purposes and means of processing, they shall be joint controllers.”) is 
enough to establish solidary liability among them, but doubts remain on whether art. 26 
should be interpreted in the sense that the controllers, once identified, have the obligation 
to enter into an agreement regulating their shares of responsibility.  
 
The EDPB has embraced the choice of the CJEU. According to its guidelines on the matter, 
joint control occurs when two or more actors have de facto influence on both purposes and 
mean of the processing – or parts of it. The term ‘jointly’ is interpreted by the EDPB as “not 
alone” or “together with”616 Joint control can be found in two scenarios: one in which there 
is a shared, common intention among the controllers (common decisions); one in which the 
decision of the controllers on the purposes and means are not common but complementary: 
“if they complement each other and are necessary for the processing to take place in such 
manner that they have a tangible impact on the determination of the purposes and means of 
the processing”617 (converging decisions).  
 
The second scenario implies inseparable processing operations, so that without one 
controller’s decision, the other controllers cannot process either. Converging decisions can 
occur also when controllers pursue purposes that are closely connected or that create mutual 
benefits. In this latter case, the EDPB specifices that to qualify for joint control the mutually 
beneficial decisions must occur on distinct purposes and means.618  
 
The EDPB also affirms that to identify a controller it is necessary to answer the questions "why 
is this processing taking place?” and “who decided that the processing should take place for 
a particular purpose?”619. The second question is particularly interesting for this analysis. If, 
in fact, one actor chooses for its own purposes to use a certain software or hardware 
produced by a third party, and such software/hardware triggers the processing, that could 
lead to joint control. The choice of including said question in the guidelines implies that the 
EDPB has embraced the idea of the “facilitator” or “enabler” deriving from the CJEU case-law, 
structuring and specifying it in a more systemic way.  

 
616 Para 48, ‘EDPB Guidelines 07/2020 on the Concepts of Controller and Processor in the GDPR’ (n 598). 
617 ibid. at 53.  
618 ibid. at 60.  
619 ibid. at 19.  
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Finally, the EDPB also considers that two actors might not be joint controllers, but they might 
insist on the same processing operations: in this case, they should be considered as separate 
controllers.620  
 
For both the Court and the EDPB, therefore, joint-control could assume different forms and 
relate to more loosen or tighter relationships among the controllers.  
Once the controller(s) have been identified, the GDPR applies unless the processing falls 
within the so-called household exemption.  
 

 
Figure 5.4: How to identify joint-control (if a party is already a controller) according to the EDPB.621  
 

 
620 ibid. at 68. In this case one hypothesis is that the data are transferred from one controller to the other.  
621 ‘EDPB Guidelines 07/2020 on the Concepts of Controller and Processor in the GDPR’ (n 598) 48. 
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The household exemption 
The household exemption affirms that the GDPR does not apply to the processing of personal 
data carried out “by a natural person in the course of a purely personal or household activity” 
(GDPR, art. 2(2)(c)).  
 
Purely personal or household activities is used to identify all those activities falling within the 
management of a house, of a family, or of personal life.622 Activities falling within the 
professional, working, or charitable field do not qualify for the household exemption, 
regardless of whether they take place in the house or not.623  
A 2014 decision, concerning the boundaries of the household exemption, is particularly 
relevant in this regard: the Ryneš case.624 In this case, the Court established that an individual 
recording images with a security camera is indeed a controller. Furthermore, the 
circumstance that the security camera was pointing at the entrance of his/her house – 
therefore at a public space – and not only to the inside of the house, excludes the application 
of the household exemption.  
For the CJEU, the location in which the processing takes place does play an important role in 
evaluating whether the processing would fall within the exemption, but that the very nature 
of the activities itself must nevertheless be personal or familiar.625  
 
Recital (18) of the GDPR, following the suggestions elaborated by the CJEU and the Art29WP 
during the previous decade, expands the scope of the household exemption to include, 
besides traditionally private activities (such as correspondence, keeping a diary, and the 
holding of addresses) also “social networking and online activity undertaken within the 
context of such activities.”  
While the recital does not elaborate more in detail on the topic, it is reasonable to affirm that 
not all online and social network activities qualify for the household exemption. According to 
Opinion 5/2009 on social networking activities, in fact, three circumstances shall be analysed 
in order to assess whether using a Social Network falls within the “purely personal or 
household” activites.  
 
The use of a Social Network on behalf of a company or association, or acting towards 
“commercial, political or charitable goals”626 excludes the application of the exemption.  
From a more formal perspective, the use of an ‘open profile’ also excludes the application of 
the household exemption.627 Having an open profile means that the user of a Social Network 
does not limit the fruition of the content to a contact list of known users (such as family and 
friends), but opens the content to every single user of the Social Network, including non-
contacts, or makes it indexable by search engines.  

 
622 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 05/2009 on Online Social Networking (WP163)’. 
623 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Handbook on European Data Protection Law - 2018 Edition 

(n 536). 
624 Ryneš, Case C-212/13, [2014], (ECLI:EU:C:2014:2428) (n 577). 
625 It should be noted that in the Ryneš case the existence of a legitimate interest (safety and security) of the 

individual and the family could still be evoked to justify the processing without the necessity to require the 

consent of the grabbed individuals.  
626 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 05/2009 on Online Social Networking (WP163)’ (n 622) 6.  
627 Buivids, Case C-345/17, [2019], (ECLI:EU:C:2019:122).  
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On the same topic, it should also be considered that for the Art29WP the amount of contact 
on a Social Media profile matters, since: “A high number of contacts could be an indication 
that the household exception does not apply.”628 Unfortunately, the formulation appears 
particularly vague and does not guarantee any certainty on the application of the household 
exemption.  
 
Processors in the GDPR 
Besides the controller, the other part actively involved in the processing is the processor. The 
processor is that person (natural or legal, of public or private nature) that carries out the 
processing activities on behalf and according to the instruction of the controller (GDPR art. 
4(8)).  
In order for a party to be qualified a processor it must be a separate legal entity from the 
controller (companies from the same group count as separate entities) and act on behalf of 
the latter.629 
The difference between the processor and the controller is, therefore, that the first does not 
have a determining influence on the purposes and means of the processing (which remains 
on the controller), and acts solely under the authority of the controller. The processor is the 
longa manus of the controller, it is the actor carrying out the processing activities for the 
controller.  
If the processor carries out the processing activities for its own purposes, it becomes a 
controller.  
 
In practice, assigning the role of controller and processor might not be as straightforward as 
the letter of art. 4 GDPR suggests. Often times the processing activities are technologically 
intertwined; it is also very common that the controller hires processors so specialised that 
they retain some decisional power over the processing activities.630  
 
Article 28(3) GDPR affirms that the relationship between controller and processor must be 
regulated by an agreement establishing “the subject-matter and duration of the processing, 
the nature and purpose of the processing, the type of personal data and categories of data 
subjects and the obligations and rights of the controller”. The agreements should in particular 
make sure that the processor: 
 

(a) “processes the personal data only on documented instructions from the 
controller, including with regard to transfers of personal data to a third 
country or an international organisation, unless required to do so by 
Union or Member State law to which the processor is subject; in such a 
case, the processor shall inform the controller of that legal requirement 
before processing, unless that law prohibits such information on 
important grounds of public interest; 

 
628 ibid; Bodil Lindqvist, Case C-101/01, [2003], (ECLI:EU:C:2003:596).Worryingly, for me as well as for any other 

Social Network user, what constitutes a high number of contacts has not been clarified. 
629 ‘EDPB Guidelines 07/2020 on the Concepts of Controller and Processor in the GDPR’ (n 598). 
630 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 01/2010 on the Concepts of “Controller” and “Processor” (WP 169)’ (n 

605). 
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(b) ensures that persons authorised to process the personal data have 
committed themselves to confidentiality or are under an appropriate 
statutory obligation of confidentiality; 

(c) takes all measures required pursuant to Article 32; 
(d) respects the conditions referred to in paragraphs 2 and 4 for engaging 

another processor; 
(e) taking into account the nature of the processing, assists the controller by 

appropriate technical and organisational measures, insofar as this is 
possible, for the fulfilment of the controller's obligation to respond to 
requests for exercising the data subject's rights laid down in Chapter III; 

(f) assists the controller in ensuring compliance with the obligations pursuant 
to Articles 32 to 36 taking into account the nature of processing and the 
information available to the processor; 

(g) at the choice of the controller, deletes or returns all the personal data to 
the controller after the end of the provision of services relating to 
processing, and deletes existing copies unless Union or Member State law 
requires storage of the personal data; 

(h) makes available to the controller all information necessary to 
demonstrate compliance with the obligations laid down in this Article and 
allow for and contribute to audits, including inspections, conducted by the 
controller or another auditor mandated by the controller” (GDPR, art. 
28(3)).  

 
Controllers might use non-negotiable, standardized contracts as controller-processor 
agreements, as this does not affect the capacity to integrate a controller-processor 
agreement. In any case, the agreement must be written and binging for the processor.631  
Some of the elements listed above, such as the object, duration, nature and purposes of the 
processing, the types of data, as well as the instructions of the controller represent the 
concrete manifestation of the fact that the processor must operate “on behalf of a 
controller”, that is, the processor must be delegated to carry out an activity as if the 
controller itself would.632 The controller’s instructions for the processing must also be well 
documented. This is because once a party is identified as the processor, it undertakes a 
series of obligations and becomes responsible under the GDPR. 
 

The obligations of controllers and processors633 
 
Once a natural or legal person is identified as the controller, it is responsible for complying 
with the GDPR in its entirety, within the limits of technical and economic feasibility (GDPR, 
art. 24). Controllers shall ensure that the processing respects the general principles of the 
GDPR and that Data Subjects can exercise their rights.  
Controllers are also responsible for the choice and actions of the processors and their 
compliance with the GDPR. Controllers shall ensure that the risk to the fundamental rights 

 
631 ibid. See in particular paragraphs 1.2 and 1.3 for detailed guidelines on the content of the agreement.  
632 ibid. 
633 A more detailed explanation of the responsibilities of controllers and processors can be found in Part II of 

the ‘EDPB Guidelines 07/2020 on the Concepts of Controller and Processor in the GDPR’ (n 598). 
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and freedoms of individuals is minimized in every aspect and passage, from the design of 
the products and of the processing to the internal organization of the entity/company.  
 
Processors also must ensure compliance with the GDPR and are obliged to follow the 
instructions of controllers (GDPR, art. 28). Processors cannot appoint other processors or 
sub-processors without the authorization of the controllers, and have the duty to keep the 
controllers informed of possible changes in the processing.  
 
Both controllers and processors should keep a recording of the processing activities and 
their main significant aspects (such as possible data transfers) in writing, to be made 
available to the authorities upon request (GDPR, art. 30).634 Controllers and processor are 
also obliged by the GDPR to collaborate with the Data Protection Authorities (GDPR, art. 
31-43). 
Finally, controllers should carry out a Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA), under 
article 35 of the GDPR. According to this provision, the DPIA should be carried out when a 
type of processing is likely to result into a high risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals, 
based on its nature, scope, context and purposes. A DPIA can be defined as a “systematic 
process for evaluating the potential effects on privacy and data protection of a project, 
initiative, proposed system or scheme and finding ways to mitigate or avoid any adverse 
effects”635. The DPIA reflects a risk-based approach: it is a preliminary reflection, carried 
out by the controller, on the risks implied by the processing, the relationship of said risks 
with the purposes and methods of the processing, and possible mitigating measures. A 
DPIA is particularly recommended, in fact, in the case of a processing carried out using new 
technologies, and it is mandatory when it involves a systematic and extensive evaluation of 
individuals based on automated decisions of processing, or processing on large scale of 
sensitive data (art. 35 (3) GDPR).636  
 
It is worth pointing out some circumstances that make the processing carried out vias IPHAs 
particularly risky. IPHAs operate from within the home of individuals, at the core of their 
private sphere and, as highlighted in Part I, their presence makes the private sphere more 
permeable and accelerates the datafication of the identity of individuals. Individuals also 
share their personal data with less awareness (Passive Sharing). The processing makes 
significant use of biometric voice data for identification (that falls within the special 
category of data under article 9 of the GDPR). Finally, the role of IPHAs as Voice Based Social 
Actors can have consequences in terms of the autonomy and dignity of individuals. It has 
also been pointed out that the female characterization of IPHAs, as technological mediators 
of the attribution of moral values to reality (see Chapter IV), can negatively affect women, 
perpetrating discriminatory stereotypes.637  
All of these circumstances point in the direction of a DPIA being necessary with regard to 
IPHAs (that constitute per se a new technology). It is reasonable to assume that Amazon, 

 
 
635 Paul De Hert and Vagelis Papakonstantinou, ‘The Proposed Data Protection Regulation Replacing Directive 
95/46/EC: A Sound System for the Protection of Individuals’ (2012) 28 Computer Law & Security Review 130. 
636 Voigt and von dem Bussche (n 506); Claudia Quelle, ‘The “Risk Revolution” in EU Data Protection Law: We 

Can’t Have Our Cake and Eat It, Too’ in Ronald Leenes and others (eds), Data protection and privacy: the age of 
intelligent machines (Hart Publishing 2017). 
637 Loideain and Adams (n 417). 
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Apple, and Google have the obligation to carry out a DPIA for the processing activities 
connected to their services in general, and that such DPIA includes IPHAs too. It is also 
reasonable to assume such DPIAs already exist, however they are unfortunately not made 
public. As speculating on the possible concrete content of such documents would not be of 
any utility, the analysis of the DPIAs in relation to the existing IPHAs models is left outside 
of the scope of this work.638 

 
 
 

 

 
638 It is particularly unfortunate that the DPIAs are not mandatorily made public; in the context of IPHAs the 

DPIAs could shed light on the way in which the processing takes place, how the manufacturers consider the 

processing proportional and necessary (in relation to its purposes), what they consider to be the risks involved, 

and what safeguards have been taken. 
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Figure 5.4bis: How to identify controllers and processors according to the EDPB639 (continues on the following 

page). 

 

 
Figure 5.4bis: How to identify controllers and processors according to the EDPB640 (continues from the previous 

page). 

 

 
639 ‘EDPB Guidelines 07/2020 on the Concepts of Controller and Processor in the GDPR’ (n 598) 46. 
640 ibid. 
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5.5 What do controllers and processors look like, in the case of IPHAs? 
The owners of IPHAs 
Based on the above, owners of IPHAs can potentially qualify as joint or separate controllers if 
the decision on the purposes and essential means of the entirety or at least part of the 
processing falls within their direct influence.  
 
It is unlikely that an individual owning an IPHA could have control on the entirety of the 
processing, with a congruence of his/her purposes and means with the purposes and means 
of, for instance Amazon, Google, or Apple (or the third parties providing the apps), due to the 
fact that IPHAs and their apps/skills are proprietary technologies.  
The only part on which the owner might have a form of control is whether activating the 
device, instead of using the mute button to prevent the device from listening, once the guests 
are in the house.  
This, however, could be interpreted in an extensive manner as to integrate the first stage of 
the processing: the data collection. Similarly to the Wirtschaftsakademie and Fashion ID 
cases, it could be argued that the owner works as a facilitator that triggers the collection by 
activating and not muting the device.  
The question posed by the EDPB in its Guidelines “Why is this processing taking place” could 
be answered by saying that the processing of the personal data of guests takes place because 
the owner has activated the IPHA. Consequently, even though the owner and the producers 
of IPHAs do not take a common decision on the purposes and means, it could be argued that 
in their case a converging decision occurs. The decision of the owner of IPHAs becomes 
necessary for the processing to begin in the first place.  
However, it can also be argued that the decision to activate the IPHA does not integrate a 
“tangible impact on the determination of the purposes and means” (as established in the 
EDPB Guidelines on the matter). It is debatable whether the owner would have a purpose on 
her/his own at all, especially not a purpose escathologically connected to the processing. In 
other words, would the fact that the owner wants to have music during a dinner integrate a 
purpose for which the processing of the personal data of guests is functional?  
 
Even in case of a positive answer to the question, the decision on the means made by the 
owner would interest merely non-essential means (the choice of a certain hardware), while 
the owner would not have any determining influence on the essential means (which personal 
data to process, for how long, who shall have access to the data, etc.). The decision about 
essential means would remain in the hands of the producers of IPHAs. 
 
Based on the above, the application of the provisions concerning the role of the controller to 
the owners of IPHAs depends on the interpretation given to the term ‘determining influence’ 
and on the constitutive elements of the converging decisions scenario envisioned by the 
EDPB. An extensive interpretation can make the owner a controller, jointly or separately from 
the other controllers.641 A narrower interpretation can exclude tout court that the owners are 
controllers.  

 
641 In this case, it should also be considered that the owner’s responsibilities should be proportionate to their 

factual control on the initial stage of the processing. With regard to Data Subjects’ rights, for instance, the 

owner could only delete the logs or mute the device. The other rights could only be exercised by the guests vis-

à-vis the other controllers. It should also be considered that the position of the owner might be more explicitly 
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Even applying the extensive interpretation, it should be verified whether the household 
exemption applies.  
 
There are, currently, thousands of apps available for Amazon Echo and Google Home. The 
vast majority of these can be reasonably catalogued as personal, family, or household related.  
With regard to activities carried out online or on Social Networks, according to Recital (18) of 
the GDPR they would also fall within the household exemption, they are carried out for 
commercial642, political, or charitable purposes, or the Social Network profile of the owner is 
open (or has a sognificant number of contacts).  
 
A particularly grey area in this regard might be the data of personnel hired to work inside the 
house, for instance for cleaning or maintenance. Whether the accidental collection of their 
data might fall within the commercial purposes of the owner or, on the opposite, within the 
household and personal affairs, remains unclear.  
 
Furthermore, based on the Ryneš case it could be argued that the household exemption 
would not apply if the collection of the data does not occur within the house, but outside, in 
a public space such as the outside street or communal areas of an apartment building. It shall 
be pointed out in this regard that, while the devices are in most cases located inside the house 
of the owners (according to Google in 75% of the cases in the living room of the owners)643, 
their sensors could be also located on the outside (such as Amazon Ring, a security camera, 
which would integrate a case extremely similar to the abovementioned Ryneš) or could be 
powerful enough to catch sounds from outside the house of the owner (for instance from 
neighboring apartments or the hall outside the entrance of the house). In these latter cases, 
the fact that the collection would occur outside of the household environment could be 
enough to exclude the application of the household exemption, making the owner a 
controller liable under the GDPR (if the extensive interpretation of the means and purposes 
is applied too).  
 
A more systemic reflection on the appropriateness of making the owners of IPHAs controllers 
is offered in the final chapter of this thesis.  
 
App developers as controllers 
Developers that wish to develop an app for an IPHA such as Amazon Echo or Google Home 
can have access to the API of Amazon or Google. Through the API, developers can create apps 
that are already optimized and compatible, as a general rule and with regard to certain basic 
functions, to Alexa and Google Assistant, and/or to the physical devices embedding them.  
 

 
that of a controller vis-à-vis the personal data of possible employees working in the house (e.g. babysitters, 
cleaning personnel).  
642 Hypothesis which is not particularly remote. Imagine the case of a fashion blogger using Echo Look, a device 

made to organize the closet and take pictures of outfits, to take the picture of a certain outfit and post it on 

his/her Instagram account, through which most of his/her revenues come from.  
643 Kleinberg (n 37). 
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In order to have access to the API, developers enter into an agreement with Amazon or 
Google and accept their terms and conditions (T&C), which as a general rule they cannot 
negotiate and have to accept in their entirety and as presented to them. 
In their T&C, both Google and Amazon set the conditions for the use of their APIs, their 
brands, the brands of the developers and other respective intellectual property rights.644  
 
The T&C also establish the unilateral right of Amazon or Google to withdraw the app from 
their stores and to inhibit the use of the API to the developers; these latter can also 
unilaterally decide to interrupt the use of the API or the availability of the apps.  
 
It shall be pointed out that the T&C of both Google and Amazon expressly forbid developers 
to modify or reverse engineer the APIs.  
Finally, the T&C provide for an exemption of responsibility of Google/Amazon for issues of 
the APIs and for problems caused by the API itself and by the apps of the developers to any 
third parties.645  
 
The data processing carried out by each app can vary greatly, based on their functioning, on 
the kind of actions the app is designed to complete, the objectives of the developers. It also 
varies based on whether or not developers use lines of code pre-written by other parties and 
available for free or against payment (so-called ‘libraries’).  
 
There is no doubt that the developer of an app is a controller with regard to the means and 
purposes of the processing (or parts of it) determined by the developer itself. It is, 
furthermore, reasonable to assume that in many instances Amazon or Google (or the 
producer of any IPHA) and the developer of an app could be joint-controllers, especially 
because every single vocal command issued to the IPHA is first streamed and processed to be 
converted into written text by Amazon or Google, and then transmitted to the relevant app. 
The producer of the IPHA and the developer of the app would, therefore, be both controllers, 
each for its own stage of the processing and, depending on each specific case, either having 
established their own purposes, or sharing purposes and means.  
The role of controller for the app developers can therefore take the form of joint control 
(either with common or converging decisions), or of separate control, depending on the kind 
of relationship existing with the processing carried out by the producers of IPHAs.  
 

Are app developers really in control when using an API? 
 
I would like to reflect, at this point, on the relationship between app developers and the 
API.  
If the developers utilize the APIs of the producers of the IPHAs (without the possibility to 
modify them), they are factually not completely in control of how the processing occurs, 
possibly not even for those stages for which they are assumed responsible.  
 

 
644 Google - Developers Support, ‘Google APIs Terms of Service’ (Google Developers) 

<https://developers.google.com/terms> accessed 8 April 2020; ‘Amazon Developer Services Agreement’ 

<https://developer.amazon.com/support/legal/da> accessed 8 April 2020. 
645 ‘Amazon Developer Services Agreement’ (n 644); Google - Developers Support (n 644). 
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The API’s (partial) opacity makes it difficult to tell where the will of the developer begins, 
and where the will of Amazon or Google ends. The imbalance of commercial and 
technological power between the parties might significantly affect the capability of an app 
developer to decide the means and, in many cases, even the purposes, of the processing.  
 
Let’s consider, as an example, the T&C of Amazon for developers of Alexa 
enabled/compatible products and apps, named Alexa Voice Service Program Requirements 
(AVSPR).646 For certain products and applications, AVSPR contractually establish limitations 
to means and/or purposes.  
Below are some excerpts which I believe point in the direction of excluding the control of 
app developers on a number of operations.  
 
In the part concerning general products requirements, paragraph 2.6 reads:  

“you will not use the Alexa Service for the purpose of monitoring, and will 
not monitor, the availability, performance, or functionality of any of 
Amazon’s products or services; however, you will implement in your AVS 
Products the collection of any usage metrics or related data that we may 
require for reporting purposes and will report such metrics or data to us” 
[emphasis added]. 
 

In the part concerning the music services (consisting in enabling a skill to reproduce music 
from the Amazon catalogue through a command to Alexa), paragraph 6.2 reads: “You and 
your AVS Product may only access the Amazon Music service to enable eligible Amazon 
customers to listen to Amazon Music content using your AVS Product, and for no other 
purpose” [emphasis added].  
 
Similar clauses limiting control on the purposes are reproduced for the Audible and 
Communication services. With regard to Third Party Music and Radio service (consisting in 
enabling apps to reproduce music or radio from non-Amazon catalogues), paragraph 9 
appears to establish constraints on the choice of the (non-essential) means, excluding 
mobile devices: “Your AVS Product must not be a mobile device or mobile application (e.g., 
an iOS or Android application), although a companion application used to control your AVS 
Product may be permitted” [emphasis added].  
 
Based on the jurisprudence of the CJEU, this circumstance would most likely not be enough 
to exclude the existence of joint-control between Amazon or Google and a developer of an 
app for Alexa or Google Assistant. The CJEU has, in fact, consolidated the extensive 
interpretation of the notion of controller, often acknowledging the power asymmetries 
among companies but considering it irrelevant with regard to the notion of controller (see 
above).  
Similarly, the fact that the T&C expressly exonerate Amazon or Google from any 
responsibility would not exclude the joint and several liability of these latter, as the 
contractual agreement would be superseded by the law.  
 

 
646 ‘Alexa Voice Service Program Requirements’ <https://developer.amazon.com/support/legal/alexa/alexa-

voice-service/terms-and-agreements> accessed 8 April 2020. 
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In order to ensure the widest protection of the data subject’s rights, the CJEU’s 
reconstruction of the relationship between certain providers of services or products and 
others aims at limiting possible gaps in the protection deriving from the mismatch between 
the linear conception of processing that infuses the GDPR, and the complexity of the reality 
of the current digital infrastructure.  
In the light of the above, app developers’ control on the processing might be limited by the 
use of the API and by its T&C. This circumstance should be taken into consideration – on a 
case-by-case basis – to evaluate the extent of the responsibilities of the app developers and 
the distribution among the various controllers involved of the duties and responsibilities 
established by the GDPR.  
 

 
App developers as processors  
Irrespective of being a controller, the developer can also be a processor for some stages of 
the processing, based on the analysis already provided.  
 
In the case of the apps for IPHAs, depending on the functioning and purposes of each app, 
the developer could be the processor of another stakeholder (for example a company with 
which the developer has a commercial relationship, and which would be the controller).  
 
The developer of an app could also be processing personal data upon the instruction and for 
the purposes of the producer of the IPHAs (as indicated in paragraph 2.6 of the AVSPR above).  
In this case, the developer would be the processor, and Google or Amazon (or any other 
producer of an IPHA) the controller.  
But how would their relationship be regulated? According to the GDPR and the EDPB, the 
relationship between a processor and a controller is established by an agreement. 
 
The relationship between developers and Amazon or Google is, indeed, regulated by a 
contract, the abovementioned T&C.  
The T&C cannot constitute by itself also a controller-processor agreement, because its 
content does not meet the requisites established by Article 28 GDPR. In particular, 
fundamental elements such as the object, duration, nature and purposes of the processing, 
the types of data, as well as the instructions of the controller cannot be found in the T&C 
analysed. It bears repeating that the fact that the T&C are a non-negotiable, standardized 
contract does not affect their capacity to integrate a controller-processor agreement. 
Therefore, unless an additional, separate agreement exists between an app developer and 
Amazon or Google, the mere T&C do not constitute a controller-processor agreement, and 
app developers cannot be deemed processors for Amazon or Google based only on the 
T&C.647   
 

 
647 The controller-processor agreements are likely to be in place, at least with some of the app developers, and 
it can be assumed they are formulated based on the models issued by the Commission, since both Amazon and 

Google expressly confirm they use them. See ‘GDPR Center - Amazon Web Services (AWS)’ (Amazon Web 
Services, Inc.) <https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/gdpr-center/> accessed 8 April 2020; Google Privacy 

Webpage, ‘Compliance | How Google Complies with Data Protection Laws’ 

<https://privacy.google.com/businesses/compliance/> accessed 8 April 2020.  
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Notwithstanding the guidelines proposed by the EDPB, identifying possible cases of de facto 
controller-processor relationship might prove difficult in the case of IPHAs and their apps, as 
explained above also in relation to the API and the power imbalance between the parties. 
However, while the T&C might not necessarily integrate a controller-processor agreement, it 
might be evidence of factual circumstances making an app developer a de facto processor.  
 
The difficulty in identifying clearly the role of app developers is acknowledged in an Opinion 
of the Article 29 Working Party on smartphone apps. The opinion, however, does not provide 
a definitive answer. In the case of smartphone apps, in fact, the Working Party affirms that:  
“Since the OS and device manufacturers determine the means of (and extent of) access to 
personal data, they must ensure that the app developer has sufficient granularity of control 
so that access is granted only to those data that are necessary for the functioning of the app” 

648.  
 
With this short remark the Working Party affirms that if enough control is left at granular level 
in the API, app developers can be (joint)controllers.  
 

Processors and third-party libraries 
 
A similar reasoning can be applied to the fact that app developers often use strings of code 
created by third parties and made available in so-called ‘libraries’. Recurring functions can, 
in fact, be coded by a party and made available for others to use and, sometimes, adapt, 
for their own apps.  
 
However, libraries can insert in these snippets of code additional functions to track, collect 
and otherwise process data via the apps of other people. Furthermore, if the same snippets 
of code are used for multiple apps, the owner of the library can insert commands that allow 
for cross-app tracking.649  
 
The app developer might, therefore, unintentionally and unwarily enable the processing of 
data of the third-party library owner that has provided the developer with a certain set of 
commands or functions. This, in turn, might make the app developer joint-controller with 
the library provider, or even their de facto processor.  
When using third-party libraries, the app developer should make any reasonable effort to 
ensure that the tools used comply with the GDPR.650 It is worth repeating, however, that 
the evaluation should be made on a case-by-case, app-by-app or even processing-by-
processing basis. 
 

 

 
648 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 02/2013 on Apps on Smart Devices (WP 202)’. Please note that while the 
Opinion refers to smartphones and smartphone apps, the similarity of the way IPHAs and their apps work makes 

the Opinion relevant for, and applicable to, this research.  
649 ‘ENISA, Privacy and Data Protection in Mobile Applications’ (2018) 

<https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/privacy-and-data-protection-in-mobile-applications>. 
650 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 02/2013 on Apps on Smart Devices (WP 202)’ (n 648). 
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If app developers assume the role of processors, they are subject to the obligations and 
responsibilities established by the GDPR (see box above).651 However, it shall be pointed out 
that, according to the Article 29 Working Party:  

“The responsibilities of the app developer will be considerably limited if no 
personal data are processed and/or made available outside the device, or if the 
app developer has taken appropriate technical and organisational measures to 
ensure that data are irreversibly anonymised and aggregated on the device 
itself, prior to any data leaving the device”652 [emphasis added].  
 

The option of leaving the data on the device is, however, mostly precluded in the case of 
IPHAs, due to the fact that most, if not all, the processing occurs immediately on Cloud, and 
that the data can (and should) be encrypted, but a consistent part of the processing cannot 
occur on anonymized data due to the fact that it aims at carrying out a specific task for a 
specific user. HomePod, if kept offline, can only play music or podcasts. Echo can carry out a 
limited set of commands while offline, such as turn on certain compatible light switches, or 
cancel reminders and alarms (that had been set while the device was online). Google Home, 
on the opposite, cannot work at all when offline.  
 
With regard to the role of processor, it shall also be pointed out that companies such Amazon 
and Google also provide other businesses with technological solutions for their ordinary and 
extraordinary necessities. A typical example is the server capability for storage or processing 
that both companies rent out to other businesses. Some of these services are also integrated 
together with the API of the company. Amazon, for instance, groups all these services, 
including the API used to develop Alexa-connected IoT devices, into a subsidiary called 
Amazon Web Services.653 When they are providing these services, Amazon and Google act as 
processors.  
 
The circumstance that these services might be integrated into the process to develop apps 
for IPHAs implies that for certain stages or specific processing purposes, the app developers 
might be the controller and Amazon or Google their processor. For other stages or purposes, 
it might be the other way around, or both actors might be joint controllers.  
 
The scenario in the IPHA ecosystem appears, indeed, very complex. Multiple layers of 
technology and the intense degree of commercial integration of services make even case-by-
case evaluation inevitably complicated. For the sake of protecting the rights of data subjects, 
it would not be surprising if the reasoning behind the decision of the CJEU to expand the 

 
651 Concerning the responsibilities of processors, a position has emerged that calls for a limitation in particular 

with regard to the transfer of data. According to Lokke Moerel, in fact, the obligations processors have with 

regard to transborder data transfer represent an unreasonable burden, and create a particularly curious set of 

circumstances in the cases of controllers located outside of the EU processing personal data via processors 

located in the EU, which is the case of a great amount of multinational companies. This position also seems to 

support the idea that the de facto power relations between controllers and processors or even simply between 

companies carrying out processing should be taken more into consideration by the European legislator. Lokke 
Moerel, ‘GDPR Conundrums: Data Transfer’ (IAPP Privacy Tracker, 9 June 2016) <https://iapp.org/news/a/gdpr-

conundrums-data-transfer/> accessed 8 April 2020. 
652 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 02/2013 on Apps on Smart Devices (WP 202)’ (n 648) 22. 
653 ‘Amazon Web Services (AWS) - Cloud Computing Services’ (Amazon Web Services, Inc.) 
<https://aws.amazon.com/> accessed 8 April 2020. 
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definition of controller would be applied to the definition of processors too, and all the actors 
involved in the processing might find themselves with multiple layers of obligations. Until a 
possible case law develops with regard to IPHAs, however, it is not clear how the roles could 
be exactly assigned.  
 
Producers of connected devices as (joint) controllers and/or processors 
The same discourse made for app developers can be replicated mutatis mutandis for 
producers of IoT devices connected to, compatible with, or embedding the IPHAs. In the case 
of Amazon and Google, producers of IoT devices adhere to the same T&C of app developers, 
which do not appear to integrate the requirements of a controller-processor agreement, 
while de facto circumstances might still mean that producers can be processors of Amazon or 
Google. Furthermore, as many IoT device producers might have other commercial and 
contractual agreements with IPHAs producers as their business partners, it cannot be 
excluded that other documents, often protected by confidentiality, might be controller-
processor agreements.  
 
App stores: responsibilities and duties 
Owners of IPHAs can download apps from online stores, similarly to what happens for 
smartphones. Currently, the apps of the main models of IPHAs, i.e. Alexa Skills and Google 
Assistant Actions, are only made available via the official websites of their producers, Amazon 
and Google websites.  
 
The app store is, therefore, the main window through which individuals come into contact 
with the apps and, for this reason, the company managing an app store has an important role 
in the protection of individuals’ rights on two fronts.  
 
First, app stores usually collect and process data themselves: financial data of the users (in 
order to pay for some apps), as well as data concerning the apps downloaded, kept, deleted, 
or updated by users. They have the identification data connected to the accounts used by 
their users and can relate all information to a certain identity.654  
The abovementioned information amounts to personal data, some of which sensitive, and 
can be used to extract even more personal data concerning the purchase habits and 
preferences of users, or their private and family life (think of the case of a user downloading 
apps with games for children, which might imply the user has kids, or the combination of apps 
that suggest recipes with apps that monitor physical exercises, which implies dietary/health 
requirements or sport preferences)655.  
Based on existing research on smartphone apps, whose functionality is similar to IPHAs apps, 
the abovementioned information, together with the unique IDs connected to each device and 
to each app, can also be used to identify or track users from datasets that might have been 

 
654 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 02/2013 on Apps on Smart Devices (WP 202)’ (n 648); ‘ENISA, Privacy and 

Data Protection in Mobile Applications’ (n 649). 
655 Other information that can be easily inferred from the apps downloaded on a device are: religion, languages 

spoken, political preferences, relationship status. ‘ENISA, Privacy and Data Protection in Mobile Applications’ (n 

649). 
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anonymized: as little as four apps on a smartphone can be enough to uniquely identify 95% 
of individuals656.  
 
Second, App stores are usually connected to a certain OS or market operator. App stores can 
also be entirely owned by the very producer of a certain product, as is the case of Apple, 
Amazon, and Google.  
This implies that the producers of the IPHAs not only provide the APIs to create apps for their 
devices, but also the store which showcases and makes said apps available to users.  
For this reason, they have a duty to verify and assess the safety and compliance with the law 
of the products they contribute to create and showcase. They also have the obligation to 
enable app developers to provide information to users (for example by designing the store in 
such a way that it is possible to include symbols or information about GDPR compliance).657  
 
The duties of App stores are particularly significant with regard to data protection and 
cybersecurity. It is for this reason that the T&C of both Amazon and Google present specific 
provisions concerning: i) the possibility to inspect the apps and obtain all the necessary 
documentation to assess the safety of the apps,  
ii) the unilateral power to withdraw an app from one of their stores,  
iii) the prohibition for app developers to develop and submit malicious apps (containing 
malware or in any other way creating vulnerabilities for the IPHA), and  
iv) the obligation for app developers to comply with the GDPR in particular with regard to 
transparency and the right of information of users.658  
 
Notwithstanding this contractual regime, there are doubts concerning the effectiveness of 
the controls of Amazon and Google on the apps available in their stores. Issues have, for 
instance, being pointed out with regard to Amazon Echo and Echo Dot:  

“To what extent Amazon checks third party Skills for security is not part of this 
test. But it should be pointed out, that while revealing the Alexa app the testers 
saw some skills providing a privacy statement while others did not. As our 
privacy experts pointed out, it clearly is Amazons duty, to examine and 
guarantee the security of the offered skills, just as other vendors in their app 
stores, too. Otherwise, there is a risk that attackers will be able to take over 
control of Echo driven Smart Homes via malware infected skills”659.  

 
The German (white hat) hacking collective and think-tank Security Research Lab also 
conducted an experiment, creating four malicious Skills and four malicious Actions, 
respectively for Alexa and Google Assistant. The eight apps, renamed by the researchers 
“Smart Spies”, at first sight looked like normal horoscope generators, but exploiting 

 
656 ibid. 
657 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 02/2013 on Apps on Smart Devices (WP 202)’ (n 648); ‘ENISA, Privacy 

and Data Protection in Mobile Applications’ (n 649).  
658 Google - Developers Support (n 644); ‘Amazon Developer Services Agreement’ (n 644). 
659 Olaf Pursche, ‘Testing Amazon Echo Dot & Alexa App’ (AV-TEST Internet of Things Security Testing Blog) 

<https://www.iot-tests.org/2017/02/testing-amazon-echo-dot-alexa-app/> accessed 8 April 2020. 
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vulnerabilities in both IPHAs they obtained access to the passwords of the users and allowed 
for eavesdropping while the user thought the devices were not streaming any recording.660  
All eight apps passed the security controls of Amazon and Google and were allowed to be 
included in their app stores.661 At the time of writing, no official measure has been announced 
by either Amazon or Google with regard to the security of the apps made available on their 
stores and the vetting of the apps.  
 
“Who invited you in?”: other parties involved 
Besides the producer of the IPHA (which is also responsible for the API and the App store) and 
app developers, there can be other parties involved in the data processing when IPHAs are 
activated. Examples of these third parties can be the library providers that have been 
mentioned in the previous paragraphs, the Cloud Computing providers of some of the apps 
(besides the Cloud functionalities provided by Amazon and Google), analytics providers, 
advertising networks, communication service providers, or security service providers.  
 
Both IPHAs producers and app developers might, in fact, use the services offered by these 
third parties. In all of these cases, if the third parties process exclusively on behalf and 
following the instructions of the app developer or the IPHA producer, they will most likely 
assume the role of processors. If, however, they carry out additional processing for which 
they decide the purposes (and means), they will become (joint)controllers.  
 
In the case of the advertising network in particular, but also for any third party which carries 
out behavioural advertising, the valid consent of the data subjects must be obtained.662 An 
adequate level of transparency from the data controller, whether it is the app developer or 
the IPHA producer, allowing users to fully understand the quantity and quality of the actors 
involved in the processing would be highly recommended to ensure compliance with the 
GDPR.  
 
 
5.6 Unsolicited communications through IPHAs and by IPHAs: present and future 
scenarios 
Chapter III of the e-Privacy Regulation is titled, in its 2017 draft: “Natural and legal persons’ 
right to control electronic communications” [emphasis added]. The reference to control is 
very significant, because it reflects an understanding of privacy as a way to ensure control 
over who has access to the private sphere. It can also be seen as coherent and almost 
complementary with the mechanisms of appropriation of the private sphere and the 
perception of crowding as explained in the previous chapters.  
 
Within Chapter III of the e-Privacy Regulation, one provision is of particular relevance with 
regard to IPHAs: art. 16 dedicated to unsolicited communications. Notwithstanding the very 

 
660 Security Research Labs, ‘Smart Spies: Alexa and Google Home Expose Users to Vishing and Eavesdropping – 
Security Research Labs’ <https://srlabs.de/bites/smart-spies/> accessed 8 April 2020. 
661 ibid; Dan Goodin, ‘Alexa and Google Home Abused to Eavesdrop and Phish Passwords’ [2019] Ars Technica 

<https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2019/10/alexa-and-google-home-abused-to-eavesdrop-

and-phish-passwords/> accessed 8 April 2020. 
662 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 02/2013 on Apps on Smart Devices (WP 202)’ (n 648). 
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generic title, art. 16 deals with a specific type of unsolicited communication, direct marketing 
of products or services.663  
Unsolicited communications, in particular in the form of SPAM and direct marketing calls, are 
already regulated by art. 13 ePD. The ePD establishes that fax machines, automatic calling 
machines, or electronic mail can only be used for direct marketing if subscribers have given 
prior consent. The article makes an exception for the cases in which a company or individual 
obtains electronic contact details of customers during the sale of products/services, in which 
case it is possible to send direct marketing communications about the products of the sender, 
providing to customers the possibility to object free of charge and easily at every contact. 
Finally, the article establishes the prohibition to disguise the sender of a direct marketing 
communication and obliges to provide a line or address to which subscribers can contact the 
sender, as well as the possibility for individuals to ‘opt-out’ from receiving direct marketing 
communications.  
Article 13 ePD provided harmonizing rules for Member States to ensure that the interests of 
individuals, including the interest to the enjoyment of private life, were effectively protected. 
The scope of this article, which is still in force, goes beyond the scope of the ePD to include 
also certain services, such as VoIP, that were initially outside of the scope of the E-Privacy 
Directive, as explained above. Notwithstanding this, article 13 ePD presents some limitations 
that make it obsolete vis-à-vis the current state of the art.664 The letter of the article suggests 
that the legislator considers only the possibility that the receivers of direct marketing 
communications are the subscribers of a publicly available electronic communication service. 
The term subscribers implies a contractual relationship with a provider of a service such as 
email or internet connection, that is also implicitly considered the sender of the unsolicited 
communication. Twenty years after the drafting of the ePD, we know how many SPAM 
messages and unsolicited marketing calls come from third parties with which the receiver has 
little to no prior relationship. Furthermore, art. 13 ePD revolves around the concept of 
electronic mail, defined as “any text, voice, sound or image message sent over a public 
communications network which can be stored in the network or in the recipient's terminal 
equipment until it is collected by the recipient” (art. 2(h) ePD). This definition can apply to e-
mails or SMS’s, that are received and remain stored in the terminal equipment of users until 
these latter decide to erase them. With time, however, other forms of messaging started to 
appear that did not necessary imply storage on the terminal equipment of the receivers, such 
as Bluetooth messages665. With the diffusion of Cloud computing, storage has moved more 
and more out of mobile phones, laptops and other devices. Files, e-mails, and even passwords 
and ID’s are stored in the Cloud, in the servers of companies providing the service. Article 13 
ePD, with the relating definition of electronic mail, provides for little protection, in those 
cases. The proposed ePR, on the contrary, takes a different approach. Instead of subscribers, 
the term used to identify the receivers of unsolicited communications is end-users, which is 

 
663 Please note that the formulation of art. 16 ePR has been amended in the consolidated text approved in 

February 2021 by the Council of the European Union. The article now provides a general prohibition of direct 

marketing communications unless the receiver has given priors consent. With regard to direct marketing calls, 

the natural or legal persons placing them are obliged to provide the calling line identification and, where 

available, use the specific prefix provided by a Member State. The obligations of the persons placing the direct 
marketing calls remain mostly the same, with the addition of the obligation to provide, at every call, the 

possibility to withdraw consent and/or object to the processing of the data, in an easy, effective and gratuitous 

fashion. 
664 Asscher (n 522). 
665 Kosta, Valcke and Stevens (n 550). 
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defined by the EECC as a natural or legal person using a publicly available electronic 
communications service (but not for the purpose of providing it to other users). This definition 
excludes the necessity for a contractual relationship between senders and receivers of a 
direct marketing/unsolicited communication, as users might also originate from de facto, 
informal, circumstances. More importantly, the ePR has updated the definition of electronic 
mail, to include “any electronic message containing information such as text, voice, video, 
sound or image sent over an electronic communications network which can be stored in the 
network or in related computing facilities, or in the terminal equipment of its recipient” (art. 
4(3) ePR) [emphasis added]. This definition explicitly considers Cloud storage and the server 
facilities it consists of.666 Article 16 of the ePR shows, therefore, a significant evolution, pari 
passu with the technological changes occurred. Let’s see now how it relates to IPHAs.   
 
Direct marketing communications are defined by the ePR as “any form of advertising, whether 
written or oral, sent to one or more identified or identifiable end-users of electronic 
communications services” (ePR, 4(3)(f)) and carried out via any means, including e-mail, SMS, 
chat applications, calls, and others.667 The proposal of e-Privacy Regulation treats under the 
same provision different kinds of unsolicited communications, without distinctions based on 
the means.668 The reason behind this approach is that unsolicited communications are 
considered equally invading of individual privacy regardless of the means used to carry them 
out. Furthermore, the broad formulation of art. 16 aims at making the provision future-proof 
and provide a higher degree of legal certainty to all the parties involved (ePR, Recital (33)).    
 
The rule of thumb used by the ePR is that direct marketing communications are allowed if the 
addressee has given consent (ePR, art. 16(1)). The article distinguishes then between direct 
marketing communications carried out via e-mail (spam) and via calls.  
 
With regard to electronic mails, art. 16(2) references the GDPR reinstating that users should 
give separate and explicit consent to the processing of their data for marketing purposes, 
separating it from the processing necessary to carry out a contract.  
 
With regard to direct marketing calls, art. 16(3) obliges the operators to disclose their 
number/identification and, if available, use a specific code or prefix669 to identify the 
commercial nature of the call. Furthermore, if the direct marketing call is carried out entirely 
by humans (‘direct marketing voice-to-voice calls’, ePR, art. 4(3)(h)) and not by automated 
systems (the so-called robocalls), Member States can institute registers of subjects who 
object to receiving such calls.  
 
The e-Privacy Regulation also provides for a definition of what should be considered a 
robocall. The term ‘automated calling and communication system’ is defined as a system that 

 
666 In the consolidated text approved in February 2021 by the Council of the European Union the term 

‘electronic mail’ is substituted with ‘electronic message’, but its definition remains the same. The term ‘end-

users’ also remains.  
667 The means listed by art. 4(3)(f) are only exemplary, as testified by the fact that the same article closes the 

list with “etc.”.  
668 Similarly to the e-PD, art. 13.  
669 Recital (41) of the e-Privacy Regulation affirms that the Commission should be in charge of delegated acts 

to establish such prefixes at European level. 
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can initiate calls automatically, regardless of the number of the recipients (one or more), “in 
accordance with instructions set for that system, and transmitting sounds which are not live 
speech” (ePR, art. 4(3)(h)). If an automated system initiates a call and then connects the 
receiver with an individual, the system is still considered an automated calling and 
communication system under the e-Privacy Regulation.  
 

 
Figure 5.6: visual summary of the provisions of art. 16 ePR concerning direct marketing calls. 

 
Regardless of the means, those carrying out direct marketing activities have the obligation to 
provide certain information to end-users, such as the identity of the business on whose behalf 
the activity is carried out, the marketing nature of the communication, and the modality to 
exercise their rights (ePR, art. 16(4)-(6)). The two main pillars of art. 16 are consent and clear 
information provided to end users in the form especially of a clear identification of the direct 
marketing nature of the communication and of the company making it (ePR, Recitals (33)-
(36)).   
 
Article 16 should be analysed with respect to its possible application to IPHAs, based on two 
factual circumstances: the possibility for businesses to use IPHAs as vectors for a form of 
‘vocal spam’, and to plaxe marketing phone calls via IPHAs.  
 
Can IPHAs spam users? 
The first is that it has happened in the past that advertisements or TV shows have broken the 
fourth wall and activated wilfully IPHAs in real time. For instance, in 2018, Burger King made 
an advertising in which an actor commanded Google Assistant to activate and describe the 
features of its best-selling hamburger. The advertising was aired on television and on video 
platforms such as YouTube, and activated the Google Home devices when aired/played. 
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Amazon has also experimented in the past with an unexpected administration of advertising 
at the end of the tasks requested by its users (an experiment that was not welcomed by its 
users and that was soon interrupted).670  
 
Those episodes might appear unrelated to unsolicited communications, but they highlight the 
risk of a potential future marketing practice that would lie in a grey area, from the perspective 
of the e-privacy. If ePR art. 16 defines direct marketing as any advertising “sent to one or 
more identified or identifiable end-users”, could the argument be made that what Burger King 
did was direct marketing via Google Assistant or Alexa?  
 
The formulation of the article, as it is, appears vague. It does not specify if the identity of the 
addressee should be known to the sender of the direct marketing communication. While it 
would be reasonable to assume that the addressee’s identity or identifiable information 
should be known to the sender of the direct marketing, in reality this might not be the case 
for other, already well-known types of direct marketing, such as spam via e-mail, that often 
uses addresses purchased in big batches or scraped from the Internet.  
It also does not clarify what should be intended as ‘identifiable’, although it is reasonable to 
assume that the word is used in a way consistent with the GDPR. Based on what has been 
discussed about identifiability, the hypothesis can be made that even if the requisite of 
‘identified or identifiable end-users’ is interpreted strictly, it might still apply to direct 
marketing made triggering an IPHA. Based on the case-law, even in the presence of dynamic 
identifiers (such as those utilized by Amazon Echo and Google Home, see Chapter I), if the 
activation prompts the IPHA to connect to a website or app and recite a text (as was the case 
of Burger King, that had Google Assistant recite the Wikipedia page of their most popular 
product), it cannot be excluded that the advertiser becomes capable of identifying the end-
user (for instance via online accounts connected to the assistant, or via cookies placed on 
other devices  that are connected to the IPHA, such as the smartphones or tablets on which 
the Alexa/Google Assistant apps are installed671).672   
 
Art. 16 references a generic sending of the direct marketing communications, via any means 
involving electronic communications services, with the very purpose of making the provision 
applicable also to future technological developments and decrease legal uncertainty. It is not 
too daring to interpret art. 16 as potentially applicable to IPHAs. Such interpretation would 
also be consistent with the rationale of the provision: an activation of a vocal assistant 

 
670 Adam Clark Estes, ‘Your Worst Alexa Nightmares Are Coming True’ [2018] Gizmodo 

<https://gizmodo.com/your-worst-alexa-nightmares-are-coming-true-1826327301> accessed 20 April 2020. 
671 Please note that based on the technical specifications, it appears unlikely that cookies can be installed on a 

smart speaker, although there is no official information on the matter.  
672 In the consolidated text approved in February 2021 by the Council of the European Union, and in particular 

in Recitals (32) and (33), it is affirmed that the provision only applies if the message is transmitted to “specific 

end-user, for reception by that end-user at addresses, number, or other contact details”. The example 

provided is that of advertising displayed on a website. This formulation, however, might be interpreted as not 

including activating someone’s IPHA via an advertising or sound. Consequently, direct marketing carried out 
via IPHAs would not be regulated under the ePR. However, as pointed out in this work, these actions can 

potentially be very invasive, more than a simple TV or radio advertising (imagine an advertising that also turns 

on your TV before being broadcasted, without your consent and outside of your control). This appears a 

significant gap in the protection granted by the ePR, at least in the context of IPHAs, should the term ‘specific’ 

be interpreted in a restrictive manner.   
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triggered by a third-party without any control of the users is an undesirable, serious 
interference with the private sphere of the users, and should be regulated similarly to other 
interferences. This interpretation of the elements constituting direct marketing 
communications might appear stretched, but the example of Burger King above should 
prompt a reflection, and all possible options should be carefully considered. Furthermore, it 
has been explained how electronic mail also includes now messages that are not stored on 
the end-users’ terminal equipment, but also in the Cloud. This difference is particularly 
significant in the case of IPHAs. We know, in fact, that IPHAs store very little on the device 
that hosts them, while all of its processing occurs in the Cloud. The doubt might arise whether 
having an IPHAs recite an advertising implies any storage at all. After all, it is said that verba 
volant. It should not be forgotten that, however, IPHAs record everything that is being said 
from the trigger word (and a fraction of a second before it) until the completion of a task. This 
means that the advertising message recited by the IPHA would be recorded, streamed to 
Cloud, and stored there until the owners manually delete it. This circumstance can integrate 
storage under the combination of art. 16 and the definition provided by art. 4(e) ePR. 
 
If, however, art. 16 should apply to this kind of advertising via vocal assistants, some 
additional guidelines need to be provided. Clarifications would be needed, for instance, with 
regard to if and how end-users could give their consent.673 Alternatively, the application of 
art. 16 ePR could imply a ban of marketing practices activating vocal assistants without the 
permission of the users. This, in turn, would create the possibility for the producers of vocal 
assistants to introduce advertising, since they would be in the position to ask for the consent 
of the users. Similarly, the developers of apps compatible with the vocal assistants and/or the 
devices on which they are embedded could also be in the position to ask for the consent of 
the users. All other third-parties would seldomly be able to collect the consent of the users of 
a vocal assistant. In the case of Burger King, it is safe to assume that the fast-food chain would 
not have been able to obtain prior consent by the users of the devices triggered by their 
advertising.  
 
“Hello, Google Assistant speaking”: robocalls, human call, and direct marketing 
The second reason why art. 16 could be potentially relevant for IPHAs stems from the 
progress made by Google’s Natural Language Generating algorithms. In May 2018, Google 
unveiled at their annual developer conference a new software, Google Duplex (as briefly 
mentioned in Chapter I). Duplex is a software allowing Google Assistant to place phone calls 
mimicking in an extremely realistic manner human voice and mannerism (including uhm’s and 
uh-uh’s).674  
Currently, pilots are being carried out under specific circumstances: i) Duplex is available only 
for Google Assistant on certain devices (Pixel and Android devices), only to be used by 
individuals to call businesses to make appointments or confirm information about opening 
times (businesses cannot call individuals at the moment), or to fill in forms online (for instance 
to purchase tickets); ii) the pilot takes place only in the United States and New Zealand, using 

 
673 On the modalities and conditions for consent see European Parliament (Directorate-General for Internal 
Policies, Pol. Dept. C: Citizen’s rights and constitutional affairs) and others, ‘An Assessment of the 

Commission’s Proposal on Privacy and Electronic Communications’ (2017) Study for the LIBE Committee PE 

583.152. 
674 ‘Google Duplex: An AI System for Accomplishing Real-World Tasks Over the Phone’ (Google AI Blog) 

<http://ai.googleblog.com/2018/05/duplex-ai-system-for-natural-conversation.html> accessed 6 April 2020. 
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a specific caller id and number; iii) users can use Assistant to cancel a 
reservation/appointment (made via Assistant itself) but cannot re-book with the same 
business for 24 hours; iv) users that make reservations/appointments with multiple 
businesses for the same date and time and then cancel some of them are suspended from 
the service for a certain amount of time; v) finally, Google allows businesses to opt out from 
receiving calls from Duplex.675  
Following the negative reaction of the general public to the unveiling of Duplex676, Google has 
introduced a recorded message at the beginning of the call to inform those picking up the 
phone that they are receiving a call from Google Assistant on behalf of another person. 
 

 
Figure 5.6bis: a transcription of the message with which Google informs that the call is placed by a software.677  

 
 
According to the e-Privacy Regulation an automated calling and communication system is a 
system capable of initiating calls based on a set of instructions, which does not transmit live 
speech. Duplex can initiate calls based on the instructions given by the owner (and to its code), 
but does it transmit live speech? And should Duplex be used in the future for direct marketing 
calls, would it be regulated as an automated calling and communication system? The answers 
to these questions depend on how live speech will be defined.  
 
The word speech commonly indicates the “communication of thoughts via spoken words” or 
“the exchange of spoken words”678. It can be safely interpreted as articulating sentences in 

 
675 ibid. 
676 Chris Welch, ‘Google Is Being Vague with Disclosure in Early Real-World Duplex Calls’ [2018] The Verge 
<https://www.theverge.com/2018/11/26/18112807/google-duplex-robot-calls-restaurants-businesses-

transparency> accessed 6 April 2020. 
677 ‘What Is Google Duplex and How Do You Use It?’ (Android Authority, 5 April 2020) 

<https://www.androidauthority.com/what-is-google-duplex-869476/> accessed 30 September 2020. 
678 ‘Oxford English Dictionary’ (n 529). 
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spoken form. The addition of the term ‘live’ can be interpreted in two ways.679 As an adjective, 
the term indicates something that is alive. In this case, it might having been used by the 
legislator in an unusual way to indicate the speech coming from a human, from someone 
alive. Alternatively, as an adverb the term ‘live’ indicates events occurring in real-time. In the 
context of the definition of robocalls, it could serve the function of distinguishing pre-
recorded messages played in a subsequent moment. I believe in the case of art. 4 ePR it has 
the purpose of indicating real-time, possibly interactive exchanges between two parties, a 
dialogue happening at the same time for all the parties involved. This interpretation is also 
confirmed by the wording of the same provision in the French version of the draft (“de vive 
voix”).  
 
Thanks to Duplex, Google Assistant does not transmit pre-recorded messages. It uses AI to 
adapt to the conversation, creating and formulating sentences on the spot based on the 
things said by the person it is talking to. Google Assistant generates a real-time interaction, 
which might fall within the second interpretation of ‘live speech’. Based on this 
reconstruction, in the current formulation of art. 16 ePR vocal assistants could not be 
regulated as robocalls. Could they be regulated as ‘direct marketing voice-to-voice calls’? 
 
The e-Privacy Regulation defines these latter as ‘live calls’ not made using robocalls. The 
previous analysis of the term live opens the door to the possibility of IPHAs to be included in 
the definition.  It is, however, necessary to look at the words ‘voice-to-voice’. Recurring once 
again to its common meaning, voice indicates the sounds produced by vertebrates, and 
humans in particular.680 In the context of the ePR, it could be used to indicate a conversation 
between humans, or to distinguish it from the so-called text-to-voice applications, a software 
that translates written text into spoken words.  
 
Regardless, it is safe to assume from the context and the wording that the term ‘direct 
marketing voice-to-voice calls’ is used to further distinguish marketing calls made by humans 
from those carried out via automated machines.  
Google Duplex has shown that vocal assistants are capable of generating speech, to mimic 
the human voice and mannerisms, and to perform a real-time phone call. However, if the 
intent of the European legislator is to distinguish the calls performed by humans from those 
using automated machines, the absence of a human would exclude that those performed by 
a vocal assistant could be considered direct marketing voice-to-voice calls. 
 
From the perspective of the developers, Google’s measures during the current experimental 
phase (giving Duplex a specific number, identifying it at the beginning of the call, the opt-out 
system) are in line with the idea that Duplex might be considered similarly to a robocall. 
Google’s practice, however, might be dictated simply by the desire to avoid legal or 
reputational issues. It is reasonable to consider Google’s measures as a precaution necessary 
to carry out the experiments in an uncertain regulatory scenario.  
 
Those raised above are merely doubts but are based on very concrete examples of what IPHAs 
can already do. Whether these uses will become a reality that the law has to deal with is still 

 
679 ibid. 
680 ibid. 
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not clear. However, it would be of great benefit if the formulation of art. 16 and its 
applicability to IPHAs would be clarified in the light of the presence and diffusion that these 
devices already have in our daily lives.  
 
5.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has explored the main issues connected to the protection of the private sphere 
with regard to the first section of IPHAs and humans’ habitat, i.e. the interaction with the 
inhabitants of the home.  
During the chapter some main elements have emerged:  
 

- With regard to the legal bases for the processing, consent seems to be the main 
ground used by IPHAs producers; this is in line with the ePR (in its current draft). It is 
also in line with the circumstance that voice is a biometric data used for 
identification, and therefore subject to the regime of the special categories of 
data/sensitive data. The application of other legal bases, execution of a contract and 
legitimate interest of the controller or third party is also possible but should be 
evaluated for each purpose on a case-by-case basis. 

- IPHAs present an issue with transparency due to their very technology and to the 
way their privacy policies are formulated. They are long, complex text with 
information diluted among several links and with examples limited to superficial, 
non-harmful uses and purposes.  

- Behind IPHAs operate a complex and intricated landscape of actors. The complexity 
is due to two main factors: i) the technologies involved tend to build on each other 
and have often an inter-dependent relationship; ii) the business model of most 
operators on the IPHA market involves several actors and an intense circulation of 
data.  

- The intricacy of the landscape is often difficult to reduce to the roles established by 
the GDPR: owners are Data Subjects but can also be controllers; the app developers 
are joint-controllers together with the producers of IPHAs, but can also be their 
processors, and vice-versa; third-parties are hard to identify because they 
automatically turn into controllers if their interests are interpreted as purposes for 
the processing; the use of libraries for programming, proprietary APIs, and the 
responsibilities of app stores further contribute to complicate the scenario.  

- The NLP capabilities of IPHAs position them in a grey area with regard to the 
regulation of automatic callers provided by the ePD and ePR. The circumstance that 
this latter refers to ‘live speech’ raises doubts on its applicability to systems designed 
to entertain live, proactive and reactive conversations with humans, imitating human 
voices and mannerism. A similar consideration can be made with regard to the 
regulation of spam communications and possible future employments of advertising 
in IPHAs.  

 
The next chapter shows what occurs in two other section of the home ecosystem: the ‘brain 
in the cloud’ of IPHAs, and the company that produces and manages it.  
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Chapter VI - The brain & the face behind the assistant 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapter VI explores the powerful brain of IPHAs from the perspective of data protection. To 
this end, it first focuses on the relationship between an ever-learning, voice-based ‘brain’ in 
the Cloud and the principles of purpose limitation, data minimization and storage limitation 
(paragraph 6.2). Subsequently, it looks at the intensive profiling and automated decisions 
activities that IPHAs perform on a daily basis, under the lens of article 22 GDPR (paragraph 
6.3). The majority of the profiling and automated decisions is performed on small, often times 
trivial, aspects of daily life. Their quantity, and the circumstance that individuals are inserted 
into an ecosystem where offline and online blur, make these activities nevertheless worth 
analysing. Finally, the chapter investigates the software and hardware design of IPHAs from 
the perspective of the provisions regulating data protection by design and by default, and 
security (paragraph 6.4). 
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Figure 6: the ecosystem comprises the Cloud (where the brain of the IPHA is) and the holding company that 

produces the IPHA. 

 

The second section ‘of the ecosystem of IPHAs zooms in on the Cloud-computing ‘brain’, e.g. 
the ML software Alexa and Assistant are made of, and the producers who have developed 
and who offer these services, respectively Amazon and Google in the case of the 
abovementioned two. The very technology of IPHAs presents some apparent 
incompatibilities with these legal provisions. It is, therefore, important to focus on how the 
protection offered by the GDPR translates in practice with regard to IPHAs’ Machine Learning 
capabilities.  The information collected by IPHAs inside the home are recorded and streamed 
to the servers of the producers, to be processed and stored (Cloud computing). It has already 
been explained that every vocal command given to an Alexa or Assistant is transcribed into a 
written string, and the text is then interpreted by the software which retrieves from its library 
the (hopefully) correct instructions, and reacts to the command by activating any app or other 
device necessary to complete the task (see Chapter I for an example).  
 
This procedure requires the IPHA to collect and retrieve a considerable amount of information 
from both the environment in which it is located and other available databases. Some of the 
information collected are personal data of the owner (or, as explained, of possible temporary 
guests) immediately (from stage 1 in the figure below). From the moment of collection, in 
fact, the data relate to an identified or identifiable person, thanks to the voice profile. 
Consequently, they are personal data (unless they are anonymized in a subsequent moment, 
in which case they remain personal data until the moment of anonymization and unless they 
are de-anonymized again). Sometimes the information collected are not personal data at the 
origin, for instance if they are anonymous or aggregated data obtained from a database, but 
become personal data in the subsequent stages (for instance 3 or 4 in the figure), when they 
are associated with specific identified or identifiable individuals (the users).  
 
  

 

1 2 3 4 
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Figure 6bis: how human requests are executed by IPHAs  

 
A preliminary remark needs to be made concerning the nature of the data collected and 
processed by IPHAs. Amongst these data there are also some belonging to ‘special categories’, 
also known as sensitive data. GDPR art. 9(1) affirms that:  

“Processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, 
religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the 
processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely 
identifying a natural person, data concerning health or data concerning a 
natural person's sex life or sexual orientation shall be prohibited”.  
 

These categories of data are considered sensitive because, due to their nature, they pose 
higher risks of discrimination and, in general, they can endanger the other fundamental rights 
of individuals (GDPR, Recital (51)).  
For this reason, the general principle is that their processing is prohibited, unless exceptional 
legal bases apply (such as consent, the vital interest of the Data Subject, medical reasons, or 
that the data are already publicly available).  
The legal bases of legitimate interest of the controller and of the necessity for a contract do 
not apply in the case of sensitive data (unless the contract is with a medical institution). In the 
case of consent, this latter shall always be given explicitly (GDPR, art. 9(2)(a)-(j)).681  
 
Due to IPHAs’ capabilities, several types of sensitive data can be collected or easily inferred 
from the data collected. From cues in the voice and speaking patters, for instance, it is 
possible to infer with a significant amount of accuracy the socioeconomic status, 
geographical origin, physiological conditions (sickness, intoxication, etc.), age, physical traits 
(e.g. structure of the nose or adenoids). Furthermore, elements such as the political or 
religious preferences of a subject can be inferred based on the researches ordered to an 
IPHA or based on the selection of news outlet set by each user.682  
 
Furthermore, art. 9(1) expressly mentions ‘biometric data for the purpose of uniquely 
identifying a natural person’. The voice of an individual falls within biometric data.683 Since 
IPHAs such as Echo and Home include voice-profiles, the voice data of the users are, by 
default, used for identification. Consequently, it is safe to assume IPHAs collect and process 
special categories of data.  
 

 
681 Article 10(1) includes among the sensitive data the information concerning “criminal convictions and 
offences or related security measures”. However, unlike the categories listed in art. 9, for data concerning 

criminal offences and proceedings there isn’t a general prohibition. Art. 10(2) establishes that the processing 

of data concerning criminal offences or proceedings can be carried out as long as it occurs under the control of 

a public authority or is authorized by national or European legislation (which also provides for appropriate 

safeguards to protect the rights and freedoms of the individuals involved). Art. 10 also establishes at its third 

paragraph that: “Any comprehensive register of criminal convictions shall be kept only under the control of 

official authority”.  
682 Michael Friedewald and others (eds), ‘Privacy Implications of Voice and Speech Analysis – Information 

Disclosure by Inference’, Privacy and Identity Management. Data for Better Living: AI and Privacy: 14th IFIP 
WG 9.2, 9.6/11.7, 11.6/SIG 9.2.2 International Summer School, Windisch, Switzerland, August 19–23, 2019, 
Revised Selected Papers (Springer International Publishing 2020). 
683 White (n 568). 
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More in particular, in the case of IPHAs the special categories of data established by art. 9 
GDPR take the form of both information derived and inferred from the user’s activities, as 
well as of the logs recording all vocal commands and interactions occurring between the users 
and the IPHA (remember that IPHAs record everything that happens in between the wake-
word and the completion of a task and stores the logs in the Cloud, accessible to users via the 
IPHA’s app). Since, in fact, voice is a biometric data and it is used by IPHAs in connection with 
identification (through voice profiles) the logs contain sensitive data.  
 

* 
 
The provisions that are of particular relevance in these regards are: the principles of purpose 
limitation and data minimization (GDPR art. 5(1)(b) and (c)); the limitation of the period of 
retention of the data (GDPR art. 5(1)(e)); the prohibition of automated decisions and profiling 
(GDPR art. 22); data protection by design and by default (GDPR art. 25) and security (GDPR 
art. 32 and ePR art. 17).  
 
6.2 Applying Purpose Limitation and Data Minimization to IPHAs 
 
Purpose Limitation  
The use that is made of the data collected is multiple: on one hand, they are deployed to 
complete in the most efficient and personalized way the tasks ordered by the owner. On the 
other hand, they are used to keep refining the IPHA’s skills in general. Even though the 
perception might be that each household has its own assistant, in fact, the reality is that there 
is one Alexa, a single brain, that powers all the devices. The same applies for Google Assistant 
and the others. The data collected therefore serve multiple purposes. The ways in which the 
purpose is established and communicated to Data Subjects are strictly regulated by European 
law.  
 
In the GDPR684, the principle of purpose limitation is a pillar supporting most of the data 
protection system: the specific and clear identification of the purposes prior to processing is 
the necessary precondition to deliver complete information (principle of transparency and 
duty of information) which, in turn, allows the Data Subjects to exercise their rights (access, 
rectification, cancellation, objection).685  
 
From a conceptual perspective, the principle of purpose limitation links: 

- The intended and actual use of the personal data collected by a controller; 
- The data processing activities with the business model of the controller. 

The causal and factual connection created by the principle of purpose limitation is also made 
explicit (through the purpose limitation principle itself and through the transparency principle 

 
684 Both the EU Charter and Convention 108 also contain the so-called principle of purpose limitation. Convention 

108, using a fairly ambiguous formulation, states that “Data processing shall be proportionate in relation to the 

legitimate purpose pursued” (Convention 108, art. 5(1)). Similarly, the EU Charter specifies that personal data 
“must be processed fairly for specified purposes” (EU Charter, art. 8(2)). The DPD also already contained the 

principle.  
685 Mantelero (n 506). See also Nikolaus Forgó, Stefanie Hänold and Benjamin Schütze, ‘The Principle of 

Purpose Limitation and Big Data’ in Marcelo Corrales, Mark Fenwick and Nikolaus Forgó (eds), New 
Technology, Big Data and the Law (Springer Singapore 2017); Voigt and von dem Bussche (n 506).  
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and the information provided to the Data Subject). This, in turn, allows the Data Subjects and 
the relevant authorities to evaluate possible mismatches between the actual and intended 
use (e.g. data collected for a purpose and used for another without the appropriate legal 
ground or awareness of the Data Subject)686.  
 
The GDPR specifies at art. 5(1)(b) that the data collection shall occur “for specified, explicit 
and legitimate purposes”, adding that the data can only be processed further if it is 
compatible with the original purposes (the only exceptions being: “further processing for 
archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical 
purposes”). The Art29WP affirms that the principle of purpose limitation is composed of two 
‘building blocks’: the purpose specification and the compatible use.687  
 
Purpose specification  
Purpose specification means that the purposes of processing must be established by the 
controller and communicated to the Data Subject before the collection (or, at the latest, at 
the time the collection begins).  
The purposes must be compatible with the law in general (legitimate), and specific enough to 
allow Data Subjects to predict with a sufficient degree of certainty what uses will their data 
be put to, and what consequences might derive from said uses. Furthermore, the purpose 
must be communicated to the Data Subject, in a direct and unequivocal way (explicit).688  
 
The purpose must be specific enough to allow for an evaluation of its compliance with the 
law. Purposes formulated in a general way are not allowed. Broad, ‘umbrella’ purposes can 
be used, provided that the different processing operations falling under that purpose are not 
only loosely and remotely related to it. In this way, even in the case of broader purposes Data 
Subjects should have enough information to predict the use of their data, and its 
consequences.689  
This is particularly relevant in connection with the principle of Data Minimization (see also the 
CJEU case-law below): purposes that are indicated in a broad manner become a catch-all, 
allowing the collection of more data that is truly necessary for the use actually intended.  
 
It is significant that, in this regard, the Art29WP specifies that, depending on the context: “a 
purpose that is vague or general, such as for instance 'improving users' experience', 
'marketing purposes', 'IT-security purposes' or 'future research' will – without more detail – 
usually not meet the criteria of being ‘specific’”690.  
 
Purpose specification also implies that it is not possible to collect or otherwise process data 
because they could become useful for future purposes (not connected to those purposes that 

 
686 Milan Petković, Davide Prandi and Nicola Zannone, ‘Purpose Control: Did You Process the Data for the 

Intended Purpose?’, Secure Data Management (SDM 2011), vol 6933 (Springer Berlin Heidelberg). 
687 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 03/2013 on Purpose Limitation (WP 203)’. Please note that while the 

Opinion refers to the discipline set out by the Data Protection Directive, the considerations of the Working 
Party nevertheless apply and remain valid with regard to art. 5(1)(b), also due to the fact that the letter of art. 

6(1)(b) DPD is almost identical to that of art. 5(1)(b) GDPR.  
688 ibid. 17. 
689 ibid. 
690 ibid. 15 
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have been identified and specified).691 If a new purpose emerges following the collection, 
unless said purpose reasonably derives from an existing one, the purpose has to be 
reconnected to an appropriate legal basis (and Data Subjects shall be informed).692 This brings 
us to the other building block: compatible use.  
 
Compatible use  
The GDPR needs to reconcile the flexibility necessary to digital industries with ensuring an 
adequate level of protection of individuals. Keeping that in mind, the Art29WP has affirmed 
that: “any processing following collection, whether for the purposes initially specified or for 
any additional purposes, must be considered 'further processing' and must thus meet the 
requirement of compatibility.”693  
Additional processing is not prohibited tout-court, but subject to limitations designed to 
maintain Data Subjects informed.  
 
In the case of further processing, if its legal basis is not consent (or a national or European 
law), art. 6(4) of the GDPR applies. This article affirms that controllers should perform an 
evaluation of the compatibility of the further processing. The compatibility has to be assessed 
based on: 

(a)  the connections between the purposes (to be assessed on both formal and 
substantial level, for instance verifying whether the additional processes constitute 
logical steps implicitly necessary for the original use)694; 

(b) the context from which the data have been collected, as this would shape the 
expectations that the Data Subject might have with regard to the uses of their data, 
and their consequences (this also includes the relationship between the controller and 
the Data Subject, which can be evaluated based on the existing contractual provisions, 
but also uses, practices, and customs in a specific sector, as well as the balance of 
power between the parties involved, regardless of whether it is a commercial 
relationship or another kind. In this regard it should be pointed out that the 
assessment should be stricter the lesser the freedom of the Data Subject, and that a 
certain context might give life to expectations of a stricter confidentiality and, 
therefore, of more limitations on further processing)695; 

(c) the nature of the data (in particular in the case of special categories of data, which 
due to their special protection would limit the possibility for additional processing);  

(d) Possible consequences on the Data Subject (which include immaterial consequences, 
such as stress or other emotional impacts, and material consequences, such as 
“situations where the processing may lead to the exclusion or discrimination of 
individuals”696 and future actions taken by third parties based on the processing of the 
personal data, as well as the unpredictability and uncertainty connected to possible 
unknown future third parties);  

 
691 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Handbook on European Data Protection Law - 2018 Edition 

(n 536); ‘ICO’s Guide to Data Protection’ (n 506).  
692 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 03/2013 on Purpose Limitation (WP 203)’ (n 687).  
693 ibid. 21.  
694 ibid. 
695 ibid. 
696 ibid. 25. 
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(e) possible safeguards (such as encryption or pseudonymization, but also organizational 
measures, to be evaluated as possibly compensating shortcomings in the overall 
compatibility of the additional processing. In this regard, it should be considered that 
anonymization alone, due to the risk of de-anonymization697, might not be enough of 
a safeguard, depending on the context.698 In this regard, it has been pointed out that 
IoT technologies, being based on interconnection and data sharing, are inherently 
based on creating links among data collected and, therefore, present higher risks of 
de-anonymization)699.  

 
The evaluation for the compatible use is made on a case-by-case basis, and it must aim at 
assessing whether the further use is incompatible, in which case it would be prohibited. 
According to the Art29WP, the assessment of the compatible use shall be composed of two 
parts. A formal part, in order to verify the compatibility by comparing the purposes initially 
notified to the Data Subject (possibly in writing) to the further processing/additional 
purposes. A substantial part, apt to verify the de facto understanding of both initial purposes 
and additional processing/purposes based on the concrete circumstances. If the Data Subject 
gives consent to the further processing or additional purposes, compatibility is no longer 
necessary (GDPR, Recital (50)). 
 
The GDPR, with the evaluation for (in)compatibility, opens the way to the possibility that legal 
bases different from consent are used to justify additional purposes. An important implication 
is that the legitimate interest of the controller or a third party could be the legal basis for an 
additional use, whose compatibility will then have to be evaluated through the 
abovementioned test.700 This has been interpreted by part of the doctrine as a weakening of 
the protections granted to Data Subjects, and an erosion of the principle of purpose 
specification itself, especially in the light of the advances in data mining and Big Data 
analytics.701 At the same time, other authors have pointed out the potential that this provision 
entails in ensuring the application of the principle of purpose specification in the age of the 
Internet of Things:  

“The purpose limitation test has become outdated because, in the past, 
personal data was primarily a by-product of the purpose for which the data 
was collected. When we book a flight, we are requested to provide name, 
address, date of birth and bank account number. The data is a by-product of 
the service. The requirement of purpose limitation is an objective test to 
determine what data is justified for that purpose.  

 
697 On the risks of de-anonymization see, among others Finck and Pallas (n 501); Latanya Sweeney and others, 

‘Re-Identification Risks in HIPAA Safe Harbor Data: A Study of Data from One Environmental Health Study’ 

(2017) 2017 Technology science 2017082801. More specifically with regard to the IoT sector, see Peppet (n 

568). 
698 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 03/2013 on Purpose Limitation (WP 203)’ (n 687). 
699 Loideain (n 579). 
700 Forgó, Hänold and Schütze (n 685). 
701 Joseph A Cannataci and Jeanne Pia Mifsud Bonnici, ‘The End of the Purpose-Specification Principle in Data 

Protection?’ (2010) 24 International Review of Law, Computers and Technology 101; Liana Colonna, ‘Data 

Mining and Its Paradoxical Relationship to the Purpose Limitation Principle’ in Serge Gutwirth, Ronald Leenes 

and Paul de Hert (eds), Reloading data protection : multidisciplinary insights and contemporary challenges 

(Springer 2014); Millar (n 307). 
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Today, with developments like the IoT, records are no longer a by-product of a 
purpose, but rather, the data is collected first in order to deliver the service—
think smart homes and appliances. The purpose and the collection of the data 
then coincide.”702  

 
IoT devices function, especially with the increasing intelligence capabilities, thanks to the 
processing of data and the integration of services, devices, and even infrastructures. The 
Art29WP seems to deal with this fact, in its Opinion concerning data protection and the IoT, 
by tying together the evaluation of the compliance with the purpose limitation (and data 
minimization) to the pre-requisite of the identification of the legitimate basis for processing: 
in the case of additional purposes based on legitimate interest, instead of suggesting first an 
evaluation of the compliance with the purpose limitation, then an evaluation of the 
compliance with the legal bases for the processing, the Art29WP condenses them within the 
evaluation of the purpose specification.703 In this way, the overall evaluation of the legitimacy 
of the processing is simplified and made more straightforward, especially for its application 
to a complex landscape with multiple actors as the one analysed in the previous chapter.704 
In the presence of multiple actors connected by business agreements and by technological 
necessity (as is frequently the case with Cloud computing and machine-to-machine 
communication), it is important for an effective implementation of data protection to 
maintain a systemic view on its principles and provisions, in order to strengthen the 
accountability of the actors involved even in the face of increasing complexity.705  
 
Data Minimization  
The principle of purpose limitation goes hand in hand with the principle of data minimization 
established by art. 5(1)(c) of the GDPR. The controller is not only obliged by the GDPR to 
establish specific and clear purposes and inform the Data Subject before the collection, but 
also to collect only those personal data strictly and directly necessary for said purposes.  
 
The principle of data minimization implies that, after having established the specific and clear 
purposes and before the collection, the controller must also identify exactly which categories 
of data will be necessary to carry out the processing based on the purposes.706 The purposes 
and the categories of data necessary to it are strictly connected concepts: as an example, the 

 
702 Lokke Moerel and Corien Prins, ‘On the Death of Purpose Limitation’ (2 June 2015) 

<https://iapp.org/news/a/on-the-death-of-purpose-limitation/> accessed 6 October 2020. 
703 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 08/2014 on the on Recent Developments on the Internet of Things (WP 
223)’ (n 596); Moerel and Prins (n 702). 
704 The evolution of data mining and Big Data Analytics has also prompted some authors to analyse the 

question of purpose limitation and data minimization in terms of switching from regulating data collection to 

regulating data use. Cfr. Joris van Hoboken, ‘From Collection to Use in Privacy Regulation? A Forward-Looking 

Comparison of European and US for Personal Data Processing’ in Bart van der Sloot, Dennis Broeders and Erik 

Schrijvers (eds), Exploring the boundaries of Big Data - WRR The Netherlands Scientific Council for Government 
Policy (Amsterdam University Press 2016); Poullet (n 491). 
705 Massimo Felici and others, ‘Bringing Accountability to the Cloud: Addressing Emerging Threats and Legal 

Perspectives’ in Massimo Felici (ed), Cyber Security and Privacy (Springer 2013). 
706 ‘ICO’s Guide to Data Protection’ (n 506). In combination with the accountability principle it also implies that 

the controller must be able to demonstrate, via the appropriate documentation, that it only collects the data 

necessary to the specified purposes.  
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CJEU has ruled that ‘individualised personal information’ (category of data) is not necessary 
for elaborating statistics concerning foreign residents within a country (the purpose).707 
 
As a rule of thumb, the personal data collected shall be considered excessive respect to the 
pre-established purposes when they:  
i) concern information that are irrelevant and not necessary,  
ii) concern other individuals respect to those that interest the controller, or  
iii) are collected only because there is a chance that they might become relevant in the 
future.708  
 
The three requisites for necessity listed above must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, 
taking into account specific technological and contextual circumstances. For instance, with 
regard to security camera (video surveillance of a private building insisting on a public area), 
it should be evaluated whether the video surveillance can be installed only on those areas 
where it is strictly necessary (e.g. an entrance door or a perimeter wall instead of in front of 
the doors of private apartments), and activated only at night or is necessary during the day 
too (since the possibility to activate it only at night would already limit the data collected).709 
 
Functionally and materially, the principle of purpose limitation and data minimization work 
as standards for the data collected and imply additional standards: the accuracy of the 
personal data collected and the time of retention of said data.710 Art. 5(1), in fact, affirms that 
the personal data collected shall be:  

“(c) adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the 
purposes for which they are processed (‘data minimisation’);  

(d) accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must 
be taken to ensure that personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the 
purposes for which they are processed, are erased or rectified without delay 
(‘accuracy’); 

(e) kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer 
than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are processed; 
personal data may be stored for longer periods insofar as the personal data will 
be processed solely for archiving purposes  in  the  public  interest,  scientific  or  
historical  research  purposes or statistical purposes in accordance with Article 
89(1) subject to implementation of the appropriate technical and 
organisational measures required by this Regulation in order to safeguard the 
rights and freedoms of the data subject (‘storage limitation’).”  

This latter is of particular interest for this research.  
According to the storage limitation principle, anonymized data can be retained for an 
indefinite duration, provided that adequate safeguards are in place to prevent de-

 
707 Huber, Case-524/06, [2008], (ECLI:EU:C:2008:724) [68]. 
708 Ibid.  
709 TK v Asociaţia de Proprietari bloc M5A-ScaraA, Case-708/18, [2019], (ECLI:EU:C:2019:1064) [50–60]. 
710 ER Brouwer, ‘Legality and Data Protection Law: The Forgotten Purpose of Purpose Limitation’ in Leonard 

Besselink, Frans Pennings and Sacha Prechal (eds), The Eclipse of the Legality Principle in the European Union 

(Wolters Kluwer 2011). 
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anonymization. On the contrary, those data for which identification is possible shall be kept 
only as long as they are necessary to serve their purpose.711 
Personal data can be retained until they are necessary not only to the controller, but also for 
third-parties, as long as the storage of the data responds to a legitimate interest, provided 
that the balancing of the rights of the Data Subject versus the rights and interests of the third-
party results in favor of this latter (and appropriate safeguards are in place).712   
 

The principles and IPHAs’ AI  
 
The application of the principles of purpose limitation, data minimization, accuracy and 
storage limitation to AI and ML based technologies such as IPHAs can be complex. At first 
sight, these domains might appear inherently incompatible with said principles.  
They necessitate significant amounts of (personal) data to extrapolate patterns and learn, 
and by learning they might change and necessitate new data. By learning, they might also 
create new purposes: ML, in fact, can potentially learn to infer new data, and this can open 
the way to new capabilities, business opportunities, products or services.  
 
This would be, for instance, the case of Alexa (but the same could be said of Google 
Assistant) using NLP capabilities to understand the command and respond to the owners. 
In this case, there is a certain amount of initial data, which can be called D1 and mostly 
amounts to the voice data of the user and to certain behavioural or even biological 
information (defects of pronunciation, for instance) useful to distinguish the words 
pronounced. D1 is necessary to the software based on the purposes P1 “provide voice 
services”, and P2 “provide, troubleshoot, and improve Amazon’s Services”713. What 
happens if, following an advancement in the software, it becomes possible for Alexa to 
deduce the emotional state of the user from their choice of words, tone of voice, or other 
elements such as hesitations or breathing?714  
 
The processing necessary to carry out the emotion detection would, in any case, be further 
processing. This further processing would need to be evaluated based on: 

- the purposes originally established (P1 and P2); 
- potential new purposes and their legal bases (we can call this potential new purpose 

P3). 
In the case of the emotion recognition example above, assessing the two items listed above 
immediately results into uncertainty. First, the legal basis necessary for P3 should be the 
consent of the Data Subject, under article 9 GDPR (special categories of data). This is due 
to the fact that the data collected is in large part biometric (voice) data used for 
identification, and because P3 involves the evaluation of the emotional status of an 
individual. It is difficult to draw a precise line between certain emotional states and medical 
conditions, such as depression or anxiety. Emotional information can imply an evaluation 
about the psycho-physical condition of an individual, which might be part of medical 

 
711 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Handbook on European Data Protection Law - 2018 Edition 
(n 536). 
712 Manni, Case-398/15, [2017], (ECLI:EU:C:2017:197) [51–53]. 
713 See Annex 5.3(b) for Amazon’s privacy policy.  
714 This is not completely hypothetical. This functionality is similar to that of Alexa Hunches, cfr. DigiTechNews 

(n 301). And to an emotion recognition patent filed by Google for its Google Home, cfr. Estes (n 670). 
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information. Information about the emotional status of a subject can lead to discrimination 
or to a vulnerability. The precautionary approach would suggest considering such 
information as sensitive/special category, under article 9 GDPR.   
Regardless of article 9, if legitimate interest is used as legal basis instead of consent, only 
two alternatives are possible: either P3 is compatible with P1 and P2, or it is a new and 
separate purpose. To affirm that the processing necessary for P3 is compatible with the 
processing necessary for P1 and P2, one should assess the link between the three purposes, 
the context from which the data are collected, the nature of the data, possible 
consequences for the Data Subject and applicable safeguards. Here is where the specific 
functioning of IPHAs poses a problem. As highlighted above, in the age of IoT it becomes 
impossible to separate the data collection from the purposes connected to the very use of 
the devices. With AI-powered IoTs such as IPHAs, this eschatological connection between 
data collection/processing and the functionality of the device is even more significant. It is 
difficult to evaluate whether emotional recognition is superfluous respect to P1 and P2: 

would P3 make the dialogue between the user and the IPHA better? Would it make it easier 
to solve Natural Language Processing conflicts or errors? The nature of the intelligence of 
IPHAs potentially expands the range of purposes necessary for their functioning. In this 
sense, two considerations must be made. First, the controllers (as well as the DPAs and 
Courts) need to consider the actual use of the emotion recognition technology. If the 
emotion recognition capability, for instance, plays a marginal role for improving the service 
and dialogues between IPHA and user, but becomes a discerning factor in determining what 
kind profile is associated to the user for marketing/advertising use, then it can be assumed 
that we are in the presence of ‘function creep’: the true purpose (marketing/advertising) is 
hidden behind the original purposes P1 and P2 (functionality of the product). The link 
between the original and further processing becomes looser, and P3 does not pass the 
compatibility test. Furthermore, the context from which the data are collected and the 
nature of the data need to be considered to evaluate whether the compatible use can be 
based on the legitimate interest of the producers of IPHAs. The home context and the 
sensitive nature of the data collected should tip the scale in favour of the Data Subject, in 
particular in all those cases in which the legitimate interest is reduced to marketing or 
advertising activities, unless particularly effective safeguards are in place (as is explained 
below). 
Regardless of the results of the compatibility assessment is completed, the IPHA might 
necessitate to collect and extrapolate additional data D1+x (where x is the additional amount 
of data necessary for emotion recognition).  
The new data collection should respect the minimization principle based on purposes P1-2-

3, should be accurate (and maintained as such), and should only be retained as long as they 
are necessary (see figure).  
 

Initial situation: 
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After emotion recognition becomes technologically possible: 

 
Figure 6.2: example of compatibility assessment of further processing. 

 

 
It is necessary to carefully evaluate certain aspects of IPHA’s functionality to understand 
how the principles of purpose limitation and data minimization apply to them in practice. 
Even though the evaluation should be on a case-by-case basis, some general considerations 
can be made. 
 
First, the range of compatible further uses/processing/purposes can be particularly wide in 
the field of ML and AI in general. This is why it is important that the formulation of the 
privacy policy or any other form of information provided to a Data Subject is specific and 
clear enough to allow the Subject to adequately predict the uses of their personal data and 
the deriving consequences.  
Formulations such as “Provide voice services: When you use our voice services, we process 
your voice input and other personal information to respond to your requests, provide the 
requested service to you, and improve Amazon Services”715 might imply several further 
processing and connected purposes which an average user is not able to envision, as the 
scandal connected to humans listening to snippets of conversations shows.  
 
With regard to the elements to be considered to assess the compatibility of further 
processing (GDPR, art. 6(4)), it shall also be kept in mind that:  

- IPHAs are located inside the home. This means that the expectations of 
confidentiality of the Data Subjects are most likely very high. As explained in Part I, 
the risk is that the home is decontextualised: fluxes of information from the home 
are subject to technological and marketing rules (embedded in the design of IPHAs) 
without the awareness of the inhabitants of the home, creating a clash of 
expectations; 

 
715 See Annex 5.3(b) for Amazon’s privacy policy.  
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- the opacity of IPHAs functioning together with the take-it-or-leave-it terms and 
conditions make the relationship between Data Subjects and controllers (IPHAs 
producers) very unbalanced in favour of the latter: the only way to utilise any 
service of Amazon or Google is by accepting the umbrella privacy policies that refer 
to all the services. This leaves very little room to Data Subjects to make any choice 
concerning data processing; 

- the interaction with IPHAs is mainly vocal and they use the voice data to identify the 
users and connect them to pre-registered voice-profiles. This means that a great 
amount of the data collected are sensitive data; 

- IPHAs interact with several devices and apps from third parties, while the producers 
of IPHAs entertain several commercial partnerships with thousands of other 
companies. This increases the potential circulation of personal data and the 
unpredictability of the consequences for Data Subjects. 

All these circumstances make the use of legitimate interest as a legal basis for further 
processing particularly troubling. As stated above, consent should be the preferred legal 
basis, provided that: 1) Data Subjects are offered the opportunity to give consent 
separately for certain purposes, separating different functionalities (or different degrees of 
functionality) and associating different data processing to each; and 2) the information 
provided to Data Subject allow these latter to form a clear idea of the consequences 
deriving from the processing. In the example of the emotion recognition capability, if Data 
Subjects are told by IPHAs’ producers that emotion recognition allows for more accurate 
personalization, they might not be able to deduce that advertising is also included, and that 
a certain emotional status makes an individual more vulnerable to some products or 
behaviours. The information provided in that case is not in line with the requirements of 
the GDPR.  
 
Second, the wide array of ambiguously formulated purposes makes the data minimization 
principle harder to apply. In general, it is hard to evaluate what the state of the art is in a 
field that is constantly advancing, or with a software that possesses self-learning 
capabilities.  
If the state of the art is difficult to pin down, evaluating what information is superfluous is 
harder, and the risk is that while more blatant cases might be detected by Data Protection 
Authorities, less obvious, but potentially risky, excessive collections of data might go 
unnoticed.  
 
Lastly, and in particular with regard to voice data, there is the potential risk that the 
personal data of the users are necessary for an indefinite period of time due to the constant 
evolution of the ‘brain’ of the IPHA; this technological necessity potentially significantly 
undermines the effectiveness of the storage limitation principle. This appears to be the case 
with regard to the voice data of users of Alexa and Assistant; the recordings can be deleted 
from the log via the app connected to the IPHA, but, according to both companies, the 
deletion can cause the IPHA to be less efficient and less personalized. In this case, a trade-
off appears embedded in the technology itself.  
 
Furthermore, with regard to the storage limitation principle, certain data are retained 
potentially indefinitely by IPHAs. The logs of the voice commands are kept until the data 
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subject manually deletes them (or possibly even longer in the case of Amazon)716. The logs 
are inherently not anonymous, since they can be accessed by the data subject through the 
app of the vocal assistant. According to the producers, the reason why they are kept is that 
this ensures a refining of the capability of the IPHA to understand a command. It is not clear 
what this implies in practice for the storage limitation and data minimization principles: it 
would be reasonable to assume that once the ‘brain in the Cloud’ of Alexa or Google 
Assistant has learned to recognize the voice and mannerisms of an individual, the logs 
become less necessary (especially after conflicts and errors have been revised by 
employees and contractors, as explained). It is safe to assume that the company retains 
data in an anonymous and aggregated form, but it might also be necessary to retain the 
identified logs in order to go back to them and learn additional aspects/verify new 
information and capabilities. Additionally, producers might retain personal data based on 
the legitimate interests of third parties.717  
 
These circumstances make it difficult to evaluate the concrete implementation of purpose 
limitation, data minimization, and storage limitation in the context of IPHAs. Whether the 
collection, processing, and retention are justified, to what extent, and their proportionality 
become delicate matters connected to factual circumstances. It is important to point out 
that the risk is that the constant use for machine learning techniques leads to a perpetual 
storage of large amounts of identified or identifiable data.718 This creates an apparent 
trade-off between the vocal functionality of IPHAs and said principles, which aim at 
avoiding that the personal data are collected beyond what is necessary, used for purposes 
in an indiscriminate manner, and stored in perpetuity. This trade-off needs to be mitigated 
by IPHAs’ manufacturers, who must ensure compliance with article 5 of the GDPR and, in 
particular, consider all appropriate safeguards when developing new purposes. 
Transparency and the correct information of the users are pivotal in this sense, and so is 
the understanding that the context from which the data are collected – the home – shapes 
the expectations of the users.  
 

 
6.3 The prohibition of solely automated decisions and profiling versus the personal 
assistant 
 

Art. 22 - Automated individual decision-making, including profiling 
 

 
716 Alfred Ng, ‘Amazon Alexa Transcripts Live on, Even after You Delete Voice Records’ (CNET) 

<https://www.cnet.com/news/amazon-alexa-transcripts-live-on-even-after-you-delete-voice-records/> 

accessed 6 April 2020. 
717 Data retention for investigative purposes is outside of the scope of this thesis. However, especially in the 

light of episodes occurred in the United States in which authorities obtained judicial warrants to review the 

logs of Amazon Echo devices in the context of murder investigations, I believe an exploration of the role of 
IPHAs with regard to data retention, and its possible regulatory regime might become relevant in the near 

future. 
718 ‘EDPS, TechDispatch #1: Smart Speakers and Virtual Assistants’ (19 July 2019) 

<https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/our-work/publications/techdispatch/techdispatch-1-smart-

speakers-and-virtual_en> accessed 15 April 2019. 
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1. The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based 
solely on automated processing, including profiling, which produces legal 
effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her. 
 
2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply if the decision: 
(a) is necessary for entering into, or performance of, a contract between the 
data subject and a data controller; 
(b) is authorised by Union or Member State law to which the controller is 
subject and which also lays down suitable measures to safeguard the data 
subject's rights and freedoms and legitimate interests; or 
(c) is based on the data subject's explicit consent. 
 
3. In the cases referred to in points (a) and (c) of paragraph 2, the data 
controller shall implement suitable measures to safeguard the data subject's 
rights and freedoms and legitimate interests, at least the right to obtain human 
intervention on the part of the controller, to express his or her point of view and 
to contest the decision. 
 
4. Decisions referred to in paragraph 2 shall not be based on special categories 
of personal data referred to in Article 9(1), unless point (a) or (g) of Article 9(2) 
applies and suitable measures to safeguard the data subject's rights and 
freedoms and legitimate interests are in place. 

 
One provision that caught the attention of experts and the public is art. 22, concerning 
automated decisions and profiling. The provision establishes a general prohibition for: “a 
decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which produces legal 
effects concerning him or her [Note: him or her refer to the data subject] or similarly 
significantly affects him or her”.  
 
Article 22 serves the purpose of protecting the interests of individuals in being kept informed 
and involved when a decision is made about them that can potentially have a significant 
impact. It aims at allowing individuals to control what kind of information about themselves 
influences the profiles and decisions that other entities make about them. At the same time, 
it betrays a certain fear that said entities, in relying too much on automated decisions, might 
introduce in the decisional process biases or mistakes without realizing it.719 In this sense, 
article 22 also strengthens the accountability of controllers vis-à-vis Data Subjects.  
 
It was initially debated whether the article creates a general prohibition or a right to be 
activated by the data subjects, due to the wording of the article, that refers to a right in the 
first paragraph, but adds exceptions and requisites typical of a general prohibition in the 

 
719 These rationales have been explicitly indicated by the European Commission with regard to art. 15 DPD, 
which represents the antecedent of art. 22 GDPR. Due to a lack of explanations of the rationales of art. 22 in 

the preparatory works to the GDPR and to the similar content of the provisions (although not identical) it is 

safe to assume the rationales for art. 15 DPD remain valid for art. 22 GDPR. Cfr. Isak Mendoza and Lee A 

Bygrave, ‘The Right Not to Be Subject to Automated Decisions Based on Profiling’ in Tatiani Synodinou and 

others (eds), EU Internet Law: Regulation and Enforcement (Springer 2017).  
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following two.720 This has been clarified by the Article 29 Working Party. According to their 
Guidelines on the matter, art. 22 establishes a general prohibition.721 The prohibition of art. 
22 refers to two activities: decision-making and profiling, based exclusively (‘solely’) on 
automated processing of data. In other words, not all profiling and decision-making fall within 
the scope of art. 22, but only those that are entirely performed by a software, without any 
significant human intervention. The scope of art. 22 is further defined: the solely automated 
decisions and profiling activities prohibited are those having legal or similarly significant 
effects on the Data Subjects (see figure). 
 
Consequently, two different disciplines emerge in the GDPR with regard to profiling and 
automated decisions: the general one, applicable to all automated decision-making and 
profiling not solely based on automated processing and not producing legal or similarly 
significant effects, and the specific discipline of art. 22 for solely automated decisions and 
profiling activities producing such effects.722  
 

 
Figure 6.3: a visual summary of profiling and automated decisions in the GDPR. 

 
720 According to part of the doctrine, such right “can be understood either as a right that the data subject has 

to actively exercise or as a ‘passive’ right that the controllers taking an automated decision have to observe 

themselves without an active claim from the data subject” (Maja Brkan, ‘Do Algorithms Rule the World? 

Algorithmic Decision-Making and Data Protection in the Framework of the GDPR and Beyond’ (2019) 27 
International Journal of Law and Information Technology 91, 98.). Reconstructing the provision as an actively 

or passively exercisable right implies that, for instance, in the former case the Data Subject would have to 

actively object to the automated decision. In this case, the controller would be likely obliged to either 

introduce a human revision, or to justify whether some of the exemptions apply, so that the automated 

decision can be carried forward. This would also imply an automatic waiver of the right in case the objection is 

not raised. See also Mendoza and Bygrave (n 719). 
721 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the Purposes 
of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ 251. The Guidelines have been endorsed by the European Data 

Protection Board (EDPB), which should make them compatible with Recital (72) of the GDPR. Recital (72) assigns, 

in fact, to the EDPB the duty to provide guidelines concerning profiling and the GDPR regime.  
722 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721). 
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Before explaining the two disciplines, it is necessary to clarify the relationship between 
automated decisions and profiling in the light of the wording of art. 22.  
 
Profiling 
It has been explained in Chapter III what profiling is and its applications, from a technological 
perspective. The GDPR provides for its own definitions at art. 4 and at Recital (71). The two 
definitions are mostly the same, however while art. 4 offers a general definition, the definition 
given by Recital (71) is the one relevant for art. 22, and contains the same limitations of scope. 
In the GDPR, therefore, profiling is: “any form of automated processing of personal data 
consisting of the use of personal data to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to a natural 
person, in particular to analyse or predict aspects concerning that natural person’s 
performance at work, economic situation, health, personal preferences, interests, reliability, 
behaviour, location or movements” (GDRP, art. 4(4)). In other words, for the GDPR profiling 
is an evaluation of the individual, in the light of a pre-established purpose.723 More specifically 
in relation to art. 22, the definition above is integrated with the circumstance that the 
evaluation of the personal aspects produces legal or similarly significant effects.724  
 
Three main elements can be identified in both definitions:  

- the automated nature of the profiling,  
- the fact that it has as object personal data, and  
- the fact that it aims at evaluating a person, that is, at making a judgment725 on which 

a prediction can be based.726  

Conceptually, the definitions provided by the GDPR appear in line with the technical 
definitions provided. The specific technical solutions adopted by controllers to obtain a profile 
and the nature of said profile (induction, deduction or abduction; clustering; distributive or 
non-distributive; group or individual; direct or indirect) do not affect the application of the 
GDPR. What matters for the GDPR to be applied is the existence of processing of personal 
data and, with regard to art. 22, the exclusively automated nature of the activity and the 
effects it produces. Similarly, the definitions of profiling do not establish limitations based on 
the application and purposes of the profiling. Those applications included in the definitions 
are mere non-exhaustive examples of possible uses for advertising, marketing, or 
employment. Finally, the wording of the definitions makes it reasonable to assume that 
profiling emerging as secondary by-products from data processing are also included, and 
therefore fall within the scope of the GDPR.727 
 
Automated decision making 
The other activity regulated by art. 22 is automated decision making. Automated decision 
making consists of making a decision based (solely) on technical means, without human 

 
723 Mendoza and Bygrave (n 719). 
724 Profiling for public safety and police reasons falls outside of the scope of the GDPR, and naturally out of the 
scope of Art. 22 too. 
725 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721).  
726 ibid. 
727 Mendoza and Bygrave (n 719). 
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intervention; it can follow from (or be based on the results of) profiling or can be independent 
from it. Automated decisions can be based on any type of data, including inferred or derived 
data.728 The Art29WP has highlighted, in this regard, how the human involvement sufficient 
to exclude the automation of the decision-making process shall translate into a concrete 
capability to influence the decision. For this reason, if a human is involved merely into 
formalizing or applying a decision taken by a machine without intervening on it (or by simply 
routinely approving all the decisions), the decision-making process would still be considered 
automated.729 Controllers have the obligation to provide evidence of the non-trivial nature of 
the human intervention.  
 
Legal or similarly significantly affecting effects 
What constitutes exactly a similarly significant effect has not been clarified neither by the 
CJEU nor by the legislator. 
The Art29WP provides some additional guidance on the matter, affirming that in primis the 
effects must have serious impacts to fall within Art. 22. With regard, then, to the legal effects, 
the Art29WP defines them as those detrimental for fundamental rights and freedoms, civil 
rights, but also a legal status or right deriving from contracts and obligations. The examples 
given are automated decisions resulting in the cancellation of a contract, denial of a social or 
welfare benefit, or denial of access to a country or of citizenship.730  
 
Having legal effects as a baseline, the Art29WP develops the concept of ‘similarly significantly 
affecting effects’. They imply that even if the legal position of the data subject is not affected 
by the automated decision, this latter impacts a certain area of life in a way that, due to its 
importance (the significance) can be compared to that of a legal status731.  
The Art29WP included in its Guidelines some instructions on how to evaluate the ‘similar 
significance’ of a decision or profiling. The main criterium should be to evaluate if the decision 
impacts in a detrimental way “circumstances, behaviour or choices of the individuals 
concerned”732, or presents effects that are prolonged or even permanent, or results in the 
discrimination or exclusion of the subject.  
 
While financial effects appear to be undoubtedly included in Art. 22, it is not clear whether 
other kinds of effect, for instance emotional effects (which might derive from a discriminatory 
automated decision, for instance) might also be part of the provision.733 
The Art29WP also provides for a list of examples of decisions that potentially fall within Art. 
22, such as those concerning financial circumstances, health services, employment, 
education, or price differentiation if it results in impeding the purchase of certain goods or 
services.734  

 
728 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721). 
729 ibid. 
730 ibid. 
731 The impact should be “non-trivial”, according to pag. 12 of Mendoza and Bygrave (n 719). 
732 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721) 21.  
733 Mendoza and Bygrave (n 719). 
734 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721). 
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With regard to a specific form of profiling, targeted advertising, the Art29WP (and part of the 
doctrine)735 affirms that as a general rule it is unlikely that it might have significant effects. 
However, additional criteria to evaluate whether it does have similar significant effects can 
be: 

- “the intrusiveness of the profiling process, including the tracking of individuals across 
different websites, devices and services; 

- the expectations and wishes of the individuals concerned; 
- the way the advert is delivered; or 
- using knowledge of the vulnerabilities of the data subjects targeted.”736  

 
In connection with targeted advertising, the Art29WP also proposes a reflection concerning a 
more collective dimension of data protection, at least in two particular cases.  
With regard to minorities and vulnerable groups, the Art29WP opens the way to an extensive 
interpretation of Art. 22, taking into account that decisions that might not significantly affect 
individuals in general, can nevertheless have detrimental effects on those individuals 
belonging to minorities or vulnerable groups. The example given in this regard describes how 
“someone known or likely to be in financial difficulties who is regularly targeted with adverts 
for high interest loans may sign up for these offers and potentially incur further debt”737.  
 
Furthermore, the Art29WP acknowledges how “Similarly significant effects could also be 
triggered by the actions of individuals other than the one to which the automated decision 
relates”738. Even though the Art29WP does not further elaborate on this point, this 
acknowledgement might open the way to interpreting Art. 22 as a protection from negative 
effects deriving not only from the processing of data that are personal strictu sensu, but also 
of those data resulting from the grouping of personal data referring to multiple individuals. 
The example provided by the Art29WP itself clearly shows that intention: 
 

“Hypothetically, a credit card company might reduce a customer’s card limit, 
based not on that customer’s own repayment history, but on non-traditional 
credit criteria, such as an analysis of other customers living in the same area 
who shop at the same stores. This could mean that someone is deprived of 
opportunities based on the actions of others. In a different context using these 
types of characteristics might have the advantage of extending credit to those 
without a conventional credit history, who would otherwise have been 
denied”739.  

 

 
735 Lee A Bygrave, Karen Yeung and Martin Lodge, ‘Minding the Machine v2.0: The EU General Data Protection 

Regulation and Automated Decision Making’, Algorithmic Regulation (Social Science Research Network 2019). 
736 Ibid. It should be noted how this interpretation of the Working Party addresses only certain forms and uses 

of behavioural advertising, not behavioural advertising in general. Margot Kaminski, ‘The Right to Explanation, 

Explained’ (2019) 34 Berkeley Technology Law Journal. 
737 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721) 22.  
738 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721). 
739 ibid 22. 
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This approach of the Art29WP appears in line with the Interdependent Privacy effect of 
profiling, developed in Chapter III and that will be further analysed in Chapter VII.  
 
The general GDPR discipline for profiling (not falling within art.22) 
For profiling and automated decisions activities outside the scope of art.22, all that has been 
said so far concerning the GDPR applies: the requirement of the legal basis for processing, the 
general principles, the Data Subject rights, and special categories of data. In this case, profiling 
and automated decisions are treated as any other form of processing. In applying the 
provisions, it will be necessary to tailor them based on the profiling activities, their 
applications, and the risks deriving therefrom.  
 
For instance, the Art29WP specifies that with regard to consent as a legal basis for profiling, 
controllers  

“will need to show that data subjects understand exactly what they are 
consenting to, and remember that consent is not always an appropriate basis 
for the processing. In all cases, data subjects should have enough relevant 
information about the envisaged use and consequences of the processing to 
ensure that any consent they provide represents an informed choice”740. 

For the use of legal bases such as the necessity to carry out a contract or the legitimate 
interest of the controller or a third party (GDPR, art. 6(1)(b) and (f)), the Art29WP points out 
that the mere convenience (in terms of costs or time) in the use of profiling does not justify 
automatically the use of such legal bases as grounds for the processing, and factors such as 
the granularity or the intrusiveness of the profiling (and the underlying surveillance and 
tracking activities) shall be taken into consideration when balancing the rights of individuals 
with the interests of controllers and third parties. 
 
The discipline of art. 22 
The general prohibition established at Art. 22(1) is mitigated by a set of exemptions, to be 
interpreted narrowly. If the automated decision or profiling is necessary for entering into, or 
for the performance of, a contract, or is based on the explicit consent of the data subject, the 
general prohibition does not apply, provided that the controller establishes appropriate 
safeguards to protect the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject. Among these 
safeguards, Art. 22(3) expressly mentions the right of data subjects “to obtain human 
intervention” (so called “human in the loop”) from an individual with the authority and 
capability to intervene on the decision741, to contest the decision and express their point of 
view.  
 
Recital (71) also includes among the possible appropriate safeguards the right to information 
and to obtain an explanation on how a decision was reached following the human 
intervention.742 Furthermore, the prohibition does not apply if the automated decision or 

 
740 ibid 13. Other specifications are provided with regard to other legal bases, such as contract and legal 

interest.  
741 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721). 
742 Annex 1 to the Art29WP Guidelines on Automated individual decision-making provide for a detailed list of 

suggested actions, strategies and safeguards to implement Art. 22, among which are periodical internal 

algorithmic audits, auditing by independent third parties, and anonymization o pseudonymization. The full list 
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processing is authorized by Union law or the law of a Member state (without any additional 
safeguards).  
 
As an additional form of protection, if the automated decision is based on sensitive data, the 
prohibition can only be derogated if the processing is carried out based on one of the 
exemptions and on the consent of the data subject, or on a public interest according to Article 
9(2)(a) or (g).  
In this case too, the controller must provide adequate safeguards (all three are cumulative 
conditions). Finally, Recital (71) specifically affirms that the prohibition to automated 
decisions should not be derogated if the data refer to an underage subject, but since recitals 
are not binding743 this latter can only be considered as a guideline.  
 
Articles 13(2)(f), 14(2)(g) and 15(1)(e) GDPR, establishing the information to be provided to 
the data subject (either at the moment the data is collected or obtained by a third party, or 
upon request of the data subject), also include information about automated decisions and 
profiling.  
Articles 13(2)(f), 14(2)(g) oblige the data controller to inform the data subject that an 
automated decision or profiling will be carried out (the information is therefore assumed to 
be given ex ante), to provide the data subject with “meaningful information about the 
logic”744 of the decision and with an explanation of the envisaged consequences and the 
significance of the decision.  
In other words,  

“If the controller is making automated decisions as described in Article 22(1), they 
must: 

• tell the data subject that they are engaging in this type of activity; 
• provide meaningful information about the logic involved; and 
• explain the significance and envisaged consequences of the processing”745. 

Art. 15(1)(e) contains the same obligation for the controller, but it requires the activation of 
the subject and it is not a general obligation (most likely in the case of Art. 15 the data subject 
would request explanations on a decision that has already been taken).  
 

A right to explain or not a right to explain: that is the question. 
 
A debate concerning what should be a meaningful explanation of a decision taken by an 
algorithm is currently ongoing.746 On its part, the Art29WP acknowledges the difficulty of 

 
can be found at page 32 of the Guidelines. See also, among others, Antoni Roig, ‘Safeguards for the Right Not to 
Be Subject to a Decision Based Solely on Automated Processing (Article 22 GDPR)’ (2018) 8 European Journal of 

Law and Technology. 
743 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721). 
744 ibid.  
745 ibid 25. 
746 Part of the debate has also focused on whether the GDPR, with said provisions, creates a right to 
explanations for data subjects, and whether such right implies the information to be provided ex ante or ex 

post. On this topic please see: Bryce Goodman and Seth Flaxman, ‘European Union Regulations on Algorithmic 

Decision-Making and a “Right to Explanation”’ (2017) 38 AI Magazine 50; Sandra Wachter, Brent Mittelstadt 

and Luciano Floridi, ‘Why a Right to Explanation of Automated Decision-Making Does Not Exist in the General 

Data Protection Regulation’ (2017) 7 International Data Privacy Law 76; Lilian Edwards and Michael Veale, 
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explaining the ‘reasoning’ of an algorithm due to its complex and opaque technology (often 
referred to as Black Box), but nevertheless sets a minimum standard on what should be 
provided, and how.  
 
A complex technical explanation of the algorithm and its functioning would not support the 
data subjects in the exercise of their rights, due to the lack of specialist knowledge of the 
vast majority of the population. The controller should focus on providing a simple (but not 
too simple) explanation through which the data subject can understand the rationale 
behind the decision, the criteria used, and the logic involved.747  
 
From a more scholarly perspective, some authors affirm that the ‘meaningful explanation’ 
“should be interpreted functionally, flexibly”748 keeping in mind its purpose: enabling the 
data subjects to exercise their rights under the GDPR (in particular, it is safe to assume, the 
right established by art. 22 itself).  
This idea appears in line with the position of the Working Party, which stresses that the 
threshold between understandable and detailed explanations can be traced having in mind 
the necessity of the data subject to exercise his/her rights.  
This is what the word ‘meaningful’ entails, regardless of the complexity of the machine 
learning techniques used and of the opacity of the algorithm. The functional approach 
focuses on enabling the data subject to exercise the rights provided by the GDPR. It also 
allows this provision to be valid and applicable for a multitude of uses of automated 
decision making and profiling, without being stiffened by a more detailed phrasing.  
 
It has also been pointed out how providing meaningful information gives life to a strong 
and broad regime of ‘algorithmic accountability’.749 The provision essentially excludes that 
companies can avoid their responsibilities justifying the outcome of a decision with “it’s not 
us, it’s the algorithm”. The accountability of the company is also not necessarily neutralized 
by the existence of a trade secret over the algorithm itself or other connected elements 
(such as the data fed into the program).750  
Furthermore, the obligation to provide appropriate safeguards in general, and to receive 
explanations in particular, creates a set of practices against which the actions of the 

 
‘Slave to the Algorithm? Why a “Right to an Explanation” Is Probably Not the Remedy You Are Looking For’ 

(2017) 16 Duke Law & Technology Review 18; Lilian Edwards and Michael Veale, ‘Enslaving the Algorithm: 

From a “Right to an Explanation” to a “Right to Better Decisions”?’ (2018) 16 IEEE Security & Privacy 46; Lokke 

Moerel and Marijn Storm, ‘Automated Decisions Based on Profiling: Information, Explanation or Justification –
That’s the Question!’ [2018] SCL <https://www.scl.org/articles/10247-automated-decisions-based-on-

profiling-information-explanation-or-justification-that-s-the-question> accessed 6 October 2020. For an 

excellent reconstruction of the origin and evolution of the debate and a counter position to the 

abovementioned articles, Andrew D Selbst and Julia Powles, ‘Meaningful Information and the Right to 

Explanation’ (2017) 7 International Data Privacy Law 233. For possible meanings of the word explanation, see 

Section 2 of Finale Doshi-Velez and others, ‘Accountability of AI Under the Law: The Role of Explanation’ [2019] 

arXiv:1711.01134 [cs, stat]. 
747 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721). 
748 Selbst and Powles (n 746). 
749 Kaminski (n 736). 
750 ibid. This has also been specifically explained by the Working Party in its Guidelines (p. 17). 
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company, and not only the functioning of the algorithm, can be tested and assessed by 
authorities.751  
 
Another perspective on the issue of what constitutes a meaningful explanation considers 
that instead of providing indiscriminate notions on the functioning of the algorithm, the 
information provided should be enough to answer questions such as “What were the main 
factors in a decision? Would changing a certain factor have changed the decision? Why did 
two similar-looking cases get different decisions, or vice versa?”752. Answering these 
questions could provide enough explanation of those elements of the decision that affect 
the data subject, enabling this latter to protect his/her rights.  
 
In defining what meaningful explanation entails, not only transparency plays a role, but also 
functionality. Functionality shall be intended as providing an explanation with the purpose 
of creating the right tools and circumstances for the data subjects to protect their rights.  
As a corollary, the role of comprehension must be stressed. Data subjects must be provided 
with comprehensible and readable information, in order for the explanation to be not only 
potential, but actual.  
This characteristic of the explanation ex. Articles 15 and 22 GDPR has also been indicated 
as ‘legibility’. More in particular, legibility should be intended as a multifaceted concept. It 
shall include not only technical specifications of the algorithm and the automated decision, 
but also notions concerning its use and purposes within the business model of the 
company.  
It should, therefore, “combine comprehensibility of the algorithm’s functioning (for which 
we will use the term ‘architecture’) with transparency about the commercial use of that 
algorithm (for which we will use the term ‘implementation’) in an effective way”753.  
 
Finally, as briefly mentioned, the explanation given by the controller shall also include the 
significance and the envisaged consequences of the automated decision, according to the 
Art29WP, in a way that is simple for the data subject to understand, but informative enough 
to allow the Data Subject to exercise the rights established by the GDPR in an effective way.  
In this case, the explanation is assumed to be given ex ante, due to the use of the word 
‘envisaged’ in relation to the consequences. The Art29WP suggests that graphics and/or 
other tools can be used by the controllers to better give this information to data subjects, 
and that concrete examples of the kind of effects that can derive from the automated 
decision shall also be provided.754  
 

 
It is safe to assume that the activities carried out by Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, and all 
the interconnected services of the Google and Amazon galaxies include, to be precise require, 
certain amounts of automated decisions and profiling.  

 
751 ibid. 
752 Doshi-Velez and others (n 746) 3. 
753 Gianclaudio Malgieri and Giovanni Comandé, ‘Why a Right to Legibility of Automated Decision-Making 

Exists in the General Data Protection Regulation’ (2017) 7 International Data Privacy Law 243, 4.  
754 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721). 
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Profiling puts the ‘personal’ in Intelligent Personal Home Assistants. IPHAs build profiles of 
each user: the voice profiles recognize who is talking; the identikit of the individual is 
integrated with information taken from the account (billing address, device address, credit 
card, date of birth, telephone number and email address, and so on). The identikit is then 
enriched with information obtained from cross-device and online tracking: chat and email 
conversation, music and video consumption, online shopping, most frequent temperature or 
light settings, time of activation of connected devices, websites visited, images seen, status 
posted (or written and not posted) on social networks, etc. These data are obtained, often 
inferred, via various profiling activities. The profiling that makes IPHAs truly personal 
assistants is a mix of direct individual profiling and indirect and/or group profiling.  
 
Processing these data allows IPHAs to understand each user better, to offer more and more 
satisfactory interactions (i.e. to complete tasks seamlessly and successfully with the minimum 
amount of effort by the users). Consequently, the profiling is functional in IPHAs for the 
adoption of automated decisions: what advertising to show, what products to suggest, what 
playlist to play, what personal contact to call, what suggestions to show on YouTube, what 
news to recite, and so on.  
 
A profile, one big decision or a multitude of small ones? 
What does art. 22 look like in the context of IPHAs? IPHAs make decisions regarding small, 
trivial, daily activities, like entertainment or grocery shopping. On its own, each of these 
multiple small decisions seems unlikely to have significant detrimental effects on individuals. 
These decisions are the result of profiling, as such subject to the regime of the GDPR, but due 
to the lack of significant impact they should fall outside of the scope of art. 22.  
 
Consequently, with regard to the legal bases for processing, if consent is used for some of the 
processing activities concerning the profiling and automated decisions taken by an IPHA, the 
controller must make sure that the Data Subject is given all the information necessary to 
adequately envision the possible consequences of said profiling/automated decisions (based 
on the abovementioned position of the Art29WP). It shall be pointed out that the privacy 
policies of both Amazon and Google do not appear to explicitly mention, at the time of 
writing, that automated-decisions or profiling activities might be carried out based on the 
personal data of their users. Google does include the specification that advertisement 
personalization is not carried out based on sensitive information,755 but no clear and 
unequivocal notion is given about automated decisions or profiling (that is present, instead, 
in the privacy policy of Apple, see Annex 5.3). While a specific indication of the profiling and 
automated decisions is required by the law, it should be evaluated whether the lack of such 
indication allows Data Subjects to properly envision the purposes, uses, and consequences of 
the processing.  
 
Still with regard to legal bases, the profiling and automated decisions are reasonably 
necessary to perform the contract between the producer of an IPHA and a user. The services 
offered by the producers of IPHAs require profiling. It is also likely that the legitimate interest 
of the controller or a third party can offer an appropriate legal ground for the 
processing/automated decisions. However, as suggested by the Art29WP, elements such as 

 
755 See Annex 5.3.  
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the level of detail of the profile and its comprehensiveness must be considered when 
recurring to this ground for processing. In other words, not all the processing activities of 
which profiling consist can be justified by the legitimate interest, due to the granular, 
intensive profiling at the basis of IPHAs functioning that might not pass the balancing exercise 
necessary, especially if safeguards appropriate to the protection of the home – the sanctuary 
of private life – with the privacy expectations it brings are not in place. While the intrusive 
processing necessary for profiling might be justified in the light of offering the service, it might 
not for the purpose of tracking and marketing activities that derives from said profiling (as 
expressly indicated by the Art29WP, see above).  
 
There is also another aspect to discuss. With IPHAs leading the smart home revolution, does 
the assumption that one single decision/profiling activity generates significant detrimental 
effects still hold? Is it still reasonable for the regulator to only look for a straight, direct 
connection between one automated decision or one profiling activity and adverse 
consequences?  
The IPHA ecosystem offers a new angle on the matter. The technological complexity and the 
business landscape populated with multiple actors shown in the ecosystem bring forward the 
possibility that the damage to the fundamental rights and interests of individuals might derive 
from the cumulated effect of a myriad of small decisions. The implications deriving from this 
to the legal protection of the private sphere are discussed in further detail in the final chapter.  
 
6.4 Data Protection by Design and by Default 
One GDPR provision particularly relevant for the IPHAs’ ecosystem is art. 25, concerning Data 
Protection by Design and by Default.756 The idea behind Data Protection by Design and by 
Default is that the implementation of the principles and rules of the GDPR has to be 
embedded at both technical and organizational level.  
 
In the case of IPHAs this implies that art. 25 operates at several levels: the level of the design 
of the hardware elements, the level of the ‘brain’, e.g. the Alexa or the Assistant in the Cloud, 
and at the level of the company, respectively Amazon and Google.  
Let’s see more in details how this provision operates, and how it applies to IPHAs.  
 
Data Protection by Design and by Default is one of the novelties introduced by the GDPR: it 
was not present in the DPD nor in other European sources (not in the Convention 108 in its 
original text,757 in the ECHR or in the CFEU758). Art. 25 of the GDPR connects the application 

 
756 Art. 25 follows in the footsteps of Cavoukian’s Privacy by Design principles. For an explanation of the seven 

principles please see Ann Cavoukian, ‘Privacy by Design The 7 Foundational Principles’ 5; Peter Schaar, ‘Privacy 

by Design’ (2010) 3 Identity in the Information Society 267. For the relationship between Cavoukian’s work and 

the GDPR see also Mireille Hildebrandt and Laura Tielemans, ‘Data Protection by Design and Technology 

Neutral Law › Research Explorer’ (2013) 29 Computer Law & Security Review 13. 
757 The reformed version of Convention 108 establishes, at art. 10, the obligations for controllers to guarantee 

the implementation of the principles set out by the Convention at all stages of the processing, including the 
design one.  
758 It shall be pointed out that the ECtHR has in the past interpreted the positive obligation of States to ensure 

the confidentiality as including not only measures de iure, but also “practical and effective” protection. That 

would include technical and organizational solutions (in the specific case, to ensure the confidentiality of the 

healthcare data of patients of public hospitals) I v Finland App no 20511/03 (ECtHR, 17 July 2008). Please note 
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of Data Protection by Design and by Default to the principles and provisions of the GDPR itself, 
aiming at ensuring an ‘effective’759 application of the latter. Analysing the letter of art. 25 the 
essential elements of Data Protection by Design and by Default can be extrapolated. 
According to the first paragraph:  

“Taking into account the state of the art, the cost of implementation and the 
nature, scope, context and purposes of processing as well as the risks of varying 
likelihood and severity for rights and freedoms of natural persons posed by the 
processing, the controller shall, both at the time of the determination of the 
means for processing and at the time of the processing itself, implement  
appropriate technical and organisational measures, such as pseudonymisation, 
which are designed to implement data-protection principles, such as data 
minimisation, in an effective manner and to integrate the necessary safeguards 
into the processing in order to meet the requirements of this Regulation and 
protect the rights of data subjects”. 
 

This paragraph sets the stage, providing the factors that set the boundaries of the 
implementation of protection by design: technical, economical, and other circumstances760.  
The starting point is that the GDPR is technology-neutral, meaning that it is designed to 
regulate different industries and sectors.761 This reflects on art. 25 which is formulated as an 
‘empty box’ provision, to be filled based on the specifics of each sector. The baseline however 
is that producers should consider the state of the art, the cost, together with the 
characteristics of the processing and the risks for the individuals, balancing their interests 
with the interests of Data Subjects.  
 
Article 25(1) makes use of the risk-based approach.762 The definition of risk is the object of 
debate, however the Art29WP has clarified that the risks for the rights of individuals must be 
determined “taking into consideration specific objective criteria such as the nature of 
personal data (e.g., sensitive or not), the category of data subject (e.g., minor or not), the 
number of data subjects affected, and the purpose of the processing”763.  
Regardless of possible tools or standards deployed764, the controller must always carry out an 
assessment of the risks, including their likelihood, and severity. The determination must be 
done organically with regard to art. 25 but also to art. 32:  

 
that the I v Finland decision referred to health data, and therefore to sensitive data. It is not clear whether this 

aspect of the positive obligation of states under art. 8 ECHR would apply to all personal data.  
759 ‘EDPB Guidelines 4/2019 on Article 25 Data Protection by Design and by Default’. 
760 It shall be noted that according to Bygrave (n. 424), an important role in determining the contextual factors 
influencing the concrete application of art. 25 will be played by the data protection impact assessment 

(required by art. 35 if the processing can likely determine high risks to the rights and freedoms of the Data 

Subject.  
761 On the technologically neutral nature of Data Protection by Design, see Hildebrandt and Tielemans (n 756). 
762 Lina Jasmontaite and others, ‘Data Protection by Design and by Default’: (2018) 4 European Data Protection 

Law Review 168. 
763  Article 29 Working Party, ‘Statement on the Role of a Risk-Based Approach in Data Protection Legal 
Frameworks (WP 218)’ para 6.  
764 Please notice however that utilising ISO approved standards in the design of a product can support the 

claim of a controller of having used state-of-the-art technology and having complied with its best effort duties. 

See ISO, ‘ISO/IEC 27001 — Information Security Management’ <https://www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-

information-security.html> accessed 6 October 2020.  
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“The GDPR adopts a coherent risk based approach throughout its provisions, in 
Articles 24, 25, 32 and 35 with a view to identify appropriate technical and 
organisational measures to protect individuals, their personal data and comply 
with the requirements of the GDPR. The risk and the assessment criteria are the 
same: the assets to protect are always the same (the individuals, via the 
protection of their personal data), against the same risks (to individuals’ rights 
and freedoms), taking into account the same conditions (nature, scope, context 
and purposes of processing)”765.  

 
Article 25(1) also identifies the addressee of the provision. The controller is the subject 
appointed with the (positive) obligation to implement Data Protection by Design and by 
Default.766 Controllers (of any kind and regardless of their dimension) are responsible for 
implementing the GDPR in the design of the processing, in its own structure, as well as in 
selecting and instructing providers and processors.767  
The wording of the article implies that this is an obligation of result, meaning that the 
controller’s responsibility does not stop at carrying out the obligation in a satisfying manner, 
but includes achieving the result of providing data protection by design/default.768  
The obligation of the controller also includes the entire lifecycle of a product or service, from 
the concept and development, to as long as the processing is ongoing, if not even longer, 
depending on the business model (GDPR, Recital (78)).  
 
Finally, art. 25(1) also contains the modality to implement the principles and provisions of the 
GDPR by design: both technical measures (defined as “any method or means”769) and the 
organizational aspects of the controller. With regard to the first, art. 25 and Recital (78) 
provide for a non-exhaustive list. This latter in particular includes: “minimising the processing 
of personal data, pseudonymising personal data as soon as possible, transparency with regard 
to the functions and processing of personal data, enabling the data subject to monitor the 
data processing, enabling the controller to create and improve security features.” 
 
As per the organizational measures, the generic text of art. 25(1) can be interpreted to include 
“internal policies” (GDPR, Recital (78)), but also “business strategies and other organisational-
managerial practices”770.  
In the absence of more detailed guidelines on the subject, doubts arise regarding whether the 
organizational measures should go as far as including the very structure of a company, its 

 
765 ‘EDPB Guidelines 4/2019 on Article 25 Data Protection by Design and by Default’ (n 759) para 28. 
766 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Statement on the Role of a Risk-Based Approach in Data Protection Legal 

Frameworks (WP 218)’ (n 763). 
767 This interpretation is consistent with the role of the controller as explained in Article 29 Working Party, 

‘Opinion 02/2013 on Apps on Smart Devices (WP 202)’ (n 648); Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 08/2014 on 

the on Recent Developments on the Internet of Things (WP 223)’ (n 596); ‘EDPB Guidelines 4/2019 on Article 

25 Data Protection by Design and by Default’ (n 759). It is also in line with the interpretation given by Bygrave 
(n. 424), which affirms the existence of a cascading effect from the controller downstream and upstream.  
768 Jasmontaite and others (n 762).  
769 ‘EDPB Guidelines 4/2019 on Article 25 Data Protection by Design and by Default’ (n 759) para 8. 
770 Lee A Bygrave, ‘Data Protection by Design and by Default: Deciphering the EU’s Legislative Requirements’ 

(2017) 4 Oslo Law Review 115.  
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‘organigram’ and division into departments and offices, the division of tasks and, even more 
importantly, the information flows771 among departments and offices.  
 
Art. 25 should be intended as covering the entire life-cycle of a digital product: both technical 
and organizational measures shall be taken in every stage of the life of a product, including 
its conception, its use, its update/maintenance, and its termination (especially because in the 
digital infrastructure data can be retained and processed even for the termination/erasure of 
a product, and after).772 
 

Data Protection by Design and the organization of companies 
 
Such an interpretation of art. 25 would not be too far-fetched, for various reasons. From 
the perspective of the reach of the GDPR, other provisions do intervene on the internal 
organization of controllers and processors (see, for instance, art. 37 concerning the cases 
in which it is mandatory for a controller to appoint a Data Protection Officer, art. 41 
concerning the approval by the supervisory authority of the internal code of conduct of a 
company, art. 47 concerning the approval by the supervisory authority of binding corporate 
rules within groups of companies, as well as, more indirectly, art. 35 concerning the Data 
Protection Impact Assessment).  
 
Furthermore, the general approach of the GDPR is to consider factual circumstances and 
concrete elements of the processing from which risks or damages might arise to the 
fundamental rights of individuals. The structure, division of tasks and information flow 
within a company are all elements that can affect the processing of personal data and 
should therefore be organized by the controller in a way that minimizes risks for Data 
Subjects.773  
 
In this regard, inspiration could be taken from certain laws and regulatory interventions 
(concerning issues such as the fight against corruption or organized crime, or health and 
safety at the workplace) which often require companies to provide designated public 
authorities with proof that the company is structured in such a way as to minimize or 
prevent the risks of violation of the law.774  
 
I am not suggesting that companies should preventively submit an organigram to the 
competent supervisory authority, but that companies consider art. 25 as applicable to their 
internal structure and deriving information flows. This, in turn, would imply that 

 
771 For a definition of information flow and an overview of how they can be modelled, see Christopher 

Durugbo, Ashutosh Tiwari and Jeffrey R Alcock, ‘Modelling Information Flow for Organisations: A Review of 

Approaches and Future Challenges’ (2013) 33 International Journal of Information Management 597. 
772 Aurelia Tamò-Larrieux, Designing for Privacy and Its Legal Framework: Data Protection by Design and 
Default for the Internet of Things (2018). 
773 ‘ENISA, Privacy and Data Protection by Design’ (2015) <https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/privacy-

and-data-protection-by-design> accessed 8 April 2020. 
774 See, for instance, the Italian Legislative Decree 81/2008 (on health & safety on the workplace), which 

obliges companies to draft a detailed ‘organigram’, a schematic of the structure of the company in which the 

roles and duties of every department/employee are identified. This allows companies to identify at all times 

who is the person in charge for certain actions and decisions, in order to minimize risks for the health and 

safety of workers.   
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companies, if necessary, should (re)organize in such a way as to minimize risks deriving to 
Data Subjects from a sub-optimal (from a Data Protection perspective) division of tasks or 
sub-optimal information flows.  
For instance, if a company is structured in such a way that the legal and compliance 
department does not receive timely clear information from the research & development 
department on products under development, this might increase the risk of personal data 
being used in a non-GDPR-compliant way. The company should, therefore, intervene on its 
internal division and on the division of tasks, to make sure that the two departments 
communicate adequately, and risks are minimized.  
This is also in line with Strategy number 8 proposed by the ENISA in order to comply with 
Privacy and Data Protection by design provisions. Strategy number 8, in fact, focuses on 
demonstrating to the authorities the compliance of the controller.775 
 

 
Regardless of the content, the measures must be proportionate and adequate to the risks to 
the rights and freedoms of individuals,776 and appropriate, that is, adequate to implement the 
GDPR’s provisions effectively. Additional technical and organizational measures are also listed 
by art. 32. Although this latter focuses solely on the obligation of the controller to ensure the 
security of the data and the processing, the combination of both art. 25 and art. 32 implies a 
set of actions to be undertaken by the controller (at its discretion, based on the evaluation of 
risks). Art. 25(1) final lines explicitly provide for controllers to embed the principles listed by 
art. 5 of the GDPR into the product or service.777 The principles to be implemented are, 
therefore: lawfulness, fairness and transparency; purpose limitation; data minimisation 
(expressly mentioned in the text of the article); accuracy; storage limitation; integrity and 
confidentiality (which are strictly connected with the security of the data processed); 
accountability.778 
 
The second paragraph of art. 25 introduces the concept of data protection by default: 779  

“The controller shall implement appropriate technical and organisational 
measures for ensuring that, by default, only personal data which are 
necessary for each specific purpose of the processing are processed. That 
obligation applies to the amount of personal data collected, the extent of 
their processing, the period of their storage and their accessibility.  
In particular, such measures shall ensure that by default personal data are 
not made accessible without the individual's intervention to an indefinite 
number of natural persons”. 
 

This paragraph pins on the controller the obligation to make sure that the products or 
services, besides being designed based on the principles of the GDPR, are also made available 

 
775 ‘ENISA, Privacy and Data Protection by Design’ (n 773). 
776 Jasmontaite and others (n 762). 
777 Bygrave, ‘Data Protection by Design and by Default’ (n 770). 
778 Additional explanations on the role of art. 25 with regard to these principles are available in the ‘EDPB 

Guidelines 4/2019 on Article 25 Data Protection by Design and by Default’ (n 759). 
779 For the sake of completeness, the third and last paragraph pf art. 25 provides for the possibility to use an 

approved certification (as established by art. 42 of the GDPR) as proof of being compliant with the provisions 

of art. 25.  
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to individuals with all default options set on the safest and most personal-data-protective 
option, at least with regard to the principles of data minimization, purpose limitation, storage 
limitation, and transparency. This obligation is based on the fact that research has shown that 
users in large part tend to leave the default-settings and not modify them.780 This has been 
exploited in the past by companies, which would provide for pre-ticked boxes and default 
options that would allow for a broad collection and processing of data. Data Protection by 
Default, in order to make the implementation of the GDPR effective, prohibits that kind of 
default settings.  
 

Data Protection by Design and the case of Amazon’s employees analysing bits of 
recordings. 
 
Article 25 of the GDPR applies to IPHAs with regard to the hardware and software design, 
but also to the business model of the producers and, as explained, their organization, 
structure and information flow. In relation to this aspect, the abovementioned case of 
Amazon and Google’s employees listening to snippets of conversation from the users of 
Echo or Home poses, once more, a problem. 
 
Art. 25, in fact, expressly mentions pseudonymization as one of the possible measures to 
be implemented to comply with the Data Protection by Design requirement. This measure 
has to be interpreted in two ways, since it “has not only to be technically implemented in 
data protection systems, but also to result in organisational measures, such as 
management of access rights for the personnel that has access to the key of the 
pseudonymised data.”781 
 
This interpretation of pseudonymization highlights additional problematic aspects with 
regard to the abovementioned case of some of Amazon’s employees listening to 
anonymized snippets of conversations, but then allegedly having access to identifiers of the 
device, or even to its home address. As it is not clear whether this information was essential 
for the task assigned to the employees (solving conflicts and errors deriving from NLP 
problems), it can be affirmed that, if what the employees and former employees affirmed 
is true, a measure should have been taken to implement better pseudonymization at 
organizational level, and not only at technical level.  
 
The opt-out mechanism introduced by Amazon after the scandal also appears not 
compliant with the principle of Data Protection by Default, which requires the default 
option to be the most protective. In this, the opt-in mechanism chosen by Google appears 
preferable.  
 
Apple’s Siri while it was also involved in the scandal, features a stronger design protection. 
All the vocal commands are encrypted on the device, before being sent to Cloud (and the 
identifier associated with each is randomly generated). This makes identifying the users 
almost impossible, even in the case in which employees or contractors listen to snippets of 

 
780 Jared Spool, ‘Do Users Change Their Settings? — Archive of UIE/Brainsparks’ (UIE, 14 September 2011) 

<https://archive.uie.com/brainsparks/2011/09/14/do-users-change-their-settings/> accessed 8 April 2020. 
781 Jasmontaite and others (n 762) 174.  
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conversations or logs. This, however, might also be one of the reasons why Siri’s capabilities 
appear still lagging respect to those of Alexa and Google Assistant.782  
 

 
Data Protection by Design & Security go hand in hand  
With regard to the implementation of Data Protection by Design and by Default in the 
software part of Amazon Echo and Google home, the opacity of the ML techniques used does 
not allow for a complete analysis of the extent to which they are compliant with art. 25. This 
analysis should be carried out at company level and would imply having access to proprietary 
technology and other protected knowledge of the companies.  
 
However, sources are available which analyse software and hardware elements of Amazon 
Echo (and Echo Dot, the smaller member of the Echo family) and, in a more limited amount, 
of Google Home. These sources can be used to review technical information through the lens 
of Data Protection by Design (and by Default) and of security of processing required by the 
GDPR.  
 
Analyzing Data Protection by Design and by Default and security of processing together is 
consistent with the fact that the first, concerning the embedding at design level of the 
principles of art. 5 of the GDPR, inevitably also includes the principle of integrity and 
confidentiality of the personal data, which is at the basis of art. 32.783  
 
Before delving into the analysis, it is appropriate to briefly explain the GDPR provisions 
concerning security. The security of the processing of personal data is one of the principles 
set out by art. 5(1) of the GDPR, which at point (f) affirms that the processing shall be carried 
out: “in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, including protection 
against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, destruction or 
damage, using appropriate technical or organisational measures ('integrity and 
confidentiality').” At first sight, it appears that the GDPR takes inspiration from the so called 
“CIA” triad, a set of three policy guidelines concerning security of information systems 
(confidentiality, integrity, availability)784, but opts for leaving the availability requirement out. 
It is safe to assume that the reason why availability is not directly mentioned by art. 5(1)(f) is 
that the principle of transparency of processing already incorporates availability.785  
 
While the meanings underlying the elements of the CIA triad might vary based on the specific 
sector of information technology, for the purposes of this research the following general 
definitions will be used: 

 
782 Estes (n 337). 
783 ‘EDPB Guidelines 4/2019 on Article 25 Data Protection by Design and by Default’ (n 759) paras 78–80; 

Digital Rights Ireland, Joined Cases C-293/12 and C594/12, [2014], {ECR I-238) (n 471); Tele 2 Sverige, Joined 
Cases C-203/15 and C-698/15, [2016], (EU:C:2016:970) (n 476); Commission v Austria, Case C-614/10, [2012], 
(EU:C:2012:631). 
784 ‘ENISA, Privacy and Data Protection by Design’ (n 773). 
785 Magda Brewczyńska, Suzanne Dunn and Avihai Elijahu, ‘Data Privacy Laws Response to Ransomware 

Attacks: A Multi-Jurisdictional Analysis’ in Leonie Reins (ed), Regulating New Technologies in Uncertain Times 

(Springer 2019). 
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- Confidentiality means that personal data should not be disclosed and diffused to 
subjects unless they are authorized786, or it is strictly necessary (provided appropriate 
safeguards are in place) or imposed by the law. This aspect is particularly relevant in 
the context of an ecosystem, like that of IPHAs, in which several third-party apps or 
devices are present and data can be easily transferred and collected;  

- Integrity means that personal data should not be modified or altered by third parties. 
This aspect is particularly crucial due to the fact that multiple users can have access to 
IPHAs;787 

- Availability means that individuals should not be prevented from accessing their data 
or their devices by third parties.788  

 
Art. 32 of the GDPR is divided into four provisions. It establishes that, saved for the same 
circumstances listed in art. 25 (state of the art, costs, risks to rights and freedoms, scope, 
context and purposes of processing), both controllers and processors have the positive 
obligation (of results) to:  

“implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure a 
level of security appropriate to the risk, including inter alia as appropriate: (a) 
the pseudonymisation and encryption of personal data; (b)  the ability to ensure 
the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of processing 
systems and services; (c)  the ability to restore the availability and access to 
personal data in a timely manner in the event of a physical or technical incident; 
(d) a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the effectiveness 
of technical and organisational measures for ensuring the security of the 
processing” (GDPR, art. 32(1)).  

 
The use of the word inter alia implies that the list provided by the article is non-exhaustive, 
and other measures can, and should if appropriate, be deployed. As specified by the fourth 
and last paragraph of art. 32, the obligation of controllers and processors also includes the 
obligation to oversee the individuals under their control and responsibility.789  
 
Art. 32 also opts for a risk-based approach, and paragraph 2 explains that: “In assessing the 
appropriate level of security account shall be taken in particular of the risks that are presented 
by processing, in particular from accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, 
unauthorised disclosure of, or access to personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise 
processed”. Specifically in case of IoT, art. 32(2) implies the obligation on producers to 
consider the potential risks deriving from the entire ecosystem, including interconnected 
devices and Cloud computing.790 This specification implies that only those data breaches 
leading to the said consequences (destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised 

 
786 William Haak and others, ‘Security Analysis of the Amazon Echo’ (2017).  
787 ‘ENISA, Guidelines or SMEs on the Security of Personal Data Processing’ (ENISA 2017). 
788 ibid. 
789 The third paragraph of art. 32, of lesser interest for the purposes of this research, recites: “3. Adherence to 
an approved code of conduct as referred to in Article 40 or an approved certification mechanism as referred to 

in Article 42 may be used as an element by which to demonstrate compliance with the requirements set out in 

paragraph 1 of this Article.” 
790 Loideain (n 579); Mary J Cronin, Smart Products, Smarter Services: Strategies for Embedded Control 
(Cambridge University Press 2010). 
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disclosure/access) translate into non-compliance with the GDPR and, possibly, into the 
application of the fines established by art. 83(4)-(5)791. 
 
The e-Privacy Regulation also contains a provision dealing with security, with a focus in 
particular on the information of end-users. Art. 17 ePR establishes that providers of electronic 
communications services have the obligation to inform end-users of any “particular risk that 
may compromise the security of networks and electronic communications services”.  
The term security has to be defined in this case, according to Recital (37) ePR, in line with the 
GDPR.  
 
The provision of Art. 17 obliges providers to inform users of possible vulnerabilities that might 
put the integrity of their devices, other connected devices, or networks at risk. Users shall be 
informed because the protection of the personal data and of privacy in general depends on 
the integrity of the devices or networks.  
 
Furthermore, patrimonial damages can also derive from them. Art. 17 also specifies that the 
obligation to inform users includes information about possible remedies the users themselves 
can take (and of possible costs relating to them), whenever the risk cannot be mitigated by 
the provider.  
Shall the e-Privacy Regulation be approved and enter into force in this formulation, this 
provision might imply that producers of IoT and of IPHAs might include among the relating 
documentation notices informing Data Subjects of the general vulnerabilities that IoTs and 
IPHAs are potentially subject to, and of possible strategies to mitigate them (for instance by 
connecting the devices to a separate network as suggested by the FBI)792. The extent of such 
obligation to inform should, in this case, be assessed on a case-by-case basis.  
 
Hacking Alexa 
There is an abundancy of literature concerning the vulnerabilities of Amazon Echo (and Echo 
Dot), while at the time of writing only one source could be found concerning Google Home’s 
vulnerabilities. This might be explained by the fact that, especially in the U.S., Amazon Echo 
still dominated the market in 2018-2019 with a 70% share, and while Google Home’ sales are 
indeed growing steadily, its share is still of only 24% (with 6% being occupied by other 
operators, including Apple with its HomePod).793 For this reason, most of the analysis offered 
in this paragraph will focus on Amazon Echo and Alexa, but relevant information will be 
offered also for Google Home. A detailed analysis of how data protection by design and by 
default is implemented in the technical design of Amazon Echo and Google Home, as well as 
IoT devices in general794, is provided in Tables 6.4(a)-(b)-(c) in Annex 6.4. The tables in Annex 

 
791 Up to 10.000.000 or 2% of the annual turnout (whichever is higher) or double, depending on the severity of 

the infringement.  
792 Zak Doffman, ‘FBI Issues “Drive-By” Hacking Warning: This Is How To Secure Your Devices’ Forbes 

<https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2019/12/06/dont-get-hacked-warns-fbi-this-is-how-you-connect-

smart-devices/> accessed 15 January 2020. 
793 John Koetsier, ‘Amazon Echo, Google Home Installed Base Hits 50 Million; Apple Has 6% Market Share, 

Report Says’ Forbes <https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnkoetsier/2018/08/02/amazon-echo-google-home-

installed-base-hits-50-million-apple-has-6-market-share-report-says/> accessed 8 April 2020. 
794 The reason why these have also been included in the analysis lies in the fact that IPHAs connect to other IoT 

devices in the house. This, in turn, means that each device they connect to represents an additional vulnerable 
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6.4 show how certain specifics of IPHAs, and of Google Home and Amazon Echo in particular, 
appear in line with articles 25 and 32 of the GDPR, while other aspects need improvement.  
 
A general disclaimer should be made, at this point. It is not clear what exactly is the amount 
of storage capability of Amazon Echos and Google Homes, neither is clear the amount of 
processing occurring in loco. From a document exchange occurred during a trial in the United 
States between a public prosecution office and Amazon, some experts have deduced that 
there is a minimum storage capability in the device which allows for activity logs to be 
registered on it. This has also been confirmed by the access request made to Amazon (with 
regard to an Echo Dot) by Privacy International. The communications between Privacy 
International and the company, published by the former, reveal that some, minimum, local 
storage occurs:  

“What data is held on the Echo Dot which is not uploaded to the cloud i.e. in 
addition to usage logs? 
As mentioned, the amount of data that Echo Dot devices store locally is limited. 
Some data uses small caches that are constantly overwritten, such as our on-
device technology for detecting the “wake word” and device logs. Other data 
is retained on the device, such as information about the customer’s Wi-Fi 
network, the wake word the customer has configured for their device (“Alexa,” 
“Echo,” “Amazon,” or “Computer”), and alarms the customer has set. 
Customers are able to view and change their device settings in the Alexa app. 
Is it possible for the owner of the device to obtain and view the data held 
locally, when it has not been either uploaded to the cloud or extracted upon 
request by Amazon? 
No, the owner of the device generally does not have access to this cache. 
Is it possible for the owner of the device to delete that data without a request 
to Amazon? 
Yes, the owner of the device may perform a factory reset by following the 
instructions at [link in original]”795 [emphasis in original] 

The information given by Amazon or Google on the matter are not many, and it is difficult to 
have a clear picture of what kind of local storage occurs on every single device supporting 
Alexa or Google Assistant.  
Very low storage and processing capability in the device imply by design a low level of 
protection796, since all information and processing have to be transmitted via a network (e.g. 
the Internet) and processed via Cloud computing. With regard to the little information stored 
in loco, Data Subjects appear to not be adequately informed of their existence, and to not 
have access to them (while authorities might, with an adequate warrant).  
 
The hard-wired mute buttons of the microphones, the voice-profiles, and the solid encryption 
protocol of both devices are examples of good compliance. On the opposite, the debug pads 
on the bottom and the default off setting of the purchase pin code (Echo), and the API gap 
and frequent errors in the wake word detection (Home), are examples of areas in which the 

 
point through which possible risks to personal data might come. Cfr. Kieron O’Hara, ‘The Fridge’s Brain Sure 

Ain’t the Icebox’ (2014) 18 IEEE Internet Comput. 
795 ‘The Mystery of the Amazon Echo Data’ (Privacy International, 17 April 2019) 

<http://privacyinternational.org/news-analysis/2819/mystery-amazon-echo-data> accessed 17 January 2020. 
796 Loideain (n 579) 19–20. 
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compliance with Data Protection by Design and Default and security provisions needs to be 
evaluated carefully. In this regard, it shall be noted that art. 25 establishes the obligation for 
the controller to evaluate the risks to the rights and freedoms of individuals. The potential 
risks deriving from IPHAs are significant, due to their intensive data processing and their 
placement inside the home: the individual rights and freedoms affected in this case include 
not only privacy and data protection, but also the right not to be discriminated, as well as self-
determination and the dignity of individuals in general.  
 
Some features of these devices are also inevitably lying in a grey zone. Either due to inherent 
factors or due to the state of the art in the sector, tensions can arise between IPHAs and artt. 
25 and 32 of the GDPR.797 An example of these inevitable tensions is the case of the issues 
deriving from the wide range of IPHAs auditive sensors, which is necessary for the device to 
receive orders when the owner is in another room. Furthermore, the technology behind vocal 
interaction implies high levels of opacity and long-term (potentially indeterminate) data 
retention.798 The powerful sensors might allow unauthorized individuals outside of the house 
to activate the IPHAs. In this regard, a case-by-case evaluation might help solving specific 
issues that might arise between the producers of IPHAS and individuals, while in the long term 
the GDPR might help steer the development of the sector towards a more data protection 
and security friendly development. 
 
6.5 Conclusions 
This chapter has explored the main issues connected to the protection of the private sphere 
with regard to the second section of the habitat. It has focused on what occurs to the personal 
data once they are processed in Cloud, the brain of the IPHA, and the relating technical and 
organizational aspects.  
The following main elements have emerged:  

- With regard to the principles of purpose limitation and data minimization, there are 
some frictions with the AI technology used to power the intelligence of IPHAs. This 
manifests in particular in some corollaries, such as the storage limitation principle: if 
the NLP of the IPHA constantly necessitates the storage of recordings, it is not clear 
how long the companies can retain, and process, the data collected.  

- It has been established how voice is used for biometric identification in IPHAs if the 
owners create a voice profile. This means that the voice logs are subject to the 
reinforced protection established for the special categories/sensitive data.  

- A reflection should be made with regard to the prohibition of automated decisions 
and profiling. The GDPR refers to a single decision, important enough to have legal or 
similarly significantly affecting effects. IPHAs, however, might pose an equal threat to 
the rights of Data Subjects due to the accumulation of hundreds of small, daily 
decisions, whose combined effect might also affect deeply the users.  

- Finally, an in-depth analysis of the application of data protection by design and by 
default to the main model of IPHAs has highlighted that some technological features 
of the devices are potentially inherently incompatible with the GDPR. Some 
incompatibilities have also emerged at organizational level, which could – and should 

 
797 ‘EDPS, TechDispatch #1: Smart Speakers and Virtual Assistants’ (n 718). 
798 Rahime Belen Saglam and Jason RC Nurse, ‘Is Your Chatbot GDPR Compliant? Open Issues in Agent Design’ 

[2020] arXiv:2005.12644 [cs] <http://arxiv.org/abs/2005.12644> accessed 6 October 2020. 
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– be corrected, as revealed by the scandal involving employees of Amazon, Google, 
and Apple listen to snippets of audio records of IPHAs users.  
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Chapter VII - Conclusions 
 

“One day I will find the right words, and they will be simple”  
Jack Kerouac ― The Dharma Bums 

 
 
7.1 Introduction 
We have arrived at the end of the exploration of IPHAs in the private sphere. It is now time 
to bring together the conceptual framework developed in Part I and the legal analysis of Part 
II. To do so, I focus on some recurring elements that have emerged in both the conceptual 
framework and the legal analysis: those points in which the two souls of the research enter 
into contact.  
 
This research approached the legal issues raised by IPHAs on two fronts: together with a 
comprehensive legal analysis of IPHAs from the perspective of personal data protection, I also 
looked at identifying concepts and mechanisms associated with the home (the sanctuary of 
the private sphere). This has gained me a wider perspective on the issues connected to IPHAs, 
that incorporates elements of technical, legal and societal relevance.  
 
The technological, legal, and meta-legal elements need to be tied up together in order to 
complete the research. 
Looking at the attributes of the home, and at the existing data protection rules, it is possible 
to identify areas in which regulating IPHAs poses some challenges. The ways in which the 
effects of IPHAs on the private sphere are relevant for the law have emerged throughout this 
work, making it possible to answer the main question of this research: “How do the effects of 
IPHAs on the private sphere interact with the European Union’s secondary legislation on the 
protection of personal data?”.   
The answer to the main research question, therefore, is multifaceted. It does not come as a 
surprise that the private sphere, IPHAs, and the legal protection of personal data all shape 
each other. The mutual shaping of technology, society, and law is well known.799 What my 
analysis shows is the possible directions that this mutual shaping can take, based on the 
concepts and dynamics identified by different disciplines (such as behavioural science or 
philosophy) in relation to the private sphere, the home, and how individuals relate to them. 
In this, I believe, lies an original contribution of my research, that goes beyond the sole 
definition of a legal regime for an emerging technology.  
Because the answer to the research question – provided in this concluding chapter - will touch 
upon everything that has been discussed so far, below I provide a brief summary of the 
previous chapters.  
 

 
799 See, among others, Lyria Bennett Moses, ‘Regulating in the Face of Sociotechnical Change’ in Roger 
Brownsword, Eloise Scotford, and Karen Yeung (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Law, Regulation and Technology 

(Oxford University Press 2016); BJ Koops and others, ‘Ten Dimensions of Technology Regulation: Finding Your 

Bearings in the Research Space of an Emerging Discipline’, Dimensions of technology regulation (Wolf Legal 

Publisher 2010); Wiebe Bijker and John Law, Shaping Technology / Building Society | The MIT Press (MIT Press 

1994). 
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The research so far 
At the beginning of this work, the main research question has been deconstructed into six 
sub-questions, whose answers contain the logical building blocks of the analysis:  
1) What are IPHAs and how do they work?  
2) What is the private sphere? 
3) How do IPHAs interact with the private sphere?  
4) What is the legal framework for the protection of personal data in the European Union? 
5) How does the legal framework apply to IPHAs? And finally  
6) What are the intersections of the effects of IPHAs on the private sphere with the applicable 
data protection provisions?  
 
The first sub-question, ‘What are IPHAs and how do they work?’ is answered in the first 
chapter. IPHAs are virtual assistants that can be embedded in a variety of devices, including 
speakers created with the specific purpose of supporting a vocal assistant (smart speakers 
such as Amazon Echo, Apple HomePod, and Google Home, respectively embedding Alexa, Siri, 
and Google Assistant).  
IPHAs interact with users through voice: they receive vocal instructions and process them 
(voice-to-text) to detect the right command. The processing occurs in the Cloud. Based on the 
command, IPHAs either carry out the task using apps specifically designed for them (and 
downloaded by the users), and/or via other interconnected IoT devices.  
IPHAs collect data from their own sensors and the sensors of the interconnected devices, in 
order to perform their tasks and refine the personalization of the content to each individual 
user within the household. To carry out their activities IPHAs rely heavily on Machine 
Learning, profiling, and Cloud computing.  
While they are generally considered IoT devices, IPHAs’ use of Machine Learning is so 
significant that without it they cannot even function as a typical IoT. This circumstance 
positions them at the cuspid of IoT and AI: IPHAs belong to their own, peculiar niche of 
products, that has been consolidating on the market in the past five years. 
IPHAs are designed mainly to be used within a household, connected to a wide array of 
compatible devices and growing their capabilities through apps. This creates an entire 
ecosystem inside the home, based on the circulation of information (to enable the 
connectedness of IoT and the profiling and data processing of AI).  
The main producers of IPHAs are, currently, Amazon (with Amazon Alexa and Echo), Apple 
(with Siri and HomePod), and Google (with Google assistant and Home). These actors cover 
almost the entirety of the market in Europe.  
 
The second and third sub-questions – What is the private sphere? and How do IPHAs interact 
with it? – are answered in Part I.  
Looking at archaeology, history, philosophy, and STSs, Chapter II laid out the evolution of the 
concept of private sphere: the point is made that the private sphere represents a dynamic 
socio-cultural construct, a metaphorical and spatial attribute given to bodies, objects, mental 
states, rooms, houses, and other places to protect the identity of individuals and its 
development. In the last decades, the legal protection of the privateness of the private sphere 
has gained a pivotal role among fundamental rights, in the form of privacy and personal data 
protection.  
The legal protection looks at the places and spaces on which the private sphere insists (such 
as the body, or the home), and the protection of different aspects of the personality of 
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individuals (information, in the form of personal data). In both cases, the ultimate object of 
protection is identity. 
Identity is the ever-evolving result of experiencing and negotiating the self and the otherness: 
the idem and ipse, in relation to the inner and external world. Privacy and data protection 
serve as boundary-setting tools to contribute to autonomy, control, and self-determination. 
They are also tools to consolidate the norms and expectations about what is appropriate to 
be kept private within a certain community. They synthetize at legal level both subjective and 
objective ideas about the private sphere. 
 
The home is a physical shield for the private sphere of individuals, closed to intruders but with 
openings that allow individuals to interact with the community (i.e. doors, windows, a 
telephone, the Internet). Individuals entertain a close emotional connection with the home. 
This emotional tie is dependent on the levels of control exercised over the private sphere, on 
the possibility to carry out activities in an undisturbed way: this allows individuals to act 
without consciousness, letting go of the masks they need to wear in public, regaining the 
energy they spend maintaining a certain image in front of others.  
Digital and information technologies deeply affect the threshold between public and private, 
and the ways in which individuals can construct and manage their identities. They can open 
apertures that disclose aspects of the private sphere in a way that is unexpected and 
undesired for individuals. They can create new fluxes of personal information exiting the 
home, and at the same time also allow fluxes of external information and influences to enter 
the home (for instance through advertising). This can erode the emotional connection 
between individuals and the home, with the individuals losing control over their private 
spheres. If the fluxes of information entering and exiting the home are undesired and out of 
the control of the inhabitants, they become intrusions. Intrusions interrupt the emotional 
connection with the home: it is no longer possible for individuals to let go of the mask and 
preserve their energies, to act unselfconsciously and let out their identity.  
 
Based on the aspects of the private sphere unveiled in Chapter II, Chapter III looked at how 
IPHAs interact with the values and attributes attached to the private sphere and the home. 
My analysis has focused on three main shifts in the conceptualization of the private sphere 
and role of the home, indicated with the terms: Passive Sharing, Decontextualized home and 
Interdependent Privacy (both deriving from profiling), and Voice-Based Social Actors.  
 
With Passive Sharing I have designated an alteration of the relationship between individuals 
and the home. The alteration derives from the mismatch between perceived and actual 
control over the private sphere and the sharing of information outside of it. Individuals 
assume that only the information they control enters and exits the home. IPHAs’ fluxes of 
information can enter or exit the home without the awareness of the inhabitants, who 
continue to carry out their daily activities. When individuals realize that those spontaneous, 
unselfconscious actions have been ‘observed’ by the IPHA (that is, data have been collected 
from those actions), they might experience crowding (psychological discomfort due to an 
undesired lowering of the control exercised on the home) and – as a reaction – they might try 
to implement countermeasures to re-instate the desired level of control. For instance, when 
aware of an Amazon Echo or Google Home listening, a person might prefer to avoid discussing 
certain topics. Crowding entails a misrepresentation of the control actually exercised by an 
individual, for example when a person is not aware that a security camera records the 
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movements inside the home at night. Both scenarios are problematic, because individuals at 
home can afford unselfconscious behaviours, which are assumed to be hidden from the 
outside world, but are captured by IPHAs’ sensors. As a consequence of Passive Sharing, the 
line between the offline and online dimensions is blurred, the home becomes more 
permeable (whether individuals are aware of it or not). The behaviours of individuals are 
commodified and turned into data (datafication), which contributes to the erosion of the 
emotional tie between individuals and the home. In other words, design, optimization, and 
markets prevail in the private sphere, outside of the control or even awareness of the 
inhabitants whose lives are transformed into data.  
 
Once the information is ‘passively’ shared by individuals and collected by the IPHAs, it is 
processed using different Machine Learning techniques, to extract patterns and create 
profiles. With profiling, the partial representations (partial identities) of different, often 
distant individuals are aggregated together, based on specific commercial or non-commercial 
purposes. Multiple profiles are created for each person, by multiple actors (for instance 
companies, the state, banks, and so on) and purposes. From the point of view of profiling, the 
private sphere of individuals is no longer a complex and nuanced socio-legal phenomenon. It 
becomes a dot, a node in a network. The private sphere, in its new paradigm of a node in a 
network, becomes part of a structure made of as many groups as profiles are made of the 
individual, as represented by Figure 4.3bis (also reproduced further below in this chapter).  
The figure represents a change in the semantics of the home, whose essence is simplified and 
stripped of its attributions, until it becomes a node in which mathematical rules become 
normative. Inside the home, at the heart of the private sphere, individuals develop a strong 
expectation about which aspects of their lives will remain undisclosed to others, and which 
might be disclosed. Unlike in public or, to a lesser degree, at work, privateness is a dominating 
feature of the home, and individuals expect others to respect that. However, IPHAs are 
designed with data collection and processing as the basis for their entire functioning and are 
embedded in many objects around the house. When personal data leave the home and are 
used for profiling, there is a conflict between the expectations and norms existing in the 
home, and the purposes and uses that are normative in the context of profiling 
(Decontextualized home): the profiling carried out by IPHAs is rooted in the home, but does 
not consider the expectations of its inhabitants, giving precedence to technical, 
mathematical, and business necessities.  
There is more. The nodes – the private spheres of individuals – are not only influenced by the 
groups they are part of, they also influence the network itself. Each individual partial 
representation is affected based on which profile it fits (is the person prone to buy alcohol? 
Does the person present a high risk of not repaying a loan?), but the characteristics of an 
individual can also change the profile, affecting the profiles or even the entire matrix (if 
individual A does not repay the mortgage, all the other individuals fitting the same profile will 
be denied a mortgage in the future). Individuals have a two-way relationship with the profiles 
associated to them: the profiles affect their affordances in life (e.g. what products will be 
advertised to a person, the mortgage interest rate, the chances of obtaining a job, what kind 
of inspection will the tax authority carry out, etc.), while at the same time the attributes of 
individuals can also change a certain group profile, depending on what the algorithm learns. 
This, in turn, means that the profiling made based on the private sphere of an individual can 
affect the private spheres of other individuals, in an interdependent fashion (Interdependent 
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Privacy). This perspective offers a conceptual basis to justify a less abstract consideration of 
a collective dimension of the private sphere, and of its protection.   
 
Finally, the third shift, Voice-Based Social Actors, focuses on the changes in the construction 
and understanding of the very concepts of privateness and private sphere, following the 
persuasive capabilities of IPHAs. IPHAs are designed to be Social Actors, that is, to be as 
persuasive as our peers, leveraging social dynamics: language and voice cues, displaying a 
personality, using praises, transmitting the idea of similarity and affiliation, personalising their 
replies, are only some of the techniques used. Through behavioural design and other design 
techniques, they ‘hook’ individuals and become a habit, constantly increasing the 
engagement of the users through the alternance of prompting and rewarding. IPHAs can 
persuade us not only into using them more, but also into choosing certain actions, products, 
or content over another. As such, IPHAs contribute to mediate the way in which individuals 
associate moral values to the reality surrounding them. IPHAs are capable of affecting the 
way individuals understand the world around them, their private sphere and their identity. 
The use of vocal interface might even act as a catalyst, bridging the distance between humans 
and IPHAs, while the personalising algorithms and connectivity enhance their credibility in the 
eyes of the users. In fewer words, while we plan to make IPHAs more and more similar to us, 
using IPHAs is also influencing us more and more, in line with the underlying business interests 
of their producers.  
 
After defining and characterizing the private sphere in Part I, Part II focused on the legal 
analysis, answering the fourth and fifth sub-questions: What is the legal framework for the 
protection of personal data in the European Union? and How does the legal framework apply 
to IPHAs?  
The main bodies of law chosen for the analysis are the GDPR and the proposal for e-Privacy 
Regulation, while the starting point was the ecosystem created inside the home by IPHAs, 
their apps and other connected IoT devices. Chapters IV to VI offer insights on those 
provisions that, based on the technological features of IPHAs, present new and difficult 
challenges. The legal aspects discussed include: 

- The principle of transparency, and the information to be provided to users, in 
particular in the light of the fact that the main models of IPHAs come with umbrella 
privacy policies. The practice has been censored by the French DPA, because these 
policies refer to up to 60 different services, and are long and distributed over several 
web pages connected through hyperlinks; they also often consist of ambiguous and 
generic statements (see Annex 5.3(a)-(c)). 

- The application of the principles of purpose limitation and data minimization to the 
Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing of IPHAs. New purposes 
frequently emerge from the expansion of the AI capabilities of IPHAs. This, in turn, 
affects also the regime of informed consent established by both the GDPR and e-
Privacy Regulation. These latter presuppose clear information on the processing (see 
the remark on the umbrella privacy policies above). Consent also necessitates a clear 
moment for the administration of information and expression of will of the Data 
Subject, which with IPHAs is given ex ante at the moment of activation; this does not 
necessarily integrate a specific enough consent, due to the dynamic, self-learning, 
profiling carried out by IPHAs inside the complex home ecosystem of devices and 
software, which can create with time new purposes and uses. The technology 
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powering IPHAs renders particularly difficult to define certain requirements such as 
the concrete extent of the data necessary to the processing (data minimization), or 
evaluating possible compatible additional purposes, as well as the adequate retention 
time of the data (in the light of the constant necessity to process the voice recordings 
to improve the NLP). 

- The IPHAs ecosystem inside the home up is made of several interconnected and 
integrated technologies and services. Behind them, there is a multiplicity of actors: 
owners and users, producers of IPHAs, developers of apps and compatible devices, 
third-party libraries, app stores, third-party statistics and advertising service 
providers, and so on. Each of those actors has a role under the GDPR: the owner of an 
IPHA is a Data Subject, but can also be a controller with regard to the data of guests; 
producers of IPHAs, app and device developers and other third-parties are likely to be 
controllers (joint or separate), but can also be at the same time each other’s 
processors, depending on the services offered. Technological peculiarities need to be 
considered when analyzing how to assign each role to each actor and the extent of 
the respective responsibilities. 

- IPHAs can potentially be used to interfere with the private sphere via unsolicited 
communications (by activating the device to recite advertising and by having the 
device place a direct marketing call). Article 16 of the e-Privacy Regulation, dealing 
with unsolicited communications, might be applied to IPHAs to mitigate the undesired 
effects of such applications. For the moment, however, IPHAs lie in a grey area with 
regard to unsolicited communications.   

- The prohibition of automated decisions and profiling potentially applies to IPHAs, if 
the profiling and the automated decisions carried out by them creates legal or similarly 
significant effects on the fundamental rights and interests of individuals. However, it 
is not clear whether the prohibition could apply to a multitude of smaller decisions 
and to the persistent use of profiling, which in itself would be trivial and would not 
amount to a significant impact, but would have detrimental and prejudicial effects 
cumulatively. The persistent presence of IPHAs in several aspects of our daily and 
household life might, in fact, create such occurrence in the medium and long term.  

- Data protection by design and by default (as well as security) play a fundamental role 
in the designing of IPHAs. While concrete efforts are made by producers, some 
technical features remain inevitably in a grey area, creating trade-offs and 
incompatibilities that can only be resolved at technological level (see Annex 7.6).  

 
The last piece of the puzzle 
The sixth and last sub-question – What are the intersections of the effects of IPHAs on the 
private sphere with the applicable data protection provisions? – is answered in the present 
chapter. To do so, the three main effects of IPHAs on the attributes of the private sphere – 
Passive Sharing, Decontextualized home and Interdependent Privacy, and Voice-Based Social 
Actors – are mapped against the rationales and provisions of the GDPR and e-Privacy 
Regulation (paragraphs 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 below).  
This exercise brings forward some dynamics of the mutual shaping of the private sphere 
(intended as a social phenomenon), the law, and IPHAs: sometimes, for instance, the 
presence of IPHAs creates or exacerbates a clash of values between society, law and 
technology, as seen with regard to the threat to individual agency represented by the 
persuading capabilities designed into IPHAs. Other times, the frictions created by IPHAs inside 
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the private sphere make regulatory grey areas and limitations more visible, opening the way 
to the synthesis of new solutions and interventions: this is the case of the doubts concerning 
the role of owners of IPHAs as potential data controllers, or of the gap in the provisions 
regulating unsolicited communications potentially carried out via IPHAs.  
In many cases, the issues at the basis of those frictions are addressed, at least partially, by the 
GDPR (and e-Privacy Regulation), but IPHAs pose some unique challenges that create 
uncertainty as to how and to what extent the existing provisions are actionable.  
Throughout this work it has become apparent that IPHAs are inserted in the rut already traced 
by previous technologies, such as television, telephone, personal computers and 
smartphones. The relationship between IPHAs and the private sphere presents some 
elements in common with pre-existing technologies. Certain dynamics that have already been 
observed also occur with IPHAs, such as a re-negotiation of the boundaries between public 
and private (think of the introduction of radios, TVs, and telephones in the homes) and the 
reduction of the home to a dot or a node (think of surveillance technologies and digital 
surveillance in particular). However, IPHAs present additional challenges. Their intelligence 
and proactivity, seamless vocal interface, the positioning inside the core of the home, the 
staggering granular level of profiling deriving from voice recognition and the sensors, the 
incredible number of stakeholders and actors involved behind the scenes: all these features 
exacerbate existing dynamics and pose new matters of contention.  
 
In answering the last research sub-question, therefore, I have decided to go a little bit beyond 
it, discussing how some of the effects that the presence of IPHA provokes in and on the private 
sphere could be addressed in a more consistent and decisive way via some adjustments to 
the existing legislation. For some of these matters I present, in paragraph 7.5, proposals for 
addressing them in a way that is based on existing legislation, but tailored to the challenges 
posed by IPHAs.  
 
Mapping the conceptual framework against the GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation also showed 
that some of the questions posed by the presence of IPHAs in the private sphere remain 
unanswered at the time of writing.  
One of these questions revolves around the consequences of living submerged and 
surrounded by products and services based on profiling and automation, both online and 
offline. The IPHA ecosystem is embedded in the physical dimension of the house. The 
ecosystem is comprised of profiling-intensive devices, software, and services. The ecosystem 
functions based on Machine Learning, and has the inherent purpose of personalising, 
facilitating, and tailoring a product, taking over menial tasks from individuals while they go on 
about their lives. Automated decision making and profiling are, therefore, inherent to IPHAs 
and their ecosystem.  
Over time, the persistent profiling or automated decisions accumulate, and so do their 
effects. One single automated price-adjustment based on profiling might not provoke serious 
damages to the rights and freedoms of an individual, but what happens if we multiply the 
adjusting of prices for every product purchased via an Alexa, for every recommendation given 
by Google Assistant, for every in-app purchase, year after year, daily activity after daily 
activity? The cumulative effect of many, trivial, daily automated decisions or profiling 
activities can pose threats to the fundamental rights of individuals and affect the fundamental 
premises of contractual relationships. The GDPR provisions dealing with the undesired effects 
of automated decisions and profiling (art. 22) focus on single decisions or profiling activities. 
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It does not contemplate the possibility of the undesired effects being the consequence of the 
persistent exposure to an entire ecosystem based on profiling and automated decisions. This 
is not a limitation of the GDPR in itself. The increasing expansion of profiling online and offline, 
in almost every aspect of our life, begs the question of how society in general can regulate 
the cumulative effects of diffused profiling practices, often enhanced by commercial 
agreements and synchronicities. Answering this question requires a broader perspective and 
a more systemic approach. 
 
The second, even more prominent, question concerns the persuasive capabilities of IPHAs 
and the ways in which they can affect the attribution of moral values to the private sphere. 
Designing an engaging product with which users entertain a long-term connection is key for 
the success of a business. Behavioural design techniques, however, have the potential to 
significantly affect the autonomy and agency of individuals. Users can be prompted to carry 
out actions in the interest of the manufacturers of IPHAs, leveraging in particular their 
profiling and voice interaction capabilities. No other device has ever shown so much potential 
for designed, marketing-oriented persuasion as IPHAs.  
This issue is closely connected to data protection, because the design techniques rely on the 
personalisation done based on users’ personal data. It also interests other branches of the 
law, such as competition law, due to the inherent connection between these design 
techniques and the success of a business, which poses the question of which players gain 
economic advantages from the persuasive capabilities of IPHAs. It also raises doubts 
concerning the effective protection of individuals in their position as consumers, due to the 
asymmetry of information and control that comes with hidden persuasion. Furthermore, 
from a broader perspective, control, autonomy and agency of individuals are at the basis of 
the law and of many aspects of society, including the political life and democratic balance of 
a community. Their compatibility with the human rights framework needs to be carefully 
assessed. 
What originated as a convenient and promising design technique can quickly pose problems 
of bigger magnitude. Where should we draw the line between acceptable and unacceptable 
behavioural design practices is, therefore, a question that requires a broad debate at 
regulatory but also societal and political level.  
These are issues that, once deconstructed, present a broad societal impact. The answers 
cannot be found solely in the field of data protection, but lay at the crossroad of data 
protection with other – complementary – domains, such as competition law, consumer 
protection, and fundamental rights.   
 
In the light of the above, after answering the final sub-question, I conclude this chapter – and 
this research – putting forward two additional reflections. The first one focuses on practical 
contributions to the debate concerning IPHAs and data protection, offering practical 
adjustments to the existing data protection regime to fill some IPHA-specific gaps and clarify 
grey areas. The second and final one regards two important, unaddressed, issues in which the 
clash of values emerging from the interaction of IPHAs with the private sphere and the law is 
simply too big to fall within the scope of existing legislation. I regard posing such questions as 
an important contribution of my research and as routes for further research.  
 
7.2 First Intersection: Passive Sharing and the GDPR/ePR 
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Passive Sharing, presented in Chapter III, serves as a means to bring forward the loss of control 
over the private sphere within the home, due to the silent, seamless, persistent collection of 
information carried out by IPHAs. It helps shedding light on the ways in which this loss of 
control manifests for the individuals and affects the attributes of the private sphere from a 
conceptual and theoretical perspective.  
 
In Chapter III, the following elements of Passive Sharing have been highlighted: 

- Due to IPHAs persistent, ubiquitous, and invisible data collection, there is a mismatch 
between the level of control an individual desires to have on the information fluxes 
circulating in and out of the private sphere, and the actual level of control achieved.  

- When the mismatch becomes evident for individuals, crowding emerges, that is, the 
perception of a loss of control, with a consequent chilling effect and the 
implementation of costly strategies to reinstate a desired level of control. 

- There is an erosion of the emotional connection between the individual and the home, 
caused by a commodification of the private sphere and of the identity of the 
individual. 

- IPHAs create unseen apertures through which the stances and interests of companies 
permeate the private sphere; market dynamics, political interests, and commercial 
stances enhance the abovementioned erosion and mismatch in perceived control. 

- The threshold between public and private sphere moves, the boundaries of the private 
sphere are re-positioned without the possibility for individuals to participate to the 
implicit negotiation of their positioning, due to the lack of awareness.  

 
The elements highlighted by Passive Sharing are relevant for the legal analysis. At the 
intersection of Passive Sharing and the GDPR (and e-Privacy Regulation), we find that the law 
can contribute to minimizing some undesired effects, such as the lack of awareness and 
control of individuals on the fluxes entering and exiting the private sphere.  
 
As explained in Part II, enabling Data Subjects plays an important role throughout the GDPR. 
The principle of transparency, actualized in several provisions (in particular in the right of 
information), as well as the Data Subjects’ rights, for instance, aim at creating the ideal 
conditions for Data Subjects to exercise control. The logic underneath these provisions of the 
GDPR is to create awareness in the Data Subjects on how the personal data are used and 
provide them with the tools to control the uses and circulation of the personal data. The GDPR 
offers legal tools to support the strategies and mechanisms identified by Altman as reactions 

•Mismatch between desired and achieved control
•Crowding
•Erosion of emotional ties with the home
•Exclusion of individuals from the negotiation of the positioning of the private/public 

threshold

Passive Sharing

•Right of information
•Compatible purposes (Purpose limitation)
•Unsolicited Communications
•Data Protection by Design/Default

GDPR/ePR
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to crowding: Data Protection supports individuals in regulating the diffusion and use of their 
personal information, setting a general rule that other individuals and entities must comply 
with, and creating the procedural and material conditions for the Data Subject to exercise 
control (e.g. the moment of first contact in which the privacy policies are displayed and the 
users can give their consent).  
 
In practice, however, the enabling mechanisms of the GDPR have limits.800 With regard to 
consent as a legal basis, for instance, some shortcomings have emerged, especially in 
connection with the right to information. Long and convoluted privacy policies, obscure 
language, the use of ex ante consent with dynamic technologies (see Chapter V), and a series 
of borderline sector practices (as is the case in the advertising industry)801 have narrowed the 
possibility for Data Subjects to truly understand and envision the uses and circulation of their 
personal data. 
 
In certain cases, the very nature of the technologies, or of the environments in which they are 
located, makes it harder to foster awareness and control. This is particularly frequent in the 
case of IPHAs, due to their positioning inside the private sphere. Individuals unravel and act 
unselfconsciously inside the home; this implies that the presence of IPHAs, with their sensors 
and interconnected devices, more easily slips to the peripheral areas of awareness, as 
individuals ‘lower their guard’.  
 
The limits of the GDPR’s provisions in creating awareness and control, become very visible in 
the abovementioned scandal of the Amazon, Google, and Apple employees/contractors 
listening to snippets of recordings from users (see Chapters V and VI above).  
In this case, it is debatable whether the privacy policy should have included specific 
information concerning humans solving NLP conflicts by listening to snippets of recordings, 
or whether it fell within the purposes already mentioned in the policies (or a compatible one). 
The purposes were formulated in the privacy policies in a vague and sometimes diluted 
fashion, the praxis was considered irrelevant for the individuals and common in the sector of 
NLP. In at least two out of three cases, adequate measures appeared to be in place to 
minimize the amount of information that the ‘nosy’ employees could have access to.  
This, however, turned out to be not enough to avoid the insurgence of crowding. The episode 
abruptly brought to the attention of the owners of IPHAs the mismatch between perceived 
and actual control on the fluxes of information going in and out of the home.  
The fact that the praxis could be compatible with the GDPR was not enough to shake a feeling 
of discomfort away802 and crowding emerged. The mismatch between desired and achieved 
privacy, to use Altman’s terminology, was not solved by the GDPR’s provisions concerning the 
right of information of Data Subjects.  
 
The GDPR aims at protecting Personal Data as a proxy of the informational dimension of the 
private sphere, the transversal element described by Koops and his team (see Figure 2.3bis 

 
800 René Mahieu and Jef Ausloos, ‘Harnessing the Collective Potential of GDPR Access Rights: Towards an 
Ecology of Transparency’ [2020] Internet Policy Review <https://policyreview.info/articles/news/harnessing-

collective-potential-gdpr-access-rights-towards-ecology-transparency/1487> accessed 7 July 2020. 
801 Matt Burgess, ‘We Need to Fix GDPR’s Biggest Failure: Broken Cookie Notices’ [2020] Wired UK 

<https://www.wired.co.uk/article/gdpr-cookie-consent-eprivacy> accessed 9 July 2020. 
802 Estes (n 337). 
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above). It is difficult for the GDPR to accommodate more subjective elements, such as the 
psychological perception of crowding.  
This is mitigated by the insertion in certain provisions of the expectations of the Data Subjects, 
as is the case of the provision regulating the compatible uses that might derive from the 
purposes initially established by the controller (GDPR art. 5(1)(b) and Recital (50)). In this case, 
in fact, the evaluation of compatibility of the new purposes with those already existing takes 
into consideration the expectations of the Data Subject about what possible uses could be 
made with their personal data. These shall be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 
Through the use of the expectations, the GDPR opens the way to the evaluation of more 
subjective elements connected to the private sphere. This evaluation, however, is often 
remedial, not pre-emptive.  
Other forms of regulation can also be put into place. In the case of the snippets scandal, for 
instance, following the critiques expressed by the civil society and public opinion, the 
companies involved have changed the way they use the human support to NLP: it has now 
become a program to which users of IPHAs can join on a voluntary basis, with dedicated 
information and boxes to tick in the privacy policies. Social pressure and self-regulation have 
shaped the solution, in this particular case.  
 
A similar reasoning can be made with regard to another element of Passive Sharing, namely 
the lack of participation of individuals in the negotiation of the positioning of the 
private/public threshold. The threshold moves together with the nature of the activities that 
take place in private or public spaces.  
IPHAs contribute to moving the threshold, bringing external interests within the boundaries 
of the private sphere. Market and business logics enter the home, in an attempt to ‘datafy’ 
the private sphere and the individuals inhabiting it and turning the private sphere itself into a 
marketplace. IPHAs contribute to turning the private sphere into a space of consumption, 
instead of the place of unselfconsciousness and free expression of identity. IPHAs don’t simply 
enable users to do certain things, they don’t merely simplify daily life. They allow to generate 
profits from it: an IPHA is an “action engine”803, not a search engine. It actively decides, based 
on the logics underlying its programming and the business model of its producer, what the 
user wants.804 
 
Certain provisions of the GDPR and of the e-Privacy Regulation address this aspect, some 
directly, some indirectly. Let’s take, for instance, the provision regulating unsolicited 
communications embedded in art. 16 ePR (see Chapter VI above). The provision prescribes 
the consent of users to receive communications. Article 16 ePR contemplates the role of 
individuals in the negotiation for the positioning of the threshold between the public and 
private dimensions. It also creates a tool (the national registers of objections to receive 
unsolicited communications) to allow individuals to set the boundaries of their private sphere. 
It reinforces the threshold and the impermeability of the private sphere. It enables individuals 
to decide which activities are moved within the private sphere. This is also why, as will be 
explained in the “Practical Consideration 3” at the end of this chapter, it is important to 
interpret the ePR as to include Duplex and other forms of human-mimicking AI powered NLP: 

 
803 Shulevitz (n 337). 
804 ibid. 
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doing so would avoid creating a loophole that companies could use to re-insert unsolicited 
advertising inside the home.  
 
Another example is art. 25 GDPR concerning Data Protection by Design and by Default. This 
provision can be interpreted as embedding into the architecture of a determined technology 
tools to reinforce the boundaries of the private sphere. The lack of technological expertise, 
however, does not allow an average user to evaluate whether certain technical features are 
compliant with art. 25 GDPR. This is solved with the intervention of public authorities (such 
as DPAs, the EDPB, national courts or the CJEU). These are enabled by the law to investigate, 
evaluate, and assess compliance with the GDPR (and the law in general). Their role is to 
protect individual rights in those circumstances in which individuals cannot exercise control. 
They become proxies in those cases in which a more direct individual control is not possible 
or desirable. In those situations, as individuals cannot negotiate directly the positioning of the 
public/private threshold, authorities intervene and negotiate on behalf of the society. 
In the case of Data Protection by Design and by Default the effects on the private/public 
threshold are more indirect. While the regulation of unsolicited communications can 
contribute to reinserting individuals in the negotiations of the positioning of the threshold, 
data protection by design and by default goes around the issue, appointing the very producers 
of IPHAs (as controllers), and supervisory public authorities, with the task of preserving the 
threshold. The provisions establishing obligations for controllers, in fact, are also thresholds 
for authorities to evaluate whether controllers have complied with the GDPR. 
These strategies of empowering individuals and complementarily appointing public 
authorities as proxies mitigate the exclusion of individuals from the negotiation of the 
placement of the threshold between private and public spheres. There are, however, 
circumstances that limit their (combined) effectiveness. Significant is, in this regard, the lack 
of a proper ‘ecology of transparency’, that is, the coordination and communication within the 
inter-institutional network of actors (DPAs, NGOs, governments, the EDPB) that should act as 
a proxy for individuals.805 The lack of coordination and harmonization, especially in a multi-
jurisdictional context such as the European Union, might jeopardize the concrete 
participation to the negotiation of the positioning of the threshold.  
 
Another limiting factor is the very way in which IPHAs are designed. The ubiquitous and 
seamless vocal interface reduces the frictions in using IPHAs, but also reduces the awareness 
of their presence. Developers exploit psychological mechanisms using persuasion, ethopoeia 
and anthropomorphizing to elude individual control strategies and stimulate more Passive 
Sharing. The very architecture of IPHAs reflects the necessities of the business model of their 
producers to datafy the private sphere and commodify individuals. IPHAs are, by design, 
difficult to reconcile with the privateness and the necessity of control commonly associated 
with the private sphere.   
 
The opaque nature of AI further complicates the situation. It makes participation to the 
negotiation of the boundaries difficult not only for individual users of IPHAs, but also for the 
public authorities. Entire industries in close proximity with the niche of IPHAs are based on 
opaque AI technologies and complex business models, as is the case of the abovementioned 
online advertising sector. The intricated economic and technological landscape of IPHAs poses 

 
805 Mahieu and Ausloos (n 800). 
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limits to the possibility of regulating the apertures that IPHAs create in the private sphere and 
in the structure of the home.  
The market-driven interests are so entrenched in the design of IPHAs that neither individuals 
nor public authorities can fully exercise their negotiating power. Brought to its extreme 
consequences, this implies that often the negotiation can be reduced to choosing whether 
having IPHAS or not having IPHAs (as shown by other new technologies, such as Social 
Networks, e-mail, smartphones, and so on). That is hardly a solution.  
A suggestion to mitigate this designed lack of negotiating power is proposed, specifically with 
regard to Data Protection by Design/Default, at the end of this chapter, under the “Practical 
consideration 5”. 
 

* 
IPHAs, in enhancing the Passive Sharing of personal information in an unaware and invisible 
way, contribute to the creation of ontological fractures in the home. These fractures 
participate in the erosion of the emotional connection between individuals and the private 
sphere. They open the way to the commodification of individuals through profiling. This 
aspect is discussed in the following paragraphs, in particular with regard to the 
Decontextualized home and Interdependent Privacy.  
 
7.3 Second Intersection: Decontextualized home / Interdependent Privacy and the 
GDPR 
 

 
 
The consequences of profiling on the semantics of the home and of the private sphere are 
highlighted by the second part of the conceptual framework, which focuses on the 
Decontextualized home and Interdependent Privacy.  
With the profiling of its inhabitants, the home is stripped of its attributes and reduced to a 
node in a network. Each individual private sphere is inserted into a multiplicity of groups, due 
to the fact that each individual is profiled by different actors for different purposes. The 
groups form an informational structure.  
 

•Home's insertion in an informational matrix, loss of attributes

•Mismatch between expectations in the home and in the informational 
matrix

•Collective dimension of privacy

•Mutual influences of the nodes in the informational dimension

Decontextualized home and Interdependent Privacy

•Purpose limitation

•Automated decisions and profiling

GDPR/ePR
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Figure 3.4bis A visual representation of the different profiles of which individual A is part: an informational 

structure/graphic. 

 
Decontextualized home.  
Following the insertion of the private sphere in a network: 

- The home is de-contextualized: its insertion into the informational matrix and the 
reduction to the status of node changes the semantics of the home. Just like in 
surveillance the home becomes a dot in the line of the movements of an individual, in 
profiling it becomes a node in a network.  

- The home loses its nature of context, in which certain social and legal norms apply 
generating certain expectations in the individuals inhabiting it. Information flows from 
inside the home to outside, and vice versa, breaking the expectations of the 
individuals inhabiting it. With profiling, mathematical and statistical rules, as well as 
business and marketing interests, acquire normativeness. 

- There is a dissonance between the norms in the home and the norms of profiling; the 
fluxes of data coming and going between the two breach the expectations and norms 
of each context. With profiling, the fact that the information is collected in the home, 
which implies certain expectations of the individuals whose information is processed 
into profiles, does not matter.  

- Profiling, by breaching the expectations of individuals in the home, can generate 
identity issues, the so called “uncanny valley of personalization”, emerging when 
profiles are either too precise or too imprecise, or when unexpected effects manifest. 
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The container (the home) and the content (identity) are intertwined, and the de-
contextualization of the former can have repercussions on the latter. The dissonance 
in contextual expectations resonates with the identity development and affirmation. 

Some important provisions of the GDPR can be interpreted as attempts at tackling the 
dissonance of expectations deriving from the fluxes of information moving from the home 
into the aggregated dimension created by profiling. 
A prime example is the principle of purpose limitation. As mentioned in the previous 
paragraph, art. 5 and Recital (50) GDPR expressly mention the expectations of Data Subjects 
when evaluating the compatibility of emerging purposes. Similarly, the Art29WP also includes 
a consideration on the expectations of Data Subjects based on the visibility of the actors 
involved to identify cases of de facto processors (see Chapter V above).806  
The use of the subjective expectations can introduce in the aggregated context the origin of 
data and the norms connected to the home. It creates the occasion to evaluate the purposes 
of data processing through the lens of the expectations of the individual whose data are 
processed. More importantly, in the case of IPHAs, the expectations are connected to the fact 
that the data are collected inside the sanctuary of the private sphere, the home. In 
combination with the principle of data minimization, it can help regulating the fluxes of 
information moving between the two contexts. 
 
Profiling is expressly regulated by art. 22 of the GDPR concerning the prohibition of 
automated decisions.  
The entire article aims at mitigating undesired effects deriving from profiling. Its goal is to 
stop those automated decisions and profiling activities that result in prejudicial effects to the 
rights of individuals. If the data collected from the home by the IPHA contribute to an 
automated decision with prejudicial effects, art. 22 offers individuals a tool to understand the 
logic of that decision and correct or block it. This also appears in line with the idea of limiting 
the dissonance between expectations from the home vs. the aggregated context. As 
explained above, the profiling activity or automated decision is evaluated using as framework 
the strong expectations associated to the home environment. Reintroducing the attributes of 
the home in the discourse qualifies the effects and consequences of the profiling or 
automated decision based on the position of the Data Subject, not only on the interests of 
the controllers. 
Article 22 GDPR can also be reconstructed as a tool to lessen the uncanny feeling. By 
establishing the right to an explanation about how a certain automated decision came to be, 
it can diminish the impression that a profile is inexplicably very accurately (or the opposite, 
terribly inaccurate), or that an automated decision has inexplicably and unexpectedly fallen 
upon individuals based on data collected without the individuals’ awareness. In this sense, 
art. 22 GDPR can help individuals reinstate the social norms usually regulating the sharing of 
personal information within their private sphere.   

 
806 Other provisions reinsert the contextual expectations of individuals in order to mitigate the dissonance 

between the norms (and expectations) in the home and the norms regulating profiling and the informational 

structure. This is, for instance, the case of the legitimate interest as legal basis for processing. Recital (47) 
GDPR, in fact, expressly affirms that in the balancing exercise between the legitimate interest of the controller 

and the rights and freedoms of the Data Subject, this latter’s expectations have to be considered. Similarly, in 

evaluating whether a new use of the personal data is compatible with pre-existing purposes, the expectations 

of the Data Subjects concerning the further use of their data shall be considered (GDPR, Recital (50), see 

paragraph 6.2 above). 
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In its guidelines on art. 22, the Art29WP intervenes on the dissonance of contextual 
expectations. It suggests considering the expectations of the Data Subjects when evaluating 
if targeted advertising has legal or similarly significant effects on individual rights (see 
paragraph 6.3). Applying the recommendation of the Art29WP to IPHAs’ profiling means re-
aligning the norms existing within the private sphere (from which the personal data are 
harvested) with the norms existing in the context of profiling. It forces those controllers that 
make use of profiling to mitigate the normativeness of mathematical and statistical rules with 
the expectations existing in the home, acting on the decontextualization of the home itself. 
 
The approach of the GDPR and of the Art29WP does not completely address the issues 
connected to the decontextualization of the home and the deriving dissonance of 
expectations. However, it creates open legal provisions which can be filled by judges, Data 
Subjects, controllers, or national authorities and DPAs with the necessary factual and even 
subjective circumstances that are necessary to understand the home as a socio-legal reality. 
It opens the way to the possibility of a reintroduction of the nuances and meta-legal aspects 
of the attributes of the home.  
 
Interdependent Privacy.  
Following the insertion of the private sphere in a network: 

- The individuals profiled, the links among the nodes in the groups, and the entire 
network formed by the profiles can at the same time influence and be influenced by 
the other components. This unveils a collective and interdependent dimension of the 
private sphere, expanding the definition of interdependent privacy.  

- Possible undesired consequences can be addressed intervening on the entire 
aggregated network (e.g. the advertising industry), certain profiling activities (e.g. 
prohibiting or limiting profiles based on certain features, such as race, or sexual 
preference), or connections (e.g. limiting the use of inferred data, avoiding the 
combination of profiling for medical reason with, for example, marketing reasons).   

The conceptual framework shows the interdependence of individuals with the profiles they 
are associated with. This interdependence generated by profiling can have two 
consequences.  
One is that the collective and interdependent dimension of the aggregation generates a 
collective and interdependent dimension of privacy itself. The private sphere of an individual 
is connected to the private sphere of the other individuals belonging to the same profile. 
Actions carried out by individuals, each represented by a node in a network, can affect the 
other nodes, the other individuals. In this sense, the definition of interdependent privacy can 
be expanded as to include also the interdependence created by profiling. Usually, the term 
interdependent privacy is used with regard to shared networks, access points, vulnerabilities 
that affect multiple users, or personal data shared among various individuals (as is the case 
with DNA and genetic data). I believe that profiling adds to those meanings also the case of 
attributes of a profile influenced by the individuals associated with it, and the ‘ripple effect’ 
it can have on the other individuals belonging to the same profile.  
This interdependence is recognized by the Art29WP that, in interpreting art. 22, has clearly 
stated that its provision should apply not only when the automated decision and profiling are 
based on the personal data of an individual, but also on the data of other subjects belonging 
to the same category:  
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“Processing that might have little impact on individuals generally may in fact 
have a significant effect for certain groups of society, such as minority groups 
or vulnerable adults. For example, someone known or likely to be in financial 
difficulties who is regularly targeted with adverts for high interest loans may 
sign up for these offers and potentially incur further debt. 
Automated decision-making that results in differential pricing based on 
personal data or personal characteristics could also have a significant effect if, 
for example, prohibitively high prices effectively bar someone from certain 
goods or services. 
Similarly significant effects could also be triggered by the actions of individuals 
other than the one to which the automated decision relates. An illustration of 
this is given below”807.  

 
The other consequence is, on the opposite, left unaddressed by art. 22 GDPR or the Art29WP. 
As highlighted in paragraph 6.3, while the article only focuses on single decisions generating 
legal or similarly significant effects, one possibility is not considered: that prejudicial effects 
might derive from the cumulation of a high number of micro-decisions and/or based on the 
profiling made by IPHAs (their producers and their business partners).  
This is a friction between the law and profiling that now, with the reality of the IPHAs 
ecosystem in the home acting as a catalyst, might grow of significance. The staggering amount 
of profiling and/or micro-decisions, together with the pervasiveness of IoT and AI 
technologies and the blurring of the online/offline boundary can exacerbate the risks to 
individuals and their rights. Currently, it does not appear that the friction can be easily 
reconciled, although the abovementioned Uber case could offer the occasion to ignite the 
discussion on this unexplored aspect of profiling. As anticipated above, I believe this open 
question to be an important result of my research. At the end of this chapter, I have dedicated 
an additional reflection to this and other unaddressed issues that deserve a broader analysis, 
beyond the perspective offered by data protection alone, and represent future research 
possibilities branching from this work.  
 
7.4 Third Intersection: Voice-Based Social Actors and the GDPR/ePR 
 

 
 

 
807 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721). 

•IPHAs as Social Actors (high level persuasion)

•Ethopoeia (Vocal Interaction)

•System of triggers and rewards (Hook's theory)

•IPHAs as mediators of reality (moral values attributes to the environment 
and others)

Voice-Based Social Actors

•Owners as controllers

•Unsolicited Communications
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The third element highlighted by the conceptual framework touches upon the home and the 
private sphere indirectly, and has as a starting point IPHAs and their role as mediators of the 
construction of reality. For this reason, it has been named Voice-Based Social Actors, to 
indicate what is the role assumed by IPHAs vis-à-vis the individuals using them.  
Behavioural design has guided designers and producers to make IPHAs Social Actors, that is, 
highly persuasive technologies. The way in which persuasion works is through social cues, that 
can be embedded into design in the form of language used, tone of voice and way of speaking, 
personality-building traits, cues that give the user the impression of similarity or of belonging 
to similar groups, cues triggering instinctual reactions in the user, such as the tendency to 
reciprocate favors or having a positive predisposition when praised, and so on. Factors such 
as Internet connection, personalisation, voice interaction, ubiquity, all enhance the credibility 
and reliability of a product, increasing the influence it can exercise on the users.  
As suggested by Eyal’s Hooks theory, the persuasion effort is directed at engaging the user to 
use the device repeatedly, return to it, and also contribute to it by giving something. In the 
case of IPHAs, the contribution consists mostly of personal data and, at least in the case of 
Alexa, probably also online purchases (based on their assumed business models). The 
behavioural design techniques embedded in IPHAs trigger the datafication loop discussed in 
paragraph 2.3 above.  
Furthermore, Nass’s concept of ethopoeia, the tendency to assign intention to computers 
based on a narrow set of attributes (such as the voice interaction), and his research on the 
(low) threshold necessary for individuals to develop an anthropomorphizing mechanism vis-
à-vis computers, point in the direction of an enhanced capability of persuasion by IPHAs 
thanks to their impressive voice skills. The main lessons that emerge from conceptualizing the 
way in which IPHAs, as Voice-Based Social Actors, interact with the private sphere, are: 

- IPHAs are designed to persuade users to use them and carry out certain behaviours: 
they are Social Actors with enhanced persuasion skills due to, among others, their 
vocal interaction (Voice-Based Social Actors). 

- As Voice-Based Social Actors, IPHAs can have a high level of persuasion on several 
aspects of our daily lives (since they are also designed to carry out several tasks and 
have a wide range of capabilities). 

- Embedding Voice-Based Social Actors inside the very design and physical structure of 
the home, through the network of interconnected IoT devices, changes the attributes 
of the home. This, in turn, affects the private sphere and the identity of the individuals 
inhabiting it. Statistics and research concerning the habits of the users of the main 
IPHA models confirm that some changes in the behaviour already occurred, especially 
in the more frequent and intense users.  

- A glimpse into how this change can occur is given by the philosophical theory of 
mediation of technology. Technologies co-shape how values are ascribed to reality by 
individuals (either involuntarily or voluntarily). They operate at moral level. 
Consequently, technology mediates not only the relationships between humans and 
technology, but also the relationships among humans.  

- IPHAs mediate the way in which individuals ascribe value to their privateness and their 
homes. However IPHAs, like any technology, carry within them the values and 
interests of the companies that design, develop, and produce them. This circumstance 
translates into an insertion of corporate and business values within the moral 
interpretation of the private sphere of individuals.  
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The change in moral attribution operates at a level that is difficult to identify from a regulatory 
perspective, due to its subjective dimension; it is difficult to quantify.  
While the impact of a new technology on the values ascribed to reality and on the agency of 
individuals is usually ‘soft’, eventually it emerges through wider, more visible clashes and 
conflicts. The technological mediation can have a spill-over on the relationship between the 
individual and the community, due to a change in moral values.  
An example of this can be found, with regard to IPHAs, in the role of the owners vis-à-vis the 
personal data of their temporary guests. The owner, according to the GDPR, is first and 
foremost a Data Subject, whose personal data are being processed by the IPHA at every use. 
However, in the course of paragraph 5.5 I have highlighted how, depending on the 
interpretation of the provisions concerning control and the household exemption, owners 
might also assume the role of controllers of the personal data of their temporary guests 
processed by the IPHA. Here, we see how the IPHA mediates the relationship between two 
individuals, the owner and the temporary guest. This issue has just emerged in the public 
discourse after October 2019, when the Chief of Google Device affirmed he would probably 
disclose the presence of Google Home to a guest and ask for permission to use it in their 
presence.808  
 
This is a potential conflict that the regulator can address and already has in part. For IoT 
devices in general, the Art29WP has recommended to inform guests of the presence of IoT 
devices and ask for their permission.809 With regard to IPHAs, neither the European legislator, 
nor the CJEU or the EDPB have had the occasion to regulate the issue. Whether or not the 
owners of IPHAs are controllers vis-à-vis their guests is a potential source of intense conflict. 
It can affect individuals deeply, both in their rights and in their relationships.  
It can also affect the companies involved, due to possible chilling effects to the sales of IPHAs 
deriving from it. Now that the mediation of moral values by the IPHAs has emerged in a 
quantified fashion, a regulatory intervention becomes necessary to limit the damages 
deriving from possible different values manifesting within the society. A suggestion in this 
sense is proposed at the end of this chapter, in the “Practical Consideration 1”.  
 
Another example of the mediation of reality operated by IPHAs can be found in the 
abovementioned issue with unsolicited communications. In this case, too, we can observe a 
potential conflict emerging. As explained in paragraph 5.6, the provisions concerning 
unsolicited communications currently in force (ePD, art. 16) are intended for spam emails or 
robocalls. In the ePR, the general definition of unsolicited communications refers to “live 
speech” which, however, does not solve the doubts concerning IPHAs. Especially in the case 
of Google Duplex, for instance, the moral values ascribed to human voice, human speech, or 
live speech might be deeply affected. An initial clash has already been observed, following the 
presentation to the general public of Google Duplex in 2018.810 The uncannily realistic 
experiment of Google Duplex placing calls to a restaurant and a hairdresser caused a negative 
reaction of the general public, which prompted Google to disclose at the beginning of each 

 
808 Kelion (n 597). 
809 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 08/2014 on the on Recent Developments on the Internet of Things (WP 

223)’ (n 596). 
810 Leviathan Yaniv and Mathias Yossi, ‘Google Duplex: An AI System for Accomplishing Real-World Tasks Over 

the Phone’ (Google AI Blog, 8 May 2018) <http://ai.googleblog.com/2018/05/duplex-ai-system-for-natural-

conversation.html> accessed 16 January 2020. 
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call whether it is being placed and carried out by a software (at least in most cases).811 At this 
stage, the conflict has been resolved by social pressure, with the introduction of self-
regulation. The more IPHAs adopt software like Duplex, the more chances that conflicts might 
emerge (at least in initial stages of adoption), especially if these capabilities are used for 
marketing purposes and become invasive. A regulatory intervention from the EU legislator or 
the EDPB might become more and more necessary. A suggestion in this sense is also proposed 
in the “Practical Consideration 3” paragraph at the end of this chapter. 
 
For the most part, the issues connected to the persuasive and addictive capability of IPHAs 
(and of other technologies and products such as apps and social media platforms) are still left 
unaddressed by the regulator. With IPHAs, in particular, possible frictions derive from the 
interferences with the agency of their users. This occurs thanks to the ‘hooking’ mechanisms 
that prompts addiction and, consequently, intensifies the Passive Sharing of the personal data 
of users.  
More in general, the risk of persuasion or even of manipulation is very high with IPHAs, due 
to the abovementioned ethopoeia and behavioural design, and could interest any aspect of 
the reality of individuals, from their shopping list to politics812, from the meaning of privacy 
to the attribution of identity.  
 
Let’s take as an example news consumption via IPHAs. Both Amazon Alexa and Google 
Assistant offer a news service, through which they provide a briefing of the main news.  
In the case of Assistant, users can choose between two modalities: one in which they handpick 
the news outlets from which Assistant will take the latest updates and recite them; another 
one, called Your News Update, in which an algorithm selects relevant news based on the 
interests of the user from a range of outlets that partner with Google (much like Google news 
updates on a smartphone). The two cannot be combined, so users need to choose either one 
or the other.813  
Alexa, instead, combines the two systems used by Google, offering news that are both 
algorithmically personalized on the user’s preferences, but also include those outlets 
handpicked by the user (at least ‘when possible’, according to Amazon)814.  
 
Both systems raise questions in terms of autonomy and agency of individuals, but also with 
regard to credibility and reliability of the responses given by the IPHAs.  

 
811 Natt Garun, ‘A Quarter of Google Duplex Calls Are Actually Placed by Humans’ (The Verge, 22 May 2019) 

<https://www.theverge.com/2019/5/22/18636138/google-duplex-human-callers-25-percent-ai-restaurant-
booking> accessed 13 January 2020. 
812 Although Amazon denies it (see ‘Alexa, Tell Me about the Election’ (US Day One Blog, 18 September 2019) 

<https://blog.aboutamazon.com/devices/alexa-tell-me-about-the-election> accessed 9 July 2020. ), some 

political opinions or tendencies emerge from the answers given by IPHAs. See the research carried out by 

Christopher Ojeda, ‘The Political Responses of Virtual Assistants’ [2019] Social Science Computer Review.  
813 Liz Gannes, ‘Hey Google, Play Me the News - Your News Update Service’ (Google Blog - The Keyboard, 19 

November 2019) <https://www.blog.google/products/news/your-news-update/>; Dieter Bohn, ‘Google Is 
Putting an Algorithmic Audio News Feed on Its Assistant’ (The Verge, 19 November 2019) 

<https://www.theverge.com/2019/11/19/20972336/google-assistant-audio-news-feed-algorithm> accessed 

22 October 2020. 
814 When it is possible and when it isn’t is not specified by Amazon. See ‘Alexa, Tell Me about the Election’ (n 

812). 
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The algorithm selects the news based on the inferred preferences of users, but also based on 
which outlets are partners of Amazon and Google.  
This is an opaque mechanism of news selection that risks reinforcing filter-bubbles and echo 
chambers by flattening the news consumption on the preferences of users. At the same time, 
the algorithm mediates the news consumption, inserting the interests of Amazon and Google 
(and of their business partners) inside the private sphere of the users. It has been pointed 
out, for instance, how Alexa recurs predominantly to two outlets, Reuters and The 
Washington Post815 (this latter owned by a subsidiary controlled by the owner of Amazon). In 
the U.S.A., in concomitance with the midterm and presidential elections, it had been pointed 
out how Amazon Echo Show, the Alexa-embedding device of the Echo family that also has a 
display, was not displaying suggestions that were explicitly and directly discussing political 
news (the elections, the parties, or the nomination of a Supreme Judge), but was however 
prompting users to check out news suggestions that were political in nature (news on climate 
change, urbanization, poverty, discrimination).816 The company addressed the elections and 
information, inviting users to make use of the news briefing function and to inquire about 
elections and candidates using Alexa. The company also affirmed:  

“Alexa is an objective source for elections information. We aim to provide the 
most relevant, accurate, and timely information about elections and 
candidates. We federate across hundreds of information sources, and we 
collaborate with nonpartisan organizations to provide customers with 
information on polls, ballots, results and more. Alexa herself does not have 
opinions on politics or candidates”817 [emphasis in original]. 
 

While this statement is confirmed by the fact that directly asking Alexa its political preferences 
receives a deflective answer (see figure below), and that no explicit endorsement emerges 
from the new briefing, indirectly the choice of news topics and outlets (e.g. climate change, 
The Washington Post), as well as initiatives like the possibility to donate to the campaigns of 
candidates giving a vocal command to Alexa818 have an underlying political stance.  
 

 
815 Henry K Dambanemuya and Nicholas Diakopoulos, ‘"Alexa, What Is Going on with the Impeachment?’’ 

Evaluating Smart Speakers for News Quality.’ (2020). 
816 ‘Alexa Talks Politics, but Avoids Republicans, Democrats, and Trump’ (VentureBeat, 6 November 2018) 
<https://venturebeat.com/2018/11/06/alexa-talks-politics-but-avoids-republicans-democrats-and-trump/> 

accessed 22 October 2020. 
817 The Amazon Blog: Day One, ‘Alexa, Tell Me about the Election’ (The Amazon Blog: Day One, 18 September 

2019) <https://blog.aboutamazon.com/devices/alexa-tell-me-about-the-election> accessed 22 October 2020. 
818 ibid. 
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Figure 7.4: the table reports the most common answers concerning politics given by the main IPHAs.819 

 
Furthermore, some of the deflecting responses do show a precise position concerning the 
company and its role (“When it comes to politics, I support good platforms, like myself”820), a 
position that inevitably has political implications. Similarly, Google’s algorithm for news 
selection (on both Google Search engine and Google Assistant) has also been accused of 
displaying results based on political biases, although the company denies it (without providing 
any insight on how the algorithm selects and displays the news).821 
 
These replies by an IPHA, repeated times and times again, together with the fact that users 
can be persuaded by them as if they were their peers, can give life to significant risks in terms 
of attribution of moral values to reality (for example convincing users that Alexa is a “good 
platform”, an ambiguous and unclear statement especially if made in connection with a 
politically oriented question) and of loss of autonomy.  
 

 
819 Ojeda (n 812) 35. 
820 Ojeda (n 812). 
821 ‘Google Chief Denies Political Bias Claims’ BBC News (11 December 2018) 

<https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-46521887> accessed 22 October 2020. 
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This role as Voice Based Social Actor, in the case of news consumption, also comes with a 
price. First, Amazon is very careful in specifying it is not a news editor822, notwithstanding 
they compile and offer news services. This is to avoid having to be subject to the regulations 
applying to news services and editors, including possible enforced liability regimes. This is also 
important for Amazon in the light of the fact that the provision of news, both via the news 
brief service and upon request of users, is flawed by inaccuracy. Approximately 60% of the 
news recited by Alexa does not specify a source, which makes their reliability unverifiable.823 
Furthermore, responses concerning sports or more facetious topics appear to match reality 
more than those concerning politics, and the level of accuracy of the responses varies widely 
based on the syntaxis of the question, that is, on how the command is asked by the user.824 
In addition to that, Alexa has shown significant biases in understanding and recognizing 
dialects, languages, and slang variations typical of minorities, which risks to further increase 
inaccuracy when delivering news-related responses.825 
 
Similar doubts also subsist with regard to marketing and product purchasing, in particular in 
the case of the abovementioned Amazon Echo Show. The device prompts users to act, for 
example by suggesting them to play a song, search for a trivia-like notion, listen to the news, 
or check out possible products to purchase. The prompt takes the form of a pop-up message 
at the bottom of the display starting with “Try: ...” (see picture below).  
 

 
Figure 7.4bis: An example of Amazon Echo Show ‘try’ prompt.826 

 

 
822 The Amazon Blog: Day One (n 817). 
823 Dambanemuya and Diakopoulos (n 815). 
824 ibid. 
825 Lanna Lima and others, ‘Empirical Analysis of Bias in Voice-Based Personal Assistants’, Companion 
Proceedings of The 2019 World Wide Web Conference (Association for Computing Machinery 2019) 

<https://doi.org/10.1145/3308560.3317597> accessed 22 October 2020. 
826 ‘Amazon Echo Show 5 Review: A Smart Display Hidden in a Clock’ (Digital Trends, 3 October 2020) 

<https://www.digitaltrends.com/smart-home-reviews/amazon-echo-show-5-review/> accessed 22 October 

2020. 
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In some cases, the suggestion can say to listen to a new released song by an artist whose label 
has a business relationship with Amazon. In other cases, it can say to check out top-ranked 
products sold on the Amazon webshop.827  
It is impossible to ignore the consistency between Nyal’s trigger stage of the Hooks theory 
and these prompts. The prompts aim at triggering a habit-forming consumption and at 
stimulating users to give their own contribution, in line with the business interests of the 
producer of the IPHA.  
In the light of the above, what these suggestions should also prompt at least at societal level 
– is a broad discussion on the agency and autonomy of the users. While the persuasiveness 
of IPHAs can be an enabling factor for users (for instance by working as a virtual coach828 or 
as a tool to do homeworks), the marketing applications appear worrisome, as companies are 
already looking into strategies to exploit the emotional connection IPHAs create with users, 
and their habit-forming and persuasive capabilities.829 These issues might be at the core of a 
revolution of the mutual shaping of society, technology, and law. Agency and autonomy are 
concepts difficult to define, but nonetheless at the core of the existing Western legal 
tradition; the role of technology and possible interferences with agency and autonomy 
represents an important aspect to be carefully evaluated. Nevertheless, this issue remains 
unaddressed by the GDPR and appears difficult to regulate with the law. For this reason, I put 
this issue at the centre of the open reflection about the unanswered questions that emerged 
from my research, which closes this chapter.  
 
7.5 Practical considerations: proposing solutions 
Throughout the legal analysis, some doubts have emerged about how the GDPR and e-Privacy 
Regulation apply to IPHAs. In some cases, it has been discussed how the two regulations could 
be interpreted and implemented. Oftentimes, these doubts also concerned how the GDPR 
and e-Privacy Regulation could intervene on some of the effects that IPHAs have on the 
attributes of the home. Below, I offer my answers to those doubts.  
 
The starting point from which I developed these answers is the role of the GDPR (and, in 
connection with it, of the e-Privacy Regulation). It has been explained that underlying the 
GDPR is the idea that “The processing of personal data should be designed to serve mankind” 
(GDPR, Recital (4)), and that the right to the protection of personal data should be balanced 
with other fundamental rights, which include, among others, commercial and research 
activities. The GDPR, therefore, aims at making data processing possible, in order to foster 
the European internal market, in a way that is safe and advantageous for individuals as well.  

 
827 ‘Alexa Talks Politics, but Avoids Republicans, Democrats, and Trump’ (n 816). 
828 Jinping Wang and others, ‘Alexa as Coach: Leveraging Smart Speakers to Build Social Agents That Reduce 

Public Speaking Anxiety’, Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems 

(Association for Computing Machinery 2020). 
829 Katherine Taken Smith, ‘Marketing via Smart Speakers: What Should Alexa Say?’ (2020) 28 Journal of 

Strategic Marketing 350; Mindshare and J Walter Thompson Innovation Group, ‘Voice Technology Drives 
Greater Emotional Connection With Brands, According to Mindshare Futures and J. Walter Thompson 

Innovation Group’ <https://www.prnewswire.co.uk/news-releases/voice-technology-drives-greater-

emotional-connection-with-brands-according-to-mindshare-futures-and-j-618353153.html> accessed 30 

September 2020; Irene Lopatovska and others, ‘Talk to Me: Exploring User Interactions with the Amazon Alexa’ 

(2019) 51 Journal of Librarianship and Information Science 984. 
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From the legal analysis of Part II, it emerges that currently the tools offered by the GDPR (and 
e-Privacy Regulation) are relevant for keeping the data processing carried out in the context 
of IPHAs non-harmful and in line with the values and fundamental rights established at 
European level.    
Some aspects connected to the interaction of IPHAs and the private sphere are already 
partially addressed by the GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation. There are provisions already in 
place that mitigate undesired effects and limit the possibility of unlawful or harmful data 
processing in the context of IPHAs too. In some cases, social norms are also already 
developing, which can support regulating those nuances that would be harder to tackle only 
with the law.  
 
In simpler words, IPHAs do not render the GDPR obsolete or inadequate. For the most part, 
the principles and provisions of the GDPR remain relevant when applied to IPHAs. Since, 
however, the GDPR is designed as technologically neutral, some specific adjustments might 
be necessary when translating the provisions of the GDPR to the reality of IPHAs. Similar 
adjustments have also happened before for other technologies or industries, for instance in 
the form of Article 29 Working Party or EDPB guidelines, through the CJEU case-law, or at the 
level of sector-specific standards or guidelines.  
 
Based on the results of my exploration into the legal regime and into the attributes of the 
private sphere (and the home), I developed five suggestions about how the GDPR can be 
adjusted to the challenges posed by IPHAs.  
 
The findings of Part I and Part II allowed me to look for holistic solutions that are rooted into 
multiple disciplines. The GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation offer an already well-defined context, 
in line with their role as legal tools to protect the informational dimension of the private 
sphere of individuals. The three elements of the conceptual framework enrich the benchmark 
of the GDPR provisions: from them, aspects emerge that need to be included in the 
elaboration of legal solutions to truly adjust the GDPR (and e-Privacy Regulation) to how the 
technology interacts with the socio-cultural context of the private sphere.  
The resulting suggestions will hopefully go in the direction of making IPHAs “serve mankind” 
not only as personal assistants in the home, but also with a safer and less harmful data 
processing.  
 
1. Owners of IPHAS should not be considered controllers vis-à-vis the personal data of their 

guests830 
 
The CJEU and the EDPB play an important role in offering guidance on the interpretation and 
application of the GDPR. In adhering to this role, they can put forward an interpretation of 
the GDPR provisions concerning control that does not make owners of IPHAs controllers vis-
à-vis their guests’ personal data (unless specific circumstances occur that imply a commercial 
use of the personal data of their guests). 
 
As anticipated in paragraph 5.5, the owner of an IPHA could be considered, besides a Data 
Subject, also a controller (either separate or joint with others) vis-à-vis guests or other people 

 
830 Please note that this paragraph contains passages taken from Conca (n 593). 
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temporarily in the house. The interpretation of the requisites of control (over the means and 
purposes), as well as the applicability of the household exemption must be considered in 
order to establish that the owner is a controller. 
 
Based on an extensive interpreta}on, the choice of having and using IPHAs per se can 
cons}tute control over the means through which the data are collected (although likely non-
essen}al means). The choice of which app to ac}vate might also cons}tute control over the 
purposes for which the collec}on is carried out.  
The ques}on suggested by the EDPB: “Why does this processing take place?”831 might be 
answered by saying that the processing takes place because the owners ac}vated their IPHAs. 
 
This extensive interpreta}on of the defini}on of controller in the case of owners of IPHAs 
should be rejected, based on the actual power that the owners have on the processing carried 
out by IPHAs.  
 
The premise, highlighted by both the CJEU and the EDPB, is that the factual condi}ons of the 
processing are used to iden}fy the controller, and that the controller shall have a tangible 
impact on the determina}on of the purposes and means of the processing.  
Based on this premise, the impossibility of individuals to nego}ate or affect any aspect of the 
service or product should point in the direc}on of excluding control. The tangible impact on 
the processing, necessary to qualify the controller, cannot be deemed to be all enclosed in 
the mere choice of not walking away from a service or product (which, in many cases, comes 
with significant social and peer pressure).832 
This inbalance between producers and developers of IPHAs (and their apps) and users is even 
bigger in the case of non-professional individuals.  
 
In the WirtschaÄsakademie and Fashion ID cases, the CJEU has affirmed that the lack of power 
of individuals vis-à-vis the providers or producers does not exclude control (see paragraph 5.5 
above). This affirma}on was made in the context of those two specific cases, but it shall not 
be interpreted as a general principle.833 That would be a dangerous posi}on, as it would open 
the way to its applica}on to other cases in which there is a power imbalance between 
poten}al controllers. 
To jus}fy this extensive interpreta}on, the late Advocate General Bot affirmed that holding 
more subjects liable can have a posi}ve ripple effect on big providers and producers. It could 
push them to a more careful compliance with the GDPR.834 I don’t find this jus}fica}on very 
convincing. Besides being unsupported, it also fails to consider how holding mul}ple actors 
liable fragments the liability of these primary controllers. Considera}ons concerning the 
connec}on between effec}ve decisional power and responsibility, which are already being 
discussed extensively with regard to consent in the GDPR, should be part of the discussion 
with regard to control too. It is, in this sense, comfor}ng that a more moderate posi}on was 
taken by Advocate General Bobek in the context of the Fashion ID case, highligh}ng that 

 
831 ‘EDPB Guidelines 07/2020 on the Concepts of Controller and Processor in the GDPR’ (n 598) para 19. 
832 Anabel Quan-Haase, Alyson L. Young, ‘Uses and Gratifications of Social Media: A Comparison of Facebook 

and Instant Messaging’ (2010) 30(5) Bulletin of Science, Technology & Society, 357. 
833 Christopher Millard, ‘At This Rate, Everyone Will Be a [Joint] Controller of Personal Data!’ (2019) 9 

International Data Privacy Law 217. 
834 Wirtschaftsakademie, Opinion of AG Bot, para 74. 
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aÇribu}ng responsibility to a subject that is not in control of the processing would be unjust, 
and would not help the Data Subject: “Making everyone responsible means that no-one will 
in fact be responsible. Or rather, the one party that should have been held responsible for a 
certain course of ac}on, the one actually exercising control, is likely to hide behind all those 
others nominally ‘co-responsible’, with effec}ve protec}on likely to be significantly 
diluted.”835  
 
According to Advocate General Bobek, in fact, if the alleged co-controller does not have any 
actual control over the processing, the Data Subject cannot see his/her rights enforced. If, for 
instance, the Data Subjects exercises the right of access against a controller without actual 
control, this laÇer will not possibly be in the posi}on to provide the Data Subject with his/her 
personal data.836 The data are stored by Amazon, Apple, Google, or the producer of an IPHA 
in general. 
If we consider the posi}on of an individual owning an IPHA, the inbalance of power vis-à-vis 
the producers and providers becomes even more significant. Interpre}ng in an extensive 
manner the requirement for control would result in deeming the owners of said devices 
controllers together with companies such as Amazon or Google with regard to guests 
(equa}ng owning a product to being ‘facilitators’).  
It would mean ignoring important factual circumstances, such as the fact that average users 
might not even fully understand the func}oning of the IPHA. They are Data Subjects, and 
would find themselves projected in a role that affirms them in control, while in reality they 
do not have any power vis-à-vis the companies providing the devices and the soÄware. In the 
words of Advocate General Bobek: “no good (interpreta}on of the) law should reach a result 
in which the obliga}ons provided therein cannot actually be carried out by its addressees.”837  
 
The Art. 29 Working Party has also held in the past, with regard to owners of Internet of Things 
devices, a more moderate posi}on. In its Opinion on the maÇer, in fact, aÄer having 
considered the privacy and Data Protec}on implica}ons of the IoT, the Working Party 
concluded that: “Users of IoT devices should inform non-user data subjects whose data are 
collected of the presence of IoT devices and the type of collected data. They should also 
respect the data subject’s preference not to have their data collected by the device.”838 The 
solu}on advanced by the Art29WP leaves more on social norms and less on a strict applica}on 
of the GDPR.  
 

 
835 Case C-40/17 Opinion of AG Bobek, para 92.   
836 Ibid., para. 84. It shall be pointed out that AG Bobek overall did not exclude the existence of joint-control 

for the specific case of Fashion-ID. In its final decision the Court, following the path of the Wirtschaftsakademie 

decision, confirmed that Fashion ID is joint-controller together with Facebook, but only for the initial stage of 

the processing. 
837 Case C-40/17 Opinion of AG Bobek, para 93. See also Lon L Fuller, The Morality of Law (Rev ed, 15 print, 

Yale Univ Press 1978).  
838 Art. 29 Data Protection Working Party Opinion 8/2014 on Recent Developments on the Internet of Things, 

[2014] [14/EN, WP 223]. This is also the position of Google, which on the website entirely dedicated to Google 

Home expressly recommends owners to inform their guests of the presence of the device and make avail of 

the mute button ‘Guests & Google Home’ (Google Nest Help) 

https://support.google.com/googlenest/answer/7177221?hl=en (accessed 26 June 2019). 
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The paradoxical nature of this situa}on emerges more clearly if we draw a parallel with 
another ins}tute of the law that is oÄen associated with Data Protec}on: product liability.839 
Imagine individual A being sued by another individual, named B, based on product liability. B 
has been damaged by A’s domes}c appliance, while B was a guest at A’s house. Let’s exclude 
that A has misused the domes}c appliance, since the damage was en}rely caused by a fault 
in the product. Within the regime of product liability such claim would have no basis, as it 
would not be enough that A, by buying and using the product, acted as an enabler or a 
facilitator of the damage. Why would, then, this reasoning be applied in the case of data 
processing by another, very evolved, form of domes}c appliance?  
Finally, it shall be considered that in the rela}onship between the owner of IPHAs and the 
guest, in the case of damages deriving to this laÇer from the ac}ons or func}oning of the 
device, other legal protec}ons s}ll apply, therefore not leaving the damaged subject without 
remedies.840 In other words, the system of the law already has it covered, at least with regard 
to the remedies for damages.841  
 
Regardless of the qualifica}on of the owner as controller, it has been pointed out how the 
qualifica}on of online and Social Network ac}vi}es as purely personal or domes}c, as well as 
the posi}oning within the domes}c environment, make it reasonable to apply the household 
exemp}on in most cases. However, circumstances such as the openness of the Social Network 
profile, the number of contacts the owner has on a Social Network, or possible commercial, 
poli}cal or charitable purposes, might exclude the applica}on of the household exemp}on. 
Similarly, if some of the sensors of the IPHA collect data from outside of the house, from 
public spaces or spaces belonging to other individuals (such as the neighbors), the household 

 
839 I acknowledge that, while the product liability regime falls entirely within private law, Data Protection 
inherently possesses a double nature of both fundamental rights law and private law, as abundantly debated by 

privacy and data protection scholars in the past two decades. I believe, however, that the peculiar double nature 

of Data Protection does not render a parallel with consumer protection invalid; on the contrary, it makes such 

parallel possible due to the fact that both regimes can be used as tools to protect a weak party in a bi- or multi-

lateral legal transaction and are deployed to regulate horizontal asymmetrical relations (even though the fact 

that Data Protection insists on a fundamental right makes it apt to be deployed in vertical relations too). As an 

example, a comparison between Data Protection and institutes of private law (including product liability) has 
been carried out by M. Paun in ‘Legal Protection in Consumer Financial Services: Source of inspiration for data 

protection?’ (Amsterdam Privacy Conference, Amsterdam, 5-7 October 2018). It could be argued that, unlike 

product liability, the processing of personal data creates risks for the fundamental rights of individuals, which 

could be reason enough to grant a strong protection via an extensive interpretation of the role of the controller. 

Considering, however, that product liability is a tool created having as a starting point situations in which 

individuals are damaged in their possession or even in their bodily integrity, the underlying and implicit 

protected interests appear in both data protection and product liability of great importance.  
840 For instance, tort/extra-contractual liability or even criminal law, as stated by the Art. 29 Working Party for 

the case of damages deriving from Social Networking activities. See Opinion 5/2009, pp. 6-7.  
841 In this regard it shall be noted how the regime of joint and several responsibility of GDPR’s joint-control might 

appear to offer an easy point of contact to a data subject. By activating the remedies vis-à-vis the owner of 

IPHAs, a data subject might appear to have an advantage: starting a procedure in a familiar language, in one’s 

own country. This, however, is valid in any case, since Art. 77 GDPR gives data subjects the right to start a 

procedure before the Data Protection Authority of the country they belong to, or the country of habitual 
residence, or in which the workplace is located, or where the violation of the rights has occurred, in the official 

language of said country. Indeed, I acknowledge that the procedure would then be not against a faceless 

company but against an individual. I don’t believe this is a reason good enough to burden individual data 

controllers who own and use IPHAs but, as I explain in the text, have limited to no control over its functioning, 

with a responsibility so big as the one of data controllers.  
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exemp}on would likely not apply. This posi}on concerning Social Networks and the public 
nature of the ac}vi}es of their users also raises some doubts.  
In evalua}ng whether an ac}on is carried out in a public or private context, in fact, the ECtHR 
has oÄen referred not only to the placement (public or private space), but also to the very 
nature of the ac}vity.842  
Contrary to the ECtHR, the CJEU disregards this element with regard to Social Networks, a 
context which is already difficult to define as public or private. The conceptual reconstruc}on 
of these online plaÉorms as similar to a physical loca}on is followed by the categoriza}on of 
open profiles as public. This appears conceptually flawed, and has as a consequence that the 
nature of the ac}vi}es performed by the users seems to be completely disregarded.  
If, on the contrary, the nature of the ac}vity is considered, their characteriza}on as private 
appears more likely and more in line with how social norms commonly consider them.  
A recent case, brought before a Dutch lower court, shows the risks of considering individuals 
normally using Social Networks as controllers. The case concerned a grandmother puÖng 
pictures of her grandchildren on Facebook.843 The parents of the children asked for an 
injunc}on to remove the pictures and required a fine for the grandmother, based on the 
GDPR. The Dutch lower court (at the end of a short and less in-depth proceeding, as this is 
the case with urgent injunc}ons) found that the household exemp}on did not apply, due to 
the fact that the grandmother had open accounts on the relevant Social Networks. The 
decision has given life to a debate in the general public, due to the fact that it helds an elderly 
woman, possibly not very technologically savvy, responsible as a controller.  
 
The mere considera}on of a virtual ‘space’ as public or private based on the number of 
contacts or poten}al interac}ons informs the Court’s decision. If, however, the nature of the 
ac}vi}es was taken into considera}on, then the circumstance that a grandmother shows off 
pictures of their grandchildren would be likely seen as a private or household ac}vity.  
This line of interpreta}on presents some risks, to the extent in which it conflates average 
users with producers and developers of highly technical products, making them all controllers.  
 
The case of the owner of IPHAs is, in this sense, a perfect example in which the role of 
(joint)controllers should be leÄ only for those actors within which lies the real and concrete 
decisional power concerning means and purposes, such as the producers and providers of the 
hardware and soÄware.  
 
2. The roles of controller and processor should be assigned to app developers, producers of 

compatible devices, and other parties (library developers, service providers, etc.) based 
on the fact that they take part to the processing in an integrated and interdependent 
way, not by fragmenting the processing into stages and phases. 

 

 
842 ECtHR, von Hannover v Germany (2005) 40 EHRR 1, paras 30, 95, 110.  
843 ‘Grandmother Ordered to Delete Facebook Photos under GDPR’ BBC News (21 May 2020) 

<https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52758787> accessed 21 October 2020. I believe it should be pointed 

out that this appears to be a case of family crisis in which a common action (putting pictures of grandchildren 

online) is brought to the extreme consequences, with the GDPR becoming a tool for one of the parties to 

escalate the conflict. It is not common that the GDPR is applied in such extreme contexts.  
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App developers, producers of compatible devices, and other service providers, are all liable 
as controllers or processors (depending on the contractual and de facto relationship among 
them).  
So far the CJEU, in order to identify controllers and processors, has divided the processing of 
personal data into different stages or phases. For each phase, the Court outlines who holds 
control over the purposes and means (as explained in paragraph 5.5 above). This strategy 
however presents downsides.844 The simplification and fragmentation of the processing 
operations into phases can lead to a loss of focus on the risks deriving to individuals from 
complex systems and interactions. Furthermore, the approach of the CJEU does not match 
the GDPR: the rights and duties and the roles established by the GDPR are not based on stages 
or phases. They are based on processing as a unitary concept. There is a risk of mismatch and, 
consequently, legal uncertainty. This reconstruction, in fact, can create gaps in the legal 
protection granted to Data Subjects, deriving from the difficulty to identify exactly a 
connection between the actual activities of each controller/processor and the violation of the 
GDPR (or the harms suffered by the Data Subjects).845 In case of significantly interoperable 
technologies, in fact, trying to divide into stages and identify separate sets of operations might 
not be possible, at least not in a way that is accurate and reflects the reality of the processing.  
 
This is a very concrete issue in the case of IPHAs. From a technology perspective, IPHAs 
components and functions are often designed in an interdependent manner. As explained in 
Chapter V above, apps and compatible devices are designed using a series of interconnected 
tools and services, all integrated together: APIs, Cloud storage, Cloud computing, external 
libraries, advertising and statistical services, and so on.  
This creates a complex landscape with several actors taking part to the processing of personal 
data, with purposes and means in part overlapping.  
 
This interdependence makes it difficult to divide the processing into phases or stages: as an 
example, consider that every vocal command is inputted in the IPHAs via speech-to-text 
conversion (under the control of Amazon or Google or the IPHA’s producer), the text is then 
scanned to find the commands that activate one or more apps (often developed by another 
party), which in turn might process data also for third-party library owners or advertising 
service providers (or data brokers, statistics service providers, etc.). The completion of the 
task is converted from text to speech, when necessary, and outputted by the IPHA or one of 
the interconnected devices passing though Amazon or Google again.  
Identifying all the different operations and their stages in such a complex structure might 
create a very fragmented and dispersive scenario. This would be further complicated by the 
circumstance that the same actor could be a controller and a processor at the same time, 
depending on how the stages of processing are identified: Amazon, for example, can be the 
controller for the vast majority of the operations that involve activating and using an Echo. At 
the same time, since it provides, embedded through its API, its own web services to the app 
developers, it acts as processor for them, for example with regard to Cloud storage.  

 
844 Paun Mara, ‘On the Way to Effective and Complete Protection (?): Some Remarks on Fashion ID’ [2020] 

Journal of European Consumer and Market Law 35. 
845 René Mahieu and Joris van Hoboken, ‘Fashion-ID: Introducing a Phase-Oriented Approach to Data 

Protection?’ (European Law Blog, 30 September 2019) <https://europeanlawblog.eu/2019/09/30/fashion-id-

introducing-a-phase-oriented-approach-to-data-protection/> accessed 9 July 2020. 
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The interdependence is, therefore, rooted in the very technology of IPHAs (voice interaction 
requiring speech-to-text conversion, proprietary API for more effective machine-to-machine 
or software communication). This also implies, however, that the producers of IPHAs have an 
overarching influence on how the entire ecosystem works, on the processing operations 
carried out by and through IPHAs. Under the domain of the producers, other third-parties 
operate. This means that the primary controller is always the producer of the IPHA.  
 
As an alternative to the phase approach, a different reconstruction can be made using the 
conceptual framework of Part I, and in particular the findings coming from Interdependent 
Privacy.  
Interdependent Privacy highlights a networked dimension in which the private spheres of 
individuals are grouped together based on profiling (carried out for different reasons and 
purposes, and by different actors). In this informational dimension, the nodes, their 
connections, and the network itself can influence each other. Certain effects generated by 
the network cannot be considered consequences of a specific node or component of the 
network: they are the result of the interaction of the profiles, the nodes, the entire network. 
In other words, some effects are a consequence of profiling regardless of which actor is 
appointed controller for a specific phase of the processing that originated the profiling.  
Applying this reasoning to IPHAs offers a better conceptual justification for the assignment of 
the roles of controller and producers to the parties involved in an integrated and 
interdependent processing. It does not necessarily change the result: the parties involved will 
still be considered (joint-) controllers just like they would be applying the CJEU’s phase 
approach (provided they have a tangible influence on the determination of the means and 
purposes of processing). However, based on the technological reality (processing operations 
strictly connected to each other) and on the conceptual reconstruction offered by 
Interdependent Privacy, the configuration of the responsibility is different. The main point of 
contact for the Data Subject becomes the producer of the IPHA, which acts almost as an 
‘umbrella’ controller. Under the umbrella of the producer/primary controller, the distribution 
of the respective responsibilities to the controllers and processors reflects the factual 
circumstances, including the actual control that other controllers have on the purposes and 
means of the processing, based on the limitations imposed contractually or technologically 
(via the API and its T&S), and based on the processing they carry out on their own.  
 
This reconstruction presents some advantages over the phase approach. It avoids splitting 
the processing in multiple phases and assigning each to one or more controller(s) and 
processor(s). It diminishes the fragmentation of the landscape, expanding the possibility of 
protection of the Data Subjects by creating a uniform, coherent conception of processing, 
more in line with the wording of the GDPR. In the context of processing, different actors are 
identified while they operate in an interdependent way, and the joint and severed liability is 
applied to them following the provisions of art. 26 GDPR. Finally, this reconstruction is more 
in line with the technological reality of IPHAs (and of other technologies and industries too) 
and avoids forcing legal fictions and reductions onto the existing technological ecosystem.   
 
3. Unsolicited communications carried out using IPHAs should be regulated under art. 16 of 

the e-Privacy Regulation. 
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Advertising that triggers IPHAs making them recite additional marketing communications, 
should be banned unless users can provide consent according to art. 16 ePR. The definition 
of robocall should include live conversations mimicking human speech carried out by and via 
IPHAs.  
 
Two main issues have been highlighted with regard to unsolicited communications and IPHAs: 
IPHAs being prompted to activate and broadcast advertising, and the definition of robocall 
and ‘live speech’ vis-à-vis Google Duplex and other forms of synthetic speech. The e-Privacy 
Regulation’s provisions concerning spam and robocalls should be interpreted as applicable to 
IPHAs. The inclusion of direct marketing practices carried out via IPHAs would also maintain 
the ePR relevant and applicable and avoid its early obsolescence once the Regulation is 
approved and enters into force.  
 

Spam via IPHAs  

In its current text, the application of art. 16 ePR to IPHAs gives life to uncertainty (see Chapter 
V).  
Direct marketing is defined as advertising directed to one or more identified or identifiable 
individuals (art. 4 ePR). If the identification element is interpreted strictly, the fact that the 
messages or sounds broadcasted via, for instance, radio or television, can activate IPHAs and 
make them recite advertisements might not fall within the application of art. 16 ePR.  
This would leave unregulated a form of communication that is functionally very similar to that 
of a spam e-mail and, especially from the perspective of the users, constitutes an invasive and 
unsolicited communication.  
 
As a consequence of the application of art. 16 ePR, all forms of advertising that imply the 
triggering of the IPHA and take place without the consent of the users shall be considered 
prohibited.846 This would likely create a situation in which advertising can be broadcasted by 
the producer of IPHAs, for example Amazon or Google, based on the consent given by the 
users, but third parties could not exploit the vocal interaction to trigger IPHAs unless they also 
obtain prior consent.  
I suggest that the application of art. 16 ePR to IPHAS is confirmed and clarified by the 
European regulator either through the issue of specific guidelines, or directly in the text of 
the ePR, at least in the context of the Recitals of the ePR itself, taking advantage of the fact 
that, at the time of writing, the ePR is still a work-in-progress.  
 

Direct marketing calls carried out by IPHAs 

With regard to robocalls, the lack of clarity concerning what constitutes ‘live speech’ and 
‘direct marketing voice-to-voice calls’ raises doubts concerning its application to IPHAs. 
 
The term ‘direct marketing voice-to-voice call’ could be stretched to include calls made by 
IPHAs, like the ones shown by Google so far: they occur without pre-recorded messages, and 
the two parties entertain an interactive, voice-based, conversation, all real-time.  

 
846 This recommendation is even more important in the light of the consolidated text approved in February 

2021 by the Council of the European Union, which refers to ‘specific end-users’ contacted at their address, 

telephone number, or other contact details.  
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Considering IPHAs at the same level of human-made marketing calls grants a wider protection 
to individuals thanks to the possibility of opting-out from receiving the calls via the inscription 
in a register of objections (a solution that is already implemented for human-made calls in 
many European countries)847.  
Alternatively, considering IPHAS equivalent to new types of robocalls would also guarantee a 
form of regulation to marketing calls placed via IPHAS, even though less ideal than the one 
above. Even without the possibility of instituting a register to opt-out, a baseline of protection 
would still be guaranteed by the provisions of art. 16(3) and (6), that apply to robocalls. 
In this way, IPHAS could only be used when the users give their consent. A set of information, 
established by art. 16(6), should be provided to users (a number at which users can contact 
the subject behind the call, the marketing nature of the call, the identity of the subject on 
whose behalf the call is made, how to withdraw consent; the call should also make use of a 
specific prefix to identify the marketing nature of the call).  
To this, however, the regulator should add the obligation to inform users of the fact that they 
are talking to a software (as it already happens with the Google Duplex pilot at the moment 
of writing). 
 
With regard to the modalities to implement the suggestion offered herein, the troubled 
legislative iter of the e-Privacy Regulation offers the European regulator a precious 
opportunity. As explained above with regard to spam, one option could be to issue special 
guidelines for the application of the e-Privacy Regulation to IPHAS once the Regulation is 
approved and entered into force. This option would have the advantage of not having to 
intervene on the text of the Regulation. It would also collect in one document multiple 
subjects and issues related to these devices and their relationship with the Regulation, 
offering (hopefully) clarity and consistency. Since, however, the timing for the approval and 
entry into force of the Regulation are still uncertain, this option might become viable only in 
the span of years. Meanwhile, the risks posed to the privacy of individuals would likely remain 
unaddressed.  
 
Ideally, unsolicited communications via IPHAS could be regulated within the text of the e-
Privacy Regulation itself: for a more comprehensive protection of individuals, the recitals of 
the e-Privacy Regulation can include a clear and explicit reference to calls carried out via any 
form of technology and, even more important, clarify the meaning of ‘live speech’. 
Alternatively, a daring experiment could be to intervene on the definition of ‘direct marketing 
voice-to-voice calls’, which could be modified as to include calls made via IPHAS. A possible 
new version of art. 4(3)(g) could read:  
 

“‘direct marketing voice-to-voice calls’ means calls carried out real time and 
interactively, either by humans or via software mimicking human speech, 
which do not entail the use of automated calling systems and communication 
systems”.  

 

 
847 European Parliament (Directorate-General for Internal Policies, Pol. Dept. C: Citizen’s rights and 

constitutional affairs) and others (n 673). 
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These proposals to modify the letter of article 16 ePR contain a bit of a provocative element. 
I realise that modifying an entire article in the face of a possible future use might be seen as 
extreme. However, they also prompt a reflection about the necessity to more proactive 
regulatory interventions in the face of a technology, like AI, that has a constant moving bar. 
Regardless of the possibility to modify art. 16, the suggestion to intervene at least at the level 
of the recitals remains, to dissipate the doubts concerning the regulation of direct marketing 
calls via IPHAS granting individuals a comprehensive protection – under the umbrella of the 
e-Privacy Regulation – from possible abuses of IPHAS and human-mimicking software for 
marketing purposes.   
 
4. GDPR art. 22’s prohibition of automated decisions and profiling should be interpreted as 

including a collective dimension of data protection, considering the effects that the 
profiling of other individuals can have on Data Subjects belonging to a certain 
group/category. 

 
I put forward an extensive interpretation of art. 22 GDPR, concerning the reconstruction of a 
collective dimension, recognising that profiling and/or automated decisions potentially affect 
individuals not only on the basis of their own personal data.  
 
The Art29WP, in elaborating on the criteria to evaluate ‘similarly significant effects’ of a 
specific form of profiling, targeted advertising, has already acknowledged a more collective 
dimension of data protection (see Chapter VI above).  
This collective dimension has been highlighted with regard to decisions that might not per se 
significantly affect individuals, but can have detrimental effects if those individuals belong to 
minorities or vulnerable groups (“someone known or likely to be in financial difficulties who 
is regularly targeted with adverts for high interest loans may sign up for these offers and 
potentially incur further debt”848).  
In addition to that, the Art29WP acknowledges that negative effects can derive from profiling 
based not only on data that are personal strictu sensu, but also on personal data of other 
individuals (“Similarly significant effects could also be triggered by the actions of individuals 
other than the one to which the automated decision relates”849).  
 
This approach of the Art29WP can find its conceptual justification in Interdependent Privacy. 
The dynamics existing in the informational matrix in which the home is inserted following 
profiling (see Chapter III) result in the mutual influencing of profiles, nodes, and the entire 
matrix. As a consequence, the profiling carried out on other nodes or groups(individuals or 
aggregated level) can affect how a certain Data Subject is profiled. Interdependent Privacy 
offers a conceptual and theoretical support to the position of the Art29WP not only with 
regard to targeted advertising, but other forms of automated decisions in general. It shows 
how this collective, interdependent aspect of data protection can be implemented by courts 
and DPAs when evaluating the effects of profiling on the rights of individuals under art. 22 
GDPR.  
 

 
848 Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on Automated Individual Decision-Making and Profiling for the 

Purposes of Regulation 2016/679 (WP 251rev.01)’ (n 721) 22.  
849 ibid. 
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5. Data Protection by Design applied to IPHAs should result into different degrees of local 
and Cloud computing:  IPHAs should be designed to provide different levels of local and 
Cloud processing, coordinating different levels of connectedness to different purposes  

 
IPHAs should not process everything automatically on Cloud. They should provide for a range 
of options for the users: from completely in loco processing (limited to certain tasks and, 
therefore, purposes) to completely Cloud/online processing (with a wider range of tasks and 
purposes).  
 
An example of how this could work can be seen in the experimental research project Sherpa, 
whose prototypes of a privacy friendly IPHA (called Candle)850 let the users choose which level 
of online and Cloud computing they prefer. The possible options offered by Candle are 
illustrated by Figure 7.5 below, which shows a screenshot of the initial settings presented to 
users. The designers of Candle have dubbed this approach “good enough AI”.  
 

 

 
850 ‘Sherpa Pieces: Candle’ <http://www.sherpapieces.eu/overview/candle> accessed 9 July 2020. Another 

interesting experiment with a more privacy-friendly home assistant that is also open source is called Home 

Assistant and can be found at https://www.home-assistant.io.  
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Figure 7.5: Candle’s online and local processing options.851  
 
Not all functions of IPHAs require Cloud processing. From a technological perspective, some 
functions could be designed to be carried out without recurring to Cloud computing, as the 
Sherpa project shows. Modifying the thermostat temperature or activating local devices can 
be done through a pre-recorded set of commands that do not require Cloud processing. In 
the case of Sherpa, researchers taught Candle 36 different ways of asking for the time so that 
verifying what time it is did not require Cloud computing. Other, more complex, tasks might 
necessitate Cloud computing or might need to search for information online (checking the 
news or the weather forecasts, looking for formation, etc.). The local processing is safer from 
a security perspective, and diminishes the amount of data collected and processed (paragraph 
6.4 above).  
 
Each degree of connectedness of the IPHA can reflect a different purpose (or group of 
purposes) for the processing. This could help minimize the frictions between the Cloud-based 
machine learning ‘brain’ of IPHAs and the principles of purpose limitation and data 
minimization (see paragraph 6.2). Different degrees of connectedness, from in loco to 
completely on Cloud/online would be more compatible with the principles of Data Protection 
by Design. Furthermore, in accordance with Data Protection by Default, off-the-shelves IPHAs 
should be pre-set at the most local processing (see paragraph 6.4 above). 
 
At conceptual level, the possibility for users to decide which tasks are performed in loco and 
which using Cloud computing and the Internet goes in the direction of mitigating some of the 
effects IPHAs have on the attributes of the home and of the private sphere. It would offer an 
additional tool for users to exercise control over the fluxes of information exiting the home, 
therefore mitigating the de-contextualization of the home and the breach of context-related 
expectations of individuals. This, in turn, might also help mitigating the tendency to the 
datafication and commodification of individuals’ identities. It would also contribute to re-
introducing individuals in the negotiation for the positioning of the threshold between private 
and public sphere.  
 
The most popular IPHAs models (Echo and Home) have been introduced on the market 
without any option for local processing. While they are already established, it is important 
that the regulator intervenes now, while we are still at a relative early stage of diffusion of 
these devices, to set a design standard that is more compatible with the Data Protection by 
Design and by Default principles, in order to empower individuals and guarantee an adequate 
level of protection of their fundamental rights and interests. 
 
7.6 An open finale: the effects unaddressed by the GDPR 
The analysis of the intersections among IPHAs, the private sphere of individuals, and the GDPR 
(and e-Privacy Regulation) completes the answer to the research question underlying this 
work. It also shows that there are new questions to be asked.  
 

 
851 ‘How Good Enough AI Could Make Voice Assistants More Ethical’ (Candle) 

<https://www.candlesmarthome.com/good-enough-voice-assistants> accessed 9 July 2020. 
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Some of the effects of the interaction of IPHAs with the private sphere appear to be left 
unaddressed by the GDPR and e-Privacy Regulation. This is not, per se, problematic, however 
it might become, if these effects result in prejudices to individuals’ fundamental rights and 
protected interests.  
These effects are often the result of the interaction of IPHAs with certain attributes of the 
private sphere that are difficult to translate into the legal dimension. This is the case of the 
profiling and automated decisions having a cumulative significant effect on the rights and 
interests of individuals, and of the persuasion and mediation capabilities of IPHAs.  
 

IPHAs, profiling, micro-daily decisions, and their cumulative effects on the rights of individuals. 

The diffusion of IPHAs and IoT devices increases the risk of being exposed to a multitude of 
daily micro decisions whose cumulative effects can affect individual rights. The Persistence of 
IPHAs (see Chapter III) makes it possible for detrimental effects to emerge over time, small 
decision after small decision. 
 
Imagine being subject to price discrimination on a consistent amount of smaller daily 
purchases for medium and long terms (one year, five years, or more).  
The price discrimination might not be significant on each individual purchase, but the 
accumulation of all the purchases can add to consistent amounts. And the price discrimination 
might not be performed by only one actor: the various controllers operating in the ecosystem 
of apps and connected devices profile the users of IPHAs, sometimes even selling the profiles 
or the inferred data to third parties. Over time and across different actors, profiling can insert 
the individual into an environment (both online and offline) that is constantly adjusted and 
optimized… but that might optimize harms too. Multiple, frequent, small decisions on the 
optimization of the temperature of a room, on news listened to, on purchases, and so on, can 
add up in the medium and long term leading to important effects on individuals, their 
finances, their properties, ultimately their agency and dignity. 
 
The possibility of a cumulative effect of multiple small, automated decisions/trivial profiling 
is currently not contemplated by the lettering nor by the interpretation of Art. 22 given by 
the EDPB (nor, previously, by the Art29WP).  
With the diffusion of the IoT and of IPHAs, however, the absence of one single identifiable 
decision with adverse effects but the presence of a myriad of small decision with a cumulative 
adverse effect might become a more pressing issue. 
This aspect could also be worsened by the fact that IPHAs collect biometric and other sensitive 
data of individuals, and that research is currently ongoing on how to infer additional sensitive 
data from the data collected, such as the abovementioned Alexa Hunches. With time, 
additional functionality could be added to IPHAs to include sensitive data in the information 
processed for profiling or automated decisions. The effects on individuals could become even 
more significant, especially due to the cumulation of small decisions in the medium and long 
term.  
 
Whether or not the profiling and/or automated decision-making by IPHAs produce legally or 
similarly significantly adverse effects has not emerged yet, and has not been investigated by 
any national DPAs or by the CJEU at the time of writing.  
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Some indications concerning the interpretation of the legal or similarly significant effects 
might come from the Court of Amsterdam, in a case concerning not IPHAs, but the ride-
sharing app Uber. A group of Uber drivers from the United Kingdom has, in fact, brought a 
lawsuit against the European subsidiary of Uber, in front of the competent Court of 
Amsterdam.852 The claimants affirm that Uber’s algorithm, used to allocate the requests from 
the users, profiles the drivers based on certain datapoints (e.g. distance from the user, rating 
of the drivers, etc.). Based on the outcome of the profiling, the app subsequently 
automatically allocates the rides among the drivers (automated decision). The datapoints and 
the logic of the profiling have not been made available by the company to the drivers (not 
even after an official access request, which was fulfilled by the company with scarce and 
superficial information). With the lawsuit, the drivers hope to bring transparency and clarity 
on the practice. While the technology is different, should this lawsuit reach the CJEU it would 
offer the occasion to clarify the application of art. 22 to several other technologies and 
services, IPHAs included.  
 
One important aspect that should require the attention of both the CJEU and the European 
regulator is, in particular, identifying those elements distinguishing those profiling activities 
or micro-decisions that are unrelated among each other from those that are related and, 
cumulatively, insist in a detrimental way on the fundamental rights and interests of Data 
Subjects. This aspect requires an evaluation not only of the GDPR, but also of technical 
features, as well as commercial, business, and sector-specific practices, and contains a 
potentially revolutionary approach to the regulation of profiling in general.  
 

IPHAs’ persuasion and the dignity of individuals. 

IPHAs, as Voice Based Social Actors, present high potential for persuasion. At the same time, 
they co-shape the attribution of values to reality, mediating the understanding of reality at a 
moral level (Chapter III). Depending on which task they are used for, their persuasion and 
reality-mediating capabilities can give life to concerns.    
 
Due to their nature of ‘action engines’, IPHAs open the way to the insertion of the interests 
of the companies producing them within the activities they carry out for the users. As an 
example, if requested to search for restaurants nearby, both Alexa and Google Assistant will 
only display those restaurants that are part of a business agreement with Amazon or Google.  
The most common IPHAs choose the search results among those that are pre-selected by 
their producers. The fact that their interaction is mostly vocal makes it harder to spot this 
practice, and search results are presented to users (and received by these latter) as neutral, 
thanks to design features that enhance their perceived credibility. 
 
In addition to that, following Eyal’s Hooks model, IPHAs are designed to persuade users to use 
them, almost depend on them in an addictive fashion, and contribute to them, for example 
by triggering more Passive Sharing (if the business model of the IPHA relies on data brokerage) 
or by pushing purchases of apps and physical goods (in line with the business model based on 
stimulating purchases).  

 
852 Natasha Lomas, ‘UK Uber Drivers Are Taking the Algorithm to Court’ (TechCrunch, 20 July 2020) 

<https://social.techcrunch.com/2020/07/20/uk-uber-drivers-are-taking-its-algorithm-to-court/> accessed 9 

October 2020. 
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We can ask our IPHAs (almost) everything: from online shopping to the news, from their 
political opinions to take away dinner. Their persuasive and reality-mediating capabilities 
extend to several aspects of reality and daily life.  
 
This kind of ‘soft impact’ of technology is generally overlooked by regulators, as it is 
considered inherently subjectively, vague, or more difficult to identify, quantify, and 
measure.853 However, these effects should not be underestimated, and often find ways to 
emerge and enter public discourse: “Such new, problematic situations create frictions and 
destabilizations: conflicts emerge, values and norms are contested and compete with each 
other, because they are no longer able to respond adequately to new problems”854. The 
contribution of IPHAs to the stereotypical representation of women as subjugated caregivers 
is an example of the emergence of such frictions: the values embedded – voluntarily or 
involuntarily – in the design of IPHAs clash with the values fostered by part of civil society, as 
well as with the rationales underlying fundamental rights (of women in particular). The 
conflict does not remain in the abstract or conceptual domain: its consequences can be very 
tangible, and affect women, harmed by discrimination in their daily lives, and consequently 
society at large.  
 
This inevitably spurs some questions. The main doubt concerns the level of acceptance of this 
practice: when is the friction becoming destabilizing to the point of emergence of a conflict 
of values? What is the threshold past which the persuasion of IPHAs stops being an acceptable 
marketing strategy and becomes a threat to the fundamental rights of individuals? 
 
Once that threshold (or at least the criteria to identify it) is established, the debate shall look 
at what kind of public oversight and regulatory interventions are possible and desirable. This 
is a matter rooted into data protection, because it is originated by a technology whose main 
intelligence is based on profiling and data analytics/Machine Learning. Its effects, however, 
can manifest in several different sectors and aspects of life, from the functioning of markets 
to politics and the democratic order855. It is directly and indirectly connected to the 
fundamental rights of individuals. The transdisciplinary implications of persuasive 
technologies have already emerged in relation to specific AI applications. A notable example 
is the use of profiling and Machine Learning to refine those marketing techniques that 

 
853 Kudina and Verbeek (n 402) 5. 
854 Kudina and Verbeek (n 402). 
855 The issue of the interference of certain technologies with elections is relatively recent, but it nevertheless 

has already been framed as a concrete and very real problem. The debate on the role of Social Network 

platforms during political campaigns, for instance, has now gained momentum. See for instance: Thomas J 

Johnson and David D Perlmutter, ‘Introduction: The Facebook Election’ (2010) 13 Mass Communication and 

Society 554; Matthew James Kushin and Masahiro Yamamoto, ‘Did Social Media Really Matter? College 

Students’ Use of Online Media and Political Decision Making in the 2008 Election’ (2010) 13 Mass 
Communication and Society 608; Alessandro Bessi and Emilio Ferrara, ‘Social Bots Distort the 2016 U.S. 

Presidential Election Online Discussion’ [2016] First Monday 

<https://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/7090> accessed 9 July 2020. The possible role of 

IPHAs with regard to this issue, as well as the interaction of Social Networks and IPHAs is only one of the 

possible matters branching out of this debate. 
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leverage the emotional state of individuals.856 In this case, the exploitation of the emotional 
state is combined with sophisticated profiling techniques: in the online environment, 
individuals are tracked across platforms and services and administered targeted advertising 
based on such exploitative ‘emotional AI’857, resulting in a weakening of their autonomy in 
decision-making. The GDPR can offer some protection to the use of personal data for 
purposes of exploitation of emotion, especially when it results into targeted advertising 
practices leveraging a situation of vulnerability (as affirmed by the Art29WP, see paragraph 
6.3 above). This protection might, however, not be enough, due to the pervasiveness of 
targeted advertising in the online environment and to the fact that emotional AI can 
potentially undermine the very concept assumption, underlying most legal provisions, that 
rational subjects should simply be put in the best situation to express their will. In this sense, 
the combination of market regulation, data protection, and consumer protection can help 
tackle these exploitative practices from multiple perspectives, empowering individuals as 
consumers, data subjects, and as citizens.858  
The role of IPHAs as Voice Based Social Actors builds upon emotional AI as a marketing 
practice, and the two complement each other. There are, however, some differences to take 
into consideration that make IPHAs’ persuasive capabilities even more worrying than 
emotional AI for online targeted advertising. First, IPHAs are embedded into the design of the 
homes, and as such are capable of taking emotional AI for online advertising and build upon 
it, bringing it to the offline, real world. In addition to that, IPHAs don’t only leverage what has 
been predicted or inferred as a possible emotional status. IPHAs’ very design is optimized to 
trigger and leverage several psychological, instinctual, and emotional reactions, using vocal 
interaction as a catalyst. The individual is, therefore, immerged into an architecture made to 
trigger in him or her certain reactions, both online and offline. IPHAs design focuses on 
building addiction, reciprocity, and a long-lasting consumer-machine relationship. This 
relationship is also fed into the marketing and advertising necessities of the manufacturers of 
the devices but is not solely focused on these aspects. IPHAs’ persuasive design is closely 
connected to emotional AI but is also more pervasive, persistent, and serves a wider range of 
purposes.859 
The dangers connected to the persuasion of certain digital technologies and the necessity to 
focus the attention of the regulator to it have also been pointed out by the Council of Europe: 
 

“8. Contemporary machine learning tools have the growing capacity not only 
to predict choices but also to influence emotions and thoughts and alter an 
anticipated course of action, sometimes subliminally. The dangers for 
democratic societies that emanate from the possibility to employ such capacity 

 
856 Damian Clifford, ‘The Legal Limits to the Monetisation of Online Emotions’ (Doctoral Thesis, KU Leuven 
2019). 
857 ibid. 
858 Damian Clifford, ‘Data Protection and Consumer Protection: The Empowerment of the Citizen Consumer’ in 
Gloria González Fuster, Rosamunde van Brakel and Paul de Hert (eds), Research Handbook on Privacy and 
Data Protection Law: Values, Norms and Global Politics (Edward Elgar Publishing 2020); Clifford, Graef and 
Valcke (n 481). 
859 IPHAs as Voice Based Social Actors synthetizes the manipulative and pervasive of several other products 
and services, including coaching apps or videogames. See, for instance, Marijn Sax and Jef Ausloos, ‘Getting 
under Your Skin(s): A Legal-Ethical Exploration of Fortnite’s Transformation into a Content Delivery Platform 
and Its Manipulative Potential*’ [2021] Interactive Entertainment Law Review 1; Marijn Sax, ‘Optimization of 
What? For-Profit Health Apps as Manipulative Digital Environments’ [2021] Ethics and Information 
Technology. 
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to manipulate and control not only economic choices but also social and 
political behaviours, have only recently become apparent. In this context, 
particular attention should be paid to the significant power that technological 
advancement confers to those – be they public entities or private actors – who 
may use such algorithmic tools without adequate democratic oversight or 
control. 
 
9. Fine grained, sub-conscious and personalised levels of algorithmic 
persuasion may have significant effects on the cognitive autonomy of 
individuals and their right to form opinions and take independent decisions. 
These effects remain underexplored but cannot be underestimated. Not only 
may they weaken the exercise and enjoyment of individual human rights, but 
they may lead to the corrosion of the very foundation of the Council of Europe. 
Its central pillars of human rights, democracy and the rule of law are grounded 
on the fundamental belief in the equality and dignity of all humans as 
independent moral agents”860. 

  
The appeal of the Council of Europe has, so far, remained mostly unanswered. In this regard, 
the most important and, in my opinion, interesting question stemming out of this research is 
whether a triangulation of the GDPR with other tools, such as consumer protection, antitrust 
and market regulation861, or electoral laws can tackle the undesired effects of persuasion 
exercised by certain technologies, and in particular by IPHAs. The old saying that “only time 
will tell” shall suffice for now, as this question remains for the moment still unanswered.  
 
  

 
860 Council of Europe, ‘Declaration by the Committee of Ministers on the Manipulative Capabilities of 

Algorithmic Processes’ <https://www.coe.int/en/web/freedom-expression/committee-of-ministers-adopted-

texts/-/asset_publisher/C10Tb8ZfKDoJ/content/declaration-by-the-committee-of-ministers-on-the-

manipulative-capabilities-of-algorithmic-processes-adopted-by-the-committee-of-ministers-on-13-
februa?_101_INSTANCE_C10Tb8ZfKDoJ_viewMode=view%2F> accessed 22 July 2020. 
861 Some of these issues are starting to emerge. See, for instance, Mark Sweney, ‘Smart Speakers Risk Creating 

“big-Tech Monopoly” in Homes’ The Guardian (16 June 2020) 

<https://www.theguardian.com/media/2020/jun/16/smart-speakers-risk-creating-big-tech-monopoly-in-

homes> accessed 7 July 2020. 
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control.
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Effect ive March 31, 2020

Archived versions
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Google apps, sites, and devices, like Search, YouTube, and Google Home

Plat forms like the Chrome browser and Android operat ing system

Products that  are integrated into third-party apps and sites, like ads and embedded Google
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a Google Account  if  you want  to create and manage content  like emails and photos, or see more

relevant  search results. And you can use many Google services when you’re signed out  or without

creat ing an account  at  all, like searching on Google or watching YouTube videos. You can also choose

to browse the web privately using Chrome in Incognito mode. And across our services, you can adjust

your privacy set t ings to cont rol what  we collect  and how your informat ion is used.

To help explain things as clearly as possible, we’ve added examples, explanatory videos, and

definit ions for key terms. And if  you have any quest ions about  this Privacy Policy, you can contact  us.

INFO RMAT IO N GO O GLE CO LLECT S
This section corresponds to the information to be provided according to
GDPR 13.

ANNEX 5.3(A)



We want you to understand the types of information we
collect as you use our services

We collect  informat ion to provide bet ter services to all our users — from figuring out  basic stuff  like

which language you speak, to more complex things like which ads you’ll f ind most  useful, the people

who matter most  to you online, or which YouTube videos you might  like. T he informat ion Google

collects, and how that  informat ion is used, depends on how you use our services and how you

manage your privacy cont rols.

When you’re not  signed in to a Google Account , we store the informat ion we collect  with unique

ident if iers t ied to the browser, applicat ion, or device you’re using. T his helps us do things like

maintain your language preferences across browsing sessions.

When you’re signed in, we also collect  informat ion that  we store with your Google Account , which we

treat  as personal informat ion.

Things you create or provide to us

When you create a Google Account , you provide us with personal informat ion that  includes your name

and a password. You can also choose to add a phone number or payment  informat ion to your

account . Even if  you aren’t  signed in to a Google Account , you might  choose to provide us with

informat ion — like an email address to receive updates about  our services.

We also collect  the content  you create, upload, or receive from others when using our services. T his

includes things like email you write and receive, photos and videos you save, docs and spreadsheets

you create, and comments you make on YouTube videos.

Information we collect as you use our services

Your apps, browsers & devices

We collect  informat ion about  the apps, browsers, and devices you use to access Google services,

which helps us provide features like automat ic product  updates and dimming your screen if  your

bat tery runs low.

Google provides its own definition of ‘personal data’, see screenshot 2 at the
end of this annex.

This is an example of how Google expands its policy with
links that dilute the content and make it hard to reach. To
have an idea of the content of this link, see screenshot 1 at
the end of this annex.

This paragraph is clear in explaining the personal data collected but does
not explain their relationship with the purpose limitation and data
minimization, nor clarifies which grounds are used for the processing.



T he informat ion we collect  includes unique ident if iers, browser type and set t ings, device type and

set t ings, operat ing system, mobile network informat ion including carrier name and phone number,

and applicat ion version number. We also collect  informat ion about  the interact ion of your apps,

browsers, and devices with our services, including IP address, crash reports, system act ivity, and the

date, t ime, and referrer URL of your request .

We collect  this informat ion when a Google service on your device contacts our servers — for example,

when you install an app from the Play Store or when a service checks for automat ic updates. If  you’re

using an Android device with Google apps, your device periodically contacts Google servers to provide

informat ion about  your device and connect ion to our services. T his informat ion includes things like

your device type, carrier name, crash reports, and which apps you've installed.

Your activity

We collect  informat ion about  your act ivity in our services, which we use to do things like recommend

a YouTube video you might  like. T he act ivity informat ion we collect  may include:

Terms you search for

Videos you watch

Views and interact ions with content  and ads

Voice and audio informat ion when you use audio features

Purchase act ivity

People with whom you communicate or share content

Act ivity on third-party sites and apps that  use our services

Chrome browsing history you’ve synced with your Google Account

If  you use our services to make and receive calls or send and receive messages, we may collect

telephony log informat ion like your phone number, calling-party number, receiving-party number,

forwarding numbers, t ime and date of calls and messages, durat ion of calls, rout ing informat ion, and

types of calls.

You can visit  your Google Account  to f ind and manage act ivity informat ion that ’s saved in your

account .

An example of the Persistance explained in Chapter III

The use of this kind of example might be
misleading since those data are also used for
other purposes by Google

This complements the information given above concerning
ads, however this complementary information is given
following another link (different from that of screenshot 1)
that the user has to click. The page that opens contains
several sections and sub-sections and additional links to
open (see screenshot 3). This contributes to confuse users,
dilute content and make important information difficult to
access, against the letter of GDPR 12-13.

Traffic data/metadata,
according to ePR 4(2) or ePD
6-13. 



Go to Google Account

Your location information

We collect  informat ion about  your locat ion when you use our services, which helps us offer features

like driving direct ions for your weekend getaway or showt imes for movies playing near you.

Your locat ion can be determined with varying degrees of accuracy by:

GPS

IP address

Sensor data from your device

Informat ion about  things near your device, such as Wi-Fi access points, cell towers, and

Bluetooth-enabled devices

T he types of locat ion data we collect  depend in part  on your device and account  set t ings. For

example, you can turn your Android device’s locat ion on or off  using the device’s set t ings app. You can

also turn on Locat ion History if  you want  to create a private map of where you go with your signed-in

devices.

In some circumstances, Google also collects informat ion about  you from publicly accessible sources.

For example, if  your name appears in your local newspaper, Google’s Search engine may index that

art icle and display it  to other people if  they search for your name. We may also collect  informat ion

about  you from t rusted partners, including market ing partners who provide us with informat ion about

potent ial customers of our business services, and security partners who provide us with informat ion

to protect  against  abuse. We also receive informat ion from advert isers to provide advert ising and

research services on their behalf.

We use various technologies to collect  and store informat ion, including cookies, pixel tags, local

storage, such as browser web storage or applicat ion data caches, databases, and server logs.

WHY GO O GLE CO LLECT S  DAT A

It is not clear whether this would include information
concerning other IoT’s connected to a Google Home.

It is at this point that I have personally started to experience ‘click fatigue’
from the many links and hyperlinks contained in the privacy policy

This is not an option in the case of Google Home whose positioning is based
on an address to be filled in by the owner at first activation. This might also
provide with the location of all the devices near Google Home, see previous
comment.

Important information ‘hidden’ behind additional links

This formulation appears
vague and not very
informative



We use data to build be�er services

We use the informat ion we collect  from all our services for the following purposes:

Provide our services

We use your informat ion to deliver our services, like processing the terms you search for in order to

return results or helping you share content  by suggest ing recipients from your contacts.

Maintain & improve our services

We also use your informat ion to ensure our services are working as intended, such as t racking

outages or t roubleshoot ing issues that  you report  to us. And we use your informat ion to make

improvements to our services — for example, understanding which search terms are most  frequent ly

misspelled helps us improve spell-check features used across our services.

Develop new services

We use the informat ion we collect  in exist ing services to help us develop new ones. For example,

understanding how people organized their photos in Picasa, Google’s f irst  photos app, helped us

design and launch Google Photos.

Provide personalized services, including content and ads

We use the informat ion we collect  to customize our services for you, including providing

recommendat ions, personalized content , and customized search results. For example, Security

Checkup provides security t ips adapted to how you use Google products. And Google Play uses

informat ion like apps you’ve already installed and videos you’ve watched on YouTube to suggest  new

apps you might  like.

Depending on your set t ings, we may also show you personalized ads based on your interests. For

example, if  you search for “mountain bikes,” you may see an ad for sports equipment  when you’re

browsing a site that  shows ads served by Google. You can cont rol what  informat ion we use to show

you ads by visit ing your ad set t ings.

Purposes of the
processing as defined
by GDPR 6.

Conflating personalization with
advertising, while convenient from
an image and marketing
perspective, might generate false
assumptions into the users and
dilutes the underlying role of
profiling, As such, it does not appear
in line with GDPR 13(2)(f) and 22.



We don’t  show you personalized ads based on sensit ive categories, such as race, religion, sexual

orientat ion, or health.

We don’t  share informat ion that  personally ident if ies you with advert isers, such as your name or

email, unless you ask us to. For example, if  you see an ad for a nearby f lower shop and select  the

“tap to call” but ton, we’ll connect  your call and may share your phone number with the f lower

shop.

Go to Ad Sett ings

Measure pe�ormance

We use data for analyt ics and measurement  to understand how our services are used. For example,

we analyze data about  your visits to our sites to do things like opt imize product  design. And we also

use data about  the ads you interact  with to help advert isers understand the performance of their ad

campaigns. We use a variety of tools to do this, including Google Analyt ics. When you visit  sites that

use Google Analyt ics, Google and a Google Analyt ics customer may link informat ion about  your

act ivity from that  site with act ivity from other sites that  use our ad services.

Communicate with you

We use informat ion we collect , like your email address, to interact  with you direct ly. For example, we

may send you a not if icat ion if  we detect  suspicious act ivity, like an at tempt  to sign in to your Google

Account  from an unusual locat ion. Or we may let  you know about  upcoming changes or

improvements to our services. And if  you contact  Google, we’ll keep a record of your request  in order

to help solve any issues you might  be facing.

Protect Google, our users, and the public

We use informat ion to help improve the safety and reliability of our services. T his includes detect ing,

prevent ing, and responding to fraud, abuse, security risks, and technical issues that  could harm

Google, our users, or the public.

Another link concerning ads that complements the previously indicated
links. Information concerning advertising is diluted and fragmented among
several links.



We use different  technologies to process your informat ion for these purposes. We use automated

systems that  analyze your content  to provide you with things like customized search results,

personalized ads, or other features tailored to how you use our services. And we analyze your

content  to help us detect  abuse such as spam, malware, and illegal content . We also use algorithms

to recognize pat terns in data. For example, Google Translate helps people communicate across

languages by detect ing common language pat terns in phrases you ask it  to t ranslate.

We may combine the informat ion we collect  among our services and across your devices for the

purposes described above. For example, if  you watch videos of guitar players on YouTube, you might

see an ad for guitar lessons on a site that  uses our ad products. Depending on your account  set t ings,

your act ivity on other sites and apps may be associated with your personal informat ion in order to

improve Google’s services and the ads delivered by Google.

If  other users already have your email address or other informat ion that  ident if ies you, we may show

them your publicly visible Google Account  informat ion, such as your name and photo. T his helps

people ident ify an email coming from you, for example.

We’ll ask for your consent  before using your informat ion for a purpose that  isn’t  covered in this

Privacy Policy.

YO UR PRIVACY CO NT RO LS

You have choices regarding the information we collect and
how it's used

T his sect ion describes key cont rols for managing your privacy across our services. You can also visit

the Privacy Checkup, which provides an opportunity to review and adjust  important  privacy set t ings.

In addit ion to these tools, we also offer specif ic privacy set t ings in our products — you can learn

more in our Product  Privacy Guide.

Go to Privacy Checkup

Managing, reviewing, and updating your information

It is safe to assume this is profiling but the information is not clearly given,
against GDPR and the recommendations of the Art29WP.

This is a good practice, however the purposes are formulated in such a
generic way that several additional processing might still fall within them and
not necessitate the additional consent of the users.

I’d like to point out the use of ‘choice’ instead of ‘rights’.
A marketing dress to the rights established by the
GDPR.

No guide for Assistant or Home is provided at this link.

This section, albeit long and full of links, appears intuitive and simple. This
section allows users to exercise some of their data subject rights under
GDPR 15-16-17.



When you’re signed in, you can always review and update informat ion by visit ing the services you use.

For example, Photos and Drive are both designed to help you manage specif ic types of content  you’ve

saved with Google.

We also built  a place for you to review and cont rol informat ion saved in your Google Account . Your

Google Account  includes:

Privacy controls

Activity Controls

Decide what  types of act ivity you’d like saved in your account . For example, you can turn

on Locat ion History if  you want  t raff ic predict ions for your daily commute, or you can

save your YouTube Watch History to get  bet ter video suggest ions.

Go to Act ivity Controls

Ad se�ings

Manage your preferences about  the ads shown to you on Google and on sites and apps

that  partner with Google to show ads. You can modify your interests, choose whether

your personal informat ion is used to make ads more relevant  to you, and turn on or off

certain advert ising services.

Go to Ad Sett ings

About you

Control what  others see about  you across Google services.

Go to About  You

Shared endorsements

Choose whether your name and photo appear next  to your act ivity, like reviews and

recommendat ions, that  appear in ads.

Go to Shared Endorsements

Information you share



If  you’re a G Suite user, cont rol whom you share informat ion with through your account  on

Google+.

Go to Informat ion You Share

Ways to review & update your information

My Activity

My Act ivity allows you to review and cont rol data that ’s created when you use Google

services, like searches you’ve done or your visits to Google Play. You can browse by date

and by topic, and delete part  or all of  your act ivity.

Go to My Act ivity

Google Dashboard

Google Dashboard allows you to manage informat ion associated with specif ic products.

Go to Dashboard

Your personal information

Manage your contact  informat ion, such as your name, email, and phone number.

Go to Personal Info

When you’re signed out , you can manage informat ion associated with your browser or device,

including:

Signed-out  search personalizat ion: Choose whether your search act ivity is used to offer you

more relevant  results and recommendat ions.

YouTube set t ings: Pause and delete your YouTube Search History and your YouTube Watch

History.

Ad Set t ings: Manage your preferences about  the ads shown to you on Google and on sites and

apps that  partner with Google to show ads.



Expo�ing, removing & deleting your information

You can export  a copy of content  in your Google Account  if  you want  to back it  up or use it  with a

service outside of Google.

Export  your data

You can also request  to remove content  from specif ic Google services based on applicable law.

To delete your informat ion, you can:

Delete your content  from specif ic Google services

Search for and then delete specif ic items from your account  using My Act ivity

Delete specif ic Google products, including your informat ion associated with those products

Delete your ent ire Google Account

Delete your informat ion

And f inally, Inact ive Account  Manager allows you to give someone else access to parts of your Google

Account  in case you’re unexpectedly unable to use your account .

T here are other ways to cont rol the informat ion Google collects whether or not  you’re signed in to a

Google Account , including:

Browser set t ings: For example, you can configure your browser to indicate when Google has set

a cookie in your browser. You can also configure your browser to block all cookies from a specif ic

domain or all domains. But  remember that  our services rely on cookies to funct ion properly, for

things like remembering your language preferences.

This section offers an efficient and quick way to exercise the right to data
portability, including for the voice logs of Home and Assistant, under GDPR
20. It also enables the right to erasure under GDPR 17.



Device- level set t ings: Your device may have cont rols that  determine what  informat ion we

collect . For example, you can modify locat ion set t ings on your Android device.

S HARING YO UR INFO RMAT IO N

When you share your information

Many of our services let  you share informat ion with other people, and you have cont rol over how you

share. For example, you can share videos on YouTube publicly or you can decide to keep your videos

private. Remember, when you share informat ion publicly, your content  may become accessible

through search engines, including Google Search.

When you’re signed in and interact  with some Google services, like leaving comments on a YouTube

video or reviewing an app in Play, your name and photo appear next  to your act ivity. We may also

display this informat ion in ads depending on your Shared endorsements set t ing.

When Google shares your information

We do not  share your personal informat ion with companies, organizat ions, or individuals outside of

Google except  in the following cases:

With your consent

We’ll share personal informat ion outside of Google when we have your consent . For example, if  you

use Google Home to make a reservat ion through a booking service, we’ll get  your permission before

sharing your name or phone number with the restaurant . We’ll ask for your explicit  consent  to share

any sensit ive personal informat ion.

With domain administrators

If  you’re a student  or work for an organizat ion that  uses Google services (like G Suite), your domain

administ rator and resellers who manage your account  will have access to your Google Account . T hey

may be able to:

Access and retain informat ion stored in your account , like your email



View stat ist ics regarding your account , like how many apps you install

Change your account  password

Suspend or terminate your account  access

Receive your account  informat ion in order to sat isfy applicable law, regulat ion, legal process, or

enforceable governmental request

Rest rict  your ability to delete or edit  your informat ion or your privacy set t ings

For external processing

We provide personal informat ion to our aff iliates and other t rusted businesses or persons to process

it  for us, based on our inst ruct ions and in compliance with our Privacy Policy and any other

appropriate confident iality and security measures. For example, we use service providers to help us

with customer support .

For legal reasons

We will share personal informat ion outside of Google if  we have a good-faith belief  that  access, use,

preservat ion, or disclosure of the informat ion is reasonably necessary to:

Meet  any applicable law, regulat ion, legal process, or enforceable governmental request . We

share informat ion about  the number and type of requests we receive from governments in our

Transparency Report .

Enforce applicable Terms of Service, including invest igat ion of potent ial violat ions.

Detect , prevent , or otherwise address fraud, security, or technical issues.

Protect  against  harm to the rights, property or safety of Google, our users, or the public as

required or permit ted by law.

We may share non-personally ident if iable informat ion publicly and with our partners — like publishers,

advert isers, developers, or rights holders. For example, we share informat ion publicly to show t rends

about  the general use of our services. We also allow specif ic partners to collect  informat ion from

your browser or device for advert ising and measurement  purposes using their own cookies or similar

technologies.

This formulation is ambiguous. It might appear that the specific partner have
access to anonymous information, while they access personal data from the
devices or browsers. 



If  Google is involved in a merger, acquisit ion, or sale of assets, we’ll cont inue to ensure the

confident iality of your personal informat ion and give affected users not ice before personal

informat ion is t ransferred or becomes subject  to a different  privacy policy.

KEEPING YO UR INFO RMAT IO N S ECURE

We build security into our services to protect your
information

All Google products are built  with st rong security features that  cont inuously protect  your

informat ion. T he insights we gain from maintaining our services help us detect  and automat ically

block security threats from ever reaching you. And if  we do detect  something risky that  we think you

should know about , we’ll not ify you and help guide you through steps to stay bet ter protected.

We work hard to protect  you and Google from unauthorized access, alterat ion, disclosure, or

dest ruct ion of informat ion we hold, including:

We use encrypt ion to keep your data private while in t ransit

We offer a range of security features, like Safe Browsing, Security Checkup, and 2 Step

Verif icat ion to help you protect  your account

We review our informat ion collect ion, storage, and processing pract ices, including physical

security measures, to prevent  unauthorized access to our systems

We rest rict  access to personal informat ion to Google employees, cont ractors, and agents who

need that  informat ion in order to process it . Anyone with this access is subject  to st rict

cont ractual confident iality obligat ions and may be disciplined or terminated if  they fail to meet

these obligat ions.

EXPO RT ING & DELET ING YO UR INFO RMAT IO N

You can expo� a copy of your information or delete it from
your Google Account at any time

You can export  a copy of content  in your Google Account  if  you want  to back it  up or use it  with a

service outside of Google.

This appears in line with GDPR 5 and the principle of security.



Export  your data

To delete your informat ion, you can:

Delete your content  from specif ic Google services

Search for and then delete specif ic items from your account  using My Act ivity

Delete specif ic Google products, including your informat ion associated with those products

Delete your ent ire Google Account

Delete your informat ion

RET AINING YO UR INFO RMAT IO N

We retain the data we collect  for different  periods of t ime depending on what  it  is, how we use it , and

how you configure your set t ings:

Some data you can delete whenever you like, such as the content  you create or upload. You can

also delete act ivity informat ion saved in your account , or choose to have it  deleted

automat ically after a set  period of t ime.

Other data is deleted or anonymized automat ically after a set  period of t ime, such as

advert ising data in server logs.

We keep some data unt il you delete your Google Account , such as informat ion about  how often

you use our services.

And some data we retain for longer periods of t ime when necessary for legit imate business or

legal purposes, such as security, fraud and abuse prevent ion, or f inancial record-keeping.

When you delete data, we follow a delet ion process to make sure that  your data is safely and

completely removed from our servers or retained only in anonymized form. We t ry to ensure that  our

services protect  informat ion from accidental or malicious delet ion. Because of this, there may be

delays between when you delete something and when copies are deleted from our act ive and backup

systems.

At the link provided the company explains that they retain ads and cookie
related personal data for 9 or 18 months. An evaluation concerning the
proportionality of this duration is not present. Information concerning the
deletion of the voice logs of Home are not present at that specific link,
although they can be found at the support page of Home and Assistant.



You can read more about  Google’s data retent ion periods, including how long it  takes us to delete your

informat ion.

CO MPLIANCE & CO O PERAT IO N WIT H REGULAT O RS

We regularly review this Privacy Policy and make sure that  we process your informat ion in ways that

comply with it .

Data transfers

We maintain servers around the world and your informat ion may be processed on servers located

outside of the country where you live. Data protect ion laws vary among countries, with some

providing more protect ion than others. Regardless of where your informat ion is processed, we apply

the same protect ions described in this policy. We also comply with certain legal frameworks relat ing

to the t ransfer of data, such as the EU-U.S. and Swiss-U.S. Privacy Shield Frameworks.

When we receive formal writ ten complaints, we respond by contact ing the person who made the

complaint . We work with the appropriate regulatory authorit ies, including local data protect ion

authorit ies, to resolve any complaints regarding the t ransfer of your data that  we cannot  resolve

with you direct ly.

European requirements

If  European Union (EU) or United Kingdom (UK) data protect ion law applies to the processing of your

informat ion, we provide the cont rols described in this policy so you can exercise your right  to request

access to, update, remove, and rest rict  the processing of your informat ion. You also have the right  to

object  to the processing of your informat ion or export  your informat ion to another service.

For users based in the European Economic Area or Switzerland, the data cont roller responsible for

your informat ion is Google Ireland Limited, unless otherwise stated in a service-specif ic privacy

not ice. In other words, Google Ireland Limited is the Google aff iliate that  is responsible for processing

your informat ion and for complying with applicable privacy laws.

We process your informat ion for the purposes described in this policy, based on the following legal

grounds:

This part refers to Chapter V of the GDPR on 
transfers. Google also has a separate page 
explaining the users the legal frameworks used for 
international transfers and a separate email 
address for queries on the matter. Please note that 
following the Schrems II judicial decision, the 
Privacy Shield between EU and US is no longer 
valid. 



With your consent

We ask for your agreement  to process your informat ion for specif ic purposes and you have the right

to withdraw your consent  at  any t ime. For example, we ask for your consent  to provide you with

personalized services, such as ads based on your interests. We also ask for your consent  to collect

your voice and audio act ivity for speech recognit ion. You can manage these set t ings in your Google

Account .

When we’re pursuing legitimate interests

We process your informat ion for our legit imate interests and those of third part ies while applying

appropriate safeguards that  protect  your privacy. T his means that  we process your informat ion for

things like:

Providing, maintaining, and improving our services to meet  the needs of our users

Developing new products and features that  are useful for our users

Understanding how people use our services to ensure and improve the performance of our

services

Customizing our services to provide you with a bet ter user experience

Market ing to inform users about  our services

Providing advert ising, which keeps many of our services free (and when ads are personalized, we

ask for your consent)

Detect ing, prevent ing, or otherwise addressing fraud, abuse, security, or technical issues with

our services

Protect ing against  harm to the rights, property or safety of Google, our users, or the public as

required or permit ted by law, including disclosing informat ion to government  authorit ies

Performing research that  improves our services for our users and benefits the public

Fulf illing obligat ions to our partners like developers and rights holders

Enforcing legal claims, including invest igat ion of potent ial violat ions of applicable Terms of

Service

In line with GDPR 6 and 9 (voice being sensitive data).
Please note this refers to the specific purpose of NLP;
it does not mean that processing occurring for other
Assistant-related purposes is also based on consent.

This link leads to a short pop and to another link with further explanations.
The information is provided in a diluted way. See screenshot 4 at the end of
this annex. 

The example given at the link appears to
be of a controller, not a third party. This
is probably due to the confusion,
highlighted by De Hert and Kamara, of
the notion of third party in the GDPR.
See screenshot 5 at the end of this
annex.

Some of these legitimate interests are formulated like purposes. There is an
overlapping of the two concepts. A more in-depth analysis should be made
on a case-by-case basis, or by the relevant DPA.



When we’re providing a service

We process your data to provide a service you’ve asked for under a cont ract . For example, we process

your payment  informat ion when you buy ext ra storage for Google Drive.

When we’re complying with legal obligations

We’ll process your data when we have a legal obligat ion to do so, for example, if  we’re responding to

legal process or an enforceable governmental request .

If  you have quest ions, you can contact  Google and our data protect ion off ice. And you can contact

your local data protect ion authority if  you have concerns regarding your rights under local law.

ABO UT  T HIS  PO LICY

When this policy applies

T his Privacy Policy applies to all of  the services offered by Google LLC and its aff iliates, including

YouTube, Android, and services offered on third-party sites, such as advert ising services. T his

Privacy Policy doesn’t  apply to services that  have separate privacy policies that  do not  incorporate

this Privacy Policy.

T his Privacy Policy doesn’t  apply to:

T he informat ion pract ices of other companies and organizat ions that  advert ise our services

Services offered by other companies or individuals, including products or sites that  may include

Google services, be displayed to you in search results, or be linked from our services

Changes to this policy

We change this Privacy Policy from t ime to t ime. We will not  reduce your rights under this Privacy

Policy without  your explicit  consent . We always indicate the date the last  changes were published



and we offer access to archived versions for your review. If  changes are signif icant , we’ll provide a

more prominent  not ice (including, for certain services, email not if icat ion of Privacy Policy changes).

RELAT ED PRIVACY PRACT ICES

Speci�c Google services

T he following privacy not ices provide addit ional informat ion about  some Google services:

Chrome & the Chrome Operat ing System

Play Books

Payments

Fiber

Google Fi

G Suite for Educat ion

YouTube Kids

Google Accounts Managed with Family Link, for Children under 13 (or applicable age in your

country)

Voice and Audio Collect ion from Children’s Features on the Google Assistant

Other useful resources

T he following links highlight  useful resources for you to learn more about  our pract ices and privacy

set t ings.

Your Google Account  is home to many of the set t ings you can use to manage your account

Privacy Checkup guides you through key privacy set t ings for your Google Account

Google’s safety center helps you learn more about  our built - in security, privacy cont rols, and

tools to help set  digital ground rules for your family online

See screenshot 6 at the end of this annex.
The privacy policy specific for children
using Assistant is hidden two clicks away
and under names that are not necessarily
evocative of its content. From the privacy
policy it emerges that automated decisions
and profiling is applied to children based
on their voice data and usage/other data
including data coming from other sources.
Profiling is not used for targeted
advertising but for recommendations,
personalization, and detection or spam or
malicious activities addressed to but also
coming from, the child. This is a level of
surveillance and processing of a child that
is particularly intense. The circumstance
that Google, unlike Amazon, allows
parents to create voice profiles while still
being possibly compliant with the GDPR
appears non-desirable. 



Privacy & Terms provides more context  regarding this Privacy Policy and our Terms of Service

Technologies includes more informat ion about :

How Google uses cookies

Technologies used for Advert ising

How Google uses pat tern recognit ion to recognize things like faces in photos

How Google uses informat ion from sites or apps that  use our services

Key terms

A�liates

An aff iliate is an ent ity that  belongs to the Google group of companies, including the following

companies that  provide consumer services in the EU: Google Ireland Limited, Google Commerce Ltd,

Google Payment  Corp, and Google Dialer Inc. Learn more about  the companies providing business

services in the EU.

Algorithm

A process or set  of rules followed by a computer in performing problem-solving operat ions.

Application data cache

An applicat ion data cache is a data repository on a device. It  can, for example, enable a web

applicat ion to run without  an internet  connect ion and improve the performance of the applicat ion by

enabling faster loading of content .

Browser web storage

Browser web storage enables websites to store data in a browser on a device. When used in "local

storage" mode, it  enables data to be stored across sessions. T his makes data ret rievable even after



a browser has been closed and reopened. One technology that  facilitates web storage is HT ML 5.

Cookies

A cookie is a small f ile containing a st ring of characters that  is sent  to your computer when you visit

a website. When you visit  the site again, the cookie allows that  site to recognize your browser.

Cookies may store user preferences and other informat ion. You can configure your browser to refuse

all cookies or to indicate when a cookie is being sent . However, some website features or services

may not  funct ion properly without  cookies. Learn more about  how Google uses cookies and how

Google uses data, including cookies, when you use our partners' sites or apps.

Device

A device is a computer that  can be used to access Google services. For example, desktop computers,

tablets, smart  speakers, and smartphones are all considered devices.

Google Account

You may access some of our services by signing up for a Google Account  and providing us with some

personal informat ion (typically your name, email address, and a password). T his account  informat ion

is used to authent icate you when you access Google services and protect  your account  from

unauthorized access by others. You can edit  or delete your account  at  any t ime through your Google

Account  set t ings.

IP address

Every device connected to the Internet  is assigned a number known as an Internet  protocol (IP)

address. T hese numbers are usually assigned in geographic blocks. An IP address can often be used

to ident ify the locat ion from which a device is connect ing to the Internet .

Non-personally identi�able information

T his is informat ion that  is recorded about  users so that  it  no longer reflects or references an

individually- ident if iable user.

It is safe to assume Google Home and other Google Assistant-supporting
devices are also devices for the purposes of this Privacy Policy.



Personal information

T his is informat ion that  you provide to us which personally ident if ies you, such as your name, email

address, or billing informat ion, or other data that  can be reasonably linked to such informat ion by

Google, such as informat ion we associate with your Google Account .

Pixel tag

A pixel tag is a type of technology placed on a website or within the body of an email for the purpose

of t racking certain act ivity, such as views of a website or when an email is opened. Pixel tags are

often used in combinat ion with cookies.

Referrer URL

A Referrer URL (Uniform Resource Locator) is informat ion t ransmit ted to a dest inat ion webpage by a

web browser, typically when you click a link to that  page. T he Referrer URL contains the URL of the

last  webpage the browser visited.

Sensitive personal information

T his is a part icular category of personal informat ion relat ing to topics such as confident ial medical

facts, racial or ethnic origins, polit ical or religious beliefs, or sexuality.

Server logs

Like most  websites, our servers automat ically record the page requests made when you visit  our

sites. T hese “server logs” typically include your web request , Internet  Protocol address, browser type,

browser language, the date and t ime of your request , and one or more cookies that  may uniquely

ident ify your browser.

A typical log ent ry for a search for “cars” looks like this:

123.45.67.89 - 25/Mar/2003 10:15:32 -
http://www.google.com/search?q=cars -
Firefox 1.0.7; Windows NT 5.1 -
740674ce2123e969



123.45.67.89 is the Internet  Protocol address assigned to the user by the user’s ISP. Depending

on the user’s service, a different  address may be assigned to the user by their service provider

each t ime they connect  to the Internet .

25/Mar/2003 10:15:32 is the date and t ime of the query.

http://www.google.com/search?q=cars is the requested URL, including the search query.

Firefox 1.0.7; Windows NT 5.1 is the browser and operat ing system being used.

740674ce2123a969 is the unique cookie ID assigned to this part icular computer the f irst  t ime it

visited Google. (Cookies can be deleted by users. If  the user has deleted the cookie from the

computer since the last  t ime they’ve visited Google, then it  will be the unique cookie ID assigned

to their device the next  t ime they visit  Google from that  part icular device).

Unique identi�ers

A unique ident if ier is a st ring of characters that  can be used to uniquely ident ify a browser, app, or

device. Different  ident if iers vary in how permanent  they are, whether they can be reset  by users, and

how they can be accessed.

Unique ident if iers can be used for various purposes, including security and fraud detect ion, syncing

services such as your email inbox, remembering your preferences, and providing personalized

advert ising. For example, unique ident if iers stored in cookies help sites display content  in your

browser in your preferred language. You can configure your browser to refuse all cookies or to

indicate when a cookie is being sent . Learn more about  how Google uses cookies.

On other plat forms besides browsers, unique ident if iers are used to recognize a specif ic device or

app on that  device. For example, a unique ident if ier such as the Advert ising ID is used to provide

relevant  advert ising on Android devices, and can be managed in your device’s set t ings. Unique

ident if iers may also be incorporated into a device by its manufacturer (somet imes called a

universally unique ID or UUID), such as the IMEI-number of a mobile phone. For example, a device’s

unique ident if ier can be used to customize our service to your device or analyze device issues related

to our services.

ads you’ll �nd most useful

For example, if  you watch videos about  baking on YouTube, you may see more ads that  relate to

baking as you browse the web. We also may use your IP address to determine your approximate



locat ion, so that  we can serve you ads for a nearby pizza delivery service if  you search for “pizza.”

Learn more about  Google ads and why you may see part icular ads.

adve�ising and research services on their behalf

For example, advert isers may upload data from their loyalty-card programs so that  they can bet ter

understand the performance of their ad campaigns. We only provide aggregated reports to

advert isers that  don’t  reveal informat ion about  individual people.

Android device with Google apps

Android devices with Google apps include devices sold by Google or one of our partners and include

phones, cameras, vehicles, wearables, and televisions. T hese devices use Google Play Services and

other pre- installed apps that  include services like Gmail, Maps, your phone’s camera and phone dialer,

text -to-speech conversion, keyboard input , and security features.

appropriate safeguards

For example, we may anonymize data, or encrypt  data to ensure it  can’t  be linked to other informat ion

about  you. Learn more

combine the information we collect

Some examples of how we combine the informat ion we collect  include:

When you’re signed in to your Google Account  and search on Google, you can see search results

from the public web, along with relevant  informat ion from the content  you have in other Google

products, like Gmail or Google Calendar. T his can include things like the status of your upcoming

flights, restaurant , and hotel reservat ions, or your photos. Learn more

If  you have communicated with someone via Gmail and want  to add them to a Google Doc or an

event  in Google Calendar, Google makes it  easy to do so by autocomplet ing their email address

when you start  to type in their name. T his feature makes it  easier to share things with people

you know. Learn more

T he Google app can use data that  you have stored in other Google products to show you

personalized content , depending on your set t ings. For example, if  you have searches stored in



your Web & App Act ivity, the Google app can show you news art icles and other informat ion about

your interests, like sports scores, based your act ivity. Learn more

If  you link your Google Account  to your Google Home, you can manage your informat ion and get

things done through the Google Assistant . For example, you can add events to your Google

Calendar or get  your schedule for the day, ask for status updates on your upcoming f light , or

send informat ion like driving direct ions to your phone. Learn more

customized search results

For example, when you’re signed in to your Google Account  and have the Web & App Act ivity cont rol

enabled, you can get  more relevant  search results that  are based on your previous searches and

act ivity from other Google services. You can learn more here. You may also get  customized search

results even when you’re signed out . If  you don’t  want  this level of search customizat ion, you can

search and browse privately or turn off  signed-out  search personalizat ion.

Customizing our services

For example, we may display a Google Doodle on the Search homepage to celebrate an event  specif ic

to your count ry.

deliver our services

Examples of how we use your informat ion to deliver our services include:

We use the IP address assigned to your device to send you the data you requested, such as

loading a YouTube video

We use unique ident if iers stored in cookies on your device to help us authent icate you as the

person who should have access to your Google Account

Photos and videos you upload to Google Photos are used to help you create albums, animat ions,

and other creat ions that  you can share. Learn more

A f light  confirmat ion email you receive may be used to create a “check-in” but ton that  appears

in your Gmail

When you purchase services or physical goods from us, you may provide us informat ion like your

shipping address or delivery inst ruct ions. We use this informat ion for things like processing,



fulf illing, and delivering your order, and to provide support  in connect ion with the product  or

service you purchase.

detect abuse

When we detect  spam, malware, illegal content , and other forms of abuse on our systems in violat ion

of our policies, we may disable your account  or take other appropriate act ion. In certain

circumstances, we may also report  the violat ion to appropriate authorit ies.

devices

For example, we can use informat ion from your devices to help you decide which device you’d like to

use to install an app or view a movie you buy from Google Play. We also use this informat ion to help

protect  your account .

ensure and improve

For example, we analyze how people interact  with advert ising to improve the performance of our ads.

ensure our services are working as intended

For example, we cont inuously monitor our systems to look for problems. And if  we f ind something

wrong with a specif ic feature, reviewing act ivity informat ion collected before the problem started

allows us to f ix things more quickly.

Information about things near your device

If  you use Google’s Locat ion services on Android, we can improve the performance of apps that  rely

on your locat ion, like Google Maps. If  you use Google’s Locat ion services, your device sends

informat ion to Google about  its locat ion, sensors (like accelerometer), and nearby cell towers and Wi-

Fi access points (like MAC address and signal st rength). All these things help to determine your

locat ion. You can use your device set t ings to enable Google Locat ion services. Learn more

legal process, or enforceable governmental request

It is safe to assume devices near a Home can also be
identified and connected using a similar approach and
technology.



Like other technology and communicat ions companies, Google regularly receives requests from

governments and courts around the world to disclose user data. Respect  for the privacy and security

of data you store with Google underpins our approach to complying with these legal requests. Our

legal team reviews each and every request , regardless of type, and we frequent ly push back when a

request  appears to be overly broad or doesn’t  follow the correct  process. Learn more in our

Transparency Report .

make improvements

For example, we use cookies to analyze how people interact  with our services. And that  analysis can

help us build bet ter products. For example, it  may help us discover that  it ’s taking people too long to

complete a certain task or that  they have t rouble f inishing steps at  all. We can then redesign that

feature and improve the product  for everyone.

may link information

Google Analyt ics relies on f irst -party cookies, which means the cookies are set  by the Google

Analyt ics customer. Using our systems, data generated through Google Analyt ics can be linked by the

Google Analyt ics customer and by Google to third-party cookies that  are related to visits to other

websites. For example, an advert iser may want  to use its Google Analyt ics data to create more

relevant  ads, or to further analyze its t raff ic. Learn more

pa�ner with Google

T here are over 2 million non-Google websites and apps that  partner with Google to show ads. Learn

more

payment information

For example, if  you add a credit  card or other payment  method to your Google Account , you can use it

to buy things across our services, like apps in the Play Store. We may also ask for other informat ion,

like a business tax ID, to help process your payment . In some cases, we may also need to verify your

ident ity and may ask you for informat ion to do this.

We may also use payment  informat ion to verify that  you meet  age requirements, if , for example, you

enter an incorrect  birthday indicat ing you’re not  old enough to have a Google Account . Learn more



personalized ads

You may also see personalized ads based on informat ion from the advert iser. If  you shopped on an

advert iser's website, for example, they can use that  visit  informat ion to show you ads. Learn more

phone number

If  you add your phone number to your account , it  can be used for different  purposes across Google

services, depending on your set t ings. For example, your phone number can be used to help you

access your account  if  you forget  your password, help people f ind and connect  with you, and make

the ads you see more relevant  to you. Learn more

protect against abuse

For example, informat ion about  security threats can help us not ify you if  we think your account  has

been compromised (at  which point  we can help you take steps to protect  your account).

publicly accessible sources

For example, we may collect  informat ion that ’s publicly available online or from other public sources

to help t rain Google’s language models and build features like Google Translate.

rely on cookies to function properly

For example, we use a cookie called ‘lbcs’ that  makes it  possible for you to open many Google Docs in

one browser. Blocking this cookie would prevent  Google Docs from working as expected. Learn more

safety and reliability

Some examples of how we use your informat ion to help keep our services safe and reliable include:

Collect ing and analyzing IP addresses and cookie data to protect  against  automated abuse.

T his abuse takes many forms, such as sending spam to Gmail users, stealing money from



advert isers by fraudulent ly clicking on ads, or censoring content  by launching a Dist ributed

Denial of Service (DDoS) at tack.

T he “last  account  act ivity” feature in Gmail can help you f ind out  if  and when someone accessed

your email without  your knowledge. T his feature shows you informat ion about  recent  act ivity in

Gmail, such as the IP addresses that  accessed your mail, the associated locat ion, and the date

and t ime of access. Learn more

sensitive categories

When showing you personalized ads, we use topics that  we think might  be of interest  to you based

on your act ivity. For example, you may see ads for things like "Cooking and Recipes" or "Air Travel.” We

don’t  use topics or show personalized ads based on sensit ive categories like race, religion, sexual

orientat ion, or health. And we require the same from advert isers that  use our services.

Sensor data from your device

Your device may have sensors that  can be used to bet ter understand your locat ion and movement .

For example, an accelerometer can be used to determine your speed and a gyroscope to f igure out

your direct ion of t ravel.

servers around the world

For example, we operate data centers located around the world to help keep our products

cont inuously available for users.

services to make and receive calls or send and receive messages

Examples of these services include:

Google Hangouts, for making domest ic and internat ional calls

Google Voice, for making calls, sending text  messages, and managing voicemail

Google Fi, for a phone plan

show trends

In line with GDPR 9 and 22.

This too would fall under the
confidentiality protection of the ePR.



When lots of people start  searching for something, it  can provide useful informat ion about  part icular

t rends at  that  t ime. Google Trends samples Google web searches to est imate the popularity of

searches over a certain period of t ime and shares those results publicly in aggregated terms. Learn

more

speci�c Google services

For example, you can delete your blog from Blogger or a Google Site you own from Google Sites. You

can also delete reviews you’ve left  on apps, games, and other content  in the Play Store.

speci�c pa�ners

For example, we allow YouTube creators and advert isers to work with measurement  companies to

learn about  the audience of their YouTube videos or ads, using cookies or similar technologies.

Another example is merchants on our shopping pages, who use cookies to understand how many

different  people see their product  list ings. Learn more about  these partners and how they use your

informat ion.

synced with your Google Account

Your Chrome browsing history is only saved to your account  if  you’ve enabled Chrome

synchronizat ion with your Google Account . Learn more

the people who ma�er most to you online

For example, when you type an address in the To, Cc, or Bcc f ield of an email you're composing, Gmail

will suggest  addresses based on the people you contact  most  frequent ly.

third pa�ies

For example, we process your informat ion to report  use stat ist ics to rights holders about  how their

content  was used in our services. We may also process your informat ion if  people search for your

name and we display search results for sites containing publicly available informat ion about  you.



Views and interactions with content and ads

For example, we collect  informat ion about  views and interact ions with ads so we can provide

aggregated reports to advert isers, like telling them whether we served their ad on a page and

whether the ad was likely seen by a viewer. We may also measure other interact ions, such as how you

move your mouse over an ad or if  you interact  with the page on which the ad appears.

your activity on other sites and apps

T his act ivity might  come from your use of Google services, like from syncing your account  with

Chrome or your visits to sites and apps that  partner with Google. Many websites and apps partner

with Google to improve their content  and services. For example, a website might  use our advert ising

services (like AdSense) or analyt ics tools (like Google Analyt ics), or it  might  embed other content

(such as videos from YouTube). T hese services may share informat ion about  your act ivity with

Google and, depending on your account  set t ings and the products in use (for instance, when a

partner uses Google Analyt ics in conjunct ion with our advert ising services), this data may be

associated with your personal informat ion.

Learn more about  how Google uses data when you use our partners' sites or apps.
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Privacy Notice
Last Updated: 22 March 2019.

To view a summary of the previous Privacy Notice please click here.

We know that you care how information about you is used and shared and we appreciate your trust in
us to do that carefully and sensibly. This Privacy Notice describes how we collect and process your
personal information through Amazon websites, devices, products, services, online and physical
stores, and applications that reference this Privacy Notice (together "Amazon Services").

Controllers of Personal Information.
EU-US and Swiss-US Privacy Shield
What Personal Information About Customers Does Amazon Europe Collect?
For What Purposes Does Amazon Europe Process Your Personal Information?
What About Cookies?
Does Amazon Europe Share Your Personal Information?
How Secure Is Information About Me?
What About Third-Party Advertisers and Links to Other Websites?
What Information Can I Access?
What Choices Do I Have?
Are Children Allowed to Use Amazon Services?
How Long Do We Keep Your Personal Information?
Contacts, Notices and Revisions
Related Practices & Information

Controllers of Personal Information
Amazon Europe Core SARL, Amazon EU SARL, Amazon Services Europe SARL and Amazon Media EU
SARL, all four at 38 avenue John F. Kennedy, L-1855, Luxembourg and Amazon Digital UK Limited of
1 Principal Place, Worship Street, London, EC2A 2FA, UK (together "Amazon Europe") are data
controllers of personal information collected and processed through Amazon Services. Details can be
found here.

EU-US and Swiss-US Privacy Shield
Amazon.com, Inc. participates in the EU-US and Swiss-US Privacy Shield frameworks. Click here to
learn more.

What Personal Information About Customers Does Amazon
Europe Collect?
We collect your personal information in order to provide and continually improve our products and
services.

Here are the types of information we gather:

Information You Give Us: we receive and store any information you provide in relation to
Amazon Services. Click here to see examples of what we collect. You can choose not to provide
certain information but then you might not be able to take advantage of many of our Amazon
Services.
Automatic Information: we automatically receive and store certain types of information when
you use Amazon Services, such as information about your use, including your interaction with
content and services available through Amazon Services. Like many websites, we use cookies and
other unique identifiers and we obtain certain types of information when your web browser or
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This privacy policy is structured
and formulated more like a
classical legal document. It
borrows terms from the GDPR
and appears structured like one
text, with less dispersion among
links. 

Amazon clearly informs
users of its role as
controller under GDPR 4
and 13.

Information
concerning data
transfers are hidden
behind a link but they
are clearly identified
and provided. See
paragraphs at the
end of this privacy
policy.

Information provided under GDPR
13. Throughout the policy Amazon
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paragraphs at the end of this
privacy policy.
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device accesses Amazon Services and other content served by or on behalf of Amazon Europe on
other websites. Click here to see examples of what we collect.
Information From Other Sources: we might receive information about you from other sources.
Click here to see examples of the information we receive.

For What Purposes Does Amazon Europe Process Your

Personal Information?

We process your personal information to operate, provide, and improve the Amazon Services that
we offer our customers. These purposes include:

Purchase and delivery of products and services. We use your personal information to take and
handle orders, deliver products and services, process payments, and communicate with you
about orders, products and services, and promotional offers.
Provide, troubleshoot, and improve Amazon Services. We use your personal information to
provide functionality, analyse performance, fix errors, and improve usability and effectiveness of
the Amazon Services.
Recommendations and personalisation. We use your personal information to recommend
features, products, and services that might be of interest to you, identify your preferences, and
personalise your experience with Amazon Services.
Provide voice services. When you use our voice services, we process your voice input and other
personal information to respond to your requests, provide the requested service to you, and
improve Amazon Services. For more information about Alexa voice services click here
Comply with legal obligations. In certain cases, we have a legal obligation to collect and process
your personal information. For instance, we collect from sellers information regarding place of
establishment and bank account information for identity verification and other purposes.
Communicate with you. We use your personal information to communicate with you in relation
to Amazon Services via different channels (e.g., by phone, email, chat).
Advertising. We use your personal information to display interest-based ads for features,
products, and services that might be of interest to you. To learn more, please read our Interest-
Based Ads notice.
Fraud Prevention and Credit Risks. We process personal information to prevent and detect
fraud and abuse in order to protect the security of our customers, Amazon Europe, and others.
We may also use scoring methods to assess and manage credit risks.
Purposes for which we seek your consent. We may also ask for your consent to process your
personal information for a specific purpose that we communicate to you. When you consent to
our processing your personal information for a specified purpose, you may withdraw your
consent at any time and we will stop processing of your data for that purpose.

What About Cookies?

To enable our systems to recognise your browser or device and to provide Amazon Services to you, we
use cookies. For more information about cookies and how we use them, please read our Cookies
Notice.

Does Amazon Europe Share Your Personal Information?

Information about our customers is an important part of our business and we are not in the business
of selling our customers' personal information to others. Amazon Europe shares customers'
information only as described below and with Amazon.com, Inc. and the subsidiaries that
Amazon.com, Inc. controls that are either subject to this Privacy Notice or follow practices at least as
protective as those described in this Privacy Notice.

Transactions involving Third Parties: We make available to you services, products, applications,
or skills provided by third parties for use on or through Amazon Services. For example, you can
order products from third parties through our retail websites, download applications from third-
party application providers from our App Store, and enable third-party skills through our Alexa
services. We also offer services or sell product lines jointly with third-party businesses, such as
co-branded credit cards. You can tell when a third party is involved in your transactions and we
share customer information related to those transactions with that third party.
Third Party Service Providers: We employ other companies and individuals to perform functions
on our behalf. Examples include fulfilling orders for products or services, delivering packages,
sending postal mail and e-mail, removing repetitive information from customer lists, analysing
data, providing marketing assistance, providing search results and links (including paid listings
and links), processing payments, transmitting content, scoring credit risk, and providing
customer service. These third-party service providers have access to personal information needed
to perform their functions, but may not use it for other purposes. Further, they must process the
personal information in accordance with this Privacy Notice and as permitted by applicable data
protection laws.
Business Transfers: As we continue to develop our business, we might sell or buy other
businesses or services. In such transactions, customer information generally is one of the
transferred business assets but remains subject to the promises made in any pre-existing Privacy
Notice (unless, of course, the customer consents otherwise). Also, in the unlikely event that

Purposes are
specified under
GDPR 5. The
formulation is very
broad and vague and
could result in
circumvention of the
compatibility
assessment for new
purposes or of the
data minimization
principle.

The information concerning
ads and targeted advertising
are hidden behind a link. This
results in a dilution of
information. The page
concerning ads information
also contain vague references
and examples.

This formulation is
confusing. Does this imply
that for the purposes listed
above consent is not the
legal basis.
? What other legal based
are involved (besides the
ones referring to the
contract and the legal
obligations)?
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Amazon.com, Inc. or substantially all of its assets are acquired, customer information will of
course be one of the transferred assets.
Protection of Amazon Europe and Others: We release account and other personal information
when we believe release is appropriate to comply with the law; enforce or apply our Conditions
of Use and other agreements; or protect the rights, property or safety of Amazon Europe, our
users or others. This includes exchanging information with other companies and organisations
for fraud protection and credit risk reduction.
Other than as set out above, you will receive notice when personal information about you might
be shared with third parties and you will have an opportunity to choose not to share the
information.

Transfers out of the European Economic Area. Whenever we transfer personal information to
countries outside of the European Economic Area in the course of sharing information as set out
above, we will ensure that the information is transferred in accordance with this Privacy Notice and as
permitted by the applicable laws on data protection.

How Secure is Information About Me?
We design our systems with your security and privacy in mind.

We work to protect the security of your information during transmission by using Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) software, which encrypts information you input.
We follow the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) when handling credit
card data.
We maintain physical, electronic and procedural safeguards in connection with the collection,
storage and disclosure of personal customer information. Our security procedures mean that we
may occasionally request proof of identity before we disclose personal information to you.
Our devices offer security features to protect them against unauthorised access and loss of data.
You can control these features and configure them based on your needs. Click here for more
information on how to manage the security settings of your device.
It is important for you to protect against unauthorised access to your password and to your
computers, devices, and applications. Be sure to sign off when you finish using a shared
computer. For more information on how to sign off click here.

What About Third-Party Advertisers and Links to Other
Websites?
Amazon Services may include third-party advertising and links to other websites and apps. Third
party advertising partners may collect information about you when you interact with their content,
advertising, and services. For more information about third-party advertising at Amazon Europe,
including interest-based ads, please read our Interest-Based Ads notice. To adjust your advertising
preferences, please go to the Advertising Preferences page.

What Information Can I Access?
You can access your information, including your name, address, payment options, profile information,
Prime membership, household settings, and purchase history in the "Your Account" section of the
website. Click here for a list of examples that you can access.

What Choices Do I Have?
If you have any questions or objection as to how we collect and process your personal information,
please contact our Customer Service. Many of our Amazon Services also include settings that provide
you with options as to how your information is being used.

As described above, you can choose not to provide certain information but then you might not
be able to take advantage of many of the Amazon Services.
You can add or update certain information on pages such as those referenced in the Information
You Can Access? section. When you update information, we usually keep a copy of the previous
version for our records.
If you don't want to receive e-mail or other communications from us, please adjust your
Customer Communication Preferences. If you don't want to receive in-app notifications from us,
please adjust your notification settings in the app or your device.
If you don't want to see interest based-ads, please adjust your Advertising Preferences.
The Help feature on most browsers and devices will tell you how to prevent your browser or
device from accepting new cookies, how to have the browser notify you when you receive a new
cookie or how to disable cookies altogether. Because cookies allow you to take advantage of
some essential Amazon Services, we recommend that you leave them turned on. For instance, if
you block or otherwise reject our cookies, you will not be able to add items to your Shopping
Basket, proceed to Checkout, or use any Amazon Services that require you to Sign in. For more
information about cookies, see our Cookies Notice.
If you want to browse our websites anonymously, you may do so by logging out of your account
here and disabling cookies on your browser.

This passage does not
explain if, besides the two
above mentioned
agreements, other bases are
used to make the transfer
compatible with the GDPR. Cgr. GDPR 5 and 32.

These
sections
explain how to
exercise some
data subject’s
rights under
GDPR
13-15-16-17. 
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When you consent to our processing your personal information for a specified purpose, you may
withdraw your consent at any time and we will stop any further processing of your data for that
purpose.
You will also be able to opt out of certain other types of data processing by updating your
settings on the applicable Amazon website (e.g., in "Manage Your Content and Devices"), device,
or application. For more information click here. Most non-Amazon devices also provide users
with the ability to change device permissions (e.g., disable/access location services, contacts). For
most devices, these controls are located in the device's settings menu. If you have questions
about how to change your device permissions on devices manufactured by third parties, we
recommend you contact your mobile service carrier or your device manufacturer as different
devices may have different permission settings.
Sellers can add or update certain information in Seller Central, update their account information
by accessing their Seller Account Information, and adjust the email or other communications
they receive from us by updating their Notification Preferences.
Authors can add or update the information they have provided in the Author Portal and Author
Central by accessing their accounts in the Author Portal and Author Central, respectively.

In addition, subject to applicable law, you have the right to request access to, correct, and delete your
personal data, and to ask for data portability. You may also object to our processing of your personal
data or ask that we restrict the processing of your personal data in certain instances. If you wish to do
any of these things, please contact Customer Service

Are Children Allowed to Use Amazon Services?

Amazon Europe doesn't sell products for purchase by children. We sell children's products for
purchase by adults. If you're under 18, you may use Amazon Services only with the involvement of a
parent or guardian.

How Long Do We Keep Your Personal Information?

We keep your personal information to enable your continued use of Amazon Services, for as long as it
is required in order to fulfil the relevant purposes described in this Privacy Notice, as may be required
by law such as for tax and accounting purposes, or as otherwise communicated to you. For example,
we retain your transaction history so that you can review past purchases (and repeat orders if desired)
and what addresses you have shipped orders to, and to improve the relevancy of products and
content we recommend.

Contacts, Notices & Revisions

If you have any concern about privacy at Amazon Europe or want to contact one of our data
controllers, please contact us with a thorough description and we will try to resolve the issue for you.
Further, the data protection officer for the above mentioned data controllers can be contacted at eu-
privacy@amazon.co.uk. You can file a complaint with our principal supervisory authority, the
Commission Nationale pour la Protection des Données in Luxembourg, or with a local authority.

Our business changes constantly and our Privacy Notice will change also. You should check our
website frequently to see recent changes. Unless stated otherwise, our current Privacy Notice applies
to all information that we have about you and your account. We stand behind the promises we make,
however, and will never materially change our policies and practices to make them less protective of
customer information collected in the past without the consent of affected customers.

Related Practices & Information

Conditions of Use and Sale
Help Desk
Most Recent Purchases
Your Profile and Community Guidelines

Examples of Information Collected

Information You Give Us When You Use Amazon Services

You provide information to us when you:

search for products or services;
place an order through Amazon Services;
download, stream, view, or use content on a device, or through a service or application on a
device;
provide information in Your Account (and you might have more than one if you have used more
than one e-mail address or mobile number when shopping with us) or Your Profile;
talk to or otherwise interact with our Alexa Voice service;
upload your contacts;
configure your settings on, provide data access permissions for, or interact with your device or
another Amazon Service;

This formulation is
vague and doesn’t
not allow the data
subject to have a
clear idea of the
time of retention.
Cfr. GDPR 5 and
13.

The support
FAQs of
Amazon Echo
and Alexa also
explain that
children
cannot create
voice profiles. 
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provide information in your Seller Account, Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) account, Developer

account or any other account we make available that allows you to develop or offer software,

goods, or services to Amazon customers;

offer your products or services on or through Amazon Services;

communicate with us by phone, e-mail, or otherwise;

complete a questionnaire, a support ticket, or a contest entry form;

upload images, videos or other files to Prime Photos, Amazon Drive, or other Amazon Services;

compile Playlists, Watchlists, Wish Lists or gift registries;

Participate in community features, provide and rate Customer Reviews;

specify a Special Occasion Reminder; or

employ Product Availability Alerts, such as Available to Order Notifications.

As a result of those actions, you might supply us with such information as: your name; address and

phone number; payment information; your age; your location information; people to whom purchases

have been dispatched or people listed in 1-Click settings (including addresses and phone numbers); e-

mail addresses of your friends and other people; content of reviews and e-mails to us; personal

description and photograph in Your Profile; voice recordings when you speak to Alexa; images and

video stored in connection with Amazon Services, information and documents regarding identity and

standing; corporate and financial information; credit history information; VAT numbers; and device

log files and configurations, including Wi-Fi credentials, if you choose to automatically synchronise

them with your other Amazon devices.

Automatic Information

Examples of the information we collect and analyse include:

the Internet protocol (IP) address used to connect your computer to the Internet;

login; e-mail address; password;

the location of your device or computer;

content interaction information, such as content downloads, streams, and playback details

including duration and number of simultaneous streams and downloads, and network details for

streaming and download quality, including information about your internet service provider;

device metrics such as when a device is in use, application usage, connectivity data, and any

errors or event failures;

Amazon Service metrics (e.g., the occurrences of technical errors, your interactions with service

features and content, your settings preferences and backup information, location of your device

running an application, information about uploaded images and files (e.g., file name, dates,

times and location of your images));

purchase and content use history, which we sometimes aggregate with similar information from

other customers to create features such as Best Sellers;

the full Uniform Resource Locators (URL) clickstream to, through and from our website (including

date and time); cookie number; products and/ or content you viewed or searched for; page

response times, download errors, length of visits to certain pages, page interaction information

(such as scrolling, clicks, and mouse-overs),

phone numbers used to call our customer service number.

We may also use device identifiers, cookies, and other technologies on devices, applications and our

web pages to collect browsing, usage or other technical information for fraud prevention purposes.

Information From Other Sources

Examples of information we receive from other sources include:

updated delivery and address information from our carriers or other third parties, which we use

to correct our records and deliver your next purchase or communication more easily;

account information, purchase or redemption information and page-view information from some

merchants with which we operate co-branded businesses or for which we provide technical,

fulfillment, advertising or other services;

information about your interactions with products and services offered by our subsidiaries;

search results and links, including paid listings (such as Sponsored Links);

information about internet-connected devices and services that you've linked with Alexa; and

credit history information from credit bureaus, which we use to help prevent and detect fraud

and to offer certain credit or financial services to some customers.

Information You Can Access

Examples of information you can access through Amazon Services include:

status of recent orders (including subscriptions);

your complete order history;

personally identifiable information (including name, e-mail, password, communications and

personalised advertising preferences, address book and 1-Click settings);

payment settings (including payment card information and gift voucher, gift card and cheque

balances);
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e-mail notification settings (including Product Availability Alerts, Deliveries, Special Occasion
Reminders, and newsletters);
recommendations and the products you recently viewed that are the basis for recommendations
(including Recommended for You and Improve Your Recommendations);
shopping lists and gift registries (including Wish Lists and Baby and Wedding Registries);
your content, devices, services, and related settings;
content that you recently viewed;
voice recordings associated with your account;
Your Profile (including your product Reviews, Recommendations, Reminders and personal
profile).
Sellers can access their account and other information, and adjust their communications
preferences, by updating their accounts in Seller Central.
Authors can access their account and other information, and update their accounts, on the Kindle
Direct Publishing (KDP) or Author Central website, as applicable.
Developers participating in our Developer Services Program can access their account and other
information, and adjust their communications preferences, by updating their accounts in the
Developer Services Portal, developers.amazon.com.

EU-US and Swiss-US Privacy Shield

Amazon.com, Inc. and certain of its controlled US affiliates (together, the Amazon Group Companies,
or "We") participate in the EU-US and Swiss-US Privacy Shield Frameworks regarding the collection,
use, and retention of personal information from European Union member countries, the United
Kingdom, and Switzerland. We have certified with the Department of Commerce that we adhere to
the Privacy Shield Principles. To learn more about the Privacy Shield Principles, see here.

If you have any inquiries or complaints about our handling of your personal data under Privacy Shield,
or about our privacy practices generally, please contact us at: privacyshield@amazon.com. We will
respond to your inquiry promptly. If we are unable to satisfactorily resolve any complaint relating to
the Privacy Shield, or if we fail to acknowledge your complaint in a timely fashion, you can submit
your complaint to TRUSTe, which provides an independent third-party dispute resolution service
based in the United States. TRUSTe has committed to respond to complaints and to provide
appropriate recourse at no cost to you. To learn more about TRUSTe's dispute resolution services or to
refer a complaint to TRUSTe, visit here. If neither Amazon nor TRUSTe resolves your complaint, you
may pursue binding arbitration through the Privacy Shield Panel. To learn more about the Privacy
Shield Panel, see here.

As explained here we sometimes provide personal information to third parties to perform services on
our behalf. If we transfer personal information received under the Privacy Shield to a third party, the
third party's access, use, and disclosure of the personal data must also be in compliance with our
Privacy Shield obligations, and we will remain liable under the Privacy Shield for any failure to do so
by the third party unless we prove we are not responsible for the event giving rise to the damage.

You can review our Privacy Shield registration here. The Amazon Group Companies are subject to the
investigatory and enforcement powers of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). We may be required to
disclose personal information that we handle under the Privacy Shield in response to lawful requests
by public authorities, including to meet national security or law enforcement requirements.
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Alexa, Echo Devices and Your Privacy

Amazon knows that you care how information about you is used and shared and we appreciate your
trust in us to do that carefully and sensibly.

Alexa is a cloud service that you control with your voice and is always getting smarter—the more you
use Alexa, the more Alexa adapts to your speech patterns, vocabulary, and personal preferences. 

We handle any personal information we receive through Alexa in accordance with Amazon’s Privacy
Notice. This page provides additional detail about how we use your personal information to provide
and improve your experience and our services. 

What happens when I speak to Alexa?
When you speak to Alexa, a recording of what you asked is sent to Amazon’s servers so our systems
for speech recognition and natural language understanding can process and respond to your request.
We associate your requests with your Amazon account to allow you to access other Amazon services
(e.g., so you can ask Alexa to read your Kindle books and play audiobooks from Audible) and to
provide you with a more personalised experience. For example, keeping track of the songs you have
listened to helps Alexa choose what songs to play when you say, “Alexa, play music.”  

At times, Alexa may make recommendations to you based on your requests.  For example, if you are a
Prime Music user and you request a song that is not available through Prime Music, Alexa may offer
you the ability to subscribe to Amazon Music Unlimited.  Alexa may also recommend Alexa skills you
might like based on the Alexa skills you use.

How does Alexa minimise the amount of data sent to the
Cloud?
Alexa and Echo devices are designed to record as little audio as possible and minimise the amount of
background noise streamed to the Cloud. By default, Alexa-enabled devices only stream audio to the
Cloud if the wake word is detected (or Alexa is activated by pressing a button). When an Alexa-
enabled device detects the wake word and begins streaming audio to the Cloud, Alexa performs a
“cloud verification” of the wake word using the more powerful processing capabilities of the Cloud to
double-check the audio to confirm detection of the wake word. If the Cloud verification does not also
detect the wake word, Alexa stops processing the audio and ends the audio stream to the Cloud. If
Alexa confirms that the wake word was spoken, Alexa will continually attempt to determine when
your request has ended and then immediately end the audio stream.

What about "false wakes"?
In some cases, your Alexa-enabled device might interpret another word or sound as the wake word
(for instance, the name “Alex” or someone saying “Alexa” on the radio or television). When this
happens, we call that a “false wake”. We have a team of world-class scientists and engineers
dedicated to continually improving our wake word detection technology and preventing false wakes
from happening, including through the Cloud verification mechanism described in the FAQ “How does
Alexa minimise the amount of data sent to the Cloud?”

Anytime your Echo device detects the wake word, a visual or audible indicator will signal it is
recording audio to stream to the Cloud, and you can review and delete the voice recordings associated
with your account (including any audio resulting from a false wake) in your Voice History available in
the Alexa app at Settings > Alexa Privacy or https://www.amazon.co.uk/alexaprivacysettings.

How do my voice recordings improve Alexa?
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Alexa is a continuously improving service that is designed to get smarter every day. For example, we
use your requests to Alexa to train our speech recognition and natural language understanding
systems using machine learning. Training Alexa with real world requests from a diverse range of
customers is necessary for Alexa to respond properly to the variation in our customers’ speech
patterns, dialects, accents, and vocabulary and the acoustic environments where customers use Alexa.
This training relies in part on supervised machine learning, an industry-standard practice where
humans review an extremely small sample of requests to help Alexa understand the correct
interpretation of a request and provide the appropriate response in the future. For example, a human
reviewing a customer’s request for the weather in Austin can identify that Alexa misinterpreted it as a
request for the weather in Boston. Our supervised learning process includes multiple safeguards to
protect customer privacy. You can manage the use of your voice recordings to improve our services
and develop new features by visiting Settings > Alexa Privacy > Manage How Your Data Improves

Alexa in the Alexa app.

Is Alexa recording all my conversations?

No. Echo devices are designed to detect only your chosen wake word (Alexa, Amazon, Computer or
Echo). The device detects the wake word by identifying acoustic patterns that match the wake word.
No audio is stored or sent to the cloud unless the device detects the wake word (or Alexa is activated
by pressing a button).

How do I know when audio is being sent to the cloud?

For Echo devices, any time audio is sent to the cloud, a visual indicator appears on your device. For
instance, the light ring on Amazon Echo will turn blue or a blue bar will appear on Echo Show. You
can also configure certain Echo devices to play a short audible tone any time audio is sent to the
cloud.

Can I “mute” my Echo device?

Yes. Our Echo devices are equipped with a microphone off button. When the button is pressed, the
power to the microphones is disconnected and a dedicated red light is illuminated. When the
microphones are turned off, your device cannot stream audio to the cloud.

Can I review, manage and delete my voice recordings?

Yes.  You can review your voice recordings associated with your account, manage the use of your voice
recordings in the development of new features, and delete those voice recordings one by one, by date
range or all at once by visiting Settings > Alexa Privacy in the Alexa app or at
https://www.amazon.co.uk/alexaprivacysettings. And you can delete all the voice recordings
associated with your account all at once for each of your Alexa-enabled devices and apps by visiting
Manage Your Content and Devices.

You can also enable the ability to delete your recordings by voice. Once enabled, you can delete the
voice recording of your last request by saying “Alexa, delete what I just said” or you can delete all the
voice recordings from your account for the day by saying "Alexa, delete everything I said today." To
enable deletion by voice go to Settings > Alexa Privacy > Review Voice History in the Alexa app or
https://www.amazon.co.uk/alexaprivacysettings. When enabled, anyone with access to your Alexa-
enabled devices can ask Alexa to delete voice recordings from your account.

Deleting voice recordings may degrade your Alexa experience. If you have changed your default
marketplace while using an Alexa-enabled product, you will need to perform this step for each
marketplace to delete all voice recordings associated with your account.

What happens when I delete my voice recordings?

When you delete voice recordings associated with your account, we will delete the voice recordings
and the text transcripts of your request that you selected from Amazon’s Cloud. We may still retain
other records of your Alexa interactions, including records of actions Alexa took in response to your
request. This allows us, for instance, to continue to provide your reminders, timers, and alarms,
process your orders, and show your shopping and to-do lists and messages sent through Alexa
Communications. If your request was processed by an Alexa skill, deleting your voice recordings does
not delete any information retained by the developer of that skill (skill developers do not receive
voice recordings).

Does Alexa use other information?

Depending on how you use Alexa, we may also collect other types of information and use that
information to provide and improve your experience and our services.

Here are some examples:

Smart Home – If you interact with or operate a smart home product with Alexa, such as a light,
thermostat or outlet, we will receive information about that smart home product’s device type,
features, and status, which allows you to see information about and control that product from
your Alexa app.
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Alexa Calling and Messaging - If you use Alexa Calling and Messaging and grant Alexa access to
your contacts, we will periodically import and store your contacts, which allows us to connect
you with your contacts and identify the most likely contact you intend to call or message (e.g.,
which Bill you want to call when you ask Alexa to “call Bill”). If you use Alexa Calling and
Messaging to send voice or text messages to another Alexa Calling and Messaging user (e.g., on
Echo, "Alexa, send a message to Mom" or, in the Alexa App, tapping on the message icon on
Mom's contact card), we will process your messages in the cloud to convert voice messages to
text, and vice versa. You can turn off Alexa’s use of your messages to improve message
transcription accuracy from Alexa Privacy in the Settings menu of your Alexa App or in the
Manage Your Content and Devices section of Your Account.

Item or barcode scanning feature - If you use Echo Show’s item or barcode scanning feature, we
will process the scanned image in the cloud to return search results from Amazon.co.uk for the
scanned item or barcode.  You can delete the scanned images associated with your account by
visiting the Manage Your Content and Devices page at https://www.amazon.co.uk/mycd.

Voice profile – If you consent to create a voice profile, we will use recordings of your voice to
create an acoustic model of your voice characteristics and store it in the cloud so Alexa can
recognise your voice, call you by name, and do more to personalise your experience. Creation of a
voice profile is an optional feature and you can withdraw your consent and delete any voice
profile you've created by selecting “Delete my voice” in the Alexa App. If your voice is not
recognised for three years, we will automatically delete your voice profile.

Third party services

If you use a third party service through Alexa, we will exchange related information with that third
party so they may provide the service. For example, if you interact with a third party Alexa skill, we
provide the content of your requests (but not the voice recordings) to the skill so the skill can respond
accordingly. If you use a third party Alexa skill that requires your location (such as a car service) and
grant the skill access to your location, we will share that information with the skill. Information you
provide to an Alexa skill will be subject to the skill developer’s privacy practices.  You can find the
privacy notices provided to us by the developers of Alexa skills that collect personal information on
the detail page for those skills in your Alexa App.

Some Alexa skills are directed to children, as identified by the developers of those skills. Kid skills are
turned off by default. If you want to use kid skills, please turn all kid skills on in the Settings menu of
your Alexa app. You can turn all kid skills off at any time by changing that setting.

You can learn more about Alexa in our Alexa Terms of Use. For more commonly asked questions,
including how other Amazon Alexa-enabled devices and features work, please visit Alexa and Alexa
Device FAQs.
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Apple Privacy Policy 
Apple’s Privacy Policy describes how Apple collects, uses, 
and shares your personal data. 
Updated December 14, 2020 

 

In addition to this Privacy Policy, we provide data and privacy information imbedded in 
our products and certain features that ask to use your personal information. This 
product-specific information is accompanied by our Data & Privacy Icon.  

You will be given an opportunity to review this product-specific information before 
enabling these features. You also can view this information at any time, either in 
Settings related to those features and/or online at apple.com/legal/privacy.  

Please take a moment to familiarize yourself with our privacy practices, accessible via 
the headings below, and contact us if you have any questions. 

Your California Privacy Disclosures 
Information Regarding Commercial Electronic Messages in Canada
Apple Health Study Apps Privacy Policy 

The use of icons is also in line with the initiatives at European 
level concerning the clarity and readability of the information 
revised to Data Subjects

ANNEX 5.3(C)



What Is Personal Data at Apple? 
At Apple, we believe strongly in fundamental privacy rights — and that those fundamental rights should not 
differ depending on where you live in the world. That’s why we treat any data that relates to an 
identified or identifiable individual or that is linked or linkable to them by Apple as “personal data,” no 
matter where the individual lives. This means that data that directly identifies you — such as your name 
— is personal data, and also data that does not directly identify you, but that can reasonably be used to 
identify you — such as the serial number of your device — is personal data. 

This Privacy Policy covers how Apple or an Apple-affiliated company handles personal data whether you 
interact with us on our websites, through Apple apps (such as Apple Music or Wallet), or in person 
(including by phone or when visiting our retail stores). Apple may also link to third parties on our services or 
make third-party apps available for download in our App Store. Apple’s Privacy Policy does not apply to 
how third parties define personal data or how they use it. We encourage you to read their privacy policies 
and know your privacy rights before interacting with them.  

Your Privacy Rights at Apple 
At Apple, we respect your ability to know, access, correct, transfer, restrict the processing of, and delete 
your personal data. We have provided these rights to our global customer base and if you choose to 
exercise these privacy rights, you have the right not to be treated in a discriminatory way nor to receive a 
lesser degree of service from Apple. Apple does not sell your data including as “sale” is defined in Nevada 
and California.  

To exercise your privacy rights and choices, visit the Apple Privacy Portal at privacy.apple.com for 
Apple or shazam.com/privacy for Shazam. To help protect the security of your personal data, you must 
sign in to your account and your identity will be verified. If the Privacy Portal is not available in your region, 
you can make privacy rights requests at apple.com/legal/privacy/contact.  

There may be situations where we cannot grant your request — for example, if you ask us to delete your 
transaction data and Apple is legally obligated to keep a record of that transaction to comply with law. We 
may also decline to grant a request where doing so would undermine our legitimate use of data for anti-

What Is Personal Data at Apple? 
Your Privacy Rights at Apple 
Personal Data Apple Collects from You 
Personal Data Apple Receives from Other Sources 
Apple’s Use of Personal Data 
Apple’s Sharing of Personal Data 
Protection of Personal Data at Apple 
Children and Personal Data 
Cookies and Other Technologies 
Transfer of Personal Data Between Countries 
Our Companywide Commitment to Your Privacy 
Privacy Questions
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fraud and security purposes, such as when you request deletion of an account that is being investigated for 
security concerns. Other reasons your privacy request may be denied are if it jeopardizes the privacy of 
others, is frivolous or vexatious, or would be extremely impractical. 

If you live in California, if you cannot access Apple’s Privacy Portal, you or your authorized agent can make 
a request at apple.com/legal/privacy/contact!or by calling 1-800-275-2273. 

For more information on exercising your rights, visit support.apple.com/HT208501.  

Personal Data Apple Collects from You 
At Apple, we believe that you can have great products and great privacy. This means that we strive to 
collect only the personal data that we need. The personal data Apple collects depends on how you 
interact with Apple. Descriptions of how Apple handles personal data for certain individual services are 
available at apple.com/legal/privacy/data. 

When you create an Apple ID, apply for commercial credit, purchase and/or activate a product or device, 
download a software update, register for a class at an Apple Store, connect to our services, contact us 
(including by social media), participate in an online survey, or otherwise interact with Apple, we may collect 
a variety of information, including: 

• Account Information. Your Apple ID and related account details, including email address, devices 
registered, account status, and age 

• Device Information. Data from which your device could be identified, such as device serial number, or 
about your device, such as browser type 

• Contact Information. Data such as name, email address, physical address, phone number, or other 
contact information 

• Payment Information. Data about your billing address and method of payment, such as bank details, 
credit, debit, or other payment card information 

• Transaction Information. Data about purchases of Apple products and services or transactions 
facilitated by Apple, including purchases on Apple platforms 

• Fraud Prevention Information. Data used to help identify and prevent fraud, including a device trust 
score 

• Usage Data. Data about your activity on and use of our offerings, such as app launches within our 
services, including browsing history; search history; product interaction; crash data, performance and 
other diagnostic data; and other usage data 

• Location Information. Precise location only to support Find My, and coarse location 
• Health Information. Data relating to the health status of an individual, including data related to one’s 

physical or mental health or condition. Personal health data also includes data that can be used to make 
inferences about or detect the health status of an individual. If you participate in a study using an Apple 
Health Research Study app, the policy governing the privacy of your personal data is described in the 
Apple Health Study Apps Privacy Policy. 

• Fitness Information. Details relating to your fitness and exercise information where you choose to share 
them 

• Financial Information. Details including salary, income, and assets information where collected, and 
information related to Apple-branded financial offerings 
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• Government ID Data. In certain jurisdictions, we may ask for a government-issued ID in limited 
circumstances, including when setting up a wireless account and activating your device, for the purpose 
of extending commercial credit, managing reservations, or as required by law 

• Other Information You Provide to Us. Details such as the content of your communications with Apple, 
including interactions with customer support and contacts through social media channels 

You are not required to provide the personal data that we have requested. However, if you choose not to do 
so, in many cases we will not be able to provide you with our products or services or respond to requests 
you may have. 

Personal Data Apple Receives from Other Sources 
Apple may receive personal data about you from other individuals, from businesses or third parties acting 
at your direction, from our partners who work with us to provide our products and services and assist us 
in security and fraud prevention, and from other lawful sources. 

• Individuals. Apple may collect data about you from other individuals — for example, if that individual has 
sent you a product or gift card, invited you to participate in an Apple service or forum, or shared content 
with you.  

• At Your Direction. You may direct other individuals or third parties to share data with Apple. For example, 
you may direct your mobile carrier to share data about your carrier account with Apple for account 
activation, or for your loyalty program to share information about your participation so that you can earn 
rewards for Apple purchases.  

• Apple Partners. We may also validate the information you provide — for example, when creating an 
Apple ID, with a third party for security, and for fraud-prevention purposes. 

For research and development purposes, we may use datasets such as those that contain images, voices, 
or other data that could be associated with an identifiable person. When acquiring such datasets, we do so 
in accordance with applicable law, including law in the jurisdiction in which the dataset is hosted. When 
using such datasets for research and development, we do not attempt to reidentify individuals who may 
appear therein. 

Apple’s Use of Personal Data 
Apple uses personal data to power our services, to process your transactions, to communicate with 
you, for security and fraud prevention, and to comply with law. We may also use personal data for 
other purposes with your consent.  

Apple uses your personal data only when we have a valid legal basis to do so. Depending on the 
circumstance, Apple may rely on your consent or the fact that the processing is necessary to fulfill a 
contract with you, protect your vital interests or those of other persons, or to comply with law. We may also 
process your personal data where we believe it is in our or others’ legitimate interests, taking into 
consideration your interests, rights, and expectations. If you have questions about the legal basis, you can 
contact the Data Protection Officer at apple.com/legal/privacy/contact. 

• Power Our Services. Apple collects personal data necessary to power our services, which may include 
personal data collected to personalize or improve our offerings, for internal purposes such as auditing or 
data analysis, or for troubleshooting. For example, if you would like to access a song through an Apple 
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Music subscription, we collect data on what songs you play in order to provide you with the content 
requested and for royalty purposes. 

• Process Your Transactions. To process transactions, Apple must collect data such as your name, 
purchase, and payment information. 

• Communicate with You. To respond to communications, reach out to you about your transactions or 
account, market our products and services, provide other relevant information, or request information or 
feedback. From time to time, we may use your personal data to send important notices, such as 
communications about purchases and changes to our terms, conditions, and policies. Because this 
information is important to your interaction with Apple, you may not opt out of receiving these important 
notices.  

• Security and Fraud Prevention. To protect individuals, employees, and Apple and for loss prevention 
and to prevent fraud, including to protect individuals, employees, and Apple for the benefit of all our 
users, and prescreening or scanning uploaded content for potentially illegal content, including child 
sexual exploitation material. 

• Comply with Law. To comply with applicable law — for example, to satisfy tax or reporting obligations, or 
to comply with a lawful governmental request. 

Apple does not use algorithms or profiling to make any decision that would significantly affect you without 
the opportunity for human review. 

Apple retains personal data only for so long as necessary to fulfill the purposes for which it was 
collected, including as described in this Privacy Policy or in our service-specific privacy notices, or as 
required by law. We will retain your personal data for the period necessary to fulfill the purposes outlined in 
this Privacy Policy and our service-specific privacy summaries. When assessing retention periods, we first 
carefully examine whether it is necessary to retain the personal data collected and, if retention is required, 
work to retain the personal data for the shortest possible period permissible under law. 

Apple’s Sharing of Personal Data 
Apple may share personal data with service providers who act on our behalf, our partners, or others at 
your direction. Further, Apple does not share personal data with third parties for their own marketing 
purposes.  

• Service Providers. Apple may engage third parties to act as our service providers and perform certain 
tasks on our behalf, such as delivering products to customers. Apple service providers are obligated to 
handle personal data consistent with this Privacy Policy and according to our instructions. They cannot 
use the personal data we share for their own purposes and must delete or return the personal data once 
they've fulfilled our request. 

• Partners. At times, Apple may partner with third parties to provide services or other offerings. For 
example, Apple financial offerings like Apple Card and Apple Cash are offered by Apple and our partners. 
Apple requires its partners to protect your personal data. 

• Others. Apple may share personal data with others at your direction or with your consent, such as when 
we share information with your carrier to activate your account. We may also disclose information about 
you if we determine that for purposes of national security, law enforcement, or other issues of public 
importance, disclosure is necessary or appropriate. We may also disclose information about you where 
there is a lawful basis for doing so, if we determine that disclosure is reasonably necessary to enforce our 
terms and conditions or to protect our operations or users, or in the event of a reorganization, merger, or 
sale.  
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If you purchase a subscription in a third-party app or within Apple News, we create a Subscriber ID that is 
unique to you and the developer or publisher. The Subscriber ID may be used to provide reports to the 
developer or publisher, which include information about the subscription you purchased and your country 
of residence. If you cancel all of your subscriptions with a particular developer or publisher, the Subscriber 
ID will reset after 180 days if you do not resubscribe. This information is provided to developers so that they 
can understand the performance of their subscriptions. 

Protection of Personal Data at Apple 
At Apple, we believe that great privacy rests on great security. We use administrative, technical, and 
physical safeguards to protect your personal data, taking into account the nature of the personal data and 
the processing, and the threats posed. We are constantly working to improve on these safeguards to help 
keep your personal data secure. For more information, visit our Apple Platform Security guide.  

Children and Personal Data 
Apple understands the importance of safeguarding the personal data of children, which we consider to be 
an individuals under the age of 13 or the equivalent age as specified by law in your jurisdiction. That is 
why Apple has implemented additional processes and protections to help keep children's personal data 
safe. 

To access certain Apple services, a child must have a child Apple ID. A child Apple ID may be created by the 
parent or, in the case of a Managed Apple ID, by the child's educational institution. 

• Parents. To create a child account, parents must review the Family Privacy Disclosure for Children, which 
describes how Apple handles children's personal data. If they agree, the parent must provide Apple with a 
verifiable parental consent.  

• Educational Institutions. Educational institutions that participate in the Apple School Manager Program 
may also create Apple IDs for students, called "Managed Apple IDs.” These schools are required to agree 
to the Managed Apple IDs for Students Disclosure which is included as Exhibit A to the Apple School 
Manager Agreement. 

If we learn that a child's personal data was collected without appropriate authorization, it will be deleted as 
soon as possible. 

To exercise privacy rights for your child's information, visit the Apple Privacy Portal at 
privacy.apple.com and sign in to their account. 

Cookies and Other Technologies 
Apple’s websites, online services, interactive applications, email messages, and advertisements may use 
“cookies” and other technologies such as pixel tags and web beacons. These technologies help us to 
better understand user behavior including for security and fraud prevention purposes, tell us which 
parts of our websites people have visited, and facilitate and measure the effectiveness of 
advertisements and web searches. 

• Communications Cookies. These cookies are used to enable network traffic to and from Apple’s 
systems, including by helping us detect any errors. 
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• Strictly Necessary Cookies. These cookies are set as required to provide a specific feature or service 
that you have accessed or requested. For example, they allow us to display our websites in the proper 
format and language, to authenticate and verify your transactions, and to preserve the contents of your 
Bag when shopping online at apple.com.  

• Other Cookies. These cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with our websites and online 
services, including by helping us to assess the effectiveness of advertisements and web searches. Apple 
also uses these cookies to remember choices you make while browsing, so we can provide you with a 
customized experience.  

If you prefer that Apple not use cookies, we provide you with the means to disable their use. If you want to 
disable cookies and you’re using the Safari web browser, choose “Block all cookies” in Safari’s privacy 
settings. If you are using a different browser, check with your provider to find out how to disable cookies. 
Certain features of the Apple website may not be available if all cookies are disabled. 

In addition to cookies, Apple uses other technologies that help us achieve similar objectives.  

In some email messages Apple sends to you, we provide a “click-through URL” that links you to content on 
the Apple website. When you click one of these URLs, they pass through a separate server before arriving 
at the destination page on our website. We track this click-through to help us determine interest in 
particular topics and measure whether we are communicating with you effectively. If you prefer not to be 
tracked in this way, you should not click graphic or text links in email messages. 

Pixel tags enable us to send email messages in a format that you can read, and they tell us whether mail 
has been opened. We may use this data to reduce or eliminate messages sent to customers. 

Apple generally treats data we collect using these cookies and similar technologies as nonpersonal 
data. However, to the extent that Internet Protocol (IP) addresses or similar identifiers are considered 
personal data by local law, we also treat these identifiers as personal data. In addition, Apple sometimes 
combines nonpersonal data collected from these technologies with other personal data Apple holds. When 
we combine data in this way, we treat the combined data as personal data for purposes of this Privacy 
Policy. 

Ads that are delivered by Apple’s advertising platform may appear in Apple News or the Stocks app and in 
the App Store. If you do not want to receive ads targeted to your interests from Apple's advertising platform 
in those apps, you can choose to disable Personalized Ads, which will opt your Apple ID out of receiving 
such ads regardless of what device you are using. On your iOS or iPadOS device, you can disable 
Personalized Ads by going to Settings > Privacy > Apple Advertising and tapping to turn off Personalized 
Ads. On your Mac, you can disable Personalized Ads by choosing Apple menu > System Preferences > 
Security & Privacy, clicking Privacy, clicking Advertising, and deselecting Personalized Ads. You may still 
see ads in the App Store or Apple News based on context like your search query or the channel you are 
reading. If you disable Allow Apps to Request to Track, third-party apps cannot request to use the 
Advertising Identifier, a non personal identifier served by the operating system on your device, to track you 
across apps and websites owned by other companies. 

Transfer of Personal Data Between Countries 
Apple products and offerings connect you to the world. To make that possible, your personal data may be 
transferred to or accessed by entities around the world. Apple complies with laws on the transfer of 
personal data between countries to help ensure your data is protected, wherever it may be. 
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The Apple entity that controls your personal data may differ depending on where you live. For 
example, retail store information is controlled by individual retail entities in each country and Apple Media 
Services-related personal data may be controlled by various Apple entities as reflected in the terms of 
service. If you do not reside in the U.S., your personal data may be processed by Apple Inc. on behalf of the 
Apple entity controlling personal data for your jurisdiction. For example, Imagery and associated data 
collected by Apple around the world to improve Apple Maps and to support our Look Around feature is 
transferred to Apple Inc. in California.  

Personal data relating to individuals in the European Economic Area, the United Kingdom, and Switzerland 
is controlled by Apple Distribution International Limited in Ireland. Apple's international transfer of personal 
data collected in the European Economic Area, the United Kingdom, and Switzerland is governed by 
Standard Contractual Clauses. Apple’s international transfer of personal data collected in participating 
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) countries abides by the APEC Cross-Border Privacy Rules 
(CBPR) System and Privacy Recognition for Processors (PRP) System for the transfer of personal data. If 
you have questions or unresolved concerns about our APEC CBPR or PRP certifications, contact our third-
party dispute resolution provider. 

Our Companywide Commitment to Your!Privacy 
To make sure your personal data is secure, we communicate our privacy and security guidelines to Apple 
employees and strictly enforce privacy safeguards within the company. 

Privacy Questions 
If you have questions about Apple’s Privacy Policy or privacy practices, would like to contact our Data 
Protection Officer, or would like to submit a complaint, you can contact us at apple.com/legal/privacy/
contact or call the Apple Support number for your country or region. You can also ask us questions about 
how to submit a privacy complaint and we will endeavor to help.  

Apple takes your privacy questions seriously. A dedicated team reviews your inquiry to determine how best 
to respond to your question or concern, including those inquiries received in response to an access or 
download request. In most cases, all substantive contacts receive a response within seven days. In other 
cases, we may require additional information or let you know that we need more time to respond. 

Where your complaint indicates an improvement could be made in our handling of privacy issues, we will 
take steps to make such an update at the next reasonable opportunity. In the event that a privacy issue has 
resulted in a negative impact on you or another person, we will take steps to address that with you or that 
other person. 

If you are not satisfied with Apple’s response, you may refer your complaint to the applicable regulator. If 
you ask us, we will endeavor to provide you with information about relevant complaint avenues which may 
be applicable to your circumstances. 

When there is a material change to this Privacy Policy, we’ll post a notice on this website at least a week in 
advance of doing so and contact you directly about the change if we have your data on file. 

Apple Inc. One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California, USA, 95014
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Addendum to Apple’s privacy policy  

 
Published Date: May 16, 2019 

Family Privacy Disclosure for Children 
Protecting children is an important priority for everyone at Apple. We believe in 
transparency and giving parents the information they need to determine what is 
best for their child. We work hard to offer controls for parents that are intuitive and 
customizable. By creating an Apple ID for your child you enable them to enjoy 
Family Sharing features with you and your other family members. Your child will be 
able to share music, movies, TV shows, books, applications, photos, calendars, 
location and more with you and your Family. They will also be able to have their 
own personalized Apple ID experience using all of the services and content 
available to an Apple ID account holder. 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS DISCLOSURE DOES NOT APPLY TO THE DATA 
COLLECTION PRACTICES OF ANY THIRD PARTY APPS. PRIOR TO 
PURCHASE OR DOWNLOAD BY YOUR CHILD, YOU SHOULD REVIEW THE 
TERMS, POLICIES, AND PRACTICES OF SUCH THIRD PARTY APPS TO 
UNDERSTAND WHAT DATA THEY MAY COLLECT FROM YOUR CHILD AND 
HOW SUCH DATA MAY BE USED. 

Your Child's Apple ID 
With the Apple ID you create for your child, he or she will be able to take 
advantage of the entire universe of Apple features and services that use Apple ID. 
For example, your child will be able to: 

• Make and receive FaceTime video and voice calls. 
• Create and share photos, videos, audio messages and texts using 

Camera, Photos, Messages, Mail and other Apple apps. 
• Create and share documents and data with other people through iCloud 

public and private sharing. Depending on the selected settings this may 
include your child’s name and contact information, if provided. 

• Share his or her location with Family members and friends through Find 
My and Messages, and other apps that use Location Services. 

• Access shared calendars, which allow you and your child to share past 
and future scheduled events with other members of your Family. 

• Access, stream and download content and subscriptions that other 
family members have purchased, including music, movies, TV shows, 
apps and in-app purchases, books, Apple Arcade, Apple Music, Apple 
News+ and Apple TV+.  

• Make purchases and download free content in Apple Music, App Store, 
and Apple Books Store; make in-app purchases; and subscribe to Apple 



Arcade, Apple News+, Apple TV+ and Apple Music, all subject to the 
Ask to Buy settings you set. 

• Receive recommendations in Apple Music. 
• Enroll and participate in iTunes U courses. 
• Play games and interact with other users using Game Center. 
• Make and receive payments using Apple Pay services like Apple Cash if 

you set up their accounts. 
• Track and share health information, such as heart rate, blood pressure 

or nutrition, and fitness and activity data. In so far as your child uses an 
Apple Watch, he or she can choose to share his or her workout and 
activity data with other Apple Watch users through Activity Sharing. This 
would include details of steps and distance covered in a day. 

• Store photos, videos, documents, notes, contacts, calendars, mail and 
backups and other app data, including Apple Arcade game play activity, 
in iCloud. 

Your child can also access features and services that don't require an Apple ID 
such as accessing and searching the Internet and Internet resources through 
Safari and Siri Search, and using Siri to ask questions and complete tasks. 

In addition to these examples, additional features may be added when we release 
software updates and we encourage you to read the notes and terms associated 
with such releases prior to your child downloading updates onto their devices. 

Controls for Parents 
Family Sharing enables you to seamlessly share the content you choose with your 
Family. However, there may be times when you want to limit your child's access to 
certain types of content or resources available to the rest of the Family. To help 
you manage your child's access to Apple ID services and features, we offer a few 
different sets of controls for parents. These include Restrictions, Screen Time 
Family Sharing and Ask to Buy. Controls for spending and receipt of funds using 
Apple Pay services like Apple Cash are available in Wallet. 

Screen Time 
If you and your child are using iOS 12 or later or iPadOS, you can use the Screen 
Time feature to set limits on your child’s use across any iOS or iPadOS devices 
where they are signed in. This includes setting specific hours where screen time is 
not allowed, limiting access to certain apps or categories of apps, and setting age-
based content restrictions for movies, music, books and other content. 

If you are using Family Setup and have enabled Schooltime, you have the ability to 
determine when use of certain features of the Apple Watch by your family 
members will be restricted. If your family member unlocks their watch during 
Schooltime, you can view unlocks in the Apple Watch app on your iPhone. This 
information is sent to Apple end-to-end encrypted, but will be tied to your Apple ID 
solely to allow Apple to provide information about unlocks. 



Restrictions 
If you or your child are using an earlier version of iOS than iOS 12, you can set 
restrictions for your child on any iOS or iPadOS device he or she uses by going to 
Settings > General > Restrictions or, on a Mac, by going to System Preferences > 
Parental Controls. Using these settings you can limit features such as FaceTime, 
Camera and Safari, and certain social media apps, and also designate content 
appropriate for your child. This is an important step in managing your child's 
activity on Apple devices. These restrictions and parental controls should be 
set on each device your child uses. 

Family Sharing and Ask to Buy 
Family Sharing allows you to share purchases, subscriptions, and more with up to 
five other family members that you designate via their Apple IDs. Ask to Buy is a 
feature of Family Sharing that allows you to review and approve downloads and 
purchases requested by your child, including in-app purchases, on the App Store 
or otherwise using iTunes. Ask to Buy is enabled automatically for any users under 
13 (or equivalent minimum age depending on jurisdiction) who are added to a 
Family. If you choose to turn off Ask to Buy for your child, you will only receive 
information regarding purchases, including in-app purchases, through the App 
Store or otherwise using iTunes in the emailed receipt (sent 24-72 hours after 
purchase) or on your credit card bill. 

Please note that apps purchased through our Volume Purchase Plan, re-
downloaded or downloaded with a redemption code may not be subject to Ask to 
Buy restrictions. 

Creating Your Child's Apple ID 
In order to create an Apple ID for your child, we must first obtain your consent to 
this Family Privacy Disclosure for Children ("Disclosure") and to Apple's Privacy 
Policy, which is incorporated herein by reference. If there is a conflict between 
Apple's Privacy Policy and this Disclosure, the terms of this Disclosure shall 
take precedence. 
In order to comply with the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) and 
similar laws in other jurisdictions, where applicable, that govern the online 
collection of data from children, Apple may take additional steps to help verify that 
the user granting permission for the creation of a child's Apple ID is his or her 
parent or legal guardian. Accordingly, in these jurisdictions, you may be asked to 
verify your current iTunes, iCloud or Apple Store payment method. Depending on 
the payment method, this may be done using the security code from your credit 
card or similar verification method. 

We ask for this so that we may verify your identity as the Family Organizer and 
then obtain your consent to the collection of personal information from your child. 

We will not knowingly collect, use or disclose any personal information from your 
child without your verifiable parental consent unless a COPPA exception applies. 
Once you have reviewed this Disclosure and Apple's Privacy Policy and provided 



verifiable parental consent, you will be able to create an Apple ID for your child. 
Your child will be able to use his or her Apple ID to access Apple features and 
services that use Apple ID, except those you have restricted in Screen Time or 
Restrictions. However, your child's account cannot be removed from your Family, 
unless their Apple ID is deleted, they turn 13 years of age (or equivalent minimum 
age depending on jurisdiction) or you transfer them to another Family. Once your 
child reaches the age of 13 (or equivalent minimum age depending on jurisdiction), 
they will be permitted to maintain their account without participating in Family 
Sharing. 

Collection of Information 
As part of the process of creating an Apple ID for your child, we will ask you to 
provide information required to create an account which may include: your child's 
full name, date of birth, a password, answers to three security questions, a phone 
number and a country of residence. 

We may collect other information from your child that in some cases has been 
defined under COPPA as personal information. For example, when your child is 
signed in with his or her Apple ID, we may collect things like device identifiers, 
cookies, IP addresses and the geographic locations and time zones in which his or 
her Apple device is used. We also may collect information about your child’s 
activities and interactions on our websites, apps, products and services, including 
content provided by third party developers. 

Use of Information 
As set forth in Apple's Privacy Policy, Apple may use your child's information to 
communicate important notices and send information, product and service 
information and notifications, provide services and content, and improve our 
products, content and services. We may also use his or her information for internal 
purposes such as auditing, data analysis and research. 

We may use, transfer and disclose non-personal information (data that does not, 
on its own, permit direct association with your child's identity) for any purpose. For 
example, we may aggregate and use information regarding customer activities on 
our website, iCloud services and iTunes Store, and from our other products and 
services, to help us provide more useful information to our customers and to 
understand which parts of our website, products and services are of most interest. 
Aggregated data is considered non-personal information. 

The Personalized Ads setting is off and cannot be enabled for a Child’s Apple ID. 
Your child will not receive advertising targeted to their interests from Apple's 
advertising platform on devices associated with a child's Apple ID. However, your 
child will still be able to receive non-targeted (i.e. contextual) advertising on those 
devices. In addition, the Allow Apps to Ask to Track setting will be off and cannot 
be enabled. Apps and advertisers will be restricted from accessing the Advertising 
Identifier provided by the operating system, and are also responsible for complying 



with Apple’s guidelines prohibiting them from engaging in targeted advertising or 
advertising measurement, or sharing information with data brokers. 

Disclosure to Third Parties 
Using their Apple ID and subject to your restrictions, your child may share 
information with others depending on the Apple features and services (such as 
those described above) that he or she uses. 

Family Sharing 
As part of Family Sharing, your child's information including their past and future 
purchases in the App Store or through iTunes may be shared with members of 
your Family. Subject to the restrictions you set, your child may also choose to 
share their information with members of your Family through iCloud Photo 
Sharing, shared calendars and reminders, Find My and Location Sharing. 

Additionally, if your child uses their Apple ID to sign in on a device that is owned by 
a third party (such as a friend's or a school’s iPad), your child's information, as well 
as the shared information of other members of your Family, may be downloaded 
and visible to others using that device, unless and until your child's Apple ID is 
signed out of that device. 

Strategic Partners 
At times, Apple may make certain personal information available to strategic 
partners that work with Apple to provide products and services, or that help Apple 
market to customers. Personal information from your child will only be shared by 
Apple to provide or improve our products and services; it will not be shared with 
third parties for their marketing purposes. 

Service Providers 
Apple shares personal information with companies that provide services such as 
information processing, fulfilling customer orders, delivering products to you or 
your child, managing and enhancing customer data, providing customer service, 
assessing your or your child's interest in our products and services and conducting 
customer research or satisfaction surveys. These companies are obligated to 
protect your child's information and may be located wherever Apple operates. 

Others 
If you choose to enable an Apple Cash account for your child, their information will 
be shared with Apple's partner bank, Green Dot Bank, to provide you the service 
you have requested. 

It may be necessary – for example, because of the law, legal process, litigation 
and/or requests from public and governmental authorities within or outside your 
country of residence – for Apple to disclose your or your child's personal 
information. We may also disclose personal information about you or your child if 



we determine that, for purposes of national security, law enforcement or other 
issues of public importance, disclosure is necessary or appropriate. 

We may also disclose personal information about you or your child if we determine 
that disclosure is reasonably necessary to enforce our terms and conditions or to 
protect our operations or users. Additionally, in the event of a reorganization, 
merger or sale, we may transfer any and all personal information that we have 
collected to the relevant third party. 

Access, Correction and Deletion 
If at any time you want to access, correct or delete data associated with Family 
Sharing or your child's Apple ID, please contact us here:  

www.apple.com/privacy/contact/ 

Or by using the contact information below: 

Apple 
One Apple Park Way 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
408.996.1010 

Consent to Apple's Collection, Use and Disclosure of Your Child's 
Information 

By clicking "Agree", you consent to Apple's collection, use and disclosure 
of your child's information as set forth in Apple's Privacy Policy and this 
Disclosure. 
Please note: This consent does not apply to the data collection practices of 
any third parties. Third parties, including the developers of apps 
downloaded by any Family member and accessible by your child through 
Family Sharing, that may collect, use, or disclose your child's information, 
are responsible for obtaining separate verifiable parental consent. We would 
encourage you to ask your child to check with you before they grant access 
to any of their personal information to such third parties. 
Please Note: Apple routinely releases software updates for our devices. When we 
do so, these updates will be available for download on the relevant device, 
including devices on which your child may use his or her Apple ID. We 
recommend that you initiate the update and review and agree to the applicable 
terms, such as those for iOS and macOS, on any such device. 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding Apple's Privacy Policy or this 
Disclosure, please contact us using www.apple.com/privacy/contact/. 
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Our Commitment to 
Human Rights 
 

People Come First 
At Apple, our respect for human rights begins with our commitment to treating everyone 
with dignity and respect. But it doesn’t end there. 
We believe in the power of technology to empower and connect people around the world—
and that business can and should be a force for good. Achieving that takes innovation, hard 
work, and a focus on serving others. 
It also means leading with our values. Our human rights policy governs how we treat 
everyone—from our customers and teams to our business partners and people at every 
level of our supply chain.  
With humility, optimism, and an abiding faith in people, we’re committed to respecting the 
human rights of everyone whose lives we touch. 

Our Commitment to Human Rights 
We’re deeply committed to continually assessing our progress and building the lessons 
we learn into everything we do. We’ve worked hard to embed a respect for human rights 
across our company—in the technology we make, in the way we make it, and in how we 
treat people. 

The Technology We Make 
As a global technology company, we feel a deep sense of responsibility to make technology 
for people that respects their human rights, empowers them with useful tools and 
information, and enhances their overall quality of life.  
We do that with our uncompromising commitment to security and user privacy—setting 
the industry standard for minimizing personal data collection. We build privacy protections 
into everything we make—from products like iPhone, to services like Apple Pay, to our 
comprehensive review process for every app on the App Store. 
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“At Apple, we are optimistic about technology’s awesome potential for 
good. But we know that it won’t happen on its own. Every day, we 
work to infuse the devices we make with the humanity that makes us.” 

  —Tim Cook
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Hand in hand with the privacy of our users is our commitment to freedom of information 
and expression. Our products help our customers communicate, learn, express their 
creativity, and exercise their ingenuity. We believe in the critical importance of an open 
society in which information flows freely, and we’re convinced the best way we can 
continue to promote openness is to remain engaged, even where we may disagree with a 
country’s laws. 
We act responsibly when it comes to the content on our platforms, and with services like 
Apple News, we make it easy for our users to find timely information from the most trusted 
sources. Across all our services, including the App Store, Apple Podcasts, and others, users 
can choose from a wide variety of options, and we carefully review the content on every 
Apple app and service against our guidelines and standards. 
We work every day to make quality products, including content and services, available 
to our users in a way that respects their human rights. We’re required to comply with 
local laws, and at times there are complex issues about which we may disagree with 
governments and other stakeholders on the right path forward. With dialogue, and a belief 
in the power of engagement, we try to find the solution that best serves our users—their 
privacy, their ability to express themselves, and their access to reliable information and 
helpful technology. 
Finally, when it comes to making technology that empowers and connects people, 
we’ve always believed in creating the most accessible products and services in the 
world—because technology made for everyone should meet everyone’s needs. 

The Way We Make It 
Respect for human rights shapes how we make our products and services. Our 
responsibilities go beyond our stores and corporate offices: They extend to our 
supply chain, the communities we’re a part of, and the planet we all share. 
Across our supply chain, we work hand in hand with our suppliers to ensure that every 
workplace provides a safe and respectful environment for everyone. We do that through 
mandatory trainings on labor and human rights, regular and independent audits, and an 
anonymous reporting system in which we investigate every complaint. If a company is 
not willing or able to meet our high standards, we will no longer do business with them. 
We want to be a force for good in the lives of people in our supply chain and their 
communities. We’re proud to work with our neighbors and suppliers to develop new skill 
sets, start businesses, and advocate for change. In addition to our global educational 
initiatives, we’ve partnered with local activists and international human rights nonprofits. 
An essential part of our impact on humanity is our effort to protect the planet—in how we 
design, build, and recycle our products.  
We run Apple on 100 percent renewable energy, and we’re working with our suppliers to 
make the same transition. Every day, we’re making progress on our goal of reaching a 
closed-loop supply chain that uses only recycled and renewable content. And we’ve put 
our innovation and expertise to the task of conserving water, making robots that recycle 
and recover precious materials, and sharing our road map for the future to inspire our 
industry peers to join us on our environmental journey. 
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How We Treat People 
We’ve always said Apple’s soul is our people. That’s why we’re committed to respecting 
the human rights of everyone whose lives we touch—including our employees, suppliers, 
contractors, and customers. 
At Apple and throughout our supply chain, we prohibit harassment, discrimination, 
violence, and retaliation of any kind—and we have zero tolerance for violations motivated 
by any form of prejudice or bigotry. We require our employees to be trained annually 
on Apple’s Business Conduct Policy, which reflects our commitment to respect human 
rights and to conduct business ethically, honestly, and in compliance with applicable laws 
and regulations. 
We’re also deeply committed to the essential work of improving diversity, increasing 
inclusion, and advancing racial justice—both within our company and through efforts like 
our Racial Equity and Justice Initiative, which is focused on education, economic equality, 
and criminal justice reform. Our efforts here are motivated by a strong desire to create a 
welcoming and supportive environment for all our teams and to help combat discrimination, 
injustice, and systemic racism. We require every Apple employee to participate in trainings 
on unconscious bias, and we’re working to improve representation and diversity in 
positions of leadership and at every level of our company. 

Our Commitment to International Human Rights 
Standards 
We’re deeply committed to respecting internationally recognized human rights in our 
business operations, as set out in the United Nations International Bill of Human Rights 
and the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work. Our approach is based on the!UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights. We conduct human rights due diligence to identify risks and work to 
mitigate them. We seek to remedy adverse impacts, track and measure our progress, 
and report our findings.  
We believe that dialogue and engagement are the best ways to work toward building a better 
world. In keeping with the UN Guiding Principles, where national law and international human 
rights standards differ, we follow the higher standard. Where they are in conflict, we 
respect national law while seeking to respect the principles of internationally recognized 
human rights. 
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Transparency and Communication 
We want everyone—from our customers to our industry peers—to know about our 
values and the progress we’re making for people and the planet. 
We track and measure our performance across a range of areas, and we apply the 
lessons we learn to continually improve. We report our performance publicly in several 
ways, including in our Transparency Report, and in our Supplier Responsibility, Modern 
Slavery, and Conflict Minerals reports.  
To make sure our progress is as meaningful and impactful as possible, we work with 
a broad range of groups—including workers’ rights advocates and local leaders—
and consult with stakeholders that include United Nations bodies, governments, 
nongovernmental organizations, and the world’s leading human rights and labor experts. 
Our Board of Directors has adopted this policy on behalf of Apple and is responsible 
for overseeing and periodically reviewing the policy. Apple’s Senior Vice President and 
General Counsel oversees the implementation of our policy and reports to the Board 
and its committees on our progress and significant issues.  
We always strive to be an example for others to follow, and to share our progress to 
accelerate industrywide change. But we also know our work will never be finished—
because we believe that if we aren’t finding ways to improve, we aren’t looking hard 
enough. 
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Privacy Governance 
Apple is committed to respecting human rights, including the right to 
privacy and freedom of information and expression. 
Our Human Rights Policy governs how we treat everyone—from our 
customers and teams to our business partners and people at every level of 
our supply chain. 

At Apple we design our products and services according to the principle of 
privacy by default and collect only the minimum amount of data necessary to 
provide our users with a product or service. We provide one version of our 
software to our users. When we do collect that data we retain it only for so long 
as necessary to fulfill the purposes for which it was collected, including as 
described in our Privacy Policy or in our service-specific privacy notices, or as 
required by law. 

We also deploy industry-leading consent mechanisms to allow our customers to 
choose whether to share data such as their Location, Contacts, Reminders, 
Photos, Bluetooth Sharing, Microphone, Speech Recognition, Camera, Health, 
HomeKit, Media & Apple Music and Motion & Fitness Data and more with apps.  

Apple has a cross-functional approach to privacy governance. Privacy 
governance covers all areas of the company and includes both customer and 
employee data. The Legal Team has a Senior Director in charge of Privacy and 
Law Enforcement Compliance who reports directly to Apple’s General Counsel. 
Apple also has a Privacy Engineering Team that partners with the Privacy Legal 
Team and dedicated Product Counsel to design products from the ground up to 
protect customer privacy and to ensure that we protect that data as long as it 
remains under the control of Apple. This includes strong processes around 
ensuring that data collected is used only for the intended lawful purposes.  

Apple also has a Privacy Steering Committee chaired by Apple’s General 
Counsel, with members including Apple’s Senior Vice President of Machine 
Learning and AI Strategy and a cross functional group of senior representatives 
from Internet Software and Services, Software Engineering, Product Marketing, 
Corporate Communications, Information Services & Technology, Information 
Security, Privacy Legal, and the Head of Business Assurance. The Privacy 
Steering Committee sets privacy standards for teams across Apple and acts as 
an escalation point for addressing privacy compliance issues for decision or 
further escalation.  

The Privacy Steering Committee also oversees instances where data for which 
Apple is responsible is managed or hosted by a third party on Apple’s behalf. We 
review those third parties prior to engagement and subsequently through audits 
and documentation reviews to ensure that they can meet the same standards of 
security as Apple. 

Further, the Audit and Finance Committee of the Board of Directors assists the 
Board of Directors with the oversight and monitoring of privacy and data security. 

Express 
mention 
of 
privacy 
by 
default

It is reasonable 
to consider this 
passage as 
referring to 
organizational 
measures of 
data protection 
and privacy by 
design



All Apple employees are required to take annual training on Business Conduct, 
which reflects our commitment to respect human rights and to conduct business 
ethically, honestly, and in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. 
Privacy training is an essential part of Business Conduct Training. Apple requires 
its employees who have access to Apple customer data and personal information 
to undergo an additional Privacy and Security Training course on a bi-annual 
basis or in response to updated laws such as the EU General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). There is also 
additional tailored privacy and security training provided on a per team basis to 
employees who handle or have access to high volumes of data, sensitive 
personal information or as additionally required by local law. We also have a clear 
process through our dpo@apple.com email address for employees to raise any 
privacy queries or questions that they have. A dedicated team manages all 
queries received to resolution. 

As part of our GDPR and human rights work, we undertake Privacy Impact 
Assessments (PIA) of our major products and services and integrate PIAs as we 
develop new products and services. Reviews include assessments of whether 
there is decision making relying upon algorithmic systems and the impact that 
such decision making has on individuals and their rights. Risk levels are assigned 
to all data uses with re-review periods ranging from 1 to 2 years depending on the 
identified risk. If personal data is used for the development of algorithmic 
systems, in keeping with Apple’s industry leading control for users, we provide 
our users with a means to consent and control such data use. We also fully 
assess the privacy practices of all acquisitions as part of the PIA process. The 
PIAs take into consideration how laws affect privacy and assess any associated 
privacy risks in the relevant jurisdictions in which we operate. PIA reviewers are 
also trained to identify and highlight potential impacts to freedom of expression. 
Apple also regularly engages with a wide range of civil society representatives 
globally on various privacy and freedom of expression issues including privacy by 
design and encryption.  

Apple maintains current ISO 27001 and 27018 certifications. Apple undergoes 
yearly re-audits in order to receive these certifications. 

Data Security and Incident Response 
To make sure your personal information is secure, we strictly enforce privacy 
safeguards within the company. This means we use access management and 
access controls commensurate with the risk to data to ensure access to data is 
associated with a business need, such as providing you with support. The Apple 
Platform Security guide provides in-depth technical details as to how we have 
designed our operating systems, including iOS, iPadOS, macOS, and watchOS, 
as well as our products and services to protect your security, including iMessage, 
FaceTime, ApplePay, and iCloud. Apple also makes information available to the 
public about the Apple Security Bounty program. 

When Apple becomes aware that it may have experienced a data security 
incident that might impact our users’ personal information, we have dedicated 

While the DPIA 
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scope of the 
research, it is 
worth 
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especially 
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relational 
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teams in place to investigate and learn what happened and determine what steps 
to take in response. If we find any such impact we work immediately to close it 
and identify remediation steps including by way of software updates if applicable. 

We analyze these facts — in the context of applicable laws, regulations, industry 
norms, and most of all Apple’s established commitment to privacy — to 
determine whether we should notify affected individuals, or other relevant parties 
like regulators. Apple ensures that it complies with all applicable laws that require 
notification about data security incidents without undue delay. We may make 
such notifications by way of a phone call or email. 

That means we conduct prompt investigations and analysis, so that we can 
provide notification in a timely manner when necessary. We are also committed to 
providing users that have been impacted by an incident with appropriate 
assistance, which may include information on steps they can take to reduce the 
risk of harm or support from AppleCare. 

Privacy Complaints 
If a user makes a privacy complaint that indicates a material privacy issue, we will 
take steps to remediate that issue at the next reasonable opportunity. In the event 
that a privacy issue has resulted in a material negative impact on a user or related 
third party, we will take steps to address that with that user or that other person. 

Privacy Policy Updates  
When there is a material change to our Privacy Policy, we’ll post a notice on the 
website page on which our Privacy Policy is posted at least a week in advance of 
doing so and contact users directly about the change if we have their data on file 
to do so.  

Private Requests for User Information  
Apple does not provide user information to any third parties where such 
information is requested without a clear legal basis which allows Apple to do so. 
Even in such circumstances, Apple undertakes a thorough review of the legal 
basis cited and in the absence of such a legal basis will only respond where 
compelled to do so via a Court order or other equivalent process. Apple is 
committed to transparency about all such requests and publishes a detailed 
report which is updated periodically. 

De-Identification of Personal Data 
De-Identification is the process of removing the association between a set of 
identifying personal data and an individual such that the data no longer can be 
used to identify that individual. Within Apple, for data to be considered de-
identified, all personal data elements must be removed, including full IP address 
and identifiers linked to personal data. Adherence to Apple’s de-identification 
standards is subject to audit by the Apple Privacy Compliance Audit & Verification 
team. 
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7.6(a) DESIGN VULNERABILITIES OF AMAZON ECHO (ALEXA) 

Issue Description Reflections 

Sound-based 

issues and 

attacks 

Voice being the main interface with Echo 

(and IPHAs in general), the following issues 

could arise: 

1. The personal information of a user 

could be accessed by other users (this 

was the case until Amazon introduced 

voice profiles);1 

2. The device cannot distinguish artificial 

voices from human ones, which could 

lead to multiple, automatic commands 

be given to Alexa, or Alexa being 

activated by broadcastings from 

television or radio; 

3. Soundwaves can be created to trick the 

software into hearing the wake word 

and, therefore, activate the device 

without individuals noticing;2  

4. Voice Squatting (imprecisions in 

understanding a command can 

facilitate the activation of a malicious 

third-party skill camouflaged to imitate 

a legitimate skill and collect and 

transfer information)3; 

5.  Voice Masquerading (a malicious skill 

appearing to hand over commands to 

other skills or to terminate while in 

reality it continues to run in the 

background)4. 

 

In the first hypothesis, the fact that 

until recently Amazon did not 

provide for voice-profiles implied 

that any individual activating Alexa 

could request to open skills that 

could disclose personal data of 

another user. Imagine the case of 

the email account of a user being 

opened via Alexa by another user, 

which would give this latter access 

to the private correspondence of 

the other person. This issue has 

been addressed by Amazon with 

the introduction of voice profiles, 

as explained above.  

 

Via voice-based attacks, malicious 

third parties can leverage the 

issues of NLP to either activate the 

device unexpectedly or activate 

malicious skills that collect and 

transfer personal data to malicious 

parties.5  

It shall, however, be noted how 

Amazon Echo appears to resist well 

to attempts to use distorted 

soundwaves to activate it while the 

owner is unaware.6  

 

Network 

attacks  

Echo, as well as all the other IPHAs, is 

connected to the house’s Internet network. 

This usually means that the house and all 

the devices connected to it are protected by 

a firewall. However, the possible issues can 

arise: 

In the case of Man-in-the-middle 

attack, malicious third parties can 

obtain personal data contained in 

the data packets transferred by 

Echo to Amazon’s servers. Alexa 

has proven to be well resistant to 

 
1 William Haak and others, ‘Security Analysis of the Amazon Echo’ (2017).  
2 ibid. 
3 Nan Zhang and others, ‘Dangerous Skills: Understanding and Mitigating Security Risks of Voice-Controlled 
Third-Party Functions on Virtual Personal Assistant Systems’, 2019 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (SP) 
(IEEE 2019). 
4 ibid. 
5 ibid. Please note that the authors of the research affirm to have informed Amazon and Google of their 
findings.  
6 Haak and others (n 1). 



1. Man-in-the-Middle attacks (Echo’s 

transfer of data packets can be 

intercepted and ‘opened’ to see their 

content, unless they are securely 

encrypted)7; 

2. Replay attacks (packets of data can be 

intercepted and then repeatedly sent 

back to the origin, in this case to Alexa, 

which would then replay the same 

command over and over again)8; 

3. See ‘Persistent observation of 

encrypted communications’ in Table 

5.4.4.1(c) below; 

4. See ‘Network Attacks via Smart Phones’ 

in Table 5.4.4.1(c) below.  

  

this kind of attacks and its 

encryption, based on the TLS 1.2 

protocol, appears secure. It had 

been discovered that the models 

sold between 2015 and 2016 

received OS updates non 

encrypted, which represented a 

significant vulnerability that could 

allow malicious third parties to 

boot a modified OS in the device, 

which could then lead to 

malfunctioning or data leakages.9 

This has been corrected starting 

from the 2017 version, however 

the previously issued devices still 

suffer from this deficiency.  

 

Replay attacks might make the 

device repeat an action, for 

example carry out multiple 

purchases. However, it shall be 

noted how Alexa has proven to be 

well resistant to this kind of 

attacks.10  

 

API-based 

attacks 

Amazon, as well as Google, makes its API 

publicly available to develop skills for Alexa. 

Theoretically, by reverse engineering 

unencrypted updates (in binary format) 

intercepted via the network and crossing 

them with the available API, some 

modifications to some basic functions of 

Alexa can be made.  

 

Modifications to the API led, in the 

past, to the addition of a new wake 

word (‘Computer’) besides ‘Alexa’, 

‘Echo’, and ‘Amazon’. 

Subsequently, Amazon officially 

introduced ‘Computer’ as a wake 

word. However, it shall be noted 

that the API has proven to be well 

resistant to this kind of attacks.11  

 

Online 

purchases 

The possibility to carry out voice-purchases 

is automatically on. The use of a 4-digit code 

to complete the purchases is optional.12 

This implies that if the purchase code is not 

set, anyone can carry out purchases without 

While voice profiles might mitigate 

the risk of other users carrying out 

purchases without authorization, 

the principle of security and data 

protection by default would 

 
7 ibid. 
8 ibid. 
9 Marc Padilla, ‘Amazon Echo Dot System Image’ (20 January 2017) 
<https://blog.padil.la/2017/01/20/amazon-echo-dot-system-image/> accessed 9 April 2020. 
10 Haak and others (n 1). 
11 ibid. 
12 ‘Amazon.Com Help: Shopping with Alexa’ 
<https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=help_search_1-
1_bc?ie=UTF8&nodeId=GHAZNLUYYXSUBA9K&qid=1586422068&sr=1-1-bc> accessed 9 April 2020. 



authorization, at least before the voice 

profiles were introduced).  

If the purchase code option is on, a software 

could be used to ‘crack’ it by attempting all 

possible numerical combinations. After two 

wrong combinations Alexa requires the 

entire purchase to start anew, but there is 

no limit to the number of times a purchase 

can be restarted. Furthermore, since certain 

numerical combinations are more 

frequently used as passwords, the chances 

for a software to crack the code could be 

significant.13 

 

require the 4-digit code to be 

automatically set on ‘ON’.  

Microphones Echo and Echo Dot have seven 

microphones, capable of listening even if 

barriers are between them and the source 

of sound, and up to 30 meters.14  

 

The microphones can be deactivated via a 

button to which they are hardwired.  

 

When the recordings are being streamed to 

Amazon’s servers, a led ring lights up to 

inform users. As explained, Echo constantly 

scans the environment locally processing 

very short snippets of sounds searching for 

the wake word. If no wake word is detected, 

no sound is recorded and streamed.  

 

It shall be noted that the device can mistake 

other sounds for the wake word, on average 

up to 19 times a day.15  

 

Furthermore, when the mute button is on, 

the led light turns red and stays so for the 

entire duration of the muting.  

 

Several attempts at verifying 

whether Echo streams recordings 

even when the wake word is not 

detected show that this does not 

happen.16  

The circumstance that the 

microphone off-button is 

hardwired appears to be the safest 

design option to prevent malicious 

parties from activating the 

microphone even when the users 

believe they are off.  

It is, however, not clear if the leds 

informing users that the device is 

streaming are also hardwired or 

can be deactivated via a malicious 

software.  

The range of the microphones of 

Echo makes it possible for people 

outside of a house but within 30mt 

from the device to activate it. Voice 

profile helps mitigating some 

negative consequences but not 

eliminating the issue completely 

since certain functions can be 

activated by any voice, not only 

those saved into a voice profile. A 

 
13 Haak and others (n 1). 
14 Olaf Pursche, ‘Testing Amazon Echo Dot & Alexa App’ (AV-TEST Internet of Things Security Testing Blog) 
<https://www.iot-tests.org/2017/02/testing-amazon-echo-dot-alexa-app/> accessed 8 April 2020.  
15 Daniel J Dubois and others, ‘Smart Speakers Study – Mon(IoT)r Research Group’ (mart Speakers Study – 
Mon(IoT)r Research Group - Northeastern University & Imperial College London, 14 February 2020) 
<https://moniotrlab.ccis.neu.edu/smart-speakers-study/> accessed 6 April 2020. 
16 ibid; Haak and others (n 1); Maik Morgenstern, ‘Careless Whisper: Does Amazon Echo Send Data in Silent 
Mode?’ (AV-TEST Internet of Things Security Testing Blog) <https://www.iot-tests.org/2017/06/careless-
whisper-does-amazon-echo-send-data-in-silent-mode/> accessed 9 April 2020. 



trade-off appears inevitable in this 

case.  

With regard to the led ring turning 

red when the microphone is 

muted, it shall be noted that this 

design might discourage users from 

muting the device for longer 

periods, as the red light might be a 

nuisance especially at night. While 

it is reasonable that the company 

wants to remind users that they 

muted the device, as users might 

forget, the prolonged red light 

might make users more prone to 

not using the mute function.17 

  

Debug Pads Echo (not Echo Dot) presents 18 debug pads 

of 1x1mm exposed inside its base. Via these 

pads, with the aid of an SD card reader, it is 

possible to boot the OS and install a 

modified, malicious OS through which it is 

possible to install and activate a malware18 

that turns Echo into an ever-listening device 

that transfers raw audio files via Internet 

connection.  

The presence of the debug pads is not 

unusual in IoT devices. In order to use them 

for a modification it is necessary to have 

physical access to the device, which makes 

the risks connected to them not very high 

for an average user. Due to their positioning 

(easily accessible once the device is opened) 

it is impossible to see if there has been an 

interference (nothing appears broken) and 

the functionality of the device also appears 

not affected even if a malware has been 

installed.19  

 

The presence of these debug pads 

represents a vulnerability in the 

design of the device because of 

how easily accessible they are. The 

easy accessibility makes hacking 

almost invisible (nothing has to be 

broken or forced to access the 

pads).  

 

Amazon should clarify whether the 

solution is state of the art and/or 

necessary, or if alternative design 

solutions could be considered. It 

shall be pointed out however that, 

in general, once a malicious subject 

opens the device, whether visibly 

or without leaving traces, the 

device can be easily hacked. 

Alexa App The Alexa App used by users to operate 

certain Echo and Alexa settings appears to 

either transmit data packets in encrypted 

form (TLS 1.2) to Amazon’s servers, or to 

store locally in a secured area those data 

Storing passwords in Cloud is not 

recommended due to the inherent 

vulnerabilities of Cloud computing 

 
17 Charles Radclyffe, ‘The Deliberate Design Flaw In Every Amazon Echo’ [2018] Forbes 
<https://www.forbes.com/sites/charlesradclyffe/2018/08/29/the-deliberate-design-flaw-in-every-amazon-
echo/> accessed 9 April 2020. 
18 For the definition of malware see Jason Andress, The Basics of Information Security - Understanding the 
Fundamentals of InfoSec in Theory and Practice (2nd edn, Elsevier 2014). 
19 Mark Barnes, ‘Alexa, Are You Listening?’ (F-Secure Labs, 1 August 2017) <https://labs.f-
secure.com/archive/alexa-are-you-listening/> accessed 9 April 2020. 



that are not transmitted. This practice 

ensures a satisfying level of security of the 

data. 

 It also appears to attempt by default to 

store the password of the house Wi-Fi in the 

Cloud.20  

 

and risks of data being disclosed 

and diffused to third parties.21  

Third-party 

Apps 

See Voice Squatting and Voice Masquerading above. 

 
 
 

7.6(b) DESIGN VULNERABILITIES OF APPLE HOMEPOD (SIRI) 

Issue Description Reflections 

Sound-based issues and 

attacks 

See table 5.4.4.1(a) above. 

The secure encryption used by Apple, as well as some restrictions in 

the voice-recognition capabilities of HomePod, and the fact that if the 

main user is not at home the device operates in a limited fashion 

make this device particularly secure from the perspective of sound-

based attacks. 

Network attacks  See consideration on the 

secure encryption in the row 

above.  

Microphones & Leds HomePod has a six-microphone 

array of particularly high quality. The 

microphones can be deactivated via 

a button. When the recordings are 

being streamed to Apple’s servers, 

Siri’s pictogram lights up on the 

upper surface of the device.  

As explained, HomePod constantly 

scans the environment locally 

processing very short snippets of 

sounds searching for the wake word. 

If no wake word is detected, no 

sound is recorded and streamed. 

The device has a wide range of 

different colours and pictograms 

that light up to signify different 

things, for instance if the OS is 

updating, if the device is in ‘setting’ 

mode, if there is a call incoming that 

can be routed through the device, 

when volume controls appear on its 

surface, and so on.  

Via the HomeKit app on the 

iPhone of the primary user, it is 

possible to completely 

deactivate every light on the 

HomePod.22 This means that 

the HomePod would no longer 

display any light while Siri is 

awake and streaming the 

recordings of the commands in 

Cloud. The circumstance that 

the recordings are 

pseudonymised and encrypted 

makes it difficult for any 

middle-man to identify who 

the recordings belong to, the 

fact that, if the user deactivates 

all lights, it might become 

impossible to identify if the 

device is activating erroneously 

or by someone else, represent 

 
20 Pursche (n 14). 
21 ibid. 
22 ‘How to Turn off HomePod’s Status Lights Altogether’ (iDownloadBlog.com, 26 March 2018) 
<https://www.idownloadblog.com/2018/03/26/how-to-turn-off-homepods-status-lights-altogether/> 
accessed 9 November 2020. 



 

 

an issue from the security 

perspective.  

API  

 

Apple does not provide for 

open-source API, maintaining 

its apps ecosystem closed.  

 

iOS  

 

In the past two years, various 

vulnerabilities and bugs have 

been found for the iOS used by 

HomePod (tvOS) and for the 

iOS used on iPhones and 

Macbooks.23 The company has 

usually promptly corrected the 

bugs and vulnerabilities.  

 

 

 

 

 

7.6(c) DESIGN VULNERABILITIES OF GOOGLE HOME (ASSISTANT) 
Issue Description Reflections 

Sound-based issues and 

attacks 

See table 5.4.4.1(a) above. 

Network attacks As Google Home also uses TLS 1.2 

encryption on most 

communications, the same 

considerations made for Amazon 

Echo are valid for Google Home too.  

See the ‘Google Home App’ section 

of this table for an additional issue.  

 

See table 5.4.4.1(a) above. 

Debug Ports Google Home does not present 

debug pads, but mini USB ports used 

for testing and debugging. The USB 

ports are hidden inside the base and 

are difficult to be accessed without 

leaving any trace.24 No exact 

information concerning the level of 

vulnerability of said ports has been 

retrieved.  

 

 

Microphones & Leds Google Home has two microphones 

that can be deactivated via a button 

Attempts at verifying whether 

Home streams recordings even 

when the wake word is not 

 
23 Chris Brook, ‘Apple Fixes HomeKit IoT Vulnerability That Allowed Remote Access to Smart Homes’ 
(DigitalGuardian.com, 7 August 2020) <https://digitalguardian.com/blog/apple-fixes-homekit-iot-vulnerability-
allowed-remote-access-smart-homes>. 
24 As can be deduced from several teardown videos and articles available online. See, for instance: Kay Kay 
Clapp, ‘Teardown: There’s No Place Like Google’s Home’ (iFixit, 7 November 2016) 
<https://www.ifixit.com/News/8532/teardown-google-home> accessed 9 April 2020. 



to which they are hardwired.25 

When the recordings are being 

streamed to Google’s servers, a ring 

of several leds lights up to inform 

users.  

As explained, Google Home 

constantly scans the environment 

locally processing very short 

snippets of sounds searching for the 

wake word. If no wake word is 

detected, no sound is recorded and 

streamed.  

 

It shall be noted that the device can 

mistake other sounds for the wake 

word.26  

In the case of Google Home Mini, in 

2017 over two thousand 

exemplaries had to be called back 

because the touch mechanisms of 

the devices, being accidentally over-

sensitive, would activate up to 

several thousands of times a day, 

due to vibrations caused by random 

sounds.  

 

The issue has been patched via a 

software update that deactivated 

the touch mechanism completely.27  

 

When the microphones are muted 

and for the whole duration, a small, 

azure/white led light is on.  

 

detected show that this does 

not happen.28  

 

The circumstance that the 

microphone off-button is 

hardwired appears to be the 

safest design option to prevent 

malicious parties from 

activating the microphone 

even then the users believe 

they are off. It is, however, not 

clear if the leds informing users 

that the device is streaming are 

also hardwired or can be 

deactivated via a malicious 

software (it is also not clear if 

the leds operate every time 

there is data exchange on the 

network, that is, activity 

between the device and the 

network).  

 

The range of the microphones 

of Google makes it possible for 

people outside of a house but 

within the range of the device 

to activate it. Voice profile 

helps some mitigating negative 

consequences to this 

circumstance, but not all. A 

trade-off appears inevitable in 

this case.  

 

With regard to the led light 

turning on when the 

microphone is muted, it shall 

be noted that this design might 

discourage users from using 

muting the device for longer 

periods, as the light might be a 

 
25 ibid. 
26 Maik Morgenstern, ‘OK, Google Home. What about Privacy?’ (AV-TEST Internet of Things Security Testing 
Blog) <https://www.iot-tests.org/2017/09/ok-google-home-what-about-privacy/> accessed 9 April 2020. 
Dubois and others (n 15). 
27 Eric Limer, ‘Accident or Not, Google’s Eavesdropping Mistake Is Terrifying’ (Popular Mechanics, 11 October 
2017) <https://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/security/news/a28586/google-home-mini-caught-
eavesdropping/> accessed 9 April 2020. 
28 Morgenstern (n 24). 



nuisance especially at night.29 

While it is reasonable that the 

company wants to remind 

users that they muted the 

device, as users might forget, 

the prolonged light might make 

users more prone to not using 

the mute function.30 

 

Google Home App / API In configuring Google Home using 

the related App, the API is being 

accessed without encryption or 

without requesting authentication 

(at least until 2017, and no updates 

have been found on this issue). 

Certain commands might be planted 

exploiting this vulnerability, such as 

‘Rebooting Google Home’, 

‘Connecting to another Wi-Fi’, 

‘Immediately deleting Wi-Fi access 

data’ (this latter implying that the 

Google Home becomes unusable 

unless factory settings are restored 

using the reset function).31  

 

The local API gap represents a 

concern for the security of the 

device, since it can be easily 

exploited by existing Windows 

malwares.32  

Third-party Apps See Voice Squatting and Voice Masquerading above. 

 

 

 

 

7.6(d) DESIGN VULNERABILITIES OF IoT IN GENERAL 

Issue Description Reflections 

Network Attacks  

via Smart Phone 

 

Wi-Fi’s firewalls can be avoided by 

placing a malicious app in the app 

store. Said app scans the house 

looking for vulnerable connected IoT 

devices and, once identified, reports 

them to a third party which can 

An attack via Smart Phone 

might render impossible to 

control certain IoT devices. It 

might also give life to 

ransomware attacks and to the 

collection and disclosure of 

data to malicious third parties.  

 
29 See, for instance, this complaint of a Google Home user on the official support page of Google: 
https://support.google.com/googlenest/thread/801249?hl=en accessed 1 August 2019.  
30 Radclyffe (n 17). 
31 Morgenstern (n 24). 
32 ibid. 



activate or deactivate them, 

overriding their local commands.33  

 

Persistent observation 

of encrypted 

communications 

 

As explained in Chapter IV, the 

continuous and persistent pinging or 

the transfer of encrypted data 

packages can shed light on the habits 

of the users of the devices, and on the 

usage made of these latter.  

 

Third parties, such as the ISP, 

can deduct from the frequency 

and schedule of the pinging 

and of data transfer several 

information on the habits and 

routines of the inhabitants of a 

house in which IoT devices are 

present.  

 

Possible system or 

other vulnerabilities of 

any IoT device 

 

Any IoT can present specific 

vulnerabilities which might, in turn, 

endanger other devices on the 

networks.34 Below are some examples 

of vulnerabilities.  

 

Some IoT devices using infrared - such 

as smart light bulbs - can be hacked 

and used as entry points to access the 

network to which they are connected: 

“If these same bulbs are also infrared-

enabled, hackers can send commands 

via the infrared invisible light 

emanated from the bulbs to either 

steal data or spoof other connected 

IoT devices on the home network. The 

owner might not know about the hack 

because the hacking commands are 

communicated within the owner's 

home Wi-Fi network, without using 

the internet”35. 

All devices using a specific technology 

for their microphones (called micro-

electro-mechanical systems or 

MEMS), can be vulnerable to being 

hacked using low power lasers: 

“Shining a low-powered laser into 

 

 
33 Vijay Sivaraman and others, ‘Smart-Phones Attacking Smart-Homes’, Proceedings of the 9th ACM 
Conference on Security & Privacy in Wireless and Mobile Networks (Association for Computing Machinery 
2016).  
34 ‘Smart yet Flawed: IoT Device Vulnerabilities Explained’ (TrendMicro.com, 28 May 2020) 
<https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/internet-of-things/smart-yet-flawed-iot-device-
vulnerabilities-explained>. 
35 Anindya Maiti and Murtuza Jadliwala, ‘Light Ears: Information Leakage via Smart Lights’ (2019) 3 
Proceedings of the ACM on Interactive, Mobile, Wearable and Ubiquitous Technologies 98:1; Forrest Conner, 
‘Using Malware and Infrared Light, Hackers Can Turn a Security Camera into a Business Spy’ 
(TechRepublic.com, 20 September 2017) <https://www.techrepublic.com/article/using-malware-and-infrared-
light-hackers-can-turn-a-security-camera-into-a-business-spy/>. 
 



these voice-activated systems allows 

attackers to inject commands of their 

choice from as far away as 360 feet 

(110m)”36. The laser appears to work 

even through glass or windows. 

iPhones, iPads, HomePods, Echos and 

Home all use MEMSand are, 

therefore, susceptible to these so-

called Light COmmand attacks.  

 

As a general note, all devices running 

Android as OS are subject to the 

normal vulnerabilities of it.37 Please 

note that both Google Home and 

Amazon Echo run on Android. 

Furthermore, a group of 33 

vulnerabilities, called Amnesia:33 has 

been identified by the software 

company Forescout, in the products of 

over 150 IoT producers: “the 

vulnerabilities cause memory 

corruption, which could allow 

attackers to compromise devices, 

execute malicious code, steal sensitive 

information, and perform denial-of-

service attacks. Most of the affected 

devices are consumer-facing products 

like remote temperature sensors and 

cameras. However, they can range 

from simple smart plugs and office 

routers, to industrial control system 

components and healthcare 

appliances”38. 

 

 

 
  

 
36 Michael Potuck, ‘IPhone and HomePod Vulnerable to Line of Sight Attacks Using Lasers’ (9to5Mac, 4 
November 2019) <https://9to5mac.com/2019/11/04/iphone-and-homepod-vulnerable-to-line-of-sight-
attacks-using-lasers/>. 
37 João Amarante and João Paulo Barros, ‘Exploring USB Connection Vulnerabilities on Android Devices - 
Breaches Using the Android Debug Bridge’:, Proceedings of the 14th International Joint Conference on e-
Business and Telecommunications (SCITEPRESS - Science and Technology Publications 2017); Catalin Cimpanu, 
‘Tens of Thousands of Android Devices Are Exposing Their Debug Port’ (BleepingComputer) 
<https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/tens-of-thousands-of-android-devices-are-exposing-
their-debug-port/> accessed 9 April 2020. 
38 Mike Peterson, ‘Researchers Discover 33 Vulnerabilities Affecting “millions” of IoT, Smart Home Devices’ 
(appleinsider.com, 8 December 2020) <https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/12/08/researchers-discover-33-
vulnerabilities-affecting-millions-of-iot-smart-home-devices>. 
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